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'I'he scriptures, the sacred traditions, _the practices of t:lw 
good, tho inclinations of a spiritually purified mind, and the vows 
proceeding from right resolve arc known as the sources of dhnrma
(ethical religion). Homage to God, pure conduct, self-control, non
injury, charity and scriptural study are all religious acts, but above 
them all stands self-knowledge through concentrated meditation. 
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The scriptures are diverse, the sacred trnditions are different, and 
no law-giver is worth the name unless he has a view of his own. 'l'he 
essence of dharma lies deeply hidden, and the proper path cf duty i;; 

as traversed by the spiritually great. 
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• 
PREFACE 

• 
The invitation extended to me in 1932 by the Senate of 

the University of Calcutta to deliver the Stephanos Nirmalendu 
Ghosh Lectures for the year 1933 has enabled me to complete 
a long cherished project, namely, to write an Introduction to 
Comparative Religion for the benefit of my own students at 
the Dacca University and also students of other Universities 
who have to read Positive Religion as a part of their course in 
Philosophy of Religion. So far back as 1928-29, I contri
buted to the Rhilosophical Quarterly (published by the Indian 

/ Institute of Philosophy, Amalner, Bombay Presidency) three 
papers on The Foundations of Living Faiths as a part of the 
opening chapter of my projected work. For one reason or 
other I could not continue that series, and it is doubtful if this 
systematic work on that subject would have seen the light 
of day had not this timely offer come to me from my alma 
mater. 

In· asking me to deliver the Lectures the University made 
a departure from the tradition established in the past. Up 
till then the Lectures had been invariably delivered by distin
guished foreigners, all of whom had made their mark in their 
particular field of work by substantial productions. Although 
I had published a fairly large number of psychological, philo
sophical and theological papers I did not have to my credit 
any large or systematic work; and as I had not crossed the 
seas, whatever reputation I possessed as a writer and a speaker 
was confined within the limits of India. There ·was, in fact, 
no glamour of novelty about me for I belonged to the province 
and had received all my education in the University itself. To 
appoint such a person to what might not inaptly be called the 
Indian Gifford Lectureship required a good deal of confidence 
in my ability on the part of the Committee of Selection_; I am 
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happy to think that the iounder of the Lectureship, who at
tended the meeting of the Selection Committee, shared the 
confidence which the members of that Committee reposed in 
me. Some of the members of the Committee had later 
on an opportunity of judging for them$elves wh~ther 
their choice was fully justified when they cttme to preside 
over my lectures;· my only regret is that the founder 
could not be present at any of tlie lectures on account of 
<tn illness at the time of their delivery. It is not for me 
to say to what extent I luwe succeeded in deserving the 
eonfidence of the University of Calcutta; but I luwe sp~1rod 
rteither laJmur nor thought in the discharge of my onerouH 
duties as the lecturer with whom t.he TJniversity began the 
experiment of trying Indians for this work. I need not add 
l1ovv grateful I am to the Calcutta University for giving me 
thi:,; opportunity of expressing r:ny thoughts on a 'subject whiell 
is of abiding interest to all thi.nking minds <tnd of profound 
nw::ming for the spiritual life of every religious qommunity. 

I am mu<Ch flattered to think that the distinction of a 
fairly orthodox Brahmin being a.r)pointed to a Christian en
dowment during the regime of :1 Muslim Vice-Chancellor 
should have htllen first on me. By a curious coincidence l 
had the unique privilege of being born in one of the greatest 
strongholds of Sanskrit learning and Hindu orthodoxy in 
Bengal, of being educated in one of the oldest Missionary 
CoNeges o,£ Calcutta, and of spending the greater part of my 
teaching career at one of the most important centres of Muslim 
culture in India. This accidental combination not only gave 
me opportunities of studying at close quarters the daily lives 
of the adherents of three of the most important positive reli
gions of the world but also enabled me to understand and ap
preciate the springs of religious action in the communities 
concerned and to note the many obstacles-· social, personal 
and dogmatic~that stand in the way of intercommunal har
mony and of a calm and critical examination of different 
faiths, including their own, by members .of. these corn
munities. Receiving my early training in practical religion 
under a deeply religious and learned father who combined u 
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reverence for his ancestral creed with a toleration of all sincere 
faiths, of whatever stamp they might be, and my later train
ing in theology from an equally pious Christian teacher who 
had the deepest regard for all genuine religions, I have realised 
the possibility of allying personal orthodoxy with broad sym
pathy fo~ other modes of belief. 

If I have occasionally criticised any religion, it is not to 
hurt the feelings but to quicken the thoughts of its followers·; 
and in this I have made no distinction betwe~n Brahmanism . 
which I personally profess and other religions followed by 
other people. My criticisms have proceeded from a genuine 
conviction that all the living religions possess good points
some more, some less--of which they may be legitimately 
proud but that none is perfect in spite of all that its adherents 
may claim on its behalf and that all are capable of develop
ment in diverse degrees and directions. This is why I have 
been constrained to criticise more than once the doctrine of 
Final Revelation, which, in spite of its value for social soli.,. 
dari ty, is a serious obstacle to the development of individual 
faith and comm11nal toleration. I have also made no secret 
of my belief that most, if not all, religions fight ignorance 
half-heartedly for fear lest a wide-spread culture should mean 
the disowning of all spiritual obligations and, with the exten
sion of secular ideas and practices, a gradual loss of influence 
of those now in spiritual power over the uneducated masses. 
I have not subscribed, however, to the view that religion as {1 

distinctive attitude towards life and reality is ultimately 
destined to pass away with the growth of -education and the 
development of industry. _ 

While I am painfully conscious of my limited readings 
on account of my inability to h,andle any foreign re
ligious literature except in English, even of that lite
rature in the English language I had only a narrow 
range in this small provincial University which was 
established only seventeen years ago. In fact, but 
for a number of happy accidents my study would have been 
less wide and deep for the purpose of discussing certain 
fundamental problems. The Dacca College, out of which th13 
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University of Dacca was developed, had a long succession 
of European Principals and Professors, and the pre
sent collection on Hebrew and Christian theology in the 
University Library is mostly due to them. The Dacca College 
was also in regular receipt of copies of books presented to the 
Department of Education, Bengal, by various bodie13 for dis
tribution, and most of the books on Zoroastrianism (including 
some rate book~) came into the possession of the University 
through that channel. rrllrOtl'gh the efforts of the first Profes
sors in Sanskrit rtnd BengaJi, History, Arabic and Islamic 
Studies, and Philosophy a decent collection of books on Indian 
and Islmnic religions in their different aspects and on Philo
sophy of Religion had also been made in the earlier years of 
the newly founded University. Without this nucleus of litera
ture it would have been extremely difficult for me to make 
much headway in the subject chosen ; still, I had to wait often 
for weeks and months together to get neeessa,ry hooks out from 
England, specially new publications and books out of print. 
A word of thanks is due to Mr. Manora.njan Roy, M.A., B.L., 

I_.~ibrarian of the Dacca University, and to hi'S staff for the ex
pedition with which they collected, catalogued and issued 
books needed by me nnd for the wide latitude they gave me 
about the number of books taken out nt a time. Among friends 
who helped me with the Joan or gift of hooks which are now 
absolutely out of print, I record with gratitude the names of 
Lt.-Col. A. R. Owen Berkeley Hill, M.D., I.M.S. (Retd.), 
late Superintendent of the European Mental Hospital, Ranchi, 
and Prof. A. R. Wadia of the Mysore University. 

The administrative duties of the Dean of the Faculty of 
Arts at the Dacca University with which I was saddled at the 
time made the delivery of the r_.~ectures impossible before the 
closing months of 1934. Bleven lectures in all were delivered 
between 20th November and 17th December, 1934. The 
present volume incorporates the materials of the first six. In 
the present volume, however, I have not only broken up some 
single lectures into two or more chapters for convenience of 
treatment but also deviated slightly from the order of the lec
tures as delivered, Owing to the exigency of time the lecture 
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on Zoroastrianism was not delivered at all. Following my 
usual practice, I delivered the entire series of lectures extem
pore in order to be better able to adjust my discourse to the 
actual audience of the day. The text of the present volume 
has remained unaltered since its composition in 1933-34; but 
I ha~e utilised the enforced delay in publication in consulting 
some recent literature on the subject and adding a few foot-
notes here and there. • 

I am happy to have be~n able to deliver tne opening lec
ture under the chairmanship of Mr. Syamaprasad Mookerjee, 
M.A., B.L., Barrister-at-Law, M.L.A., the present Vice
Chancellor of the Calcutta University. Not only do I owe to 
him personally a debt for encouragement and assistance in con
nection with the lectureship but I also owe to his illustrious 
father, the late Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, my migration from 
the staff of the Scottish Churches College (as it was then 
called) to the. Philosophy and Experimental Psychology De
partments of the Calcutta University in 1917, which ultimate
ly facilitated the transfer of my services to Dacca in 192L 
The other l~ctures were presided over by two High Court 
Judges, one ex-Vice-Ch.ancellor of the Calcutta University, 
four University Professors and three Principals of affiliated 
Colleges. 

To Professors G. H. Langley (late Vice-Chancellor of 
the Dacca University), J. W. Flick (late of the Department 
of Arabic Hnd Islamic Studies, Dacca University~, and now of 
the University of Frankfurt Am Main), A. R. 'Vadia (of the 
Mysore University) and S. P. Bhattacharyya (of the Presi
dency College, Calcutta) I am grateful for their looking over 
some individual lectures in manuscript and for suggesting 
improvements in the text here and there. None is, however, 
responsible for the views herein expressed. To my colleagues, 
Professor Dr. S. M. Hossein of the Department of Arabic and 
Islamic Studies, Mr. P. K. Guha of the Department of Eng
lish, and Dr. B. N. Ray of the Department of Philosophy, I 
am indebted for occasional assistance in correcting the proof
sheets. To Mr. Guha, I am further indebted for saving me 
from many pitfalls in literary expression-whenever I h~d 
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any .doubt about the propriety of any word or the elegance of 
. any language I invariably turned to him for advice and assist
ance and always. with profit. · Such solecisms as still remain 
are due entirely to me. 

l would be failing in my duty if I do not close this pre• 
face with a word of praise for tlw staff of the Calcutta u:Qiver
sity Press. If there has been an inordinate delay in the pub
lication of the present volume, it is due mainly to my pre-occu
pation with officiai duties and Qccasionally to my illness. 
Expert assistance in the correction of the proof-sheets has been 
most ungrudgingly given by the Press staff, and exasperating 

·last-minute additions and alterations have been cheerfully in-
corporated to enable me to produce as perfect a book as I am 
capable of. I only regret that in order to prevent any further 
delay in publication it should be .found necessary to send the 
present volume out without an index. lJet me hope that the 
second volume will take less time to see the light of day : a 
fairly full iudex of the two volumes will be added there . 

. Sr'ipaJ'icami, 
5th Febr-u,ary, _HI88 H. D. ·BHATTACHARYYA 
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THE FOUNDATIONS OF LIVING 
FAITHS 

CHAPTER I 

THE LIVING FAITHS 

No one can take up the subject of Religion without a 
certain trepidation of heart. Of all the adventures which 

___ the human mind has undertaken, the adventure of faith is 
one of the oldest and the most formidable. In other fields of 
knowledge and a~tivity the quest is likely to be attended by 
some degree of sure conquest, and personal conviction backed 
by social confirmation. In religion, on the other hand, man 
grapples with problems that relate primarily to his solitari
ness/ so that although in primitive _ forms of religion 
the social factor is the dominating feature of faith, in more 
advanced religions personal conviction plays the leading role 
and even social ostracism and religious oppression often fail 
to secure apostasy. It is a mystery and a marvel that for the 
impalpable entities of faith men should willinglj sacrifice the 
concrete .. asures of the world-that for the uncertain bless
ings of Eternity men should cheerfully aoandon the certain 
joys of the Temporal. 

Certain it is that all through the ages man has professed 
to find in religion the one point of rest amidst the fluxes of 
worldly life-' 'the heart of peace'' in the whirlwind of tem
poral existence. As Hegel says,2 "Religion is for our con,. 
sciousness ·that region in which all the enigmas of the world 

1 See Whiteheoo, Religion in the Making, p. 6; Pratt, The Religious Con· 
sciousness, p. 12. 

2 Regel, LectuTes on the Philosophy of Religion (Eng. Tr.), Vol. I, P· 1, 
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are solved, all the contradictions of deeper-reachi~ thought 
have their meaning unveiled, and where the voice of the 
heart's pain is silenced-the region of eternal truth, of 
eternal rest~ of · eternal peace." Or, as an Eastern 
sage has it, 

b hidyate •hrdayagranthischidyante sanJasarf!,saya~l. 
lc?iyante casya karma1J·i tasmin dr?te paravare 

-All the cords of (secular) affection (lit. the heart) are snap
ped, all doubts are dispeJled, and aU activities find their rest of 
him who has seen the IJord (lit. the Greatest and the Small
est). In other words, all the faculties of the soul profess to find 
their rest assured and their difficulties solved in religion. 3 

It is not indeed contended that all religions have been equally 
successful in bringing about the desired consummation or 
that even in the most devout the religious mood or attitude 
may not be occasionally clouded by doubts and worldly consi
derations. 4 But that in spite of the many ~elicitations from 
the environment, to which his senses are constantly sub"' 
jected, man is able to rise above temporal considerations even 
in exceptional cases is sufficient proof that in his case the 
spirit can be stronger than the flesh. It is interesting too 
that from the very time of his appearance the man of religion 
has ever been accorded a pre-eminence in all stages of culture 

. and regarded as possessing something additional; to which 
ordinary individuals can lay no claim. The sha,man, the 
medicine man, the priest and the prophet have a.ys been 
the object of popular reverence and been treated with marked 
deference. Their utterances and activities have been follow·· 
ed with interest, awe, respect and wonder, whenever they 
have been regarded as acting in their religious capacity. 

3 Of. C. G. Jung, Modern Man in 8l)arch of .a Soul, p. 266: It seems to 
me, that, sidE) by side with the declipe of religious life, the neuroses · •. grow 
noticeably more fre<luent.'' 

4 See, for instance, Mark 15.34; Mrutthew 26,3(),44; also Pratt, Th,e Religiotfr. 

Qonseiousness, :P· lq:J.. 
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That.this should be so need cause no wonder, for religion 
has at all .times been noted for releasing energies otherwise 
inaccessible to the individual. The consciousne~s of being in 
alliance with supernatural powers has invariably tended to 
elevate t:h.individual not only in the estimation of the social 
group to which he belongs but also in ·his ownestimation. In 
primitive forms of faith, the man of God \or of the super
natural powers) is characterised"by the abundance of his ener
gy-•-his frenzied dance and ceaseless movements, his weird 
magic and rapid and incoherent speech, his restless activity 
and insensitiveness to suffering, tend to cause awe and 
astoNshment in the beholders. How else can a man com
mune with, appease and control the supernatural powers or 
use them in .the interest of the social group ! It is • now a 
commonplace of psychology that an individual's isolated be
haviour is different • from that in a group or a crowd :. a general 
depression of the intellectual faculties .and a consequent with
drawal of mental control release the emotional and volitional 
energies, which"thereby assume exaggerated dimensions. In 
the social· forms of religious phenomena, ·whether in savage 
gatherings or in revival meetings, the same forces are in 
operation and the individual responds to the environment 
with an accentuated reaction. But even when alone with 
his.gods, the individual displays peculiarreactions : is he not 
in the pre.ce of powers who, though unseen, are yet not 
insensitive to his supplications and manipulations? He feels 
impelled to transcend the physical and mental·limitations of 
finitude, .which make him an unwortliy or imperfect vehicle 
of. divine expression, not always by deliberate practice but 
very often in a spontaneous fashion. The instincts in opera,
tion during religious exercises liberate energies and expro?s
sions which cannot otherwise be commanded, and these 
are of such a peculiar nature that a cold-blooded rehearsal 
of thea in the absence of the sense of divine presence 
is an impossibility. Popular wisdom has . embodied this 
experience in the adage, '' Faith can remove mountains.'' 
" Verily I say unto you, if ye have faith, and doubt not, ye 
shall not only do what is done to the :fig tree, but even if ye 
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shall say unto this mountain, Be thou taken up and cast into 
the sea, it shall be done." 5 Here, more than anywhere else, 
a wavering mind begets an unsteady limb. Did not Peter 
begin to sink the moment he doubted the words of Jesus that 
he would be able to walk upon the waters? 6 

• 

The intellectual powers too are supposed to get greater 
insight into the-mysteries of existence. Being in. tune with 
the Infinite, the religious man sees farther into reality than 
ordinary mortals. Things that are disjointed and evil .are 
made whole and good to his understanaing. Most often the 
knowledge is of the mystical kind-ineffable, emotional anil 
incapable of communication to others. It is certainl:}; not 
scientific knowledge involving strenuous thinking and minute
ly articulated in its details. The world is presented to the 
religious man in its broad outlines, in an instantaneous ex
posure of its fundamental scheme or plan, in· its spiritual 
significance. The portals of heaven open up to him the vision 
of things unseen; his utterances have a strange fire; his pene
trating glance sees through the hollow sho"*s and senseless 
formalities of everyday respectability.7 He is the interpreter 
of divine wishes, the oracle of divine wisdom, the herald of 
divine justice. When his credentials are established, he is 

5 Mat. 21. Of. Lk. 17.6; Pratt, The Religio1i.S Conscionsz_, pp. 173-4. 

6 Mat. 15. 28-31. On the whole subject, see ERE. viii. 24. 250; xii. 753. 

7 The "truths " which the mystics carry away with them from the ecstasy, 
or hold more firmly because of the ecstasy, differ with different individnrdr.. Their 
general tendency, as Professor James points out, is towards optimism and monism. 
Professor Ewer enumerates several of them as follows : " That reality is unitary 
and divine; that ordinary experience is merely phenomenal, its eontent only im
perfectly known; that its limitations and contradictions are transcended in true 
knowledge; that in such knowledge the soul, which is the key w re!tlity, rises to 
identity with God and infinite vision; that the Divine Presence may be found 
hidden in the midst of daily life; that the real is ultimately good, and sin only 
negative, a privation, unreal." ...... 

We must, however, be careful to distinguish between the content of tbe 
intuition which takes place during the ecstasy, and the truths aich the 
mystic comes to believe as a result of reflecting upon his experience ...... And if I 
a,m not greatly mistaken, a large number of the " mystic truths " so called-as, 
for instance, several of those quoted aboye from Dr. Ewer-are due to secondary 
reflection ra,ther than to. immediate intuition.-Pratt, The Religious Consciousness, 
pp. 407-8 
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heard with respect; his prophecies and imprecations are 
watched for fulfilment with interest and awe; his warnings, 
even when unheeded, provoke uneasy thoughts. He general~ 
ly exhibits in his own life the triumph of spirit over flesh as 
befitting one who has risen above the worldly plane. Regard~ 
less of consequences, he dares to attack age-long prejudices, 
to offend social susceptibilities and to tht-ow social decorum 
to the winds. 

It should not be forgotten, however, that all religious 
temperaments are not of the same type-that between the 
contemplative recluse and the fighting preacher all-shades of 
difference may be observed. Broadly speaking, to .one class 
religion is an individual problem, if not also a personal en
joyment; while to the other class religion is a serious call to 
social duty. The arhat .in Buddhism aims at his own salva
tion-he wants to get rid of the personal ills of this life, and 
that by becoming a lamp unto himself. He is too much pre
occupied with his own troubles to have time and energy left 
to attend act"ively to the troubles of others. He is an intro
spective introvert, given to self-analysis and comparatively 
prone to religious selfishness. In him the dynamic functions 
work imperfectly, social feelings are defective. or " the native 
hue of resolution is sicklied o'er with the pale cast of thought.'' 
He accepts the principle of minimum responsibility in life; 
he has •@a• .accentuated or exaggerated sense of his personal 
illumination; and he disowns the importance and the need 
of the society which gave him being and upbringing. His 
instinct is that of a drowning man or a man trapped in a 
house in flames-to him personal safety is the only imme
diate consideration. Religious history is replete with 
instances of saintly individuals who have been sought by a 
suffering world as ideals but who have nqi done anything 
actively to disseminate the secret of their s~ritual success. If 
ever they condescend to remain within the access of society, 
wisdom can sometimes be wrung out of their reluctant mouths 
by the questioning multitude; but when left alone or uninter
rogated) they prefer to let their wisdom and their way of peace 
die with them and leave no record behind. 
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Entirely different. from the above is the ideal of life 
pursued by the other class. The strenuousJife ofa teacher 
and preacher is what they choose by a kind of inborn disposi
tion. Tolerant large-heartedness towards human frailty <tnd 
intolerant attitude towards unethical and irreligious life may 
both • act as .motives. Their faith in the ultimate triunmh qf re
ligion is supplemen1ied by a firm belief in the ultimate ·good
ness of human nature and an unbounded charity towards weak 
souls, steeped in ignorance, sloth and wickedness. Like 
Zarathustra, they are fighters against lie and evil not only in 
their own lives but also in those of others; like Christ, they are 
compassionate towards sinners; like the Bodhisattva, they are 
willing to wait till eternity to ensure the release of every soul 
in bondage to suffering before seeking their own salvation. 
Remember the touching episode in the life of Gautama when 
after receiving enlightenment he was for a moment tempted 
to keep the saving knowledge to himself and Brahma 
Sahampati expressed great concern at this decision and im
plored him to disseminate the spiritual illumin~tion for the 
benefit of suffering bumanity. All persons do not hear the 
promptings of their better nature with an equal alacrity-·· 
the fatiguing prospect of a life of endless, and possibly thank
less, labour acts as a deterrent to all but the most daring, 
dynamic and compassionate natures. 

It is difficult to estimate the relative value of the guietis·· 
tic and the activistic attitude towards religion and it is likely 
that in the long run no religious community is able to dis
pense with the contributions of either to its own spiritual ad
vancement. Religious experience and insight beget in iJ10 

seer a disinterested disregard of conventions, a lyrical spon
taneity of self-expression in hymns, songs and acts of reli
gious worship. ~he recluse dwells apart with his God--he 
is the only worshipper at his own inner sanctuary whose 
votive offerings the world may sometimes se(j. but never share,. 
The preacher, on the other hand, is an extravert with an 
inner urge to bring the tidings of religious truth to his fellow. 
men, to share their sorrows, to remov13 the bondage of their 
sins and their sufferings. Like Plato's philosopher, he 'feels 
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that no one has a right to possess exclusively the illumination 
he has fortunately received._ The spreading of the truth of 
which he is possessed is a paramount obligation with such a. 
spirit. Possibly less . intellectual . than the -contemplativ~ 
sage<and wedded more to the practical aspect of religious 
life, the preacher. is sometimes less a revealer of heW truths 
than a propagandist; but it would be a mistake to think that 
he does not intimately accet>t and appropriate to 'himself the 
spirit of the religion he professes and preaches: pnly .deep 
and abiding conviction can lend fire to speech, and if some
thing constitutional makes -one prone tobelieve and ,act, that 
does not take away from the fact that sqepticism and doubt 
have always been fatal to the __ persistence of missiomiry zeal. 

\Vithout seers and preachers a religion can only mark 
_ tinw, ~herever ttf fountain-head of inspiration dries up, 
r~Iigi():p_ degenerates 1rito conventional thinking and customary 
practice. Truncated of its growing point,. religion loses its 
organic and synimet:dc!ll development, and dense collateral 
growths of myth, dogma and ritual . overlay the spiritual 
character of a livingfaith. Except when taken over from an 
older creed or evolved as an integral part of the originalins.pira-
tion, these invariably represent either a stagnation of religion 
or a concession to the weaker understanding of. the qrdinary 
laity. In them personal insight and spontaneous expression 
arereplaced by a less spiritual mode of imaginati9n, intellect 
and activity-· all consciously directed towards popular edifica
tion, easy understanding, and stability and uniformity of 
socio-religious practices. Each of them has a tendency to 
become a tradition and to bring into being a special class of 
ministrants who gradually form a more or less rigid caste or 
corporation ·with the right and the duty of conserving the 
social 15eliefs and practices and the privilege of amending 
and elaborating them according to topical needs. The bard, 
the scholastic and the priest have each his own appointed 
place in the development of religion; but their achievements 
~ave always had an evanescent character, as myths, dogmas 
arid rituals have ever changed with the times in accordance 

. with the prevailing taste and culture of the components of the 
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religious community. 8 The close connectionbet,veeri the firgt 
and the last has often been noticed-rituals instituted in 
accordance with rnyths and myths formulated to explain tradi
tional rites. Creeds alter more slowly as they have their 
origin in intellectual elaboration of the elements of faith; 
and unless the faith itself alters materially, the creed cannot 
radically alter its character, for human reason is capable of 
far more stable formulations than human imagination and 
human emotion. But the ground-plan has always a prepon· 
derating influence on the superstructure and many a religious 
edifice has tumbled down, even when buttressed by the props 
of aliegorical interpretation, because an undercurrent of 
scepticism has scoured away the foundations of faith. 
Dogmas have disappeared together with their religious basis 
in many parts of the world never to s•y again tile minds 
of men. They have, as a matter of fact, shared a worse fate 
than rituals which, basing themselves on inveterate habits of 
the body, have managed to transfer themselve«:J from the 
vanquished religion to the conquering creed with a new 
significance adapted to the structure of the latter. 9 Think, 
for instance, of the many pagan rites and festivals that have 
survived in Christianity and Muhammadanism with an altered 
significance. 

·while the race of priests flourishes everywhere, and 
preachers and myth- and dogma-makers are not few, and 
even saints and sagos appear regularly in fair numbers a11 
over the world, the same cannot be said of prophets and 
founders of faith. A religious genius is like a biological freak 
-he is born, not made. He effects in himself an unusual 
combination of all those qualities that go to make a seer, a 

8 W. Robertson Smith, The Religion of the Semites (1914), p. 18; Hopkins, 
The Origin and Evolution of Religion, p. 226. See also Whiteheatd, Religion in 
the Making, p. 13f, 116, 120f, 130, esp. Ch. IV, Sec. II, Experience and Expres-
sian. 

9 Marti, The Religion of the Old Testament, p. 103; Pr(ltt, Tho Religiou.~ 

Consciousness, pp. 82-ft For the survival of some pagan supersititions in Egypt, 
see W. M. FlinMrs Petrie, Religious Life in Ancient Egypt, p. :1.1.3. 
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preacher and a priest. He has the head to discern more pro
foundly than his contemporaries the ultimate principles and 
values of existence in their true perspective; he possesses the 
heart to feel the need of uplifting the moral tone and temper 
of his own age; and he wields the arm that is not afraid to hit 
hard the prejudices and superstitions of his own people. Less 
consciously cogitative than a philosopher a.ad, therefore, less 
effective as a system-builder , the founder of a faith yet learns 
more from hints and suggestions that the world throws out 
than a philosopher does. Susceptible to the poetry of exist
ence, his being vibrates in unison with invisible melodies ; 
the still small voice that esqapes the attention of grosser ears 
brings to him messages from an unseen world ; Heaven 
beckons unto him and angels speak to him. Tlie spirit of 
God bloweth where it listeth; while years of arduous prepara·· 
pion through intellectual and ethical culture may confer a 
certain amount of religious mediocrity on the plodding, the 
world mostly owes its profoundest moral and spiritual insights 
to those whose" only literature· was the book of the world
the stilly night , the starry heavens, the joys and sorrows of 
men, and an inward peace that passes all understanding. 
Judged by the worldly standard of acquired wisdom, they may 
often be called ignorant; bU:t an innate proneness to self
analysis and contemplation, coupled with an intuitive grasp 
of the spiritual needs and aspirations ofthe age, invests them 
with an insight into the spiritual principles of existence, and 
not only produces conviction in themselves about the authen
ticity of their personal vision but enables them to speak the 
truth, as perceived by them, in a dictatorial and authoritative 
fashion to the world at large.10 Just as they themselves are 

10 See Enc. Islam, ii, p. 4S6 , art. ILHXM : " Allah reveals himself in two 
w.ays; to men individually by knowledge c.a.st into their minds, and to men general
ly by messages sent through the prophets. The first, individual revelation is 
il1~a~ ; the second, and general, is wal],y . Saints, especia.Ily, are t~e r ecipients of 
_th1a 1lhwm, . because their hearts are purifierl and prepared for it. It differs from 
intelleCtua.l knowledge ('ilm ' akli ') in that it cannot be gained by meditation and 
derluction; but is suddenly communicated while the recipient ca,nnot tell how, 
whence or why. It is a pure gift from the generosity (faid) of All~h . It differs 

2 
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summoned to their office by an irresistible call from within 
or above, so also their own injunction to others to follow them 
has in all ages been obeyed-at first by a small band of devoted 
followers and later on by a larger population of the globe. 

In fact, the first missionary of every religion must neces" 
sarily be the founder himself. He does not hide the light of 
his spiritual insi~ht under a bushel, nor does he bury the one 
talent that God has given hint under the ground. -He treats 
his revelation as a trust ; he does not hoard it like a miser or 
use it for personal gratification or personal grandeur. He 
considers himself to be the mouthpiece of the divine. It is 
likely that just as in primitive times the discoverer of a new 
fetish acted as one possessed and danced and shouted in 
religious frenzy till he could infect the assembled crowd, so 
also the discoverer of a new spiritual truth is often intoxicated 
by the revelation received and warns and preaches because he 
must. He is convinced about the genuineness of his illumina
tion rmcl the spirihml good that it is sure to bri~g to the world. 
He ha,s faith in the innate spiritual and moral nature of man ;11 

and so the darkest degradation all around does not damp the 
ardour of his soul. While relentless towards the follies and 
foibles o£ his contemporaries, he is yet solicitous of their 
salvation. He fears their fate but seeks to st1ve them from 
rum. A cynic can never be a saviour-beneath the rind of 
oceasional sternness there must always be a core of compassion 
if a prophet or a saint isto succeed in his mission. 

It is a remarkable testimony to the spiritual and ethical 
nature of man that no appeal of higher rationality and better 
morality has ever gone completely unheeded. All through the 
ups and downs of philosophy t1ncl faith a steady mareh of 

from wal}y only in. that the angel messenger who brings waTm may be eeen by the 
prophet and that wal}y brings ~- nwssage to be communicated to mankind, while 
ililiin~ is for the instruction of the recipient. From wa-~11Jiis or sat<t,nic whispering in 
the he .. rt, it differs in respect of the causer~an angel as opposed to a. devil : and 
in the things to which it incites--good as oppos.,d to eviV' See also ;Tung, i',!odern 
.M' an in Search of a Soul, p. 261. 

1l ;)". Legge, The Religions of China, P· 103; 
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culture and conviction is clearly discernible. . True, there 
have been occasional backslidings and stagnations, and 
nations and races have gone into temporary hibernations 

jeither at the suggestion of false guides, or in a spirit of 
tolerant accommodation and servile imitation, or under the 
threatening constraint or the insidious wiles of a lower culture. 
But the spirit of man has invariably triumphed over such 
temporary set-backs, and an inliigenous evolution of greater 
consistency in thought and belief marks the history of every 
human race. Left unaided by the contact of higher cultures, 
the progress has often been_ woefully slow-especially in 
regions where the monotonous regularity of natural pheno
mena raised no new problems for which the customary beliefs 
could not provide a ready solution. But even there the 
venturesome mind has suggested new answers to old problems 
and has been respectfully heard if it could suggest any im
provement· upon the older solutions. And the criterion of 
advance has always been the establishment of greater consist
ency between assumption and experience, faith arid practice' 
personal b'enefit and social need.12 

The birth of a new faith may not inaptly be compared 
to an earthquake. The earth's surface is subject to ceaseless 
tremors which can only be revealed by a delicate seismograph. 
But occasionally deep rumblings are heard and then suddenly 
the terra firma begins to behave like clay in the hands of 
subterranean forces. The earthly frame begins to rock and 
heave and fall, great landslips and dislocations of levels tab~ 
place, tidal waves invade the land and sweep away everything 
before them and huge structures and ancient monuments 
crumble into ruin. If the cumulative stresses in the earth's 
crust, produced by the ceaseless contraction of the earth, be 
yielded to gradually, there is no violent upheaval; but if they 
are resisted, they tend to increase. till the rocks give way with 

12 Cf. Whitehead, Reliyion in the Makirzg, p. 20: ".Rational religion is 
religion whose beliefs and rituals have been reorganised With the aim of making 
it the central element in a coherent ordering of life-an ordering which shall be 
coherent both in respect to the elucidation of thought, and in respect to the nirec· 
tion of conduct towards a unified purpose comm~nding ethical approval." 
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a, sudden shock and an earthquake is produced. If .. there 
happen to be lines of fracture and weakness in the earth's 
crust at any particular region, the succession of shocks may 
be quite rapid. 13 In the same fashion, the social mind is 
ceaselessly trying new lines of thought and action according 
to the eternal laws of mental development; but the changes 
are so small tha\ the social equilibrium is seldom perceptibly 
disturbed by their operation.• But let the necessary adapta
tion of faith to circumstances and culture be resisted for a 
sufficiently long time and lifeless formalities and outworn 
creeds usurp the place of a living and growing faith. Then a 
warning herald will make his appearance and be followed 
quickly by a new prophet whose message would explode 
established doctrines and inaugurate an era of new religious 
beliefs and social relations. Again and again in history has 
what I have elsewhere 14 called the triadic rhythm of devotion, 
hypocrisy and doubt been repeated, and faiths, that refused 
to listen to timely warnings, have paid the penalty of delay 
by being entirely engulfed or sorely battered • by the rising 
tide of a new religious upheaval. 

A few historical illustrations will put. the matter in 
a clear light. The decay of traditional faith among the 
Greeks and the Romans, which the sceptical and the serious 
philosophers alike hastened by their exposure of the unworthy 
picture of the gods worshipped by the multitude, led to the 
spread of the Mystery religions where at least some of the 
demands of a genuine religious life could be satisfied. As 
Prof. See berg points. out, 15 "Although the Hellenistic 
Mystery religions-the cults of Attis, Isis, Osiris and Mithras 
-began as gross and fetishistic nature religions, they deve
loped into faiths in which the primitive elements were gradu
ally spiritualised, and as opposed to the juristic character of 

13 See W. B. Scott, An Introduction to Geology (1904), p. 64. 

14 Philosophioal Quarterly, VI, p. 21, art. Reason and Religion. 

15 Carl Clei!len .(ed.), Religions of the World, p. 340. See .Pringle"Pattison, 
Studies in the Philosophy of Religion, Ch. XV. Gentile Christianity and the Mystery 
Religions, 
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the religion of Rome and the aesthetic character of the reli
gion of Greece, they attracted in a time of decadence, scepti
cism and mysticism large numbers by their.gorgeous ritual, 
the magic spell of their Mysteries, their demand for an 
ascetic life, the blissfulness of the ecstatic state, and their 
promise of deliverance and immortality. . . In the centre of 
them all stood the incarnate God, with w:bom the initiate, by 
means of a cultus full of dramatic moments and by means of 
the sacraments, attained to a fellowship that was partly sen
suous and partly spiritual. The myth of the God who died 
and rose again, and that of the saviour who was born of a 
virgin--these and other conceptions were distinctly present 
in these Oriental religions long before the appearance of 
Christianity.'' Not only did the religious need of the indi
vidual remain unsatisfied in the old religions of Greece and 
Rome, but, as Hopkins says/6 '' the divinities of the Medi
terranea.n had Jagged behind man in ethical progress and 
were in no position to act as spiritual guides:" so, as 
Reinach remarks,17 "Christianity had not to triumph over 
official paganism; this had long been dead or effete; its rivals 
were the other Oriental religions." And the religions of 
Greece and Rome, like the religions of the Egyptians, the 
Assyrians, the Babylonians and the Teutons, vanished com
pletely from the face of the earth. To-day in lands where ctll 
these religions :flourished at one time the three monotheistic 
living religions of Semitic origin hold complete sway; 

Our second illustration would be Christianity. The Jews 
made more than one attempt to reform their religion, but 
again and again there were lapses. Josiah's attempt to 
purify faith by concentrating all worship at Jerusalem, like 
a similar attempt of Amenhotep IV (Ikhnaton) in Egypt to 
institute a purer form of solar worship (A ton), failed to survive 
long his own death, and foreign gods and idolatrous practices 
made their appearance in the temples. In 586 B.C. the 

16 Hopkins, op. cit., p. 260. See G. M. Stratton, The Psychology of the 
Religious Life, p. 232. 

11 S. Reinach, Orpheus, p. 114. 
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temple of Jerusalem was burned by N ebuchadnezzar who had 
spared it in his :first campaign of 597 B.C., and the Babylo
nian exile of the leading Jews, begun during his .first 
campaign, was completed. The Jews of the Dispersion could 
not continue their temple-service outside the holy ground of 
Jerusalem, and the Synagogue, the precursor of the Christian 
Church, came into existence and prayer replaced sacri
:fice.18 But the successful Maccabaean revolt not only 
restored the worship in the Temple but also brought 
into being the puritanic Pharisees who took up the 
task of interpreting and observing the old laws and 
ceremonials as also of developing and promoting the 
unwritten law or tradition. The mind of the race 
had, however, been already infected by the virus of a Jess 
formal religion; and so, in spite of the combined efforts of the 
doctors of the law (the Pharisees), the priestly aristocracy 
(the Sadducees) and the learned scholars (the Scribes), the 
old religion of sacrifice, so earnestly denounced by the Pro
phets on account of its want of inwardness and ·its dissocia,
tion from high morality, tended to decline and degenerate into 
minute details about ceremonial purity and observance of the 
Sabbath, to put uncomfortable restrictions on freedom of 
thought and conduct, and to choke t.pontaneous self-expres
sion in matters of devotion. Life tended to become a body 
of regulations-at least among the ordinary people, and the 
requirements of the temple-worship converted the sanctuary 
of God into a house of merchandise exactly as one can see 
to-day at our own Kalighat and Madura. According to an in
exorable law of the human mind that a spirit of rebellion 
is bound to be fostered as soon as a spontaneous gift becomes 
a compulsory levy, especially when demanded by the 
religious hierophant who is personally interested in 
costly offerings to the gods, the advent of Jesus, 
closely following upon the preaching of John the 
Baptist, was the signal for raising the question of the 

.18 ERE·· x. 191-5, art. PRAYER (Jewish). See also G. F. Moore, History 
ofBeligions, Vol. 2, p. 24. See, however, ERE, iii. 738. 
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utility of material offerings and the necessity of unmeaning 
restrictions in thought and conduct. Fortunately, in this 
case, the old religion possessed a sufficient surplus of ethical 
vitality and had, in fact, begun to develop towards a purer 
form of worship under the inspiration of the prophets and 
the exigencies of the Babylonian captivity.19 So although 
a big slice was torn off its sides by Chrib"tianity it escaped 
total annihilation; 

In a similar fashion Muhammadanism succeeded in 
completely suppressing the pre-Islamic polytheism of Arabia 
a.nd Zoroastrianism replaced the polytheism of Persia. 
Reared on mythology and superstition, and making little at
tempt to base higher morality on the nature of the divinities 
worshipped, both Arabian and Persian polytheisms tumbled 
down before the ethical religions of Muhammad and 
Zarathustra respectively, after seriously minded people had 
begun to doubt the efficacy of effete faith and h[lod prepared 
the ground fo:JO the advent of a new religion. In India, again, 
when the old Vedic polytheism had failed to satisfy the 
learned, and the abstruse nature of the Upanif;)adic Brahman 
had failed to grip the popular imagination, and the rank 
rituals of the Bra,hmaJ:~as had tended to make worship soul
less and formal, various sceptical schools, about which we 
read in Brahmanic, J aina and Buddhistic literatures, arose ; 
and soon afterwards Jajnism and Buddhism appeared as 
organised protests against the cruel ceremonials of a creed 
in which the better minds had ceased to believe. 20 And 
when Brahmanism rehabilitated itself in popular favour by 
developing the Bhakti-cult and bringing religion within the 
comprehension of the laity by partially discarding Vedic 
Sanskrit, which was becoming unintelligible to the people at 
large, and also by concentrating on treatises like the 
Bhagavadg1ta, which at once satisfied religious and moral 
needs, it managed to ward off the concerted attack '){ intern:1l 

~----

/ ~.._ llF NOll;: 
19 See Harna,ok, History of JJ;ogma (Eng. 'rr.), Vol. I, pp:/'6~~~~ 

• "'~2"2 'iY""'"',;' .,,,,,. •· . " '· t(rm <ARY ) : 
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scepticism and alien faith. 21 But when the PauriH:_ii(} litera
ture went beyond the bounds of religious and moral minis
tration and began to hold up ideals and examples whose 
acceptance the growing moral and religious sense and ac
quaintance with foreign religions with a purer faith and a 
higher moral tone alike rendered impossible, there arose in 
Medimval India a tJlose succession of religious thinkers whose 
sects are still extant in different conditions of vitality. Later 
defections still have occurred, and the Sikhs, the Arya Samaj
ists and the Brahmas claim to-day a fairly large number of 
adherents who have seceded from the orthodox Hindu fold. 
Whosoever studies impartially the history of heterodoxy in 
India is bound to come to the conclusion that Hinduism 
with its motley group of religious ideas represents a weak 
crust of faith and that it has had often to pay the penalty of 
extreme conservatism all through its history. But for the 
fact that through its age-long career it had made many experi
ments in forms of pure faith and many advances in lofty 
morals, which even a casual gleaner could spot with ea~:~e, 
it would have long been swept out of existence altogether. 
Even in the Mahabharata, which is supposed to extol the 
achievements of the E:~atriyas and their sacrifices, we have 
repeated assertions that ceremonies were multiplied through 
ignorance of Truth which is the main object of Vedic teach
ing and that Truth always prevails against customary reli
gion (dharma) and is always superior to sacrifice and 
slaughter of animals. 22 Similar statements are plentiful 
among the Hebrew prophets. Judaism and Hinduism 
possess both the advantages and the disadvantages of not 
embodying the religious ideas of a single age or the ethical 
principles of a single man. Both possess lofty heights and 
abysmal depths; and while their opponents seek to pin them 
down to their cellars, they manage to escape through their 
sky-lights. This explains also why in these ethnic religions 

21 Se~ the present writer's article on The Vitality of I!indu Reliyion in 
Philosophical QuC~rterly, I, p. 251f. 

n ~rpenter, Theism in Medio,eval India, P· 138. 
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protests have .. mostly • . taken ·the form of schismatic sectsi 
which retained. the cultural tradition and even the language' 
of the mother creed in varying degrees. 

When the protests come from the rational side of 'man; 
who fails to see the significance and the utility of many of 
the beliefs, formalities and institutions of the religious 
oiganisation to which be belongs, they tak~ the form of 
reforming movements. A reformer need not always claim 
divine inspiration for his self-imposed task : it is enough 
if be is possessed of a strong common sense and 1mproved 
ethical motives. Raja Rammohan Roy and Dayananda Saras
wati were reformers of Hinduism in the sense that both 
could see the weakness of some of the Hindu doctrines and 
practices and sought to eradicate them either by appealhig 
to the purer speculations of the Hindus themselves oi- by 
pointing' out the many inconsistencies of their religious 
lives. They did not claim anything divine for their mission:. 
although it is not unlikely that they were fortified in theii 
efforts by the approbation of their own conscience. Similar
ly, the vVahhabi movement in Muslim Arabia a11d the rise 
of the Sthanakvasi sect among the Jairis have as one of their 
objectives the removal of useless formalities and undue vene
ration of religious saints and symbols; but no divine com
mand· prompted their promulgators to undertake the task of 
reformation. Sects, as distinguished £rom reforming move:. 
ments, may arise from less noble motives and are very often 
due to local patriotism or loyalty to a particular leader. Go 
through the seventy-three Muslim sects mentioned .· in the 
Fark-bain-al-Firak and you will wonder why some 0f them 
should have differed from each other at all. It is difficult 
to cla,im divine inspiraticm for the way in which religious 
symbols should be marked or worn on the body, and yet 
sometimes two Vai$1;1ava sects would prob0bly differ in v~{·y 
little else. How many uhseemly quarrels took place over 
the exact position of a word in the creed in the early yeats 
of the Christian Church r Many men have a tendency to 
stick to trifles for no other reason than that they have set 
their heart upon them' and yet they are unwilling to concede 

a 
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to others the same right that they Claim for themselves. The 
same god diffe;rently named would bring different sects into 
being-Naraym;ta, Vi~:t;t.u, Rama, Hari and Kr~na, though 
referring to the same god, have different sets of followers in 
India with a fairly hostile attitude towards the votaries of the 
same god with a different nnme; and among the Spanish 
peasants, we aye told, it is perfectly legitimate to worship 
Virgin Mary with one title. and belonging to a particular 
village while reviling in unseemly language the Madonna of 
another village and bearing a different title. 

Sects and schisms, however, have their justification 
and value when they imply a certain vitality of faith among 
the adherents of a creed and a living interest in the religion 
which they profess. No sect ever arises in days of general 
apathy and scepticism, for religion ceases then to be a 
matter of vital concern and, even when the routined formal
ities are gone through in a mecl1anical way, people do not 
bother themselves much about the niceties of detail or the 
proprieties of language and thmJght on wbjch sects anii 
schisms thrive and flourish. They are no longer mattms 
of life and death to the community ; and so a spirit of 
toleration, coupled occasionally with indolence, dictates 
non-intederence with existing theories and practices. Like 
a shell bursting in its career through space, a religion breaks 
up into sects mostly in its initial stages when the nrst for
mulation is more or less nebulous and people have strong 
feelings about the necessity of an accurate creed. 'rhe 
greatest schisms and controversies in Muhammadanism, 
Christianity and Buddhism have all taken place in the effer
vescent phases of their opening career. When after. cen
turies of discussion and scrutiny faiths settle down into a 
relatively constant body of dogmas and rituals, they are very 
seldom disturbed except when an evolution of a greater in-
tellectual power or a purer ethical sense or contact with a 
nobler creed exposes undetected flaws or when imperceptible 
accretion . of corrupt. practices and debased thoughts · •. stands 
reyealed to the refined • sensibility of a . saint or a prophet. ·In 
religion, no less than in the region of sensation, 'there is such 
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a thing as adaptation: we fail to notice the defects of our 
own religion just as we fail to notice the stuffy atmosphere 
or the stinking smell of a locality after we have been there 
for· some time. Like the fishes ()f the Kentucky caves we 
lose the power of sight by subjection to constant darkness: 
our religious sense gets atrophied without regular excursion 
into the region of intellectual light. I£ the •formation of ·a 
sect signifies a sally into the reafm ofclarity and conscience, 
as it. certainly was in Medireval India, it should always be 
hailed with .delight. Even if it is reabsorbed by the original 
religion, 1t cannot fail to act as a leaven and to purify faitlr; 
like bacteria in the nodules of the leguminosae, which fik 
the nitrogen of the air in the plant-body, .a pure s~ct em
bedded in a torpid faith ·tends to increase its vitality and 
growth. It may not always amount to a reforming move· 
ment, which implies not only the perception of new truths 

· but an active propagation of the same ; but when 1·ightly 
formed, it acts from within in a beneficial manner and pre~ 
vents that hiatus of tradition which the institution of an 
absolutely new creed always implies. Without any ethical 
or rational contribution to make to existing faith and prac
tice, however, a sect is no better than a mere fad or fashion 
which is bound to disappear in course of time. "VVhat Jung 
speaks of. the modern man is true also of the founder of· a 
religious sect : " he must be proficient in the highest degree, 
for unless he can atone by creative ability for his break with 
tradition, he is merely disloyal to the past." 23 

But, like an ill-patched garment or a disjointed mason
ry, which is a cause of constant anxiety and trouble, a faith 
may sometimes be such a medley of contradictory beliefs or 
crude superstitions that it is more profitable to dis
card it altogether than .to prolong its existence by 
further patch-work. It may also be without suffi
cient intellectual and moral foundation for the rear
ing of a structure suited to the growing needs of the spirit. 

23 J11ng, MOdern Man in Search of a Soul (X. The Spiritual Problem 
Modern ·Man), p. 229. 
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In .such . cases the only remedy lies in pulling down 
the .building . and strengthening the foundations for 9. 

nobler structure, always remembering, of course, that the 
soil should be capable of supporting the new load. This 
fate, so far as empirical generalisation is permissible, 1s 
bound/to overtake .not only magical beliefs but also religions 
based on an ('Aec}usive use of the imagination to the total 
neglect of the intellectual ana mystical operations of the mind. 
The spinning of an elaborate pantheon 'is not always a.·sign 
of religious vitality-it is .very often a fatty degeneration of 
faith. The character of all degenerate faiths is that they 
forget nothing and reject nothing, with the effect that they 
.become ultimately smothered by the ·accumulation· of age
long traditions .very often in contradiction with one another. 24 

Nothing.is so conducive to religious vitality as the jettisoning 
of dead customs and dry creeds and the reorganisation of the 
materials of faith with every advance in genuine philosophic, 
ethical. or mystic insight. 

The Egyptian religion perished becau!le it was latterly 
dominated by a persistent theriolatry and a mass of myths 
about gods, mther. strange in a people otherwise so advanced 
in civilisation. The same is the case with Assyrian, Baby
lonian and rreutonic religions. In Greece speculation be
came secular at a very early time and philosophy pursued a 
career independently of religion, with the effect that the 
popular faith was reared on Homeric tales, not always ethi
cally palatable or philosophically sound. The best minds 
were obliged to evolve personal faiths; and while most of 
them probably conformed outwardly to. the religion of the 
state, they were inwardly alienated from it and did not think 
it. worth their while to waste their philos()phic Jubqurs on 
futile popular legends. The Romans, not much noted either 
for their religious or for their philosophic originality, 
gathered gods from all corners of their far-flung empire 

24 Tn the.la.nguage Of Bernard Shaw, they can be compared only to "a atore 
in which the very latest and most precious acquisitions are flung on top 1)f a 
noisome heap of rug·and-bottle refuse and worthless antiquities from the museum 
lumber room." ('l'he · Ad'f!entures of the Black Girl in her search j[)r, God, . p.• 60.) 
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without much reference to their compatibility; and among 
them also the best minds sought .personal. solace in ethical 
speculations unrela,ted to popular religion. Buddhisn1 could 
spread so rapidly in Japan because the myths of the .Kojiki 
could not supply enough spiritual food to the thinking .mi11ds 
of .the island race. ':l'o-day, for the same reason, in India 
the religion of the Pura:r;tas has grown ~hamefaced and is 
failing to hold the undivided attention, interest and d~vo
tion of. the· ethicist and the . philosopher. If, however, the 
ship of Hindu faith is still sailing steadily. on, it is becauHe 
it was equipped with the double engine of myth and specu
lation, and .wherever the one. has failed the other has taken 
over control in· thinking minds. The injection of a little 
speculation into religion acts like a prophylaxis when the 
days of rationalism and free thinking arrive : those religions 
that are without it are simply killed out, while those.withit 
either escape altogether or get off. with slight scars and pits. 

But it all depends upon the dosing. '\Vhile .a moderate 
degree of tlolinking may stimulate the activity of faith, a 
larger dose may prove injurious or fatal. Philosophy may 
prove a treacherous ally to religion at any moment, and a 
sound instinct has in all ages prompted religious men to 
scent danger in excessive speculation. Religion is au affair 
of light and shade combined, and ' the dim religious ·light ' 
always disappears in the glare of intellectual illumination. 
The different formulae of religion, viz., that. it is according 
to reason, above reason and against reas~n, have all been 
tried in different ages; the only fm·mula, ·however, likely to 
fit 1s that religion is towards reason. What I mean is that 
all religions destined to survive have in them a power and a 
tendency to grow towards a rational understanding· of the 
world asymptotically without however reaching the goaL A 
complete description is· possible only. of a thing finished ; but 
in religion maJ::!. is concerned with a growing point of the 
mind-you can describe its tendencies but not its ,,rticula
tions, just as you can describe in detail a detached leaf but 
not the growing tip of a creeper. In religion the · whole · 
personality of man is operating-his intellectual, emotional 
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ml.d volitiow11 attitudc~s are all inextricably bound up m his 
reaction to the total universe of sensible and supersensibJe 
things. To understand faith you must understand its phy
siology and not its mere anatomy-in fact, you cannot dis
sociate the rational and non-rational elements without killing 
it. The 'numinous' element refuses to be dragged into the 
light of intelligibility : the roots of faith lie deeply buried 
within the mind and cannot be.exposed to light like its 
foliations in philosophy and cultus. You may modify your 
dogmas and rituals with the help of reason and defend or 
destroy them with argument;25 but the mystic core of religion 
eludes the reach of reason and can neither be completely justi
fied nor be completely disproved. And so it happens that 
none can be made religious by argaments, nor does a religious 
man, unable to defend his experience by reasoning, cease to 
have faith. 25 Like Instinct, which has been characterised 
as being purposive without a conscious purpose, religious 
mtuition or mysticism may be described as being cognitive 
without clear understanding. It embodies a good deal of 
unreason without being irrational : that is why it is so 
closely related to bigotry and fanaticism and can so quickly 
produce heat without light. 27 

25 Ne:1nder, Lectnros on the IhNI01'Y of Ohrislian Dogmns (:Elng. 'J'r.), VoL I, 
p. 4 : '' Dogmas are only that .. form ·of the life rooted in God which is constructed 
by thought and reflection." 

26 Setl C. J. J. Webb, Re!ig,:on Cl>Hl Theism, pp. 2tl-(;: " 'l'he al,tempt to.,.de<lnce 
tht reasonableness of Religion from .a belief in God's existence based on qther 
than religious grounds is bound to fail; :for the non-religious arguments alleged in 
supper~ of. the belief can only help to establish a genuinely religious faith when 
they are themselves interpreted in the light of that religious experience which 
originally makes us aware of God at all. Apart from this they cannot reveal 
God to us ; they can at the most remove obstacles to the reception by our minds 
of a revelation mediated by that capacity for communion with the divine which 
is a normal feature of. our humanity." See also p. 111: " I do not consider that, 
apart from the. sense, mentioned just now as natural to the human mind, of 
being in the presence of ·• Something at once ultimate and ,:ntimate, the arguments 
for the existence of God which may be {)ailed metaphysical, and \:vhich received 
such drastic treatment at the hands of Kant, could establish the reality of a G<l!l 
whp could b<1 the objec,t of religious worship." See also B¢gel, Lectnres on the 
Philosophy of Religion, I, p. 4 .also p. 33 : " Religion is a product of tbe Divine 
BpiJ;it; it is not a discovery of man, but ilr work of • divine operation and creation in 

• him.'' Bee Pr~,J.tt, The Religious Oonscious1'!,ess, p. 14f a.nd p. 210f, for different 
types of religious belief. 
·· '11 Marett, Faith, Hope and Charity in Primitive Religion, p. 28. 



' - -Because of this mystic~l element no positive. religion ·can 
ever come into being hy cogitation alone nor can _ it he fully 
described by any _ca,talogue_ o.f positive· dogmas. 28 No Angli
can divine will admit that tQ 'himreligion -is summed up in 
the thirty-nine articles (}£faith, nor would any Christian agree 
that his belief can be completely summarisecl by this or that 
Cfreed as laid down by the various Oeoomenical Councils. 
A vertebrate animaJ is not ~11 spine nor is a living religion 
all creed: the spine -no less than the creed is cast nut -byi'che· 
process of life itself. In the process of growth rudimentary 
structures may very often be replaced,· as when a -notochord 
is superseded by the regular spine; so also in religious deve~ 
lopi:rient an outworn creed is often replaced by a more ade~ 

quate body of dogmas. Religion is a life andnot a creed, and 
as it does not owe its origin to conscious fabrication, it is 
always regarded as an uprush from within or an invasion 
from without. To use Descartes' language, it is either ad-
ventitious or innate but never factitious-.. a message from 
above or an ~bullition from within, but never a, production 
of ·conscious art, A sect or a reform may be launched into' 
being by conscious premeditation; it can ·be justified by, 
reasons and propagated by arguments. But both presuppose 
a :religious .attitude which does not owe its existence to con-· 
scious deliberation. You cannot draw up a Mernorandum of 
Association to inaugurate a religious community ju·st as you 
can float a joint-stock company; a religion so formed will have. 
tlie · solidity and the chilliness of the ice which you . can your
self manufacture hut not the refreshing coolness of the rain,: _ 
which is a gift from above, nor the spontaneity and sweet~ 

miss of the gushing spring which wells up from the bowels 
of the earth. The older theologians called religion .;:t-. posses
sion by the Spirit of God and the modern psychologists are· 
calling it an obsessional neurosis ;29 but none has thus far re .. 
garded it as a conscious make-believe, even though_ sorne have~ 

c - ~ 

28 See C. J. J. Webb, op. cit., p. 110£. 
29 As by Freud in The Future of an Illusion. For a.· criticism . of the 

Freudian view, eee C, J. J, Webb, op. cit., p. 117, 
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gone· to the length of describing it as a device of cunning 
priests to catch unwary fools. 30 

Again and again in the history of religion has. it happen· 
ed that a reforming movement has ended only in founding a 
sect. Had religion been wholly an affair of reason and the 
reforming movement based on absolutely unassailable 
arguments, the tranJeformation of a creed would have simply 
been a question of time. But while every religion is bene
fited spiritually by ethical and rational thinking among its 
adherents, it is seldom, if ever, totally changed in its charac
ter by concerted action. A religious community is stratified 
by differences of culture and temperament; and while the 
more advanced section can wear religion like a corn which 
yields to painless operation, the more backward part wears 
it like a skin, which can of course be torn off by compulsory 
conversion or sloughed off by the growth of the mind but 
otherwise sticks to the constitution under all conditions. 
Innate conservatism-a habit to follow beaten tracks and to 
trust to the genius of the past worthies of the r::tce, and an 
inborn fear of the unknown-a natural shrinking from 
adventures and experiments in a field of tremendous spiritual 
risk, may keep back all but the boldest from drifting away 
from ancestral moorings; and the number of bold spiritB 
being naturally small, the bulk of the community affects to 
ignore their existence oi raises protective prohib.itions 
against their entry and influence. So, unless the zeit geist 
is favourable and the unconscious attitude of the majority is 
definitely hostile to an existing creed, a reforming party is 
bound to· find itself an outc::tsted sect, if it has a respectable 
following, or a band of faddists, if the number of adherents 
is small. Surrounded on all sides by the major community, 
it very often degenerates into an esoteric society or secret 
cult, and, while undoubtedly ennobled by its own . doctrines, 
it fails to achieve its purpose either on ac.count of a lack of 
drive or because the soil is uncongenial to its principles. 

• ao See Nyayakusuman;au, i. 9; Carlyle, On Heroes and ll~ro-ll"orship, p. l1 

(Blackie and Sons). 



:~eformsJ too -p:mch in advance- of their times! have seldom 
_succeeded in conyerti11g the- -world: . when i1Ilposed by· force 
J:>y .a ruling minority on -a co-w-ering_ majority, they . ha.ve 

· . very often brought about a reactionary movement · of the 
worst type as_ soon as the strong hand has been withdrawn.at 
This is whyreforms have succeeded most where a general 
advance of intellectual culture has rendered. the maintenance 
of existing beliefs ··and practioos difficult, . if not.· impossible, 
even to the ordinary understanding; as a matterof .fact, 
they have very often been heralded by a general decay of 
faith, as at the time of Socrates in Greece and of Buddha in 
India. Ignorance has ever been the home of obscurantism : 
viewed from ·this standpoint, the Vedic invocation to the Sun, 
the brightest symbol of illumination, .to increase excellen£ 
understanding has a deep significance. This explai:ns also 
why religious bodies have so often been faced with the task 
of educating the people. at large to ensure . an intimate and 
vital.acceptance oftheir own principles. A religion, 11nabie 

. or unwilling·· to· face . the consequenecs of a· gener~l diffusion 
of culture,· has practically no future before it. In prop()rtion 
as the general body of believers is educated, is a religion>put 
.ol:l its mettle and obliged to eradicate inconsistent a11d i~
rioble elements from its principles and practices: An in,.. 
telligent laity cannot. be always bullied or bluffed . and .can 
draw their own con,clusions about an,d from religious injunc
tions : they very often bring a fresh outlook to bear upon 
ancient texts ·and make short work of the monopoly of inter
pretation claimed by the privileged in spiritual power. They 
must be met on their own grounds if ancestral faith is to retain 
its holdon them.3z 

31 " I am firmly convin'ced that a vast number of people belong lio the fold 
of the Catholic Church and nowhere else, because they. are most suitably housed 
there. ·I am as much persuaded of this as of the fact, which I have myself ob
served, that a primitive religion is better suited to primitive people than Chris
tianity, which is so incomprehensible to them, and so foreign to their blood that 
they oon only ape it in a disgusting way."-C. G. Jung, Modern Man in Search 
of a Soul, p. 282. · 

sz See, for instance, a. trenchant criticism of Hindu beliefs by a. Hindu 
thinker in Farquhar, T~e_ Crown of Flin,duism1 p. 110;. also Govinda. D;ts, Hin· 
duism, Introduction. · . .. . · -



A reformer, how~ver, seldom claims. divine ... • ins~iration 
'for his work.. He very. often professes to rid his • ancestral 
·faith of undesirable accretions and interpretations, because 
:<to his ethical and intellectual sensitivity its doctrines do not 
bi'eathe the true spirit of a pure faith. Now, this profession 
of veneration for a golden past may be either a genuine belief 
or a mere tactful- move. Christianity has very often pointed 
to the early Church Fathers :ts. the repositories of the pure 
faith, and that in spite of the fact that even St. Paul and 
Jesus did not • teach exactly the same thing and vvithin four 
centuries of the establishment of Christianity most of the 
important issues regarding the nature and function of Christ 
had been raised, not o~ly as between the canonical and the 
apocryphal or gnostic literature but also as between different 

' leaders of the Orthodox Church itself. Similarly, Islam 
bestowed meticulous care on the collection of genuine tradi
t,ions and within three hundred years of the death of its 

·founder his reputed sayings and acts were incorporated in 
six collections which now form the Sunnah. Nere also contra
dictions are to be found, whether because the Prophet did 
not follow any uniform rule of theory or practice or because 
he was incorrectly reported;33 but the 1dea that for supple·

. menting the contents of the Qur' an only the testimony of the 
contemporaries of Muhammad is admissible indicates that 

· in Islam too corruption was supposed to infect the source 
' less than later traditions and customs, and the practices of 
·the :first Khalifs were regarded as setting the pattern of 
purity. Similarly, again, in Hinduism, it is laid down 
that the immemorial customs of Brahmavarta, created by 
the gods, and the principles of life followed by the Brahmins 
of the Brahmarf?idesa, lying next to Brahmi;tvaorta, should be 
the ideals of conduct and character of all mankind.34 We 

· haove no means of ascertaining what those customs and prin
. ciples were, but the implication ir:; clear, namely, •• that the 
land of ancient traditions should control the religiop.s belief 

33 See Guillaume, The Traditions of Islam, p. 127; 
U Ma.nu, ii. 17-SO. 
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of the community. Till about the end of the 18th century 
t4e Indian Parsis too referred to their co-religionists in 
Persia on matters of doubt and dispute for authoritative 
decision (Rivayat)35 as these were supposed to .be nearer ·dte 
original form of their common faith. The Semitic mind 
turns unconsciously to Jerusalem or Mecca for the genuine 
traditions for the very good reason • that heterodoxy 
becomes ashamed to parade i.ts . innovations openly in the 
home of the prophet where every particle. of dust is likely to 
rebel against the profanation of the creed. 

But· harking back to the past has its dangers as well .. as 
·• its avdantages. The Protestant insistence upon going back 
to the life and teachings of Jesus himself is founded upon 
tlie belief that the spiritual life of the Founder of Faith is 
always more inspiring and ethically more worthy than the 
ideals of conduct and conviction established. by the Church 
during its history. Recent researches have shown that it 
is not easy to fix with certainty the genuine teachings of 
Christ; but e"Wn when allowances have been made for. con-

. fliCting testimony, desire to extol and exaggerate, anxiety to 
filiate Christ's mission and activity to Old Testament, tradi
tions • and Greek Philosophy, and want of critical and scien
tific insight among the writers of the Gospels, enough 3till 
remains to reveal a striking moral personality whose life was 
an inspiration and whose message was a blessing to the sin-

. ner and. the down"'trodden. The Protestant attitude towards 
later. developme1'lt has been well expressed by Harnack in the 
following lines :36 

'' Dogmatic Christianity stands between 
Christianity as the religion of the Gospel, presupposing a per-

. sonal experience and dealing with disposition and conduct, 
and Christianity as a religion of cultus, sacraments, ceremo
nial and obedience, in short.of superstition, and it can be unit
ed with either: the one or the other." Roman Catholicism is 
regarded as having developed Dogmatic Christianity towards 
the h~.tter of the two and it is the aim of the Protestants 

35 Moulton, The Treasure of the J,! agi, p. 123. 
36 Harnack, op, cit., p. 16. 
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·to lead it ba.ck to the former, although, as Harnack 
·iemarks, 57 in spite of "its secret note of interrogation" 
against dogmas, Protestantism, ''because of its tendency to 

.look back and to seek for authorities ih the past ·and partly 
ih the original unmodified form" of the old dogmas, has 

·placed more reliance upon dogmas of the 4th and 5th cen
. turies than upon. doctrines connected with justification by 
faith .... Similar attempts to lEmd men back to the scripture 
from the Talmudic tradition (Ananite or Karaite move
ment),38 or to the austere faith of the Qur'an to the total abo
lition of the veneration of saihts and holy places and symbols, 
or to the non-idolatrous Vedic religion or the mystic monism 
of the Upanif?ads from Paurai.J.ic mytnology and idolatrous 
practices are not unknown. The pure fountain of spiri
tuality, as it bubbles ilp from the life of the apostles and 
seers, is supposed to be contaminated in its flow through time 
as impure hands begin to train its channels for doctrinal pur
poses without the gift of a perfect life. So reformers have 
often no other ambition than to purify faith •of later addi
tions, very frequently made by an indulgent generation in a 
spirit of accommodation to existing conditions as it begins 
to spread, or by a.n ethically fallen generation unable to keep 
up lofty heights or resist the downward pull of lower cultures. 
In the case of religions that have a long history and do not 
owe their origin to single prophets, a choice of a period or a 

· book has necessarily to be made to fix the standard of purity. 
But reference to the past may not all be genuinely ins

pired: it may often be a matter of tact. Being brought up 
in a particular tradition, we are so very prone to love it with 
all its faults that any suggestion to leave a sinking bark of 
faith may produce an opposite effect. The greatest number 
of converts to Muhammadanism and Christianity, the two 
most active missionary religions of the world, comes from 
savage and semi-civilised tribes not much hampered by the 

31 Ibid, p. 19. . . . . 
sa G. F. Moore, llistory of Re.ligions, Vol. 2, p. 81!. 



organised 'traditions of an ancestral faith and from so-cially 
oppressed classes or cl:ctsses ·ignorant of their own religions 
traditions, The educated 'persons in any community are un
doubtedly the first. to detect . flaws in their own religion, and 
yet they do not make easy converts. The reason is that the 
unconscious attachment to one's own ancestral·faith, which 
sends out invisible tentacles of language, :tradition, custom 
and ceremony throngh One's ~nt:ire being, is so strong that 
even when its defects loom painfully large before one's cori
sciousness one is still unable to forsake it or see it vilified. 
Like a quarrelsome old wife whom one has ceased to love 
and yet whom one defends against outside attack, a moribund 
faith is an . interesting psychological stndy. This is 
why if a reformer is able to revitalise the old bones 
of a dying creed and prevent the wholesale adoption 
of a more vigorous. religion, totally ··,alien to tribal, 
national or racial traditions arid customs, he is readily 
heard and obeyed. Thus Sikhism partially, and A.rya 
Samajism whoily, returned to a purified conception of Hindli. 
religion and stemmed the tide of Islam in the Punjab, while 
the Brahma Samaj did the same thing in Bengal against the 
serious ·onslaught' of Christianity. These three religious 
movements of mediawal and modern India gave the necessary 
breathing space to orthodox Hinduism for monlting and re;. 
orienting itself to the changed social · conditions ·of the. 
country; and to-day signs ·are not wanting that Hinduism, 
through its missions and meetings, is beginning to adopt 
the policy of the vigorous proselytising religions of the world 
that aggression is always the best defence as it not only mobi
lises social forces but also compels a rational and practical re
organisation of the creed. 

But appeal to social sentiment and loyalty to ances
tral faith have their difficulties., disadvantages imd dangers. 
The requirements of adjustment to advanced culture are 
rational coherence of doctrines and ethical motives ofaction; 
but undil,uted philos.ophy and didactic discourse, divorc.~dfrom 
all religious as.sociation, have no chance of success. with th~ 
ordinary mind. Nor is allegorical interpretation ·of ilubious 
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doctrines and shady practices always a safe procedure/9 

especially when religious matters are taught through un
becoming ·symbols. Debasing thoughts and• practices have 
a tendency to be taken in their utter literalness i11 total dis
regard of their esoteric philosophy and ethics; the licentious 
rites that grew round vegetation myths and divine .amoun:: 
practically in eveJty religion of antiquity should caution • us 
against adhering to a deba,sed creed with allegorical 
interpretation, solely for the sake of continuing ancestral 
beliefs. A religion that is inherently incapable of suffi
cient rationalisation and moralisation for the advancing 
spiritual needs of humanity may be given artificial respira
tion for some time, but it will never completely revive. 
Even devotionalism has its peculiar language for each stage 
of culture: the sankirtana that made Navadvipa mad in t.he 
16th century, and is still a potent force for religious excite
ment in suitable temperaments, can hardly be revived under 
modern conditions as a method of mass conversion-it has 
a limited appeal to modern minds, grown sceptical about the 
religious value of ecstatic trance and emotional frenzy. 
Similarly, socio-economic changes and man's altered concerJ
tion about the nature of God have sounded for ·ever the death
knell of the spectacular but costly sacrificial method of wor
ship all over the world, at least among the educated. 

There is the further difficulty that unless the elements 
of a: .religion admit of picking and choosing, without commit
ting the reformet to its undesirable aspects also for retaining 
its distinctiveness, no attempt to lead religion back to its 
original form is. likely to succeed with a later generation. 
We may suppose such a wise selection of ancestral beliefs to 
have been made by Confucius40 and Zarathustra, 41 although 
·thelatter is also regarded as having been divinely commanded 
.to strike a death-blow at idolatry in his native soil. 42 But 

39 Carlyle,. On,. Herdes and Hero- Worsroip, p. 11. 
(0 J. L!lgge, The Religions of China, p. 4. 

41 M. Haug, Essays on ·the Religion of the Parsis, p. 294, 301; Tiele, The 
Religion of the l1'1tnioin People, Part I, p, 68; Ch. VIII. 

· •• Haug, op. cit,, R• 296. 
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~ where the desirable and the undesirable , elements form a 
···single texture and cannot be separated without evaporating 
,, the distinctiveness of :the . religion sought to ·be' reformed, all 
·attem-pts at reconstruction ar,e futile. Similar · difficulties 

. are bound to arise where there is no unanimity ·about the 
essentials of the creed itself. But where thes~ (lifficulties 

· ilo not exist and it is possible to dissociate the ·worthy ele
ments from the ignoble ones.oand to interpret . them in the 
·light of existing spiritual needs, not philosophically or .ethi
cally only .but in such a 'waythat the common.man may 'get 
religious inspir'ation from them, it is not ·impossible to resusci
tate an 'ancient faith .' It is true that each -age introduces 
its own ideas into the old faith and . possibly · smuggles in 
foreign matter from alien faiths; but the phraseology and the 
framework being indigenous, the reformed religion proves 

...__ readily acceptable to those who are unwilling to break away 
from ancient traditions and yet are unable to accept them 
wholesale as principles of a spiritual life.43 Such reformed 
'religions, however, do not always spread easily among ordi-

' nary people; very often a long time anda powerful.patronage 
,, are required to make them popular and even then sometimes 

not before they have clothed themselves with new supersti
tionsor absorbed old ones in a transformed garb. But, even 

. when lim"ited to a small minority, they react powerfully 
upon .the contiguous religions of the time which, while ig

-noting or oppressing them; quietly drop many of their own 
. ' obnoxious features. 

We shall close this lecture by bringing out the implica
tions of this backward glance. If religion is to develop by 
·renovating old creeds, this can only mean that the · spirit of 

· ·man had once been in complete possession of truth and .fhat 
history is the record ofman's fall from a pristine purity to be 
recovered in part :fitfully with the help of reformers. The 
picture of a golden age, when men talked with God 
or gods, or souls dwelt in stars and beheld from 
there the undimmea lustre of truth, beauty .and . good-

'u 'Hegel, Plu1osophy or-Religion, I, l'· 28. 



ne.s_s, i~ .. such·••-.a2_fas_cinating- .. Spe¢ulatio.ti . ·th~t P:le_n have 
been _ powerfully . tempted ' •-• in ma:uy, land& . to - advance 
it. ILnothing more.is meant than. thi_s that the laws of 
spiritual life are eternal. and that as soon as. men remove the 
veil oLignorance and superstition and. sin f1·ow th~ir 11,1ind 
arid life they get an unclouded vision of those eternaL laws, 
ther13 is abundant justification for. a backward, rather an. in
warcf, glance. In this sense it may be truly held with Plato 
that· ma;n learns nothing but only remembers. The prophet 
of&ny age may then be said to help men to realise the eter-

·nallaws of their spiritual life-like a true guru, he opens the 
spiritual vision by applying the co1lyrium of insight to eyes 
blinded .by ignorance. 

But it is not in this sense that the matter is generally 
understood. What is meant t01 be signified sometimes' is 
that there really was a time when an actual positive religion 
floUrished which contained nothing but the highest wisdmn, 
the purest morality and the devoutest feeling, and that we 
·must reinstate that time on earth by clearing the . debris 
. of ttnspiritU.al· matters that· the. sophistication of cent11ries bas 
accumulated. Now, there is not an iota of historical evidence 
to justify this belief. in respect of any country. In the 
epitaphs of allcestra,l tablets nations have chosen to expresR 
their filial piety by following the rule, ''Nothing but good of 

·the dead.'' The -belief that our' ancestors were more religious 
·is all of- a piece with the· other beliefs that they lived incon·
ceivably longer and that they possessed infinitely larger 
stature than ourselves. The fact is that the only literature 
that nations have cared to preserve from the remotest ant-i
quity is religious literature. Compared with the hoary anti-
quity of this literature, secular literature is a mere stripling: 
as a matter of fad, we are obliged in most eases to recbh
struct their earliest· secular lives from their religious. docu
ments. Why people clung so tenaciously . to.- religions 
traditions in preference to secular ones is a large enquiry : 

.this i's certain, however,. that this partiality has served to 
raise them unduly in the estimation. of posterity ·which 
ascribes this phenoroenorito .tlieirunusual. devotiort:·to:xeligion. 
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Perhaps in one sense this is true, for religion to the ancients 
meant more than it does to us, as it comprehended rules of 
hygiene and medicine, cosmogonic and sociological specula-
tions, magic and phiJosophy, in addition to modes of devotion 
and worship; but there is nothing to show that religion. was 
more spiritual or more universally followed except as a blind 
custom of the tribe or the rae~. The only "pragmatic justifi
cation for such a belief is that men are likely to attempt with 
more confidence a programme of spiritual life if they know 
that the highest ideal had once been actual in the lives of an 
earlier generation and that in trying to attain a high level. of 
spirituality they are not working off the beast in them but 
recovering the angel. 

The other sense in which this return-movement is under
stand is that no religion can rise higher than its source and 
that, therefore, whenever any deviation from the religious life 
of the founder or from the message preached by him takes 
place we are falling away from the pure faith. Hindu philo
sophers are fond of classifying things into four classes, namely, 
those that have neither beginning nor end, those that have 
both beginning arid end, those that have no beginning but 
have an end, and those that have a beginning but no end. 
The belief about a last revelati.on that occurred in the past 
falls within this fourth class. The Romans used to consult 
the Sibylline books in times of danger and difficulty and the 
Protestants go backto the New Testament to combat debased 
faith; the mentality is the same, namely, that the wisdom 
displayed therein can never be excelled. Later on we shall 
have occasion to discuss at length this question of a last rcveltt
tion : here we simply indicate the possibility of advocating 
this in a reforming movement. We are invited to believe 
that although in every realm of human activity there are 
manifest sign:s of progress, in religion alone tho last thing has 
already been said and that, therefore, it is incumbent upon 
succeeding ages to cease experimenting with faith and. to 
return to the original doctrines of the Last Prophet. Apart 
from the question of authenticity and consistency, we have to 
believe in the spiritual validity and the ethical sufficiency of 

fi 
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his teachings for all ages and climes; and it is here • that 
difficulties are likely to arise. The acceptance of this belief 
commits us not only to the doctrine of a prophet's omni
science of all the contingencies of spiritual and moral life over 
the whole of space and time but also to the theory of a perfect 
revelation of God's nature and will and of His wishes regarding 
the relation that ~hould hold b.etween Himself and man and 
among His creatures themselves. 

The question is bound to arise : How far can a prophet 
see? Can we believe that a fmite being can prove a perfect 
receptacle of divine revelation and a perfect vehicle of divine 
expression? Can we believe that God chose this receptacle 
and vehicle not at the beginning of things nor at their end 
but at an uncertain middle point when, barring a few gleam
ing hill-tops of civilisation, the world was mostly steeped in 
dark ignorance and superstition? Certain it is that no 
founder of a faith ever believed that he was a mere reformer 
of old creeds nor does the world believe him to be nothing: else. 
Herein lies the distinction between him and those who only 
tinkered with faith and formed sects or started reforming 
movements. As Rabbi Leo Baock observes :44 '' The more 
reformer confines his efforts to the sphere with which he is 
immediately concerned. He creates new social or ecclesias-· 
tical or political structures, but these, however important they 
may be, are limited to their own range. But religious revolu
tion aims at permeating the world with a new religious 
principle, and it is into the whole world that the new ferment 
is poured. It aims at a new world. This imperative comes 
from the Beyond; this great contradiction of the world as it 
is, is one that seeks the ear of the whole world.'' What the 
prophets thought about themselves and with what justification 
we shall discuss in later lectures. In the meantime we may 
refer to those who have faith in the inexhaustible inscruta
bilities .of the divine nature, in the reality o£ the temporal 
process and the concomitant evolution of all the spiritual sides 
of man, in the perfect possibility of a never-ending series of 

44 Clem~n, op. cit., p. 267. 
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more and more adequate revelation of thE.} nature and will of 
God, and in a better and l#etter understanding of His ways 
with men and the world. We cannot do lJe1ter than quote 
the beautiful words with which J ung closes his paper on 
Psychotherapists or the CleTgy? 45 : '' The living spirit grows 
and ever outgrows its earlier forms of expression; it freely 
chooses the men in whom it lives and who proclaim it. This 
living spirit is eternally renew~d and pursues its goal in mani
fold and inconceivable ways throughout the history of man
kind. Measured against it, the names and forms which men 
have given it mean little enough; they are only the changing 
leaves and blossoms on the stem of the eternal tree."-~ 

* * * 
Of -the eternal Tree of Religion the roots lie buried 

within the depths of the most primitive minds-perhaps 
some of the elements that make for the social aspect of 
religious life are to be traced to those animal instincts that 
are responsible for the formation of animal colonies, herds 
and families. • The :first stirrings of the religious life may 
sometimes seem so different from what is familiar to us in 
its higher forms that we may be tempted to disown their 
spiritual significance altogether. But we shall be no more 
justified in disbelieving in the continuity of religious growth 
from those beginnings than a naturalist would be in rejecting 
the evolution of the frog from the tadpole or the butterfly; from 
the caterpillar. Watch a plant shooting up and sprouting
you will be surprised at the quick changes in the form of its 
leaves during the :first few days : when they will assume their 
:final form you will :find very little that is common between 
it and the initial shape. An advanced religion is not only a 
continuation of primitive faith but it very often carries, 
embedded within, vestigial remains of earlier forms, generally 
harmless but capable of producing injury under adverse condi
tions of culture. 

Of this Tree of Religion, Magic, Sorcery, Witchcraft 
and such other arts of the primitive shaman or medicine man 

45 0. G. Jut1g, Moder~ Man in Se~;~rch of a Soul, p. 282, 
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would supply the invisible roots, and Animism, Fetishism, 
Totemism and such other primiti\Iie beliefs the visible trunk. 46 

From this trunk radiate many branches but of unequal 
vitality. Some of these are dead to-day either because they 
have been hewn down or because they have spontaneously 
withered or because .their life-giving sap has been diverted 
into other chann¥ls of growth. Some, again, are carrying 
on with a low vita,Jity but failing to proliferate into vigorous 
branchlets. Others again are vigorous and strong and deve
loping along a single axis. Others still have lost the growing 
point, but fairly strong collateral branches form a dense bush 
at the region of the truncated tip. Some of the branches, 
again, are being artificially nourished or invigorated by trans
fusion Qf sap from a stronger branch. Branches, that were 
once widely separated, have, again, by a process of expansion 
got interlocked with one another and are producing either 
friction or fusion. On ea.clt branch, again, dead materials are 
accumulating; and when these are not being cast out nJ the 
system by the process of orgt1nic growth, they are retarding 
tho vitality of tho whole. Minor branches crop up and dis
appear on many of ,tbe main branches of this troe without 
affecting their general growth, while countless leaves grow 
and fail and keep up the vitality of the entire system by their 
synthesis of nutrient stuff. 

Of this great ':rrcc three main branches are still living 
with different degrees of vitality in their subsidiary branches. 
These are the Semitic, the Aryan and the Mongolian religions. 
On each stem many subsidiary branches are now dead ; 
similarly many independent branches have also died out. Of 
these dead religions the most notable are the Egyptian, the 
Babylonian, the Assyrian, the Teutonic, the Scandinavian, 
the Greek and the Roman in the Old World and the religions 
of Peru and Mexico in the New. vVe may also refer to the 
Sumerian and Aegean religions whose remains have 
been unearthed. in reeent years. Many extensive cults have 

(6 See. Swilkumsr Maitra, Religion and Magic, in the Journal of the Depart· 
m!;nt of Letter8, ·Vol. XXVII (Cal~utta University). 
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also perished, such as Mithraism, Orphic cult, etc., while 
countless smaller creeds have flourished and fallen in the past 
and are doing so even to-day. Sects and schisms have 
occurred in most of the great religions of the world, but only 
a few of them have survived and the rest have been swept out 
of existence altogether. It would be a mistake to think, 
however, that men live the great religion~ tiiey profess in a 
homogeneous fashion. We Q,ll have our little snug corners 
of faith within the. bigger whole of the common religion, and 
these form the·smaller sects with which almost every religion 
abounds. Many of us profess one religion and live another, 
as ·when we adhere to the socio-economic aspect of an ancestral 
faith and develop an independent personal religion of devotion 
for spiritual nourishment. Some of us, again, reject either 
or both' of these.factors of an institutional religion and become 
freethinkers or religious nondescripts. 

The· above considerations apart, the living religions grow
ing on the Semitic stem to-day are Judaism, which has ceased 
to grow in ex~ent, Christianity and Islam, both of which are 
still growing vigorously at the expense of the other religions 
of the world. Of these three, Christianity has gained in 
spiritual intensity also, because, unlike Islam which has prac
tically ceased to think 47 though not to grow because of the 
simplicity of its creed, it is still the object of intensive think
ing by some of the greatest minds of the world. On the Aryan 
stem we have a bifurcation into Iranian and Vedic, the former 
of which, after contamination by Magi an and other influences, 
is the religion of the Zoroastrians of India (the Parsis) and 
Persia (the Goebers). The Vedic branch has divided into the 
three religions of Brahmanism (Hinduism), Buddhism and 
Jainism with their different sects and subsects. Jainism has 
become an exclusive cult, but the former two are showing re
newed signs of vitality after remaining dormant for centuries. 
Both had at one time spread beyond the confines of India: 

47 Although Islam is again showing signs of literary activity for purposes of 
propaganda, it cannot critically discuss the contents of the Qur'an as Christian
it! ·aoes of the New Testament. 
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possibly in a changed world their social organisation and 
religious practice would have to undergo some radical changes 

· before they can aspire to expand again among the .cultured 
nations of the world. On the Mongolian stem grew up the 
three religions of Confucianism, Taoism and Shintoism, whicb 
did not possess the necessary elements of universality and ever 
remained confine<] to the Mongolian races. 

Where the conquering followers of a dominant religion 
have not extirpated a native religion or where a lower religion 
has not been absorbed in a higher one, a mixture of creeds 
has sometimes taken place. Hinduism and Buddhism, in 
their original career of conquest, gave rise to such mixed 
religions outside Indian limits-especially Buddhism when 
effecting a cultural conquest of the Mongolian lands of Tibet, 
China and Japan. Sikhism is a union of Hinduism and 
Islam witb Hindu elements preponderating. Brahmaism 
has borrowed its elements from Hinduism, Christianity and 
Islam alike, the Hindu element being again predominant. 
Eclectic beliefs like Theosophy can hardly be ~alled religions, 
for they do not possess an independent and exclusive social 
organisation which all institutional religions are supposed to 
do. They can at best form religious hrotberl10ods on the 
basis of mutual toleration and respect among the adherents 
of different positive religions. 

In what follows we shall confine our attention to such 
religions as are still living and ignore altogether those that 
are dead and .those that live within the protected enclosure 
of savage superstition. We shall see that there are certain 
fundamental beliefs without which no religion can satisfy 
the spiritual needs of man, and of these needs a right under
standing of the nature of God and His working and a right 
attitude towards the world of sentient beings are the most 
insistent. Compared with these, the rest are spiritually 
subsidiary, though from the standpoint of the positive reli
gions ·themselves they •are very necessary as• a~ds to right 
devotion and, proper ,·ethicality.• Ignoring •the historical con
t€xt, we shall take as tne text of .our lectures the following 
beautiful words of the Qur'an (Sura iL 172): ''There is no 
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piety in turning your faces towards the east or the west, but 
he is pious who believeth in God and the last day and the 
angels and the scriptures and the prophets; who for the love 
of God disburseth his wealth to his kindred, and to the 
orphans, and the needy, and the wayfarer, and those who 
ask, and for ransoming; who observeth prayer, and payeth 
the legal alms, and who is one of those who are faithful to 
their engagements when they ·have engaged in them, and 
patient under ills and hardships and in time of trouble : 
these tLre they who arc just and these are they who fear God.' ' 



We shall discuss now the special significance of the 
prophetic mission "as contradistinguished from the functions 
of the sage, the priest, the preacher and the reformer. In a 
sense, the prophet is all these combined inasmuch as he is 
credited with spiritual vision, active worship, persua
sive eloquence and purifwd faith. Very often he is even 
more than these, for he bas to legislate for his following and 
settle their disputes, and sometimes he has also to lead them 
to war and administer their conquests. A mere catalogue of 
these multifarious activities is enough to show that an all
round prophet must be made of a superior stuff and that 
a part of the homage paid to him is the homage paid to 
any kind of greatness by the world at large. • To idolise a 
prophet is a species of hero-worship, as Carlyle has pointed 
out : that in his particular case idolis<ttion very easily pt1ssei'l 
over into apotheosis is a very cmnmon experience. He often 
becomes the locus of mythical qualities and supernatural 
powers. Strange tales are told about his mysterious move
ments through space, his control over tl1e elements and forc(_)s 
of nature, his conquest of bodily privations and sufferings, 
his miraculous cures and striking conversions, his seeing into 
the future, and divine and angelic aid in his mission. His 
birth must be heralded by angelic flourishes and attended by 
universal joy, his infancy must indicate his future greatness, 
and his death must be attended by portents and deeply mourn
ed by the living creation.1 The forces of sin and evil are 
alarmed at his birth and try to tempt and thwait him in all 
ways: he becomes the central figure in a cosmic drama in 
which the forces of good and evil strive to take possession of 
him,2 and the latter are ultimately repulsed to the infinite 
relief and ultimate bene:fitof the world 

1 See Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 27. 
2 See Jackson, ZMoast~Jr, pp. 28'29, 51. 
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Now, a close analysis of the powers and perfections of a 
prophet will show that they can all be summed up in one word, 
namely, the triumph of the spi~'itua1 over the material. 
Matter and space cannot obstruct the progress of spirit; and 
if a prophet is possessed of a body, .he is not encumbered by 
it to the same extent as ordinary mortals are. So Buddha 
crosses rivers without boats with as much ease '' as a strong 
man closes and stretches forth his palms," Jesus walks on the 
Sea of Galilee, and Muhammad makes his journey to Jerusa
lem through the air : nay, Buddha goes up to Trayastrirpsat 
heaven to enlighten his dead mother about his creed, Muham
mad rides his mysterious Booraq to explore the seven heavens 
and meet the earlier prophets in different regions,3 and Jesus 
descends into hell to give relief to suffering sinners. The 
births of Mahavira, Buddha and Zarathustra are presaged hy 
dreams and that of Jesus by an angelic announce
ment ; the last three are born of virgin mothers, 
and Zarathustra laughs on the day he is born. 4 

Mara, Satan anu Angra Mainyu each attempts to wean 
a prophet from spiritual allegiance. A forty days' 
fast is nothing to many of these prophets and a three days' 
residence within the stpmach of a whale is only a bit of un
CQ1Ufortable experience to one of the minor prophets. 'rhe 
sun stops in its mid-career at the bidding of a prophet5 and 

3 Apart from the ascensions of Enoch (Gen. 5.24) and Rlijah (2 K. 2.11), 
who did not return to earth, there are Jewish parallels of Muhammad's achievement 
R. Akiba (50-130 A.D.), Ben Azzai (2nd cent. A.D.), Ben Zoma (2nd cent. A.D.) 
and Elish& b. Abuyah (end of 1fit cent. and beginning of 2nd cent. A.D.) were 
regarded as having entered Paradise. This is a part of Merkabah mysHcism 
(refeDring to Ezekiel's vision of the heavenly Throne·cb.ariot).-Abels.on, Jewi8h 
Mysticism, p. 49. 

4 Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 23-25; Stevenson, Heart of J ainism, p. 2>2 f; Hopkins, 
Origin and Evolution of Religion, p. 65 (f.n.); Moulton, Treasure of the Magi, 
p. 117; Syed Ameer Ali, Spir'it of Islam, pp. 8-9 (sign& and portents are said to 
have attended Muhammad's birth). For parallelism between the personal histories 
of Buddha and Jesus, see the quotation from 'l'. W. Doane's Bible Myths in Rhwajl\ 
:Kamal-ud-din, The Religion of Jesus and the Traditional Christianity, pp. 83-93. 

5 Jo&. 10.13. Ao~ording to the Iranian religion, Hoshedar will perform the 
!ame feat at a. future time when the sun will stop for 10 days and 10 nights.-See 
Casartelli, Philo1ophy of the Mazdayasnian Religion under the Sassanides, p. 99. 

6 
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the storms are rebuked into silence 
substantiates water intq wine and multiplies loaves an(l fishes 
just as K:ri?~la multiplied Draupacli's vegetltble-shred to fet:Jd 
her untimely guests. Jesus not only restores Lazarus and 
tlm widow's son and Jairus's daughter to life but bjmsel~tises 
from his grave, as many of the pagan gods were supposed to 
have done, 6 and ?Scends to heaven as :bjnoch and Elijah did 
before him though not after .death ;7 but even his ·achieve
ments s~nk into insignificance when compared with the revival 
of pead man touched by the buried bones of :BJlisha and the 
transformation of petrified Ahalytt into living flesh at the touch 
of Rama. 8 

It is eviilent that int:) the delineation of a prophet much 
of ancient superstition about rnagic and miracle manages to 
effect an entrance. Exceptional spirituality hits very seldon1 
been conceived in tenns of etl1ienl heigl.lt and religious insight 
alone, A. prophet must pot>Hess, in addition, power to control 
the rnaterial world and to rise a,bove its laws. In pri.rnitive 
times tbe posseRsed spirit was credited WJt!l powers over 
sieknt:Jss and epidemic, and his incantatio.ns a.nd nu1.gieal 
rites were supposed to kill ene1nies, produce rain and eve.n 
drive away tlw dcrnon of eclipse. Even now in India the 
credu Ions believe in the sanct.imonious eh.ar] a tan's power to 
Lurn, base metals into gold ;.md double currency Il~)tcs, and 
fairly educated men will readily swallow rmmy of the old 
wives' tales about the miraculous do.ings of this or tha,t petty 
saint. Muhammad's confession that he made a mistake in 
his advice to date-growers about fertilising their palms lm::; 
the merit of frankness about it. According to the :B'reudian 
principle of repression and forgetfulness, unfavourable 
instances of prophetic activity have a tendency to be 
forgotten,--they are also very often consciously sup
pressed in sectarian literature, with tbe effect that posterity 

J ~,Pringie·P:t~tison, St"ltdies in th~ Philosophy of Religibrl, pp. 183 f, 223 f. 
, 7 See . art. AssuMP'l'ION .AND AsmmsroN in ERE.· ii. Cf. the death of 

Zoroast()r by :t .flame hom hooven in Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 124. · 
8 For an .allegorical interpretation of the Ahal.ya story, see Rabindra Nath 

Tagl)re,. f Visiow tJf Jn,<Li.a'$:Hi8ltorjr in Viswabharati Quarterly, Vol. J, p. Ul. 
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learns only about the hits and is kept in entire ignorance of 
the pmphetic misses. Orthodoxy in all faiths takes every 
precaution to anathematize and extirpate the apocrypha be
causy. this hc)lds up an unworthy picture of the prophet or 
expo!ts his feet of clay. 

A prophet is not only a successor of the shaman 
and the • magician ; in monotheistic religions he 1s 
very often a substitute for one or other of the 
tribal gods and pagan deities.9 It is now a 
well-established fact that many of the Christian saints are 
really transformed local deities : a thin veneer of Christianity 
was thrown over them to win over their devotees, and their 
cults were perpetuated with a Christian significance. Many of 
the major festivals of Christianity are really pagan festivals. 10 

The social instinct of man has never taken kindly to the idea 
of a solitary personal god and has ever tried to furnish him 
with associates, as in polytheism, or with subordinate com-
panions or per~onified qualities, like angels and Yazatas,11 

moNt of whom were originally independent deities of the old 
polytheism or gods of other tribes now incorporated within 
the monotheistic religious community. In Christianity, 
where the Jewish angels figure as colourless as the Brahmanic 
gods do in Buddhism, a persistent tendency toward trinitarian·
ism satisfies the social instinct in relation to God. )\l[uham· 
madanism, which began with a denunciation of this 
'' tritheistic '' tendency of Christianity, itself retained the 

9 Thus, about the Hebrew patriarchs Lods obse.rves, " It is a pLausible supposi
tion that several of the heroes of the patriarchal narratives were originally gods and 
that. some pat'i; of their .adventures was ·consequently mythological in origin. Al
though the pro~fs are not very conclusive, Wf! may admit with E. Meyer, B. Luther 
and Raymond Weill that Abraham, Isaac, Ja,cob and Joseph, before being presented 
as founders of certain holy places, had been <their gods or " baals " : . Abra.ham 
at Hebron, Isaac at Beersheba,, Jacob at Bethel, and perhaps Joseph a.t Shechem ...... 
One .thing at least is certain, namely, that fw the. Israelite writers, the qrtors in 
the patriarchal stories were exclusively his·torical persons, human ancestors of real 
peoples and tribes."-See Lods, Israel, pp. 161-2. 407. 

10 Stubbe, Rise and Progress of Mahometanism, p. 21 f., E:hwaja Eamal-w1-
din, The Religion of Jesus and the Traditional Christianity, pp. 215-81. . 

11 Moulton, Treasure of the Magi, P· 9; Dhalla, Zoroastrian Theology, 
pp. 96"100, 
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angels as an integral part of the creed12 and latterly developed 
a theory of saints much on the lines of Roman Catholicism 
which believed in these heavenly intercessors. All these show 
the innate weakness of the human mind, which is incapaNe of 
resting content with a unitary divinity and has a tende'tcy to 
lapse either into polytheism or into angelolatry or into, prophet-
worship. • 

'' The most signifi.cant feature in the history of an 
epoch," says Oarly1e,13 '' is the manner it has of welcoming 
a Great man. Ever, to the true instincts of men, there is 
something godlike in him. \Vhether they shall take him 
to be a god, to be a prophet, or what they shall take him to 
be? that is ever a grana que·stion; by their way of answering 
that, we shaJI see, as through a little window, into the very 
heart of these men's spiritual condition." So far as the major 
creeds are concerned, the prophet came mostly to be venerated 
in rcourse of time on this siile idolatry, if not actually deified. 
Buddha was transformed into a god in the Mahayana sehooJ 
and an elaborate pantheon of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 
with their female cmmterparts was evolved. In Japan this 
transformed Buddha became the centre of genuine religious 
devotion under the title of Amida.14 Zarathustra again 
shn.res with Maz(b the ndoration of men in at lea,st one verse 
of the Yasna and was later on credited with a goddess wife 
and entertainment at the table of a supreme deity.15 Con
fucius too, ' 1mreasonahly neglected 1vhen alive,' was elevated 
to divine rank a.t the beginning of the Christian era by imperial 
fUithority, extolled as being equal in virtue to Heaven and 
Earth, and worshipped at his spirit-tablet as something like 
the ancestor of the whole nation twice every year.16 Christ 

l2 See Faiths of the World (St. Giles' I;ectures--'Second Series), p. 382; 
Lammena, Islam-Belief and lnstitlttions, p. 48; Robertson Smith, Religionof t.he 
Semites (1914), p. 100 f (In Islam the god of healthenism IU<> degraded into jittn). 

13 Carlyle, On Heroes and Hero-worship, The Hero as Prophe't (Blad<ie auil 
Sons' Ed., p. 118). 

!?· "· 

14 Hopkins, Origin and Evolution of Religion, p. 330. 
16 Ys. ~.21; Moulton, Treasure of the Magi, p. 76. 
18 Legge, Religio-ns of China, Pf'· 147-8; Clemen, Reli~ions of the World. 
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was very early regarded as the second person of the Divine 
Trinity ; and although Docetism, which denied his human 
character, was vanquished, the process of deification could not 
be effectively stoppedY He is Lord, Saviour, King and 
Judge; and though fitful attempts were made, as by the 
Ebionites, to call him, in the language of Milton, " this per
fect man, by merit called my Son,'' it caimot be denied that 
Christ's utterances like '' I ·and my Father are one '' and 
'' He who has seen me has seen the Father,'' have been mostly 
taken · in a literal fashion and that the picture of 
God who became man but did not altog~ther for
sake his divinity looms large before the Christian 
mlnd.18 In fact, in most of the later creeds the 
divinity aspect is carefully brought*out even though the human 
aspect is not altogether ignored .19 In India a prophet is very 
often identified with a divine incamation-even the heretic 
Buddha duly became an incarnation of Vif?J;J.U, and within the 
memory of the present generation the sage of Dakf?iJ;J.esvara, 
Ram9,krishJ;J.a Parama'hn:qto'l. has been transformed into 
Bhagavan Srl:-RamakrishJ;J.a, and now regular religioug cere
monies are held in his honour and temples are being built all 
over India to enshrine his figure or photo. Muhammad, of all 
later prophets, alone seems to have escaped dei:fication,20 but 
no other prophet's personal hg,bits a:nd idiosyncrasies have 
been so faithfully recorded and followed by his followers or his 
decrees invested with such divine authority. Even in the last 
century, again, the Bab was regarded almost as an incarnate 
God.21 

· When excessive veneration, identical with· or bordering 
on Givine worship, is paid to a prophet it is no wonder that he 

17 See Hopkins, Or. & Ev. of Rel., Ch. XX. The Christian Trinity 
(esp. p. 337). 

18 See Bethune-Baker, Introduction to the Early History of the ChristH•n 
Doctrine (1923), p. 63 f. 

19 See art. CREEDS in ERE. iv; also Pringle-Pattison, Studies in the Ph . 
of Rel., p. 205. 

20 The Qur'an iii. 73-4 condemns the deification of the prophet. The Jewi~.}l 
prophets were also not deified. 

;1 Hopkins, Or. & Ev, of ReJ., p. 71, 
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should be credited with all those superhuman .acts which are 
possible only to a divinity. With the lapse of time the human 
lineaments of the prophet grow dim, .and •when there • is. a 
rivalry between faiths about prophetic greatness this kiQ4. of 
development ca,n seldom be prevented. At one time people 
quarrelled about the greatness of their respective gods; ·novv 
they quarrel about" the greatness of their prophets. So Christ 

·must perfonn most of tbe rnira:Cles that the HebrewRI"?Phet.s 
of old are recorded to have clone; and Muhammad too rnust 
he credited by a later generation with having made the sn.n 
stand still in tbe manner of ,Joshua and the water flow in imita
tion of Moses and a.lso with multiplying fooa and drink like 
Ghrist for his hungry and thirsty foJiowers, 22 alth011gh the 
Qur'an explicitly says, "~o apostle bad come with miracles 
except by tl1e leave of God " and '' Nothing hincleredus from 
sending hirn with. the power of working mirac'os, except that 
the peoples of old i)rented them as lies. " 23 In the pop11lar 
.mind the idea of gren.tnesg is so imcparahlc fr~n.1 tho idea of 
snpernntura.l power that. prophets and RaintR have mostly been 
credited \Vith performing miracleR aR Rigns and crecleDtials of 
tbeir spitit.ual greatness. 24 As Streeter pointR ont, 25 

" At 
certain stages of culttn·c and in certain · moc.Jls the l.nunan 
mind derrJandR rnirnelc--and in all countries and in all ages 
the demand has produced a supply." Bven to-day no saint 
would be canoniscd in Roman Catbolicisrn unless it can he 
proved thnt nt least two miracles had been performed by him 
or at his tomb. In India it is believed tbat such powers can 
be acquired by Yogic culture; but the general Semitic tradi
tion is that they a.re the gifts of God or divine modes of bear
ing testimony to the prophetic character of certain chosen 
individuals. 

22 See G. F. Moore, Hristory of Religions, V·bl 2, p. 477; Stnhhe; Rise nnd 
Progress of Mahometanism, pp. 160-62; Lammens•, Islam, p. 75. Of. Nimbaditya, 
who did the same feat, in WilEon, Hinau Religion, p. 99. 

23 Sura 13.38; 17.61. See Lamme11S, Islam, p. 51. 
24 See Cohen, The Philosophy of 1\faiwonides, p. 101-qnotation from 

Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed, 11.29. 
!15 1)trel)ter, TTt.e Bud.dhq and the Christ, P· 10, 
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It is worthy of note. too that angels are frequently sup
posed to be in constant attendance upon the prophets-th::tt 
they do not interfere more actively in the affairs of the pro
phets is due to. the fact that these are unwilling to take angelic 
help for their personal benefit. But God does not always 
leave His chosen people or His prophet to the tender mercies of· 
a cruel and sinfulworld. So in Judaism aRd Muhammadan
ism God himself (or His angel?c host) lays loW the enemies of 
God and His prophets, and obtainsfor the faithfulfollo;wers of 
the Lord miraculous victory. Zarathustra had his Fravashi 
(guardian spirit), and something like this was also ascribed to 
Buddha at a later time.26 This belief in divine solicitation 
for the prophet's safety secures for him comparative immunity 
frQm molestation at the hands of the ignorant whoare afraid_ 
to injure him because of this Divine"guardianship.27 A mystic 
fluid or aura or force is also sometimes supposed to serve as an 
i.l.lvisible protection and to overwhelm those attempting to 
lay their hands em t,he prophet. 28 His escapes from danger 
are mostly inl!rpret~d as miraculous, not to mention the 
warnings, conveyed to him through dreams and angelic 
agencies, about his impending dangers. 

Consistently with the view that the prophet has access 
to supernatural planes, he is credited with another power, 
na!ll~ly,foretelling the future. In moments of ecstasy~he pro
phet transcends the temporal plane and views all things from 
the standpoint of eternity. Things remote in space and time 
stand revealed to his gaze. The past no less than the future 
Buddha could see at a glance : he remembered al~ his previous 
incarnations, human and sub-human, and he also foretold the 
future greatness of Pataligama (Pataliputra) and the hastened 
decay of his Church when nuns were admitted into his Order. 
The Jewish prophets foretell the fall of Jerusalem and the 
doom of many other' cities as also the fates and fortunes of 
many nations and individuals. Sometimes they are informed 

26 See Griinwedel, Buddhist Art in India, pp. 195-96. 
27 See Wilson, Hindu Religion, p. 180. 
28 The persons of priests are r(lgarde.d as -inviolable in many religions.-See 

I. Sam., 22.17, for ins'tanoo. 
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in dreams and sometimes in waking moments ; sometimes they 
profess to communicate divine utterances (' Thus saith the 
Lord ') and sometimes they transmit their vision as directed 
by God (' I saw' or ' Thus sheweth the Lord'). Similarly, 
tongues were loosened among the immediate followers of 
Christ who himself also foretold some of the events of his own 
llfe. Muhammad too had visions of the future, though not 
of equal effectiveness. 

It is curious to note, however, that while prophetic 
knowledge of the future is regarded as a sign of spiritual in
sight, the .attempt made by others to know the future is con
demned in most of the scriptures. Soothsaying and divination 
were almost universal in the ancient world. Oracles were 
delivered and signs of the future interpreted in Greece, Rome, 
Egypt, Babylon, Assyria, the Jewish States, China and India 
long before the rise of monotheism proper, and various methods 
were adopted to know the will of the gods or to ascertain the 
future. Buddha warned his disciples against dabbling in 
foretelling; Muhammad prohibited the casting·~£ lots ;29 and 
in Judaism false and pagan prophets. were warned against. 
The psychology underlying this prohibition seems to be that 
in the case of the true prophet foreknowledge implies special 
communication by God to His chosen of what is eternally 
known to Himself, whereas in other cases, e.g. astrology and 
divination, it implies that the course of the world is pre
determined and can therefore be calculated to a nicety, 
leaving Divine will and providence entirely out of account. 
Even in the apostolic age of Christianity a check was songt1t 
to be imposed upon unrestricted prophecy among the Apostles 
themselves, and with the growth of Church organisation pro
phecy entirely ceased. 

Two aspects of this prophetic vision of the future have 
had profound effects upon the evolution of religion. The one 
is apocalyptic vision and the other is the foretelling of a future 
prophet, of which Christianity and Muhammada:nism made an 
effective use. The Qur'an definies a prophet as a warner, and 

29 See Stubbe,. op. cit., p. 178. 
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although Muhammad had at first more in mind the idolatrous , 
habits of his countrymen than their ethical iniquities, his 
warnings covered both classes of reprehensible conduct. Now, 
warning must have some reference to an impending calamity; 
otherwise it would be ineffective as a motivation of conduct. 
The apocalyptic literature, which made free use of the im_agin
ative faculty, used, as i:uducements to. repentance and ethical 
action, the joys of heaven and the terrors .of destruction and. 
helL On the: one side was depicted the benefit to be d.erived 
from the acceptance of the reformed creed and from ·following 
a proper mode of life, and on the other was painted the gloomy 
picture of .an impending world-catastrophy, from which un
believers aud sinners would have no escape, .to be followed hy 
dire .t.ormeuts reserved for them in hell. Glo'Ying pict11res .of 
the ascending tiers of heaven, corresponding to the varying de-

- f_mrts of the virtuous, are to be found in most of the religions, 
apd.even Buddhism and Judaism, which at the beginning dis
carded a celestial motive for ethical conduct, were obliged later 
on to delinel'l,te the" joys of the different grades of heaven with 
their different denizens. 30 Hinduism, Muhl1mmadanism and 
Zoroastrianism had similar speculations; and although i11 

Iate.r Christianity the multiplicity of heavens was rejected, the 
picture of enjoyment of the many mansions of heaven stayed 
on--apd provided perenniaLmotives of .. ethical. action. In 
consonance with the 'three-storeyed ' scheme of the ancient 
world, with Heaven above and Hell below .and the Earth in 
between, it was even possible to conceive cases of ascension 
and excursioninto heaven in flesh and blood, and Judaism, 
Christianity, Muhammadanism, Hinduism and Buddhism 
could all point to concrete instances of such singular prophetic 
greatness. 

But the apocalyptic instrument that the prophets general
ly used was no1t joy to be attained but doom to be avoided, 
They interpreted their arrival as a signal for divine judgment 
lJpon the sinful world. Of the- old Jewish prophets, it ha.s 

30 See Morfill and Charles, Book of the Secrets of Enoch, Introdnotion, 
p. xxx f.; B. C. Law, Heaven and H.ell in Budshist Perspective, Part I, S~c. 'I and 
Sec. II; also Appendix, p. xxxii f. 
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been pointed oU.t31 that. they were rather censors than ·com-' . 
forten• ; their spirit is expressed in. the words of Amo.s, '~ Oau 
a trumpet be blown in a city, and the people. nQt be afraid? '' 
The kingdom of Heaven was nigh, .and woe unto those whom 
it would find unprepared. The feast in honour of the coming 
heavenly bridegroom is prepared-those .without a suitable 
garment of morality would be cast out into the outer darkness 
where there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth. Some 
of the. Jewish prophets had indeed predicted the return of pa~t 
greatness to Israel and put the nation in a mood of auto~ 

suggestion, till the belief in their words begat the will to strike 
and to achieve temporary freedom. But it requires greater 
power than a mere appeal to the unconscious wish of a down
trodden nation.jp make it will for self~purification. And it 
is this that the greater prophets achieved. While one class 
was declaring the imminent arrival of a Messiah who would 
free it from the hateful tyranny of its foreign masters, 
another class was preaching the nearness of the kingdom of 
Heavei1 and the necessity of repenting !or personal and 
national sil1s. The function of the prophet is· to interpret the 
divine will and to convey warning to an erring nation, and 
his greatness is to be measured by the success achieved by him 
in these matters. 

Here we come upon the heart of prophetic greatness. 
It is not by his interference in cosmic functions-by raising 
the dead or making a spectacular ascent to heaven, by fore
telling the petty events of the world, or making oil, wine and 
bread inexhaustible-that a prophet establishes his claim to 
the gratitude of the world. Faith in his own mission need 
not necessarily include participation in the meting out of 
d\vine justice on the Judgment Day, for Divine knowledge and 
Divine merqy scarcely ne<?d an advocate and an intercessor. 
The Vedanta. Siitra wisely laid down .that. the creation, pre~ 
serva tion and destruction of .the world are God's O"WJ1 business 
and that even released souls. have no share in<them}2 But 

31 S<'l!l Oh~ype, Jf!'I.!:Jish. Relig!dful L.ife after the E:eile, p. 1)8. 
32Jkahmasutra, IV. 4o, 

~ 



THE PROPHETIC TASK 

·•·"'t 
the healthy instinct of warning others of bodily dangers 
ahead, to be found even among lower animals, can be profitably 
extended to warning against spiritual dangers as welL anti 
we may readily believe that the keen ethical sensitivity of a 
prophet scents danger far ahead of the obtuse understanding 
of his sinful fellow-men and that his overflowing charity 
prompts him. to warn them of the dire calamity impending. 
In this sense. the prophet is realfy an incarnation of Divine 
compassion; for, as the Old Testament and the Qur'an would 
say, God does not punish a sinful city or nation without giving 
it a warning through a prophet.33 Bigotry and spiritual 
blindness have often stood in the way of taking hint from 
prophetic warnings i but Divine Mercy operat~s before Divine 
Justice, and no plea is left to nations that the~ere overtaken 
by disaster without a preliminary warning. 

Now, prophetic warning has always had reference to a 
defective or degrading conception of the nature of God and to 
the adoption of all unethical conduct towards His creation, 
specially the world of sentient beings. We shall have occae~ion 
to treat them in some detail in succeeding lectures; here we 
shall content ourselves with simply referring to these two 
major tasks of a prophetic career. Possibly in the .last analysis 
the two problems would be .found to be one, for man's concep~ 
tion of Divine nature determines his conduct towards God's 
creation, and, conversely, man's attitude toward$ the world 
determines his conception of the nature of God. But prophets 
have generally treated both as independent. problems, as the 
human mind is not so consiRtent that the pmification of faith 
would automatically Jead to social concord or that proneness 
to social charity would immediately purify personal religion. 
C!mtrary instances are too painfully numerous in history to 
justify the belief. that a pure faith means a pure conduct. -too 
often has reiigion ended with . an intellectual illumination 
without purifying the emotions and the will. 

The magnitude of a prophet's task can be seen fr~m the 
fact that he has t6. rouse a whole social group into a conscio,w1 
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ness of its religious and moral imperfections and of the nec~s .. 
sity·of·.abandoning• its ·old beliefs and •• practices.. Ver:Y .•.•. C>ftetl' 
his lone •figure stands out clear against a background of sordid-) 
ri'ess· and s6cial iniquity and makes the surrounding gloorp all 
the. more visible by contrast. True, he is found in It;~rn:t;l ~ 
warning individuals in high places against their cruel and 
irreligious lives ; but these _uersons really stand as symbols of 
~h_e tribe in which such things are permitted and condoned. 
A society that tolerates corruption at the top and has nQt the 
courage to condemn its leaders badly needs the' service of one. 
who is not afraid to champion the cause of righteousness an.d 
tflltll even at grave persona] risks, and prophecy gains im
mensely in prestige when power mends its ways at its bid
ding. Prophetfhave very often found themselves in opposi
tion both to civil power and to religious aristocracy--to princes 
as welfa,s to priests, the one standing generally for unethical 
conduct and the other for soulless religious formality. They 
have sometimes, indeed, served. as uncons.cious mouthpieces 
of the ii~articulate pro.tests of the dissatis:fied and the oppressed 
sections o.f the community, and when they have thus v~iee9 
the general _sentiments of the social group their suqcess has 
been immense and abiding. To use a biological ~nalogy, thep: 
tlj~re. is pot a contim1ous, slight, ins~nsible varia,tiori but ~. 
iit1Jtation. o(social thinking al)d social habit. B11t often: they 
hav~ had to set to work against the whole social ,grm:lp' anq 
only faith in, their mission .an,d infipjt~ pa~ience}laVe enabled; 
tb~m to persist in their pr~aching. . Under . suc}l conditionf'l 
their faith has spread very slowly ind,eed; j:ust reme~be{.that 
1 t tQok M~hamm"ad nearly ten years to· .get • a following qf . fifty 
p·erson~ ;tnd _that Zarathustra could get only on~ fpllowe;r in 
the sa:r:n~ period oftime.34 . . · 

· What ,prqphecy .. can achieve. in .the religiou~ life, of . '!X 
O.ation is best · sien ir( J.ewish history :35 ·As distinguished 

' ,, 

. . .M Stubbe,•iop,. cit., p •.. 84; Faiths. of the· World, p. • 369 .· (gives , M:~1bamm~d 
fifty followers .in five years); art. ZoROASTRIANISM in ERE; :xii. 862. · · 

35 Pre-Mosaic Judaism was, as Lods observes, polydaemonism ltin~ed with 
polytheism. There was bel~ef .in . a .nuiilJ:ler ~f _fD:ysteri~~: powers, ill-defined at the 
beginnin~ but pdually taki:O:~ 'on definit~ ·vers'Onat' r~J1!{-a~d becomin~ localise<l i~ 
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frob the clas~ of professional seers · and soothsayers, who 
made a: livelihood O•Ut of their strange powers ()f foretelling 
thefuture, 'there Mose very early among the Israelites a class 
or m_en who did not want to ·be consulted but '' were men ()f 
diverse callings, driven by an irresistible constraint actively 
tdde~Iare to Israelthe word of its God. " 36 They revealed to 
their tribes the demands of higher ethicality and purer faith, 
made througlr them by God; and promised to them, as reward, 
divine aid in days of adversity and prosperity alike. One of 
them; Mdses, was credited with having led the race out of 
Egypt; made Yahweh _the national God, and promulgated the 
Ten Qomma11dments wh1ch laid the fo11ndation of thei.r 
relig~o1]_s a~dethical greatness, while another, Sam11el, was 
instrpmehtai in establishing a kingdo~under Saul in which 
tpe _ direct1on of national policy was to be. materially vnder 
ptophe~ic'guida;nce, _ Gad and Nathan, Ahijah and_ She111aial1, 
EFjah and Elisah, all kept a vigilant eye on the policy of the 
stafte? and ,hytheir. admonitions and aetivities. sougtlt to 
maintain.'a_ ~lieqcratic ideal before the nation, and to restra1n 
th~.·-~ings:lrOII1 private iniq111ties and '' political and religious 
obl\quities/'' .. . ... . - - •. -. .· .. -

,~ ' · :.~he · 11bapdonmel)t of-~_ nom,a9ic-pastoral in favour of a 
set~lef" agric.ultural life, tht;l establishment of a mon
a~:chy and: .. the. subsequent division. of the Jewish 
8t~¥e ~- into : the two _kingdoms . _ of · North Israel (Sama
ria) ~:na Judah, the multiple matrimonial relations of - the 
~ihgs, ~ho w~nted to humour their heathen wives,_ 11nd · the 
ihcrease of '~miXed l;narri~ges ' among ail, especially the 

•; { ' \ e '•, : ~ l . ' ' . • ' • 

definite, sacr{;l(l .~pot,ll M baals or lords. There :was a tendency toward .. mpno}wtry. ,,n 
so''far a& there was possibly a belief i~ an elobim, a Supreme B~ing or God, l:nit 
tlJe: exiate:nc(l :Of other .gods was not denied and thus monotheism was yet to c{)Ille:
see Lods, Israel, pp. 252-57. 

36 Eno. Br. (14th Ed.), VoL 18, p. 586 f; ERE. x. 388; Clemen, Religions of 
the World, p. 266 f; G. F. Moore, If is. of Rel., Vol. 2, Ch. II. For the distinction 
b,<t~>r.cren .se.er and PIO:Phet, see Lods, Jsrael, .pp. 442-48; Die. Bib., Extra.-. Vol., 
p 650 f. See ERE. vii. 348 : " And on the fact .of their ewn-consciousness, the l>elief 
of their contem,P.o,raries, the unanimity of theiJ; ·. t~sti:l):lOp.y, . the ethical quaJity cf 
their teaching;' ·and ·the ,bep.e;ficent r~~ult~ .• of t)leir Japours, a. s~rcng foun~atjon is 
laid for the truth of-their assumption that" ~ey WElre the 01;ganf? or instfll.Jll\1nta l)f 
tlhe Most Hi~,·· · .· · - ·· · ' - .· 
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upper classes, the building of the temple at Jerusalem b;v 
Solomon 37 and at Bethel and Dan by ;Jeroboam together with 
the • persistence of the Samaritan sanctuary on· Mount Gerizim 
in Shechem and of other high places, where alone 
originally offerings used to be made, brought . e:ndless 
complications into the religious life of the nation. The simple 
sacrifice on the altar in the open on a high place was replaced 
by a system of complicated tempM~senice, minute details of 
which were laid down in law-books, and in priestly codes 
which were suitably amended from time to time to find room 
for revised rituals. In place of the Ark of the Covenant, 
which had sufficed for Solomon's Temple, were set up gilded 
images of Yahweh in the form of a bull (the golden calf, de
nounced by Hosea) in .. leroboam's temples at Bethel and Dan, 
and to keep up the show and pomp of worship, the gift of the 
king had to be replaced by a regular ntt,tional levy or sacred 
tithe of agricultural and pastoral products. 38 Bamoth (raised 
altars) to Yahweh with or without images were strewn all 
over the country, and Jerusalem had numbers or-them in its 
streets.39 Images of protective and functional deHies were 
installed in households, thus continuing the primitive poly
theism of the race in spite of the Mosaic revelation. But 
while reJigious symbols and formalities increased, the ethieal 
aspect of communal life suffered comparative neglect, with the 
effeet that the widow and the orphan were robbed of· their 
riches, the poor were oppressed and left uncared for ;40 the 
conscience of the community was blunted in numerous wa~'' 
and in place of true repentance an elaborate system of formal· 
expiation reared its head. In religion also a spirit of laissez 
faire in relation to foreign nations prevailed, and it was fr~eJy 
admitted that while Yahweh was the special god of the Jews, 
other nations had also their own gods like Ohemosh, Dagon, 

· 37 For the syncretistic character of this temple . and the . pagan tnfl1lerice ttpofi 
ite oonstruction, see :bods, Israel, pp. 414-15. ·•·•. . •.. . . · 

38 Robertson Smith, Rel. of the Semites, p. 24() f (tJsp., p. 251). 
;9 See :Kuenen~ Nationo,t Religion, a11d U11ifil't:sat /telig1rms, W 1~. 
40 :J:Wb~rtson Smi\h, op. cit., !?•. UO~ . . . . . . . . 



Ashtor.~th, Baal, Milcom, Molech and others.41 Nay, .the 
nmltiplication of the sanqtuaries. of Yahweh • himself revived 
th~ dying .embers of a primitive belief in local deities, .as in 
Egypt and Assyria ; and to the popular mind the Yahweh that 
thundered in Sinai or reposed in Shiloah, the. Yahweh th.at 
ruled in Zion or Gerizjm; and the Yahweh that figured in Dan 
or Bethel, Beersheba or Hebron, were not always identical 
and practically divided among themselves the allegiance 
of the tribes. 42 It was only after the reform of Josiah that 
Jerusalem acquired its importance as the sole sanctuary of 
God in the eyes of the nation (which it retained in spite of 
the temporary revival of worship at Bethel by the special per
rnissioill of the Assyrian king after the destruction of its own 
Temple in 586 :B.0.)}3 Sacred prostitution also effected its 
entrance, in spite of Deute~omic prohibition, into the 
temples, which were also permitted to be used for secular 
p11rposes. 44 Israel fairly threatened to lapse back not only 
mto its ancient polytheism and idolatry but also into moral 
corruption d:nd religious inanity, culminating in human sac~ 
rifices to Yahweh. . 

Agai:nst this general decline of religious ideals the pro
phets waged an unceasing war till the spiritual gifts of a 
minority became the inheritance of the nation as a whole. 
Their task was indeed facilitated by the factjhat the nation, 
even in the darkest days of spiritual degradation, did not 
forsake Yahweh altogether-what it did rather was to join 
gods with God and to offer oblations and sacrifices to Him to 
the :neglect of the spiritual side of worship. Although from 
very early times there was prophetic organisation as a national 
institution and the Rechabites kept to the ancestral tradition 
ofuo:ruadic life, monotheistic religion and simple worship 
without sacrifice and barbarous rites, the nation had chosep 
to follow false and fanatical prophets who had no objection to 

41 For Canaanite gods, .. see Lods, lsr.ael, t>P· 12.0-42 .... ·.. . ... 
42 See G. F. Moore, His. of Rel .. 1 Vol. 2, p. 23; Lods, Israel, p. 407; for t.he 

i>rigin of ffie different Yahwehs, see Lods, Israel, pp. 156,. 160. 
U Lods, op. Git., p. 418. 
«Ibid, pp. 409, 450. 
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render homage to.·pagan gods and who fanned thei political 
ambitions of rulers and led them to evil paths· by lulling their 
conscience with the picture of God as . an •. indulgent being 
whose stern justice might· be easily averted by propitiation. 
Higher pmphecy in Israel is characterised by a middle path 
between the opportunism of the false· prophets and the:.con,.. 
servatism of the Rechabites-it did not abandon the ideal of 
national greatness but spiritualir;ed its significance. The 
Jews were the chosen people of Yahweh and Yahweh was the 
God o,f Israel-. the nation or its rulers could not break this 
covenant without dire consequences. 

It appears that the earlier prophets were more concer:ti~d 
about the purity of faith than about purity of conduct;' 'rilore 
about tribal . solidarity than about individual fortline,<15 ..• al~ 
though protests against the n'i.ISdeeds of kings, as of David by 
Nathan and of Ahab by Elijah, were not absolutelyunkno:W:r/ 
The reason is obvious : the Jews were still surrounded on all 
sides by pagan tribes, who offered worship to molt.en or graven 
images and with whom matrimonial relations and exchdnge 
of culture were rapidly taking ·place. So, .to guard. the 
national al1egiance to Yahweh, it was necessary · to ·resist 
lapses into the idolatry that was. so universal all around, 
especially when even Levites could be found officiating in 
Canaanite sanctuaries of Baals.46 Immorality was a lesser 
evil than idolatry as it did not threaten the covenant with 
Yahweh. So God is made to tolerate thesevenhundred wives 
and three hundred concubines of Solomon but not his :worship 
o£ the gods of his pagan wives, while David's murder ofUr~ah 
the Hittite to get his wife was partiallypardonedsol,ely b,e~ 
cause David scrupulously kept the covenant with God. ,Elijah's 
murderof1.the four hundred. and fifty prophets of Baal Cwec.are 
not told of the fate the four hundred, prophets of .the 

45 Marti, Religion of the Old Testament, p. 122. 

46 For the relation of Yahweh to pagan god,s, .see Lods, Israel, p. 403 f. Elijah 
and Elisha do not seem to have denounced the Bull-Yahweh worship in .N. Israel.
See Addis, Hebrew Religion, p. 95 Lods, lBrad, P'· 411..-
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Asherah47 which Ahab had made) is slurred over, presumably 
because it glorified Yahweh, while, on the other hand, Ahab's 
fa~ily was cursed probably more for his idolatry than for his 
unlawful possession of Naboth's vineyard. 48 It does not 
appear that even of the system of killing infants either •· as 
foundation-sacrifices or in fulfilment of the command in the 
old Book of the Covenant, of which Canaanite parallels ate 
known from archaeological remains,49 there was any great 
prophetic denunciation. Ahaz who introduced this aboD1ina
tion50 does not seem to have roused prophetic wrath, and his 
grandson Manasseh provoked theprophets, the servantsof the 
Lord, to denounce him,. primarily for his idolatry and not fqr 
his filling Jerusalem with innocent blood from one end to 
another. 

To the lasting credit of the prophets, who left their 
messages in writing from the middle of the eighth century 
to the middle of the fifth century before Christ, be it said that 
they changed practically the whole character of the ancient 
Hebrew religioft and transformed a nation into. a qhurch. 
In their hands Yahweh was transformed from a national God 
into the God of the whole earth51 so that noroom was left for 
the gods of other nations or countries. Of course, the idea 
that Israel was the elect of Yahweh did not disappear nor the 
idea that Hef1ad his chosen seat in Zion; but the prophets, 
beginning with Amos, showed that its implication was that 
Israel's responsibility, because of the trust reposed in her, 
was correspondingly greater and that her defaults could be 

i7 W. Robertson Smith considers 1\his to be a later interpolation and a eon· 
fusioD, hetweeD, Ashera a.nd Astarte, the female partntlr of Baal.-St)e Religion of 
the S~mites, p. 189 f. 

48 For the vindication of Ahab, s.ee Lods, op. cit., pp. 421·00. .Lods thinks. 
that the curse was for the murder of Naboth and his sons and he sees in t:hid a 
sensible deepening of the conception of the righteousness of Yahweh (se~ Israel, 
p. 423). 

43 Lods, op. cit., pp. 285-86; also pp. 89, 99. 
5!r But see the casefl of J ephthah the Gileadite and also of Hie! the Beth-elite 

(1 K 16.34). 

51 Addis, Hebrew Religion, p. 152; Marti, Rel. of the OT, p. 131; Kuenen; 
Nat. Rel. & Uni, Rel., p. 11~. 
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less tolerated by God.S~ .The prophets could easily point to 
the many sins of the nation. as .a. whole and. predict. divine 
justice for its. iniquities, the instru!llent of chastisement beil1g 
at first Assyria and then Babylon. The old idea that it was 
a matter of prestige with Yahweh to, fight Israel's battles IJ,Ild 
to lead her to victory was abandoned. 53 , Yahweh is . on the 
side of righteousness and He punishes not only foreign nations 
but also the Jews for the.ir sins.54 Such a God's favour could 
not be bought by sacrifices and rituals when the conditior1s of 
righteousness and true religion remained unfulfilled::-that is, 
when images were worshipped, justice was sold, power was 
abused, and political expediency and state-craft overrode the 
interests of morality and faith. As a punishment for her sins, 
Israel was to drink the cup of humiliation to its bitterest 
dregs-. the loss of political liberty in both the kingdoms, the 
fall of Jerusalem, the destruction of the Temple, the banish
ment of the nobles and priests to Babylon. . Fitful efforts at 
reform had indeed been made by kings, presumably under 

·prophetic counsel,55 as when Hezekiah destrflyed the .. bra.zen 
serpent which was worshippedin the Temple; but again and 
a.gain had the nation gone.back to its pagan rites and admitted 
foreign gods into the sanctuary and permitted immorality 
and cruelty within the temple precincts .. Bven Yahweh.'s 

. patience could .be tired out by such repeated lapses, and then 
the nation was. bound. to face His wrath. 

But even in this conception of diviue justice. the prophets 
could improve upon primitive thought.. It is not out of>wrath 
that Yahweh will punish Israel, but out of love. Hosea com
pares Israel going after other gods with his OiWU. adulterous 

. wife whom he must punish bt~t not withoutregret and]oy~. 

.~' 

Yahweh wants His love to be reciprocated, and not sacrifices 

52 Marti, op. cit., p. 167. Amos S.2. 
53 Marti, op. cit., p. 1~5, 

. Si Elijah. first .ventured on .the strange !nessa.gE\ th~L Jehovah wrought hy 
national defeat no less than, by national victory.---See Addis, Hebre,w L .. ReUgi~n, 

.rP· . . 134. 

5i J.):uenen, op. · cit., p. ·• U~. 



, DIVINE LOVE 59 

offered to Him or sabbaths and new moons and ·solemn assem
blies observed· in His honour, which were not only futile, as 
Amos hrtd said, but positively pernicious. Hosea predicts.the 
humiliation ,of the kingdom of Israel as the punishment of her 
sins, but at the same time holds out the hope that, when she 
repents,· she wilJ be restored to the love of Yahweh. " The 
children of Israel shall abide ~any days without king; and 
without prince. and without sacrifice, and without pillar, and 
witho.ut ephod ·or teraphim; afterward shall the children of 
Israel return, and seek the IJord their God, and David their 
king; and shall come with fear unto the Lord and to his good
ness in the latter days.' '.56 '' Mine heart is turned within 
me, my compassions are kindled together. I will not execute. 
the :fierceness of min.e anger, I will not return to destroy 
Ephraim : for I ·am God, not man.' '57 '' And I will betroth 
thee unto ·me for ever; yea; I wi.ll betroth thee 1:1nto me · ·in 
righteommess, and in judgment, and in loving-:kindness, and 
in mBrcies. I w.ill even betroth thee unto me.in faithfulness·: 
and· thou shalt know the Lord. " 58 · Through all .the major 
ca.wmical prophets, pre-exilic and post-exili~Amos, Hosea., 
Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Deutero-Isaiah-. runs .the s~me 
th.ought, namely, that Yahweh cannot ·put · away Israel for 
ever, 59 and although, in accordance with His ethical chara.cter, 
.He must punish Israel for her iniquities. and"even l'lse foreign 
powers as rods of.Hiswrath, 60 yet ultimately when sherealises 
her foUy Israel will be restored to Divine ·favour .~1 " Then 
win I give the peoples other and clean lips, that they may call 
upon the name of Yahweh and serve him with one aecord. "~2 

When iniquity will ·be put away and even the . Ark of the 
Covenant will be forgotten, " at that time they shall call 
Jerusalem the throne of the I.1ord; and all the nations shall be 

5G Hosea. 8.4-6. 
57 Hosea. 11.8·9. 
58 Hosea 2.1'9-20. 
st:Kuenen, (Jp. cit., p .. 107 f. 
80 Ibid, p. 116. 

81 Amos 5.18; see Addis, Hebrew Relirfirm, p. U~, 
• S~ I{:qen~, op. ~t., p. 127. . 
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gathered unto it, · to the name of . the Lol'd, . to i Jerusalem : 
neither . shall they walk any more after the · stubbornness of 
their evil heart.' ' 63 Israel shall be the servant of Ya.hweh; a 
light of the Gentiles, the religious teacher of all nations, BO 

that Yahweh's commandments and thorah may be proclaimed 
to all nations and His salvation may reach to the end of the 
earth.64 Israel is to sacrific0., herself for the redemption of 
mankind65-an expression that was to have such poignant 
significance later on in the histo-ry of Christianity. She mnst 
have trust in Yahweh-in C]nietness and confidence shall be 
her strength: '' if ye ·will not beHeve, ye shall not be estah
lished."66 We may stnn up the achievements oftheHebrew 
prophets in the folJowing words of Driver and Peake :67 "The 
activity of .the prophets was largely called for by nationn,l 
crises. They were moral reformers, religious teaeherR, 
political advisers. They held up before a back-Bliding people 
the ideals of human duty, religious truth and national policy. 
They expanded and developed, and applied tt"> new situations, 
the trutlls which in a germinal form they had inherited. The 
nature and attributes of God; His gracious purposes to·wards 
man; man's relation to God rmd the conBequcnces it involves: 
the true nature of religious service ; the call to rcpent:wce as 
a condition of God's favour; the ideal of character and action 
which each shm;ld strive to realise ; the responsibilities of 
office and position; the cJaimB of mercy and philanthropy, 
justice and integrity ; indignation against tlie oppression of 
the weak and the 1mprotccted; ideals of a blissful future, when 
the troubles of the present will be over, and men will bask in 
the enjoyment of righteousnesB and felicity-these, and such 
as these, are the themes wJ1ich are ever in the prophrts' 
mcuths and on which tl1ey enlarge with unwearied eloquence 
and power." 

a Jer. s.rr. 
114 Is. 49.~. 

U Ellll. Br., VoL 18, p. 588; Addis, Hebreto ~ligion, p. !U1. 

u Is 7.9; 80.15. 

" ~. l3r., Vol. 3, p .. 503, . 
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It was a groat thing to have inwardised the religion. 
Yahweh is not holy in the sense that a magic fluid issues from 
IIis Ark, and overpowers and kills the bold, the inquisitive and 
the careless, _fiB it is said to have. done the people of Bethshe
mesh and also Uzzah, the driver of the sacred cart, although 
no moral turpitude was involved in their conduct. 68 He is holy 
because He hates sin and demands atonement therefoil' or el13e 
punishes for unrepented misdeed. By the time we reach 
Jeremiah we find that Yahweh's interest is as much in 
personal holiness as in national purity, and that it is their 
own sins rather than their ancestors' that individuals have to 
pay for in divine displeasure and personal suffering. When 
we remember how tribal in their conceptions nmnadic races 
generally are and how strong the sense of collective respon·· 
sibility was among the Hebrews from the earliest times, so 
much so that the nation was supposed to succeed and suffer 
as a whole-especially from the acts of its kings or leaders, 
the discovery Qf individual responsibility was no small achieve~ 
ment of the prophets. 69 But they achieved something more. 
The pious fraud or the happy accident by which Josiah was 
put in possession of '' the book of the teaching '' through the 
chie:f priest of Jerusalem7° not only enabled him to establish 
the single sanctuary of Yahweh but to recast the more prim h-

. tive Decalogue in · which the ceremonial • aspect preponderated 
o1er the ethical. This book, now known as the Deuteronomy, 
purified faith (forbidding graven images of all kinds, and not 
merely molten images, as did the older Decalogue) and taught 
love ')f God and obedience to His commandments. Tlie last 
one was to have far~reaching consequences in later times as 
henceforth the task of the prophets lessened and that of 
the scribes or interpreters of the Law increased: but the Baby~ 
Ionian catastrophe retarded that process for some time more 
and Jeremiah could still improve upon the conception of fl'J,itb, 
as preached by Isaiah, by teaching that it is only the grace of 
God that can enable a man to serve Rim with zeal and devotion 

1181 Sam. 6.19; 2 Sam. 6.7. 
69 Marti, Rel. of OT, p. 173; Ezek. 18.1-9. 
TO f..ildis, Hebrew :R,eli!Jion, p lSS f, 
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and thi1t ·Yahweh wants people to circumcise.· not their fore
skin but their heart.71 

It 1s' one of those misfurtunes that meet us Jreguently 
inreligious histow that the Hebrew religion, 'vhich won such 
glorious battles under prophetic leadership, shuuTa suddenly 
stop in 1ts career of spiritual emancipation. The destruction 
of the Temple and the removal 9f the leaders of thought to 
Babylon, which were instrumental in bringing the Synagogue 
into being (as sacrifices were forbidden outside Jerusalem), 
proved at first boons in disguise. ·But 'the nation's heart 
refused to he reconciled to banishment from the immediate 
presence of Yahw~h, and a change in the royal policy n I; 
Babylon enabled the nation to rebuild its Temple -(516-15 B.C.) 
and to return to J erusaJem not only with cha.stened thoughts 
bht also with borrowed material:::; of culture. Religion passe.d 
over into the legalistic stage, the gulf between the Jews and 
the Samaritans be carrie more widely fixed,· tne Z ado kites prac
t;cally deposed the I_jevites from higher priestly functions. 
circumcision and sabbath were more strenuously insisted on, 
ahd even the annual festivals were increased and the system 
of sin-offering was Instituted.12 The great names of Ezekiel 
aha' Ezra' b.ot to mention the minor nil.mes of N eliemiall. 
Haggai. ·zecha:dah, " Malachi '' and. Third Isaiah, are "inti~ 
mateh· associated with this restoration or ancient faith; and ,, . 

altnough faint echoes of theTemple being a" house of prayer 
for' all nations " persisted in prophetie utterances, it was 
dear that the rnain current of thought 'vas anti-GEmti1ic, so 
much so that the Jews had to send away their foreign wives 

'nit i~ interesting to note tha~ Bernard Shaw in. The Adventures of til~ Bl11ck 
Girl in her search for GoJ disti~guishes three stages in the d~velopment of the 
J11wish eoncej;lition of God.. The first stage is represented (pp, 9-10) by the cere·" 
mopions worship~ of a tribal Gp~ full of wrath and vengeance and demanding cruel 
sacriflees~the type of God that Noah is supposed to have worshipped. 'l'he second 
itage is represented' (pp. il-i2) by an attempt ~o justify the ways of God to 1.nan 
b;ut ,P:ot ve~Yi s~ell,sfully, as ill- the Book of Job,. The third. stage, is represent.ed 
(p. 18) by the. religion of ~he prophets, of whom Micah is the representative : '•' This 
is a third God," she said; " and I like him much better than the. one who wanted 
sacrifices and the one who wanted me to argue with hiin ·.so tha.!t 'he might · snee:r 
ai my weakness a.nd ignorance." , 

" Marti, op. MJ., p. ~· 



:Pos'i'-EXiL1d JUDAisM 

a:gd, the children born qf them.73 Ezekiel'§ more !Xloderatr
"lP-t3~~;ur~~ a~d the Law of l:Ioliness propo11pded in his. t~nm_·h~~ 
to make J.'O()m for the more dr~stic meq('Ures ofE.2Jra WllO;li[td 
the priestly code, .. ,brouggt f'rom. Babylon, ·enfo_rye~. i!l--!e.ru,
salem. The new 1egislatiqnpushed9ack all H~bl-'e.W religi9US 
cuf?tOiiD;S to the .. ·heginning qf things, yarnisl,Iedj,\le;·1ln~a,.yg1!.t;Y 
tales about the pa.~.ria:rchs and set tgese yp .as Ipgdels ptmie.ty 
aild character.74 It c_rystalli~ed tfie.pq:p_e~jptof S~tap. possip'{y 
a,fter Zoroastrian m()~el/5 te11ge!l t9 put on the .13~we l~yeJpJ 
importance ceremony an,d pprity, i:r:creased the.jmpp~~a!l.S§l.t~f 
tl1e High Priest an~l, while diffusing highersta,n4::g4s,qfiil.O:r9:1 
life, :~padereligi()n!Xlore Jormal .. 76 Wh~n, by.~}le_~_((g~:r,:tp,ipgJ.Jf 
the fi;rst clentury B. G .. , the, ga!loni~al, bqqks, 1\()W ;~!lO"jll, -~~. -~~e 
Old Testament, were fixed, no' scope was left for pfpplfiy~~c 
inspiration,77 with theeffect tpatXahweh took og a,. Fr~pscen

dent character and betweeri !Iirn .and rnan was interp()sed. t~e 
r:ta.w (and latterly the_wh~lesyst~~ ofangel~, an4 ~l~q g~#~in 
.:;tbstractions as . in Zoroastrianisrn). 78 Even the M~ssiall,~:c 
salvation as the reward of ceremonial observances was based 
t1,1ore. on ··political t11ari on ,religi~us foUl1dati~n~.79 !h 
Yahweh'f5 realm .very llttle,room was left for the Genti}es~ "il~o 
co)lld not only not off~r. pure oblations to Him hut also . had 
no share •· in ·• His . salvation.: .• J?el1tero~ Isa~ah 's . teacping · ori tlie 
subject was ·totally rejected. and s~lvatio1l, was regarded. as., a 
re~ard iof cerernonial piety and not a gift 6.£ Yahweh:so As ) 

·matter of fact, the tough-minded attitude .o£ the patriarchl 
'~ge that mora:lity is t~ .be practised wjtll~ut 'ref~~e~ce t~ . 

,., ·c -•. ,._ c 

13Jbitl, pp. '212-1:3 . 
. 7~ Marti, 011..·~ cit., i>J?.J.95, .. 201 ;. Lods, .op. cit., p .. &2d, : ... ,Theteis. ni;)t!af 

ritHal,, c~~t~I)l··or. sa(\red obj~t :Wh?se origin can with ~rtai~ty ,.be •·• tr~ 
the Mosaic period,. not even' th~{ ark.'' See Canon Lindsay :Dewar: Imag~na; 
Religion, p. 38 f. · · · · · · · · · · 

... 75)'d:arti, pp.,cit., Jh 19.4; ,:[>ringle,~attison, Studie& Jn the Phil: ~f:R.i!li,, 
XI. Persian. Influences : Je~ish and Chris:tian Apocaiyptic. · · · ' · 

·· 76 See· Kuimen; op. cU., p .. 157 f.'· 
77 Marti, op. cib., p. 186. 
78 Marti, op. cit., p. 2~7 ,. alS() 222 ; seE) Kuenen, ?P· c.it.,. p. 159, 
79 Marti,. op. cit., p. 227_. . . . . 

SO Is. 42.1-6; 49.6; 52.10. See I'ringle,J>attison, S.tudie& in Phil. ?.f '"""'mn·n• 
pp. 153-5(.. 
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future reward, 81 namely, salvation, gave way before the tender~ 
minded apocalyptic expectation of an age of reward for virtue.82 

The genuine prophetic ftre was now extinguished, and '' any 
Jewish writer who believed that he had a religious message 
for his nation, a message of hope and encouragement, of con
solation or warning, after the manner of the prophets, had to 
put his words into the mouth of one of the worthies of old 
time, if th~y were to carry any weight or find acceptance with 
the religious public.'' It is not till we come to the time of 
Jesus that We find another prophet who could inveigh against 
religious formality with the same tone of authority as did 
the great pre-exilic prophets of Israel. No wonder that Jesus 
was regarded by some as Elijah or some other older prophet 
reborn.83 

If we compare the Hebrew prophets with the medi~:eval 
sai:nts of India, we shall have some idea of the secret of pro
phetic success in Israel. There were, first of all, certain 
external advantages. 'J1he field of activity was small and any 
prophetic achievement was quickly reported •all over the 
country. ':l111e population was more or less homogeneous, and, 
in spite of the rivalry between North Israel and .Judah, all 
prophets spoke in the name of the same national God. There 
was, again, a strong prophetic tmdition, and more or less 
ol'ganised bands or schools of prophets, who lived by their 
peculiar aptitude for foretelling and divination, existed in close 
: .. ssociation with the ruling powers and apparently wielded 
·reat influence. There was, again, no such difficulty as caste 
.·ejudice against a prophet-a farmer, a citizen, a priest and 
follower of an older prophet could all get an equal hearing 

·, l}ey had any message to preach. ] 1urther, . the prophets 
.rnot hampered by too much literary tradition, and any 

)~stion towards the improvement of ancestral faith that 
:tld enable the better minds of the nation to withstand the 

1nsidious advances of surrounding paganism and to convert 

81 See Pringle-Pattison, Idea of God, pp. 43-44. 
82 l!'or ~-he distin~tion between prophecy and apocalypse, S()e Pringle-Patti~ou, 

Btndies in the Phil. of Rel., p. 151 f. 
n Mk. 6.14-6; Mat. 17 .10·13. 
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}I;_dnol<itryintornonotlleism ~as readily accepted .- It 'is indeed ·--
-~true 'that there was · -·kingly - 9pposi~ion, e~pecially . when -

'pi·qphecy directly affected 'the private conduct or the political 
di'plomacy ~>I the Tliler ; but very few ·prophets had to feel the 
·agony, tihe persecution or the loneliness of Jeremiah . 'I'hen, 
again, the uncertain political futuro of tho nation, 
sandwiched as it was ·· between Egypt ·and Assyria 

• (and, 'later on, Babylon) and" situated in the midst 
... of tribes, . alien i:n thought and disposi'tion, was 
'bound to invest those · able to foretell the immediate 
' or remote future of the race with a certain amount of added 
impm~tance. No prophet allowed the greatness of Israel t.o 

· depart from popular thought ; · even her chastisement was 
divinely ordained to biing her ultimate triumph and exalta
tion-. To a ·nation, atnbitiieus 'to rise but teinp'orarily in 

",distress, a political message, 'supposed to be divinely delivered, 
could ·n6t fail to be attractive ; as a matter of fact, Jeremiah 
had •to pay the penalty of his prophecy because of its ·defeatistic 
attitude towards ·nationnil runibition and •pride. 

In · India, foi· · fUll nine hundred years, seers, 
mythologists and theologians were simultaneously . at 
work. During the period from the 7th to · 'the 16th 
century -when the 'later ~PuraJ:las were being written and 

· the . 'philosophical systems ,were .... being · expanded · there 
was a regular stream of d~voted men in both North and 
South India who failed to find satisfaction in the· ritualistic 
practices of Hindu religion and in the rigidity' of its caste
distinctions. · The Tamil ·. saints, ·the Mahratta mystics, 
the Vaisnavite 'poets of North India and those who, like Kabir 
and · Nanak, came ·under Muhammadan influence-all preached 
against a system of wors'hip in which birth and not religious 
merit was the qualification for religious ministration and in 
which materials and mantras usurped the rightful place of 
devotion and social service. That the whole reform~move~ 
nietit 'Was not prompted by hostility to the 'Brahmanic class 
is evident from the fact that many of the religious leaders were 
themselves -Brahmans and that . many Brahmans enrolled 
themselves as disciples of non-Brahman i·efotmers. 'While 

9 
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tolerant in many cases of 
idolatry among .the masses, 
were :mostly imbued with a deep monotheistic spirit, even 
though different saints called God by different names like 
Rama, Kp;rga, Hari, Siva, etc. T.hey preached .their message 
in songs, hymns .and v:erses through the vernaculars of India 
and could therefore make a direct. appeftl to the hearts of .the 
masses to whom Sans.krit mantras were an :unmeaning jargon. 
Although ,the majority of the disciples of these reformers came 
from the lower ~trata .of Hindu society .and :failed to prove 
ftble and zealous apostles of their creeds, it cannot be denied 
that these movements did much to expose the shodcomings 
of Hindu .religion as then practised, and planted in the land, 
especiaily .in North India, small bands .of devout men alienated 
to a greater or less extent from the .caste-system and the 
religious practices of orthodox Hinduism. 

That they Jailed to leaven the entire community like bhe 
Hebrew prophets .is due .to a number of causes.. They could 
not all preach in the name of one .and the Same God~poly

theism was ,then as now the prevailing form of .faith and al
though the saints .intended to preach monotheism .the names 
they rused ;for God were ·bound to .rouse sectarian jealousy, 
while a strange name for God would have made :uo .popul111r 
appeal. We must remember that .even Moses and M"ttham
mad .had to use an alueady fami.liM name .for det;)ignating God 
in th.eir .revelations-.they did not coin the words 'Yahweh ' 
and ' Allah ' themselves;84 It so happens .therefore that w.hile 
the 'l'.amil saints rpoured ;forth .their .lyrics in praise .of Siva, 
the .Alvars and the North Indian saints used Va.isnav.ite :r;utmes, 
with .the .effect that as there was no national God like the 
Yah:'lveh of the :Hebrews .the .reformed movements made no 
universal appe<:!il. When we remember that eyen ·the B.rahma 
Sutra.of Badariiyal)a was twisted .like a nose of wax by learned 
philosophers in .the interests .of sec.tarianism ,we c11n easily 
understand ,how deep was the sectarian :feeling in India and 

84 Lods, Israel, p. 320 f. ·See also R H. Ohades, E$C:lJAI.o.kqy, .Hebrew, 
Jewish and Ohristia:n, .p. 6, 



what prospect there was of' any reformer being able to recon~ 
ci~e conflicting faiths under the banner of a single God. 
Truly the name was greater than the God) as so often averred 
by religious think:ers of this period ; people coulll be per;)uadcd 
to· change deep-rooted religious convictions but not the name 
of their God .S5 

0ne other fact. prevented the wide diff'usion of any reform~ 
ed cult. The Indian saints were mostly imbued' with .. the 
sense of• 1)ersonail weakness andl what they generally sought to 
achieve through their devotion was not so much regeneration 
ofthe masses as personal salvation, the most notabl~ exception 
being Caitanya who attempted a• mass-movement through his 
sankiriana. But their personal influence and tKeir preaching 
to. a smaU circle bore fruit· and at least one great' religion~ 
Sikhism-owes its origin tb one such teacher, vi'z:, ·~anal(. 

Here again:, as in Judaism, political circumstances favoured 
'Cohesion' and growth : it is not unlikely that• but for imperial 
oppression· the Sikhs would have remained in the same insig
nificant position of a minor sect as the followers of Rama~ 
nanda, Kabir, Dadu, Charan Das and other medimval' re
formers arc at present. What gave these minor sects their 
lease of life is the necessity of a less costly an& more direct 
faith than what the ritualistic and' impersonal religions 
organisation of Hin.dhism afforded'. 86 

·.· The attractive personal
ity of the reformer formed' the nucleus of their faith and he 
was, or very soon became, God'incarnat'e to the followers, with 
the effect that instead of reforming the original religion ,each 
rceformer became the founder of a sect with only indirect in~ 
fiuence upon the parent social' and religious organisation. 
The rapidity and ease with which each religious genius 
becomes a god in India and stories of miracles gather round 
his personality, prevent the spread of the reform to the com
munity as a whole which, though often ready to admit reason
able evolution and purification in faith, is not always willing 
to accord that pre-eminence to the reformer which is demanded 

85 For a similar Egyptian belief, see ERE. vii. 189. 
·-86 Rhys Davids thinks that' costly sacrifice wafl one of the causes of the ri~e 

of Buddhism.-See Buddhist India, p. 242. 
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by him persom1lly or by his followers. The Hebrew prophet.sif 
too had disciples and schools, but they were never accorded· 
divine honours; the only one who claimed and was given•, 
divine distinction was .Jesus, and he failed to purify .Judaism 
itself and became instead. the founder of a separate sect. We 
should remember in this connection that Christianity became 
a religion some time after Christ's death-his immediate 
followers had no intention ()£ being regarded as anything but 
Jews with this peculiarity that· they believed that. the expected 
Messiah had come and died and that faith must be mediated 
through this new Messiah. The message of Christianity was 
regarded as being ultimately meant for. humanity at large ;87 

but as Judaism had ceased to admit Gentiles within its· fold 
nothing wns left but to forsako the Jewish Church and to pro~ 
claim a new religion. 88 Even within the Christian commnnit;y 
the question of Gentile conversion was quite acute, and onlv 
the forceful personality of Paul could triumph over th? 
opposition of Peter and other Apostles who were for enforcing 
all the Jewish rites in the case of the Ge:Rtiles also. 89 Some 
of the rhedireval saints of India. had the similar problem of 
absorbing Muhammadans within their Chureh, and it is these 
thn,t ha,d to recede most from orthodoxy and to found a separate 
sect.; for H.induisrn, while tolerant of religious experiments 
and even of atheism, had always insisted on conformity to its 
soeial o!!'ganisation as a pre~eondition of recognition ~tnd it is 
the defi~tnce of this organisation that made rapprochement 
impossibJe. Even the intellectuals, who on philosophic 
grounds had at. this time been preaching a purer intellectual 
faitl1, were devoid of that Semitic urge to force a reform on the 
masses and preferred to follow instead the divine advice, '' A 
wise man should not shake the convictions of the ignorant 
who are attached to action, but, acting with devotion himself, 

B7 That !this. intention was not always present before Christ's mind ha~ been 
pointed out by Basanta Coomar Bose, Christianity, p. 49. See Pringl<?.-Pattison, 
Studies in: the Phil. of Rel., p. 164. 

88 See Ha,rnack, History of Dogma., Vol. I, p. 43. 

89 Reinach, Orpheus, p. 270. 
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he should, make them apply themselves to all actions.' '90 

• What happened, on' the contrary, was that to the· gods of the 
:community were added deified teachers and preachers, and new 
rituals were added• to old ; the evolutio.n ofc purity in faith and 
conduct in local areas and small sects was counterbalanced 
by the extravagant· and' err.ant fancies of later· Vai~l)a:va 
writers. A "large-scale absorption within Hinduism of 
.Buddhists, seekingshelterJromMuhammadan oppression, not 
only introduced the questionable practices of a decaying cult 
rbut also social' complications in Northern India, as . the caste·· 
rsystem insisted· on: imposing disabilities on, and assigning 
·lower sociaL position to,. the new converts. The old .bottle 
refused :·tO.• admit the· new··wine· for·fe(tr oL going to pieces.91 

Let • us return now to the secret of prophetic success. 
While philosophers,. theologians. and ethicists have been able 
,to influence and modify religious beliefs with the help of a slow 
process of filtration· along with the diffusion of culture and the 
development of general intelligence, prophets have succeeded in 
spreading ,]1 contagion. of faith, because, whiJe the former are 
regarded as talking theJanguage of man, the latter are looked 
upon as speaking the voice ofGod. .Not only are their utter
ances. supposed to be divinely inspired but the· prophets them
selves are possessed with '' an irresistible sense of vocation.' '92 

The gopis (cowherdesses) of V:rndav~na (Brindaban), accord
ing to Vaif?l).ava accounts, used to leave everything precipitous
ly behind when K:rf?l).a' s flute sounded on the banks of the 
Yamuna : so did the prophets when the divine call came to 

90 Bh. G. 3.26. 
91 The same proces·s is in operation jus.t now although the present reform 

movements in Hinduism are all secularly conceived and directed. It is easy to 
initiate suddhi (purification) movement in imitation of< the absorption of the vriitya.~ 

mentioned in Brahma~Jca literature. But it is. more difficult . to find. a sui,tahle meaM 
of making the new converts an organic part of the socio-religious system, as Hindu 
society h:ts lost in the mean time much of its earlier plasticity; and it is still more 
difficult to create a new caste altogether unless large-scale conversion and inter,. 
mixture of castes a_nd. communities· fadMate the formation of such a new caste. 
The Purii.I;Ias mention many inter·castes unknown to ea.rlier writers although the 
Bhagavllidgita lonks upon the confusion of the varl!as (colours and castes)· as ominous 
for the human race (Bh. G. i. 40..2). 

92 Pringle· Pattison, Studies in the Phil. of Rei., p. 165 f. 
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them. Buddha and Caitanya leave their young wives behind, 
Christ forRakeR his famiJy and Amos his herd and sycomorc 
trees, from an inner impulse to obey the call of religion ; even 
the child Jer<'miall' felt the irresiRtible call to propheRy in 
lisping numbers just as Dhruva and Prahliida are said to have 
sung the praises of Hari in their infancy. '' Yahweh ba~ 
spoken, who will nob prophesy? " And God reveals .Hi& 
wisdom not to tl1e learned but to. the illiterate so diM tbe!C 
might be no doubt that the message was not forged in inWJio. 
gence but received in intuition. A JeRUB, a M.'lllbllDIII•U•~ 
Kabir, a Ramakf"I;\J;~a-what frail ~icles has 

through the ages to send His message to -•• 
sway that the prophets have held on __ .... ,_ _ _ 
the fact that their messages. l1liCtnJ" ..... . 

f'.rod and' they spoke wi~Nillll81~~~! 
But how exactly ibis diYiiDB'_IDi_ 

to man will, from the na&ure of the -
National traditions and ooD&einpoiVJ w-.[JII 
all theoril'S on W subjed, and even iJie 'PftiiJiiii!W 
arc not agreed about the method o( own milnifj 

Broadly speaking, prophetic inspiration can be diviclel 
four chissefl. These are (1) message by a divine inr.amatioa, 
(2) mesRagc communicated direct by C.,OO to a propna;
(3) message communicated to n prophet through anp;elie or 
some other agency, and (4) IDCRs:tge found by the prophet in 
hiR own heart', the rational order of development being roughly 
tho order of the above statement. What exactly takes place 
in prophetic inspiration it is impossible to assess in view of 
~he factR that inspiration is rare, peculiar and- private, that 

. divine communication has t.o usc a vebicle..of- expression very 
ch conditioned by tradition, training and temperament, 

that genuine records are difficult to obtain for they very soon 

• Tbi1 theory ol inspiration &II eeetasy is lees widely held at pl"'llllnl. U il 
.., blll...d that instead or the powers and f&~·ultieA of the soul being lltl8pended 
Ia i81pi,.eioa they am infinitely exalted, " tho supernatnral intensifying the natural." 
!r!ll l&iM beoomea enthuiaem or quickening nl the human ll(liril by the DiviM 
!FiR S. BBB. Yii. 8(7. See alto I Cor. U5. 
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become overlaid with extraneous maUen, and thai the .p-ro-
pheis themselves .are .not always fitted by their condition .of~ _ 
mind or power of self-analysis •to.distinguish the uprush of un
conscious :wish and ,phantasy, .the revival of forgotten memory, 
and the revelation of objective truth. The many glaring mis
takes about the facts of nature-and his~ry to be found in every- · 
scrip~ure have been sought to be laid at the door of prophetic 
in~pacity to receive and express the divine message com-

~--~·---·-J ,94 the necessity of communicating through him only 
such ideas as his contemporaries would understand ana -appre-

- elate .(although at a later stage of culture these -would tum 
!:'=""""'• ,to be fa] ~~e), ,the occasional lapse of inspiration (ipter

mittent inspiration) during which time prophetic utterance.'! · 
have .the vaTue of personal opinions on1y,95 or the incapacity --, 
of ... e foli<>~Wersjq,~mit..J?~hetic utterance!! to memory or 
wtiting and to transmit them tO~posterity accurately througn - ~ 
speech or other symbols. ·They have also been regarded M

embeUishments and fabriet,t.tions of a later age calculated tO 
round off prophetic revelations with such cosmological, sooiolo-

.and historical data as were known and understood by tne·-
writers themselves or fn-their·own times or were considered-by 

~_....., ....... J\8 suitable to show off the triumph, the superiority arul 
importaDce oi their own creed. They are a pari Qf the 

f!'i!-"1JilGOJDI(l~H· NJB glorifiCation of -the -rcligion iP question, ,.._ __ _ 
not due to downright ignorance or pious fraud. 

~===]1fiii;(i\iif8ul- affords tlie bcsf illustra ion Of tbe: first kind of 
~~~~~~nra~tion, although, ..coupled with it, th~r!l is the 

wkle&IH'ell~ thoological belief that God does not create the 
~:;i!iBIIS lie is supposed to reveal. Even th(} divine mind 
~~~ to take cognizance of eternal and immutable laws 

Jt ie claimed 
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embo.died in the' Vedas, which' are 'therefore uncreate '(apaurtt· 
~eya) and are . not involved ·in the general dissolution of the 
world at the end of each cyCle df existence. Now, owing to 
human weakneRs or depravity, the perception of these tr.ut~s 
becomes dimmed in course of · time,96 there is a gener:fl 
decline of spiritual vision and moral uprightness, and tho 
necessity ar;ises t)f God reincarnating himself to set matters . 
right and ·tore-instruct the hurnan race in those immutable 
laws of being and .conduct. · It is difficult to say that this has 
been the belief of Hinduism all along or that tlie Vedic seers 
were concerned very much with the theoretical·basis of their 
own inspiration or that tho divine incarnations were more 
bent ·1:1pon prornulgat\ng practical laws o.f hum~m condnet 
than upon righting grievous iniquities; but at a later time 
the belief grow up that 'truth and morality were preached by 
God Hirnself either by His own incarnated life ()I' by direet 
instruction. Thus Manu only lays down the· Jaws of spiritn.al 
life as heard from Vivasvan (Sfirya), who had Jhem from 
God Himself; aiul he c6mrnunicated them to TI<l;laku from 
whom, through'a succession of royal sages, the world receiv~d 
its spiritulll wisdorn. 97 rrhe three major gods, .Brahma, 
Vif?I,IU (or Surya:) and tliva, were credited with having taught 
the hun1an race, through niinor g6ds' or sages, not only thfl 
tr.uths of religion and· rnor:ality but also cosmic happenings, 
names of things, u;rts and crafts,'n:n.d social and political events 
of bygone. ngcs : hence God is,significantly defined as the first 
preceptor, the teacher of teachers, in the N yay a treatise 
Kusumanjali. 98 This divine function of instruction is certain
ly an advance upon the Greek ·idea that {,rods roamed the earth· 
in the guise of men only to take note of human conduct. 

The exact prophetic function of each incarnation is 
difficult to establish and the number of incarnations also did 
not remain uniform in different accounts. The different in
carnations-"-the Fish, the Tortoise, the Boar, the Man-Lion, 

· 9ti See Manu Sam., i. •8'2. 
97 :Sh.G. iv. 1,2; but see .Manu Sam., i. 58'59. 
98 ~e ERE. vii. 108. . 
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the Dwarf, Parasurama, Ramaoanora, Balarama (gr 
Vasudeva), Buddha and Kalki-.. were afjsociated; '1\ith Vi~J.W~ 
NarayaJ.l)1. at different times99 and were also. added t() in 
rliffen;nt PuraJ.las to make room for additionalteacbets like 
Narada, Kapila, Vyasa, etc.100 In the B}lagavata. ~urfil.l<t 
such incarnations are regarded as innumerable, tot though the 
later religious literature has not the boldness,to assert like ~l,1e 
8atapatha BrahmaJ.la,102 in the ·theistic sense of incarnation, 
tha.t '' men are Vi~J.lUS ''--a saying which. is echoed on}y. i11 
the pantheistic sense in the later Vedanta formula. '' A,ll. are 
Brahman.'.' That only a Divine incarna.tion can Preach tlte 
message o£ truth was certainly not the belief of pre-Gita seers 
and sages, for the idea of incarnation itself was of slow grmytJl 
and ~hroughout the whole range of Upani§adic literattue ~he 
term '' ayatara '' occurs twice or thri.ce in late sectarian books 

/ of.the Vai$J.lavas, who alone defended the doctrine with any 
kind of syBtem. The other gods, Brahma,, Siva and Sakti, 
generaJly teach without incarnations the spiritual tr11ths 
necessary for human knowledge and guidance. ._ 

But when the Vai~J.lMa theory triumphed m the end, 
most of the· prominent religious teachers of later times. wen~ 
supposed .to be gods reborn for the instruction of the world. 
Sankara is Siva himself and Ramanuja is Scf?a, the Serpent
king, reborn.103 Caitanya is an incarnation of K:r§J?.a and 
Radha together,104 and many of the rne.dfrnval saints1.were like
wise incarnations of this or that god. Even Buddhism caught 
the infection and Buddha was regarded as not having be.en 
born but as having voluntarily left heaven and assumed a 
human shape on earth to relieve suffering and teach m11n-

99 H. C. Roychaudhuri, Early History of the Vaisn.ava Seat, pp. 104-05. A.t 
Pnri Vi~?J;tU in the form of Jagannatha takes the place of Buddha, and this probably 
reflects with accuracy the supplanting of Buddhism by Vai~JJ.avism in that locality. 

100 See Agni Pural).a, Ch. 2 f; Garn<).a PIITaJJ.a, Ch. 1; Bhagavata; PuraJJ.a, i, 3, 
See ERE. 7.193 fn. 

101 Bhag. Pur., i. 3.26. 
102 S. P. Br., v. 2.5.2·3. (quoted in H. 0. Roychaudhuri, Early His. of the 

Vais. Sect,. p. 64). For the anticipation of the Avatara idea in the Brahmai'~>>s, see 
Eelvalkar and Rana,de, Creative Period, p. 63 f. 

103 Wilson, Hindu Religion, p. 16; Ma.cnicol, Indian Theism, p. 71. 
1D4Kennedy; The Ghaitanya Mo1Jement, PP· 94-96, 

lO 
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kind.105 He had come again and again in th~ past a§ gc~!1-
sions . demanded and will .. do so again in future.1~6 

Jainism did not, it Is true, regard its prophets as incarnations; 
but it deified them when dead107 and also believed that MahfL
vira was not the first to teach the law of life although, 
unlike Buddha, he was the last of the twenty-four 
'J.1irthankaras of the present age of the world.108 Christianity 
too fought forlong over the question of Christ's 'manifestation 
on earth as the Logos that was made flesh and the God-man 
who taught the way of life and suffered for the sins qf the 
world. We need not examine criticnlly the arguments of 
Saint Augustine and Saint Anselm as to why God became 
man and to what extent :109 it is enough for our purpose to 
point out that the necessity of a divine incarnation to teach 
mankind was felt quite early in the Christian Church. 

The psychology of this belief is clear. Nothing can be 
so binding on man tts divine command. A hm:rmn prophet 
shares in the fallibility of men, and so his utt~rances can only 
be advisory ~ut not authoritative. A divine injunction, on 
the other hand, is not only true for all times and places but 
is more likely to be obeyed, as God, is the ultimate determiner 
of destinies and he who disobeys it does so at the peril of his 
soul. 'l'he very fact that many of the prophets expected or 
taught that their teachings would be backed by divine sanc
tions shows that it was felt that unless prophecy could some
how be connected with God it would fail to command attention 
and obedience. In the idea of God incarnating himself as 
man there is the additional belief that the prophetic teaching 
was not meant to present an impossible standard of ethical 
life, inasmuqh as the human incarnation of God showed by 
aotua11iving to what perfection of conduct and wisdom human 

105 Buddhistic doeetism is not unlmown.-See ERE. vii. 188. 
1~6 See M. N. Dut.t Sastri, Buddha, Ch. VII, for facts and references; also 

ERE. vii .. 184. 
U7':f!JRE. vii. 466. 
108 For the predecessors of IYiahiivira, see Stevenson, H ea1·t of Ja;inism, C.h. 

IV; Nahar .and Ghosh, Epitome of lainism, Appendix D; ERE, vii, 466, See also 
Grunwtl!iel, Buddhist Mt .in Inrlia, p. 190. 

109 See Bethune·B~ker, Qp, cit;, p, · 34\1, 



nature could· rise • here below. .• It is almost certain . that .. the 
process of apotheosising the prophe,t precedes the belief that 
he is a divine incarnation and that the mind, unable to com
prehend how so much wisdom. and goodness .could reside • in a 
mere.1llan, ends by supposing. that God (or a god) has come 
down below in the form of a prophet. In . .the theory . of 
periodical incarnation provision is sought . to be made for the 
relativity of revelation to the peeds of the time and the intelli ~ 
gence of the hearers, except when it is tat1ght that it is the 
same law that is preached by successive prophets (as was done 
by Hinduism, Jainism and Buddhism). 

Those who are unable to see why God should choose to 
assume a human form, with all the imperfections incidental 
thereto, in order to enlighten man about his duties. have 
assigned to the prophet a much humbler role. . God is well 
able to communicate to man His wishes and thoughts without 
undergoing the . trouble ()£.descending on earth arid raising 
ticklish questions about the exact mode and charaCter 
of His earthly.appearanoe and the relation between His abid
ing self and His transient manifestation. Is the essence of 
God partible? Was Christ of the same suhstanc€l or 'only of 
a similar substance with God? Did he have a single nature or 
will, or two natures or wills, and what exactly \vas the relation 
between the two natures or wills if the latter supposition were 
correct?110 Was Kr~lla a full n1anifestation of Vi~l).U or only 
a partial one like the other avataras? Were Parasurama and 
Ramacandra, or Kr~lla and Balarama, independent but con
temporaneous manifestations? How could one avatara fight 
against another? ·These are some·of the thorny questions that 
are inevitable on the theory of Prophet as a Divine Incarnation 
and vvere actually raised in Christianity and Vai~I)avism. To 
steer clear of all these difficulties, let us suppose that God has 
not to assume any human' form to teach mankind personally; 
all that He has to do is to reveal Himself to a Prophet and to 
make known through him the laws of life. Shall we go behind 

110 See Pringle· Pattison, Studies in the Philosophy of Religion, Ch. X,Vll. 
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the prophetic age and . suppose, like .the writer. ofi the 
Brhadara:Q.yaka Upanif?ad, that Prajapati the moral law'-giver 
is thundering audibly to all gods, men and demons alike 
d'a, · da, da-• to be interpreted as damyata, ' be self-restrained,' 
by the gods ; 'datta, ' be liberal,' by men ; dayadhvam, '·be 
pitiful,' by the demons,-in other words,, asking each class to 
control its own characteristic failing of anger, avarice and 
crueltyrespectively?111 Or shall we, like the writer of the 
Indra-Virocana episode in the Chandogya Upani1,md,112 believe 
that Prajapati can impart His instructions only to certain 
gifted individuals who have been prepared by training or 
temperament to receive divine communications ?-that it Wtts 

to Ind:ra of the gods and Virocana of the demons that He 
revealed the progressive scheme of self-knowledge, by which 
alone is everything else obtained, and that each of them could 
understand it only according to his own intellect and inclina- . 
tion? 

Experience has practically decided the issue in this 
matter. Every religion has been obliged to admit that 
spiritual insight is a gift of God and that, while every one is 
capable of rising to some intellectual and spiritual height hy 
years of instruction and discipline, the revelation of the 
mysteries of existence and the principles of ethical conduct 
comes like a sudden flash of insight to the prophet. Of course, 
there are prophets and prophets. The Muhammadans believe, 
for instance, that while there have been thousands of minor 
prophets in all times and climes, apostles or messengers of 
God have been very few, the greatest of them according to 
the Qur'an being Noah, Abraham, Lot, Ishmael, Moses and 
Jesus and also, of course, Muhammad, " the seal of the 
prophets.'' The Hebrews too made a distinction between 
those who sought by divination and sorcery to ascertain 
Yahweh's will and those like Elijah, Amos, Jeremiah and 
others whom God inspired to prophesy, sometimes even in 

111 Br. Ar. Up. 5.1-3. 
112 Ch. Up. 8.7-12. 
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spite of theitwil1.110 St. Paulagain speaks of the differences 
'in equipment of peJ·sons with peculiar gifts; " Now, ye are 
the body of Christ, and severally members thereof. And GoJ 
hath set people within the Church to be :first of all apostles, 
secondly prophets, thirdly teachers, then workers of :miraCles, 
then healers, helpers, administrators and speakers·in tongues 
of various kinds. ' ' 114 

Now when God singles Cmt Moses for receiving Hislaws 
instead of Himself descending on earth in ::dmman form, we 
may very well suppose that of· all the prophets of the time, 
Jewish and non-Jewish, Moses could alone see that a 
God who could materialise Himself in images, trees 
or stones or who could assume an animal form or even 
a human form, as Shamash the Sun-God is represented 
as doing to Hammurabi, was not wholly spiritual ~nd 
formless. The difficulty is that Yahweh was represented 
quite anthropomorphically in the oldest ( ?) traditions of the 
Bible. To quote D'Alviella: " Yahweh moulds man like a 
potter ; he plants the garden of Eden and walks through it in 
the cool of the evening like a rich Mesopotamian. Adam 
hears his footsteps. He comes down from heaven to see the 
building of the Tower of Babel. He eats and drinks with 
Abraham,· and the latter washes his feet. He struggles with 
Jacob and allows himself to be overcome." We must remem
ber, however, that all such dealings of Yahweh in human 
form with Adam and Abraham and Jacob were only crude 
Semitic myths, based mostly on Babylonian model and 
concocted after the return from the Exile and designed 
to create a belief that there was a time when even 

113 The title, Nabi, prophet, is used of Abraham, Isaac, ani!. Jacob, as deposi
tories of the worship of the one true God, but with a mission restricted to their own 
families; whereas Houd, Saleh, Shoaib, etc., are designated as (Resoul) apostles and 
envoys, charged with a mGre extended mission to the tribes of ·Arabia. ·In Moses, 
Jesus, and Muhammad, et~ .• a•re united the office and gift of both prophet (nabi) 
and apostle (resoul).-Rodwell's Koran (p. 114 f.n), xix. 

See also Poundations, p. 97: "A c.'tll is not the same thing as. conversion. 
The oue is a ~ummons to a new work, the other to a new ideal; the one is merely 
a change of activity, the other a change of heart. Doubtless the two often go 
together, as for instance in the case of St. Francis of Assisi, but lhey are separable 
both in thought and experience." 

~HI COl,'. Ul-27-28. 
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. the Jewish God was a tangible al1d . visible .• being like 
the gods of the heathens . but that this p~ivilege of 
:VISIOn was withdrawn from a sinful world of later 
times. As a. matter of fact, the struggle between vil:lible and 
invisible God persists in the Mosaic stories all through, and 
even where invisibility wins, Yahweh's manifestation of 
Himself through voice and writing is not supposed to affect 
his formlessness. 115 But the tradition of visibility dies hard: 
would people believe Moses if he does not get his laws from 
the immediate presence of God? So Yahweh tells Aaron and 
Miriam that, unlike other prophets who 011n see Him only in 
dreams, Moses sl1all behold His· form and with hirn•I-Ie would 
speak mouth to mouth, e~en manifestly and not in dark 
speeches116-a fact which is historically recorded in the 
Deuteronomy (34.10). A cornprornise between the two posi
tions is effected when Y:thweh appears not in His proper form, 
if He h:1s any, but through visible symbols-a burning bush, 
a column of smoke or fire or thiek dnrlmoss, a Hash of fire or 
lightning, a thundering, a something which is-vaguely defined 
as ' glory '-to make His presence known .117 But howsoever 
Yahweh might have appeared to Moses, tho latter claimed to 
have received two tablets of stone from Yahweh with writings 
actually inscribed by Him (Exod. 32.16) or to have written 
out the words of t~e covenant, the Ten Commandments, upon 
the .tables under Divine dictation (Exod. 34.28). In a 
similar fashion, Zarathustra is represented in the Behistun 
inscription as standing face to face with Ahura Mazda118 and 
questioning Him about the laws of spiritual life. Whatever 
might have been the oldest Zarathustrian belief, a later age 
delighted to represent Zarathustra as questioni:ng Ahura 
Mazda face to face and receiving a reply direct from Him 

115 Deut. 4.12. Of. Qur'an, 7.139. 
116 Num. 12.5-8. 
111 It is difficult to make out what is intended by saying that Moses would 

not be able to see God's face but he would be able to see His back when His hands 
would be taken away from his eyes (Ex. 33.20). But if God so ordains, He may 
allow His face to be seen (Gen. 1)2.30: Ex. 24.10-ll; Judges 6.23). 

118 TI1e identificrution is doubtful........,See Dr. Modi Memorial Volume, p. f\1 f ; 
a.lso Dhalla, ZoroaS~trian. Theology, p. 221. 
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about. the :tn111ti_p1e . duties of . his religious. communityY9 

Similarly is Ramakr~1.1a Patamaha~sa represente~ as talking 
· to MotherKali in' her temple at Dak~il.lesvara, and she is s11p~ 
posed to have ta,kenfood at his hand.120 .•• So alsodoesManikka
vasagar, while out for finding horses for his king, meet Siva 
in the form ofa guru with the Siva-niima-bodh~m of Meykan
dar in his hand, and thereaftet compose his celebrated work 
Tiruviisagam, which revived Saivism in South India quickly· . 
and permanently.121 We need not lengthen the list by citing 
instances where God appears only in a vision or a dream and 
commands a prophet to take up the work of evangelisatioo. 

The belief .. underlying this theory of divine· oommuniha·.· 
tion is that God is ever watchful of the morals of man and 
does not have to reach His human adulthood on earth to warn 
against and right wrongs. He takes possession of a human 
soul whenever He wants to make His. wishes known and, 
according to the inscrutable ways of His operation, it is not 
often the learned or the chaste that" is chosen for His work. 
The prophet is chosen for his transparency as a medium of 
communication, just as in hypnotism and psychical pheno
mena only certain individuals are suitable subjects. Who, for 
instance, could diagnose from the wanton youth of St. Augus
tine and .Bilvarnailgala that they would one day sway 
thousands-of human hearts by their religious zeal? So we 
may suppose that when the inspiration comes, a man acts as 
one possessed, he behaves as the visible flute of an invisible · 
musician who plays upon his tongue and gives it utterance. 
The prophet has no doubt that a:Ithough the vocal function it: 

his own, the thought .and language are God's; he transmits 
whttt he receives and has no hand in the composition of the 
message. The prophetic Roul communes with God in secret; 
there is no collective vision of God nor does the profane e::1r 
hear. with the prophet the voice of Heaven except when God 
so please~. But the:re is a ring of truth and authority in the 

119 But see Dhalla, Zor. Thea., p. 20. See Ys. 28.11; 31.3. 
·120 Max Muller, Ramakrishna, p. 36. 
PI ~a,cuicol, Indian Theism, p· 171!. 
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prophetic message and. the world is. oblige(! to hear and to 
obey. \Vhil(l there is obvious truth in the proposition that 
God's ways are mysterious and that all are not equally fitted to 
receive .divine communication, there is an obvious danger in . 
accepting the exclusiveness oLdivine inspiratibti. ·The ·diffi· 
culty becomes greater when such. inspirationis. not regarded 
as intermittent in character,-as occasional flashes of insight 
into the mysteries of divine woridng, but a.s a continuo:us.lifo 
in God. Such continuous inspiration is claimed, for instauce, 
for Jesus Christ and for the jivanmulctas in Hinduism who, it 
bas J:wen said., can do. no wrong and acquire no merit or d.e
merit for their actions and are, therefore, completely released 
on the djssolution of their body. We are to suppose that in 
such cases the flesh has been completely conquered and the 
lower impulses totally suppressed and that the soul lives 
continuously in the plane of the Eternal. The physiology 
and the psychology of such god-like men are necessarily 
obscure ta; us and any daim on their behalf must be substan
tiated by reference to the continuous functiOI)ing of those 
powers which a prophet in his intermittent inspirations clairns 
to possess and exercise. Any lapse in insight or action is 
bound to rouse scepticism. FJven in the case oF interrnitte11.t 
inspiration it is difficult to see wh.at purpose is servQd by 
supposing that God must be physically proximate to the 
prophet to. inspire him-the whole process of verbal inspira-· 
tion looks too much like eartbJy intercourse between finite 
spirits. Besides, the processes of ecstasy, possession, vi.sion, 
etc., are coming increasingly within the scope of psychology, 
and the uprush of unconscious or subliminal thoughts and 
tendencies can in many cases explain satisfactorily the 
accession of sudden powers and peculiarities as also sudflen 
changes in character of the prophets. While an influx of 
inspiration from an outside reality cannot be definitely barred 
out, it may also be that. religious stimuli-. a flash of lightning 
or a peal of thunder, a dazzling light or a roaring wind-are 
worked up by a sensitive mind in such a way that a physical 
presence of God is felt, notwithstanding the fact that 
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God may after all be entirely formless and spiritual.122 And 
this physical proximity of God has sometimes been claimed by 
those who did not possess such an extraordinary moral life as 
to deserve being singled out for such signal divincfavour. It 
is only fair to add, however, that a prophet should be judged 
not by the moral standard of a later enlightened age but b:v the 
standard of conduct prevalent in his own time; and, judged 
by this criterion, those prophet':s who succeeded in convincing 
their fellovymen that they had been sent by God would com- · 
pare very favourably with their contemporaries in point of 
uprightness and devotion. 

We pass on now to consider those prophets who had such 
an exalted idea of divine majesty that they could not believe 
that He would ever reveal directly His message to man. While 
the mystic seeks union with God through ecstasy and love, the 
prophetic mind keeps God at a respectful distance, dreading 
the familiarity that breeds contempt. God in his ineffable 
grandeur, trans~endental majesty and formless spirit1mlity is 
wholly inaccessible to direct human cognition of the type 
contemplated in the theories of incarnation and visible pre
sence.123 Vvho can look upon the face of the Lord and yet 
live ?124 Did not Moses fall down in a swoon when in his pre-

122 Of. Lods, Israel, pp. 456-57 : '' Some of the features of the C()neeption of 
Jahweh are derived from ancient times, prior to the age of Moses, when the God or 
Sinai was associated with certain natural phenomena such as lightning, storm, 
earthquake and fire, possibly because the sacred mountain was a volcano. . The 
story was told that, like the volcano, Jahweh had appeared tb the Israelites in the 
wilderness under the form of a pillar of fire by night and a pillar of cloud by day .. 
He had revea-led· himself to Abraham as. a blazing torch and a smoking furna~.e 

(Gen. xv. 17). The temple was filled wi.th smoke when the ark was brought into 
it in the time of Solomon (I Kings viii. 10-li:) and when Isaiah received the vision 
there which called him to the propl1etic office (Isa. vi. 4) thunder was the voice of 
Jahweh (Amos i. 2; Ps. xxix. 3-9). Poets described the march of Jahweh shroude•l 
in dark clouds, discharging hail-stones and cools of fire (Judges v. 4-5; Ps. lxviii. 
8-10; !sa. xix. l; Ps. xviii. 8-15; Ezek. i). The God of Sinai app<lared to lt'foses 
" in a flame in the midst of a bush." " The glory of Jahweh " was a divine fire 
of dazzling brightness &shing out at intervals from the storm-cloud which eon· 
cealed it (I Kings viii. 11; Isa, vi. 3-4; of. Exod. xvi. 10; xxiv. 15-17); sometimes 
this fire seems to be thought of as .surrounding (for example, Exod. xxxiv. 29-35), 
sometimes as constituting the body of the deity. The chariOits and horses of tl1e 
heavenly hont are of n<rc (2 Kings ii. 11; vi. 17)." 

123 Qur'an G.102; 76 .. 22-3. 
124 Exoc1, 20.nl; see IJO<ls. op. cit., p. 458 , 
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sumptuous inquisitiveness he wanted to see and God 
turned a mountain to dust before his eyes ?125 What the 
Upanif?ad regarded as the triumph of divine revelation,name
ly, that the knower of Brahman himself becomes Brahman 
(Brahmavit Brahma eva bhavati), the Semitic mind .iooked 
upon as a danger; that is why the punishment for eating of the 
tree of knowledge was so dire, tm the creature would begin to 
consider himself as equal to the Creator and the prophet would 
imitate the language of the Vedic Seer Vn.madeva, " I was 
Manu, I was the Sun.'' Did not Christ use similar language 
and claim that he who had seen him had seen the -Father? 
Did not certain Sufis substitute themselves for God as when 
one of them, HaJJa.j, said, " I am the Truth," and another. 
Abu Yazid Bista,mi said, " Praise be to me! How great is 
my glory l ''126 

Now if earthly I'ulers can carry out their intentions 
through officials, bow rnuel1 easier .is it for the King of kings 
to manage the divine government of the world .without having 
to look to the details of a.drninistration or to communica.te His 
wishes to His subjects personally? God is not what Epicurus 
tlwught He was, narnely, :t disinterested speetator of the 
world : but then He is nob also so mueh intimately associated 
with it as to leave no room for others to deputise !'or Him in 
its government. He may, and does, indeed govern directly 
if occasions so demand, as when he personally visits iniquity 
with punishment; but generally lie prefers to work through 
His angelic messengers, who not only comnrunicate I-Iis 
wishes to man but also help tho just in their fights by His 
order.127 God's direct dealings are with the denizens of 
Heaven and these mediate between God a.nd man in a number 
of different capacities. 

In Hinduism, for instance, the divine lore of Siva 
(agama) is mostly revealed to his spouse Parvati or Dev1, and 
it is she who spreads the wisdom on earth presumably through 

125 Qur'an 7.139. 
126 Lammens, Islam, p. 123. 
127 Qur'an 3.121; 8.9. 
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other intermediaries. Similarly, her own lore (nigama) js 
revealed to heavenly denizens and through them disseminated 
here below. Vohu Mano and 8raosha perform an analogo1ts 
function in Zoroastrianism. In Judaism again, under NC'o
Platonic and Gnostic influences, the transcendel1tal-ch~racter 
of Yahweh was augmented and a hierarchy of heaveplybeings 
with ill-defined functions of mediation between Him.andman 
was postulated. 128 Both J eslli'J and Muharrnrtad are repre
sented as believing in the existence of these intermediaries ;129 

but while in the Bible some minor functions are ascribed to 
them, e.g., Annunciation to Virgin Mary of her immaculate 
conception, the Qur'an ascribes to one of them, ~Jibril 

(Gabriel), the glorious task of revealing to Muhammad from 
time to time verses from the Heavenly Book in which God's 
thoughts and wishes tJ.;bout proper living are all recorded in 
Arabic. 130 The Prophet does not receive his revelations from 
God direct as Moses is said to have done ;131 he gets them 
second-hand, but he has no doubt that he is faithfully report-

. ing the authentic wishes of God as they are recorded in the 
Heavenly Qur'an and as they descended on his heart through 
Gabriel over a long period of 23 years (610-632 A.D.). 

Although the angels are coming into fashion in contem
porary thought/32 there is no doubt that in Semitic religions 
they served tlie purpose of the discarded gods of polytheism 
whose visible symbols the people had so long worshipped and 
addressed face to face. They were dethroned from their in
dividual eminence and made to serve as divine messengers and 
agents and to keep up the regal pomp of tlie Heavenly Court. 
They became the ' sons of God ' in Jewish religion, but some 

128 Maitreya, Universal Religion, p. 235; see aloo Dhalla., Zor. Theo., pp. 27-29, 
102, 228-9. 

12~ For a similar Sabaean belief, see Stubbe, op. cit., pp. 12-13. 
130 Lammens, op. cit., pp. 48-49. 
131 For a very full dis.cussion regarding the nature of revelation to Muhammad, 

see An lnt1·o<lttction to the Commentary of the Holy Qoran (Eng. Tr. of Al Bayan) 
by Maulvi Abu Muhammad Abdul Haqq Haqqani (p. 216 f). " Muhammad has 
occasionally ooen God in his glorie.s and spoken to Him, but in this. state flh!l revelo.
f.ion of the Qoran did not take pl.ace." (Ibid, p. 218.) 

132 See Alexander, Space, Time and Deity, I, p. 19; II, p. 105, 346; also 
Ward, The Realm of Ends, p. 185. -· 
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of them are also represented as marrying the dahghters of men 
and thus establishing a direct eontact with humanity and also 
as frequenting holy plaees on earth without any partieular 
message to deliver.133 Muhammad repeatedly denounced the 
Arabic idea that the angels were the daughters of the God of 
Mercy and not His servants merely, or that their funetion on 
earth was anything but aiding the believers and chastising 
the infidels. How exactly Gaf:Jriel communicated the Arabic 
Qur'an to Muhammacl must remain problematical-it is des
cribed as deseending on his heart in the form of recitations 
out of the eopy in heaven entrusted to the guardianship of 
the angels from all eternity.134 By Christian writers Muharn
mad has been variously described as '' an enthusiast, a fanatic, 
an impostor, a man speciaily inspired by the devil, or an 
epileptic subject to hysteriea,l hallucinations.' '13s A bont 
his book two typical opinions would suffice. •:•. From the 
literary point of view, the Koran bas little merit. Declama · 
tion, repetition, puerility, a la,ek of logic and coherence strike 
the unprepared reader at every turn. It is lnrrnilia,ting to the 
human intellect to think that this mediocre literature has been 
the subject of innumerable commentaries and that millions of 
men are still wasting time in absorbing it. "IZ6 " It is not 
only Mohammad's person in its entirety, not on1y his anteee
dents and general culture, that are reflected in the religion 
thus put together and determine its special character. Re
yond all this, there is something in Isla.m-nay, there is much 
-that is simply arbitrary. rrhe unforeseen and intrinsically 
incalculable plays no smaJl part in it. The changing political 
relations, the circumstances of the prophet's life, and, alas! 
his passions also, his vengeance and his sensual desires, leave 
their mark on the word of Allah that he preaches,-the word 
which, when once it is spoken, he will lay not only upon 

133 Gen. 28.12 ; 32.2. 
13( See Al Bayan (Eng. T·r.) by A. M. A. Haqq Haqqani, p. 218 f, for a 

discussion of this point. 
135 Faiths of the World, p. 368; 10ec also C. T. Gorham, Ethics of 11/w Grea,t 

· Religions (R. P. A. series), pp . 63-65. 
136 Reinach, Orpheu,s, p. 176. 
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Arabia, but upon all the world ! '' 137 There can be no doubt 
that much of Christian spite is due to the rapidity with which 
Muhammadanism is spreading among the people whom the 
Church looked upon as its prospective converts and something 
is also due to an unconscious resentment against Muslim 
domination of European countries for many centuries and of 
the Holy Land down to the present times .. This much is 
certain that the Old rrestamenif, taken as a whole and not mere
ly in its Prophetic part, does not present a higher standard of 

·· reasonableness or compassion in its conception of God and 
Hisdealings with man than the Qur'an does, and it is the Old 
Testament that the Qur'an has primarily in mind when draw
ing up its code of religion and morals. It may be freely 
admitted, of course, that the method of transmitting revela~ 
tions through lesser gods or angels, as adopted by the Qur' an 
and some of the Hindu religious sects, is rather crude in its 
conception, for at one stage the physical descent of a heavenly 
being, as in the doctrines of Divine incarnation and immediate 
presence, wouid have to be assumed. There is the obvious 
risk that if disbelief in divine emissaries sets in, the bond of 
conneetion between God and ma.n wm1ld snap. The Qur'an, 
therefore, had to take good eare to include belief in the angels 
as a part of the Muslim creed, for on their mediation: and help 
rest the possibility and the truthfulness of the scriptures 
themselves/58 and possibly also the theory of an Arabic Qur'an 
in .heaven to make the communications of Gabriel intelligible 
to Muhammad. 

Is it not possible to discard altogether all these mechanical 
means of revelation and to hold the last view that God has 
neither to sojourn on earth nor to come down from Heaven 
nor to send heavenly messengers to teach the right relation be
tween Himself and the world or among His creatures? Can we 
not suppose, on the other hand, that He has implanted in man 
at his birth faculties that possess the power of a growing 
appxeciation of His nature, attributes and functions, ancl 

137 Kuenen, op. cit., p. 32. 
138 Qur'an 2.172. 
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enable him to move up to God? Aristotle had said that God 
is the unmoved mover of the world : can we not understand 
this pregnant utterance in the sense that by .the natl1ral 
development of the faculties of his soul man spontaneously 
moves towards perfection? Indian thinkers have almost 
universally taught that sin and ignorance act as veils between 
God and man and that with the removal of these impediments 
the light of truth shines clear • a.nd the road .of life is illumined. 
This would mean that God is always within the world in some 
fashion hut that His presence and guidance are not felt by 
all alike. Subject to the limitations of finitude, however, it 
is possible to realise progressively tbe divine plan of things on 
condition that man bends his entire personality to the task. 
There is a twofold difficulty to be faced : firstly, the 11ative 
endowment may not be adequnte, a,nd, secondly, all the nHpects 
of the soul rnay not be eq1.mlly exereised in the quest of 
spiritua,l values. We may suppose that to open the chamber 
of divine seerets there is only one key which must he possessed~ 
namely, a ha,ppy eornbination of a sensitive• soul, a com
passionate rnind and a purified will, and that this combination 
is favoured by congenit11l circumstances and fostered by 
spiritual training. If prophets arc born and not made, we 
must suppose that the exact ba.laneing of the elements of a 
spiritual life can be effected only congenitally, and that as n 
function of a rare biological eonstitution, just as the musical 
or the mathematical ability of a genius must always be set 
down to a fortunate biological variation. But while the fonn
ders of religions are those fortunate few who are thus favour
ed by a happy constitution and to whom, therefore, the rigor
ous life of discipline and the optimistic life of faith come easy, 
it is possible for every man to attain a certain amount of 
success in this direction by conducting a well balanced life 
and by attempting to cultivate those principles of thought, 
emotion and conduct which are essential for putting one in 
right relation to the world of men and things .139 We may, in 

139 See E. Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, p. 390 
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fact, say with Emerson :140 " We lie in the lap of immense 
intelligence, which makes us receivers of its truth and organs 
of its activity. When we discern justice, when we discern 
truth, we do nothing of ourselves, but allow a passage to its 
beams : '' and we may suppose with William James that the 
human brain provides the place where by disciplined living 
the veil of nature can be pierc~ in a progressive fashion and 
spiritual truths transmitted to the mind with increasing 
clearness .141 

It is quite conceivable that different prophets should fix 
their gaze upon different aspects of the mysteries of spiritual 
life, although to be founders of faiths they must all possess 
intellectual insight, abid1ng love and moral earnestness of a. 
greater or less degree. The nature of their message is very 
often conditioned by the needs of their time and the compre
hension of their contemporaries. VTe may very well believe 
that to Buddha the spiritual message came in the form of ~m 
intellectual soluJiion of the riddles of suffering, old age and 
death when at the foot of the Bo.:tree he attained enlighten
ment. Not that he was. not moved by the suffering of the 
innocent victims of the Vedic cult of sacrifice or the hardship 
caused by the inflexibility of a rigid caste-organisation; but 
tradition ascribes to him the primary enlightenment about 
the causes that lead to suffering and embodiment and an in
sistence upon earnest contemplation as the condition of freeing 
the mind from evils-sensuality, individuality, delusion, and 
ignorance.142 In a similar fashion, Christ, when he is human
ly conceived and not regarded as God-man, may be said to 
have received illumination about the proper affective relation 
between God and man and a.mong men themselves, which he 
taught in his great messages ' God is Love ' and 'Love thy 
neighbour as thyself.' He focussed his preaching on the 
Fatherhood of God and the Brotherhood of Man, whieh had 
indeed been preached before his time but not with so much 

140 Quoted by James, Human lm,mortality, p. 107. 
Hl Jawee, Human Immodality, pp. 32·5. 
142 Mahaparinibbana Suttanta, 1.9 f. See also Stratton, The Psychology of 

Religio1ts Life, p. 197, 
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insistence and method.143 He too had his criticisms· of the 
sacrificial cult and the empty formalities of faith, ·but his 
sacred heart turned oftener in sympathy to the publicans and 
sinners t~han to the intellectrtal solution of cosmic problem;;;. 
To Zarathustra, again, the message from the sacred fire came 
in the .form of a moral problem aR to how falsehood and evil are 
to be practically tackled. rrhe moral position of Zoroastrian
ism has been ii~dicated by one o·r the High Priests of the creed 
thus : '' ZoroastrianiRm will live by its eternal verities of the 
belief in the personality of Ormazd, an abiding faith in the 
triad of good thoughts, good words, and good deeds, the in
exorable Jaw of righteousness; the reward and retribution in 
the life hereaJter, the progress of the world towards perfection, 
and tl1e ultimate triumph of the good over evil through the 
eoming of the kingdom of Ormazd with the eo-operation of 
rnan.' '144 Not that Zarathustra diet not lmve his severe indict
ment of the worsl1ip of gods (dacva) or his eornrnendation of a 
life based on tl1e principle of family love and.soeial eharity; 
hut the nwjor brtrden of his religious theme is that, not by 
ecstasy i1,nd meditation, but by struggle and suffering rnust 
one redeern the world fron1 the grip of htlsehood ftnd wicked
ness, aud grca!i is tJJc reward of those who iight the battle of 
rl'rut.h and 11,iglrteousness.145 

Tn spite of the great prophetic aebievements of the past 
we may still legitimately suppose that as through the myster
ious laws of life the human mind reaches higher summits, 
the secrets of the spiritual life would be more abundantly 
revealed, provided, of eourse, the prophet does not quail before 
his vision or relax his effort in their pursuit. We may also 
believe .that what the prcJpbets of old saw as through • a dark 
glass would shine forth in a new brillianee to their successors 
and the old revelations would become relatively modes of 

143 Foundations, p. 105 £. See, however, Dhire!lilra Nath Chowdhury Vedant4 
vagisa, In Search of Jesus Cfvrist, pp. 48-64, for a critica.l examination of this clailn 
of Christianity. 

144 Dhalla, Zor. Theo., pp. 370-7: 
Ho Ibid, p. 15. 
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ignorance, the U pani~ads talking even of the transcendence 
of revelation altogether in absolute consciousness.146 But 
there is a sense in which a later prophet may be 
said • to come not to destroy but to fulfil the message 
of an earlier prophet ; he tries to make it more universal 
in its applicatioi\;. It is indeed true that at present 
the world is divided into conflicting religious traditions-
the Semitic and the Aryan and the Mongolian, and that 
inner growth has been mostly confined within each tradition 
separately, the only notable exception being Zoroastrianism 
wh1ch, by virtue of its geographical position, influenced the 
eschatology of post-exilic Judaism and probably borrowed at 
least one goddess from the Semites, namely.~ Anahita. 147 But 
now that the barriers of space and culture have practically 
broken down and no great religion-not even Hinduism~-has 
any geographical limit and the scriptures of all religions are 
freely circulating all over the world, it is inevitable that some 
sensitive soul would arise and effect the first synthesis of rival 
traditions,-wolild show, in the words of Kahir, that black 
and yellow cows give the same white milk.148 The Sufrstic 
experiment, again born in the favourable soil of Persia,H9 

proved abortive not only because of Arab bigotry but also 
because it failed to developJhesocial side of a positive religion, 
whereaS: the much smaller experiment of Sikhism succeeded in 
establishing a new faith by fusing elements of both cultures 
and discarding that religious selfishness, that intellectual 
aloofness, which is the bane of all mystic speculation. The 
rapprochement of faiths has not proceeded beyond the intellec~ 
tual and social stages thus far, and the awakening of national 
and communal consciousness has temporarily accentuated 
the exclusiveness of different religious organisations. 

146Br. Xr. Up., iv. 3.22. 
147 Dhalla, Zor. Thea., p. l37. Tho resemblance between Anahita <tnd 

Rnrnswat1 is remarkable and deserves invcs.tiga<f.ion. See also Dr. Modi Memorial 
Volume, p. 162. 

148 E. Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, p. 459. 
149 See Carpenter, op. cd., p. 450, and the works oited by him. 'rhe influence 

of Tnd ian pantheistic speculations <Jn Sufism is now questi<Jnec1. 
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The Parsi, the Jew and the Jain can only be born, ~hilethe 
Mongolian religions-Confucianism, Taoism and . Shintoism 
-·-are geographically isolated, non-proselytising and nationaL 
Hinduism, which had at no time ceased to absorb foreign 
elements, is again assuming :1 militant form, while Budclhism 
is showing signs of rv new awakening and establishing contact 
with the prevailing ethical, hut non-devotional, temper of the 
present age. Christianity and.Multammadanism have always 
been aggrm;sively missionary,· hut the cry of Pan-Islarnism 
had never been more vociferous before and the decay of' faith 
in the West has only ndd.ed to ChriRtian missionary zeaJ in 
the East. But although the times are not prop:itious fo.r 
amity, there is no .doubt tJltau rivalry will bring understnncling 
and many a seoJier at alien faiths will rerna,in to pray in the 
sarne Church. l\ifnnners will eontirnw to divide TilCil as now 
and disposition.s will deter.Jrline tb.e character of devotion ; but 
there will be n1m·e of good will and genuine unden.;tanding in 
the future. But on]y if a religiorts gcniuR should arise to 
separate the essentials from tho non-essentials. and make pro· 
vision in !tis religion for the systmnatisation of the genuine 
inspirations of all creeds150 and should his vision be seeonded 
by the levelling up of intollcdunJ mtlturo, aesthetic apprecia~ 
tion and mor·al habits in tlw eivilisod countries of the world, 
then and then only will there be a TJnivenm.l Cltm·ch ; all of us 
may however in tho mean time work towards tbat iden,l in 
faith and hope, and trust to the increasing purpose of tbe world 
to remove progressively the veil of ignorance and sin that 
obstructs the vision of the ever present Rternal wiLlt whieh 
the human soul, even in its deepest degradation, never loses 
contact. 151 

150 See Whitehead, Religion in the Making, p. 131. 
151 See Hegel, PM/osophy .of R~ligion, . Vol. I, p. 5. 



CHAPTER III 

THE REVELATIONS 

We have discussed now in broad outlines the nature of 
prophetic inspiration. Whitaker, the Elizabethan divine, 
found evidence for inspiration in '' (1) the majesty of the doc
trine itself; (2) the simplicity, purity and divinity of the style; 
(3) the"antiqutiy of the books themselves (the books of Moses 
are more ancient than the writings or any other men); 
(4) prophetic oracles; (5) miracles; (6) the failure of enemies to 
destroy them; (7) the testimony of martyrs; and (8) the charac
ter of the writers, mostly illiterate and incapable of writing 
without inspiration.' '1 In other words, everything connected 
with inspiration• must be extraordinary-the language, the 
medium, the contents. Unlike philosophy which is meant for 
the higher intellect, religion is meant for all grades of under
standing, and so its origi1ial language can never he 
anything but direct and simple, whether the speaker T,e 
Buddha or Christ, Moses or Muhammad. The inspiration has 
primary reference to the spiritual needs of man-to a proper 
understanding of the character and attributes of God and the 
right relatio11 betwem1 man and man. As these needs are 
more or less abiding, the development of religion has always 
taken the form of transition from spasmodic attempts to as
certain divine wishes on individual occasions to a systemati<: 
knowledge of. the unaiterable will of God. The more primi
tive the religion the more frequent are tlie uses of divinatioP 
and dream, of signs and omens, to get a knowledge of God's 
mind in individual matters. At a slightly higher level, 
ecstasy takes the place of divination-the individual gets into 
a state of mind relatively detached from worldly thoughts and 
emptied of those personal memories and desires that thwart 

1 Enc. Br., Vol. 3, p. 500. 
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the influx of divinity into the . . . .. • . mortals.
2 

While ordinarily this ecstatic mood would be a11 affttir of God, 
men have not desisted from facilit.a,ting His work bYrrneeting 
Him half-way, namely, by adopting means that predispoee 
one to ecstatic fits. Opiun1, bemp and hashish; tobacco and 
wine; dance, rna.rch, music and song; revival II1eetings m1d 
exhortations; fasting, a,scetic practices and retirement into 
solitude; cabalistic rites nncl sexual orgies--these have all been 
pressed into the service of fa.ith to produce ecstasy. Speaking 
of th.e Israelites, for instance, I_~ods observes :3 ' The man
ner in which the Israelites conceived. of inspiration (possession 
by a spirit or permeation by nn impersonaJ spiritunl force), 
the manner in which. they expl:tined visions (the carrying 
away of the seer, eitber in or out of the body, or second sight): 
the practices employed to induee the spirit to entel' the ins
pired person (sam·iJiees, incuba.Lin, mus]e, da.nmng, fasting, 
the use of intoxicants) ail resemble those foun.d arnong many 
" . . •. " ' 'I1l· . · . ·· ·· · 1 · ·· . ll · ·· · e FI' 'l . l primltilVes. . .. tis Is sn )sta.ut1a y true oc .. Ulf msm a so, 
where sirnilar beliefs and practices prevail dr>wn to tl1e present 
day. In this eestatie condition prophoeies and Nacular dis
elosures of divine intentions have been ma.de more or less un
der tbe influence of a foreign will and without the a-id of the 
extraneous JneailK adopted by tbe (liviners. 'Jlhc necessity 
n..ud the pt·oeess of Ininwles and n1a.gieaJ feats a.re more (!iffr
enlt to ur1derstand : they are probably intended to ef'tablish 
the power of the divinely inspired person to tap the founta.in 
of divine energy, either to est::Lblish his own claim or to right 
manifest wrongs or to establish the truth and greu.tness of 
God. It is an, open question whether such actions are ahvays 
performed deliberately or also often '' by a kind of irresistible 
compulsion," 4 whether they operate directly on the course of 
events or indirectly through the supernatural spiritual powers 
who control them; hut there is no doubt that their performance 

I! For thE> theories o£ l'lato, Philo, josephus and Athen::tgOi·as on the subject, 
see ERE. vii. 347. 

3 Lqds, Isra~l, p. 300; see also Str.atton, The Psychology of Religious I~ife, 
jJ, 108 L 

4 See Lods, op. cit., }!• 2.99. 
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.. is intermittent and it is not intended to prove that the divin~ 
government of the world can be carried on normally by miracle 
and magic. Except when these are used in the interests of 
morality they may serve as advertisements ~o power; but it is 
only in exceptional cases that they would predispose the 
spectators_ to piety. Besides, black art has claimed, equal1y 
with prophetic performance, the power to control natural 
forces, and oracles have thr•ived in many lands without reli
gious association of a very high type. 

The merit of the foundersof faiths lies essentially in this 
that they have generally tried in their own way and to the ex
tent of their own illumination to wean men's 'minds away 
from the spectacular and the occasional to the abiding lawR 
of truth and morality. They have attempted to teach that 
the laws of existence and conduct work without taking un-

. necessary help from accessory interference. '' Assuredly in 
the heavens and the earth are signs for those who believe 
firmly; and in your own creation, and in the beasts which He 
has dispersea abroad are signs to the firm in faith : and in thP 
succession of night and day, and in the supply wl1ich God 
sendeth down froin the Heaven whereby after its death HP 
giveth life to the earth, and in the change of the winds, arP 
signs for people of discernment. Such are the signs of God : 
with truth have we recited them to thee.' '5 To arrive at the 
conception of Law as governing both physical and moral hap
penings is to set up a prominent milestone in the path of spiri
tual progress, and to believe that that law operates equally in 
all cases is really to free the mind from all anxiety about the 
uncertainties of divine action. When the Vedic seers were 

. teaching that the :first fruits of' Divine fervour (Tapas) were 
J;tta and Satya6-law and truth, that this J;l,ta even the god>: 
·could not transgress, that it ruled the moral as well as th~ 
physical realm, and that of this holy law Varul).a the '' all
enfolder ' ' was the keeper, they were making an important 
advance upon the more primitive belief that gods could be 

li See The Qurun, 45. 2-5; aiso Sui·as iii, 21; 26, 30, 3i, 35, SfL 
6 RV.X. l90. 
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persuaded to be partial to the worshipper by supplications 1t:nd 
sacrifices. 

IcJittle, however, did the Vedic seers realise that the ele
vatiort of the law was destined in the lo1fg run to dethrone the 
lawgiver. When Buddlm surmnarily rejeeteci the boon· 
giving capacity of tiJO Vedic gods and Het up instead Hie prin
ciple of .Dependetlt Origination (pratitya-sarnutpiida), accord
ing to whicJ1 tlw inexorable law •of causality ruled mental and 
n1oral roalms, tho real implication of a world ruled by lavv 
eamt) into viow. In the words of lVTrs. Hhys Davids, 8 

'' (}oing fartlwr than tbe n1odern geientifie stm1dpoint, OH~.Y 

(the Pitalms) Rubstituted a, c:osmodiey for a theodicy, a natural 
rnoraJ ord.er for the rnoral <leRign of a creative deity '' ---ai1 

order whiel1 wa,s extended by tb.e later J3uddhists to inorganic, 
organic, and spiritual reahns. On Indian philosophic soil th~~ 
fig.bt between law and I iherty, fate and fiat, destiny and deity, 
wn,s decided in favour of the fonner, and even the philosophy 
that set out to lay down the rules of interpreting Vedic texts 
bearing upon saerit1ccs ended by placing Apur~a, or Adr:?tfl 
(fate) over God Himself. As a matter of fact, the inexora
bility of law was ptisiJed to sucl1 a length tl1at in some of the 
heretical systems, familiarised to 11s by Buddhist and ,J airm 
literatures, the progress towards perfection was supposed·to he 
indepe.r1dent cveil of tho mornl law-tbe orthogenetic impu]sp, 
of Llw vvorld IIcedcd no rnoral co-operation. of man to perfect. 
iLseLf' and only waited for r:I'irne to bring it to fruition. 
Against these akriyil'Vildin,s (philosophers of non-action) even 
the non-theistic founders of Buddhism and J ainism had tn 

7 In both Vecb ancl Avesta rita-asha is fund:1mentally import:1nt. In the 
],lil' it oover,s the threefold order, cosmic, ritu:1lis.tie :1nd moraL In the Avesta it 
runs 011t into the meanings, right, truth, righteousness, holiness.,-all ethical in 
connotation. Veda and Avesta,,..Jhen, a.re witnesses that the conception existed 
before tihe hrooki~1g up of the Inrlo-Irani:1n unity. 

A conception like tita-asha would naturally have its effect. upon .t'h(') idea of 
God. Scholars practically agree th:1t VaruJ;\:1 equals Ahnm Mazda, th:1t is to say, 
the ethical God of the ~ik is regarded as the same in origin :1s the ethical :1nd 
supreme god of tho Avesta.-Griswold~ The Religion of the I)igveda, l'· 24. (See 
:1lso H:1gozin, Vedic India, p .. 140 f.) 

B Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, pp. 118-19; see also Stcherbatsky, The Cen
tml Conception of Buddhism, p. 31. 
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warn their. followers. They were fighting for regularity in 
the realm of moral activity against the rule of divine caprice; 
they never intended to hand over the destiny of the world to 
the domination of a metaphysical principle after dethroning 
the heavenly powers. That the demand for regularity may 
become an overruling passion is evident from the fact that in 
China Lao-tse too taught :9 

" The (sage) man has for his 
law the earth: the earth has-heaven for its law; heaven haR 
Tao for its law; and the law of Tao is its own spontaneity." 
This passage has been interpreted to mean that '' Tao is the 
ultimate Reality, anterior to and higher than heaven, existing 
before time began, and precedent to the manifested God. It 
is the principle or law of nature, eternal, unchanging, and all
pervading, and as such must have existed prior to any personi
fication, which can only be regarded as a development and 
corporate expression of that principle, " 10 or that " the 
ground of existence being a perfectly indefinite spontaneity, 
a dark abysmal one from which, for no reason assigned, the 
multiplicity of.the world emanates, by the immanence of 
which the world is and is moved-all this agrees with th0 
ethical doctrine of abstention from self-determination and of 
sinking back on the inner ground of our being that we may 
be as this spontaneity in us causes us to become.' '11 

The . problem of the law governing divine operation iR 
really complementary to the problem of synergism or the 
co-operation of the free will of man and the grace of God. 
In the former, as in the latter, the withdrawal of provision 
for the operation 6f grace would render all religious appeal 
practically nugatory, as there would be no valid motive for 
praise and prayer when God is unable to act in contravention 
of law. The Vedanta of Safikara only draws the logical con~ 
elusion of this position when it lays down that Isvara, and 
Jl:va are both beings of a lower order of existence and are 
bound to disappear together with the rise of the· knowledge 

9 Legge, The Religions of China, p. 214. 
10 EHE.ix. 87. 
11 EHE. xii. 108; see also Revieu1 of Philosoph?! and Religion, Vol. TTI, csp. 

p. 175 (art. Taoism and Vedanta) . 
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that activity does not belong to thenature ofanysoul m its 
free and enlightened condition and that What abides Is an 
irnporsonal Brahman--• :.1 being with nothing to legislate for or 
govern. Theists have not been. slow to deteet the d;wgers of an 
impersonaJistic spiritualism and a nornistic fatalism, and, 
while .figl1ting for a monistic faith, tbey have been obliged to 
keep intact the divine prerogative of frecdorn to intervene 
cffeetivcly in the governnnee of•the physieal:u1d the spiritnaJ 
vvorJd. In fad, nriraele :nHl grace are two aspects of one and 
the sarne faet, n:1n1ely, that God is not fettered by the law that 
lie has himself imposed either on nature or on man and that 
He is as :free to suspend the regular order of the one as to cOil

done tlw hre:wh of tl1e nwralla.w by the ofll(\f'. vVlwn, in the 
spirit of Isaiah, who.m he qttoLcs, .Tesns preached gla.d tidings 
to the poor and proelrLi.med release to the captives, aJl '' won
dered at tlw words of graee whieh proceeded out of hiR 
mouth;"12 for the Jews, in spite of their eln.irn to he the special 
favourite of Yaliwoh as a nation, were rnoro a.eertRtomed to 
" the awful nw,jesty of .instiee " tlmn to "the 4'orgiving love" 
of GoiL In a sirnilm· vein, the I<n.tha and 8vetMvatara 
Upani~ruls, and more so tho Bha.ga.vn.dglti"i,/3 taught tlmt Goil 
could Hirnself bestow favour out of ITis n.hnn<lD11t grace and 
did not need to bo coerced into bencJieenen by tho magical 
cnieaey of Vedic r.ites, performed aeeording to the rules laid 
down in the Bralunal)as and 8rauta Sutras. Positive reli
gions ha.ve considered it fi:tr safer to hand over everything to 
the inscrutable will of God than to curtail His freedom by 
setting an unalterable and autonomous law of moral justice 
over against Him. They have agreed to sacrifice intelligib]f) 
order to the inscrutable fia.t of God lest the law should usurp 
the place of the ]a wgiver. God's grace manifests itself not 
only in incarnation and revelation, in providence and redemp
tion without merit, hut also in the purifiea.tion of the sinful 
nature of man and in the reinforcement of his struggling moral 

12 Is. 61.1-2; Luke 4.17-2\l; see also EHE.vi. 334. 

13 Bhagayadg1t~, x. 1.0-1; xviii. 61-f:l; Katha Up., 1.2.28; Brfligavata Pur., 
xi. ll. 32; Svqt. Up., 3.20; 6.21. 
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w:ill by timely assistance. 14 Thus, while the cult of sacrifice 
insisted on the fulf1lment of certain formal conditions of ob·· 
taining divine favour (except when it regarded the 
whole process as magical), the cult of grace, as for
mulated by the founders of religions, emphasised the 
need of fulfilling certain spiritual and moral condi
tions of obtaining divine aid, if not in the form of ex
ternal goods, at least in that o~ a capacity to withstand suffer
ing. It even went so fa,r as to assume that in certain excep
tional cases divine grace could forgive and save a sinner who 
had done nothing to deserve divine compassion (thereby even 
risking the fundamental postulate of all ethical religion that 
vice can never hope to be treated in the same way as virtue), 
in order to show the greatness of God whose patience, love 
and solicitude for the human soul know no bounds and who 
sends the sun to shine as much upon the wicked as upon the 
good. If God had taken pleasure in visiting iniquity with 
suffering, would He have sent any prophetic revelation or 
warning? Go~ is both able and willing to condone sinful 
acts, sometimes in response to penitent prayers and at other 
times freely with inscrutable motives of His own or out of 
His abundant mercy. 

This message of hope we may regard as the cardinal tenet 
of all theistic faiths preached by the prophets. The fear of 
the Lord may be the beginning of wisdom, but even tl1P 
primitives would require something more to worship God. 15 

If the wrath of God is incapable of being turned away by 
penitence and prayer, and if the law of justice is to work 
o11t its relentless destiny in all cases, what motive would be 
left for approaching God in a worshipful attitude? Even 
the primitives believe that the supernatural powers can be 
prayed to in a spirit of hope (when, of course, they are not 
regarded as amenable to magical control), and no advanced 
theism has been able to dispense with the same belief. Only 
on the portals of Hell are Dante's terrible words possible : 

14 ERE.vi.365. 
15 See Marrett, Faith, llope and Charity in Primitive Religion, Lect. II, esp 

p. 39. 

13 
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" Abandon all hope, ye who cpter here. lw 
hope no less than by faith; he is ever. conscious too of hi~ 
weaknesses and his many shortcomings in his denlings with 
men and things, even when these are judged by the relative 
standard of traditional morality or tribal custom. The 
prophet of a religion has, tberefore, the twofold task of 
awakening or accentuating th~ sense of sin ancl suffenng and 
at the same time oJ bringing a message of redemption or 
deliverance from tbeseY Whether a religion \'vonld he 
pessimistic or optimiRtic dependR upon the emphasis it Jays 
upon the first or the seeond aspeet. James, as is well known, 
distinguished between the religion of healthymindedness and 
the religion of tlw siek soul--the religion of hope in spiritual 
progress and immortality, ba.sed on u belief i11 the benignity 
of God, and the "holi-Jlre theology," based on a molancholie 
and dcfeatistie attitude towards tht~ prohlemH of right living.16 

• 

Bu.t mom pcBsirrJ.isru lta,s .never beerl nJ)k to eon.stitute either 
:t I"eligious dr a philosophic n1essagn--[t way. out bas always 
been su.ggested, thouglt HomeLimeB tt ·way tbat iH Htrcnuous, 
slippery and almoHt unending. lGven atheistic fn.iths have 
built on hope. In Buddhism and ;ra.inism religious suicide was 
not at all permitted to those who wished to escape from the 
troubles and responsibilities of life ~ut only sometimes to those 
who had attained perfection and who wanted to quicken Lbeir 
exit out of the world after that happy consummationY 
vVhat moRt religions have done is to picture a God who bas 
indeed set tasks to men hut who is ever willing to help them 
in correcting mistakes and is satisfied with their effort at im
provement even though the standard of perfection attained is 
not very high. God lends a helping hand to souls struggling to 
rise; He breaks their fall; He lifts them up from the ground; 
He assists them with easy ascen~s and mounting ladders. 
How weak and erring is man, and how great and good is God! 

16 Dante, The Div,ine Comedy-Hell, Canto III. 
17 See Mackintosh, The Pilgrimage of Ji'ailfh (1931), pp. 196-205. 
18 James, Varieties of Religious Experience, Lects. IV-VTI. 
19 ERE. xii. 24£., 84. 
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Even the original pre-theistic Buddhism had to show 
how it was possible to hope for ultimate deliverance 
through right contemplation, even though no God ever 
came to the rescue of the soul in bondage to ig
norance, suffering and sin. The very fact that :most 
of. the religions, which originally started with an austere 
philosophy of life, had to make concession to, the human 
demand of easy salvation is a striking testimony to the neces
sity of a gospel of compassion. Hinduism with its Paural).ic 
message of hope is far removed from Hinduism with its Upani
~adic message of self-knowledge and self-discipline.20 1\!Iaha .. 
yana Buddhism with its compassionate Bodhisattvas Is 
essentially different from H!nayFtna Buddhism with its in
sistence upon self.,.attained Nirval).a. The former even proved 
readily acceptable to Chinese Confucianists and Japanese 

,,.Shintoists whose religions lacked this type of divine help. 
The success of Christian and Muhammadan missions has 
largely depended upon their easy and attractive scheme of 
salvation through· prophetic mediation, against the seductive 
influences of wh~ch the native religions of India, China and 
Japan, whenever they taught crude beliefs in petty gods or 
lofty philosophies of self-attained salvation, have mostly 
struggled in vain. It is only by developing a religion, rom
parable in its plal'l· of salvaticxh with ·these Semitic religions, 
or else by intensifying a culture that can dispense with God
given deliverance, that they have managed to escape total 
extinction; as instances in point may be cited Vai~l).avism 

and Saivism in India and the cults ~f Amida, the god of 
boundless light, and Kwannon, the goddess of mercy, in the 
Shin sect of Japan, 21 all of ·which have developed on the lines 
of faith as against the cult of restraint, meditation and 
knowledge advocated by the Saq1khya and Vedanta f:chools 
in general of India and the Zen (Dhyana) sect of Buddhism 
in Japan. We shall see later on that the cult of compassion 

20 E. Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, pp. 102-03. 
21 See Streeter, The Buddha and the Christ, p. 82 f.; also Kimura, A Histori

<•al Study of the terms ITinayiina and M ahii:y(lna and the Origin of M ahiiyiina 
Buddhism, p. 42. 
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is_·not. without_its dangers-•• -the Saints 11.1 Rornan patholicisrn, 
the W(tlis in 1\fuhammadanism, the Guru.s ir1 H]nduigm, the 
Yazatas an,d Fravashis in Zoroastrianisn1, the Mother God·
dess in Catiwiicism, Vai~:Q.avism and Buddhism, not to talk 
of tiw rr1rthaf1lmras in ,Jainism and the Bodhisattvas in 
B-tidd1lisrn, have all swe1led the ranks of compassiorJ.ate inter
mediaries and rendered salv.ation easier of achievernent. 
Again, whEire priestly absolution has claimea to confer n~lease 
from the piccadillos of daily life and to square up periodically 
the accouuts in tbe Book of J.Jife from here below, the incen
tives to strenuous effort are likely to be rcdur"ed to their mini
nml in ten sHy. 22 ]jjxactly for a similar reason men have sought 
to swell the credit side of their heavenly account by seeking the 
assistance of their descendants in the shape of sraddhas, 
masses, worship on tablets, etc., when they are dead, and, tlte 
aid of their contemporaries, when alive, by forming '' brother·· "'IIll 
hoods '' 23 in which each shares the merits of all the members : 
so uncertain is unaided salvation when ~n are regarded 
as sinful in nature, act and disposition and nlso as begotten 
in sinfulness.24 "\Vhen the craving for outside l1elp is so 
great, is it any wonder t.bat a class of people claiming to 
absolve people from sin should arise or tl1at the C!octrine 
supererogation, aceonli.ng to which a eurplus of merit tbat can 
he acquired by certain privileged persons and placed at the 
disposal of sinners, for their salvation, should form a 
part of the creed in some of the religions of redemp
tion ?25 

The founders of faiths were not insensible of the danger 
of merely purifying the conception of God. A religion that 

22 With th(l growth of the opinion that penace does not presuppose full con
trition, but only an attritio, which the sacrament of penance itself perfects, an im
petus was given to the less spiritual conception, and this atta-ined its full deve
lopment in the doctrine of indulgences whereby the treasures of merit stored up 
by the faithful for the church, and at her disposal, could be held fu rerni't the 
penalties of guilt here and in purgatory for her obedient children.-Hobhouse, 
Morals in Evolution, IT, p. 143. 

23 Sullivan, Th~ Externals of the Catholic Church, pp. 350-51. 
24 papo 'ham fi?tpakarma,ham papiitma piipasl!mbhava~~. 
25 See Hobhouse, Morals in Evolution, II, pp. 14I f.; also Sullivan, The Fun

d.ament!fls ·of Catholic Belief, p. 282. 
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concerns itself only with the establishment of a right relation 
with God may easily take up a negative attitude towards the 
world. The intensive quest of God may swallow up all othel' 
interests, and life, instead of being enjoyed as a blessing, 
may simply be endured as a hateful necessity. The ~ifei·ri 

duties of life may be shelved altogether and devotion to 0od 
may sum up the entire function of spiritual existence. 
There may be an -abnormal shrinkage of the ego till 
the interests of the world disappear altogether from 
view and religion becomes altogether an affair of 
man's solitariness. The mystjc way of life, with its 
stages of purgation, illumination and unification, is 
calctllatcd to draw the soul away from the passions of the 
flesh, the call of social obligation, and the demands of sense 
and imagination. Even the intellectual demands of revela
tion may be absent and the soul may sink into the biissfu1 
quiet of the Absolute Inane through stages which can be only 
imperfectly described in language, such as that employed by 
St. Theresa and the Dasabhumisastra. 26 All attempts to Use 
God practically are totally abandoned : the soul does ,_,ot ap
proach God to get anything out of Him but to give itself uy) 
wholly to Him, a,nd not only the worldly interests of one's own 
self but even the spiritual interests of others may be totally 
abandoned. The soul begins to seek solitude, to retire from the 
haunts of men, to adopt ascetic and mortificatory practices, to 
contemplate and meditate in order to commune with God or to 
empty the mind of all individualistic contents in order to 
realise finally the nothingness of the temporal and the per
vasiveness of the eternal in its own bosom. 

It is evident that this type of preoccupation with God is 
bound to be antisocial; and hence no religious organisation 
can be built up on the loose sands of individual interest and 
spiritual selfishness. The unkind world with its incessant 
demands for the fulfilment of bodily needs and with its multi
ple emissaries of natural evil, which prowl about in the shape 

26 ERE. ii. 743f.; ix. 98. See also James, Varieties of Religious Experience, 
PP· 408-M. 
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of dangerous animals, noxious .vermin, gerirls of eia.?ase . . ~rtd 
seeds of decay, torments the corporeal frame ofthe .saint 
practically as much as that of the sinner and eompels him to 
live within easy reach of the helping hand of the society he 
wishes to abjure. When to mitigate some of these evils the 
lonely hermit turns a cmnobite, a now system of duties 
springs up and the task of n1ainta,ining the cmnobium brings 
about wider contact with social groups and lesser opportuni
ties of solitude and ecstatic trance. But the founder of a 
faith is impelled by something deeper than the practical 
necessity of living to come into, contact with society. AI~ 

though Iris inspiration is not exclusively (and sometimes even 
primarily) a product of social forces, he still owes much to 
tho level of culture which his society has attained. A Jewish 
prophet, with centuries of ethical tradition in the community 
behind him, could not fail to see more deeply into the nature 
of God and the requirements of a, moraJ life tha.n a s~wage 

born into anirnistie and fetishi:stic traditions or the cult of 
cannibalism. Environment does not plant the J1rophetic seed 
in lnnnan nature, but it denply inilu<\necs its germination and 
subsequ.ent growth. It Is into a eoilercto social situation 
that a prophet is born, nnd the ebaraeter of his spiritual 
progress is largely determined by the forces against wh.ieb he 
has to contend and the rnatm·ials upon which l1e can rely. 
This is why prophetic expressions are so differently garbed 
even when close analysis reveals a fundamental kinship of 
prophetic inspirations. Mysticism, which is comparative!~ 
untrammelled by tho necessity of conforming to social ideas 
and ideals, speaks a universal language, while revelations nre 
clogged by the conventions of tho community for which they 
are originally intonded. 27 Could there have been so mnch 
insistence by the Hebrew prophets on tho greater responsi
bilities of Israel if Moses had not e:stablishod the tradition of 
a special covenant between Israel and Yahweh? Could 
Muhammad have incorporated the pilgrimage to Mecca within 

27 See Pratt, The Religious Consciousness, p. 337 f. (The la-st five cl1apters 
provide an excellent summary of Mysticism.) 
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the divine revelation had he not been an Arab and had there 
not been an immemorial Arab custom in its favour? Could 
Buddha have claimed inspiration for his doctrine of Prat:itya
samutpada had he not been brought up in the tradition of the 
law of Karma? The message for the mass, which revelation 
is ultimately destined to be, must be couched in a language 
suited to their need and understanding, while mysticism 
assumes the proper language of the soul, the spiritual 
Esperanto which a few indeed can understand but which is 
not confined within narrow communal or geographicalllmits. 
AR a matter of fact. the universal element of every poi!itive 
religion has a kind of mystic appeal to the spiritual nature of 
man when it does not appeal to his reason. That is ~mv faiths 
can spread by intimate acceptance to newer social groups. 
To one born in the tradition the universal and the particular 
make equal appeal through the force of sheer habit ; bttt when 
the traditional and the local preponderate over the universal, 
a faith loses its power of appeal to the world at large. 

Now, the most universal aspect of religion must have 
reference to those ethical needs without the fulfilment of 
which society cannot hold together. Mere gregariousness 
may bring individuals together ; but in order to cohere into 
social groups· they must develop traits and tendencies and 
establish principles and practices conducive to concord. It 
has often been pointed out that even persons congregating 
together for unlawful ends or predatory purposes must have 
a code of morals delimiting one another's freedom at least du
ring the period of operation, although not infrequently they 
fall out during the division of the spoils.zs Conformably to 
this principle, the rules governing the relations of the 
members of a family have been the most rigid and exact, and 
the primary prohibitions or tabus have their :first reference 
to the family where natural affection frequently seconds the 
operation of the moral sense. In the patriarchal stage of 
society some of these ethical forces operate without express 
thinking: this is why people in a tribal condition have such 

28 See Plato, The Republic, Bk. 1. 
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solidarity and \vuy·they resent so stro11gly any 
fellow-members. A religious community is only: an extended 
tribe where the basis of unity is not sameness o£ blood but 
similarity of belief-the common ancestor is not the hnman 
father but the Father in Heaven. Sympathy goes with 
.the kinship of a common faith and not with geographical 
propinquity : instructive illustrations of this are furnish
ed by the case of the Vratyas "'bsm·bed by Hinduism, of the 
strangers (gerim) in ancient Judaism, and o'f converted slaveR 
in Muhamma<JaniSin,- in fact, of converts in every religion. 
Conversely, apostates and infidels are tho most hateful in tho 
eyes of the faithful. 

No religion that ignores the soeial aspoet of faith bas 
any clu1n~e of survivttl. 29 AU religions are 11ltim.ately tested 
hy their bearing up011 eth.ieal boi1aviour and soeial eonc:m·d. 
l~ven when under a rnistn.ken senso of tl1e necessities of 
religiou.s life rnen have been prompted to adopt unsocial 
n.etions (as when lnut1an sacrifices were ofl'cred to Huitzilo-· 
poehtli in the cicl 1\![exiea,n religion, to Y:1hweh •ir~ ,Judaism, to 
Kali in Hinduism), they either pleaded their helplessness 
before an express divine revelation or gave tho whole rnatter 
au esoteric colouring, of which. the mairJ.- purpose was to 
defend on higher social eor1sidcmJtio11s the adoption of snch 
apparently antisociaJ rneasures. All primitive religions ftre 

purified by culture not only in an intellectual but also in an 
ethical direction; they not only attain an increasing coherence 
of doctrines but they also establish closer bonds of active 
sympatl1y between man and man. Without an active 
interest in other people's welfare it is impossible to 
develop the ethical side of one's idea of God. ,T ust 
as it is true that from our conception of the ethical 
n;tture of God follows our attitude towards our fellow-men, so 
also fron1 our acceptance of certain fundamental ethical 
rel;tpi()ns between man and man follows a development in our 
co11cepti()n of the ethical nature of God. Faith ai1d 
~9rality purify, or else degrade, each other. We may 

ll1l See Pratt, The Religious Oonsoi~usn.~~s, )J]J· 7,12, 
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suppose, for instance, that a development of ethical 
notions transformed the earlier religious code of the Jewish 
Decalogue into a code • of social morality. The decay of the 
cult of sacrifice all over the world is intimately related by way 
of cause or effect or both with a purified conception of the 
nature of God to whom the· offerings of the heart are supposed 
to be more acceptable than the gifts of material objects, es~ 
pecially when the latter involve cruelty to men· or animals. 
-As religious· thought progresses, it has not only to bind man 
to God but also man to man; anything that has a tendency to 
divide men or set up one class against another can have no 
abiding place in a truly religious organisation. A satisfactory 
modus vivendi of the different classes and interests within the 
religious group must be evolved and a direct contact between 
individuals, and not merely between groups, must be estab~ 
lished. In religion, no less than in politics, the famous dic
tum of Sir Henry Maine holds true, namely, that '' the move
ment in the progressive societies has hitherto been the move
ment from status to contmct,' '30 not only in the sense that each 
individual has been treated as an end in himself, and not 
merely as a member of a group, but also in the sense that 
individuals have felt that in addition to their duties as mem
bers of a class they have direct obligations in their individual 
capacity, or, in other words, the voice of conscience supple
ments, and sometimes supplants, the voice of the tribe. 

But just as danger lurks in mere devotion, so also thAre 
is risk in mere morality. In its eagerness to amend the in
justice of centuries religion may be tempted to reduce itsel'f 
to a mere device for social unification and social good, neglect
ing or minimising the devotional side of man's life and ab<m
doning the attempt to understand the operation of spirituality 
in nature and history. It does not unoften happen that :-tfter 
capitalism a.nd aristocracy have ground down the labouring 
classes for centuries, there comes a deification of the prole
tariat in sensitive minds, painfully affected by the miseries 
and disabiljties of the downtrodden tmd the depressed. A 

30 Maine, Ancient Law (1891), p. 11{. 
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Voltaire or a Rousseau, a Marx or a Lenin, a Vivekananda or 
a Gandhi, may rouse a nation's conscience to the degrading 
conditions under which the suppressed and the submerf{ed 
classes live. A religion that does not provide for adequate 
consideration towards the needy and ·• the oppressed then for
feits its right to exist, judged oy the test of social benefit. A 
cult of social service or a religion of humanity springs up, and 
religion becomes identified with the establishment of right 
relations with sentient existence, untrammelled by transcen-
dental preoccupations. To indicate this attitude let 
us quote. two authors. " Religion," says Rabindra-
nath Tagore,31 " inevitably concentrates itself on hu-
manity, which illumines our reason, inspires our wis
dom, stimulates our love, claims our intelligent service.'' 
According to Benjamin Kidd,3z " a religion is a form of he
lief, providing an ultra-rational sanction for that large class of 
conduct in tho individun.I where his interests and .the interests 
of the social organism are antagonistic, and by which the 
former are rendered subordinate to the lattet in the general 
interests of the evolution which the race is undergoing . ., 
We may refer to a few historical instances to test the adequacy 
of this moralistic standpoint of faith. 33 

The first case is furnished by Buddhism. In opposition 
to the sacrificial Vedic cult, which legalised cruelty and stabi
lised caste, Buddha minimised the importance of the Vedio 
gods in spiritual matters and discountenanced all speculations 
about the future state of the soul; and to reinforce his teach
ings he preached that the soul was only a transient aggrega
tion of five factors-form, sensation, perception, predisposi
tion and consciousness-which was dissolved at death. But 
he preached at the same time the inviolability of moral justice 
and the necessity of sp.iritual progress towards perfection .in 
its intellectual and moral aspects. He resisted in his own 
person the insidious advances of Mara the tempter and his 

31 R. Tagore, The Relif{ion of Man, p. 114, See Pringle-Pattison, The Idea 
of Goa, Loots. VII and VIII. 

32 B. Kidkl, Soo'ial Evolution (1902), pp. 105-06. 
33 See the present writer's art, Morality or Religion? iA Dacca. Un.iv~rsit;y 

Journal, 1935. 
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threi daughters, Desire, Disconte.nt and Lust; and he show,jd 
by the· failure of the severe ascetic practices of his early 
career that, no less than enjoyment, mortification of the flesh 
was not the way to illumination and salvation. In .the great 
sermon at the Deer-park of Benares (Sarnath) he advocated 
the rule of the Golden Mean, now associated in the West with 
the name of Aristotle, and taught that the primary object of 
religion was to find out the nieans of putting a stop to the 
ignorance that caused embodiment and suffering, and that the 
true means of Nirval).a or salvation was not the path of wor
ship but the path of illumination and ethical will. He called 
it the Noble Eightfold Path, which may be described in 
the words of Prof. G. F. Moore as follows :34 "The first 
step in this path is right belief; that is, belief in the four 
fundamental principles as enunciated by Buddha; then follow 
tight resolution, the resolve to renounce all sensual pleasures, 
to have malice towards none, and to harm no living creature; 
right speech, abstaining, from backbiting, harsh language, 
falsehood, and frivolous talk; right conduct, not destroying 
life, not taking what is not given one, not being guilty of un
chastity; right means of subsistence, giving up a wrong oc
cupation and getting one's livelihood in a proper way; right 
effort, the strenuous endeavour to overcome all faults and evil 
qualities, to attain, preserve, and cultivate all good qualities. 
These six paths are ways of moral self-discipline, and might 
be comprehended under one head. The next, right reflection, 
might be called the intellectual discipline, a higher ascesis by 
which man rids himself of lust and grief. The highest stage 
is the mystical cfiscipline, right absorption or concentration, 
a series .of trances through which man rises to the bliss which 
is as far beyond happiness as beyond misery, reaches the 
intuition of higher and higher ranges of truth, and passes 
in.to ecstasies that lie beyond consciousness.'' The last step 
at any rate would refer in most other religions to the realisa
tion of God, but Buddha meant by it nothing but the successive 

34 See G. F. Moore, Histo1'y of Religions, I, p. 295; Yamaka1ni Sogeu, Sys
tems of Buddhistic Thouyhl, p. 169 f. 1 Warran, Buddhism in TranslationQ, 
pp, 378-74. 
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stages through which the 
.is able to reduce itself to tha't (sunya) which is 
its proper nature. It appears the forty subjects 
of meditation which are prescribed for training the mind in 
its task of self-emptying, reflection on the gods (but not in 
the sense of reliance upon them) is only one.35 

Mrs. Rhys Davids has drawn attention36 to a significant 
pat~sage in the Majjhima-Nildiya (i, 134) in which Buddha 
compares morality to a raft meant to be used " as something 
to escape by, but not to be clung fast to;" but she takes care 
to point out also that in Buddhism '' there is no other certain 
sa.nction of goodness beyond the driving force of pain vvaiHng 
OJJ immoral living, and the pleasures rewarding moral living, 
now or in the long run," 37 and that "for the thoughtful 
Buddhist, the Kamrna-niyama will have furnished as press·· 
ing a motive for moml conduct as if he had held that an 
omniscient lawgiver watched and rewarded his acts.' '3e 

r:ehe noble eightfold pa,th, the five (or ten) silas (namely, 
to nbstain from tnking life, not to tnke wbat is not given, 
sexual purity, to abstain from lying, abusive, slanderous or 
idle speech, to abstain from intoxicating drink) and the six 
paran~iUis or virtues of perfection (namely, Charity, Morai!t_v, 
Hu!nility, Strenuosity, Contemplation and Spiritual En~ 
lightenment) sum up, with some rninor overlappings, tbe main 
tenet:.; of the Buddhistic faith39 and provide a striking contrast 
to the Jewish Decalogue with its primary emphasis upon H 

right knowledge of God. Even the Indian language of reli~ 

gion was used in Buddhism in a moralistic sense. Thus 
Brahnwvihiirabhavana, which would ordinarily mean thoughll-3 
conducive to or connected with enjoyment of Brahman, jg 

used in Buddhism synonymously with the sublime moods 
which include. love, pity, sympathising joy and equanimity 
(maitri, karut:tii, muditii, upelu;a) and which have Iio religious 

~s W.ari'en, op. ciL, p. 292, 
36 Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, p. 155. 
37 Ibia . •. p. :1,21. 
38 Ibid., p. 126. . .· . .. .·. l 
39 Ibid., p. 154 (also Yamakami Sogl)n, op. cit., p. 305), 
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significance but simply indicate certain attitudes of mind 
wards one's fellow-men. 40 

It is not our purpose just now to discuss why Northern 
Buddhism could not keep up the strictly ethical attitude to
waros the world, preached by Buddha; what we wish to em
phasise here is that revelation in the case of Buddha took the 
form of an insight into the necessity of a strenuous moral life 
without reference to God and Immortality (which form two 
out of the three indispensable presuppositions of morality ac
cording to Kant) with a view to stopping those conditions of 
suffering which bring about the germination of Karmic seeds 
in the shape of repeated embodiments. The mystic craving 
was apparently satisfied by the stages of contemplation, to be 
found strewn all over the Pitakas, and these could be practised 
only by those who had satisfied the conditions of a strict moral 
life; but there is no suggestion that they could bring about a 
union with Brahman or Isvara or that the moral law required 
any lawgiver to establish its claim to. recognition, Original 
Buddhism is therefore atheistic in a double sense-· in the 
Indian sense of denying the authority of the Vedas and in the 
Western sense of refusing to discuss the necessity and the 
nature of God, and yet millions of lives have been ennobled by 
its message of mor;:tlity and meditation. It laid down ela
borate rules about social, personal and family obligations and 
yet ~ept intriguingly silent over those theological questions 
which form the major occupation of theistic creeds. 

In its emphasis upon the moral aspect of religious life 
Buddhism stands almost unique among older creeds., Spas
modic attempts to dispense with the necessity of theological 
assumptions and anxious solicitation of the favour of gods a.re 
not indeed unknown in philosophy and ethics--Epicurus, for 
instance, preached ataraxy or impassiveness of the sages ai~d 
the indifference of the gods, and this is also the creed of many 
thinkers who have in recent times attempted to combine 
practical morality with theoretical agnosticism and found the 
inspiration of their lives in some cult, patterned after Comte's 

(.()Mrs. Rhys Davids, Buddhism, p. 218; also M. N. Dutt, Buddha, p. 108 f. 
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Religion of Humanity, with ' not Greed' as its motto, 
'rhe.Ethical Movement, 41 inaugurated in the wake of Secula.
rism, is likely to gather momentum, as years roll on, if the 
existing positive religions insist upon the inviolability of their 
dogmas and their crude cosmological speculations, But as 
yet no purely etltical speculation has solaced so many souls, 
not always well educated, as Buddhism has done; and, H 
se:cularism were to spread further, no other religion is likely to 
make a stronger appeal to thoughtful men with an ethical dis
position than the message of the Enlightened One, subject to 
such local modification about its speculative part (e.g., the 
doctrine of Karma) as may be found necessary. 

Two other prophets :figure large in the religious field, 
whose primary concern was also the purification of hunw.n 
lives. Mahavira, the contemporary of Buddha, who probably 
reformed the religion of Parsvm.1atha, did not altogether 
abolish the idea of gods; but, according to .T ainism, 
these constituted one of the four forms in which finite 
souls (jivas) could embody themselves afld, in fact~ 
the same term <levata served to indicate both gods and 
demons. 42 The attitude towards a supreme God who he1ps 
mankind is summed up in tho sentence, '' Man! Thou art 
thine own frie;nd; wb.y w.ishest thou for a friend beyond 
thyself?" 43 rrhe Biddhas, the emancipated ones, take no in
terest in mundane affairs and receive no prayers or offerings; 
the Tirthankaras arc adored for their piety, their perfection, 
and their compassionate messa,ge of salvation, but not in ex·· 
pectation of any boons. 44 The ideal of purity, perfection, 
freedom and blessedness is God-there is not tmy personal 
being, possessing these qualities, whom men must worship 
for salvation. Here, for inst::tnce, is a clear statement of the 
cr~ed. 45 

'' The J ains do believe in a God after their own way 
of thinking-a belief which is in and through saturated with 

41 ERE. V. 412. 
42 Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, The Heart of Jainism, p. 97. 
43 Ibid., p. 128. 
44 Ibit!i., p. 191; Nahar and Ghosh, Outlines of Jainism, p .. 264. 
45 Nahar and Ghmllh, op. cit., p. 260. . 
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alLthe vigour and strength of life. It does not make us de
pendent on any Almighty Ruler for our being and beatitude 
here or hereinafter. It does not cast us into the mould of 
those weaklings who love to creep with a quivering prayer on 
their lips to the silent doors of the Deity; nor of those who 
crawl, beating breast at every step before his fictitious feet or 
figure to adore. Rather it makes us feei that we are inde
pendent autonomous individu~ls who can carve out paths for 
ourselves here and hereinafter both for enjoyment of pleasures 
ttnd emancipation of our souls by our own will and exertion.'' 
As a matter of fact, it is openly believed that only men can 
attain salvation by accepting the religion of Mahavira and 
that even the gods have to be reborn as men to attain self
knowledge and emancipation. 46 

These two heterodox religions of India are instructive in 
three respects. They are, firstly, the earliest experiments at 
a systematic course of personal purity and social morality 
without any assumption of a moral law-giver. They are, 
secondly, syst@ms of morals that resisted all tendencies to
wards materialistic and fatalistic degenerations and actively 
combated all contemporary creeds that denied the moral res
ponsibility of man or reduced him to a mere concourse of 
atoms. These two systems succeeded in establishing morality 
without religion because they practically substituted for the 
impersonal Upani~adic Brahman an eternal moral order, the 
authority of which was never questioned; and, while disso
ciating themselves from all speculations about mystic union 
with the Absolute, they retained and reinforced the Brahmanic 
ascetic organisation with its rules of discipline, its cult of self
knowledge, and its objective of individual liberation to he 
attained by personal endeavour. The way for this was pre
pared by the decline in importance of V arul)a, the Vedic moral 
god, the development of the conception of Bmhman, an im
personal spiritual principle, at the cost of the plurality of 
more or less personal gods, the decay of sacrifices all through 
the periods of the ArarJyakas and the Upani~ads, the increase 

46 Mrs. Sincl~ir Stl)venson, op. cit., p. 288. 
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in idealistic tendencies d11e to the developing practice of self· 
analysis, and an intensification of the ascetic ideal of life to 
such an extent that even atheists renounced the world n.nd 
wandered about to preach their message. The third point is 
instructive for a different reason, namely, that ultimately 
both partially succumbed to theistic ternpta,tions and satisfied 
the religious craving by practically deifying the prophets and 
worshipping them on this side tdolatry, thus establishing the 
demand made by religion that there are certain needs of the 
human heart which religious devotion and feeling of trnst in 
a higher power can alone satisfy. Even tough minds have to 
fight l1ard against theistic failings; no wonder, therefore, tlHtt 
weaker souls should succumb to the blandishments of faith or 
live in high philosophy and crude superstition by turns. 

This· inadequacy of the merely moral can be exemplified 
also by reference to another religious reformer. K'ung-foo
tsze (Confucius), the Chinese sago who was ultimately 
accorded divine honours, was a lover of the ancients and 
professed to he a transmitter, and not n creator, Of tho religion 
which now goes by his name. This religion admitted the 
reality of a Supremo Power which was sometimes doscrihed 
in personal terms as Ti: or Shang Ti: (Supreme Ruler) and 
sometimes impersonally, or less personally, as T'ien 
(Heaven). 47 It is to Shang Ti that the Chinese Emperor 
offered sacrifices on behalf of the nation during the winter 
solstice. No one eJse hacl a right to offer sacrifices to Shang 
Ti:, although a deputy of the Emperor could officiate Ht the 
worship of Hu-t'u (Empress Earth) at the summer :;olstice. 
The people at large could, however, worship T'ien, the im
personal form of the Supreme Power, 48 and they did not feel 
the need of Shang Ti on account of a variety of reasons. 
Firstly, all the principal qualities of Shang Ti were 
ascribed to T 'ien also and only insignificant cliff er
ences existed between th1.1 two, both standing for " a Power 

47 Soothill, The Three Religions of China, p. 53, 116, 11\J f.; Legge, The Reli
gions of China, p. 10. 

~8 Soothill, op. cit., p. 129, · 
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above, . great, beneficent, and just, who . rewards virtue 
and punishes vice, and who can be approached in prayer. " 49 

Secondly, the stiff .formality of the Imperial sacrifice tendecl 
to .discourage all personal relationship with God and to lead 
men to imagine Him as a sovereign ruler before whom the 
only appropriate feeling was awful reverence; the. people. at 
litrge, on .the ~ther hand, invested T'ien with qualities more 
favourable to personal relationship50-in fact, the people of 
theNorth actually personified 'r'ien under the title of Lao 
T'ien Yeh (His Honour Heaven or the Honoured Progenitor 
Heaven) and the ancient script represented it by ~- human 
:figure. 51 Lastly, the Imperial cult recognised the existe@e 
of lower deities (shen) and spirits of departed ancestors, and 
it is these, especially the latter, that the people at large 
generally worshipped, 

It appears, therefore, that at first sight Confucius may 
well he reckoned. as a reformer who laid equal emphasis on 
devotion and. duty. But. a closer examination shows that his 
support of the national religion was dictated more by pru
dence and patri"otism than by piety. Religion was relegated 
mostly to the State, and the Emperor, as the son of Heaven, 
was the pontifex maximus o.f the nation. Confucius purified 
religion in two ways : :firstly, he discouraged all idol9,try so 
that the sacrifice to Shang Ti was offered under the open sky 
wit~outthe helpof any image; and secondly, the lower f;pirits 
Were mostly worshipped on tablets with tho names of th<~ 

gods or ancestors inscribed thereon. 52 He even forbade the 
indiscriminate worship of spirits with a view to gain, aJ'ld 
limited the popular worship to sacrifice to one's own ances
tors. It does not appear, however, that his cold Mongolian 
temper was very prone to religious rapture. In his scheme 
of faith sages, rulers and ancestors could vie with the deifted 
powers of nature, local divinities and presiding spirits of 

49 Soothm, op. cit., p. 127. 
so Ibid., p. 125. 
51 Ibid., p. 122; 
52 Ibid., p. 131. 
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professions, for the homage of which 
later on led to his own rank being at first fixed in the second 
grade of worship and subsequently (in 1907) equated with 
that of Shang Ti himself.54 '' He himself avoided speaking 
on four subjects : extraordinary things; feats of strength; 
rebellious disorder; and spirits. " 55 He was not without his 
doubts about the sacrifice to departed spirits. He is credited 
with the sayings, '' While J:OU are not able to serve men 
(alive), bow can you serve their spirits? " and " While you 
do not know life, how can you know about death? '' The 
same tendency to avoid topics not having a direct bearing 
upon life, as is found in Buddha, is present in Confucius also. 
He refused to be drawn into discussions about the nature of 
the soul and the laws of Heaven, even though he laid down 
that the porfectioD of human nature, bestowed by Heaven, 
could be achieved by proper instruction about the right ·way 
and though he accepted the continued existence of the sou I 
by providing for the worship of ancestors.56 rrhe word 
' prayer,' including its synonyms, occw:s only about 
half a dozen times in his writings and only in 
the sense of an invocation foir temporal blessings and 
not m the sense of ' adoration, corn!nunion with 
God, or entreaty for spiritual exaltation and develop
ment, ' 57 and no definite meaning ean be made of hi~ 

cryptic saying, ': My prayer has been for long." It is not 
improbable that his other cryptic saying, ' He who sins 
against Heaven has nowhere left for prayer, '58 indicates that 
he had an abiding faith in the validity of the eternal laws of 
morality, of which Heaven was more the symbol than the 

53 Legge points out that '' even though th<'l presidency of those objects may 
be ign0nantly :md snperrstitionsly assigned to different spiritual Beings, the prayers 
to them show that the worship ol' them is still a service of God."-R•eliy,i<ms 
Systems of the World, p. 69. 

54 Soot hill, op. cit., p. 37. 
55 Analects VII, XX; .see Legge, The Religions of China, pp. 117 ~18; also 

E>oothill, op. cit., p. 172. 
56 Sootbill, op. cit., p. 16\J, 170, 176; Legge, op. cit., p. 112. 
57 Soothill, op. cit., pp. 138-3\J; Reliaious Systems of the World, p. 68. 
58 Soot hill, op. cit., p. 139. 
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founder, and that, according to him, by transgressing 
these laws of propriety men forfeited the right and 
chance of temporal benefit. But for his anxiety to 
conform to immemorial tradition, Confucius ·would 
have enunciated more unequivocal1y the autonomous 
working of ~he moral law earlier than 'any other religious 
teacher whose name has come down to us. His main em1ea· 
vour was not to make men de~otional but to make them 
moral. 59 This explains why he took such particular ca,re to 
enunciate the Doctrine of the Mean, according to which 
harmony rules not only the mind of the wise but also the 
world, and the Golden Rule, according to which we are en
joined not to do unto others what we would not tike to he done 
to ourselves. 

Quite in keeping with this moral tendency, we find, 
Confucius us.es in his writings the impersonal form 'T'ien 
(Heaven) more frequently than the personal form Ti: (al
though not in a. greatly different sense)60 and extols the 
knowledge that makes the mind sincere and brings about 
ultimately a rectified heart, a decorous conduct, a well-regu
lated family and a well-ordered State in succession:. Not 
only hero do we miss any hankering after transcendental 
speculations in the interests o£ rational thinking or purer 
faith, but also in his enunciation of the duties of men and 
the virtues to be practised we search in vain for any well
defined duties of devotion. Good life in Confucianism ir> 
almost synonymous with the maintenance of the five social 
relations of husband and wife, father and son, sovereign and 
subject, elder and younger brother, friend and friend-the 
first four between superiors and subordinates and the last one 
between equals. 61 In addition to these Five Human Relation
ships, there are also Five Constants or fundamentals of virtue, 
namely, kindness, justice, reverence, wisdom and good faith, 

59 Legge, however, remarks : " The idea of Heaven or God as man's 
Maker and Governor was fundamental to the teachings of Confucius; and on this 
.aooount I contend that those who sec in him a moral teacher do not understand 
him. "~Religious Systems of the World, p. 71. 

60 Legge, op. oit., p. 189. 
61 Soothill, op. cit,, p. 190. 
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which also are mainly secular in character. As Parker 
observes, " Self-control, modesty, forbearance, patience, 
kindliness, orderliness, absence of effusiveness and passion, 
studiousness, industry, mildness, dutifulness, neighbourli
ness, fidelity, uprightness, ·moderation, politeness, <~ere

moniousness--these were the qualities which Confucius con
sistently practised and taughil'.' '62 These constituted, accord
ing to him, the way of perfection. r:I'hat the message of 
morality succeeded so ·well is due to the fact that Confucius 
was too wise aiid politie to disturb the ancient religious prae .. 
tices of the nation even though he was himself sceptical a r>Out 
their efficacy : whttt he did pogitively ·was to teach men to 
have faith in themselves and in their status and, instead of 
pessimistieaily prepariiJg for death, to get rid of the ills of 
life, to strive for the reali::;ation and perfection of the innate 
goodness of their own nature and '' to strongtlwn and perpe
tuate the thiDgs that are seen and temporal. " 63 Inasmuch as 
there is a. moral on1er in the world, the strentl.otts life of good
ness is bound to have its reward just as tl1e easy life of evil 
is. sure .to. meet its doom; and. this recompense is not def:f·liTed 
to a roahn beyond,· aho;ut the existcneo of whieh there may. be 
some doubt, but is aeeomplished here below according to the 
eternallaws of righteousness. In this respect an easy com
parison of Confucianism with pre-exilic Judaism is possible, 
with this di:fferenee, however, that the Hebrews never for a 
moment believed that the moral law could operate without 
the will of Yahweh. 'J.1he easy acceptance of Buddhism nnd 
the concurrent vogue of Taoism in Confucian China are .due 
to the fad that these two religions also accepted the validity 
of the moral law and the need of social harmony, self-knQ1V
ledge and self-discipline. They supplied at the same tin1e 
that el~ment of mysticism and devotion to China whi9h 
Confucianism lacked beea.use of its intense preoecupation 1vith 
the practical duties of social life and its apathy towards the 

G2 M. Cannay, A1t Encyclopcedia of Religion, art. Confucianism .. (p. 116), 
quoting Parker, Studies in Chinese. Religion. 

6.1 F'aiths of the World, p. ~8. 
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unseen universe. But the Buddhism that China accepted 
had to shed its pessimism and its doctrine of transmigration. 
In place of Nirva1.:m were preached the Mahayanic message of 
the Western Paradise of Amitabha as the reward of goodnese 
and .. the cult of Buddhas and Bodhisattvas64-just .those 
elements about which popular .mind was so inquisitive and 
Confucius was so silent. Even when Imperial persecution 
dissolved the ·Buddhistic monasteries and nunneries, the 
people continued their devotion in household chapels, rraoist 
shrines and Buddhisttemples, again bearing testimony to the 
inevitable doom of mere morality in a nation or a big com
munity where large numbers cannot be expected to find in 
the laws of morality their own justification or a sufficient 
amount of emotional satisfaction. 

So long as. morality is a mere tribal custom men follow 
it blindly without questioning; but once itis made the snbject 
of speculation, it is bound to be viewed either heteronomously 
as drawing its value and validity from divine dispensation, 
or autonomously as the lavv of nature which spontaneously 
brings reward to merit and suffering to demerit. Positive 
religions have never treated morality as ego-altruistic conduct, 
with no}Jearing upon the destiny of the soul, or as a convention 
that .can be altered by general consent. There has been 
enough. of narrowness in social outlook, and even elementary 
justice has been denied to men of alien faiths; but within 
each religious community the claims of morality have been 
paramount and many of the injustices to other faiths have 
been done under the honest belief that interests of social 
morality demanded them. This has happened as much in 
Confucianism, where no divine favour is sought to be gained 
by the oppression of other creeds, as in Judaism and Muham .. 
madanism, .where a motive of pleasing God has very ofteh 
been present. In fact, the greater is the conviction that their 
own religion. is the indispensable condition of salvation the 

64 B¢al traces the conceptions of Kwan-yin and Amit& BudJha to Persian 
,sources (see his Buddhism as it exists in China).-See Enlightened · Non-Zoroal!
trians on Mazdayasnism, the Excellent Religion, p. 55. 
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greater is the persecution to which zealots s11bject aliens and 
apostates not only in anxious solicitude for wayward and 
ignorant souls but in holy zeal for destroying all seeds of cor·· 
ruption. 

Nowhere else is the distinction between personal religion 
and institutional religion mme clearly brought out than in 
the insistent emphasis on social tnorality which every prophet 
has been obliged to lay in his revelations. In societies where 
an adjustment of social dealings has become automatic on a 
fairrly high moral level or where an independent 13thieal 
literature of didactic or hortatory character has developed 
and spread in the community, there is less need of 
oirect moral teaching in the scri.,ptures. It must never be 
suppo.sed that man owes his morality to prophetic revelation 
and that but for the seriptures rnen would lu.we roauted ap;trt 
and killed or inju.rcd one another :1t sight. Greg:uiousness, 
innate symp~1thy, irnit11tion <1nd suggestion aJl do their work 
far below the religious-and even the conscious-level to 
bring men together and to establish a nwdus vivendi arnong 
social components. What Rev. G-eorge Matheson vvrote about 
Christianity borrowing the Golden Rule from Confucianism is 
true of moral precepts in general. Says he, 65 

" That Con
fucius is the author of this precept is undisputed, and there
fore it is indisputable that Christianity has incorporated an 
article of Chinese morality. It has appeared to some as if 
this were to the disparagement of Christianity-as if the 
originality of its Divine Founder were impaired by consent
ing to borrow a precept from a heathen source. But in what 
sense does Christianity set up the claim to moral originality? 
When we speak of the religion of Christ as having introduced 
into the world a purer life and a surer guide to conduct, \vhat 
do we mean? Do we intend to suggest that Christianity bas 
for the first time revealed to the world the existence of a set 
of self-sacrificing precepts-that here for the first time man 
has learned that he ought to be meek, merciful, humble, 
forgiving, sorrowful for sin, peaceable, and pure in heart? 

M li'(litl~s of the W t>rltl, pp. 88-84. 
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The proof of such a statement would destroy Christianity 
itself, for an absolutely original code of precepts would be 
equivalent to a foreign language. The glory of Christian 
morality is that it is not original-that its words appeal to 
something which already exists within the human heart, 
and on that account have a meaning to the human ear : no 
new revelation can be made except through the medium of 
an old one. When we attribute originality to the ethics of 
the Gospel, we do so on the ground, not that it has given wnv 
precepts, but that it has given us a new impulse to obey the 
moral instincts of the soul.'' A religious reformation can 
only intensify, reinforce, or widen the range of, moral opera
tion; but it does not create a morality the seeds of which are 
not already latent in the human heart and do not sprout forth 
in socialdealings. That prophets, separated from one another 
by wine distances of time, space and culture, should inculcate 
practically the same moral principles, albeit with different 
intensities of connotation and extensities of denotation, ancl 
that, in spite ~f credal dissimilarities. advanced faiths should 
approximate one another in their moral contents shovv that 
the needs of practice are more constant than the needs of 
devotion and speculation-possibly because the former oYer
flow the bounds of a single individuality and refer to thos~ 

abiding factors of Rocial existepce without which not only the 
race of men but even animal communities would perish. 
This relative constancy of moral ideas led Buckle to write, 
" There is, unquestionably, nothing to be found in the world 
which has undergone so little change as those great dogmas 
of which moral systems are composed .... If we contrast 
this stationary aspect of moral truths with the progressive 
aspect of intellectual truths, the difference is indeed start
ling.' '66 

We hasten to add, however, ithat, on account of the 
intimate connection among the faculties of the mind, morality 
cannot fail to be affected by limited vision or circumscribed 

66 Buckle, History of Civilisati·on in England (Vol. I, p. 180 f.), quoted in 
Westermarek, Ethical Relativity, p. 215. 
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sympathy. There are certain principles of social behaviour 
and .social adjustment which no religion can ignore without 
ceasing to be a message to mankind. In days of warped 
judgment, corrupt authority and blind faith men have 
hearkened to many immoral and antisocial messages, adopted 
many ttnclmritable and unsocial attitudes towards their 
fellow-men, and have even desecrated faith by wanton cruelty 
and irrational hostility; but, with the growth of culture and 
the return of social sanity, such practices have always dis
appeared and thereby exposed their own transitory character. 
True, faiths have also fallen from their pristine greatness 
in many lands ; hut the wbeel of time has crushed those 
degenerate faiths except when it succeeded in raising them 
to noble heights again with the belp of an ethical lever and en
dowing then1 with a fresh lease of useful longevity. Where 
are those religious practices and htu.·ial customs that at one 
tirne derna.nded human vietims nJI over tho world? Sacrificir.l 
r;ruelty even to lower anin1als is fast; disappearing from the 
faee of tlle e:u'tll. No ntore inquisition, auto-dct-je, putth1g 
nn entire population to the sword because religion of a parti
cular type is not aecepta,ble to the vveak and oppressed party. 
'Pbe conscience of the ~world is deeply Rtirred by any rare 
religicms pcrl::lcct!t.ion t.h.at takes plru;e nnywbere nowadays. 
J~veu 1vl1cn l::lc:riptm·ui::l have been llistigured by atrocious reve .. 
lations, ti1e dcvelupi.ng conscience of rnan has put seeular 
ban Oil tho earrying out of these religious preseriptiom;, and 
this has been neeessary especially in those religions whEre 
the scope for further revela.tion has been denied rmd exegf·sis 
has not been authorised to allegorise away or palliate l.he 
cruel injunctions. 

Here then is an obvious advantage for those religions 
which have left scope for future improvements. While from 
one point of view the absence of finality invests their 
revelations with an ethieal and spiritual relativity, from 
another point of view there is provision in them for a 
never-ending progression. Judaism, for instance, held fast to 
Moses as the original prophet but did not put down with an 
iron hand the presumptions of those who felt an irresistible 
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call to preach spiritual messages of a no'n-Mosaic type. \Ve 
shall not refer to the tampering of the Mosaic revelations 
themselves67 in order to bring them into line with the cdeve
loped ethical and spiritual conceptions of a later time, for 
that too was done more than once. But, apart from that, 
the genuineness of prophetic revelations of later times waH 
never questioned by the Hebrews ; and when the ·time came 
to close the canonical literatu,-e, the entire process of the 
development of the religion on the ethical side was embodied 
in the scripture.. As a matter of fact, even post-canonical 
formulae of faith were also aeeepted by the community at' 
expressing more adequately the later spiritual and ethical 
conceptions of the race though now their inspirational 
0haracter could not be recognised. 68 

There al'e certain peculiarities about the Judaic revela
tion which are well worth noticing. That God could make 
His · existence, character and intention known to wa.nkind 
is a belief that is common to ail theistic faiths. The Hehte\<vs 
went further and taught that Gcid could personally assume 
the direction of individual and national affairs and that in 
His choice of a favoured nation He was not under any extra- . 
neous obligation. If God chose to make a covenant witl1 the 
Jews, it was .not because they were more moral than cthe rest 
of the ancient woillcl but because it was His will and inttmtion 
to raise the Jewish nation in power and spirituality and to 
use it as the tool of His ethical management of the world. 69 

He did not make their virtue automatic or their power irre
sistible; but the nation never lost faith in divine proviilence 
or in the divine dispensation that it was to be the torch
bearer of the unity and ethicality of God. The Hebrew 
prophets may very well be compared with the chorus in a 
Greek tragedy : they pass an ethical comment on national 

67 ·see Pringle-Pattison, Studies in the Philosophy of Religion, p. 123. For 
similar tampering with texts in the Prophets, Ece footnotes on p. 89 f. in R. H. 
Cha.rles, .4 Critical Hlistory of the Doctrine of a Future Life i1~ Israe!,1 in J·udaism., 
and in Christia'Y!ity (Eschatology, Hebrew, Jewish and Christiam.). 

68 E.g., the 'l'hirteen PrincipJeg of Fn,ith ::~;s drawn up by Moses Maimonid~s 
(see ERE. iv. 246; viii. 311) , 

69 Gen. 22.18, 

l-6 
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misfortunes and emphasise the moral insufficiency of the race 
for the continuance of divine favour and protection. Their 
running commentaries on national events and undertakings 
and on individual actions and iniquities provide the second 
form of divine revelation to Israel : God not only deals with 
the race but He UJlso speaks to the prophets. Sometimes it 
seems as if a combination of the two revelations is necessary 
to understand aright the nature of God. The race knows 
Yahweh as the Lord of Hosts, a majestic power pleased by 
strict adherence to His covenant and angered by a violation 
either of His sanctity or of His commandments,-yet, withal, 
incapable of forsaking His chosen race in its calam.ities or 
allowing it to seek the asylum of other gods. The prophets, 
on the other hand, reveal Yahweh as a strictly ethical God 
who would not hesitate in the least to use foreign nations as 
the avenging rods of sinning Israel or to inflict banishment 
from native soil as a punishment for l1er iniquity, but who is at 
the same time merciful and readily forgiving. Israel must imi
tate Yahweh's holiness and mercy and think of Him more in 
terms of personal relationship tha.n of national help a11d 
guidance, approach Him more with prayerful mind and elean 
hands than with costly sacrifices and frequent importunities. 
The major elements of the .Jewish conception of the revealed 
God anl to be found in the liJxodw; description :70 '' The 
!Jord, the Lord, a God full of compassion tlnd gracious, slow 
to anger, and plenteous in mercy and truth; keeping mercy 
for thousands, forgiving iniquity and transgression and sin ; 
and that will by no means clear the guilty; visiting the 
iniquity of the fathers upon the children and upon the 
children's children, upon the third and upon the fourth 
generation.'' vVe have already traced the development of 
Hebrew thought through the Prophets and indicated in • wl1at 
ways it became concerned more with individual responsi
bility than with tribal or ' familial ' solidarity in sin . and 
suffering. Otto has shown how the Jewish idea of the Holy 
underwent transformation in an ethical direction in course of 

ro E:x:od. 34.6f. 
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time and the moral aspect grew at the expense of the dyna
micaL71 Herein we may trace, in fact, the general evolution 
of man's consciousness of the supernatural, which starts with 
a beliefin mysterious powers controlling operations that are 
beyond the capacity of man but capable of being enlisted 
in one's favour and against one's enemies by suitable incan
tations and propitiatory sacrif!ces. It is only late that men 
realise that these powers are on the side of the good alone and 
that it is goodness that is destined to survive in the long run. 
But even then, in times of war, men are apt to forget the 
lessons of civilisation and to hold intercession services in the 
fond belief that God could thereby be deflected from His moral 
purpose in dealing even-handed justice between the combatant 
parties,-· to forget, that is, that the object of prayer is not to 
influence God's will but to help man to become perfect;72 

and the effect is that, as Bertrand Russell puts it, " envy, 
cruelty and hate sprawl at large with the blessing of nearly 
the whole bench of Bishops.'' 

The peculi;,r character of Christian revelation cannot be 
properly understood without reference to the notable advance 
made by Judaism in the course of its history. From mono
latry to, monotheism, from tribal faith to personal religion, 
froin a God of pOW\C\r and wrath to a God of mercy and love, 
from a Lord of Hosts to a Heavenly Father, from a God fond 
of rituals and sacrifices to a God responding to righteousness 
and prayer, from a God to whom the shadowy Sheoi is practi
cally no concern to a God on whom the virtuous could d way.'l 
rely for immortality and merited reward in heaven-theHe 
are no mean achievements in any race, circumstanced as 
Israel was, during a period of about a thousand years. 73 We 
should add that the political vicissitudes of the race were alRo 
responRible for a growing apocalyptic literature in which the 
advent of the Messiah was delineated with emotional fervour 
and the end of all creation awaited with eager and anxious ex· 

71 Otto, Tire Idea of the 1Ioly, Ch. X; se¢ also E:obhouse, Morals ill Evo
lution, II, pp. h9 f. 

?2 Sec Convention of Religion in India, 1909, I, p. 51. 
13 See Pringle-Pattison, Studies in the Pltilosoplty of Religion, p. 147. 



peet:cttion. It has been repeatedly poil1ted out tlmt if the indi~ 
vidual teachings of J csus are taken into COI1side:ration, it would 
be possible to match each of them by a Rabbinical parallel : 
it would be strange indeed if in a race given to religious 
experimentation the reverse should be the case. It would bP 
necessary also to remember that possibly at one stage of his 
career Jesus adapted his message to the needs of his race, 
which explains the institution "of the twelve Apostles, each to 
judge one tribe of Israel, his solicitude for the lost sheep of 
the house of Israel but not for the Gentiles nor for the 
Samaritans whom his disciples were enjoined to avoid, his 
scrupulous adherence to the laws and custon.ts of the race 
which he said he had come not to destroy but to fulfil, and 
his claim to be the Messiah for whom the nation had heen 
expectantly waiting.74 It is possible to add that what is true 
of the teachings of Jesus is also true of the teachings abovt 
Jesus and that the details of his ·life can now be matched by 
Judaic, Egyptian, Hellenic, Zoroastrian, Buddhistic and 
other parallek7" His birth, ministnttion, s~yings, institu.; 
tions, trial, death and resurrection have aU been found to 
rese.mble this or that feature of rnore an.eient cults, and this 
has. Ietl some to go to the length of snpposi1ig that Jesus w:~s 
not an historic individua.J a.t all but a mere conglomemtton 
of ideals. It is we)l to retnember that nbout Buddha and Krr:a~a 
also the same doubt bas been ntised rn1d that the theory 
of a solar myth has been propounded in their case as in 
that of Jesus. \Ve shall leave the discussion of these 
foundational questions to more competent hands : ours is the 
more humble task of appraising the value of rev-elations that 
are traditionally associated with these founders of fajths, 

In what then did. the originality of. Jesus ·lie? The 
question is best answered in the. words of Monte:fiore, 76 a 

74 Basanta. Qoom1J,r Bose, Christianity, Ch. 3 . . Similarly, Isaiah, whom Christ 
addpts as his model, " nowhe.re extends the blessings .of the Kingdom (of God) to 
the heathen world." See R H. Charles, op. c•it., p. 03. 

75 See Dhirendranath Chowd:hmy, Ved&ntavagisa, .In lfeM~h of Jesus 
Christ, Chs. XVIII, XI:X:, XX. 

76 Quoted by Pringle-Pattison, Studies in. the Fh·i!()soph!f of Religion; p. 178 
(foot-note); see also The History of Christianity in Modern Knowledge, pp .. 34t-42. 
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liberal ,Jew with a candid appreciation of the merits of 
Christianity. " lt is apparently a fact," says • he, ''that 
Jesus thought of God as his (and our) Father, and 
used the term Father for God more habitually and constantly 
than is the case with any one Rabbi of whom we kno>v. '' 
Of the Beatitudes he says, '' There is a certain glow and 
intensity about them which seems new and distinctive. \Ve 
can find Rabbinic parallels to" each of them, but as a whole 
they seem original." " The Rabbis,'.' he observes, 
" attached no less value to repentance than Jesus ... Hut 
to seek out the sinner, and, instead of avoiding the bad com
panion, to choose him as your friend, in order to work his 
moral redemption, this was, I fancy, something new in the 
religious history of IsraeL The rescue and deliverance of 
the sinner through pity and love and personal service""""7thc 
work and the method seem both alike dne to the teacher of 
Nazareth." Comparisons are always odious, but it is always 
possible to appreciate what the followers of a particular 
religion think· their prophet has done for them and for tho 
world at large. If >ve turn to any Christian account of the 
special contributions of Jesus to the stock of man's religious 
experience, we shall almm;t Invariably :find an emphasis on 
the three follow.ing messages, as enunciated by Harnack, 
namely, (1) the Kingdom of God and its coming, (2) God the 
Father and the infinite value of the human soul, and (3) the 
higher righteousness and the commandment of love. 77 

Regarding the first, it is possible to differentiat~. the 
traditional and the moral aspect, which are almost equaUy 
balanced in the Synoptic Gospels. 78 On the one hand. "''e. 
have the more material picture of a Kingdom of God, to be 
established here below by Messianic effort " before the 
present generation have passed away,'' and, as a corolla1-y 
thereto, an insistence upon immediate repentance and the 
purging of the world of demons and diseases. There was no 
time to wait as the ;end of the world was drawing nigl1 nnd 

r7 Harnack, What is Christianity?, p. 52. 
78 See Re_ligious Foundations, Ch. VI. 
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the Heavenly Court was waiting for Christ and His Apostlt'S 
to do their earthly office of warning and help before taking 
up their pooition of heavenly assessors. In this Jesus 
was simply echoing contemporary Jewish beliefs, with this 
difference, however, that he took active steps to show tl1e 
people the way to this Kingdom and to warn them against 
the false sense of security engendered by conformity to 
c11stomary morality. But Jesus did not also miss any oppor
tunity to emphasise the spiritual aspect of this IGngdom--
it was already in their midst, it did not come with observa
tion, it was not of this world, it was within them. Thus the 
Kingdom of God was not a far-off divine event which he, as 
the lineal descendant of David, was to rule over with the 
assistance of his saints. It wrts a spiritual kingdom which 
the poor in spirit and those persecuted for righteousness' sake 
were alone to inherit, as rLlso those who lutd the lowliness of 
heart and the innocence necessary to rnatch them with little 
children. As such, it was present wherever men lived in 
'' righteousness and pe{1Ce and joy in the Holy "Spirit,'' irres
pective of the race or nationality to which they belonged. 79 

Now, this Kingdom of Clod is governed by peculiar laws 
The right of naturalisation is bestowed automatically by 
righteous living just as forfeiture of. rights follows the aban
donment of the moral path. 'J1hc citizens form a goodly 
fellowship and the relation of master and servant is unknown 
-in fact, all distinctions of rank are abolished-in that King
dom. 80 Unlike the preponderatingly negative injunctions of 
the Ten Commandments of the Old Testament, the OhriHti:1n 
prescription is decidedly positive,-it preaches the precepts 
not of fear but of love. ' Hear, 0 Israel; the IJord our Goil 
is One Lord.' ' And thou shalt love tbe I;ord thy God with 
all thy heart, and with all they soul, and with all thy mind, 
and with ail thy strength : this is the first commandment. 

79 See C. J. J. Webb, The Gontrib1A'ions of Christi1mity to Ethics, p. \l8 f. \ 
also R. M. Jones, How shall we think of Christ? in Religiotts Foundations, p. 2·1 f.; 
A. Alexander, Clwisfianity and EHhics, p. 132 f.; also Bertrand Bussell, Why, I nnt 
not a Christian, pp. 22-23. 

BD John 15.14 f. 
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The second is like, namely, this: Thou shalt love thy neigh
bour as thyself. There is none other commandment . greater 
than these. '81 Paul's commentary on .the prophetic message 
will put the matter in a clearer light: "Owe no man anything, 
put tolove one another; for he that loveth another hath ful
filled the law. For this, Thou shalt not commit adultery, 
Thou shalt' not kill, Thou shalt not steal, Thou shalt not brar 
false witness, Thou shalt not· covet; and if there be q,ny 
other commandment, it ·is briefly comprehended in this ~aying, 
Thou shalt love thy neighbour as thyself. Love worketh no 
ill to his neighbour : therefore love is the fulfilling of the 
law. " 8~ It is evident that although in a sense the laws of 
this k~ngdom are simple and positive, their fulfilment · is no 
easy task. Love that gives away everything goes fundamen
t,ally against the egoistic instinct, and in that sense neitlwr 
is the Christian task easy nor its yoke light. Hence, as 
Alexander points out, 83 although the kingdom preached hy 
Christ is in one sense a present reality it is at the same time 
a thing of graiJ;ual growth-it is '' a great social ideal to be 
realised by the personal activities and mutual services of its 
r.itizens. '' '' When the same love which He Himself mani
fested in His life becomes the feature of His disciples; when 
His spirit of service and sacrifice pervades the world, and the 
brotherhood of man and the federation of nations everywhere 
prevail; then, indeed,-shall ·the sign of the Son of Man appear 
in the heavens, and then shall the tribes of the earth see Rim 
coming in the clouds with power and glmy.' ' 84 

Although there was a singular appropriateness in pre::wh
ing the message of a Kingdom of God among the Jews, to 
whom the idea of a Heavenly Lawgiver was no novel idea, 
Christ brought a new sjgni:ficance into the matter by thinking 
of God not merely as King but also as Father. '.rhe divine 
voice had announced Christ's ministration by calling him His 
beloved Son : Christ h0ld fast to this revelation and taught 

81 Mark 12.29£. 
82 Rom. 13.8£. See Streeter, The Buddha and the Christ, p. 183 (love= • 

creative will-to-God); p. !¥7 f. 
83 A. Altrmnder, Chris'tianity and Ethics, pp. 136-37, 
84. jbid., pp. 139·4D, . 
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that even a sinner was only a prodigal son whom a n1erciful 
Fat,her would be ever willing to welcome back. Grace l"e

places Law and rays of Hope lighten up even the darker:;t gloom 
of Sin. It seems incredible that '' though our sins as scarlet 
be they shall be bleached as white as snow;" but we are 
asked to believe in this miracle, to have faith in the message 
of salvation brought by Christ, to forgive others as we hope 
to be forgiven ourselves. 65 

This sonship of man depended, however, on two condi
tions. To know God as Father men muRt aeeept the revela
tion as preached by Christ. '' He presented Himself as the 
indispensable org~m and mediator of this knowledge. He, 
and He alone, had it; He, and He nlone, had the power to 
communicate it; and it Iny with him to determine to ·whom 
1,he revelation should be made.' ' 86 His claim that he who had 
seen Him had seen the Father was meant to be taken in an 
exclusive sense as implying that in no other ~vay was t;lw 

Pather knowable and in no other way except through Him 
vvns atonement with God possible. Aq ~eott rcmarks, 87 

'' Jesus is conceived ar,; summing up in His person the essen
tial qualities of the Kingdom (of God), faith, obedience, love 
toward God, superiority to the forces of evil, life that is be
yond the reach of death. And it follows that men's relation 
to the Kingdom is conditioned by their relation to Him. 
Upon that relation depends a man's attainment of the 
summum bonum, his true happiness in this life and the life to 

85 The II istorJJ of Christianity in M adorn Knowledge, p. 344. 
8G Ibid., p. 341. See also Bom. 15.8-12. 
It should be a<lcled that this monopoly of revelation and salvation by 

Christianity was not preached uniformly by the Apostles. Thus Pet~r is reJYfescnteJ. 
aa saying, " Of a truth I perceive that God is no respecter of persons,: but in 
every n11tion he tha.t fcareth hin1, rend worketh rigMeousness, is l1Cceptahle to him." 
(Acts ·10.34, 35). It appears also that Christ's message was primarily meant for 
the Jews, for Peter proceeds to add : " '.rhe wor-d "which God sent unto the child
ren of Israel, preaching peace by Jesus Christ: (he is lord of all:) that word, I 
,gay, Y•' know etc." It is only fair to ndd, however, thnl; the command of the rc
surredsd Christ to " teach all Tha~ions, baptising them in the name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost " (Mat. 28.19-20.; Mark 16.15-16; Luke 

'24.4 7) is what the Church has preferred to follow. 
87 See The Theology of .the Ne10 Testament in I.Tistory qf Cleristia1!ity,. etc, 

P· 345, . 
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come. The second condition is that men must take active. 
steps to realise the potentialities of their sonship to God. As 
Jones observes, 88 " It does not follow, because God is Father, 

· that all men are by nature sons. Sonship is not a birth-rela
tionship. It is an attitude of heart, a spirit, a way of life. 
Nobody is a son until he wants to be one, until he discoverH 
his opportunity, wakes up to his possibilities and chooses to 
enter his heritage. God is Fai;her; we beconw sons.'' Or, 
as Scott puts it, " Jesus assumes that God is the Father of 
all men; He does not assume that all men are His sons. The 
relatiom;hip is for men potential. It requires to be realised 
in thought and practice, recovered, it may be, throngh 
penitence. " 89 

We are not concerned just now with the deve1opment of 
the original revelation of Christ except in so far as it explains 
the rise of a new prophet. To Paul the expiatory death of 
Uhrist became the central concept of the new religion and the 
crucified Chxist not only abrogated the Law but aJso abolished 
sin. 90 T'he Pha:~;isees had insisted on the existence of a righte
ous people as the condition of the advent of the Messiah; Paul 
preached Messianic righteousness as a gift of God, and sinful 
men could, according to him, participate in Messianic salva
tion by believing in the message and the mission of the cruci.:.. 
fied PropheP1 " Whilst the direction of the primitive 
Ohristiari consciousness was predominantly, one may say 
exclusively, eschatological, and the life of a Christian on 
earth appeared for this reason to be still an expectation, not 
yet a completion, ......... Paul makes the " newness of life '· 
to begin not with that completion on the other side of the 
grave but with the life of faith on earth of the Messiah's com
munity.' '92 He preached at the same time the heavenly 
origin of the person of Christ and '' the part of Mediator was 
ascribed to the pre-existing Christ, not only in the historical 
revealing of salvation, but also in tlJe creation of the world 

88 Religious Foundations, p. 24. 
89 liis,tory of Christianity, p. 3H. 
9V Pfleiderer, Pa·ulinisrn, I, p. 7. 
91 Ibid., p. 12, 
92 Ibid., p. 19 (see also History of cru·istianity etc., p; 374). 
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itBelf. ''~3 We shall not enter here into the Christological 
speculations of the Apostolic and the sub-Apostolic age; 
suffice it to say that within a short time of Christ's death the 
deification of Christ was complete, and he became the second 
person of the rrrinity, the eternal Logos, who, to redeem man
kind from its sins, incarnated Himself and, offering Himself 
as a sinless sacrifi.ce, effected once for all the reconciliation or 
God and man-the restomtion• or establishment of '' a rela
tion of amity, love, and sonsbip between man and God.' •q

4 

No wondor that the superhuman achievements of Christ should 
lead to his being called Lord--an epithet which in popular 
Christianity tended to assimilate Ghrist to God and, by sub
ordinating the human aspect to the divine, to lead to a kit1d 
of deincation and idolatry in some of the Christian Churches.% 
To trace the evolution of this idea would be to write a history 
of the early Christian Churcl1, but we would then be in the 
realm of philosopby and dogma and not of revelation. 

It is remarkable that while Irllich of the theological im
plication of their message and the squabble o.,-er its interpre
tation has bee11 forgotten, two of the religious leaders of man
kind should shine with undimmed lustre all through the cen
turies) namely, Jesus and Buddha. Each received remarlm
blo personal l1omage from a small band of devoted followers, 
who took infinite pains to commit to memory the sa.yings, of 
their spiritual leader and arranged for their oral transmis
sion till they were rccm·ded in writing. Principles took flesb 
and blood in their own lives and each embodied in his perso
nal chameter the ideals which he preached. This actua,lity 
of the idral invested their messages with a tremendous morH,l 
foree, against ,,.l1ich ba.re principles could hardly hold their 
ground. The dignity and equality of individuals which both 
taught tended to break down the distinctions of class and race 
.in Jhdma and India respectively, and laid the foundations of 

• ,93 Pfleiderer, Paulinism, I, p. 143. 
94 About the sinless ness of C,hrist, see Streeter, ·Reality, p. 189 f •. ; see ,also 

Ibid., p. 231 f.; also Foundations, Sixth Essay (The Atohemtnt), by Moberly. 
us See Foundations, Fifth Essay, p. 213 f. (for a discussion about the Divi

nity of Christianity by William Temple). 
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n universalism in religion to which the ancient world ot either 
place wa:,; not accustomed. Both discarded the sacrificial reli
gion and preached instead a message of moralityand compas
sion, which had the effect of withdrawing the mind from for
malities and concentrating it on the essentials of ethical and 
a.micable living. It may be added, as a further point of re .... 
ROIDhlanee that veneration to each ultimately led to apotheosis 
with its ;ttendant theological" spccuhttions. about the nature 
aiid necessity of incarnation. But this apart, each proclaim~ 
e(l a way of life which subsequent ages were forced either to 
incorporate in their creed or to rebut but could never ignore. 
B'uddhism marched in its victorious conquest towards the East 
and Christianity towards the "VVest; but wherever either went 
it forced the local religions to a close self-analysis and these 
either succumbed completely or brought out the best in them 
to match its moral and spiritual grandeur. To-day the world 
is more Christian and Buddhist than it imagines, suspects or 
confesses; for all creeds, reformed since the advent of Christ 
or Buddha, hMe been quickened into ethical life by the con· 
tact of one or other of the two and Christianity, being a fuller 
i'eYelation in the sense that it enunciated the laws of duty and 
devotion alike, has made wider appeal than Buddhism with its 
message of negation and its subtle philosophy. 96 

Soon, however~ a new prophet arose in Arabia with a 
new message. It does not appear that the monotheism of the 
Jews, whoso scriptural literature was possibly known among 
the Arabs, had any considerable influence on tho religious be
liefs of the people of Arabia. These made their annual pil
gJ•image to the shrine at Mecca where idols of male and female 
deities were deposited. 97 ' Here were ranged the three hun
dred· and sixty idols, one for each day, round the great god 

fi~ See Streeter, 'l'lie Buddha and the Ghrist, pp. 61-71; also Ameer Ali, The 
Spirit. vj Islam, p. x!v. 

97 Lammens points out that " Arttb paganism knew no idols properly so 
called, no formal representa11i.ons of divine beings. Its divinities were stones which 
took the most varied forms : oddly shaped blocks, monoliths, er\)cted or strangely 
sculptured by atmospheric erosion, assurning sometimes the app~rance of men, 
oi columns or pylons. Some rerna.ined attachElil to the reek where thejY bad been 
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Hobal, carved of red agate, the gazelles of gold 
and silver, and the image of Abraham and his son. Hen' 
tile tribes came, year after year, " to kiss the black stone 
which bad fallen from heaven in the primeval days of Adam,, 
and to make the seven circuits of the temple naked.· ' 98 

Drinking, gambling and music were widely indulged in, poly
gamy and incest were rampant, and infanticide was prac
tised.99 'rhe tribes were disu~nitod and internecine quarrels 
marked their history. ~rhe ,Jews had a considerable following 
in South Arabia but proselytism was ceasing among them. 
'Jlhe Christians too had a fair following in the North and nlso 
in the South but they mostly belonged to the heretical sects 
of the Nestorians and the ,Tacobites, which were constantly at 
strife with each other.100 Nor was there any love 1ost between 
the Jews and the Christians. That Muhammad's restless 
mind, dissatisfied with the religious practices of his people, 
sbould seck enlightenment from tbe Jews and the Christhns 
is a pr£or'i probable; but it is almost certain that in the early 
days of his career he, like th.e contempoi·ary lianifs, failed to 
distinguish them clearly and made occasional confusions be
tween the traditions of tl1e two.1°1 His personal regard for the 
carl ier prophets was undou btcd, even thougl1 at times it seems 
tl1at Jlis main purpose was to utilise their sayings and deeds 
in Jurtheranco of his own position and creed. Other tradi~ 
tions had also f]ltered down to Meeea; and it is not unlikely 

c1i"oovered. Others, like the Black Stoile, were preciou"ly euelosed in a small build· 
ing where the worshippers were not content to surrom1d them with a circle of 
stones. lJsMlly tl1ere was a well in the neighbourhood wh'ich s(\rved for ablutions, 
lln<l oft;en also a sacred tree, itself a god. or the habitation of a divine being ...... All 
round elretched the hamn, saered territory affording the right of sanctuary to all 
l1ving things, men and animals. Even tho trees of the haran must be religiously 
respected aml no branch must be plucked from them.-Islatn : Beliefs and Institu. 
twns, p. 18. 

98 Ameer Ali, op. cit., p. lxiv. 
99 Lamrnens points out that " there is nothing to prove that infanticide was 

prevalent in Arabia except in the Tamirn tribe which appears to have practised i1t 
nuring a severe famine." He thinks that the imput.>tion is based upon the dis
regard of the Becl1lir1s for their female children.~Islam: Beliefs and Institutions, 
p. 21. 

roo Arneer Ali, op. cit., p. Ii. 
101 Lammens, op. cit., p. 22. 
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that, as Stubbe remarks/02 " the state of Arabia being divided 
into .Tews, Judaising Christians, Judaising Arabs, JacobiteR, 
Nestorians, Arians, Trinitarians, Manichees, Montanists, 
Sabaeans and Idolaters, gave him occasion and opportunity tn 
examine and try all sects and sorts of religions.'' 

The revelation that came to Muhammad was primarily 
directed against the polytheism and the idolatry of his own 
people and secondarily again~ the Jewish and Christian con
ceptions of God. 103 God is one without a second, entirely 
formless and immeasurably greater than the puny gods that 
the idolaters worshipped. Eternal hell-fire awaits those 
who do not forsake their idols or who place gods beside God: 
The world is created and governed by God not in sport hut irt 
a,ll seriousness, and angels and other spirits act fLs His 
messengers and carry out His behests. The will of God is 
revealed through angelic agency to prophets, and God in His 
infinite mercy always warns people through their ovm pro• 
phets against sinful life before visiting their iniquities. with 
dire punishm@nt. Nothing can be hidden from His sight, 
uut He is ever ready to forgive those who stray frml1 the p;lth 
of virtue provided they repent and leave off their sinful life 
and call upon the nanie of God and perform the practices of 
Islam as preached by Muhammad. A blissful state in heaven · 
is reserved for those who believe in God and the angels and 
the prophets, in resurrection on the Judgment Day, when 
each will have to give an account of his own life, and also in 
separate treatments to be meted out to the virtuous and the 
sinful. God's power is subject to no restriction and He can 
enable even an illiterate manlike Muhammad to reveal a book 
of such literary excellence that men and j'inn together can 
never aspire to produce its like. To Muhammad God 
has sent down through Gabriel an Arabic Qur'an from heaven, 
sura by sura, as occasions demanded. All. salva~ion tnust 
be mediated through him and after him no other prophet 
would be vouchsafed unto nations. God is omnipotent and 

102 Stubbe, op. cit., p. 143. 
103 See Ameer Ali, op. cit., Part II, Ch, i, The ideal of islam. 
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good, and submission to His will is the paramount virtue. 
God oan abrogate a previous revelation, but He does H0<01llY 
to give a better one in its place. He has determined alLthings 
from eternity, and none can even believe in Him without His 
will. All men are equal before His eyes anq the duty of man is 
to live in peace with others. ]3ut there must be no compromise 
with idolatry or apostasy, and while leniency is permissible 
to monotheists (followers of a hwealed book) like the Jews, 
the Christians and the Zoroastrians, polytheism and idolatry 
must. be given no quarters. 104 The believers must be suffi.
ciently powerful to carry out their reforms, and thus it lfl 

essential that they should be in possession of the holy places 
of the nation, and their power and prowess command respect 
elsewhere. But power must be used to succour the distressed 
and to help the needy. Widows, orphans and the poor of the 
community must be supported by tl1e compulsory tithes of 
the wealthy, 105 [md believing slaves should be manumitted. 
Usury should be abjured for it works hard on the poor. 
Women should be respected and provided for. ·" 

Certain broad differences between Islam. and Judaism cn.11 
at once be noticed, although there is no doubt that Muhammad 
drew largely upon ;rewish sources, Biblical and Talmudic, 
for much of his social legislation and his cosmological and 
historical speculation. Direct rovela,tion of God's will, as 
ou Mount Sinai to Moses, is denied : God is too far above 
the world and too majestic to be directly accessible to man. 
Besides, He has no form and to that e:xtent all stories about 
God's visible appearance to man must be discredited. 105 

Secondly, the entire sacrificial cult of ancient Judaism is 
abandoned. No representation of God was to be permit
ted-not even symbolic ones-. -inside the place of 

104 Sura 2.186. Muslim, !man, Tradition 82 (quoted by Wensinnk, Tho 
Muslim. Creed, p. 13) : " 'l'he Apostle of Allah has said : ·1 am ordered to make 
war upon people till they say : There is no God but Allah." 

105 Abu Bakr is represented as holding the view that betweeh those who 
followed a false prophet or gave up religion altogether and those who professed 
Islam but paid no zalciit there was no differ()nce and war was justifiabb against 
both. Umar held a sej)arute view. See "\Vensinek, op. cit., pp. 13-14. 

106 On the question of seeing Allah, see Wensinck; op. cit,, p. 68 f, 
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worship. After his breach with the .Jews the kebla wns 
changed from Jerusalem to Mecca, and this, combined with 
the retention of some of the heathen Arabic practices, tUJ., 
pilgrimage to Mecca, and the claim to reveal an Arabic Qur'sn 
for the Arabs, 107 must have appealed to the national pride of 
his countrymen and ultimately secured their conversion. 
Muhammad was unwilling to countenance the excessive 
veneration for the Law which the Jews exhibited, and 
close religious corporations, like the Rabbis and the Scribes, 
were also not to his liking. Besides, while respectful to
wards earlier prophets, he disfavoured the bestowal of almost 
divine honours upon Moses and the excessive veneration for 

· Ezta who, because of his restoration of the national life and 
law, had been declared by the Jews to be the son of God. He 
had, of course, nothing but undisguised hatred for such Jews· 
as continued the practice of worshipping the Teraphim- -
' false gods and idols,' as they are called in the Qnr'ii,n. Islam 
was represented as the true religion of Abraham which the 
Jews had corrupted or forsaken. 108 

Towards Christianity Muhammad entertained mjxed 
feeJjngs. He believed in the virgin birth of Christ and also in 
his ihvestiture with the Holy Spirit, his mission, his miracles 
and 'his second coming. He regarded him as belonging to 
the same prophetic succession as that to which he himself be
longed and as confirming the revelations of earlier prophets 
beginning with Abraham. He disbelieved, however, in the 
crucifixion of Jesus and thought that another in 'tho 
likeness of him had been killed by the Jews. He, 
however, reserved his severest condemnation for those 
who had wilfully removed all New Testament pas
Rages referring to his own oncoming, who preached 
Jesus not as the servant but as the only begotten son 

107 When Muhammad called himself ummi, he meant thereby that he was 
the Ambia,n Prophet of the gentiles, speaking to the gentiles to whom no Apostle 
had ever been sent before. His feelings are the s,ame as those of St. Paul, when 
he writes to the Romans : " I speak to you, Gentiles, inasmuch as I am the 
Apostle of the Gentiles." In tho same sense Muhammad emphasises that the Rnran 
is an " Arabian bocrk " or an " Arabian verdict."-vVensi~Ek, op. cit., Jl· 6. 

108 Ibid., p. 7. 
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of God (for God neither begets nor is begotten) and bestowed 
on him divine honours, and who abandoned the Jewish ideal 
of a householder's life in favour of celibacy and monasticism 
(later on accepted by the Sufis). 109 'l'here is no doubt that 
.T esus is reverentially treated. in the Qur' an; how far this 
exceptional treatment was dictated by a hope that the Chris
tians would readily accept his claim to be " the seal of the 
prophets '' must remain an open question. 

It must be admitted that Muhammada,nism is a unique 
miracle of religious history. To have taught undiluted mono
theism to a nation of idolaters, not far above the primitive 
stage in its social dealings, and to have used it as the army of 
Allah to conquer a stretch of land from Spain to India 
within a sbort time of Mubammad's death are achievements 
to which few parallels can be found in history. Islmn. bas 
ever been the champion of: uncompromising monotheism; and 
although honest !lifferences of opinion rn11st always exist about 
the methods adopted to conquer countries and convert their 
citizens, there can be no doubt that lust of power and perRe
cution was strongly reinforced by rcligionR motives and by a 
genuine conviction that no souls should he left in danger of 
their salvation if Islam could help it. While preaching the 
mossage of peace that there should be no compulsion in reli
gion, Islam believes at the same time that after the final re
velation haR come through Muhammad every soul that hangs 
back f:rom it is doomed. Conversely, it is the duty of each 
hei-iever to disseminate the New Dispensation: Muha.mmatl 
himself set the example by invitiiJg some of the potentates of 
his own time to accept his messrtge. 110 As he had to t1ght 

109See Lammens, op. cit.., p. 117. 
no The view that Muhammad conceived of hi~ nnsswn as a universal one 

is natu1·a!ly derived from Muslim tradition. Here it reaches its most characteristia 
expression in the story of how Muhamma.d sent letters to the Great Powers of his 
time, the Emperor at Byzantium (Kaisar}, the King of Persia (Kisra), the Negus 
of Abyssinia (ai-Nadjiislli), the Governor of Egypt (al-Mukawkis), inviting them 
to embrace Islam. These letters are, however, of a doubtful authority, if indeed 
they are not wholly legendary. Signora. Dr. Vaeca is probably right in sup
posing that these and similar tales were invented to furnish the Prophet's exe· 
quatur for the conquerors who conducted the Muhammadan armies to the fo11r 
quarters of the wo1·)d.-Wensinck, op. cit., PP· 7-f',. 
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against fa;lsc faith anderuel custom sb:nultaneously, his book 
contains both elements of genuine theism and principles of 
social government-. the second becoming more and more .fre
quent and elaborate as he began to administer larger states 
and govern a wider population. What he did for his country
men is best described in the language of one of the exiles to 
the court of the Negus of Abyssinia: '' 0 King, we were 
plunged in the depth of ignorance and barbarism; we adored 
idols, we lived in unchastity; we ate dead bodies, and we 
spoke abominations; we disregarded every feeling of humanity, 
and the duties of hospitality and neighbourhood; we knew no 
law but that of the strong, when God raised among us a man, 
of whose birth, truthfulness, honesty and purity we were 
aware; and he called us to the unity of God, and taught us not 
to associate anything "vith Him; he forbade us the worship 
of idols; and enjoined us to speak the truth, to be faithflll to 
our trusts, to be merciful, and to regard the rights ofneigh
bours; he forbade us to speak evil of women, or to eat the 
substance of orphans; he ordered us to fly from vices, and to 
abstain from evil; to offer prayers, to render alms, to observe 
the fast.' '111 

In order to indicate the historical evolution of Semitic 
revelation we have thus far ignored the great prophet whose 
eschatological teachings the Semitic creeds probably absorbed 
without open acknowledgment, namely, Zarathustra.112 

.Carelessness, contamination and persecution all combined to 
hide and mutilate the true message · of the Prophet of Iran, 
and it is only in recent times that we have been put in posses
sion of such of the original revelation as is extant. Although 
his fame stood high in the ancient world his age was unknown, 
and even to-day we are still wrestling with the problem of his 
date. At a time when men were engaged in worshipping a 
multiplicity of spirits, good and bad, and propitiated them with 

l1l Ameer Ali, .The Spirit of Islam, pp. 29-30_ 
112 See Siiderblorn, The Livip_g Goa, Ch. VI, Religion as Fight against Evil. 

Zarathustra. 
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bloody sacrifices-. perhaps by killing the animals seized . un
lawfully in raids upon a settled pastoral population, he claim
ed to have seen God and received from Him a commissjon to 
preach a new message of spiritual life. The message was at 
once ethical, soci~1l and religious. Man was enjoined to re
gard himself as a creature of two worlds,-but not· in such a 
fashion as to imply that the ~bnegation of the temporal en
sured the attainment of the eternal. The House of Song or 
Praise, as Heaven is felicitiously described, is aeontinuatil)n 
of the earthly life, and not only the soul but also the body 
would wake up in heaven after falling finally asleep on earth. 
Legitimate pleasures of the body are not only permitted but 
enjoined. Asceticism is condemned while a householder's 
life is always praised, exactly as in Judaism and Islam : 
as a matter of fact, the Prophet himself was a 
married man and had a family. Men are asked to cultivate 
social virtues and to lend a helping hand to the needy and the 
distressed. rrhe Ox-soul is represented as crying out for 
succour and help from the oppression of the nobles and the 
depredations of the wild nomads who ca.rried awa,y flocks of 
animals and killed them for food or at nocturnal orgiaKtic 
sacrificesY3 The faithful are enjoined to embrace a settled 
lifo and to labour hard for the foundation of permanent home
stead. " He who sows the fields that lie fallow, who till8 his 
farms, prunes his vineyards, ploughs the furrows, pastures 
his flocks, extirpates the noxious creatures that infest the 
earth, and turns barren deserts into fertile fields, is tlie one 
that furthers the cause of Righteousness.' '114 

J...~ife under these conditions is fairly strenuous; so it is 
to a life of struggle against evil and imperfection that the pro
phet invites his followers. The responsibilities and rewn,rds 

113 Moulton thinks that originally flesh on grass was used by the Irapians 
for sacrifice. SOderblom thinks th:ott Zarathustm banned this Mithraic sacrifioo 
from the; worship of Ahura Mazda. See Moulton, Earl1J Zoroa,qtrianism, p. 68; 
SOderblom, The Living God, p. 180; Haug, ·Essays, fff.c., p. 139. 

114 Dhalla, ZorQastrian Theology, p. 16. S1iderblom .thinks that agriculture 
was ulJ.known to Zarathuatra 11,11d that he re;tlly advocated the life of a pasture
keeper a.nd a cattle-tender (op. cit., p. 179, 226), 
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ot a fighting life are great; hence the necessity of constant 
wakefulness. But the result of the fight is sure victory for 
goodness; hence there is ample scope for optimism. The 
ttiumph of goodness at the end is, however, not to be viewed 
as predestined in the sense that without the active co~operation 
of man. the world will work out its appointed destiny. Man 
is a fcllow~workcr with God in the eradication of evil and the 
result of his labour is not only •the defeat of evil but also the 
attainment of the blissful realm of Heaven, while his non~ 
cooperati£?11 means prolonging the miseries of existence and 
br1nging about his own suffering in hell. The greatest enemy 
of the human soul is Druj, i.e., Lie in all its forms. Purity 
of thought, speech and action is the essential condition of a 
motallife: Zarathustra succeeded so well in inculcating this 
principle that at the time of Herodotus the Persians enjoyed 
a reputation for truthfulness which the great historian consi
dered to be sufficiently important to deserve notice in his hook. 

This ethical preaching was based upon a monotheism 
which was a no"elty in Iran. This Aryan '' Puritan of the 
ancient world '' preached monotheism with a Semitic zeal 
and, in the fashion of the Hebrew prophets, stigmatised the 
daevas as lies and abominations. He raised Ahura Mazdah,115 

the all-wise Lord, to the supreme position and, while not ex~ 
p1·essly forbidding other gods, ignored their existence.H6 He 

115 The origin of this divine name is obscure. Both historical probability 
a~:~d analogy 1n the history of religion lead us to aosume that Mazdah, with 
A hum, as the name or the divinity, existed long before Zarathustra. Instead of 
tbe :Lord, Ahura, or the All· Wise, .M:azd&h, Za.rathustra not infrequently calls God 
M.azdah Ahura, in two words declined sepamtely, the AlJ.Wise :Lord. Sub· 
seqnently, in the later Avesta, the two words are otherwise· juxtapoeed, so as to 
make one double name for God, A.hura Mazdah, which never occurs in the Gatho,s 
:LL one word. The constituent parts of the double name are, however, declined 
separately in the Avest.a. It is note-worthy that Darius I about 514.510 B.C., in 
his great inscription at Behishturi, employs the same firmly established divine name 
in one word : Auramazdah, who is there called the god of the Aryans .. -·-SO<ler· 
blom, op. cit., p. 196. 

Prof. Hommel's discovery of the divine name Assara Ma:t/Js in an Assyrian 
inscription of the reign of Assut-bani-pal involves an antiquity for the name of 
Ahura Mazdah higher than any ncholar could venture to assign to Zarathustra, 
whose claim to the authorship of this characteristic title must, I fe.:tr, be ab!ill· 
iloned.-Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, p. 31. 

116 Soderblom, op. cit., p. 195; also p. 196. 
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does not take the credit of 
for he refers to old revelations, 
but there is no doubt that the lS 

ull,~<U''" to himself, 
fire-priest~;m 

indebted to him for 
preaching ethical monotheism in a region where idolatry 
was at one time rampant and polytheism was the p:revailing 
creed. While it is possible to trace the germs of later dualism 
and the personifi.cation of abstract qualities in his own message 
to mankind, 118 he cannot be "personally held responsible for 
what the Magis made out of his religio:::1 in later .times. Altura 
Mazdah is the sole God : his body is like the light and his sool 
like 'l'ruth. He is interrogated by Zarathustra as a friend by 
a friend on the various essentials of religion119 and righteous 
living; there is nothing of the "terrifi.c majesty " of Yahweh 
about Him and He does not speak in voices of thunder or front 
behind a veil of darkness. 120 

'l'he message ·Of the Prophet covers both the here and the 
hereafter. \!Vhosocver in piety and devotion fights for the 
moral order of Ahura Mazdah and drives away the daevas and 
the lies from his life will pass easily over •the bridge, that 
separates the good from the evil after their death (Ginvato 
peretu), into th~ House of Song or Praise (Garo clemana), the 
region of Best Thou.ght (V ohu M<wah), tzt being helped thither 
by the advocacy t~nd guidance of Zarathustra himself, by the 
judgment of Obedience to religious lore (Sraosha)122 and the 
merit of the virtuous soul (Daenft) that becomes fairer with 

ll7 Hang, op. ci~., p. 294. Moulton and Spiegel translate the passages cited 
by West quite differently. Sec also Moulton, Ea·rly Zor., pp. 30-31. 

us The six spirits who t;ogether with Ahura Mazdah later form a h~tad are 
all menti.oneiL in one Gatha (47 .1) : 

" By his holy Sp·irit (Spenta Mainyu) and by Best Thought (Vahistern 
Manah; Vvhu Manah, Good 1'hought), deed and word, in accor<Iance with Right 
(Ash~. Asha Vahishta), Mazdah Ahura with Dominion (Khshathra, 
Khshathra Vairya, the desired Dominion) and Piety (Armaiti, Spenta Arntaiti, 
holy Devotion) shall give us Welfare (Haurvatat) and Immortality (.4nteretat)."
Soiletblom, op. cit., p. 189. 

119 Yasna -14 .1; 46 .2. 
l20,Soderb]om, np. cit., p. 202, 
121 Moulton, Ear, Zor., p. 162, 167, 170; Dhalla, Zor. Theo., p. 57. 
122 In the later peTiods Sraosha, acta as a co-assessor with Mithra (Spirit o£ 

IJ!utnination and Truth) and Hash1m (Spirit of Justice), who all combine to 

rn8,ke np ' a heavenly trilmnal for ,the judgrncnt of the dead .. ---Dlmlla, Zor. Th., 
p, 41; also p, 106, 111. 
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every good thought, word and action. The opposite is the 
fate ofthose -who,Jike the Kavis, Karapans and Usijs, indulge 
in non-ethical and polytheistic activities. They would be 
condemned to Hell which is described .as '' the Honse of the 
Lie (Druj) and of Worst Thought, the. Rouse of the Daevas, 
the Worst Existence and the like.123 It is the realm of etermtl 
misery, of darkness, bad food and cry of agony, of torment 
from one's own evil conscienc"e. This eschatological message 
of Zarathnstra has a special significance, for post-exilic 
Judaism took it over from the Persians along with their 
angelology and their anti-idolatrous monotheism, and made 
these the common property of the Semitic creeds.124 Whatever 
might have been his own indebtedness to earlier religious 
thinkers of Persia, the message as passed on by Zarathnstra 
tb later generations acted as a powerful leaven and affected 
contiguous cultures in a most penetrating manner. His fol
lowers, though scattered like the Jews by persecution, have 
not betrayed their spiritual trust, and his faith survives as 
one of the beaeon lights of spiritual insight, handed dnwn 
from an ancient world where it had once blazed in the midst 
of surrounding darkness. A certain amount of degeneration 
and superstition has invaded Zoroastrianism in course of its 
prog.ress through space arid time but not to such an extent as 
to affect seriously its most vital elements. 

We shall close our account of prophetic revelations with 
a reference to the other branch o£ the Aryan migration. In 
the Avesta we come across a class of people who worshipped 
the Daevas, perhaps with animal sacrifices, were addicted to 
a nomadic and pastora.l life, and used to raid the settled 
habitations of the followers of Ahnra Mazdah. References to 
their depredations and hostility are so frequent in the Avesta 
that it has not been unreasonably supposed that with these 
Daevayasnians the Mazdayasnians were in immediate and 
daily contact and that, therefore, they were not the Vedic 

123 Moulton, Early Zor., p. 172. See Sneath (cd.), Religion and the Future 
Life, pp. 128-29. 

~24 Some instructive parallels have been shown by Moulton in his Early 
Zoroastria11ism (Lecture IX, Zarathustra and Israel) but with a decided bias in 
favour of Judaism. 
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Indians who have left their religious experiences, musings 
and doctrines in the sacred .literature. of the Hindus:' Tliey 
were probably those other Aryans of Iran who refused to ac~ 
cept .the supremacy of Ahura Mazdah over the other 
gods and also other aspects of the Zoroastrian reformation 
and preferred to stick to the ancient Aryan tradition 
of nature worship, sacriiiciaJ rite and nomadic habit. 
We may very well suppose that the Kavis, the 
Karapans and the U sijs of the A vesta 4ad their parallels 
in India also and that Indian religion did not at any time 
confine itself to mere laudation of the divinities without some 
formal rite. But thoso who profess to .find in the early reli
gious speculation of India nothing but unme~1ning jargon and 
soulless ceremony and those who cannot credit the Indians 
with any religious discovery but must refer their ethical 
Varul).a to Iranian Ahura Mazdah125 and their Bhakti cult to 
Christianity, are blind to that intellectual vigour of the new 
immigrants into India which in uninterrupted succession 
gave to the world the Mantras, the Bralunai).as, the Arai).yakas 
and the Upani~ads on her native soil. In fact, so far as 
written records go, the Vedic religion, of ail ancient religions, 
possessed both female and male seers126 and thus established. 
the equal right of women with men to receive divine .inspim~ 
tion. It admitted the possibility of individual seers and nlso 
families of seers/27 the latter corresponding to the schools of 
prophets in Judaism with this difference probably that in 
India the Vedic seers were either identified or associated with 
priests in the majority of cases and their verses were or 
could easily be put to liturgical uses in connection with 
different ceremonies. 

The contents of the Vedic revelations have been very 
differently assessed. The verses have been- variously regarded 
as songs of shepherds and peasants; lyri9al outbursts of pri .. 

125 See Griswold, The Religion of the I;ligveda, p. 132 f.n.2, and p. 75. St>e 
also Keith, The Religion and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, I, p. 3:3, 
101. 

126 Female seers are not unknown in other religions (e.g., Ju.daism) brtt they 
Rl'e neither so prominent nor so ":arly, 

127 Griswold, op. cit., p. 58. 
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mitive minds; laboured compositions of sophisticated poets 
meant for pleasing patrons and earning a living; editions of 
ancient materials, theistic and ritualistic, supplemented by 
newer materials (the language of the two parts' being assimi
lated to each other by suitable levelling down and levelling up); 
divine inspirations to devout souls; eternal and uncre':tte 
truths flaRhed into the minds of religious geniusefj at the be
ginning of each cycle of existence. It is indeed true that 
during its long religious history Hinduism made other ex
periments in religious experience and, in fact, leaned more 
and more towards the sufficiency of self-knowledge and the 
futility of the cult of sacrifice preached by the Vedas. But i£ 
we limit ourselves only to the religious side of Hinduism, we 
shall find that the Vedas set a pattern which subsequent 
Hinduism has more or less faithfullv followed. vVe must not . . ' 

forget that even the Vedas 'occasionally disphty speculative 
intm'est and that into books, professedly religions in outlook, 
strange agnostic verses have found their way. 

The Vedic sages were impressed most strongly by the 
protean variety of nature's happenings and the regularity of 
their order. There was Many and yet it was somehow One. 
The· first ·explains their Polytheism and the second their 
Pantheism. Departmental deities, more diaphanous and im~ 
personal than the Greek gods, divide the different realms of 
existence among themselves and are invoked as sepamt11 
entities ;128 yet at the same time they are very often associated 
together, they are supposed to possess common attributes, and 
their spheres of activity tend to overlap. They very seldom 
quarrel and generally live in harmony and friendship. 129 

As upholders of moral and cosmic order (rta), they all labour 
together as befits members of a single heavenly family. No 
wonder that the Vedic sages should raise the gods 
to the highest position by turns or else regard them all as at 
bottom one or derived out of one ultimate principle.130 

128 See Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p.. 6, 15; Griswold, op. cit,, p. 81, 137. 
129 SM Macdonell, op. cit., p. 18. 
130 Bhagavat Kum1.r Sastri, The Bhakti Cult in Ancient India, p.. 10. :HV.i.164; 

AV, ix. 5.10. 
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A tentative monotheism with the. colourless Praja.pti a,s 
the head of the pantheon1J1 was, howevm·, soon superseded by 
a pantheism in which the impersonal Bra})man became the 
sole principle of existence, and plurality came to be regarded 
as illusion. With decreasing respect for the category of per
sonality the importance of tlw ethical Varul)a, to whom 
prayers were originally offered for the remission of sins, 
diminished also; the ethical ord"er (rta), upheld by VarUIHl 
Mitra, Agni, Surya and others, was dissociated from these 
gods and became transformed into an autonomous law of 
moral action (Karma); he:wen a.nd its denizens became transi
tory; and the belief that salvation was only a condition of tho 
soul led to intense self-analysh and self-culture without re
ference to divine aid and worship. But the strenuous life 
of knowledge and discipline was at the same time recognised 
as being beyond the capacity of the multitude, and for them a 
life of sacrificial works or religious devotion was prescribed. 
Thus, the Hindu sages recognised the temperamental nnd 
intellectual differences of men a.nd provided fot the intimate 
ncceptanco of religion by a system of graded spiritualism just 
as, like Plato, they pmctically recognised the differential 
capacities of men by arranging them in different castes with 
well-defined duties and obligations. There is thus a method 
in the medley of beliefs which constitute Hinduism. Basing 
itself on the observable diversity of natural phenomena, 
human constitutions and social cultures, Hinduism has ever 
:recognised that religion in its non-rational aspects must al·· 
ways be diverse;13

& out recognising the fundamental identity of 
the rational element in man it has taught at the same time 
that all men are bound to agree about the unity of godhead 
or of the ultimate principle of existence, however it might he 
named and described and even if exact description be not 
possible. ..While recognising partitions, it has held at the 
same time that these are movable and that lower grades can 

131Visvakarman "'s ereator and Purn~a as the material element of ull creatinn 
are also met with. 

132 See Ra,dhakrishll!l;n, Th(l Hinclu View of Life, p. 25 f, 
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be transcended by ·spiritual diligence, ethical conduct and 
performance of ordained rites and duties. 133 Caste disabilities 
have no bearing on the attainment of salvation, for this goes 
not with social privilege but with personal sanctity and can 
be secured in endless ways. 134 As Professor Radhakrishnan 
remarks, Hinduism does not believe in any statutory methods 
of salvation.135 · 

Without an understanding. of the fundamental basis .of 
all existence and of the ways in which it can be approached, 
and assimilated to the self, it would not be possible to explain 
the large tolerance of the Hindu mind and the curious mix
ture of idolatry, polytheism, theism and pantheism effected 
by it. Intensely conscious of the ubiquity of the ultimate 
principle, Hinduism has professed to see God everywhere-. 
in waters and stones, in plants and animals, in gurus and 
Brahmins, in shining heavenly bodies and powers of nature, 
in heroes and godlings. God is everywhere just as salt is 
invisibly present in every part of the sea: He is most mani
fest where spirit11al power, beauty and strength are present.136 

Reality, however, overflows its manifestations and :finite 
beings fail to convey the immensity and immeasurability of 
the In:finite.137 This has been used as a justification by some 
sages for transcending the category of personality in the con
ception of God and for holding the belief that all determination 
is negation. Reality is knowable only through its limitations 
(upiidhi); it is then that the duality of the worshipper and the 
worshipped comes into existence and religion becomes possi
ble. But it is only when the state of gnosis or absolute con
sciousness is reached that we realise that we are to love our 
neighbours as ourselves because we then know that all of us 

133 The most orthodox ,~chool of Vtldic theologians, the Mimiiahsakas, go the 
length of maintaining that the sole aim of r()velation is to teach tht:l doctrine of 
sacrifice (Karman).-EHE. ii. 800. 

134 See The English Works of Raia Rammohun Roy (Panini Office, 1906), 
pp. 129-31 (An Apology for the pUl·suit of Final BeaLitude, independently of 
Brahmuniool observances). 

135 Radhakrishnan, The Hindu View of Life, p. 50. 
136 Bh.G., x.41. 
137 Sv. Up., 3.11-16. 
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are identicalwith the ultimate reality itself. Religious quarrels 
have no meaning when religion itself is bound to be supersed
ed by absolute knowledge or when, according to another sup
position, the same goal of salvation can be reached equally 
by all religions faithfully followed. This attitude of laissez 
faire explains why the pages of Indian history have been so 
little disfigured by religious wars and persecutions although 
there is abundant evidence- that wordy battles of the sects 
were not unknown. Heretics, agnostics, fatalists, cere
monialists, materialists, mystics and philosophers l1ave in their 
own way denied at different times this or that aspect of the 
theistic creed without rousing active hostility ;138 and innu
merable sects have risen within the bosom of Hinduism to 
satisfy the religious needs of people of different climes, times 
and cultures without any opposition from existing creeds. 

A survey of the records of revelation given ~tbove will 
show that ·while tbe Semitic types generally adopt a devotioriaJ 
attitude towards a single God and, following therefrom, an 
ideal of personal and social ethics, the Arya1\ religions of Iran 
and India refuse to disown the manifest multiplicity and con
tradictions of the experienced world and tend to be specula
tive and intellectual. In Iran, the Zoroastrian reformntion 
sought to fix tbe unity nnd ethicality o:f godhend but Inter deve
lopments moved away townrds du.nlity and superstition. In 
India a reverse process of development took place and reli
gious thought moved away from multiplicity to unity--to an 
impersonal Absolute beyond good and evil, to be real1sed in 
thought, or to n personal deity to be plensed by devotion. 139 

The heterodox religions o:f India took over the ethical aspect of 
the Vedic religion, discnrded the effete gods who could be eon
strained into beneficence by magical formulae and also the 
ElPiritual privileges that were being attached to the higher 
castes in course of time. They were thus primarily moralis
tic in temper, although they too emphasised the need of in
tellectual illumination and latterly made provision for satis-

138 sv. Up., 1.2; 6.l. 
139 ERE, ii, 789-9, art. BRAH~AN. 
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fying the religious need by instituting systems of worship. 
Still, the broad division of revelations into devotional, intel
lectualistic and moralistic is defensible on practical grounds, 
and the Hindu distinction of Bhakti, Jfiana and Karma as 
repx;esenting three different types of apprehending and ap'" 
proaching God or the Absolute is not entirely arbitrary . 
. There is no door of the mind through which divine inspiration 
cannot enter; and while a re!igion that establishes contact 
with every aspect of life is certainly to be preferred, we need 
not sneer at those whom religious appeal can reach only 
through one faculty. Were not the prophets themselves 
:differentially touched by religious fervour? Caitanya, Buddha 
and Zarathustra did not have the same mental make-up, nor 
had Muhammad and Mahavira. As media of revelation they 
had different indices of refraction; so tlie contents of their 
faith are deeply coloured by their inborn natur~, social tradi
tion and individual upbringing. It is at this point that we 
come nearest to an understanding of the psychology under
lying the "deification of prophets and belief in incarnation : 
unless God incarnates Himself to preach His message 
personally it can never represent His complete vt'ish 
and wisdom. When the earthly prophet sees into the 
entire scheme of things, when in his goodness he 
desires to preach the complete truth as revealed and 

___ when he possesses the power to do so, he transcends his 
:finitude altogether and becomes the transparent medium of 
divine revelation. He lays aside his limitations and be
comes the veritable mouthpiece of the divine : no prophet can 
retain a double nature and yet become an 'infallible guide. 
The difficulty has been sought to be overcome in different reli
gions in different fashions. Hinduism believed that God be
came incarnate as occasions arose to re-establish the true relj
gion and restore the moral balance of the world; Christianity 
in its orthodox .forms regarded Christ as the second person of 
.,t.he. .r_rrinity; Judaism and Zoroastrianism respectively made 
Moses and Zarathustra receive their messages direct from 
God; Muhammad is made by Islamic traditions not only to 
meet God but also to receive Divine revelations through an 
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angel, who could presumably have access to divine message 
in a mote perfect fashion than man. 

But while every positive religion is anxious to show 
that it is the most rational of all faiths, most, if not all, are 
agreed that tbe unaided exercise of reason is not adequate 
for the knowledge of God. The eighteenth century deists of 
England sought to establish theism on rational grounds and 
to prove that revelation wa,s "unnecessary for those who were 
able and wi11ing to draw the theistic implications of their 
experiences of men and the world. There was indeed dis
agreement about the most fruitful data, namely, whether it 
was the beauty and adaptation of the physical world or the 
demand of conscience that could unerringly disclose the exist
ence of God ; but there was agreement about the view that 
1j.atural religion could claim equal right with revealed religion 
to make men theistic. The '' proofs of the existence of 
Gt,d,'' familiar to llR in tbe pages of philosophies of religion, 
are supposed to enmnate from ]nunan reason and to ~<ufftec 
for genuine faith. Hevealed religions, on t,w other hand, 
have maintaiDed that a God that is only inferentially known 
can never inspire conftdcnco and eomnmnd obedience. 'l'he 
knowledge of God must be direct: somewhere man must come 
face to face with Him-if not in his visions and auditioue, 
them in his moral and spiritua.l experiences. I have elsewhere 
called this belief " empiric faith," meaning thereby that 
even the most intellectual of us would like to have ~10mething 
more direct than a rational knowledge of God.140 

There, is a good deal of truth, however, in what Rashdall 
says about the relation of reason and revelation. 141 Accord
ing to him, '' the apprehension of religious truth does not 
depend upon some sp'ecial kind of intuition; it is not due to 
some special faculty superior to and different in kind from 
our ordinary intellectual activities, but to an exercise of the 
same intellectual faculties by which we attain to truth in other 
matters-including, however, especially the wholly unique 

140 The Philosophical Quarterly, II, pp. 200-31. 
· 141 R. Rashdall, Philosophy and Religion, Lect. V. 
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faculty of immediately dis9erning values or pronouncing 
moral judgments.'' He t:tdds tl+&t .religious thinking is often 
implicit and unanalysed and the type of reasoning employed 
is generally probable and analogical; besides, ultimate Heality 
can never be adequately and completely known and the nccom;. 
paniment of moral and other sentiments obscures the judg~ 
mental character of religiousexperience. He concludes, how
ever, that "for purposes of li!e it is entirely reasonable to treat 
:probabilities as certainties.'' While denying that the trnth 
ofGod's existence can reasonably be accepted on the basis of 
all immediate judgment or intuition, because its genesis 
cannot be easily explained by the individual's environment 
and psychological antecedents, he yet admits that, in 0rder 
to be true, a belief need not be arrived at by conscious logical 
reasoning and no prophetic revelation was ever so arrived at: 
Once revealed through a religious genius, the truths of theism 
are seen to be reasonable; but the prophet himself did not 
reach them by articulated thinking, and the philosopher who 
dissects the prophet's revelations and discovers their ~mtece·
dents would never have arrived at them without the prophet's 
aid. While generally accepting Rashdall's view, I am of 
opinion that no religion can be wholly rationalised although 
the best ones are the most rational, and that no prophet can 
be an effective reformer unless he is convinced that he is 
doing something more than guessing divine intentions and 
inferring divine attributes. The soundest philosophical 
treatise Qn God lacks the power to create a religious com
munity, which even the most defective scripture possesses. 
No philosopher claims to have seen God as a prophet does. 
Many have knocked, but to few has the door of spiritual vision 
been opened; many have sought, but few have found it. The 
immortal· words of the Katha U pani[;lad142 are as much ·true 
to-day as they were thousands of years ago-

nay am atrna pravacanena labhyo na rnedhayii na 
vahuna sr.utena 

142 Katha Up., I. 2.22 !also MuJ;tQ.. Up., III. 2.3). 
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yam evat§a vrtz,ute tena labhyastasyaii§a atrna 
vivrtz,ute tanu'Yft svam. 

Not by instruction is the Atman attained 
Nor by insight nor by learning of books : 
Comprehended is He only by him whom He chocwes. 
To him does the Atman reveal His form. 

So long, therefore, as we do not know the law governing the 
.vision of Absolute Truth, we have to admit that an element of 
Divine Grace operates in prophetic revelation, and that not 
only to the world at large but also to the prophets themselves 
th.e hivine selection of the vehicle of inspiration must re.main 
a profound mystery .143 

143 Hrtnade points out that in the Upani~ads different views of the uature of 
revelation are to be met with. In Br. Ar. Up., II. 4.10, the Vedas and the Upani· 
~ads as well as oth!.)r branches of knowledge, such as history, mythology, etc., are 
regarded as having bqen breathed forth by the Divine Spirit. Hanade takes tbia 
to mean " the inspirational activity of God, the philosophers to whom they are 
attributed having served mere.ly as instruments for the. dispLay of this activity." 
In 1Sa (10), Kena (I.3) and Chftndogya (VI.4.5) is to he met with " a second Yiew 
whicl1 implies more or less a human participation in the transmission, if not in 
the composition of these revealed texts " (i.e. the Upanil}ads), which explains. the 
veneration for teachers in thi3 sncred literature. There is ag.a,in a mythological M· 

count of the origin of the Veda.s, and in fact of a.ll crea.tion, according to which 
the God of Dea,th coupled himself with Speech, a creation of his own, and prod.uced 
thereby thes~ things. (Possibly, thB necessity of preparation for receiving illumi· 
na.t<ion is indicated in 8v. Up. VI.21, where person.:tl penance and divine grace an 
regarded as co-operative causes).-See Ranade, A Constructive Survey of Upani
'hadic Philosophy, pp. 8-12. 



CHAPTER IV 

THE GoDs oF HINDUISM: VEDIC 

A distinction can easily be drawn between beliefs that 
satisfy religious needs at different stages of culture and beliefs 
that attempt to harmonise different aspects of human ex
perience at the same time. The distinction between a higher 
and a lower religion is not that the latter makes no provision 
for the attitude of worship but that, unlike the former, it is 
incapable of advancing a rational justification of . its ideas 
and activitie~ and of a progressive evolution. Man does not 
come by his religion through conscious personal thinking 
or deliberate choice : he is born into a religion and imbibes 
the acts and attitudes prevalent in the community just as he 
assimilates the arts, culture and traditions of the group to 
which he belongs. Imitativeness, suggestibility, sociality, 
fear of offending the social group (tempered by love and desire 
to please), indolence, lack of individual judgment, faith in 
collective wisdom, reverence of ancestors, mystic fear of novel 
experiments all conspire to make the primitive mind prone 
to self-effacement. It cannot be said that even the enlighten:
ed mind is altogether free from their influences, nor perhaps 
is complete freedom possible or desirable if social solidarity is 
to be maintained. It is always a perplexing problem as to 
how much of social belief, habit and organisation is to be 
regarded as providing the rigid and stable framework of the 
society concerned and what part is to be considered asplastic 
and admitting of growth and modification; but there is no 
dm1bt that in primitive and conservative groups and in ad
vanced and liberal societies the ratio of the two parts would 
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be differently :fixed. The danger· of an ancient creed is the 
loss of pliancy : like an old tree, it accumulates dead tissues 
or, as in an old animal, there is a gradual sclerosis of its 
main arteries of thought and action. In a living body there 
is no doubt rhythmic action, but all repetition is attended 
by growth, complexity and increased vigour. The history of 
a living faith is similarly characterised by the evolution of 
complex thought, emotion, action and organisation. So long 
as bfe courses through them all, the power of adaptation to 
changing environment and of assimilating new materials is 
maintained at a steady level. The living religion reveals its 
plasticity not only by evolving new organisations suited to 
changing times and climes but also by furnishing scope for 
deeper appreciation in consonance with the developing 
intellect and the growing ethical sense of man. A living 
faith sloughs off useless creeds and outworn constitutions af:! 
a; part of its vital growth. T.he accumulation of dead matter 
that heavily handicaps necessary reform without any ap
preciable benefit in return is a danger to whi"h every faith 
is subject. 

It is essential, therefore, that a religion should have 
adeqm:dc :flexibility to meet new situations if it is not to 
degenerate into a tribal custom or a social habit. A living 
religion .l1as the maximun1 arnount of universality and the 
minirntuii amount of particularity about it. Elaborate 
deta,ils of social organisation, dogma and ritual are like1y to 
prove a hindrance in the long run, whatever might be their 
temporary value in stabilising faith and marking off existing 
boundaries. The absence of a plenary authority to settle the 
details of dogma and ritual of the time tends to accumulate 
the successive faiths in the religious literature instead 
of retaining the most adequate forms and ejecting the anti
quated ones out of the canon. The effect is that such a 
religion soon becomes a museum of mummified relic::; of 
ancient times-of decaying cults and dead superstitions. 
Such is Hinduism; such is Judaism; such is every religion 
that attempts to retain and justify every bit of religious think
ing-good, bad or indifferent, performed by the. original 
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seer and his successors in faith. ·when the eternal and the 
evanescent jostle with each other and claim equal authority, 
or when contradictory and hostile traditions .find equal 
support in the same canonical literature, doubt, perplexity 
and indecision are bound' to assail the adherents of a faith. 
Before the chronology and comparative validity of divergent 
dogmas are settled by well-established principles of historical 
criticism, religious tenets • can at best he subjected 
to canons of interpretation as elaborated and applied 
by professional experts; but even these may not be universally 
accepted and thus the desired uniformity of faith and prac
tice may not be secured. Besides, professional and sectarian 
interpretation has not always been noted for fairness or 
wisdom : its partiality for the traditional makes it a doubtful 
agent of spiritual progress and an uncertain guide in npvel 
situations. I have already mentioned that the needs of 
devotion and the needs of doctrinal consistency are not 
identical; hence devotees of discredited gods are not small in 

number, specially when cultural or intellectual inadequacy 
renders an intimate acceptance of more advanced creeds im
possible. In fact, the tendency to adjustment at a lower. 
level is so persistent in human nature that not only is there 
back-sliding-an atavistic reversion to more prmntrve 
creeds and cults-but also degeneration or fall from the 

. pristine purity of an advanced· faith. When Hindus and 
Jews worship idols they regress to an ancient form of their 
own religion; but when Christians and Musalmans venerate 
the relics of saints they manifestly yield to the innate craving 
of man for tangible vehicles of supernatural power, in com
plete defiance of the teachings of their faith. 

We shall tarry a little longer on the locus of adoration. 
It has been a moot question of Psychology whether there is 
any such thing as Religious Instinct or whether Religion is 
an effect of the operation of other psychical factors. Anthro
pologists are similarlydivided into two opposite camps--some 
attempting to show that the idea of a supernatural power is 
not universal and others holding just the opposite view. 
Philosophers feel that the universality of belief -or the con-

20 
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sensus of opinion would· show that stamped the 
human mind with an innate idea of His own existence to 
ensure that man would know his God instinctively and with-
out social instruction or casual revelation. Similar is the 
belief of the Natural Religionists who think that tho human 
reason does not stand in need of any special revelation to 
come to a knowledge of God. We shall not enter into a&ty 
discussion of these vexed questions of Psychology, Anthro
pology and Philosophy of Religion. Our immediate purpose 
is to draw attention to the fact that the idea of the super· 
natural, howsoever derived, has an irresistible appeal for tbe 
human mind. Whether it was a vague sense of the 
numinous (Otto) or an animistic belief (Frazer) or an a;we 
of: dead ancestors (Spencer) that was at tbe root of religion 
it is difficult to say definitely. Philosophers lmve professed 
to find in the sense of: religion a potentiaJ infinity in tho finite 
mind-a capacity to tra,nscend the infirmities of that finitude 
from vvh.icl1 r.nan. s11ffers i11 l1is conscio11S morr1on.ts. I-t itLiloL 
improbable that religion lms <1 multiple origil1 in the human 
breast nnd that different types of religious consciousness-
theism, polytheism, pantheism-owe their existence to diver
gent tendencies of the human mind and to different types 
of human experience. But tho Inost curious fact of lnnnan 
history is that man is cured of one type of religion only to 
fall a victim to another and that even the atheist is not seldcm:I -- -
found to adore ideals as passionately as a savage worships 
idols. Freud has called Religion the obsessional neurosis of 
humanity and expressed the hope that this illusion, as he 
styles Religion, will surely disappear in the future with the 
growth of culture as neurotic symptoms disappear with proper 
treatment. But if religion be the reaction of the hnm~tn 
mind to certain recurrent events of the physical and 
mental worlds and to certain persistent needs of the human 
heart, which no other attitude or belief is likely to meet 
adequately, then the disappearance of. religion is a very 
improbable contingency. Atheism can be won only \Yitb 
severe mental effort and retained with constant vigilance-
so persistent and imperious is the call of religious devotion 
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to man with his developed aesthetic, intellectual and moral 
senses and his proneness to the pursuit of ideals. 

What object has not man fastened upon for devotion in 
his religious quest ! '' Seizable, half-seizable, and non
seizable " objects have all been laid hold of for adoration and 
worship. As Hopkins remarks :1 '' Man has worshipped 
everything on earth, includin~ himself, stones, hills, flowers, 
trees, streams, wells, ocean and animals. He has worship
ped everything he could think of beneath the earth, metals, 
caves, serpents, and underworld ghosts. Finally, he has 
Worshipped everything between earth and heaven and every
thing in the heavens above, mist, wind, cloud, rainbow, 
stars, moon, sun, the sky itself, though only in part has he 
worshipped the spirits of all these objects." That the list 
does not err on the side of exaggeration can be proved by re ... 
ference to the Vedic religion2 where not only the special gods 
ruling the different departments of nature (e.g., Dyaus, sky, 
Agni, fire, Surya, Sun, v.ata, wind, etc.) and even the distin• 
guishable aspects and functions of the same divinity were sepa
tately worshipped (e.g., SuTya, Mitra, Savitr, Pil$an, Vi.~JJ,H, 
Vivasvant, all representing different functions of the Sun), 3 

but abstract agent gc.ds (like D hatr, N etr, Vi.<vakannan), 
and abstract goddesses (like Sraddha, faith, Anurnati, favour, 
A rarnati, devotion, Nirrti, decease) were also ilivokE)d in 
worship and even the fee paid to the priest (Dak?i1Ji'i) was 
deified. A fruitful source of multiplication of gods is sacred 
association : in Vedic religion things needed in rituals 'vcre 
themselves invoked as gods (GTavan, press-stone, if.pas, 
water, Ghrta, clarified butter, Bm·his, sacrificial litter, Yupa, 
sacrificial post, etc.), and even the implements of agricul
ture and war received similar divine honours (e.g., Plough, 

1 Max Muller, referred to by Hopkins, Or. and Ev. of Rel., p. 13; see also 
Soderblom, The Living God, p. 21. 

2 See Griswold, Rel. of the J)ig- Veda, pp. 81-85. 

3 Keith supposes that ·these different names of the same god might be due 
to local, tribal and family differences. See Rel. and Ph. of the Veda and Up., I, 
p. 112. 
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Arrow, Car, etc.)} It seems ~is if man cannot help being 
religious : while in some cases the nature of the stimuli 
calls forth a religious reaction, in other cases man exercises 
his will to believe even in the absence of adequate stimuli. 
The environment determines the object on which faith 
fastens itself; a change in the environment would not 
kill faith but would simply alter the character of 
the object. 5 There is this much resemblance then between 
religion and neurosis that, being driven out of one 
support, each immediately clings to another. But in this 
respect religion also behaves like an instinct which, once 
being roused, persists with varied reaction to attain its object 
and accommodates itooH within limits to the :field of its 
operation. Although we have no means of ascertaining how 
in a sensitive and fertile brain the thought of taking up a 
religious attitude towards the world originally arose, we have 
tmfficient knowledge of primitive minds now to assert that it 
arose independently at many centres of the world and that 
it did not owe its origin to priest-craft-it wat:J not a clecep
tion that the :first knave practised on the :first fool he met. 
Tradition fixes the form, hut something akin to inspiration 
or instinct determines the origin of religion and ensures its 
immediate extension to the social group. 

Many are impatient at the laborious ways in which 
anthropologists and missionaries collect data of the primitive 
religious life. But these b:=tve exactly the same value for 
understanding the features of a highly developed religion as 
the study of the primitive forms of animal life has for the 
understanding of the human organism. In spite of its great 
difference from the lower forms of animal existence the human 
body betrays its origin from lowly forms through its onto
genetic stages and its vestigial organs. In a similar fashion, 
almost all advanced religions contain elements that haYe 

4 The deification of cuit implements (e.g., incense·burner) was pot unknown in 
pre·Aryan India.-See Sir John Marshall, Mahenjo Daro and the Indus Oivilis•l· 
tion, p. 69. 

5 See Hopkins, Or. and. Ev, of Rel., p. 88 f. 
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come down from primitive forms of faith. Like the atavistic 
!'eversion of organic forms, there is in men's minds also a 
tendency to slide back to lower types of belief at critical 
moments. As in dreams, there is also sometimes an infantile 
regression in men's religious attitudes and acts, and tbe 
claims of rational behaviour and individual judgment are 
abandoned or suspended in favour of primitive disposition to 
submission to authority, obscurantism and unmeaning 
ceremonies. A study of the primitive forms of faith is of 
value here in that it enables us to understand and 
explain the etiology of many of the crudities that are to be 
found in advanced religions. Hinduism and Judaism, for 
instance, ma,y not inaptly be compared to palimpsests where 
changing conceptions have overlaid earlier creeds with fresh 
veneers at different periods of their hist6ry and yet not in such 
a way as to prevent the confusion of colours and perspectives. 
Similar survivals of primitive faith are to be found even in 
such prophetic religions as Christianity and Muhammadan
ism, not to spe:tk of such mformed religions as Confucianism 
and Zoroastrianism. 6 Not only are there survivals, hut in 
their. process .oLexpansion many of these religions have ab
sorbed primitive and discordant elements from their nevv 
converts. As examples may be cited Buddhism which was con
taminated by the Bon religion of Tibet, Judaism which was 
influenced by Canaanite culture, Zoroastrianism which was 
infected by later Magian beliefs, 7 and Vedic religion which 
was mixed up with the indigenous cults of India. The ron
tact of different cultures is inevitably followed by reciprocal 
give-and-take in ideas and beliefs; and while the noble 
elements are generally taken over consciously, the primitive 

s Even in present Christian and Mohammedan and Zoroastri<tn monotheism 
popular belief l1as remained impregnated with a very vital polytheism. Christian 
Greeks still believe in the Fates and the Nereids; the Kelts have not quito re· 
nounced the old mythology of those now ()alled fairies, brownies, dwarfs and 
banshees; magic rites, implying belief in spiritual powers, the evil eye, and 
other remnants of 1111 older general faith, sti.ll survive in a so-called monotheistic. 
:teligion.-Hopkins, Or. and Ev. of Rel., p. 281. 

7 See Moulton, Early Zoroastrianism, Lects. VI and VII; see also Dhalla, 
Zoroastrian Theology, p. 68£., 76 f. 
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elenionts are unconsciously imbibed-the process of absorp
tion possibly starting with the retention of some of the old 
beliefs by the new converts and ultimately ending with the 
general diffusion of these beliefs in the conquering creed. 
Much of living Obristianity to-day-at least in its outer 
aspects-is a legacy of Mithraism, J\bnich()anism) Neo
platonism and Gnosticism, all of which Christianity1 supplant
ed and suppressed but not before it had incorporated some of 
their essential doctrines, rituals and festivals within itself. 

The dangct of contamination is not limited only to 
religions with m1 open canon, but it threatens also those 
religions which believe in a closed canon. Exegesis, esoteri
cism and aecorrunodativeDess can always find meanings in 
the scriptures in accordance with personal, regionaJ and con
temporary needs : as Hegel says, the scriptures have often 
been twisted like a nose of wax. Besides, when the preach
ing of ethical IllOilOtlteisn:J is not backed by the extension of 
requisite culture, the illiterate and backward part of the 
religious comnnmity, while conforming outwardly to the 
purer creed, develops inferior doctrines in consonance with 
its own needs and sprends the eonta,gion upwa,rd. It would 
be a mistake to think, for instance, that every Ohristirm 
or Muhammadan of Africa is imbued with the ethical and 
religious ideas of the Now Testament or the Qur'f1n.8 As a 
matter of fact, twentieth-century Christianity is still debat
ing if the most vulnerable points of its faith are not due to 
the Apostle of the Gentiles whose interpretatiqn of the life 
and mission of Jesus was deeply coloured by Greek learning 
and acquaintance with the Mystery religions of the time, 
and was possibly influenced also by the needs of his. pagan 
flock. 

\71/e lmve remarked above that the eriterion of progressive 
faith is harmony of experience. Prophets of adva,need 
religions ha,ve almost invariably been noted for their deep 
reflection on the problems of existence. Retirement to a. 
lonely plaee to meditate undisturbed is reeorded not only of 

's 8ec Westerma.rck, Pagan Survivals in Mohamm~dan (Jivilisation. 
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the Upanii?adic seers and Buddha but also of Moses, Jesus 
and Muhammad. Such a soul in solitude, we may well 
believe, not only communed with God but also meditated on 
the problems of existence in relation to God. We have 
suggested already that what the prophet finds and what the 
philosopher establishes are not identical in their method.,; or 
contents ; for the prophetic search is for a life and the philo
sophic quest is for an intelh:~etual principle. The prophet 
seeks to en.noble by integral vision and the philosopher to en
lighten by articulated thinking. It is not to be supposed thut a 
prophet's vision of God is unnecessary to a philosopher or 
that a philosopher's intellectual analysis is useless to a 
prophet. There are problems that only prophetic insight 
can initiate although their implications are brought out by 
later philosophical analysis. Similarly, only certain types of 
vision are possible to a prophet after he has consciously 
acquired or unconsciously imbibed a certain amount of intel
lectual culture.9 As-Rufus M. Jones remarks, 10 "Faith of 
this creative s<Jrt, faith that is to be discovery, must be th,.e 
product of experience, of discipline, of patience, of control, 
of training, of technique, of suffering, until the eye of the 
soul can see in the dark and can distinguish what is eternal 
from what is only the capricious wish of our feeble hi1man 
desires.'' '' It is a sign of weakness when the creative 
aspect drops out and faith becomeg merely synonymous with 
believing some ' deposit ' tranHmitted from the past." An 
harmonious adjustment to things sensible and· supersensible 
may come to certain natures spontaneously or with ease; but 

9 Somewhat different is the view of Soderblom about the necessity of train· 
ing in Mysticism : " If we ask why t.he great mystics o£ every kind despise as. 
cetic training or have little confidence in it, the answer is easy. What they want 
i~ no perfecting of human qualities o,nd faculties. They do not believe in any 
human effort. God or the Divine ·or the inscrutable mystery of peace in heart or 
that mysterious existence which they call the Infinite or Nirv.ana or even the No· 
thing, is to them muc11 too gmat to be conquered hy means and methods invented 
by men '.' (The Living God, p. 27). The gmat mystics believe in insight, know· 
le:dge, intuition, not in training, ascesis, just as the heroes of faith do not believe 
in works and exercises, bnt in trnst.-Ibid, p. 28. 

10 Pathways to the Reality of God, pp. 16, 17. 
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ethical monotheism is a hard-won victoty ofthe human rnind 
and could only have been ·achieved with the help of philo
sophers of successive ages. By ' philosophers ' we do not 
mean only those who construed correctly the events of the 
physical and the mental world but also those who inter
preted aright the ethical needs of man and envisaged more 
adequately than before the realm of moral responsibilities and 
spiritual obligations. What thtl prophets conquer the philo
sophers consolidate, and this position then becomes the base 
of further prophetic operation. 11 

One of the most oft-quoted passages of the Hindu scrip
tures is, " The self is to be known (or heard), understood and 
meditated upon.' '12 The orthodox commentary on the passage 
makes it to mean tha,t the truth about the self is to be learnt 
fi.rst from tho scriptures, then to be understood with the help of 
arguments favourable to the sacred literature, and then realis
ed in one's own life. Manu lays down that those who take 
the help of mere reasoning-to the exclusion, neglect or con
demnation of the scriptures-in any spiritual matter, should 
be driven out by good people. That the precaution is neces
sary will be evident from the fact that no positive religion, 
that believes in the inserutahlo nature of God, has been able 
to dii'ipense with all restrictions on tbeologieal reasoning. T() 
know God fully is to be God, and no religion believes that 
man, limited as he is, is capable of understanding God fully. 

11 As Bergson points out in his latest book, the morality and religion of 
human society me statio while (;btl religion of the innovators, animators or saints 
is dynn.mic, outffowing, cre:ttive. " The inertia of mankind has nevf!r given way 
except to the push of genius. The only societies which have ()Ver made any pro
gress have been those which have been wise enough to follow in thE! footsteps of 
some innovator. Always it has been the mystics who have led, and who must 
continue to lead, all civilised. groups. Remembrance of what those souls h:we 
been, of what they have done, is deposited in the communal memory of Humanity. 
Each one of these privileged souls m~rks a certain stage attained in the 
nu11;ch of life; each one manifests in some .original form that love of Humanity 
which seems to mark the very {)Ssence of creative effort. This love flows outward 
in a torrent of vitality, spreads its contagious fire of enthusiasm, which is. never 
completely extinguisheo, and which may always ba rekindled. "-Advance, Dalr Bdn. 
(25-9-33), quoting Literary Digest. See Bergson, The Tw-o Sources of 1\fora.lil.y 
and Religion (Eng. Tr.), pp. 23-27, 200-01:, 229-31. 

12 Br. Ar. Up., II. 4.5; Oh. Up., VIII. 7.1. 
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In fact, lest man should, in his ignorance, presumption and 
folly, tear religious truths to pieces, even legitimate 
speculations on religious matters were forbidden at 
one time in many religions. Rationalists and free
thinkers have been subjected to the grossest persecu
tion" m Christianity and Islam-the two religions 
which believe not only in the infallibility of their 
scriptures but also in the imp{lssibility of better revelations in 
future. The fate of the Mu'tazilites13 comes readily to one's 
mind in this connection-the freethinkers of Islam who, 
while accepting the existence of an eternal God, denied the 
eternity of the Quranic revelation and opposed the rJoncept of 
a. God whose will makes the Good good and who preordains 
every event of the physical and the moral world, leav
ing nothing to the initiative of man. In proportion 
as Rationalism has been kept at bay, Mysticism has 
been welcomed by almost every religion as confirm
ing the belief that human reason can never encom
pass the natur,e of God and that there is always left over an 
element of incomprehensibility in Reality-an intellectual 
gap which leaves scope for the operation of the non-rational 
faculties of the human mind. The Mystics use the language 
of the prophets themselves-· they have a direct contact with 
Reality, their very being is flooded and enveloped by Divine 
Presence. As in the case of prophetic vision, so also in mys
tic experience, there is, as Jones remarks,14 " an enrichment 

13 l'v'Iu'tazilite views :-

1. Man is the author of his acts and not Allah; therefore, he is a second 
creator. In view of his personal responsibility man's punishment for 

·sin would be severe, Grave sins disenfranchise a Musalman from 
the class of the ·Faithful and disentitle him from the interce~ion 

of Muhammad on the Day of ,Judgment, tmd Hell for him wou1d be 
eternal. 

Z. Things are not good or evil be0~.use God declares them to be so, but 
God makes the distinction because things are in their own nature 
good or eviL 

3. God has ordered and prohibited [1nd promised and menaced by non· 
eternal speech. There are no etemal qualities or decrees; hence the 
Quran is not etemal. See Wensinck, The Muslim Creed, p. 60 f. 

14 See R. M. Jones, Pathways to the .Reality of God, Ch. II. Th{l God of 
Mystical Experien,ce (p. 34). 

21 
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of the individu;:tl mind, an increase of 
enlarged outlook on life, an intensification of insight, a 
heightening of personnlity." No wonder, therefore, that the 
Mystics, in spite of their unconventional life and language, 
should not only be lightly let off but even treated with respect 
by tbe orthodox in all religions. For a similar reason ecstatic 
visions and Jits of unconsciousness have been regarded as better 
methods of knowing God thMl logical thinking. The Sufis 
and the Yogins h:we always been treated with marked defer
ence by the MusJim.s and the Hindus respectively as persons 
who have approached nea,rest to God. rrhe distinctive feature 
of the mystie, however, is that he develops only the 
devotional :md personal side of religion to the mark
ed neglect of itR practicnl nnd soeia] side and 18, 
therefore, ill suited to he tho founder Qf a faith. 
Even if -it be admitted that the great Baints of: 
Christendom have not always been quietistic in their attitude 
but have, as Bergson points out, accepted as the motto of 
their life 'Ijove, Creation, Action' (witness, (or instance, the 
Friends of God), Eastern and Greek mystics have been gener
ally content with passive contemplntion and detachment. 

It is diffieult to assign an exaet function to reason in any 
religion. Reason sets tt limit to human credulity; and 
while it tussles with the obscure and the implicit, it rejects 
outright the improbable and the contradictory. Religions 
have always resented this arrogance of individual an~ inexpert 
judgment in matters sanctioned by collective faith and estab
lished by spiritual insight. Still, there is no gainsaying the 
fact that to-day the range of RUCh matters is being definitely 
restricted in all religions that are aspiring after universalHy. 
It does not matter in what way uncomfortable contents ate 
being interpreted or explained away : the truth is that the ad., 
vance of knowledge in other directions has rendered many 
ii!,Criptural texts absolutely untenable and these are now being 
treated as loans or interpolations or allegories, if not actually 
ascribed to the limitations of the prophetic vision. Adopting 
the fundamental assumption that divine revebtions can 
be neither unethical nor irrational, scriptural interpretation 
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has sought to dissociate the eternal from the tern· 
poral factors and to reserve prophetic inspiration for the 
£6nneralone. It has also, wherever necessary, sought to 
establish the purity of the prophet's character and purpose. 
Thus, Christian apologists are not wanting to justify the 
clirse on the fig tree pronounced by Jesus and the death of the 

· herd of two thousand swine into which Jesus had driven the 
devils. Similarly, the impropdety, laid at the door of 
l\1uhammad, of abrogating earlier revelations to suit changed 
circumstances and of contracting matrimonial alliances in 
excess of the number fixed by revelation has been sought to 
be put in a reasonable light by the followers of the 
Prophet. In a similar fashion, too, the portions of 
the religious books dealing with the amorous life of 
Kp?l).a have been sought to be explained by educated Hindus 
as interpolations or allegories. Rational exegesis has simi
larly sought to discard, twist or interpret allegorically scrip·· 
tural texts that are insupportable on scientific, speculative or 
ethical grounds." An illustrative example is furnished by the 
explanation of Vedic texts by Dayananda Sarasvat1, the 
founder of the Arya Samaj, who sought to prove tlw,t, all 
~hrough, the Vedas taught pure monotheism, correct scientific 
facts, and unquestionable moral action. 

No religion has · been entirely free from two types of 
dangers. The one is the danger of primitive thinking .. Many 
of the ancient cults perished because there was no systematic 
attempt to develop them on rational lines. Most of them suc
cumbed before faiths which were more in consonance with the 
intellectual and ethical needs of the cultured mind. Gods 
that are impossible to pull up by rational methods are un
ceremoniously rejected by a civilised race. This fate over
took the Mediterranean religions of Egypt, Greece and Rome 
when reason showed the futility of unethical polytheism and 
crude theriolatry and when at the same time Semitic mono: 
theism offered a more satisfactory system of beliefs. Apart 
from the question of oppression and forced conversion, the 
spread of Islam in Zoroastrian Persia was partially due to its 
simple monotheistic creed, as opposed to the complex puriw 
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fica tory practices and religious rituals of the later Iranian reli
gion.15 A similar cause explains·. the rapid •• spl'ead of Vai$I;Ul
vism in India, with its simple prescription of loving devotion 
and its freedom from rituahstic complicatioris. At certain 
stages of culture the conerete and the speetacula,r lmve an 
irr~sistible appeal. It is only then that polytheism and 
idolatry, together with material offerii1gs and gorgeous rituals, 
sway powerfully the minds of ·men. The lapses from purer 
forms of religion and worship are due to similar primitiveness 
of mentality. The lower seetions of all religious commnni
ties would be found to pn1ctise l:t form of faith very little re
moved from crude superstition, primitive magic and poly
theistic, if not idolatrous, beliefs. Amulets and charms still 
circulate, and visits to the tombs of saints are yet in vogue, 
in countries where ethical monotheism is the only socially 
recognised form of religion. 

The second danger comes from extreme rationalism, 
which, not being satisfied with removing the primitive crudi
ties and irrationaJ excrescenees of a religion,• attaeks the 
very vitals of the faith. rrhus the pious admission of n,ll reli
gions that God cannot be known in His true essence by the 
frail intelleet of man ma,y be exploited to ostn,blish the thesis 
t.bat God is unknown and unknowable and that to such a mys
terious entity bordering on nothingness it is useless to oifer 
worship (agnosticism). Or, it ma.y he supposed that the 
physical and the moral world present to man such contradic
tory experiences that they can furnish no basis for establish
ing ::m unequivocal theism. Beauty and ugliness, adaptation 
and opposition, pleasure and pain, good and evil are so in
extricably mixed up together that without doing violence to 
one's rational faculty one cannot believe that this medley is 
duo to a single good God. The probabilities are rather that 
either there is no god (atheism) or that a duality of gods with 
opposite moral qualities rules the · world (ditheism, lat.Qr 
Zoroastrianism}, or that .a plurality of powers .rule different 
departments of the world without reference to one another 

15 See ERE, vi. [511 !!,J:t. GABARS. 
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(polytheism) or that the single power that rules the worlil. is 
limited~ either in power or in intelligence or in goodness or in 
all these combined (the theory of a finite God; J. S. Mill). 
Any of these theories would affect man's exclusive devotion to 
asingle ethical God. It should not be forgotten that a philo
sopher treats religious experience in the same manner as any 
other experience and subjects it to the same critical 
examination of reason. · A pnilosopher does not start with 
the certainty of God; and even .when after laborious 
enquiry he becomes convinced that · God exists, the 
ultimate position he reaches is that God is an hypothesis 
that is not unworkable. As opposed to the direct in
tuition and certain faith of a religious man, a philosopher's 
knowledge of God is always indirect-God is at most a kAy 
that fits most satisfactorily the facts of experience, without 
exCluding, however, the possibility of other explanations. 
Hence it is that philosophers have never succeeded in arguing 
people into devotion although they have often succeeded in· 
adding the cogency of reasoned argument to the primary con
viction of a devotional mind. 

The effect of speculation on faith we shall illustrate from 
Indian religions as being the most instructive. Like all 
ancient religions, the Vedic religion als~,possessed a generous 
measure of polytheism. There.·. were gods and goddesses 
ruling different departments of nature, whose personality was 
yet in a state of gristle16-vague, shadowy figures not fully 
personified, with physical associations too oppressively pro
minent to allow a thorough anthropomorphism or effec
tive moralisationY Such, for instance, were Agni (fire), 

16 See Keith, Rel. and Ph. of the Veda and Up., I, p. 58 f; also Winternitz, 
A History of I~tdian Literature, I (Eng. Tr.), p. 75 f. 

17 There is Dyaush-pita, the Sky-father with PriLhivi Jl.iata, the Earth· 
!llOther; there are Vayu the Wind-spirit, Parjanya the Rain-god, Surya the Sun· 
god, and other spirits of the sky such as Sa vita; there is the Dawn-goddess, 
Ushas. All these are or Wj'lre originally deified powers of nature : thE) people, 
though their imagination created them, have nev(Jr felt a.ny deep interest in them, 
and the priests who have taken them into their charge, though they treat them 
very conrteously al!d sing to them elegant hymns full of figures of speech, have 
not been able to cover them with the fle.sh Gnd blood of living personality.~L. D. 
Barnett, Hindu Gods and Heroes, p. 13. 
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Surya (the sun), Soma, (the sacred , Parjanya (the 
rain-cloud), lJ~as (the dawn), Sarasvatt (the sacred stream), 
Maruts (thunder-storm), Apas (waters)-' transparent gods,' 
as Bloomfield ca.lls them, half-humanised, mostly resisting 
imagery18 and lending themselves to further speculative treat., 
mont with advancing thonght.19 Speaking of Agni, for 
exitmple, Bloomfield observes :20• '' In the hieratic (in distinc
tion from the popular) hymns of the ~ig-Veda there will be 
few cases in which Agni is not more or less directly connect
ed with the sacrifice. And it is well now to take this simple 
article, the samif:ice :fire, and let it unfold its own story step 
by step. How it turns in the hands of these priestly poets 
into a person gifted with the thinly disguised qualities of f1re; 
into a messenger mediating between men and gods; into an 
archpriest typieal of holy rites; ;1nd finally into a god." 'J:he 
chances of personification were, however, considerably mini
JTiised by the tendency to create ''mythological synonyms,'' as 
HiUebrandt calls the gods belonging to the s~tme department 
of nature but possessing "special physical basis, distinguish
ing characteristic and theophanic moment." Let us quote 
Griswold in this conneetion : 21 ''·The sun has many dis~ 
tinguishable aspects 11nd functions. 22 It is a bright orb 
(8-urya), a light-giviilg·driendly power of nature (Mitra), a 

great stimulator of life and activity (8avitar), n nourisher 
and protector of ca,ttle, shepherding tl1em and :finding them 
when lost (Pii$an), wide-striding from earth through mid-air 
to zenith, ' he of the three steps ' ( Vi<J~'U), and the one who 

18 Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 17. 

19 Bloomfield, Rel. of the Veda,, pp. 85-89. S1;1e also Griswold, op. cit., p. 81; 
EHK xii. 605, art. VEDIC RELIGION. 

20 Bloomfield, The Religion of the Veda, p. 157. On the different char~cters 
of Agni reference ma,y be made to Hopkins, Or. and Ev. of Rei., pp. 300-01. See 
also Winternitz, op. cit., I, p. 98 f. 

21 Griswold, op. cit., pp. 83-4; also p. '277 (S<tvitar=the sun before rising). 
See also Winternitz, op. cit., I, p. 76. 

22 An alternative view would be that eaoh sp8cial Sun-god was, in origin, 
the creation of a diffel'ent Vedic tribe, all of these being finally brought togethct 
within the Rig-Vedic pantheon as parallel forms of the sun-god.-Griswold, op, cit , 
l'· 270. 
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at dawn shines in every direction (Vivas·vant). 23 The func
tions of the god of lightning and of the god of storm are also 
similarly differentiated. Thus the lightning fighting to release 
the cows of the sky manifests itself as an impetuous warrior 
(Indra) ; it is the third or aerial form of fire dwelling in the 
clouds (Trita Aptya);24 it is born of the heavenly waters 
C4pam Napat); it grows in the mother cloud and brings :fire 
down from heaven to earth (MlitariSva.n); it looks like a ser
pent in the lovver atmosphere (A hi Budhnya); it leaps down 
from the cloud mountains in a single streak of fire like a ' one
footed goat ' (A ja Ekapild) ; it strikes the earth, shatters trees 
and kills animals and men (Rudra); accompanied by thunder, 
wind and rain, it manifests itself in numerous lightning 
flashes (Maruts)." The procesR multiplied the gods df 
nature although it prevented their personification. · 'Their 
connection with the three physical realms--earth, air (or 
water), heaven-was so persistent that both the Rig-Veda 
(I. 13~1.11) and the Atharva-Veda (10. 9.12) divided the godR 
into three groups-celestial, atmospheric and terrestrial, 
although gods belonging to more than one region are also 
mentioned in later classifications (e.g., Yaska's Nirukta, 
7. 5).Z5 

But there were not only transparent deities of nature de
rived out of cosmic elements and local physical objects. Some 
of the gods had travelled down from pre-historic times-from 

23 It is interesting to note that in Egyptian religion the sun was similarly 
worshipped in a multiplicity of forms. Thus Ra as the suu sailing i11 his boat 
on the celestial ocet .. n (.also a~ Amon-Ra), Atmu or Tum as the setting sun, 
Khepera as the rising sun, At(ln as the rays of the sun., Anher as the sceptred 
leader of heaven and Sopan a.s the cone of light before the rising sun repre· 
sented different forms of the snn (ERE. v. 248, art. EGYPTIAN I<ELIGION). 
Climatic conditions ilid not permit a similar muitiplication of the gods of lightn· 
ing and storm in Egypt as in India. 

24Trita (A.V. vi. 113.1; xix. 56.4; RV. viii. 47.13; i. 187.1; and other 
Places) and Traitana (RV. i. 158.3) seem to have been confounded together in the 
Veda, whereas originally they were quite distinct from each otlier. Trit<> was 
the name of a celebrated physician, and Traitana that of the conqueror . of a 
gi.ant or tyrant; the first belonged to the f.amily of the Samas, the latter to 
the Aptyas. In the Zend-Avesta the origiiJa.l form of the legend is better pre
servod.-Hang, Essays on the Iteligion of the Parsis, p. 278. See Bloomfield, 
Hymns of the Atharva- Veda, p. 521 f. 

25 MacdOI~<.lll, Ved, Myth., p. 19. 
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the common Aryan ancestors of the Indo-Europeans and of 
the Indo-Iranians.26 There were perhaps also gods of yore 
whom younger gods had dethroned from the hearts of a 
later generation. 27 Most of these had become '' translu
cent '' in Vedic times, that is, their original physical associa .. 
tion had grown dim in human memory. Some, shorn of 
their physical attributes, had dwindled into mere names; but 
others had undergone what Freud would call a secondary ela
boration and begun to assume a personal character. Thus 
Bhaga, Mitra, Aryaman, Vivasvat, Trita A.ptya, Apl1m 

26 See Griswold, op. cit., Part A, Ch. I. 
27 The Veda wneeivGs or: \;he i\ditycts as the descendctnls of 11 feminine 

Aditi who cuts a considemhlc flgnrc :w a very ::tbstract female, suggesting , the 
ideas of " freedom from fetters," " frcl';rlom from guilt," " boundlessness " and 
" univerDe." She is finally itlontifte<l in tho Hindtt miml with " oorth." A 
father who might; he reRponsiblo for tllC oiTspring of 1;his interesting lady is 
never mentioned. W c liTO st1~wk first of all by the fact th:tt Arliti the mother, 
a purely Hi.ndu protlnet, is obviously yonng<or than her own sons, the best of 
wliom are .~t lo.,al; as old as tl1o Indo·Imnian pcdod. I hflve, fot my part, little 
doubt but that A(liti is a. wolJ.execnteil abslimcl;ion of some ldnd. In tho fJ<tst 
t hn.ve suggested tl1at thfl word aditya meant originally ·~ of yore," ami that 
t:bi.s set of antique gods wl1ose most substantial members are pre-historic wer11 
thus fi.tl,y m\mc<l " gods of yore " or " god.s of old." W c m11y perhaps contr."tst 
with this the description of Tndra as " later horn " (annjav.ara) in a legend 
told in Taitiiiriya Brahmaga (2.2.10). From the word adity.a, conceived as a metro
nymic, the feminine Aili1;i might be e.'tsily nbstracted. If this is well taken, we 
must assume tb~t the Veda l1ad forgotten the meaning of aditya in the sense 
of " of yore."-Bioomfield, The Religion of the Veda (1908), pp. 180-31. See Mac
<1onell, Vedic Mythology, pp. 17, l20f.-Aditi; n.lso p. 43£-Xdit:vas. TJ:ie number of 
1;he Xdityas is indefinite as well as their names. Mitra, Varnl)a, Aryaman, Blmga, 
Dak~a. Amsa are mentioned .in RV. 2.27.1. Other enumerations in the Rig
Veda, Atharv.~cVeda and the Brahmal)as include the nn.mes of Dlllitf, Inrlra, 
Vivagvat, MartaJ;I<}a, Vi~J;IU, Surya, Savity. Agni is identified with A:rp.ea and 
Sitry•a. Bloomfield has in mind Mitra, Arycm:tn, Bhaga, Indra and Vivasvat, 
which narrws are found in the Avesta also, though not all in the sense of a 
good spirit. Bhaga, in fact, belongs to the Indo·Enrope9on and not only t.o the 
Inclo-Iraninn. O!clenherg's identification of the Xdityas with th.e Amesha Sp11ntaa 
is not ge1:1erally accepted nowadays. 

It has been similarly suggested that " Tvastar is the more ancient deity and 
t!Jat Savitar has fallen heir to some of the functions of Twtst.ar. "-Griswold, The 
Religion of the ~ig-Veda, p. 276. 

Macdonell points out 1;hat a similar supplanting of Trita by Tn<lm is also 
~ possible theory--Ved. Myth., pp. 66, 6()7. (See also Ihug, Bssays, etc., 
p. 275.) But he does not accept Roth and Whitney's tl1eory that Indra absorb0d 
the pre·eminence origiimlly possess13d by Varul)a (V. M., p. 65). Barnett thin]{S 
that " !1.midst the maze of obscure legends about Indra there are three points 
which stand out with perfect clearness. They are, firstly, that. Indra was a 
nsurp<Or; secondly, that the older gods fought hard hilt vainly to kee.r l1im froro 
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:N"apat, Purartldhi and some such pre-Vedic godszs had be
come more or less colourless in t:he Vedas; but the. twin 
Asvins, Indra, Varm;ta, Yi~;:rQQ29~the first two certainly, and 
the third probably, pre-Vedic and the lastVedic-'--had Blmost 
shed their physical associations and .acquired human quali
ties. Human form and equipment in keeping with their 
proper functions were freely ascriped to the latter class thongh 
definiteness was lacking in m;st cases. 30 In later Vedic 
literature symbols representing deities began to appear~ 
possibly also images of Indra (RV. 4. 24.10), as Macdonell 
points out. 31 

But deified forces of nature in different degrees of perso
nification were not the only gods that the Vedic Aryans wor
shipped. Traces of animism and fetishism33 are to be found 
m the worship of deified inanimate objects like 
hills and rivers, forests and plants (both large and 
small), implements and weapons. Totemism has not 
been definitely established m the Vedas ; but some 
animals, that· were associated with the gods or 
served as fetishes or symbols, were praised and invoked, and 

supreme divinity, and that in his 8tr)lggle he killed his father; and thirdly, f1::~t 

he was identified with the warrior class, as opposed to the priestly order, or 
Br,ahmans." " Indra was originally a warrior king or chieftain who was de:ified, 
perhaps by the priestly tribe of the Angirasas, who claim in. son).e of the hymns 
to luwe aided him in his :fighl\ with Vritra, and that he thus mse to the first rank 
in the pantheon, gathering round himself a great cycle ·of heroic legend baseil 
llpon those traditions, and only secondarily and by m·tificial invention becoming asso
ciated with the control of the rain and the daylight. "-Barnett, Hindu Gods and 
Heroes, pp. 33-B<.t. 

28 Thus Gandharva who comes down from Indo-Iranian period is equally 
colourless in the Rig-Veda--Macdonell, V. M., p. 136. The whole of the. Fourth 
Lecture in MHls' Ov.r Own Religion in Ancient Persia sliould be read in this con-· 
nection, esp. pp. 75-81. 

29 Macdonell, V.M., p. 49 (Asvin), p. 27 (Varnl}a), p. 39 (Vi~!}.u), p. 66 
(Inura). Also Griswold, Rel. of the Ij,igveda, p. 285 (Vi~l).u) ; ERE. xii. 603. 

ao ERE. xii. 602-03. · 

. 31 Ma~donell, V. M., p. 155; ERE. xiii. 610. See however Ragozin, Vedic 
India, p. 133. The image was probably a fetish at firs.t (ef. Ark of the Co-venant in 
I2rael 's bottles). 

3Z Macdonell, V. M., p. 147 f. Also Griswold, op. cit., P· 334, f.n. I, 

22 
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attained a semi-divine status;33 the cow, for instance, had be-
: come aghnya. or inviolable (RV. 8. 9. 15-:1,6), except for enter
taining guests ( 8. Br. B, 4. 1. 2), and also a sacred animal 
(AV. 12. 4. 5)-nay, even the gods were supposed to be her 
children (gojatal.l). 34 Similarly, the boar and the tortoise had, 
by the time of the later Sa:rphitas and the BrahmaJ;las, become 
identified with the O.reator,,Prajapati-an identification that 
was to have far-reaching cons~quences in the history of Vai')
J;lavism at a later time when they came to be regarded as inca-r
nations of Vi'f:lWL Again, there were the tutelary deities of the 
household (Vastm_;pati) and the field (l\r;;etrasya pati), spirits 
of air (Gancllutrvas) and water (Apsarases), deified and .im
mortalisQcl men (~bhus), departed ancestors (Pitaral;) ·with 
Yama at their head, ancient priests (Atharvan, Ar'lgirasos) 

33 Spettking of pro-Ary;tn religion, Sir Johq Marshrtll observ(ls: " Wo. mu~t 
guar·d a,gr.inst aHsnuting that il.ll the unimals whieh served as charms or talismans 
at Mahcnjo Duro were necessarily objects of cult. Nevertheless, it is safe, I be· 
lieve, to inftr that the imn{{Cs of composite animals with h,pman faces were in· 
t<wded for wors~1ip, and there is hardly roon1 for doubt that like the 'l'tee-fac-Jd 
god and Tree-goddesses on U1c seals, the other major anirn>J.ls w.p.re also <lcificd, 
namely, the unicorn, 4.iger, qleplmnt, rki1~oceros, bison, bufl'>tlo, finll (both humped 
and humpless), and tho ghariyul. (Jl.J ahenjo .Dar a and the Indus, . Ch!ilisatir"' 
Part I, p. 71). Sec Keith, op. cit., I, p. 61 f. Also the foll<!wing from :Ma~· 
shall : " When we fin(l, as we do, that most of the elements which ru.alw up th~s 
pre-historic religion-so far as we ean at present analyze them----are perpetuated. lll 
bter Hinduism, wn are justified in inferring that much of the zooh~{;ry w~nch 
characterizes Hinduism and which is demonstrably non-Aryan, is also d!O\nved 
from the pre-historic age. "-Ibid, p. 73. . 

For a summary of pre-Ary.;m religion, see the same booh, })p. 76-77. " Tlus 
religion o£ the In8us people wa.s the lineal progenitor of Hinduism." " M:111Y of 
the hasic features of Hinduism are not traceable to an Indo-Aryan source at all. 
They come into view, not in the earliest Vedic literaturfl, which represents t~e 
mare or less Indo·Aryan tradition, but either in the later Vedas or in the ~till 
later Bralnnanas, Upanishads, and Epics, when the Vedic Aryans had long s1nce 
amalgamat.,d with the older races and absorbed some measure ·of ·their eulture 
and teachings. Chief among such features are the cults of ~iva and the .moth .. 
goddess, of Krishna and of the Nagoas and Yak~as, the worship of a.nimals and 
trees and stones, phallism, yoga, s>tktism, and the doctrines of .~arp,sara (metem
psychosis) and bhakti (devotion to a personal god). "-Ibid, p. 77. (Per contra see 
Keith, The Religioo and Philosophy of the Veda and Upanishads, Vol. I, P· 5~, 
which was written before the M.ahenjo Daro excavations were widely known lll 

their true signifi.cance.) 
For a distinction between the two cultures-Aryan ana pre-Aryan, see 

Marshall, op. cit., p. 110 f. 

34 M:tcdon()ll, V. M., P· 15l, 
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and seers ~Sap-tar~i) and heroes (Kutsa, etc.), who dwelt in 
heaven-to all of these honour and worship were due. Then 
there were the wives of the gods-some like Indra~1t, 
Varul)ani and Agnayi without much independent character, 

and others like U$as, Sarasvati, Va,c, Prthivi, Raka, 
SinivaH, Puramdhi, etc., with some independent status of 
their own. Lastly, there were the demons and malevolent 
spirits 35--asuras, paJ)is, rakf?ases, dasas and dasyus,36 

pisacas,37 aratis and drul.1s38-who, in tangible or intangible 
forms, inflict woes and injuries on men either spontaneously 
or at the instigation of other men, oppose the gods and, by 
disturbing their sacrifices or interfering with their dead 
bodies, prevent men from attaining their spiritual ends. 
These too had to be controlled or propitiated by proper in~ 
cantations or offerings. 

Here then is as uncompromising a medley of gods, god
lings and demons as is to be found anywhere else-a rather 
hopeless crowd not easily reducible to any kind of sys·· 
tem. In fact, the system of vwrship had a tendency to intro
duce new gods and fresh complications. We must remember 
that in the Vedas we are not at the beginning of Brahmanic 
religion-the primitive beliefs had alre:\dy reached a certain 
philosophical position in the theory. of gods and many myths 
were simply alluded to and their knowledge taken for granted. 
Nay, more: an elaborate system of sacrifice, which was con
ducted by a highly trained priesthood with scrupulous adher
ence to the details of the rituals and hedged in by minute 
prescriptions and prohibitions, had practically made the 
hymns liturgical in character although prayers unaccompanied 
by ceremonial acts were not entirely unknown. 39 Now, 

35 See Macdonell, V.M., p. 156 f. 
36 The corresponding Avesta!l ' dahyus' m¢ans 'peoples,' ' Wibes' and does 

not have the hateful sense of the V~dic word.-See Ragozin, Vedic India, p. i13, 
f.n. 1. See Mills, Our Own R.eligion in Ancient Persia, p. 92. 

37 In the Ta.it. Sarp. (2.4.1.1) the three hostile groups of Asuras, HakJ>ases, and 
Pi~i1cas are respectively opposed to the three cLasses of gods, men, and Pitrs. 

38 Iranian Druj. For simi1ar distitlctions among the Iranian evil spirit~. see 
J.ackson, Zor. Stud., pp. 99-108. 

39 ERE. xii. 610£. 
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every ·sacrifice involved the use of certain objects and imple
ments and also certain attitudes of mind. The association of 
these with the sacrifices to the gods ended in their own deifi
cation. The psychology of tho transformation was perhaps 
this that any imperfect functioning on their part would make 
the entire sacrifice nugatory. In this way, the sacrificial post 
(vanaspati, svam, yupa) to which the victims were tied, the 
sacrificial grass (barhis) on ~hich the gods descended to take 
the food-offerings, tbe ·doors leading to the sacrificial field 
(devir clvara(l,), the sacrificial waters mixed with Soma 
(apas), the press-stone for crushing the soma-plant (griiman, 
adri), the sacrificial butter (g hrta,) poured into Agni, '' the 
mouth of the gods , " all received divine homage in the Rig
Veda, t'Lnd in the A.tharva-V edt'~! the sacrificial ladles and 
even the remnants of the sacrifice (ucchista) (AV. 11. 7) were 
assigned "divine power of the bighest order. " 40 Again, when 
the correct uttering of the mantras was regarded as essential 
for the successful terminati.on of a Bncrifiee, a presiding genius 
of holy speech ( F(i:C) was inevita,hle and sh<t was at the time 
of the Bralmwl)as identified with tlw sacred stream, Satasvatl, 
on whose banks sacrifices were performed and mantras sup
posed to have been composed. 41 A more important personi~ 
ficntion wr.ts the '' Ijord of Prayer '' (Brhnspati or Brahmat:ws
pati),42 who is regarded us favouring the man who offers 
pra,yer and scourging the hater of prayer. Barnett goes so far 
as to suggest that even Vi!?J:.lU was '' originally nothing more 
or less than the embodied spirit of tbe sacrificial rites. " 43 As 
is well known, these two personifications had important 
consequences in the later history of Hinduism-the one deve~ 
ioping into the Absolute (Brahman) of Pantheism and through 
it into Brahma, the first person of the Trinity, and the second 

40 Macdonell, V.M., pp. 154-55; Griswold, op. cit., pp. 84-85; Keith , op. cit., 
n, PP· 444-45. 

41 Bloomfield, op. cit., p. 243 (also p. 191); Macdonell, V.M., p. 87. See 
the author's Sarasvat2 the Goddess of Learning in K. B. Patha1c Comm(JmoTMion 
Volume, p. 32 f. 

42 Macdonell, V.M., p. 103; Griswold, op. cit., p. 170£. 

43 Barnett, op. cit., p. 39. 
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into the God of theism and later into the second person of 
the Trinity. 44 

But the same turn of thought that diagnosed the neces
sity of aid from the objects of rituals, correct speech and 
personified prayers and rites discovered also that there was 
an inner side to all external acts of the men who offered saeri
fices and of the gods who received them. AU worship must 
proceed out of faith (Sraddh"a), piety and devotion (Aram.ati). 
arid desire (Kama). 45 The gods must similarly assume an 
attitude of favour (A nnma.t·i) and bmmty (Sunrtii), and they 
should also be able to manifest anger (Manyu) and send death 
or destruction (Ni·rrti). In any serious undertaking both gods 
and men must practise ardour (Tapas). All things, [~gain, 

must be done in proper time (K.ala) 46 to bear fruit, and health 
(Prii?J,a) and vigour (Asuniti) must be maintained. The needs 
of the sacrificing priests must not be forgotten by the rich 
patron in whose spiritual interest the Brahmal)a priests stirred 
from early dawn, and suitable sacrificial fee (Dak$i1Ja) should 
be paid at tlro end of a work. In this way, all the essential 
conditions of a successful act of sacrifice were duly deified 
and adored. These abstract gods were the results of reflec
tion on the various aspects of the principal type of Vedic 
religion. It has been maintained not without reason that a 

·hieratic religiou1 .:1s the. Rig-Vedic religion undoubtedly is, 
does not contain all the elements of the popular religion, and 
that for these we must go to the Atharva-Veda which embo
dies in a generous measure the popular cults, superstitions 
and beliefs. The contents and the traditions also make it 
clear that different priestly families had predilections for 
different deities and that the same deities were also different
ly conceived by them. 

Rational speculation on these heterogeneoUs ele
ments led to diverse results. A belief in an un
redeemed plurality of gods is not favourable to a proper ap-

44 Ragozin, Vedic India, p. 262; Macdonell, V.M., pp. 101-02, 104. 
45 :Macdon(lll, V.M., pp. 119-20. 
46 Wint(lrnitz, op. eft., I, p. 150. 
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preciation of the nature, functions and attributes of the i:mper
sensible world with which man wishes to hold commerce. In 
fact, many polytlmistic religions have been disfiguted by the 
quarrels, jealousies and pettinesses of contending gods. The 
more complete the hum[tnisation, the greater the risk of 
unsavoury myths recounting the passions and foibles of divine 
beings. It is not always an advantage to believe that tJre 
gods could come down on earth "and hold social relations ·\Vith 
men; for very often they have been pictured as being tempted 
by the beauties o:f the daughters of men and becoming the 
progenitors of ordinary human families-not of kingly fami
lies alone, as in Cl1ina and Japan. 'l1be hieratic character of 
the Vedic religion47 and the imperfect personification of most 
of its gods prevented many of the common pitfalls of a poiy
th.eistic faith in the early Indo-Aryan religious speculation. 
Compare, for instance, the Vedic and the Paurai,Iic beliefs 
about the character and activities of the gods and yon will at 
once be convir1ced tha.t it is fa.r better to worship imperfeeiily 
humanjsed forecs of rmture than to believe in•a plurality of 
bumanised gods with limited power, intelligence and mora
lity. 48 A sacrificial religion which was often pragmatic,t,lly 
interested in the gods as helpers in war and givers of plenty 
in peace had little incentive to look beyond the power, the 
grace and tlw bounteousness of tb.e gods approached for favour. 
rrhis will explain why most of the gods, personal or abstntet, 
were invested with many similar attributes by the poets and 
vwrshippers. 49 Tutelary deities were few and were genentlly 
later developments-most of the gods were cosmic o,nd nation
ally or tribally worshipped. This also favoured development 

47 I{eith draws attention to the danger of qrawing too sharp a distinction 
between the priestly and the popular religion of Vedic times.-See Rel,igion al),d 
Philosophy of the Veda and Upan·ishad8, I, Ch. 4, § 5 '(p, 55 f.) 

4ll Speaking of Indra, for instance, Macdonell observ!;s, " To the more in· 
tense anthropomorphism of Indra 's nature are 'doubtless due certain sensual ;tnd 
immoral traits which art\ at variance with the moml perfection elsewhere attri
buted to him and essential to the character of the Vedic gods. "-Macdonell, Yedic 
Mythology, p. 65. 

49 For instance, in the Atharvaved,a the gods hnrdly differ from one an,other 
all,d all haV!J. become demon-killers.-Se~ Wint(Jl'nitz, op. cit., I, p, 124. 
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Df speculation about their nature and a sublim·ation of their 
functions. 

As in all religions, speculation was not always favourable 
to the Vedic gods. In a scripture prima,rily religious 
there cannot be much room for the views · of scep
tics and agnostics : these can at best appear as opi
mons that are to be abjured by the believers and 
the orthodox. Still, thet~ are stray passages to show 
that freethinkers were not absolutely wanting even in those 
olden days. 5° Unfortunately, an ancient tradition considered 
the gods to have been originally mortal ::>.,nd to have acquired 
immortality by the grace of Savitr or of Agni or by drinking 
Soma 0r by practising coii.tinence and austerity51

-" -a tradition 
which was exploited not only in the interest of later Absolu
tism but also for sceptical and agnostic purpo~es . There wafl 
also the belief that the gods had been originally few in number 
and that many of the gods were born later. This led some 
seers to ask if the ultimate principle of existence was not 
Nothing or NGn-beingii2 rather than Being and if the gods had 
not arisen from the non-existent-a position that we find some
what modi.fied in the view that chaos or primeval waters be" 
gan the process of creation. 53 It is this position that the 
Chandogya Upanif?ad combated in its doctrine that it is sat 
(Being or the Existent) that existed originally-sadew. 

·cB{l1.tmyeclamagra iisit. .. "\~Vhere creation is ascrihedto a Primal 
Unitary Being, a doubt is expressed if it was really the \vork 
of that Being and, if so, whether that Being was conscious of 
its creative activity. 54 Some seers, again, express surprise at 

50 Winternitz, op. cjt., I, p. 98. 
51 Macdonell, V. M., p. 17. 
52 RV., 10.72.6; Sat .P.Br. VI. !.I. RV. 10.129. 
53 Macdonell, V. M., pp. 13,14; AV, 10.7, 15. See ~fuir, Original Sanskrit 

'l'exts , V, . Sec. xxi (5). 
54 The entire Siikta runs thus (Ragazin, Vedic India, PP· 427,28) : 

" l. Nor Aught nor Naught existed tl1en; not the a.erial space nor heaven's 
bright woof abovr. . Wb:J.t covered. all? Where rested ali? Was it 
water, the profound abyss? 

2. Death was not then, nor immortality; thenf wns no ·difference of day 
and night. That One . bre;,thed breatlJless · in Itself; and there was 
nothing ot~ter vhan Iti, 
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• the lowly origin of Agni out of two pieces of dry wood a:t 
the priestly or divine. functions ascribed to such a being. 
How can a living god spring out of dry wood? How does 
he grow without being suckled by his mother? How horrible 
is it that a son should devour his parents? But, as Ragozin 
remarks, 55 the sense of reverence prevented open scoffing or 
scepticism, and so the poet who asks the third question hastens 
to add: ' But I, a mortal, canhot judge a god; Agni is wise 
and lmows.' So long as the reverential attitude persisted, 
the position that the worshipper took up was that the ques
tionable conduct of a god might be known but not imitated by 
;1 human being :56 the divine standard was declared to be in
applicable to men. Fortunately, in Vedic times Indra Vi'rts 

practically the only god who had occasional lapses from 
correct conduct, due primarily to his excessive drinking of 
Soma. No wonder, therefore, that sceptics should be fouml 
to disbelieve in the existence of a god whose moral behaviour 
was sometimes so much out of keeping with the general con
duct of the other Vedic gods (RV. 2. 12. 5). Scepticism that 
mndc a systematic negntion of the gods as helpful aids to men 
was a position of later development; and, curiously enough, 

3. In the beginning there was darkness in darkness . enfolde(i, all was 
nndistingniBhablo wat0c·. 'l'h'llt. On~, which .lay. in the empty 
wrapped in I\Cthingnes~, was .developed by the power of beat. 

4. Desire first arose in It-that was the primal germ of mind, which 
poets, searching with their intellects, discovered in their he;arts to be 
the bond between Being nnd Non-Being. 

5. The ray of light which stretched across these worlds; did it come from 
below or from above? Then seeds were sown and mighty forces 
arose, N lLlure beneath and Power and Will above. 

G. Who indeed knows? \Vho proclaimed it here-whence, whence this 
c1·eation was produced.? The gods were later then its production
who then knows whence it sprang? 

He frorn whorQ this creatioQ sprang, whetlrer he made it or not, 
the All-Seer in the high<;)st heaven, he knows it-or he does not." 

For an interpretation of this alleged ignorance, sec the commentary on 
T.aittiria BrahmaJ;la, quoted by Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, 
Sec. xxi (5), p. 363. 

55 Ragozin, Vedic. India, p.160; s.ee RV. X. 79.4. 
36 See Hopkios, The Ethics of India, p. 13. 
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it was ushered in by a theistic speculation which overreached 
itself. To this aspect of development we may now turn. 

The line of speculation that accepted the reality of the 
gods but found their number and nature unsatisfactory follow
eel the usual law of religious thinking in the human race. If 
anthropologists and missionaries have rightly reported the 
religious beliefs of the primitives, religion takes in them the 
form either of animistic faith in an all-pervasive c~:mscious
ness, or of a fetishistic, totemistic or euhemeristic belief in 
the existence of a number of separate spiritual entities, or of a 
belief in an All-l'1ather. 'l1hese three modes of primitive reli
gious thinking provide the germs of pantheism, polytheism 
and monotheism respectively. In Vedic religion also specula
tion developed along all these three lines, with the result tlmt 
the Brahma:r;lism or Hinduism that subsequently arose out of 
Vedicism ended either in an impersonal Brahman or in a 
Trinity (or multiplicity of gods) or in a Supreme God. In 
the Vedas themselves the theistic current was the strongest-· 
the spirit of .reliance upon the help and mercy of 
the gods had not yet completely given way to the 
belief in the self-sufficiency of tbe individual soul or 
the inability of the gods to withstand the potency 
of religious rites and formulae. Later on the three 
factors necessary in religious worship-man, material and 
deity-came to receive different emphasis from different clasg
es of thinkers. When man came to be considered as the most 
important element and self-knowledge came to be synonymous 
with salvation, the gods became superfluous for spiritual 
blessing. Deprived of their boon-giving capacity, the gods 
retained a shadowy kind of existence in the U panif?ads, 
Buddhism, and J ainism, and were portrayed as being them
selves in need of the saving knowledge and as approaching 
enlightened beings for spiritual illumination. 57 Indra \Yas 

the foremost god according to the U pani:;;ads because he \\as 
the first to gain self-knowledge at the feet of Prajapati 

57 Deussen, Philosophy of the. Upanishads, p. 173; U. C. Bhattacharyy,1, 
The Vedic Gods in the Upanishads, in Phil. Quart., Vol. I, No. 3, p. 202. See 
\Vinternitz, op. cit., I, p. 201. 
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(Chan. Up. 8. 7. 2) or because he was the first to know 
Brahman (Kena. Up. 4. 3). The mortality of the gods was 
reaffirmed and their heavens were declared to be transitory in 
character-good enough as temporary places of: reward for the 
ritualistically virtuous but non-existent to the spiritually wise. 
So far as reality was concerned, there was not much to choose 
between god and man, heaven and earth, for ultimately all 
were transient manifestations- of a single impersonal spiritual 
principle, namely, Brah1nan. 58 

While the increasing emphasis upon self-knowledge was 
a new feature, the Vedic seers had themselves sown the seed 
of pantheism. We have already seen that Vedic worship in
cluded practically all types of beings-gods; deified heroes, 
sages and ancestors; animals; plants; inanimate objects; and 
abstract entities. Ima,gination, backed by the will to believe, 
embraced representatives of each type; besides, the major gods 
themselves were intimately associated with cosmic forces and 
plwsical phenomena. rrhis almost verged on animism, which 
is tho forerunner of a pantheistic view of th€ world. In duo 
time, one of the theories propounded was that the entire uni
verse was derived out of a primeval Puru~a sacrificed by the 
gods :59 ,'' Whatever is, is l)urur:;n-both what bas been and 
what shall be. " 60 A similar identiJieation of the goddess 

56 It is :intqresting to note that in thq theistic Bhagavadgita the 8a!j1khy.:t 
J'rak:rti is identified with Mahat Brahma-prosumably because both wore devoid 
of distinguishable characteristics and personal qualities (Bh. G. xiv. 3-4). But 
tho respectful attitude towards tho Upani\ladie Brahman is to be m!l:t with in 
the conception of Brahma-nirva:Jf.a, tho highest type of salw11tion for the wise 
(Bh.G. v. 24-26). (See also Bh. G. ii. 72; viii. 13; xiv. 26). The theistic attitude 
aBserts itself in such a passage as xiv. 27. 

59 The Pnru?a Si'ikta (HV. X. \JO) has generally been interpreted in a 
pantheistic sense by Western scholars. But the verses are not unequivocal in 
meaning. 'I.'hus tho Puru~a is said to extend ton angulas (fingers) beyond the 
earth (bhurni) ; and though in ono place the immortals are said to constitute 
throe-fourths of him, yet in tho later portion of thq hymn Indra, Agni and Vayu 
are said to be derived out of the one-fourth part that create(!,. tho things of the 
earth. This permits the interpret-ation that oven if All is God, God is not All, 
for He is something more. Tho question of the freedom of the finite spirit which 
in its ethical aspect is relatively independent of God does rwt aris~ in the context 
of the hymn, which is essentially a cosmogonic speculation, 

60 Macdon()ll? Ved. Myth., V· 16, 
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Aditi '' not only with aJJ the gods, but with men, all that bas 
been and shall be born, air and heaven " was also made 
(RV. 1. 89. 10). Two other divinities, both ending in pati 
(which suffix Western scholars have regarded as a sign of 
later speculative development), namely, Brahmal).aspati and 
Prajapati, also helped pantheistic speculation, the former in 
the Upani~ads and the latter in_thc Brahm,a,vas. Already in 
the Rig-Veda Prajapati had come .to be regarded as 
embracing all things (RV. 10. 121. 8-10);61 in the 
Satapa,tha Bra,hma,J)a he was regarded as all and 
everything (1. 3. 5. 10; 1. 6. 4. 2; 4. 5. 7. 2). 62 

Brahmal).aspati too appropriated to himself the deeds and 
powers of all the gods. 63 He replaced the worship of the 
nature-gods as the holiness and power of Prayer (brahman) 
rose in popular estimation, till at last he effected a transition 
from the semi-personal god of the Vedas to the impersonal 
Absolute of the Upani~ads. In the Rig-Veda64 the question 
had been raised about the '' wood '' and the '' tree '' out of 
which the heaven and the earth had been made by Visvakat·
man and the VisvedevaJ~1 (All-gods) and the standing place 
of the world-fashioner (Visvakarman) during the process of 
fixing the creation. The TaiWriya Brahmal:ta65 gave the 
reply : '' Brahma was the wood, Brahma was that tree out 
of which they .. fashioned the heaven and the earth. Wise 
ones, with my mind I declare unto you, he took his stand on 
Brahma when he made fast the world." The Upani~ads took 
up the idea in right earnest and made Brahman the imp:tl
pable all-pcrvasive66 spiritual essence of the whole world. 
When with this was united the other Vedic idea that the Ulti· 
mate Principle of existence possessed, like some gods (e.g .• 
Agni, Indra),. the inscrutable power (Maya) of taking diverse 

61 M.acdone1l, V.M., p. 16. 
62 Ibid, p. 5; see Winternitz, op. cit., 1, p. 219 f. 
63 Ragozin, op. cit., p. 262; Macdonell, V.M., p. 101 f. 
6! BV. X. 81.4; see Ragozin, op. cil:., p. 416. 
G.l Te5tt. Br. ii. 8. 9. 63 see ERE. i. 196. 
GG Tho impalpable cl1arader is made out by cutting open a Nyagrodhs 

(fig) seed <which reveals no form of the future tr.ee; and tho all-pervasive 
character is indicated by comparison with salt which is present in every sample 
of the sea-water. (Ch. Up. 6.12; 6.13). 
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forms, the coast was cleared for the Advaita Veda,nta which 
Sar1kara later ma.de familiar. Speculative and mystical in
terests were adequately served; but the gods disappeared as 
the ultimate determiners of human destiny and became reduced 
to a class of transient manifestations of the Absolute-in a 
much higher plane of existence than men, no doubt, but prac
tically useless67 to the latter in the matter of attaining that 
sense of oneness witl1 Brah~a.n with which alone salvation 
came now to be identified. In the Yoga system, which IS 

monotheistic in its views, God was retained for cosmic func
tions; but so far as human salvation (lcaivalya) 
was concerned He was regarded as one of the many 
means for the nttainment of Samadhi which is 
essentiaJ. for self-ren1isation by finite spirits. 68 It may, 
therefore, be fairly said that this line of specuiation ended in 
an intellectualistic monism where tbe affective needs of the 
beart-love and devotion-were ignored and the entire Hacri
ficil11 eult, whicb represented the volitional aspect of worship, 
was abandoned. The inscrutable nature oi: the Absolute, 
-vvhicl1 could be only negatively dcHcribed as possessing none of 
the nttributes of worldly objects (nefi neti), promoted mystic 
contemplation; religion was superseded by philosophy--· 
and generaJly a mystic pl1ilosoplly at that-and the gods of the 
Vedns foil fro.m their pedestaJs of pristine glory. The emo~ 
tional fervour of the Persian Sufis is lacking in the Upani:;mdic 
litemture : the main tendency is to pander as little as possible 
to the sentimental aspect of human nature and to preach the 
m.essage of a salvation that is beyond both good and evil, 
pleasure and pain. It was a great thing to have shown that 
a geographical heaven was a part of the transitory cosmos 
projected by tlte powers of the Absolute and to have equated 
salvation with the attainment of the highest plane of con~ 
sciousness. But when man's self-realisation entailed a 
complete disappearance of the gods and even of Isvara, leaving 
no provision for the gratification of those emotional cravings 

B1 Maitri Up., 4. ll; Mul,lg. tip., 2. 1. 7. 
68 ISvampra:Q.idhanat va (l'oga Sutra, i. 23). 
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which a personal God can alone satisfy, the solution failed to 
appeal to the ordinary mind. Buddhism and J ainism dis
missed the Absolute altogether but retained the new cult of 
stoical atamxia and intellectual salvation. As against all 
these, the popular mind reaffirmed its faith in a personal god 
in the great theistic religions of Vai~1~avism and 8aivism that 
almost overtook the three earlier intellectualistic movements. 

The speculative movement that ~emphasised the import
ance of the materials spelled equal disaster to the gods. 
A sacrifice involves the use of both material objects and 
mantras. While an insistence upon tho former may lead to 
the belief that certain specific objects are indispensable for 
invoking certain deities (and even in Rig-Vedic times various 
favourite objects of different gods had begun to be specified), 
an insistence upon the latter may engender the notion tlmt a 
correct procedure and an accurate pronunciation are essential 
for success in any religious undertaking. The danger pro
ceeding from the first became greater when image-worship 
made its appearance. 69 and material offerings and divine 
forms became closely associated by contiguous association. 
But for the fact that the extension of the Aryan settlement 
necessitated the use of local substitutes70 the materials used 
in worship would have been still more stereotyped. In the 
Vedic times, hQ>ll'ever, the general absence of idols prevented 
tbe use of set materiaJ offerings; and because the fire served 
as the uniform ' mouth of the gods,' 71 sueh produets of the 
field, the forest and the floek as could be easily consumed by 
fire were used as saerificial offerings. 

The ca.se was different, however, with the rnantras. 
Being linked easily with the primitive belief in the magical 

69 For image-worship in Vedic timeo, see Muir, Original Sanskrit Te:ds, V, 
Sec. xxiii (3): Did the Vedic Jndian8 mak.:: images of their gods? (3rd Pdn., 
p. 453); B. C. Bhattacharyya, Indian Images, Part I, p, xxiv f.; Griswold, op. cit., 
p. 337. 

70 Thus there w.as a break in the tradition about the Soma plant with the 
effect that its identity beca.me nnlmown in course of time a.nd loca.l substitutes, 
nearly approximating the original plant in quality and appeara-nce, were used. 
See Griswold, op. cit., p. 219; also Ragozin, op. cit., p. 170, £.n .. 2. 

71 Griswold, op. cit., p. 162. Fireless sacrifice on ba.rhis (sacrificial gmss) 
was also practised as in ancient Iran.-Gr:iswold, op. cit., p. 158. 
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efficacy of formulae and incantations, these could soon be 
believed to have a power independent of the grace of the parti
cular gods approached by prayer. The distinction between 
religion and magic has been well put in the pithy saying 
'' Religion persuades tho gods and magic compels them.' ·n 
That the distinction was on the whole well observed in the 
Rig-Veda would be evident from a comparison with the 
Atharva-V cda where magic spell~ abound and which therefore 
wa.s long kept out of the canonical list of the Vedas (known 
therefore as Trayl: or group of three-l;tk, Yajus and Saman). 
But spells are not absolutely unknown in the Rig-Veda, as 
when a person uses prayer magical1y to oust a. rival or 
apprehends that a god would be lured away to the Eacri
fice of another by the more efficacious prayer of that c•ther 
(which implies that the god could not be present at even two 
places simultaneously).73 Pla.nts and waters are ~:upposed to 
be able to c<1st out diseases and wash away sins. But, as 
Hopkins remarks,74 much of the magic used was tinged vdth 
religious ideas and, in fact, tho priests •generally pre
ferred to clothe their own utterances in petitions to the 
gods direct. For such an early religion the absence of black 
mngin is a remarkable phenomenon and it is a striking testi
mony to the speculative ability of the ancient Indo-Aryans 
and the purity of their faith. 

\Vben, however, we read1 the period of the Bra.hma!)as75 

we (ind that a clmnge for the worse had taken place. The 
cessation of the practice of composing new hymns had invest
ed the ancient texts with an inviolable sanctity and a mystic 
significance. rrhey ttre now supposed to exercise a coercive 
force on the gods. If the formalities of a religious ceremony 
have been faithfully fulfilled, its attendant fruits are bound to 

72 Griswold, op. cit., p. 837. See S. K Maitra, Religion and Magic, in the 
Journal of the Department of Letters (Calcutta University), Vol. XXVTI. 

73 HopkinR, Ethics of India, p. 14; Ragozin, op. cit .. , p. 37\J; RV. X. 145; 
RV. IV. 25, 1. The Mimiil)sil. Philosophy used this as an argument against the 
theory of gods as boon-givers. 

·u Hopkias, Ethics of Inrha, pp. 14-15. 
75 See Winternitz, op. cit., I, p. 187 f. 
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follow-not because the gods would be pleased to bestow them 
but because they cannot prevent their arrival. Let us quote 
a typical example given by Macdonell :76 '' The notion that 
the kindling of Agni exercised a magical influence on t"he sun
rise seems not to be entirely absent in the RV. Such ap
pears to be the meaning of the poet when he explains: ' Let 
us light Agni, that thy wondrous brand may shine in heaven' 
(5. 6.4). This notion is cl~arly stated in a Brahmal).a pas-
sage :77 ' By sacrificing before sunrise he produces him (the 
sun), else he would not rise' (SB. 2. 3. 1.5; TS. 4. 7. 13.3)." 
This looks like a bold presumption; but when we remember 
that not only among primitive races but even in modern 
times lusty sounds are produced by some Hindus to drive away 
the demon that is believed to be swallowing the sun or the 
moon during an eclipse, we can see its :filiation to the magical 
belief that underlies such a religious act. Gradually 
a philosophy was propounded to show that mantras have an 
efficacy (sakti) of their own, and an elaborate theory of Bound 
(Sphotatjilda) &was evolved to justify such a belie£.78 rrhe 
Mrmatpsa philosophy which took up the task of supplying 
the rules of Vedic interpretation exceeded its function when 
it proposed to show that the hymns were in a sense more 
powerful than the gods approached with their help, and that 
an immaculate performance of Vedic rites could produce a 

. meritorious result (apurva, adr§ta) which was bound tq bring 
in due time a favourable destiny (bhagya). 

What lowered the prestige of the 
was the increased emphasis laid 

76 M~cdonell, V. M., p. 98. 
77 SBE. xii. 328. 

gods still further 
on the self-suffi-

78 The first aim of sacrifice was to present a simple thank·offering. This 
second aim was to nourish the gods with the essence of the offered food, and to 
otrengthen them for their duty d maintaining tho universe. The next icdca was 
that of making these oblations the means of wresting boons hom th§ invigor.ated 
and gmtified deities, and so accomplishing some specific earthly object, such, for 
example, as the birth of a son. A still more ambitious object was that of employ· 
ing &acrifice as an instrument for the attainment of superhuman powers and even 
exaltation to heaven (Monier 'Ni!Iiams, Hrahmanism and Ilinduisrn, p. 2\l, quoted 
in art .. HINDUISM, J<JRE. vi. 693); see Max Mi.\ller, Six Systems of Indian Phi· 
losophy, p. 402 f. 
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money of the moral law-· the theory that !(annan 
produced its fruits without reference to divine favour 
or disfavour. The heterodox systems of Buddhism 
and Jainism drew the logical conclusion of the Kar
man doctrine that gods were not necessary either for 
temporal benefits or for :final blessings. Being tethered to 
the sacrificial system, Brahma:t;J.ism could not get rid of the 
gods altogether; but it preachetl the doctrine that in the act 
of sacrifice the mantras and the rites were more important 
than the gods. 79 It is indeed true that there ·was this religious 
development that the Mimitrpsa did not feel the necessity of 
defending the independent reality of many equally powerless 
gods : it often thought of godhood in the singular as 
the locus of worship or the person sacrificed unto 
(yajna-rmru$a). But very little of the divine capacity wn,s 
left to this Being when the tl1eory was advanced that His only 
function was to bring about a dissolution of the world at tlw 
end of eaeh eycle of' existence in order to give a temporary res
pite to souls suffering from continuous rebirths, without 
being able to mitigate a :jot or tittle of their merit
ed doom. In fact, the relation between tbe law of 
KaJTnmt and God was very much like the relation 
betvveen a moving train and a pointsman. Just as 
a train Inoves by th.o energy of its own fuel and tho pointsman 
only shunts it on to this line or that without being able to 
accelerate or rct11rd its speed, so also the condition of a soul 
at the beginning of a cycle or at the dissolution of its last 
eml~odimont is determined by i,ts own actions of a previous 
life80 and God can only push a soul into its appropriate 
material form without having any capacity to modify the 
desert or the doom. In extreme speculation even this little 
initiative of God was taken away and J(arman was supposed 

79 A simiktr evolution of thought led to Mantrayiima in decadent Buddhism 
of India and Java. 

so See Nyaya-Maf1jari: (Vizianagram Series), p. 273 f; also Yoga S1itra, ii. 13. 
Vide the author's paper on The Vicissitudes of the Ka-rma Doctrine in Pandit 
Madarf Mohan Malaviya Commemoration Volume, p. 491C f. 
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to operate directJy without the co-operating activity -of God. 
It is evident that a. God to whom prayers are useless can lmrdly 
retain His title to the veneration of man. As -in _G-reek 
belief, an inexorable fate (adr~ta) above -the gods took the 
place of a God of grace.81 No wonder, therefore, that the 
Mlma~1sakas, in spite of their faith in the sanctity of the 
Vedas, should come to be regarded as atheists. Unlike the 
followers of the path of ·knowledge (jniinamargg,), these 

. followers of the path of work (karmamiirga) did not lose faith 
in a heaven to · be won by the faultless performance of . pres
c:fbed rites with appointed materials and mantras~ But 
both classes agreed that the individual was a self-sufficient 

· entity for purposes of salv~tion and that the ultimate means 
thereof was a true knowledge of the self and not merely a . .. . . 

correct performance of sacri:ticial acts. A more radical 
position was taken up by the Sa~khya system which 
disbelieved in the efficacy of religious acts, in the 
possibility .of proving the existence of God and, there
fore, of conceutrating attention on Him as a means to 
the Samiidhi (mystic contemplation) that effects the 
release of the soul (Puru$a) from its association ·with the 
body (Pmkrti), and in the :final absorption of the personal 
finite in the impersonal Absolute (Bmhman). The Sa:rp.khya, 
therefore, rejected the Mtmarp.sa, the Yoga, and the Vedant:-t 
solutiOtn of the problem of God in relation to man . . We need 
only add the views of the materialists and _ the sceptics 
(CaT'Uakas) who called the Vedas unmeaning jargon, the priest
ly symbols and acts mere disguises arid devices to deceive 
fools, and sensualpleasure t1ie highest blessing. It appears; 
therefore, that the majority verdict of Indian philosophen; 
went against a belief in God as understood in the Semitic 
religions, namely, a unitary and ethical personality rnling 
the universe by moral law but capable of forgiving and w1lling 

81 See :Bhartrhari's Niti4atakam, ll4-102. " DespitQ the handic11p of an over
stressed religious ritual, which nearly blind~?.d her to the great light of t>thics, 
India emerged with the belief that religion is a m~tter not of form but of mind 
E>lld will, and that a good ch~racter is. more essential than a good rituaL "-Hopkins, 
Ethics of India, p. 236. 
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to f()I'give the penitent sinner out of His abundant grace. 
What prevented godlessness in the bad sense of the term was 
that the Indian approach to the problem was spiritual and 
ethical, although it was not religious as understood above. 
There was no attempt to equate the spirit with the body 
(except in the small materialistic school} or to deny the . 
validity of the moral law ; and, in the Vedanta system of 
Sai1lmra, the ultimate reality of Brahman, which was des
cribed as existence, consciousness and bliss (sacc,idananda
svarflpam), was also acknowledged. 

• It would be idle to deny the profound influence that 
these philosophical speculations had on the whole trend of 
Indian religious thought. It is not the fool in India that said in 
his heart that there was no God. Although there are hnnily 
books in the Rig-Veda and some families arc supposed to have 
had a special liking for certain deities (e.g., the Vasi::;thas 
for Varm;w),82 there is no evidence to show that in India theJT; 
was anything like the tribal monolatry of the Semitic :.;roups 
o£ Western Asia83 or the local monolatry of .the Egyptian 
nomes. The speculative mind had to start with the whole 
assemblage o( ma,jor and minor gods ; and when it did not 
take the road to monotheism, it reached either the impersonal 
Absolute or the impersonal Moral Order. When, however, 
a, renewed interest in devotional religion manifested 
itself and th.e various Ptiri1r)as were composed, a curi
ous intermixture of absolutistic, magico-ethical and 
theistic speculations took place. ':[1he Supreme God and 
Brahman were either identified or placed side by side, and 
demons were portrayed as being able to wrest from the un
willing hands of the gods any boon they desired, by dint of 
proper worship. 84 Sages had to be tempted with the aid of 
heavenly dancers (apsaras) lest their austerities should 

82 Griswold, op. cit, p. 147; Keith, op. cit., pp. 91-92. 
83 Griswold, however, thinks that " the Rigvedic pantheon probably re

presents the gods of different Aryan tl'ibes " and that " political federation was 
doubtless followed by religious federation, according to the usual custom in an· 
cient times. "-Religion of the Rigveda, p. 343. 

84 See Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 195, for a list of such boons given by 
Br~hmii.. 
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inevitably dethrone the existing authorities of heaven who 
had won their posts by similar efforts in the past. No grace 
or aid of God was necessary to attain these heavenly positions. 
As a matter of fact, the gods ruled for only one cosmic age to 
be replaced in the succeeding age by a fresh set. 85 'rhus the 
mo<rtality of the gods, which was an original belief of the 
Rig-Veda, returned in a new form. Tl1e Vedanta thought that 
even the gods needed self-kn~wledge in order to he saved and 
that a :finite soul attaining heaven might be regarded as being 
on the way to salvation (krammnukta), which would be attain
ed when all things would be reduced to their causal condition 
(karaf),avastha) at the end, of a cosmic cycle.86 But this inter
mediate stage of heavenly residence was not indispensRb1e 
and :finite souls of the earth could excel the gods by attaining 
salvation direct, 87 J ainism going so far as to suggest tJ at, 
only men could be saved and gods would have to be reborn 
as men to get their salvation after proper enlightemn,eut. 
Muhammad claimed to have converted jinn as well as men 
and he lived 1iearly twelve hundred years after Mahavira nnd 
Buddha. No wonder that on behalf of these two teachers it. 
should be similarly claimed that even the gods paid ·them 
homage for their spiritual wisdom. 

Let us now trace the fortune of the speculation that took 
the gods seriously and refused to reduce them to transient 
manifestations of an impersonal Absolute or helpless wheels 
of a moral machine. Its task was much more formidable, 
for the Vedic gods hardly formed a pantheon with 'vell
de:fined duties and relations. There was no recognised head 
of .the groups of gods as was Ze~s .Pater in the Gre.ek religion 

85 Speculations on this point are neither clear nor consistent. There is 
very little to suggest that there have been more than one Vi~r;tu or one Siva. 
Possibly the rise of sectarian worship prevented the multiplication of the supreme 
God to rule over different cosmic ages. Vi~r;tu, for instance, was supposed to get 
into his sleep of involution (yoganidrii) at the dissolution of one cosmic cycle ancl 
k} wake up at the beginning of the next cycle. But Brahma was trooted as subject 
t:·. dissolution (Bh.G., xv, 16). See also Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, 
pp. 268-69; p. 276 (M. Bh. xii. 348). 

86 Maitri Up., 4. 6. 

87 Bee Hopki{ls, Ethics of India, p. 236, f.n. 11. 
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or Jupiter in the Roman religion. Fftther Sky (Dyans Pilar) 
as the god of heaven had generally as his counterpart Mothet ·· 
Earth (Prthivt Miitar) ;88 and although the gods (deva.s) were 
regarded as their children, Dyaus does not appear to have 
been at any time more than a colourless head of the divine 
clan in India. In addition to an imperfect personi
fication, he and his consort . are not always regarded 
as being ' ancient born ' • for they are themselves 
spoken of as being begotten or created.89 Besides, 
the paternity of the gods does not belong to them alone, 
for other parents are also ascribed to the gods collectively or 
individually in different places. 90 Again, being too nearly 
related to the gods of nature, they are not usually regarded 
as being also the parents of men and other creatures though 
that relation is not entirely absent. 91 Dyaus, thetefore, 
proved an unpromising divine unity and was unceremoniously 
dropped in later speculations. But the idea that the gods 
were related by birth lived on, and, in spite of conflieting 
accounts of their origin out of one another, they were con
ceived to form something analogous to a human tribe or clan 
(and even to· be divided into castes) and to be actuated by a 
common clan-spirit or group-mind. rrhey were often invoked 
together in larger or smaller groups and they were also often 
collectively represented.92 The unedifying spectacle of the 
gods being in conflict with one another, as depicted in the 
Pura:t;~.as, is almost entirely absent in the Vedas. 93 This 
facilitated their collection in comprehensive groups with 

BB Griswold, op. cit., pp. 98-99. 
89RV. 1.160. 4; V. 2. Griswo1d, op. cit., p.10; Macdon,ell, V.M., pp.12, 

126. 
90 Macdonell, V. M., p. 14. 
91 Ibid, p. 15; p. 126. (RV. I. 150.2; 160.2; 185.1). 
92 In RV. II. 3.4 the Vasus and the Adityaa are supposed to fall outside the 

All-gods group. 
93 The gods on the wholE) are conceived as dwelling together in harmony 

and friendship. The only one who ever introduces a note of discord is the war
like and overbearing Indra. He on.ce appears to have fonglJI; against th€l gods 
in general (4. 30. 3-5); he slew his own father, and .shattered the car of Dawn. 
He also seems to have threatened on one occasion to slay his faithful compan1ons 
the Maruts.-Macdonell, Ved·ic Mythology, p. 18 .(see Barnett, Hindu Gods and 
HQroes, pp. 31-2). 
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varying depotations. Thus in the later Vedic litera
ture and the BrahmaJ).as the earthly gods were compre
hensively called Vas us and had Agni as their leader, the 
atmospheric gods were called Rudras, having Indra at their 
head, and the heavenly gods got the name of Adityas with 
Vanwa as the chief representative. 94 The highest group 
comprehending all the gods received the appellation of 
Visvedeva}:_t (All-gods). 95 • 

But while the idea of a confederacy of the gods materially 
helped the growth of monotheism, the speculative mind eould 
not rest with this imperfeet unification. Inadequate personi
fication and ill-defined functions obscured the boundaries of 
the gods. It was difficult under those circumstances to keep 
separate the deities whose principal functions had either ?
joint or an identical ef£ect.96 Fire and lightning, for instance, 
have similar illuminating functions : no wonder, therefore, 
if Agni and Indra should appear at first as a dual divinity 
and then regarded as identical, each appropriating in time. 
the attributes ~£ tho othor.97 The loose association of func
tions and attributes with the gods made it possible to invest 
at least the major gods with all powers incidental to supreme 
divinity ; and when in this way their distinctiveness was lost., 
the different deities came to be regarded as different forms 
QLone and the same .ultimate principle. If the same Agni 
could be simultaneously present in many houses, in the 

94 For other groupings, see Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 130 f. The 
groups tend to increase. See, for instance, Chan Up. 3, 6-10 and Bhagav.:tdgitl\ 
xi. 6 and 22. 

95 Sometimes these are distinguished from tlm Vasus and the Adityas (RV. 
2.3.4). Bh. G-. xi. 22 follows this tradition of regarding the Visvede·vai). as a 
circumscribed group. 

96 There is the wnrk of rain-giving, in which, to a greater or .less degree, 
Par;anya, Varul).a, Inclra, Dyaus, Rudra and the Maruts all participate. As 
gods of tht: lightning there are Tndm, Trita Aptya, and so forth; as physician 
gods R11dra and the Maruts, VarUI]a, Smna, Asvins, Vata and the Waters; a~ 
demon-slayers Agni anc1 Indr.t and in general the gods of light; and as gods of 

song Brihaspati, the Mamts >1Dd the Afigira><as.-Griswold, The Religion of the 
~igveda, p. 104. 

~7 Ma,ooon~o~ll, V. M., p. 16. 
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lightning, and in the sun, and if Indra could 
self through his oecult powers, why should it be impossible 
for a single Power to manifest itself in the different forces 
of nature? Both pantheistic and monotheistic speculations 
started from this line of thought. Passages like the follow
ing are not isolated : '' The one Being sages speak of in many 
ways; they call it Agni, Yama. Matarisvan " (RV. 1.164.46). 
The same idea of unity was sought to be conveyed by ilepict
ing the mutual dependence of the deities. In fact, the con
cept of a unitary God was more easily reached than an agreed 
name-possibly there were champions for different deities, 
as is suggested by RV. 2. 1,98 where an entire hymn ts 
devoted to show th11t the different gods were in reality uothing 
but Agni, and by other isolated pttssages where similar dnirm 
are advanced for Siirya (RV. 10. 170.4), Varm)-a (RV. 8. 
41.1-7) and Indra (RV. 8. 87 .2).99 T1he use of terms like' the 
One,' ' the One unborn,' ' the One unknown,' points to the 
adoption of an indefinite god as the ultimate unity; but it 
served the purpose of monism more than that Of monotheism. 100 

Hence the framing of a new name became imperative. 'l'his 
concreto god would correspond to the All-Fathor idea of 
primitive minds. 

Now, an oxarnination of religious speculations shows 
that God as Power appeals first to the human mi:nil. A.· gor1 

is what one is afraid to displease. It is also a being 'vhose 
aid tt person seeks in order to overcome some evil or attain 
some good. Perhaps the second character is apprehended 
and appreciated earlier : we \Vailt to have the gods on our 
side in order to succeed in our undertakings and· to defeat our 
enerrnes. Yahweh was the Lord of hosts in Israel; so also 
was Indra to the Vedic Aryans. But pow·er manifests itself 

9~ RV. II. 1 looks like a reply to RV. VIII. 29.2 where the hymn to the 
Vi.syedeval;l distinguishes the different gods; s<;e Ragozin, op. cit ., p. 434. 

99 M.acdonell, V. M., p. 118. 

IOO See in this connection Muir, Original Sanskrit Texts, V, St<c. xxi. (19) 
as to whether polytheism or monotheism was the earliest form of thE< Aryan 
religion (3rd editio11, p. 41'2). 
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most strikingly in acts of creation, whether of the world or of 
gods and men. A world ruled by regularity and law indicates 
the existence of a single being who not only wields the power 
to bring it into being but also the will and the intelligence to 
regulate its working. Such a conscious fashioner of the 
world the Vedic Indians found in Prajapati-a name whiC"h 
was coined to suit the. function ascribed to it, namely, the 
lordship of all creatures. Prajtipati quickly replaced the pre
Vedic Tvaf?tr and the colourless deities Dhatr (supporter), 
Vidhatr (Disposer) and Visvakarman (All-creating), who 
were personifications of the architectonic and controlling 
activities of the Creator .101 After being tentatively associated 
with Savit:r and Soma in an adjectival form and standing for 
a distinct deity in a few places, the name is used in the magni
ficent hymn of RV. 10. 121 in the sense of the Supreme God 
who brought everything into being and is therefore rightly 
termed Hira:J;lyagarbha, the germ of gold.102 This became 
the established meaning of the term commonly in the htter 
Vedic literatu.re and regularly in the Brahma:t;1asY3 

Prajapati was not a nature-god and so it was easy to invest him 
with supreme wisdom and ethical qualities : it is with this 
enhanced connotation that he appears in the Upanil?ads as 
instructing Indra and Virocana. But his principal function 
as '' the god of offspring '' and of creation in general was 
never forgotten, . and . he beca,me latterly. identified .··with 
Brahma, the first person of the Hindu Trinity, who is 
supposed to be the creator of the world.104 Brahma, in fact, 
absorbed also the intellectual function of Prajapati and 
became the revealer of the Vedas. In later Hinduism he aho 
appropriated the names of Dhatr, Vidhatr, Hira:t;1yagarbha 
and such other deities who were closely related to Prajapati 
in his functionaJ aspect. Being associated, on the 

lOlMacdonell, V.M., p. 116; also pp. 115, 118; Barnett, op. cit., p. 48f.; 
Winternitz, op. cit., I, p. 222 f. 

102 Macdonell, V. M., p. 118. 

~03 Ibid, p. 118. 

104 Ibid, p. 119 (Asvalayana Grhya Sutra, 3, 4, ete.). 
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one hand, with the sacrificial god Prajapati of the Brahmanas 
and, on the other, with the philosophical unity Brahman of 
the Upani:?ads,105 Brahma had a fair chance of being raised 
to the supremest position.106 What went against him was 
the want of popular enthusiasm for a God who made no appeal 

· to the emotional life of man and remained mostly a god of the 
sacrificial class. So he retained his position as the ndvism· 
of the gods in difficult situatic"ms but retired from the active 
government of the world after peopling it with diveme 
creatures, including the godsY17 His unfitness for the supreme 
position was proved in popular opinion by a variety of causes. 
Although called Svayambhu (self-born), he carried with him 
the Vedic tradition of the waters being the source of all things 
and of a primeval " golden egg or germ " out of whieh all 
things arose.108 So, in later times, he was represented as 
being born in the lotus issuing out of the navel of the primeval 
Purus>a resting on the waters (Na,rayar,w, or Vil?J,1U)109 or as 
issuing out of the primeval egg grown out of the seed c,f the 
Primal Being thrown into the primeval wate:r.s. 110 Secondly, 
the creation of the world by hhn was not always non-se:}:uaUy 
conceived and an obscure Vedic text concerning the incest of 
a fathe,r with his daughter and the birth of Vasto9pati out of 
that incest was foisted on him in his character as Pm,japati 

105 The Up11ni~<1ds recognised 11 S11gm;ta and 11 Nirgul)l1 Brahman but dW not 
give the Sagnqa Brahman or Isvara the name of Brabrna. 

100 Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, pp. 10, 170; see also pp. 71, 73. 
Mnnjusri was conceived to possess functions similar to those of Bral1rna who~e 

name he came to bear. And Avalokitesvara too lw·d some of his physical propertiC's. 

107 Titles mean something historically, but they are no gauge of belief or 
of the estimation in which a god is really he!d ...... Bzahman's titles ...... are ampli-
fied more for gnndiloquenc8 than for added meaning.-Hopkins, Epic Myf./w
logy, p. 192. See also p. 193 (§ 134, Brahman as Preserver) where. the continuing 
activities of Brahma are described.~ 

lOS See Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 189. Similar cosmic eggs were believed 
in by the Phoenicians, the Babylonians, and the~ Irani.ans. See Casartelli, The 
Philosophy of the 111 azdayasnian Religion ttnder the Sassanids, p. 107. 

109 For this transformation of the independent Bri1hman into an agent of 
Vi~J?U, see Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 197. For a similar Saivite transforma-
tion, see p. 198. 

:Itt 

110 For Brahma:QI1 parallels, see Winternitz, op. ,,cit., I, p. 223. 
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and he was represented as begetting Manu, the progenitor of 
the human race, on his own mind-born daughter Satarupa."11 

The rational and moral instincts of the race rejected a god who 
was neither causally firstm nor ethically ideal. Besides, there 
was some incongruity between a God as Power and n; God 
who carried the symbols of Brahmal,lic detachment 
and intellectual preoccupation~ His position could be 
maintained only so lo.ng as the old tradition of ascetic 
fervour (tapas) as the cause of creation did not completely 
die out.113 When the idea of Brahma, Vif?I,lU and Siva as 

a trinity was well established, possibly there disappeared alHo 
the religious motive for worshipping Brahma. '' Men wor
ship Siva the destroyer because they fear him; Vif?Q.U the 
Preserver because they hope from him; but who worships 
Brahma the Creator? His work is done.' '114 As Hopkins 
remarks, '' Brahman comes into the group as a matter of 
form, because it was impossible for the sectarian worshipper 
to deny the old or.thodox Creator, who had been chief of the 
pantheon, the old Father of gods and men, since the end of 
the Vedic age. " 115 His decline from power is traceable in 
the Mahabharata and the Ramayal)a ;116 by the end of •. the 
sixth century of the Christian era the small sect which consi
dered him to be the Supreme God di(:ld out, and to-day in the 
whole of India there are very few temples dedicated to him.117 

111 For the offspring of Brahma (or Prajapati), Het\ Hopkins, Epic i'fiytho· 
lFJgy, p. 189 f. 

ll2 The egg-theory is repudiated in a speech ascribed to the Wind-go(l : 
· · How can he who is unborn be born of an egg? The egg me,1ns space; hence 
only was the Gre.tt Pather born. There is no (cosmic) egg; but Brahman is; he 
is the king, thll enlivener (creator) of the world (M.Bh. XIII, 154, 19).-H<)pkins, 
Epic Mythology, p. 191. 

113 Cf. the hymn of Aghamar~aJ).a., in HV. X. 190. 

111 Carpenter (quoting Hopkins), op. cit., p. 182. 

115 Hopkins, Ori. and Ev. of Rel., p. 304; also Epic Mythology, p. 189 f. 

116 Barnett, op. cit., p. 111. 

117 'l'here are temples at Pushkar (Rajputana), Dudahi (Bundelkhand), 
Khed Brahma (Mahikantha, Idar StatSl, Gujarat), Kudakkal (Malabar), Chebrolu 
(Kistn.t district), Kalahasti (South Arcot), Mitranandapuram (near Trivandrum). 

25 
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But it is not power as such that the human mi.id seeks 
in God. A god that does not embody the ethical ideal has 

, little chance of survival in human worship, especially when 
man learns to control the forces of nature himself. vV e are 
overawed by the dynamically sublime, but we require some
thing more in God to make Him the object of our prayer and 
devotion. If power had ooen the primary qualification of 
godhead, Agni, who consumed everything, or Indra, whose 
t:na tchless valour was so often extolled in the Vedas, or Soma, 
who invigorated men and inspired their muse and even rnac1e 
t.lie gods immortal, would have attained the supreme position 
in Hindu religion. Bnt although the Vedic seers appw1ehecl 
these gods oftenest with their hymns, the future belonged 
t,.o gods of a different type-gods that did not engage the hand 

·or employ the head so much aR attracted the heart of man. 
The Brahmal}as had extolled sacrifice and prescribed rituals. 
rl1he Aral}yakas had al~gorised them. The Upanit;mds had 
rejected them after recorcling the faint pr9tests of those who 
were against the mere pursuit of self-knowledge to the total 

. abandonment of works. A time, however, soon came when the 
Upf1ni$adic identif1;ation of Atman (the self) with Brahman 
vvas challenge1l aPrl the Vedic relation of man and God .was 
restored with a, deeper spiritr1al significimce and ethical 
meanmg. 

The way for this consummation wa::; being prepared in 
the Vedic hymnr1 themselves. Max Muller'R theory of Vedic 
henotheism has )Jeen discussed threadbare in subsequent 
literature on Vedic religion and not .p,lways in favour of that 

·theory .118 Speabng of the theory, Macdonell observes : 
'' Henotheism is an appearance rather than a reality, an 
appearance prc.duced by the indefiniteness due to undevelor,ed 
anthropomorp'1ism, by the lack of any Vedic god occupying 
the J:losition of a Zeus as the constant head of the panthecn, 
by the natural tendency of the priest or singer in extolling a 
particular god to exaggerate his greatnesR and to ignore ·;thf;r 
gods, and by the growing belief in the unity of the gods, 

- 118 Macdopell, V. M., p. 16. 
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each of,. whom might be regarded as a type of the divine. 
Henotheism might, however, be justified as a term to express 
the tendency of the RV. towards a kind of monotheism." 
The gods were distinguished from other .types of beings by 
the possession, in generous measure, of " the qualities of 
power, sovereignty, wisdom, beneficence and beauty. " 119 

They were also regarded as ' truthful ' and ' not deceitful.' 
They could be relied upon to keep their covenant of grace and 
gift, provided men, on their part, fulfilled their dutie!:l af 
gacrifice and prayer. Further, in relation to themselves, the 
gods act in unison. No invocation of groups of divinitier, 
would have been possible, had it not been prompted ~'Y the 
belief that they possessed perfect understanding among then1-
selves about their proper functions and were prepared to ad 
harmoniously together for the benefit of the worshippcr.l20 

In this way the gods are re]ated to the Eternal Order (rta) 
which rules not only the physical but also the moral world. 121 

Speaking of this aspect of divinity, Griswold rema,rks/22 

'' All the gods· ar~ alike in either determining, or expressing 
or guarding some aspect or other of rita, which maybe tran..; 
slated as ' the course of things,' ' nature,' or ' cosmic tjrder.: 
Through the great conception of Jj,ita the multiplicity of 
nature is reduced to a unity and the multiplicity of the godA 
(corresponding to the multiplicity of nature) isseen to 1efl.ect 
a single will, because all are ' labourers together ' in main.: 
taining a single nll-conwrehensive cosmic order. Thus the 

119 Griswold, op, cit., p. 109. 
120 See Keith, op. cit., p. 86 f. 
121 The Vedic word rita. (connected with Greek '"!'•71/ and Latin ratus) 

means fit, orderly, good, and as a noun ritam is t.he right order· of the uniwrs~ •. of 
the Sacrifice, and of ethical CO!lduct, the. true way as opposed to its neg.ative, 
anritam, th.at is, false or untrue. It connote.s a certain " harmony " (which is 
etymologically from the same root) between ideal and practice. In a cosmic sense, 
it designates the harmony of the world, the regularity of nature, as evinced by 
the orderly procession of celestia,J bodies, of seasons, and of their earthly repre· 
sentatives in the seo,sonal sacrifices and the regular conduct of men, &8 opposed 
t\l irregular conduct. It is n\lt, like the Chinese Tao, a cosmic power, but it is 
the order instituted by the Wise Spirit as regulator of the world,-B:opkius, Ethics 
of India, pp. 2-3 (see Reith, op. cit., I, pp_ 83-84). . 

122 Griswolc11 op. cit., p. 108; :M:acdon;;ll, V. M., p. 26. 
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tendency of I,tigvedic religion was toward some form of unity, 
whether monotheistic or pantheistic.'' 
· In fact, we come in view now of the second witne~;s W 
the existence of God, namely, man's moral consciousness and 
his yearning for a spirit that responds to the call of devot:on 
and love. The unity that the inte1lect seeks and establishes 
is found to be also the power that makes for righteousness 
and social concord. The hinotheistic attitude achieved ilWrr' 
things : (i) it established an exclusive affection for one deity 
at a time ; (ii) it raised that god to the position of the E~o]e 
creator and preserver of the world; (ii,i) it invested that god 
with a fixed will and an ethical purpose in the government of 
the physical and moral worlds. It would not be true to 
say that the ethical character of the gods was a late achieve
ment of Vedic specultttion. Wlmt really took place was that 
the ethical quality, which was originally associated with one 
deity or group of deities, beeame the common property of all 
the gods tb.rough identification m· association with the PLhicn1 
divinity .123 rrhis could take place only. when anthropo
morphism had sufficiently covered. up the physical origin of 
most of the Vedic gods and facilitated the transference nf the 
ethical qualities of Varm;1a and the Adityas to these deities. 
Western scholars have deplored the eclipse of Varm;m, '' the 
Indian Yahweh," in post-Vedic literature. It is true thnt 
it 'vould have been an advantage had the selection of Varul)a 
prevented the war of sects in later times. But an explana
tion of the supersession of VaruQ.a may possibly be found in 
the fact that monotheism did not come by way of 
monolatry in India, as it did in Israel, and each of the 
majoi· gods was conceived in course of time to be the guardian 
of the moral order (rtasya gopii). 124 This obviated the 
necessity of a separate ethical deity who would have 
assumed the position of a ' special god ' of morality and 
affected the independence of the other go.ds. The ethical 

123 Hopkins, Bthics of India, p. 13. 
124 Aditi is several times spoken of as protecting frotn distress (atf!has), . and 

she is said to grant complete welfare or safety (10, 100; 1, 94.15), but she is more 
frequently invoked to releas¢ from guilt or sin, Thus Varu!)a (1, 24.15), Ag:n,i 
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Varu1,1a vitalised the other gods by association and identifi
cation and disappeared from view in the process ; but a tealm 
where he could reign as a special deity of nature was fcund 
for him in the waters with which, in fact, he had Vedic 
associations. The other factor that contributed to the down
fall of VaruJ!a, as indeed of all the gods, was the development 
of the idea of an independent and impersonal Moral Order 
which had once been regarded as " the First-born " of the 
divine fervou11 (RV. 10. 190). VaruJ!a, again, was the 
personification of the constancy and regularity that keep the 
physical and the moral order going. As he had not gathered 
round him any considerable myth of having bestowed gift::; 
on worshippers in the past, the frankly hedonistic temper 
had no need of him, and later generations did not see the 
utility or logic of apJJroaehing him with frequent rites on the 
principle of reciprn~al ::;ervice. All these causes conspired 
to diminish the importance of the ethical VaruJ!a ; but it 
would be untrue to say that the moral standard of the com~ 
munity was "materially lowered thereby. The interest o.f the 
succeeding ages was in sacrifice and self-knowledge-the 
one .. was probably accentuated by contact with indigenous 
belief in magic and the other as a reaction therefrom. But 
morality lived on even when interest in VaruJ!a had waned, 
and an independent investigation into the conditions oJ moral 
discipline was undertaken in the different philosophies, and 
ooncrete rules of life laid down in the different codes of social 
<~.nd individual ethics (G:rhya-sutras and Dharma-sastras). 

But the Vedic V aruJ!a did not really die-he rose 
phoenix-like out of his own ashes in more attractive divine 

(4, 12.4), and Savitr (5, 82.6), are besought to free from guilt ag.a.inst Aditi. Aditi, 
Mitra ::uJ,d VaruiJ.a arc implored to forgive sin (2, 27.14), Aditi and Aryaman, to 
loosen (the bonds of) sin (7, 93. 7). Worshippers beseech Aditi to make them 
sinless (1, 162.22) ; praying that by fulfilling her ordinances they may be without 
siJ . towards Varm;t.a (7, 87. 7) and that evildoers may be cut off from Aditi (10, 87 .18). 
Hence though other gods, Agni (3, 54.10), Savitr (4, 54.3), Suu, Dawn, Heaven 
and Earth (10,35.2-3) are petitioned to pardon sin, the notion of releasing fron1 
it is n"uch more closely connected with Aditi and her son VaruiJ.a whose fetters 
that bind sinners are characteristic, and who unties sin like a rope and removes it.
Macdonell, Vedic Mythology! p. 121. (See als() pp. 26 and 38.) 
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colours. 125 The Rig-Veda conceives of him as a noble 
lord, a king and a universal monarch-as a being to 1vhom 
sovereignty belongs in a pre-eminent manner. I-Ie is 
possessed of mysteriou~ powers; the whole world is establisheo 
in him and obeys his laws. He regulates the movement of 
heavenly bodies and terrestrial objects alike. Nothing is secret 
from him-neither the hidden depths of the earth nor the 
hidden depths of the human soul. • From his heavenly mansion 
of a thousand doors and his seat of a thousand columns 
he looks on all deeds, beholds the truth and falsehood of men 
and is an invisible witness of man's thoughts, intentions and 
acts.126 The sun that roams over the world by day and the 
stars that shine by night keep a watch on the conduct of mnn 
and report it to him; and his thousand-eyed spies ferret ont 
every wrong and are never deceived. Even the gods crrnnot 
transgress his fixed ordinances, which. Varm;w strictly guards. 
He hates and punishes such moral lapses as falsehood, deceit 
cruelty, cheating, cursing, gambling, anger and drunkennesfl 
and afflicts with disease those that break the .moral la 'lv. 
There is no possibility of escaping from his jurisdiction attd 
his fetters inexorably ensnare the sinner.127 Communion 
with him is broken through sin and he withdraws his fr:end
ship and favour from the impenitent sinner. But V::LrUI,l3 
has a benign as well as a terrible aspect. He supports his 
own creation with timely rain and adequate nourishment. 
Being superior to the moral law, which is established in him 
and is an expression of his holy will, he does not insist upon 
strict justice being meted out to sinners. He understands 
their failings and is willing and able to forgive even the daily 
transgressions of his laws provided they are truly penit8nt. 
He is able to drive away disease and death and to releaHe 

125Griswold, op. cit., Ch. V; Macdonell, V.M., p. 24f.; R.agozin, op. cit., 
p .. 140; Keith, Rel. and Phil. of Veda and Upanisads, I, p. 246f.; ~Vinternitz, 
op. cit., I (E.T.), p. 80 f. 

126 Whatever thing two sitt1ng down togethE)r talk about, Varn:ga as a 
third knows (AV. IV. 16.2); s~e G1·iswold, op. cit .. , p. 129. 

127See AV. IV. 16; Winternitz, op. cit., I, pp. 144-45;Griswold, op. cit.., 
p. 129. 
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from ~n sms. He is merciful and gracious and one can he 
restored to his favour by " moral seriousness in trying to 
discover one's 'hidden faults' (VII. 86, 3-4), confession of sin 
(VII. 86, 6; 88, 6; 89, 3), longing to be justified in the «ight 
of VaruJ;la (VII. 87, 7; 1.24. 15); prayer for the remission 
of penalty (VII. 86, 5; 88, 6; 89, 1, 5; I. 24, 9, 11-15; 
25, 1-2; V. 85, 7-8; II. f8, 5-7, 9), purpose after new 
obedience (VII. 86, 7), oblations and sacrifices (1.24, 14) 
and hymns of praise " (VII. 86, 8 ; I. 25, 3-4) .128 

So, as Macdonell points out, " There is in fact no hymn to 
VaruJ;la (and the Adityas)129 in which the prayer for [orgi,·e
ness of guilt does not occur, as in the hymns to other deities 
the prayer for worldly goods. " 130 In fact, this aspect was so 
prominent that even when other gods (e.g., Aditi) are prayed 
to for forgiveness of sin, the prayer often takes the form of 

128 Griswold, op. cit., p. 129 (with footnote). 

129 The followin11 quotation from Griswold neatly puts the relation between 
V<tTUl}{l, and th~ Adit;as :-

Varul}a stands out clear and distinct with sharply defined characteristics. 
Mitra h:s companion and double is in most matters simply the replica of Varul}a" 
What is true cf Mitm is true of all the other A.dityas in their relation to Varul}a. 
their head. They have little or no individuality or roo! personality. They indeed 
f0rm a system with Varul}a, revolving about him, as it were, like planets about 
a central sun. But ii1 relation to Varul).a they are little more than expressions of 
his divine nature, personified aspects of the same,-in short, little more than 
names of the great god. Thus Mitra and Aryaman explicate the social naturs 
and laws of Varul).a. Mitra, ' he of the compact,' signifies that Varul).a is a 
ooven!>nt-keeping god and demands that men should be like him in this respect. 
Aryaman ' the loyal,' ' the true ' with special reference to the marriage contract 
means that Varu:Qa desires truth and loyalty in the marriage relation. Bhaga, 
' he of bounty,' and AI]1sa, 'he of the due s11are,' emphasize the bountiful and 
gracious character of Varul}a who ' gives to all men liberelly,' and to every man 
his due. Dak~a ' be of strength, cleverness, insight, will' emphasizes the creative 
purpose, power and skill of Varul}a. In a word, if the Adityas are in the aggreg:Hte 
sense gods of celestial light, they are also, ' in the aggregate sense,' gods of 
truth 11nd righteousness, the creators and directors of an eternal and inviolable 
world-order, both physical and moral. Being 'observers of order' 'ritavilnii~,' 

i.e. holy th::lmselves, they are able to say with one voice : " Be ye holy, for I are 
holy "-The Religion of the Rigveda, p. 143 (see Keith, op'. cit., p. 99). For a 
comparison of the Xdityas with the Amesha Spentas, see Griswold, op. cit., p. 145 f., 
and Keith, op. cit., p. 102. For a comparison of the Vedic list with the Pauriil)ic, 
see N. K. Bhattas,ali 's Iconography of Buddhist and BrahmtMical Sculptures i1t 
the Dacca Museum, pp. 154-~. 

uo Macdonell, V. M., p. 27. 
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seeking to be released from the fetters of Varul).a with the help 
of these gods .131 

But the future allegiance of Hinduism belonged to other 
gods. flimultaneously with the Aryanisation of the h.nd, 
there went on an imperceptible absorption of indigenous 
culture and this led to a shifting of emphasis to such Vedic 
gods as could be easily assimilated to objects of local worship. 
Possibly also, the fitful monotheism of the Vedas did not 
satisfy those who had passed tl1rough the baptiRm of Upani
~adic monism and a more systematic attempt to lead t 11ings 
to a primal personal unity was the crying need of the hour. 
The Vedic gods, again, were gods of the whole tribe, although 
it is not improbable that this or that god was occasional.ly 
preferred as being the best and highest. But as the area of 
Aryan culture extended, local considerations must have 
dictated the ranking of the dilierent gods, with the effect that, 
after the period of the Upani~ads, sectarianism began to rear 
its head itnd to look upon this or that god as t[1e 'lupreme 
entity and the source of all things. A change in the popular 
idea regarding the proper method of approaching God, how-· 
soever caused, was also responsible for the development of 
theism. Not intellectual contorn.plation but loving devotion 
was looked upon as the proper way of gaining divine help 
and guidance, and so the impersonal Brahman was repiaced 
in popular affection by the personal gods of later Hinduism. 
Two gods towered above the rest henceforth in popular t:'Rte8m, 
namely, Vit;;l).U and Siva ; but the Vedic solar worship a.lso 
managed to survive in some form all through the centuries 
by the side of Vai~?folavism and Saivism. The cult of c;akti, 
the Mother Goddess, also attracted some earnest minds and 
managed to fuse together Vedic and abo.riginal beliefs. 
Gay.lesa, probably the god of a local cult, also gained Fome 
following and 1vas duly affiliated to the cults of Siva, and 
Sakti. Many of the Vedic gods were totally forgotten in the 
new pantheon of Hinduism-specially, the minor and oldtw 

131 M11<0donell, V§ldio Mythology, p, 121. 
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god~, and som~ were allied to the new divinities. A new 
literature grew up to discourse on these sectarian gods and 
hostile traditions were established among the new theist::J pf 
India. 



CHAPTER V 

THE GoDs oF HINDUISM: PATJRA~IO 

We must see in the raising of Vi:;mu to the supreme posi
tion an attempt to combine the power of Indra, the sacrificial 
and creative aspects of BmhmaJ)aspa,ti and Brahma,, and the 
moral government of the world associated hitherto with 
Varul)a.1 An additional motive must have been supplied by 
the tradition that Vi~l)u had laboured in the past for the 
benefit of man (RV. 7. 100.4:; 6. 69.5-6; 6.49.13). His 
famous " three strides," encompassing the whole realm of 
existence, had also established his omnipresence, including 
his home in the highest heaven, and his kinship with the 
rolling disc of Surya who was worshipped in a. variety of forms 
in Vedic times. Barring a vague solar association, 2 however, 
Vif?l)U had very little of physical origin about him and he 
could, therefore, be easily perRonified an:d endowed with 
necessary intellectual and ethical qualities. 

But the rise of Vai~wavism cannot be wholly explained 
by the above considerations. We must assume· that the mind 
of the nation was being insensibly prepared for a new theistic 
cult. The better minds must have had enough of sacrificial 
cruelty and fanciful rites meant to placate the gods, and the 
popular mind must have indicated in no uncertain terms its 

1 Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 37 f.; Griswold, op. cit., p. 282 f. For the 
ousting of Indr~t by Vi~:qu, see B. Sastri, Bhakti Cult in Ancient India, p. 99 f, 
(Ch. IX. Vishnu Everywhere). 

2 See Barnett, op. cit., p. 38; Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 206. The .modern 
dhyiina of Naraya:qa places him in the Sun (savitrmm:ufalamadhyavarti). See 
Bharatan Kumarapp~!., The Hindu Conception of the Deity, pp. 89, 111, 117 .f. .In 
the Nat-hlaung Vi~:qu Temple at Pagan (Burma) where different Av{l,taraa of 
Vi~l}.u were inserted in niches, an image of SU:rya of South Indian variety probably 
figured as an avatara.-Niharranjan Ray, Brahmanical Gods in Burma, p. 4~ (But 
jp. J'!l!Vl1> a)l ide~:~tific!lition qf $iviJ! ai\d Siirya is n,ot r~r~,) . 



dissatisfaction with the cold speculative unity of Brahman. 
A simplified.and less costly rite and a god capable of responding 
to the needs of the human heart eould alone bring together in 
common worship the wise and the ignorant, and. a god 
that had sacri:fieial assoeiation and earried with him a tradi
tion of willing helpfulness to man was just what the nation 
wanted at the time. The unity of godhead had been almost 
achieved in the Vedic age; and in the sub-Vedic age, namely, 
in the Upani~ads, Monotheism had even passed over into 
Absolutistic monism. All that was needed was to fix up the 
name and attributes of the unitary God and to define the 
proper attitude of worship towards him. 

We may very well believe that the Vedic Vi$Q.U was 
found suitable for achieving this purpose. When Prajapati 
had satisfied the cosmogonic interest but was found to be un
suitable for the government of the world, the religious temper 
found satisfaction in Vif?l}.U who took interest in human 
affairs. Already in the BrahmaQ.as stories had begun to be 
told of a god who exerted himself on behalf of gods and men in 
various assumed forms. The fi8h that saved Manu from the 
deluge, the t.ortoise that created offspring to people the world, 
the boar that lifted up the submerged earth and the dwarf 
that outwitted the demons and helped the gods are instances 
in point and, as is to be expected, Prajapati was credited 
with some of these achievernent8. But very soon all thetOe. 3 

and more besides, were ascribed to Vif?l)U in his capacity as 
the moral governor of the world, and of all gods he alone was 
fmpposed to have come down periodically to set matters 
right, whenever the world was in distress, not because of any 
sacrificial compulsion but out of his own free will and grace. 

It is at this point probably that by a happy stroke of 
speculation Vi~Q.U was identified with Puruf?a Narayal)a who 
in the 9atapatha Bralmul).a (XII, iii. 4. 1) was regarded a~ 
having pervaded the whole of nature. 4 This term waked up 

3 Winternitz, op. cit., I, p. 205-the identification was probably effected 
tbroug,P sacrifice, with which both Prajapati and Vi~Y,lu were identified. See also 
B. Kumarappa, op. cit., p. 89. 

4 Baxnett, op. cit., pp. '16-'17. 



reminiscences of· the Vedic Puru~?a wb.o had allowed himself 
to be sacrificed so that the universe might come into heing, 
and it also facilitated the fancy that this primeval spirit was 
also NarayaJJa (of the family of Nara)5 or identical with man in 
his spiritual qualities. For one endowed with such qualities 
it is not only possible to take actual human form, if necessary, 
but also to reciprocate at all t:imes the love which his devotees 
bestow on him. The former aspect proved the basis of the 
theory of incarnation (a·vatiim) and the latter of the path of 
devotion (bhaldi). 6 This iJ3 evident in the Narayal)iya section 
of the Mahal1harata (XII, Chs. 336-343) and the Bhagavadg"itii 
(VI. 35-42), in both o,f which we have a message of spiritual, 
as opposed to animal sacrifice, of a god without wlwse ' co
operative grace ' salvation is not possible, and of a life devo
tional which obviates the necessity of austere practices, Vedic 
rites and intellectual speculations alike. The latter refers to 
the many descents of God, whenever virtue declines and 
iniquity prospers, in order to set right w disjointed world ; the 
former specifies these different descents.7 The ethical charac
ter of the supreme God is brought out in the usual Indian way 

6 This is Barnett's suggestion, only that be thinks that this Narayax)a, " a 
man of the Nara family," was originally a divine or deified saint, a rishi. lie 
refers to divine saints mentioned in the Higveda and the Briihma~a,s as being creators 
of t.he universe and treated in legends as being the equals of the gods, attllining 
divine powers by their mystic insight into the sacrificial lore. We have taken 
the term in a slightly different sense. It may be added that the orthodox deriva· 
tion of the term which makes it to mean (as hinted at, e.g., in the Manu-Sa'l'[l-hiw, 
I) " one who rests on the ocean " (referring to the Paural}-ic belief that Vi~J)U 
tests reclined in mystic sleep on his serpent-couch in the ocean of milk) links ·it 
up with the Vedic primeval waters out of whwh creation· originally a:rose.-See 
Barnett, Hindu Gods and Heroes, p. 77. · 

6 Bhakti connotes chaste fondness as well as devout f~ith. (The Vedic 
Sraddha and the Brahma.Qic Preman are earlier te.rms.-1Iopkins, EthiQs of India, 
p. 194. See also Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. 180 f., for the 
early beginnings of Bhakti in Indian religious literature.) 

7 The list omits the names of Fish and Buddha and substitutes Kr!i!l).a for 
Balarama. Another list .substitutes Swan (in which form Vi~J;IU is suppose.} to 
have communicated the Vedas to Brahman) for Fish (which in later mythology 
does not save the life of Manu but rescues the Vedas from the Deluge) (M.Bh. 
XII. 340. 100).-c-See Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, p. 239 f. The list 
of incarnations is not uniform (see art. I:::.l'CABNATION (Indian) by 'ff, Jacobi in 
ERE, vii. 193, f.n.l), nor i~ incarnation understood in a ·uniform .l!ens.e, for it 
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by supposing that NarayaJ;Ia was born as a son of Dharma or 
Righteousness. 

But the stream of Vaif?I)-avism was apparently .fed by 
maRy rills of thought. 8 Literary and archmological remains 
refer to a Bhagavat or Lord-the name borne as a part by the 
'Bhagavadgtta; a Vasudeva who claimed a sect of • followers 
(as did Arjuna) ; and a Krf?lJ-a,, son of Devaki. What clans, 
tribes or peoples worshipped the supreme God in these differ
ent names c~u1 only be a matter of conjecture now ; but the 
tradition of Krf?J;Ia's association with the Abhiras (cowherds) 
and of the worship of Vasudeva-Kp;rqa by the Satvata tribe 
lends colour to the supposition that possibly these gods were 
worshipped by people who were either scripturally or intellec
tually incapable of, or traditionally averse to, performing 
Vedic rites9 and understood the deep Upani9adic Philosophy, 
which Krf?l)-a Devakiputtra .learnt from Ghora Angirasa. in a 
.devotional sense. It is also probable that, being outside the 
Vedic pantheQn and originally having no association with 
Vi£;JJ;IU, these new gods could not be worshipped in the Vedic 
way and consequently the simple worship practised by their 
original adherents passed over into the BrahmaJ;Iic cult. By 
the time of the Narayai)Iya section of the Mahabharata 80me 
sort of federation of these faiths had been firmly established, 
for we are told that, as Dharma's son, NarayaJ;Ia 
had three brothers-Nara (a prevrous incarnation of 
Arjuna), Hari (or Vif?J;IU) and Kr9J;Ia who, being regarded 

covers ~;~like actual descent (plenary or partial) and manifestation (real or docetic). 
See also Sir Charles Eliot, Hindttism and Buddhism, Vol. II, p. 147 f.; Hopkins, 
Epic Mythology, pp. 217·:l8; Barth, Religions of India, p. 170 f.; !'lchrader, 
1nt. to the Piiiicariitra and the Ahirbudhnya Sa~hitit, p. 42; B. Kumarappa, 
op. cit., p. 110 f. 

8 The reader is referred to the illuminating article of H. Jacobi on INCAR
NATION (Indian) in ERE. vii. 193 f. See also R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai.p;,a.visrn, 
Saivism and Minor Religious Systems, Parts I, VI, V!I, VIII, IX; also Sir 
Charles Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, Vol. II, p. 152 f.; p. 201. For difference 
between Narayal}a and Rr~Jfa, see Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 214. See Bharatan 
Rumarappa, The Hindu Conception of the Deity, Chs. II-IV. (The preser:~t writer 
got -this ex~ellent manual too late to be able to utilise it fully.) 

9 See Sir Charles Eliot, op. eft., p. 156; N. N. Ghosh, Indo-Aryan J,iteraturt 
and Culture (Origins}, p. 47. 
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as the son of Vasudeva (and Devaki), was als6·. called Vasu
deva. The Taittiriya Arat;yaka (X. i. 6) had referred to 
Narayal)a, Vasudeva and ·vii?J:.lU as three phases of the same 
god. Not only was this confirmed but even a philosophy of 
emanation (the theory of Vyuhas) was reared upon the 
rdationships of Vasudeva-his brother (Balarama or 
Sankarl?a~1a), 10 son (Pradyumna) and grandson (Aniruddha) 
being deified with different divine functions,a and sometimes 
the whole group being regarded as forming a hierarchy of 
beings emanating from Narayai)a. 12 In short, a serious and 
systematic attempt was made to posit a self-sufficient unitary 
divinity, creating and controlling the physical and the moral 
universe and holding spiritual and moral relations with man.13 

lG It appears from Kautilya's Arthahistra (Eng. Tr., Bk. XIII, Ch. 3) that 
an a ·;cetic sect ewing aJlegiance to S~>nkar~al)a existed at one time and . that it 
used a sacrificial beverage. See Barnett, op. cit., p. 91. 

11 Speaking of the origins of Vai~l}-avism Sir Charles Eliot ~bserves (op. cit., II, 
l• · lfl7 f.) : " The Pailcaratra was not Brahmanic in origin . ... It s~ms to have; grown 
up in north-western India in the centuries when Iranian influence was strong nnd 
mt1y owe to Zoroastrianism the doctrine of the Vyiihas which finds a parallel in 
the relation of Almra Mazda to Spenta Mainyu, his Holy Spirit, and in the 
l!'ravashis. It is also remarkable that God is oredited with six attribut~s comparable 
with the six Ameslta Spentas." The four forms had no fixed functions. Lokii.c.Urya 
in his Tattvatraya assigns knowledge (j11iina) and strength (bala) to Sanlmr~aJ?,a, 

lordship (ai§varya) and powt)r or virility (virya) to Pradyumna, and ability (Salcti) 
and energy (teias} to Aniruddha. Schr~1der in his Introduction to the Pii!1cariitrt! 
and the Ahirbudhnya Sat?thita gives an elaborate account of these gu1;1as and theil' 
relation to the Vyiihas (p. 29 f.) and queries if these six divine attributes were 
not borrowed from Zoroastrianism in which also God is ascribed six attributes 
(p. 176). See B. Kumarappa, op. cit., p. 99 f. 

12 For Vyiihas in the Caitanya school, see Bhandarkar, op .. cit., pp. lll, 53, 85. 
Elsewhere (M. Bh. VII. 29.26 f.) the four forms are differently conceived and do 
not refer to the four Vyiihas. See Carpenter, Theism in Mediaeval India, p. 1!42; 
Barnett, op. cit., p. 86. For a similar conception in Saivism and Bud_dhism, see Sir 
Charles Eliot, Brahmanism and Buddhism, IT, p. 198. H. C. Raychaudhuri 
(Early History of the Vai~ttava Sect, p. 105) remarks: "The ousting of the 
Yyuhas by the Avataras was one of the chara-cteristic signs of the transforma.tion 
of Bhagavatism into Vishl)uism." 

U·Speaking of the predomin ance of Siva and Vi~l}-u in the later religious 
iiterature, Sir Charles Eliot remarks : " 'l'he change created ·by tht~ir appearance 
is not merely the addition of two imposing figures to an already ample pantheon; 
it is a revolution whic.b might be described as the introduct.ion of a new religion, 
ex-cept that it does not come as the enemy or destroyer of the old. "-Sir Charles 
Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. :1.'36. 
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We shall quote Carpenter's admirable summary of the reli
gious position attained by Vi~:r;tu-Naraya:r;ta-K:r~I;ta in the 
Epics: 

" Above all gods he rises, like Brahman of old, or 
Siva as Mahesvara, into sole Deity. Nature 1s 
the scene of his sovereignty ; there he reigns as 
King of kings ; foremost in the universe, there 
is no higher Being in t4e three worlds . Hymn 

_ after hymn celebrates his unceasing activity. 
The mighty frame of earth and heaven consti
tutes his body; the sky is his head, the sun and 
moon his eyes, the winds his breaths. ·w ithout 
beginning and without end, an infinite eternal 
energy, he pervades all worlds, the unchanging 
fountain of all power, so that the whole creation 
springs from him and disappears in him. He is 
the Infinite Self (anantiitman), Teacher of the 
heavenly powers, the Unmanifest Spirit of all 
matter (pradhiina), Soul of the universe, with the 
AU for his Form .......... , ... ,Vishnu is no mere 
metaphysical entity transcending the Three 
Strands,14 cyll abstract magnitude, 11.1:1 intelleet1lal 
identification of Cause and Effect, a ritual 
harmony of sacrificer, priest, offering, and deity. 
He is God with a character, Source of all Morality, 
Revealer of a11 Truth. Not only is he the divine 
Author of the Vedas , the Instructor in all the 
sciences, the Master in all learning, he is the 
supreme Providence, Ordainer of ordainers, '' he 
who does good to everyone " ............ True, he 
is the destroyer of sin as well as of grief and pain ; 
but he has no personal anger against the wicked ; 
he forgives all injuries, he is inclined to show 
favour to all, he purifies the sinner and protects 

H The BarpkhyS: gu!f~S--.-S;J,ttva , Ra.jas and T1,1.m1,1.s-out gf which .the m~t!!rial 
worl<l ari~s. · 
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the pious, and he has come on earth a hundred 
times. Such a Deity needed. no slaughtered 
animals upon his altar ......... and the pq,th to 
union of spirit with him lay through lowly 
surrender of all desire for personal reward. of right 
action, and that meditation on the Eternal which 
freed the soul from bonds of sense and time ..... . 
The universe was "not a regrettable necessity 
whose existence was to be deplored, nor was it to 
be thought away as an illusion ; it was real, and 
to be '' seen in God ' ' (to use the phrase of :Male
branche), the product of divine love, the sphere 
of discipline for man's fellowship with the Most 
High.''15 

The Bhagavadg'ita, though eclectic in character, substan
tially holds up the above ideal of God and attitude of worship 
towards Him. Again and again does it point out that God 
can be realised not by the study of the Vedas and other scrip
tures, nor by performing penances, austerities, sacrifices and 
rites, nor by ceremonial gifts, but by Divine grace and by low
ly surrender and dedication of self to God. But it does not 
attack the caste-organisation--on the other hand, it insists 
upon the fulfilment of the duties of one's status and station 
in life without the hope of any benefit in return. It sanctifies 
all moral acts that are performed in a spirit of detachment 
and not with the idea of coercing God into beneficence nor 
in a spirit of religious beggarliness. To see God in (Wery
thing and everything in God is the proper object of worship 
and only a life of discipline and devotion can attain this 
object. 

It is impossible to exaggerate the ;influence of this new idea 
of God and man's relation with Him. The philosophers now 
got materials of a new interpretation of those Upanit;md:c tr>:xts 
which· had taught the origin of all things out of a unitary 

15 'rheism in Mcdiqcvt:Jl Indiq,. pp. 242·3; se~ also Hopkins; Ethics of India, 
p: 213.. 
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being. The theistic philosophers of South !n.dia, who in,.:. 
nerited the·l~gacy of the Epics, as augmentedby the eontri.: 
butions of the'Pural)as and of their own Draviaian devotees-. 
the A1vars, cha11enged the absolutistic interpretation of the 
Vedanta hyBankara and gave the whole system a theistic 
tur:ri. 16 The schools of · Ramanuja, Nimbarka, Madhva, 
Yallabhacarya (originally. of Yit;;l)uswamin), and Caitany~ 

had their. own commentary on the Brahma-Sutra, b,ut all 
agreeg that G.od a~d .His devotee were both real and tha't 
4evoti?n was the only sure .way of knowing Bim and c<;>m~ 
muni:r;tgwith Him. Tr11e, the ascetic ideal of. India continue~ 
to sway the. minds of most of the founders of th~se. Churches,; 
but the lay householder was assured of the fruits of his 
devotion e~en though he had not recited a single Vedic hymn 
orperformed a single sacrificial act. New scriptures depict:
ing tho exploits of Vif?l)U were composed and canonised. 
There were even occasional and serious attempts, more or less 
successful, to democratise society by abolishirigeaste~privileges 
and, by admitting people of alien faiths into the fold, t() 
universalise the religion· as in the early days of Vai$J).avism 
when a Greek aniliassador Heliodora could call himself a 
worshipper of Bhagavat ana erect a GaruQ:a-column 
to Vasudeva .17 Each mari was called upon individually to 
tnal{e peacewith his Maker and to be at peace with the. whole 
world. 

We shall not tarry over the shortcomings of a creed that 
tended . tq produce a serious .emotional unbalance- ivhen 
sensuous. elements effected an entrance into the . constitu: 
tion of devotion. The disinterested love of God got mixed up 
with illegal human love that brings no retu:i·n except social 

. 16 '['he most Jlllt:prising and historioally importa11t fact. in the various lauds 
of Vi~Q.u 'il8 All-Gotl is that he is nowhere called by the sacrosanct fonn~ of the 
Vedanta. He is wise, knowing, blest, true, joy, etc:., but he is not even said to 
be •posses'~ed' of cit,' still less is he designated as being saccidanand_a in .the< phrase 
of.tM.'Iater Upani~sds and' Vedant:t.-Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 208. S~ R. 
Kumarappa, op. cit;, Ch. IV. . ' . 

1.7-Barri~tt, ~p. cit., p. 88; Bhandarkar,. op, cit., p. 3; H. C. Raychaudhuri, 
Materials for th~: Study of the Early History of the Vainwva Seot, p. 5B. · 

27 
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_ qploquy~ and a secondary growth ofunsavoury myths .round 
the personality of K:r~?1J.a tended· to undo, in minds ·. prone • to 
9onfusing symbols with facts, the good achieved by emphasis
ing the emotional needs of man. The classic philosophies of 
.India had tabooed the emotions in matters spiritual; the new 
creed. sanctified the feeling life of man-· the mutual love of 
a father or mother and a ehild, of a friend and a friend, of 
a man and a maid. That God is IJove was preached in all 
possible forms and the danger of corruption was not scented 
afar. A:n association with the lower eakti cult-partly flue 
to Vedic tradition of female deities, partly due to the. identi. 
:fication of eakti with the Vedantic Maya and partly dne to 
th(i) psychological necessity of postulating an 8ternal object of 
Divine -love--transformed the spontaneous sportiveness··· of 
God in creating the world and the longing of the :finite for the 
·infinite into the guilty amours of a cowherd Kr~l)a and the 
wanton abandon of the youthful girls of B:rndavana.18 

The danger came from an altered conception of the nature 
and necessity of divine incarna,tion. 'Jlhe Vedas had talked 
of deified men, of gods coming down to the seat of sacrificial 
grass (barhis), of the many forms of Agni and the occult 
powers (maya) by which Indra could assume many forms. 
Religious speculation had regarded the early descents of God 
(e.g., of Prajapati) as casual and prompted by the need of 

lS ]'or a defeilce of the Kr~~·ll.-Riidhit-cum-Gopi relation, see B. Sastri, Bhakti 
Cult .in Ancient India., p' 329 f. (Ch. XXII. Suddha-Prema); G. N. Mallik, The 
.Philosophy of Vai*TJ.a.va Religion,, Book III, Ch. II. (The Principle of Rii.dhii,), 
Apassag~ like the following from the Bhagavadgtta may, for instance, admit 
bQth of a spiritual and of an unholy interpretation :- . . 

sarvadharman parityajya mamekam ~arai).am vraj11 
aham tvitm sarvapitpebhyo mok~ayi~yami mii. ~uca]J. 

, . " Leavi!lg ali dharmas tak~ refuge in me alone ; I shall releasl) tlwe from_ 
!JolFsii:ta ~ do not gri_eve " (Bh. G. 18.66). 

_ - 1n the Kulii.TTJ.WV!J Tantra t &adhaka (religious devotee) is enjoined to cut 
~ff the bonds (piiaa) which make him a. soul in bondage (pasu), namely, pity (dayii), 
ignorance (moha), sha.me (lajfii), fa.mily (kula), custom or habitual conduct (sllti)' 
and 01'ste (varn.a). .This again may have dangerous as well as oSpiritual impli~tions. 
(Boo Aval?I1• Ta11,tra, of th,~ Grfqt Libcr<Jtio-n, Int., V· lxxxi,.) · 



meeting a definite situation. The later idea of a god begin;.' 
ning his life on earth with infancy and ending it with death like 
ordinary human beings necessitated the filling in of the details 
of temporal life with mimculous deeds and heroic exploits. 
As the divine objective was in all cases the rewarding of virtue 
and the punishment of sin the divine incarnation wasnatti.ral
ly endowed with martial valour ;·hence either K~?atriyas or war~ 
likeBrahma.Qas were alone thought of as possible manifesta
tions of the Deity .19 The effect was that divine and human 
irresponsibilities managed to coalesce in some of the incartut
tions-especially in the two forms of the Dvapara Age, namely, 
Balarama whose drunkenness and fits of violence under the 
influence ofwine were notorious and KrJ?Jila who took undue 
advantage of the passionate love of the wives of the cowherds 
of Brndavana. How these unethical myths gathered round 
the greatest religious preacher of India must remain fot ever 
obscure just as we cannot explain now how obscene figures 
came to adorn t}le exterior of temples in Orissa : the fact 
remains that an enlightened posterity has expressed iu 110 

uncertain terms its disbelief in and disapprobation of the kind 
of conduct attributed in the Pura1_1as to Kri?.Qa, and has either 
ascribed it to contemporary vicious taste or seen in it an 
allegory of the mutual yearning of the finite and the infin~te 
soul. But asKp;J.Qaism is not the whole of V ai~r.mvism and 
Hinduism has chosen to follow the domestic ideal of Rl1ma 
and Sita, of Lak~mi and Naraya:J!.a, rather than the relatiofi 
of Kr~.Qa and Radha20 or the sixteen thousand cowherdesses of 
B:rndavana, 21 its baneful influence on 'social life has been 
less than that of debased Saktaism and decadent Tantric 

19 See ~he author's Vitality of Ilindu lleligion in Philosophical Quarte~ty, 
Vol. I. 

20 Riidhil does not appear by name either in the Vigm PuraJ;ta or in the 
Bhagavata Pura:(la. See, however, Bhakti Cult in AncientJndia by Bhagavatkumar 
Sastri, p. 105, and also Philosophy of V aisnava Religion, :Book III, Chap. II (The 
Principle of Radha) by Girindril Narayam Mallik, who quitee a J;tk Parisi~\<t 
Sruti. Radha is a popular figure in early erotic l'rakrit Literature (e.g., the 
Giihiisattasat) round whom ma,ny lov!l romanc-es form and gfow, It was another 
step to take her up in the plane of religious and mystia worsl1ip. 

it C~rpenter, op. cit., p. 431; Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 2U. 
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Buddhism.22 · When not taken ::tllegorically, amours of: 
Kr~:r;ta may be interpreted physically rather than ethically, that 
is, they may be regarded as the indication of a superhurnan 
vigour that is possible only to an incarnate Deity-God is great 
in all things, not excepting the possession of sexu&l virility 
when he takes a human form. Still, it is only c:mdid to admit 
that the influence of this debased conception of God on the 
unconscious mind might be considerable,23 and that in certain 
deformed cults Kr~:r;taism did exercise a baneful influence just 
as a literal imitation of the union of the two. generative 
principles of Siva and Sakti produced orgiastic rites in '' left
handed '' eaktaism. 

It is almost certain, however, that Vasudeva-Kr~:qa24 

was originally conceived in noble terms. It is now 
conclusively established that there could have been '' no 
Christian influence at work in originating the worship of 
Krf?J;la '' (because '' the Jains have built up their entire 
hagiology on the model of the history of Kp;n;m ") nor is the 
Bhakti cult an import from the \Vest. 25 The philosophy of 
the Bhagavddgita generally follows the alignment of the cul
ture and tradition of Indian religious and philosophical 
thought, intensifying at the same time the theistic and devo
tional element of religion, and, for that purpose, setting up 
the :figure of Kr~:r;ta as a worthy object of adoration and wor
ship. The other element that enforces attention is the 
direction to renounce the fruits of action. We may 
very well suppose that the Vail?:r;tava religion, as taught in the 
Bhagavadgitii, was extremely well-timed. It was the :first 26 

S2 Hopkins, Ethics of India, p. 203; see Sir Charles Eliot, Hinduism a7td 
Buddhism, II, p. 124 f. 
- !3 See Hopkins, Ethics ~! lndfa, p. 211. , 

U H .. Jaoobi adduces. evidence to show . that the two were originally ·treated 
as distinct individuals.~ERE. vii. 196, a,rt. INCARNATION (Indian). 

25 ERE. vii. 196; ii. 548. See also H. C .. Ray<;haudhuri, Ma,terials. for the 
Study of the Early History of the Vai?J;Wva Sect, Lecture III; and Barth, 
lWigions of India, p. 167, · f.n. 1; p. 219 f. 
, . ... 26 Barth argues for the priority of the S.aivite religion · but admits that 
~aivistn "~arly lost its hold over religious epic poetry." (The ReUgions ~/ JnrJia, 
~~q ... . . 
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great th13istic movement; after the Absolutistic upheaval of 
the Upa:r;tisads, which claimed that all worship paid to other 
gods was appropriated by Lord Kr~I).a himse1f. 27 It thus 
continued and ennobled the Vedic religious tradition.. It 
recognised class distinctions but gave no pre-eminence to any 
class in matters spiritual : it taught that a faithful perform• 
ance of ordained duties with put any hankering after. the 
fruits thereof was religiously meritorious in all cases.28 . Inci
dentally, it. set up the toiling Lord as the great exemplar of 
disinterested service. It attached a higher value to mental 
operation and attitude in worship than to its material side :29 

it admitted, however, temperamental differences in 
methods of approach, while holding up intelligent 
faith and active devotion as the ideal of a spiritual 
life. We may very well suppose that the great prin
c~p1e of Karmasannyasa (renunciation of the fruits of 
action) was a compromise between a contemporary ideal of 
non-action (akriyavada), which was combated by Brahman
ism, J ainism ai1d Buddhism alike, 30 and an ideal ofinterested 
action (hiimatmata, in the language of bhe 1\Ianu-Sa'l'/'/,hita), 
designed to bring temporal and transcendental benefits to the 
s.elf. We may suppose also that the foundation of a liberal 
non-sacrificial theistic neo-Brahma:r;tism which was ascribed to 
Kr~r.m Devakiputtra, regarded as a K$atriya, and the non
theistic reform movements of Mahavira and Buddha, both also 
assigned to the K~;atriya caste, were not wholly accidental but 
represented an atte,mpt to establish the leadership of the 

!17 Bh.G. 9.23; · See B. Rumarappa, op. eit., Ch. II. Coneeption of ·the Deity-
in the Bhagavadgitii. 

2B Bh.G. 18.41-9. 

29 Bh.G. 4.24-38. See in this connection Bh.G. 18.5-6; also 12.12 ani! i0-25. 

30 Many of the heretical teachers taught a philosophy of inactivity . pr of 
spontaneous perfection or a philosophy of chance or time bringing things to 
fruition .. See Svet. Up. 1.2; also B. M. Barua, Pre-Buddhistic Philosophy, 
p. 189. The doctrine of Karman (and transmigration), we may very well 
suppose, got its emphasis and universality at about this time in Bralunanism, 
Jainism and Buddhism by way of reply, although the GHii did not fail t.o point 
out how the potency of Rarma seeds could be destroyed, 'OiZ., by disin~erested 
~etion.. · 
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It$atriyas31 in non-conventional religious thinking in imita-·; 
tion of earlier heroes.32 The Bhagavadgita achieved some
thing more. At a time when the Vedic gods had become 
mostly mythical or symbolic owing to Upani~adic influenc6, 
it proposed a personal god who was supposed to have walked 
the earth and was, therefore, not an unreal personage. Here 
we have the figure of a god who~e exploits are described with 
graphic details and whose friendly instruction to a companion 
in doubt breathes a spirit of disinterested service in the cause 
of humanity and the world at large. It is doubtful if at a 
time when the scriptural prescriptions were being perfunc
torily obeyed or viewed with scepticism any one but a living 
teacher, or one supposed to have lived on earth, could have 
caught the ears of the public. 33 The times longed for a new 
creed, and a new teacher was immediately forthcoming. 
r:I.'he demand created the supply: this alone renders intelligible 

·'!I, 

31 In the Buddhistic scriptures the order of enumeration of the castes · is 
always K~akiya, BrahmaJ?.a, Vaisya and Siidra. Mahavira is also supposed to 
have beon transferred from the womb of a Brab!Ila.Q.t1 wmuan to that or a K~atriya 
lady as he rofusea to he born " in. a beggarly caste." Havoli has suggested thM 
Vi~J}.U and his siidJam temple are modelled on an Aryan chieftain {of · the 
K~atriya clan) an(! his royal· chapol with the high-peaked crown {see Havel!, 
A flan(lboo/c of Ind,ian Art, p. 57; see also p. 77). Possibly the Brahmani~ daim 
to be considered as ' gods on earth ' was partly responsible for K9atriya revolt. 

32 The great K~atdya figures of the Upani~ads are Janaka, Asvapati TCaikeya, 
Pb.tiv~hana Jaivali, A;atasatru. Westctn scholars who~e jealousy and hatred of 
BJ,"ahmanio ascendancy in India take the forrn of .ascribing all religious originality 
to. the K9atriya.s need be .. reminded of the Upimi~ndic text uttered by Ajatasatru : 
pratilomarp, caitadyadbriihmm;a~~ k~atriyamupeyii.t (That a Brahmal}.a shoulJ ap· 
proa.ch a K~atriya is against the normal order of instruction), which 
m~kea it clear that a Brahmal).{l, seeking enlightenment at the hands of a Kt~tl.triya 
was unusual and exooptional, the normal relation being just the Teverse. Se6 Minir; · 
Original Samkrit Te~~;ts, I, Ch. IV, Sees. xiv-xv (3rd Ed., P• 426£..)• See· also 
Keith, Aitar~?ya Arattyaka, Il}troduction,. p. 50. 

33 Similar conditions are prevailing in India to-day. Ramalnishljla 
P~ramaharpsa, Vi:ayakrislwa Goswami, the Brahmacari of Baradi, Vamak*epa 
(the mad Varna\ of Tarapi~h, Ka~hia Baba and many lesser luminaries have 
left or are leaving followings of different sizes in Bengal. Mediaeval saints of India 
-Ramananda, Kabir, Nil.nak, Dad1;1, etc.--le~t similar followings in the paot. For 
"'r account of tbe mcdiacvalsaints, s~e Sketch of the Religions of the Hindu Sects 
by H. H. Wilson; Theism in Mediaeval India by E. Carpenter; Indian RB!igiou\ 
S~cts (in Bengali) by Ak~ayakumara Datta; Saints of Mediaeval India (in Bengali) 
by K~itimohaoo Sen; The Religions of Ind-ia b;y A. Barth. 
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the -ready abceptance of-the three new creeds of Vai~l).avism, 
-J'ainism ·ana Buddhism by a large portion of the populaftio'1i 
\vithout much opposition and bloodshed. \Ve may · also 
-believe that there was a popular revulsion of feeling against 
the- cult of sacrificial cruelty and those responsible for its 
continuance : this alone can expiain why with a singulai· 
unanimity the message of AhiYftsa (non-injury) was preached 
hy all these new movements· and a gradual decline in the 
sanctity of caste-distinctions took place. A compassionite 
preacher; seeking out the weak and the sirmer, and a graeicitis 
Lord~ condescending to come down on earth to put dow:ri 
iniquity and to lend a helping hand to struggling souls, '~~re 
just the helpers that men wanted when their faith in the 
mJtgical efficacy of Vedic rites arid in the possibility of attn:in
irtg eternal existence , and. happiness through mere meditatio~ 
began to wane. True, Vai~navism sometimes went to the op
posite extreme and thought that the taking of the I.ord's name, 
even once with the last dying breath, would ·wipe away the sins 
of a -Iife .. time ; but the magic effect of name is an ancient in
_he.riti:mce of man and was also a necessary, though exagger
ated, reply to those who had deprived God of all grace and 
power to save the sinner. The traditions of devotion, com
passion, non-injury, Divine grace and equality of men Vaif3l).':w.
isrri has, except on rare occasions, followed all thrciUgh itJ 
history down to the present times, arid its strong hold on the 
popular mind is mostlY due to its appeal to the sentiments. o'r 
men who crave, out of their weakness and failing, for a 
Divine Deliverer, merciful rather than stern, anxious to save 
His creatures rather than solicitous of their oblations and 
offerings . It has also se·t its f.aee all along a~gainst Absolutism 
and absorption of the finite in the infinite and thus satisfied 
the cravingforindividual immortality and a blessed person:t1 
eXistence in proxi~ity to God as a· reward of virtuout3 and devo:
tional life}4 

34 See G. N. Mallik, The Philo~ophy of Vai~~ava Religion, B.k. rv:, Ch. 'VI, 
ThE< :I=Iighest.Gocd or Summum Bonum in the Vai~:Qava System. See also M, J'-
Kennedy, The Oh-a#imva Movement, p. 9B f. · 



,~16 THE FORMATION. OF RELIG'IOUS COMMUNITIES 

Vai~1,1avism contributed something more to the religious 
tradition of India. Although in Vedic times certain priestly 
families were specially associated with the adoration ·of 
.certain divinities they did not form any well-defined sect with 
special modes of worship and organisation. Different tribes 
or clans did not have their own patron gods ; each god was a 
god of the entire community. Whether due to the fact that 
Vasudeva-Krl?Da ·was original1y. the patron deity of a special 
tribe or clan or whether because he was originally the local 
deity of a small area or whether because the Vi~i;u-K:p;n.).a cult 
was from the very beginning a proselytising religion, 
Vaif?r.mvism soon developed into a definite religious comnmnity 
with an organisation of its own and established the brother:. 
hood of its adherents through the common fatherhood of the 
Lord and the common spiritual headship of the Acarya (the 
spiritual preceptor), The communal spirit was probably in
tensified by its rivalry with Saivism, J ainisin and Buddhism; 
and that spirit is not dead even to-day, although conciliating 
souls have suggested the devices· of Harihara, ·the· composite 
divinity, half Vi$llll and half Siva, 35 and Trimf:irti, the ilivine 
Trinity of Brabma, Vi$l).U and Siva, to indicate the comple
mentary character of the major deities36 and even gone to the 
length· of identifying Biva and Vi~DU by making one a form 
of the other and ascribing the function of each to the other. 
But it was not without its advantages, because a common 
faith brought men closer together in weal and woe and 
established bonds of fellowship, ·sympathy and mutual help 

35 See Barth, The Religions of India, p. 185. Sir Charles Eliot, op. cit., 
TI, p. 193. For the popularity of this combined deity in the ancient Indian colonies 
in the Far East, see Bijan Raj Chatterji, Indian Cultural Influence in Cambodia, 
p. 51 : " The cult of Hari·hara seems to have been popular iu l{,ambuja, as there 
are many images of .the combined deities still existing·" (see also p. 52). The 
same was the case in Java. 

36 Barth, op. cit., p. 179 f. Hopkins points out that " the union of the tl1ree 
highest gods into a trinity forms no part of epic belief " (Epic Mythology, p. 231). 
Trimurti was a favourite assemblag!l in Ancient Indian colonies like Cambodia 
(see R B.. Ch~tterji, . op. cit., p. 105) .. Buddha sometimes replaced· ~iva in this 
Trinity' (see ibid., p. 183; also p. 261). A single image embodying tl):e Trillit;Y 
(as in the ca;ve at Elephant& near BolllbaJ) ~s ~ot rare •in Java. 
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among them. In the Caitanya schoolmutual helpfulness and 
collective devotion are the most outstanding features and the 
spirit of service and kindly feeling· encompasses the whole of 
sentient creation. It is, therefore, pre-eminently a religion 
of love: its motto is the same as that of Christianity, " Peace 
on earth, goodwill towards men." It has not unreasonably 
been said that the cult of compassion and non-injury, preached 
by the three religions of Vait;;J.lavism, 37 J ainiRm and BnddhiRnl, 
is responsible for the loss of martial traditions in India and 
its subjection to foreign conque.rors. Vaif?l)avism absorbed 
many martial as well as savage races within its fold during 
its march of conquest and thereby changed the whole tenor of 
subsequent civilisation in India. Killing in any form has now 
becmne abhorrent to Indian minds : in Vedic rites, in obla
tions'to the manes, in the entertainment of guests and even in 
Bakti worship vegetables and cereals have entirely replaced 
animal offerings58 and the fish-eating Bengali and Sarasvata 
Brahma1;1as are looked down upon by the other Brahma!fas of 
India although the older scriptural traditions are entirely in 
favour of the· former. 39 Food-taboos were not unknown in 
Vedic times; but thanks to Vaif?l).avism, Jainism" tmd 
Buddhism, life in all its forms became sacred throughout 
the length and breadth of India in later times as a 
logical· consequence of the message of universal compassion 

37 It ha:;~ been suggested that Vai~J;tavism fell in line with Jainism :tnd 
Buddhism in order to convert the Jainas and the Buddhists near about the 1\fathurii 
region.-See A. Avalon, Principles of Tantra, Vol. I, Introduction, p. xi. 

38 See Hopkins, Epic Mythology, pp. 20\1, 217; Sir Charles Eliot (Hinduism 
and. Buddhi$m, II, p. 152) thus puts the Upani~adic origin of this cult.: " The 
Upanit;~ad does not refer to Kr:ishJ;ta as if he were a deity, and merely says that 
he re:Jeived from Ghora instruction after which he. never thirsted again. 'The 
purport of it was that the sacrifice may be performed. without rites, the various 
parts being typified by ordinary human actions, such as hnngeT, eati:ng, laughtei, 
liberality, righteousness, etc." He also thinks (pp. 159-60) that the prepondm·a
ting influence of Buddhism round about Muttra (Mathura, the seat c·f the epi.c 
hero) might be responsible for the milder rites of Vai~J;tavism. (See also pp. 170·1). 

39 The Vedic Aryans are a nation of meat-eaters, who appear to have hail !J. 
-general' aversion to fish, since there is no direct mention of fishing in the Vedas._:_ 
Sir John Marshall, M&henjo.Da1'o and the Indus Civilisation, Vo't I, p. 111. · 

See, however, the story of Saraswata in MhB., S>J,l. Par,, 11; 35"·i8, 

28 
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preached by these religions. About its influence on national 
health, national outlook on war and national capacity to with
stand foreign aggression there may be some honest differences 
of opinion ; but there can be no doubt that practical bl•ne
volence conld go no farther and that if the nations of the world 
could be persuaded to beat their swords into ploughshares, to 
abandon all territorial .ambitions and imperialistic designs, and 
not to injure any living being-wantotJly for sport or aggression, 
their practical religion would not be very far from the 
Vai$l)avism of India. 

vVhat the spirit of religion can achieve with an unpro
mising material we shall now illustrate. by the history of 
Saivism, the rival of Vail;ll)avism as a popular religion.40 

In popular Hindu religious worship offerings are made to 
Dharma (Law or Morality), J:fiana (Knowledge), Aisvarya 
'(Power) and Vairl'tgya (Dispassion or Detachment)_41 We 
may very well suppose that Varul)a, Brahma, Vi$l)U and Siva 
represent the essence or embodiment of these virtues respec
tively. Siva is the ideal Yogin and,· in his aspect 
of ·a meditative god, is the patron deity of San
nyasms. He lives far awa.y from the haunts of 
men. His . home is in the inhospitable. mountains; 
he holds the Ganges in his matted locks ; his wife . is n. 
mountain-maid ; and his son Skanda was nursed by the six 
Krttikas (Pleiades) in a bed of reeds in the Himalayas. 42 

For arm-band, girdle and sac'red thread he has snakes ; for 
his loin-cloth, the skin of a tiger (or elephant) ; for his vehicle, 

tO See Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 74 (Rudro.); Hopkins, Epic Mytholog!f, 
p. 2i'9 f.; Sir R. G. Bhandarkar, Vai-f1Javism, Saivism and Minor Religious 81J.~tem.~. 
p. 102 f.; Muir, Original Sanskrit Tecrt-s, IV, Ch. III; Keith, Religion and Phil(ISO]'hy 
of the Veda and Upanishads, I, p. 142 f; Sir Charles Eliot, op. cit., II, p. 192. 

41 It is interesting to note that in Java a Caturaisvarya mantra, adch·osset! 
to Dharma, JMna, Aisvarya and Vairagya--represented as lions with white, red, 
black and yellow colours respectively-was used. In 'fact, the }Ii!ldus invoke their 
opposites also, viz., Adharma, Ajiiiina, Anaisvarya and Avairagya, just as they invoke 
the goddess of small-pox (Si:tala) and the snake-goddess (Manasa) in order to be rid 
of their attaeks and att~ntions. 

41 Hopkin•, Epic Mt~thologfi, p. ~7. 
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&he bull ;43 and for his ear-tops the dhatura flower. When 
he is conceived as a dweller of the plains, he is pictured as 
living in cemeteries, wearing a garland of skulls and besmear .. 
ing himself with ashes. He is reputed to have burnt the God.·. 
of Love to ashes when the latter had dared to disturb. his·. 
meditation. But, although noted for his anger, he is equally 
famous for his quick forgivenesi3 and nis ready bestowal •· of 
boons. He is directly accessible to all persons in all condition;:;, 
being in this respect the most democratic of the gods. Very ~ 
simple offerings please him and a Brahma1;.1a is not always 
needed to officiate at the religious ceremony. 44 No complicated 
rituals grew up round his worship nor did extensive incarna
tion-myths gather round him. He does not disdain to mix 
with the lowest class, and when Arjuna :fights with the incog
nito god the latter was dressed as a Kirata. Bhutas (ghosts) 
and people of the hill and the jungle are his companions. But, 
though unsocial in his outward behaviour, he is most benign, 
and demons as well as men have often got from him 
boons that puzzl~d and perturbed the gods. He is the friend 
of the entire creation too. \Vhen the churning of the ocean 
broughtfo;rth good things, the other gods appropriated them; 
but when poison was thrown up, only Siva could and did 
swallow it and save creation-. -that is why he became blue .. 
throated. 45 His terrible (ghora, hhairava, ru.dra) form is 
born when crime is committed or iniquity is performed, just 
a.s with his benign (aghora, siva, dak?itw) form he bestows 
blessings. He casts his terrible noose round sinners, and 

!3 Probably the Tibetan yak is meant (see Sven Hedin, Trans-Himalava). 
But Mahenjo-Daro excavations prove the.t the bull was the object of an ext.ensive 
cult among the pre-Aryans from whom probably Siva ha.s been borrowed. See 
Marshall, Mahenjo-Daro and the Indus Civilisation, p. 52 f. 

HERE .. xi. 92, art. SAIYISM. 
~5 RamayaJ;la, i. 45. This ad;edive comes down from Vedic time!!. See 

Va;asaneyi Satp.hita 16, 7, where he is called ' blue-ne~ked.' The mythological 
explanations are various. The blue throat is regarded as having been ransed by 
th\l swallowing of poison, the biting of Usanas's snaky locks, throttling by 
Narayai;ta and smiting by Indra's axe (see Hopkins, Epic Mythology, p. 228). 
Religious devotion in India has managed to forget ali but the beneficent epi.oode 
of ewallowilli the poison. 



even the g()ds are · not exempt from.his ··· moral . government. 
Did he not tear off the fifth hea·d ofPr:ajapati;:w:htf'cilstinces~ 
tuous looks. at his own daughter?46 He is tlie lord (pati) of 
finite spirits (pasu) ; he releases them from sin if they wor~ 
ship him mentally, and he grants them sa:vation. If he is the · 
ordaine.r of disease and death, he is also the great healer,47 

being himself the concjueror .of death (Mrtyufijaya). So, 
both for so.ul and for body, men need Siva's help, and the 
gracious god never fail s to help those who sincerely seek his' 
aid and banish from their minds anger a.nd greed. 48 The 
Svetaf;vatara Upani$ad, in which a systernatic attempt to 
sublimate his character was rpade., 49 describes him as a '' god 
who has no parts, who does not sutTer change, who is all 
peace, has no defects and is unpoUuted, the bridge for cross
ing over to immortality." He is described as being con
cealed in all beings, as all '-pervading, " the internal soul of 
all beings, presiding over aJl actions, the support of all beings, 
the witness of all, the life-giver, absolute and without 
qualities.' '50 He can be known only by bhiiva (faith, love ()r 
pure heart), 51 and to know Siva is to be free from all nooses 
and to attain eternal peace . The philosophical schools that 
arose in Kashmir and in the South all treat him as the 
ultimate principle of existence, and they all lay down rules·. 
about the way of obta,inil1g salvation through him. In the 
true Bhagavata way tiiva was regarded'as the origin as well 
as the ultimate refuge of finite souls. 

Let us look for a moment now into the antecedents of 
a deity who divides with the different forms of Vi~1~u tlw 

•&.In the Satapatha Brii.hrotJ.I}.a (9.1.1.1·6) the gods are depicted as being 
Mra.id of the strung bow and the arrows of Rudra, lest be should. destroy them.-
Macdonell, V. M., p. 76. · 

4? At 'I'arakeswar (Dist. Irughli, Bengal) there is a regular system of fasting 
at the door of the deity in order to obtain medicines :for hopeless ooses and almost 
incurable diseases. The tradition of being a healer comes down from Vedic times. 
-See Macdonell, Vedic Mythology ; p. 76. 

' '48 For the Pasupata vow, see Bbandarlra,r, Vai~1Jtl'l)ism, Saivi1m, etc., p. 112. 
49 See Bhandarka.r, op. cit., p. 110. 
·w Ibid., p . . 109. 
tl Ibid., p. 109. 
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allegiance of the major portion of the Indian population and 
whose spiritual kingdom covered at one time the Aistant 
islands of the Indian archipelago and reached the shores of 
the Chinese Sea. The distribution of the adherents of 'Siva 
is significant-they, in alliance with the followers of G-.?il.lesa 
and Bakti, formed at one time a ring round the worshippers 
of Vis.r;tu. 52 From Nepal, Tj_bet and Kashmir on the north 
we might travel down to Gape Gomorin (and Ramesvarain) on 
the south along the sea ccast and then travel up the 
Tamil land till we reach Bengal and Assam, practicallxvvith~ 
out losing contact with the cult of some member §_I the 
~aivite household. The middle of this circle is i1lostly 
occupied byVais.r;tavism. Although notable exceptions.occur, 
yet it may be safely said that ~aivism is more in cOntact 
with the original non-Aryan population of India. , than 
Vais.l,lavism which circulates in the heart of the .. ~ryan 
settlement. 53 1'his distribution is quite in keeping w_:ththe 
historical origin of the creed. If the remains of the resm.l~ly 
excavated Indus valley civilisation at Mahenjo-Daro-, Har:;tpp~i 
and other places can be trusted to reveal the truth, theeLlltof 
Siva (both figured and phallic) is not an Aryan mono{Jo1y .or 
even an Aryan discovery. 54 The original Aryan attitude55 

towards the phallic symbol was definitely hostile, for in· the 
Rig-Veda Indra is invoked to keep off the sisnadevas 56 

52 See Muir, Or. Sans. Te;xt~, IV, p. \241. 

53 Eliot remarks (Hinduisn~ and Buddhism, I, p. x:xxvi) that " many legends 
in'· the Epics and the PuraJ;)as indicate that there was hostility between the old
fashioned BrahmaJ;J.B and the worshippers of Rama, Krishl;la and Siva." 

54 For the prototype of Siva in pre-Aryan Indus valley civilisation, &ee Sir 
John Marshall, op. cit., p. 52 f. The phallus {with the yoni), the yoga. r.ttitnde, 
the three faces, and the lordship over animals {pasupati) are all present in the 
archooological remains (see p. 54). 

55 Bbandarkar thinks that the Lings-worship bad not come into vogue at the 
time of Patai'ijali who refers to an image or likeness (pratilqti) of Siva as an object 
of worship (op. cit., p. 115). After the discoveries at Mahen;o-Daro and. other 
pla~es it would simply mean that the Aryans were slowly accepting this mode of 
worship. 

56 Macdonell, op. cit., p. 155. There is some difference of opinion .abollt the 
exact meaning of the word. Most writers agree that it means tl1e wQr$hippere 
of the phallus (Bha.ndarkar, Macdonell, etc.); but Ra,gozip thinks, pe.rhaps wrOngly, . 
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(devotees of the phallic cult) from the sacrifice, and the con
quest and carnage of Indra in the lands of the latter are 
recalled. 

There is no doubt that in the Vedas and in sub-Vedic 
literature (excepting, of course, the SveWsvatara Upani.~ad), 
the terrible aspect oJ the deity was most in evidence.57 

Although prayers for blessings, healing remedies, protection 
against the anger of and evil from other gods, and welfare 
for men and beasts are not unknown and his knowledge of 
the doings of men and gods and the ease with which he is 
invoked are referred to, the frequency with which malevolence 
is attributed to him and his fierceness described and feared, · 
makes it clear that the title of 8iva (benign or auspicious)58 

was only euphemistically used of him. " He is implored. 
not to slay or injure, in his anger, his worshippers, their 
parents, children, cattle or horses.' '59 All the most terrible 
substances enter into his composition60 and he assails men 
with fever, cough (consumption), poison and celestial fire 
and is a veritable man-slayer. He leads a host (ga1J,a)61 of 
equally ferocious beings who attack men and animals, and 
the prayers are directed to keep him and his band away. He 
is prayed to in later literature '' for safe conduct wl1en travers
ing a path, coming to a place where four roads meet, crossing a 
river, getting into a ferry boat, entering a forest, ascending 
a mountain, passing by a cemetery or by a cow-shed or such 

that it refers to eerpent·worship (op. cit., p. 293). Both suggests the tre..nsln.tion 
' tailed (or priapic) demons ' and Muir is not !mre if phallic worship is meant 
(O.S.T., IV, p. 348). Sayana translates it as 'unchaste or lustful men' (r,ee 
O.S. T ;, · IV, p. 347). Sir John M&rshall remarks tl1at " the belief in Nagas is 
unknowp to the Vedic e.ge " (Mahenio-Daro, etc., Part I, p. 138. See art. Li1'<go
pli<!anii by Vidhushekhar Bhattaoharyya in the P'rabiisi (Bengali Monthly), VoL 
XXXIII, p. 741 f • 

. 57 Ma.Gdonell .• V. M., p. 76; Bhandarkar, Vai~~;utvism, Saivi$m, etc., p. Hl2; 
Mu:ir, o:s.T:, IV, p. 340. 

58 Vaj. Sal!l. a. 62; 16. 41. 

59 Macdonell, V.M., p. 75. 

60 A. V. 3. 33.1. 

:~1 Bhandarkar, Vaif~lavism, Saivism, etc., p. 104,; See Muir, O.S.T., V, 
p. ~72 f. (quoting the sa•arudriya). 
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other places.'' He and his followers Teceived the omentum 
or the bloody entrails of the' victim at a sacrifice and were 
thus tTeated on the same level as demons. He was even 
regarded as the patTon of TobbeTs and pilferers and as being 
similar to them in nature. No wonder, therefore, that in the 
Brahma:J;laS and the StHras Rudra should be isolated from the 
ather. gods, who are generally beneficent in character and 
disposition, and that it shou~d be stated of him that when the 
gods attained heaven, Rudra rema1ned behind.62 

That Rudra did not exactly conform to the ideal of an 
Aryan god can be proved by a number of concurrent testi
monies.63 The celebrated sacrifice cf Dak~a, 64 which ended 
so disastrously, was sought to be performed without ~iva'E 
presence and the violence with which it was broken up by 
~iva or his followers may be interpreted as a forcible 
entry into the Vedic pantheon by him. Apparently ~iva 
had originally no share in the sacrifice65 and this is alluded to 
in many places of the M ahiibharata, 66 and references to his 
seizing the JlYOperty of other go~ls are not inhequent. 67 On 
the other harid, human offerings to Rudra are contemplated 
by J arasandha (in the Sabhaparvan), 68 and the later literature 
depicts in no uncertain manner the anti-Vedic propensities of . . ' . . . . 

62 Sat. BF. 1.7.3.1. 
, 63 The . precise relation between Siva and Rudr!!- is not yei satisfactorily 

traced o.ut .. The . ir1trodnction of an entirely new divinity from the mountai118 of 
·th·e north has been supposed, who was grafted in upon the ancient- religion by 
being identified with Rudra.; or again a blending of some of Agni's a.ttributes with 
those of Rudra. to originate a new development : perhaps neither of these may be 
necessary; Siva may be a 'local form of Rudra, arisen under the influenee of 
peculiar climatic relations in the districts from which be . made his way into 
Hindostan proper; introduced among, and readily accepted by, a people which, a.s 
the Atharva shows, was strongly tending toward a terrorism in its religion.
Whitney, quoted by Muir, O.S.T., IV, p. 338. 

64 Muir, O.S.T., IV, p. SiS f. 
65The Paficavii]'lsa Brabma:t).:t (VII. 9. 16) alludes to the exclusion of Rudra 

when domestic animals were divided among the gods and also to his character as 
the slayer of cattle.-Eng. Tr. by Ca1and, p. 157. 

66 Bhandarkar, V.S., p. 113; Muir, ·a.S.T., IV, p. 314. 
61 Muir, O.S.T., IV, p. 241. 
68Jbid:, p. 246. Father H. Heras, in a lecture before the Bombay Branch 

of the Royal AsiatiG Society on 26th July, Hl36 (as reported in the Advanoe •Jf 
Ca.lcutta of 5th August, 1936-Dak edition), mentions the fact that human ~aerifices 
iu batches of seven or multiple.s of seven were olfer~ by the Mabenjo-Daro people 
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the f?llowers of Biva. 69 His followers were mostly despicable 
in Aryan eyes-. -gm~as, bhutas, <Kiratas,. Ni~adas, rogues, 
roqper,s and cheats ;70 his wife .. too is painted in no attractive 
colo11rs nor are her attendants and associates--Babaras, 
Varvhras and Pulindas-less repulsive to the Aryan people.71 

This persistent tradition of a savage association renders it 
extremely probable that Rudra of all the Vedic gods was 
t~ougnt to be similar to some sa-wtg~ deity and that his worship 
was instituted on savage models at first. That non-Brah-

. ma9as could worship Siva (and sometimes Brahmal).as could 
no~' '~orship the phallic symbol) is an additional evidence in 
this direction. 7z Some obscure verses of the Pancavirrtsa
Brahma'Y),a73 probably allude to the absorption of the follo\\'f)rs 
of Rudra within the Aryan fold by permitting them to recite 
some Vedic verses. It is also permissible to think that in the 
interesting Brahmal).a stories about his successive!y. getting 
fromPrajapati his present epithets74-Rudra, Barva, Pasupati, 
Ugra, Asani (Bhima), Bhava, Mahan-deva (or. Mahadeva), 
!sana-epithets that apply half (Rudra, Barva\ Ugra, Asani) 
to the terrible and half (Bhava, Pasupati, Mahan-deva, Isana) 
to the benign aspect,75 we have probably the story of a gradual 
progression of Siva towards ultimate supremacy, after an 
inte!mediate identificatio•n with Agni, Vayu, Parjanya, 
Praja.pati (or Soma-Candramas), Indra and Aditya (Sftrya) 
had ~tansferred to him some of the attributes of these other 
gods. 7~, But while, on the one hand, identification with 

to the god who had the trident, the a.xe and the snake as his associates and who 
was presumably the prototype of Siva. 

6ifMuir, O.S.T., IV, pp. 320-21. 
7~ Ibid., p. 273. 
if Ibid., pp. 369, 370 (quoting Harivarpsa). 
72 Ibid., p. 344 (f.n.), 317. 
73''PaficaviJpsa Brahma:Qa, XVII, 1.1 (Eng. Tr. by Caland, p. 454). See 

Winternitz, op. oit., I, p, 154. 
74'Mnir, 0.8. T., 1V, p. 283 f. ; 286 f.; p. 342. (The identifications are slig:htly 

different in the Satapatha and Saiikhayana Brahma:Qas.) 
!<'75;, Bhandarkar, Vai~'(!avism, Saivism, etc., p. l.05. 

76 Rudra's description t<~~ollies most approximately with that of Agni. • S.o ;,ho 
does. that of his wife who bears na.mes denoting fire~its flanil)s, smoke, <"tc. 

Father Heras, in the lecture referred to in f.oo,tnote 68 above, mentions the 
in.t.erestin~ f~t that the M&henj()-Da.ro supreme .god An. also possessed l')ight for-m~ 

:·, ::! i. 
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beneficent deities ennobled Rudra's character, his similarity to 
some non-Aryan divinity, on the other, led to the transference 
to him of some of the repulsive features of the latter, and 
not only was the darker Vedic side retained but it was actually 
accentuated by the addjtion of savage traits from non-Aryan 
sources, till Rudra came to be regarded as unfit fo~· heavenly 
company,. frequenting cemeteries, besrucarrng himself vlith 
ashes, smoking narcotics, 1v"earing repulsive apparel and 
orname,nt, and forcing his entrance into the Vedic pantheon 
with the help of turbulent followers who threatened to stop 
the sacrifice to the other gods. The latter identification also 
le.d not only to easy unconventional worship but probably 
introduced the originally ccndemned phallic cult into the 
Aryan religion. 

· We shall Close our account of Saivism with a reference· 
to this phallic cult in order to remove some. misunderstandings. 
We may admit at the outset that just as the guilty love of 
Kt:;JlJ.a, when dwelt upon in excess of religious need, may lead 
to corrupt thou.ghts, so also an immoderate pre-occupation 
with the sexual symbol of Siva may lead to orgiastic rites, 
especially when· complicated by extreme Sakta ·· tendencies. 
Sanskrit literature is unfortunately not altogether free from 
lascivious descriptions of .the divine amou:rs of K:r~?l.la and 
Siva, although it may be admitted at the same time that they 
might have been mO:re considerable without · the religious 
restraint. But sex-symbols have a less activating effect em 
imagination and action in a country where climl1tic conditions 
enforce a semi-nudity on its male inhabitants during the hot 
months and where traditionscf austerity and detachment have 
made even the complete nudity of the ascetic followers of some 
religious sects not a thing of shame. In fact, the Buddhist 
monks alone were directed to be decently . dressed in ancient 
times, as contraRted with Jaina monks cf the Digamhara sect. 
and Hindu sannyasins whose :deal of perfection was complete 
apathy to their physical environment and their social sur-

and was identified with the sun which passed eaeh year through the oonste!lations 
of the Zodiac, then regarded as only eight in number as against our present twelve. 

29 
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roundings. The origin of the lJiii.ga (phallus) was not due in 
India to vegetation myths or to esoteric obscenity nor was the 
,:;exual symbol the earliest representation of Siva. 77 The 
earliest references like the M ahiibhiirata and the Viiyu-Pwra~w 
ascribe its origin to Siva discarding his organ of generation 
and becoming a yogin, when other gods had been found to 
undertake ·the task of creation. The shedding of .the liiiga 
was thus syinbolic of abstention" from creative activity and its 
worship, therefore, an adoration of sexual restraint. 78 The 
other story that Siva killed Kama (Cupid) when the latter 
attempted to disturb his meditation confirms the tradition of 
his conquest over sexual passion. It is almost certain also 
that in the earliest Brahmal).ic literature the liiiga (the male 
genital) was not associated with a yoni (the female genital) 
and that the linga became a procreation symbol later when 
the yoni was added. 79 This changed conception about 
the sexual symbol was reflected also in iconographic repre
sentation, and Ardhanarisvara images, combining Siva and hiP. 
spouse Parvati in their half-figures, made their appearance.80 

The wives of the Vedic gods were shadowy :figures by the side 
of their husbands ; but the increasing association of Sakti 
with Siva shows that equality of the female with the male 
was a trait of the people from whom the Siva-Sakti cult was 
derived or, if two independent cults fused into one,, their 
gods, male in one case and female in another, had already been 
developed too much on monotheistic lines into supreme deities 
to be subordinated to each other in the new synthetic creed. 

77 Bhandarkar, op. cit., p. 115. Patafijali refers to images of Siva being 
Eometimes made of precious metals. See p. 228 infra .. 

78 Creation was oftElD conceived in terms of procreation even in Vedic times
See Macdonell, Vedic Mythology, pp. 11-12. See also p. 221, f.n. 54, supra. 

79 Most of the PauraJ;).ic references to the sexual aspect of the Lhiga are to 
be found in Nagendranath Vasu's Visvakosa (Bengali Encyclopoodia). XVII, 
p. 256 f. (under art. LI:NGA. In the Rigveda the fi.re-dri!J in the wood (ara~_ti) 
rouses associations of procreation because it resembles the phallus in the yoni. 

so Even Harihara figures have been sexually explained. See the Visvalcosa 
article referred to in the last footnote. 

Father Hems, in the lecture referred to in footnote 68 above, suggests that 
the combination of the Mahenjo-Daro god An with the god·dess Amma (the mother) 
might have been the original of the Saivite H13;ra-P~rvati figure of the Ardhanii,ri.sv~,rill 
type, 
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Just as in the worship of the Trinity, when not complicated 
by sectarian bias, no godhead is re.ally subOTdinate to the 
other two, so also in the composite Siva-Sakti cult an attempt 
was made to recognise both the gods as complementary to each 
other and neither as subordinate to the other. 81 It is not 
unlikely that a polyandrous social organisation .and an exten
sive Mother-cuJt82 provided the soil for the equality of the 
female principle with the male and that both the Vedantic 
Maya and the Sarp.khya Prakrti were pressed unconsciously 
or consciously into the service of the Biva-Bakti cult. 83 

Let us return, however, to Biva. Lii1ga, in the sense 
of that which is destroyed or which is ultimately dissolved, 
is a fairly ancient term. 84 It is permissible for us to speculate 
that the destructive aspect of Rudra, which ultimate
ly made Siva the third person of the Hindu Trinity, would 
receive the epithet li1iga,' and then, by the principle of 
symbolisation or visual representation (which Freudian 
psychology has now familiarised to us in the domain of 
dreams), the representation would take the form of the other 
meaning of linga, namely, sexual organ. It is not improba
ble that by a similar process of transference the epithet 
sthattu, which means immobile existence, was transferred to 
the immobile ascetic god rooted at one spot like a post or a 
bare tree-trunk (the other meaning of sthattu). 85 In fact, 

81 This might explain why in Tanlra literature Siva and Devi (Sakti) are 
both revealers of spiritual truths-the former of Xgamas and the latter of Nigamas. 
-See A. Avalon, Principles of Tantra, p. !xi. This might also explain the 
Ardhaniirisvara figure (the androgynous Siva). 

82 Speaking, for instance, of the village gods of South India, Bishop Whitehead 
remarks: " Speaking generally, in the Hindu pantheon the male deities are pre
domin~nt and the female deities occupy a subordinate position. This is characteristic 
of t.he geniis of the Aryan religion, b11t in the old Dravidian cults a leading feature 
w.as the worship of the female principle in nature." (The Village Gods of South 
India, p. 17; see also Index of the Gods, p. 167, in·support of the above.) 

83 See Wilson, Sketcl• of the Religions of the Hindu Sects, p. 151 f. 
84 See, for instance, !Svarakr~J;~a's Saipkhya-karika, 10. 
J"nst as death and the God of death are both denoted by the term mrtyu, .so 

also destruction and the God 0'1' destruction may botb be called linga. 'rhe other 
meaning of lii1.ga, vi2., subtle (as in lingasarlm), may also be implied. 

85 It is not improbable that thi.s immobility is responsible for the rule that a 
Siva-linga, once fixed, should on no account be removeii.-Mahiinin>ii1Jli Tantra 
(Eng. Tr. by A. Avalon), Ch. XIV, 93, 
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the' V4yu-Purtit;w account, which depicts Vif}n.u as 
into the ground as a boar to discover the root and Brahma as 
:tl:yingin his swan-vehicle to find the top of the Linga,86 h~Ls 

the tree-a:nalogy in mind (and the comparison of God with a 
tree is pretty old in Indian religious literature). 87 Worship
ping a tree as a symbol of the five-faced god (Paiicanana or 
Siva) is not yet a dead viJJage-cu1t in Bengal. If the li1iga 
had originally a sylvan origin (and Siva's association Virith 
forest tribes does not rule that possibility entirely out), the 
phallic cult in India in its original conception could be easily 
related to the wcrship of sacred stakes, trees or groves which, 
a¢cording to Grant Allen, is one of the origins of gods,88 and 
would thus resemble the Hebrew asherah. But the hilly 
association is so persistent that possibly the eu:t of the 1i1'!ga 
could be moire easily related to the worship of sacred stones, 
practised at one stage of culture by all nations of the world. 
Still, even in that case, it is possible to agree with Grant 
Allen that " the standing stone may have been and often was, 
in later stages, identified with a phallus " a;1d that " the 
lii1.gam, instead of lying at the root of the monolith, nm;;t 
necessarily be a later and derivative form of it. " 89 Specula
tive minds could easily see that there was an obvious advan
tage in using a shapeless stone as the proper symbol of. one 
whom. philosophy had described as formless by nature. 90 

'Ihe 8aiva lin(la and the Vai~?n.ava salagrama are both 

86 Vii:yu. Pnrii'r;ta, Ch. 55; Lingo. Pw·ii.?J.a, I, 17, 5-52. The episode is inscribed 
in stone at the Minak~1 Te.mple, Madura,, !IS also in Hoa-Que Stelae Inscription 
of Bhadravarm.an III (of Champa), dated 831 Saka year. (See R. C. Majumdar, 
4rtwient Indian Colonies in the Far East, Vol. I, Champa, p. 175, Bk. III, p. 116.) 

87 Ratha Cp. 6.1; Bh. G. 15.1>3. 
88 See Grant Allen, Evolution of the Idea of God, Ch. VI (Sacred Stakes) 

and Ch. VII (S\l,ered Trees). Some have traced the origin of the lili:ga to the 
yiipasto,mbha, the sacrificial poc't.-See The Proceedings of th.~ Convention of 
Religions in India, 190\J, Vol. II, p. 124, f.n. 6. 

Sir John Marshall describes tree-worship among the pre-Aryan population, 
from whom the phallic cult might have been taken, in Mahenjo-Daro and ihe IndiL·' 
Civilisation, Part I, p. 63 f. 

89 Gra.nt Allen, op. cit., pp. 73-74. 
90 It is not· improbable that. Muhammadan iconoclasm is responsible for the 

linga and other shapeless forms in NoTth India aG more likely to escape notice or 
l~ss likely to offend Islamic susceptibilities, while the absence of continuous Muham
madan hostility in South Ind~a made images more frequent there~ 
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shapeless stones/1 and it is not very unlikely th::J,t the so-called 
Svayambhuliriga, or pebble rounded and shaped by the forces 
of nature, was the original form under which Siva was 
worshipped. The fact that both in India and in the Far 
Eastern Hindu colonies lingas with one or more faces carved 
at the top (rnukhalinga images)9Z have been discovered shows 
that the phallic association wa.s not obtrusive in the popular 
mind. It has been almost universally admitted, moreover, 
that the atmosphere of a Saiva temple is intensely 
religious, if :rwt puritanic, and that the orgiastic rites, which 
on,e would expect of crude phallism, are absent in India even 
though the temples are frequented by men and women together 
in large numbers and, except in very orthodox South Indian 
temples, all have direct access to the divine symbol.93 It has 
been admitted by all, for instance, that the Lingayats, who 

91 Speaking of the Smarta method of worshipping the five sectarian gods 
(Siva, VigiU, Sakti, Surya and GaJ?.e8a), :B'arquhar \Hites thus : " The worship of 
the five gods in PaJiciiyatana Pujii is observ<!d at home. Images or stone and 
metal symbols, or diltLgr_ams, 01· earthenware pots, may be :used to repres-ent the 
divinities. 'l'he image or symbol of the god whom the worshipper prefers IS placed 
in the centre, and the other four are so set as to form a. square around the central 
figure." He then adds the following footnote : " The more usual S_fllihols are : 
VishJ?.u, the Salagriirna pebble; Siva, the Narmadesvara pebble; the Devi, a p[P.ec of 
metal, or the Svan.wrekha stone found in a river in South India; Sfu'ya, a round 
piece of Suryakanta, i,e., sun-stonE!, or of sphatika, i.e., crystal; GaJ!.csa, the 
Svarr;.abhadra, a red slab from a stream near Arrah. "~J. N. Farquhar, Outiine.s of 
the Religious Literature of India, p. 293. 

s2 It was a regl.llar · custom with the kings o.f Champa to <nstal . these 
mukhalirigas, to carve a face like their own at the top to indicate thejr unity and 
identity with the godhead as prea.~hed by the Vedanta and to name them after 
themselves as lord of so and so.-See H. C. Majumdar, Champa, p. 186. This 
probably follows, earlier Indian models.-See Epigraphia Indica, XXI, p. 7 
(D. R. Bhandarkar, Mathura Pillar Inscription of Ohandragupta II: G. E. 61). 

Even in M.Bh. four-mouthed Mahalinga is referred to. (See A. Avalon, 
Principles of Tantra, p. lii.) Iconographic representations of Sakti appearing from a 
Siva-liiiga are mt unknowu (see Bhattasali, op. cit., p. 192). 

93 As Sir John Marshall puts it : " In medireval and modern India it is only 
very rarely that lingas take at all a ·'naturalistic form. Ninety-nine per cent. of 
them are so. conventionalised that most people would find a difficulty in recognizing 
their phallic chara:oter. "-Op. cit., p. 60. " Nothing is more likely than that, as 
Saivism developed, it largely absorbed the older bactylic worship ani appropriated 
its symbols to phallic worship .. This would explain why the vast majority of 
medimval and modern lingas are fashioned more like bactylic cones than ph&lli."
Ibid., p. 61. The corrupt taste of Oris san sculptors, however, is reflected not only 
in obscene decorations of ·the temples at l'uri and Konarak but also in naturalistic 
representations of the phallus in ,some temples at Bhuvanesvara. 
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are under a religious obligation to carry a small linga • in ·a 
reliquary hung round the neck/4 are noted for the purity of 
their worship (and they worship no images). It is well to 
remember that in the Mahabharata words like urdhva-linga 
and urdhva-retas, used of the god of the phallus, bring out 
the sense of sexual restraint even in the original conception 
of the symbol.95 

It has been observed by many writers that the Saivas 
fmm a far more compact sect than the Vail;!J)avas. Two 
reasons have been suggested to account for this fact. 'rhe 
one is that, although there are differences in the philosophies 
of the various Baivite sects, the god worshipped is one. 
Vail;!J)avism worships the supreme God under many names
Naraya:l)a, Kn>1!a (with or without Radha), Rama-and the 
sects and sub-sects are not always on the. best of terms, as if 
the gods worshipped are different and behave like rivals for the 
affection of the devotees. Siva or Pasupati is a single god, and, 
even when different names and forms are ascribed to h~m, no 
rival sects worship these different forms. The "antisocial aspect 
of the god has attracted some morbid minds, and the existence 
of at least two sects-Kapala and Kalamukha, noted for their 
practice of what society would consider to be revolting and 
u.nethical, indicates what the possibilities of the darker side 
of Baiva religion are; but these two sects wmship the same 
god as the other Saivites do. The eight forms of the deity-
Sarva, Bhava, Rudra, Ugra, Bhlma (or Asani), Pasupati, 
Mahan-deva (or Mahadeva), !sana-have no separate 
biographies, and his five faces96-Isana (or SadMiva), 
Vamadeva, Aghora, Tatpuru~a and Sadyojata on the top, 

94 Wilson, Sketch, etc., p. 139. Farquhar, op. oit., p. 261. See Bhandarkar, 
op. cit., p. 135, for the different conceptions of Liitga in the Liitgiiyat or V1rn-8aiva 
school. 

95 The Mahenjo-Daro three-faced (and also three-eyed, says Father Heras in 
his ledure referred to in footnote 68 above) God who is regarded by Marshall as a 
prototype of the historic Siva is probably urdhvameqhra although in a yoga attitude 
If the figure has been corroctly made out (there is some doubt about it still), the 
erect position of the sexual organ is not priapic but symbolic of the reverse fun"tion, 
i.e., sexual restraint. (See Marshall, op. cit., p. 52.) 

96 Eliot, op. cit., II, p. 198. Siva with more or less faces is also known. If the 
Elephanta cave figure is not of the Trimurti but of Siva alone, then this . will 
correspond to the three-fooed prototype of Siva of 1he Mahenjo-Daro excavation. 
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north, south, east and west sides respectively, indicate the 
single deity's power of superintendence in all directions. 97 

No wonder, therefore, that Advaitism should be the favourite 
philosophical creed of the Saivites, and their religion mono
theistic. Siva has no avataras as Visl).u has; hence it is 
easier to think of him as eternal. The BhagaDadgita refers 
to the many previous births of ~he I1ord Kr~l)a and the differ
ent avataras, again, have not always come with plenary 
power and inspiration, many of them having been obliged 
to seek earthly alliances to overthrow their adversaries. But, 
although Siva has his band of terrible followers, he always 
acts direct without assuming an earthly figure. 98 We. might 
even go so far as to assert that he has been more democrati
cally conceived than other gods: he has been given a perma
nent earthly residence in Mount Kailasa, though references to 
his heavenly home in Sivaloka arc not absent. Brahma 
and Vi$l).U, even when resting in the ocean of milk
the one on the navel-lotus of the other, are farther 
away from th~ land of mortals and they are more 
often thought of as residing in heaven than on earth. 
We may a1so see in Vaif?l).avism and Saivism two opposite 
types of religious appeal. Vaif?l).avism claims allegiance 
on behalf of a god who periodically becomes man to share 
men's sorrows and bring succour to them in distress.· 
Saivism, on the other hand, calls upon men to worship a god 
who is easily accessible but who does not at any time forsake 
his divinity and subject himself to human infirmities.99 

97 Other functions are also ascribed to these faces. Thu•, according to one 
school of thought, the four Vedas came out of the four mouths and from the central 
mouth the Tantra of the higher tradition (urdhvamniiya) issued; according to 
another tradition, the twenty-e'ght Tantras of the higher tradition oprang from the 
upward current and issued from the five mouths while the Tantm of lower tradition 
has been produced by ' the downward .current ' ' below the navel. '-See A. Avalon, 
Principles of Tantra, Vol. I, Introduction, p. xxx f. 

98 Brahmii. has no avatiiras either ; but as he has no fuodion of moral govern
ment, an avatii.ra of Brahmii, is unnecessary. Pu~kara, the most noted earthly 
seat of Brahma, is a place noted for Brahma's own sacrifice rather than for people 
seeking his help there. 

For Lakulf as incarnation of Siva, see J.B.B.R.A. S., XXII, p. 154 f; see 
also Ep. Ind., XXI, p. 5; ' 

99 We may quote Sir Qharles Eliot in thifl connection ; " Krish!}.a. is in the 
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Both agreed, however, that the old Vedic religion of sacrifice 
had failed to satisfy the human heart and to provide for v,:eak 
and erring mortals who felt the need of forgiveness pro
ceeding out of divine grace and who had no faith in formal 
expiation achieved with ritualistic ceremony. Both, therefore, 
set God above the law of Karma and, while emphasising the 
necessity of a moral life lived in devotion to God and service 
to man, admitted the possibility of working off the injurious 
results of occasional lapses by sincere repentance through the 
forgiving grace of God. In both systems Bhakti was laid down 
as the essential cond:tion of a religious life and the authority 
of the Vedas was slackened by the admission of non-Vedic 
authority as embodied in the sectarian literature.100 Not 
only was provision made for a less formal mode of worship but 
the Sftdras were also granted a right to use this sacred litera
ture in lieu of the Vedas, which they could net read/01 rmd to 
worship God without the help of the Brahmal)a priest. There
sult was immediately visible in a large extension of the Hindu 
community nbt only in India bnt also in th<! isla.nds of the 
Indian Archipelago and in Kamboja and Campa. ~aivism, 
being still less trammelled by orthodox traditions than ·vai:?
l)avism, made more extensive conquests in these Far Easl;eru 
Hindu Colonies102 and quickly fused with Mabayana Buddhism 
not only there but also in NepaL 103 The ugly features of the 
god were forgotten to satiRfy the need of an ideal, and the 

main a product of hero worship, but Siva has no such historical bas.js. He personi 
fies the powers of birth and death, of change, decay and rebirth-in fact ·all that 
we include in the prosaic word nature. "-Hind. and Bud .. I, p~ xvi. 

100 As the Kular1JaVa Tantra says, for eacl1 age (yuga) a snit able Shastra 
is given-namely, in Saty.aynga., Shruti; in Tre'a, Smriti; in Dvapara, the 
Pnral)as; and in the Kali age the Tantra.-A. Avalon, Principles of Tantra, Vol. I, · 
Introduc.tion, p. xxii. See also A. Avalon, Tantra of the Grea.t Liberation, p. L. 

101 S. S. Suryanarayal)a Sastri does not accept the view that the Saiva 
Agamas were non-Vedic and non-Aryan in origin. See The Siviidvaita of Srilcantha, 
Note D. The Agamas and the Mahabharata (p. 81 f.). Alsop. 4 f. for a. discussion 
of the Dra.vidian origin of_ the Agamas. 

102 The greater hold of Saivism may also be due to the fact tha.t the 'l'amHs 
who emigrated to these places were mostly Saivitas and Saivism had greater 
popular and royal backing in South India than Vai~J;tavism at the time of the 
colonisation. · 

103 It is still a matter of dispute as to whether Saivism engulfed :Mabayal:''> 
Buddhism or .vice versq.---See A. Avalon, Principles ofTa'fftta, Vol. I, Int., J?• lviii, 
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hymns offered to Siva, as to Vi~:Q.u, 104 are the purest expressions 
of monotheistic devotion. As a personal God, he is regarded 
not only as Mahakala, who destroys all creation, but also as the 
creator and preserver of the world; the serene ascetic who sets 
an example of self-restraint; the moral governor who, punishes 
sin and rewards virtue ; and the gracious Lord who forgives 
.the penitent sinner, affords 4im fresh oppor~unities o:f · a 
spiritual life and grants salvation to all his devout worship
pers.105 The secret of the success of sectarianism in India 
lies in the fact that in India Philosophy and Religion are far 
more intimately associated than anywhere else and the theory 
of the savant becomes the common belief of the popular 
mind within a short time. The Upani$ads and the Vedanta 
system have established once for all the sole reality of 
Brahman, and every supreme god is identified with the 
Vedantic Absolute, with the attribute of personahty added or 
emphasised. The other gods tolerated or recognised t.he:tf 
become merely different forms of this supreme god, if not his 
creatures and a'ttendants. Even when there is no predilectiOn 
for any particular god, all the different gods are conceived to 
be ultimately one in essence, sharing among themselves the 
different aspects, attributes and functions of one supreme 
deity. · 

Extreme caution is needed in dealing. with a, faith like 
Hinduism· which a writer does not live or see from within. 

104 For the All-god character of Vi~J;lti, see Ropk;ns, Epic Mythology, p. 207. 
105 Speaking of the gr('>ater appeal of the Nataraja image in South India a~d 

of the Maha-yogin image in: North India, Ravell !Ilakes the following fine obaerV&
tion (Handbook of Indian Art, pp. 182-83): 

" In the pellucid air of the Western Ghats, washed clean by monsoon 
storms, the Brahman at his evening prayers heard day by day Siva's dru;n, the 
time-beat of the ocean, thundering along the shore; and saw the golden sn]l 
throbbing on the western horizon as it sank slowly into the jaws of the mysterious 
dragon of the nether world. So the Brahmanical art of Southern India is a trlle 
interpretation of Indian history and, like all true art, holds the mirror up to 
nature in revealing to us the beatific vision of the Universal Lord in his mystic 
Da.n~e of Creation and Dissolution. And in like manner the calm serenity of those 
majestic peaks of the Himalayas in the still moon-lit night,., when every sound i11 
hushed and all nature lies asleep, gave to thq northern e.rtist his inspiration for 
the image of the Lord upon His exalted Lotus-throne, the Great Spirit " brooding 
over the face of the. waters " who is cause everlasting Qf the cosmic rhythm/' 

30 
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. Historical treatment of a. god may' not reflect adequately~ften 

. it totally misunderstands and misinterprets-tli(;;" spiritUal 

. e:yolution ofiD;an' s ideas regarding that god. It is not difficult 

. to point out in a religion, ennobled or degraded by the imagina~ 
, ticm106 of the inhabitants of a vast continent teeming with a 
·,heterogeneous population with different grades -of. culture, 
the shady' past of a god 'or a mixture of .light and shade in hi~ 

·: character. What ·is more difficult is to understand and 
.appy;eciate how the tribal memory manages to forget most .of 
the unsavoury tales about a god in the same way as the iridivi~ 
dual mind represses its own unpleasant memories; If the ·idea 
of a. moral god ennobles human ideals, so do advancing moral 
ideals raise the . standard of divinity; and this is what has 
:actually occurred in India as elsewhere. 107 It may be freely 
~drnitted that in a weak mind a bad divine example is some.~ 
tjmes likely to find an imitator, just as it should also be ad~ 
Jrlitted that a bad prophetic example may similarly ·prove 
~-qpally harmfuL But such cases are bound to be rare and are 
~()~ . likely to occur when the developing ethical ~ense o·f society 
eliminates the .ugly features of 'a god. . '\Vhen society 
:Wills to turn the blind eye to the faults of a god and fastens 
ppon and magnifies his good qualities, surprising results 
follow : every one of the major religions of India can be cited 
as -an instance of what the will to believe can achieve in the 
n,~tur-e .of devotion and practice. IJet us illustrate this point 
from the remaining religions of India . 

. The five gods (paii,cadevaUl) who are supposed to have 
a ~following in India at present are Vis;l).u, 8.iva, 8akti, Gar}esa 

. · 106 The. degrlldation may sometimes be apparent. Thus it ha.s been said 
t~a:t much ofthe opposition to Saktaism comes from a misunderstanding of the 
esot~ri<J meaning of many .apparently unmeaning mantraJ and revolting ceremonies, 
of which. the spiritual significance can be learned only from a guru after under· 
going · a fairly s.trenuous moral discipli]le. 
' ' 107;Keith, commenting on the decline of VaruJ;la from a moral god in the ' 
Vedas to the god of wa,tera in J o.ter literature, remarks that " in the fact of the 
h,ih;rre of · morality. to . develop . itself as an important fe.:>j;or . in the nature of the 

. gods lies . a deep distinction between Indian and other religio)ls." This remark is 
~· ~weepingJn view of the ethical _ developpent of . the present-day_ sectarian gods. 
)~ee ' ,~~i,th, , Rel, anc{ Phil. of the Veda and Up~nishads, I, p. !:H7.. .· 
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and Siirya. The last two, however, have a very small following 
although there are references to the existence at one time of 
as many as six classes of devotees of each of these gods .108 0£ 
these Siirya could not be personified to any very great extenf;" 
and although a few myths about . him were circulated, he 
remained mostly a Vedic god. to whom the Brahma:t;tas ·offered 
daily the twilight and mid-day .oblations. A Magian · immi
gration from Persia or Scythia .(eakadv'ipa) probably popuiarr
ised his cult for some time and some fine temples were b'nilt to 
enshrine his images.. But barring a few casual verrms, 
describing him as the soul of all movable andimmovab1e thir1gs 
and as Brahman, there is nothing but Vedic tradition 'reganJC.: 
ing Surya to justify the continuance of his worship. The longe .. 
vity of the cult must be due to the fact that the solar worship 
comes nearest to the veneration for the glowing Agni (and 
Surya is a form of Agni). which was such a prdrninent feature 
of the Vedic religion arid that it alone ·represents whatever 
has been left of the Vedic religion, the cult of all the other 
gods having d.ev"eloped non-Vedic features of worship. The 
Solar cult is therefore a survival of Vedic worship_:.;-probably 
of Indo-Iranian worship, and the Ga yatr'i (familiar to sclio1:11~s; 
i1tits derivative appellation Savitri), da,lly recited bythetwide~' 
born of India,'Cis aujnvocation addressed to th:e Sun. It 
ptl:5baole that iwhile Vi$JfU appropriated the \personal as:pi3c~· ~f 
godhead and its tefation tO" irtan,. its illipersonal element •ant\! 
its function of supporting the :phystci:tl world were· assigned 
to Siirya. He is the great source of life and heaith. He 
witnesses man's, deeds from above and the po"~ers of dar~!);e~f>: 
all vanish in his presence.109 He sets the example of regularity: 
and, be~eficence to hmnan conduct, alvv.aysrisi!lg and sfttirlg: 
at the a,ppoiilted time and helping the circulat1on of water)n 
the 'atmosphere.· ·His) benignity extends to saints· and sinners 
aJike, for o# both he casts his vi.vifying rays. He 'quickens 
the intellect and forgives sins just as he heals the body.11° 

los Bhandarkar, op. cit., pp; 149 and 152. 
109 Hopkins, Epie Mythology, p. 84. 
uo Tradition credits, Kr~l)a's son Samba, who wtts cured r,f le]Jr<Jey · by; wor" 

~>hipping the S$, with . the importation of Magian. priests to India for condllcting 
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He is supposed to have revealed the Yajurveda, and Manu is 
regarded as having derived both his existence and his wisdom 
from him. Yama, " the lord of righteousness " (dha·rma
iiija), is his son in later mythology111 and he is also the pro
genitor of the race in which Rama was born. If one carefully 
scans the beliefs .of this Solar sect, one would find that the 
choice has fallen on such asp~cts o£ the god as could he 
spiritually and ethically used. Again, the multiplicity of 
forms in which the Sun was worshipped in the Vedic age112

-

Mitra, Siirya, Aryaman, Savitr, Pii9an, Vi$l)U, Vivasvat, 
Aditya-· was abandoned in later times, and, with the excep~ 
tion of Vi$l)U, all the other forms were rolled together to form 
the conception of a unitary Solar deity raised, in sectarian ·wor
ship, to the position of a supreme god, pure, omnipotent, omni
present and omniscient, upholder of regularity and righteous
ness, beneficent and forgiving. That the cult lacked vigour, 
in spite of royal support, 113 is due to the fact: that a deification 
of the visible luminary is difficult except in primitive times 
and such a cult could thrive only as a survival of ancient 
belief, modified and allegorised to suit the monotheistic and 
moral needs of .an advanced religio11s community. T.he soln.J' 
cult in India, however, never grew to such dimensions as 
Mithraism in the nearer West; and in later times it was 
assimilated into the cult of, the Trinity, the morning, 
the noon and .the evening sun being identified with Brahm\i, 
Vi!?l)U and Siva respectively .114 

the .wor.ship of the Sun on a.ceount of the unwillingness of the local Bral1mans ~o 

officiate at his Solar temple on the bank ·of the Candrabhaga as regular priests. 
(Bhandarkar, op. qit., p. 1!52; see Bhatta&ali, op, cit., p. 166.) 

. 111 Yama is the son of Vivasvat in RV. 1:0, 14.5; 17.1 just as Yima is of 
Vivahvant in Avestan literature. 

112 See Jl,fa{ldonell, Vedic Mythology, p. 29 f. Farquhar, A1t Outline oj the 
Religious Litera,ture of India, p. 151 f.; Barth, op. cit., pp. 19, 20. 

113 On Kani~ka's coins a figure with the name Miiro (Mihira=Pers. Mithra= 
Sans. Mitra) is to b13 found. Haq·avardhana and his immediate ancestors styl~ 

themselves as " great devotees of the Sun. "-Bhandarka.r, op. cit., pp. 154-:)5. 'I'he 
cult was. very popular in Bengal where a large number of Sun-images has been 
found and where the Varman and Sena kings called themselves Sauras.-Bhattasali, 
op. cit., p. 166. 

lHS13e Tantratattva !Eng. Tr. by A. Avalop, Vol. II), Part II, Ch. XI,, p.1 f. 



A more instructive example of the working of the spiritual 
sense is afforded by the development of the cult of the other 
god, viz., Ga:r;wsa.115 Being originally the lord of the ga?Jas, 
i:e ., the wild and terrible followers of Rudra, namely, the 
Maruts, he could not have possessed at first attractive features 
of character and, in fact, down to the time of the Mahi.ibhiirata, 
the malevolent demans, the Vinayakas, could be traced.116 

The Ga1.1esvaras, Ga1.1apatis and Vinayakas wer,e originally 
many in number, being identified with the lords of malevolent 
spirits who were present everywhere ; but latterly their 
number was fixed at four (or six) and possession by them was 
suppos.ed to work sure evil, which could be prevented only by 
exorc1smg them by appropriate cerem.onies.117 But the 
religious need of man can work wonders. These malevolent 
spirits were reduced to a unity and a single Gal).apati or 
Vinayaka was raised to supreme godhood with all the func
tions appropriate to it. w-hether casual identifications of 
Brhaspati , Indra and Vif?J.lU with Gai}-apati, the lord of a host, 
helped the pro~ess of transformation it is difficult to say ;118 

but certain it is that, in spite of the survival of such a wild 
trait as an elephant's head, Gal).esa became transformed into 
an ideal of vvisdom and beneficence. It may be that the invoca
tion of Ga:r;tesa at the beginning of every non-Vedic religious 
worship is meant to have the same effect as the ceremony o£ 
sending away the demons, also observed as a preliminary 
rite ;119 but piety looks upon it with a different eye and sees in }t 
the supremacy of Gal)..esa over all other gods. His figure and 
name are to be found in most Bengali shops,· as he is supposed 
to give success (siddhi) 120 in aJI undertakings, and his wisdom 

m For the worship of Gar_1esa, see Mahii.nirvaQ.a Tantra, Ch. X, ll:3 f. ('J'r. 
by A. Avalon, p. 250.) 

116 Hopkins, Epic M1/tho!ogy, p. 207. 
117 Bhandarkar, op. cit., p. 147. 
us Ma.cdone!l, V.M., p. 101. Bhandarkar, op. cit., p. 147; Hopkins, Epic 

Mythology, p. 207. 
119 Even though bhuta-suddhi does not always mean the sending away of 

demons, .there is a bhutapasiira1fa (demon-removing) mantra for this purpose. (See 
Avalon, Tantra of the Great Liberation, Int., p. cvi.) 

120 In the ch~racteristic popular way Siddhi, which means in Sanskrit 
' Success,' was transformed into a pouch of cannabis indica (which is another 
meaning of the Bengali word ' Biddhi ') in Ga:r;te8a's hand, just as Pra.japati, the 
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is symbolised by the rred (visikhak<t) he ,G~rries i11- hi~ ph:yrac~ 
ter of the scribe of the gods, who, in fact, even condescendbd t.o 
take down the dictation of the}k[ ah(ibhami;a by Vya.sa on condi~, 
tion that if Vyasa did not stop anywhere in the middie of bjs.' 
composition '110 (Gn:i;l8sa) would not write down a single versp 
without understanding its meaning. rrhough his sonship to 
Siva (Rudra) betrays his origin, his later developments serve to 
show how the religious mind cari transform almost intractable. 
materials into .lovable figures and to change a . troublesome 
spiri~ into . '' the genial protector of households and .·the 
personification of common sense, whose aid should be :first 
invoked in all worldly enterprises.' '121 . 

The same process is at work in the Sakti cult, althongb 
there the original form is not so definitely anti-divirw}22 The. 
Aryan aspect of the Sakti cult .is more allied to the creative·. 
side, while the non-Aryan contribution is probably more 
concerned with the destructive side ofthe divinenature,, The 
Aryan prototypes of Sakti are the originally colourless wives 
qfthe V <:ldic. gods,!Z3 1vho '\Vere latterly invested -with the func
tion of energising their lethargic husbands and, in fact, of 
using. them as the instruments of their creative activity. 
Then there are Aditi/24 the great mother out of whom all 
ereation comes ; . Maya, ; without . ·whose association 
Brahman is unable to create; and Pralq:ti, which 
alone brings this varied world into being whUe 
PurUfiJa behaves as an inactive spectator of the world
drama. It would be interesting to know if the belief in the 
d~~tructive aspect of a Mother-Goddess was a satire. upon the 
increasing disinclination to kill among the Aryans as a result 
ofJaina, Bauddha and Vai~l).ava teachings and. embodied a 
v:ision of d~ys when, should men become effeminate, women 
lord of creation, who i& invoked in letters of·· ·invitatidn to marriages, take,s thft 
form of a butterfly which is another meaning· of the Bengali word ' Prajapati.' 
(For tho niore usual articles in the hands of Gar;tc8a, see Bhattasali, op. cit ..• 
p. 145 f.) . 
' m H~vel!, op. cit., p. 191; 

122 SeeN. K. Bhattasali's Iconography of Buddhist and Brahmanical Sculp!,ures 
ir•. the [iacca Museum, p. 178 f. for · Vedic references. . ··. . . . . 

123 See Keith, Ref. ~nd Phil. of the .Veda and Upq,"-ishads, Vol. I, p. 2lS. 
In Ib{d./p. 215 f , , . 
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:wouM become manlike and destroy tt,n·evil threatened . fto:rtl 
enemies .and savages. Possibly.,<the :inother~cult carne frofu 
people worshipping fernale spirits'pf dark intentions who were 
propitiated by suitable offerings. We still have among ns 
such " negative " goddesses as .Sitaia:, the goddess of small~ 
pnx, and Manasa; the goddess of snq,kes, who are prayed to 
not so much for granting the ~orshippet any good as forleav~ 
ing him alone in peace. The fire~asso'ciation of many df the 
names of Sakt1125 may also be due to the fact that it is in con
nection with huge forest-fires, where a veritable holocaust of 
animals would take place, that the cult arose. Corresponding 
to the ga):tas a troop of female furies was associated with .Devi, 
the Sakti of Siva. The tradition that she had her hofue in the 
Vindhyas and was fond offlesh and wine and that her 
devotees were hilly tribes would point to an admixture of 
aborigina,l worship in her cult.126 In her terrible forms of 
K~II, Durga (or Mahi1;mmardini), Cand'i and Camunda she 
has exacted the homage of her worshippers as a proper consort 
of Rudra or Mahakala. Her insatiable blood-thirst has 
been symbolised by the Chinnamasta image, in which she is 
depicted as a decapitated female figure holding the severed 
head in her ha11d and sending up a fountain of blood into her 

· own mouth. There is no doubt that the cult is a composite 
one 1z7 and that both Vedic and non-Vedic elements have 
eri.teied into its structure. 

Here, again, has devotion achieved wonders. The unerring 
human instinct, which finds in the mother the first tender 
source of satisfaction of its hunger and thirst, felt the need of 

125 See Mm;u;t. Up. L 2. 4 for the names of the seven tongues of fire (the 
first two .are Kalr and Karali:). 

126 See Bhandarka,r, op. cit., p. 143; see Bhattasali, op. cit., p. 127. 
127 Muir ·observe9 as follows : " As in Siva.. first of a.ll two gods, Agni ~.nd 

:Rudra,, gre combined, so too his wife is. to be regarded as a compoundl of severn! 
divine forms, and this becomes quite . evident . if we. look over the mass of her 
epithe's. While one set of these, .as Uma, Ambika, Par~ati, Raim~vati, belong 
to the wife o~ Rudra, others a;, :Ka!'i, Karali carry us back to the wife of Agni, 
while Gauri and others perhaps refer to Niryiti, the goddess of all eviL"-O.S.T., 
IV, Ch. III, Sec. viii. For Vai~~;>.ava assooiation, see Arjuna's hymn to Durg:i in 
M.Bh., Bhi~maparvan, 796 f., and aiso Virataparvan, 178 f., and Hariva!Jlsa, 0086 f. 
(See Muir, ibid., p. 368 f. nnd p. 361, f.:p. 337.) See Hopkins, Epic M1Jthology, 
p. 224. . .. 
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a similar divine being who would ,take greater pitf on ntl.Iibtn 
failing and suffering than a stern Heavenly Father. God 
as Mother could fulfil at least two of the conditions of 
divinity, viz., creation and preservation, if the human mother 
is to be taken as an earthly analogue. Only there may be some 
doubt about her capacity to destroy. The cruel and destructive 
aspect of Sakti served to show that if due occasion should arise, 
she would not be found wanb1g even in that capacity either : 
possibly there was an element of over-compensation in the 
process and the terrifying colours \Nere painted more thick than 
necessary .128 But the primary interest must have been tlw 
need of a female god to whom the sinner could unburden his 
soul more fully than to a male deity and with surer chance of 
forgiveness. In Vai~l,lavism where Lakr;;mi remained to the end 
a devoted wife, she, is prayed to for interceding129 on behalf of 
the sinner and securing the relenting grace of her husband. 
But Devi or Sakti is a Ear more independent cleity130 Jrom the 
beginning and she herself absolves the sinner from his guilt out 
of motherly affection. In popular hymns ferve:rtt prayers go up 
to her to forgive her foolish and erring sons as a1l good mothers 
are wont to do. \Ve thus reach the position that Sakti is not 
an intercessor but tho supreme divinity herself. 

According to the philosophical view that e,akti (energy) 
and Saktimat (the being possessing the energy) are non-distin
guishable (abhinna) it is not possible to keep Siva and Sakti 
separate-Siva (or Brahma or Vi~l)u) cannot act without 
Bakti and therefoil'e the two are identical. Here isa quotation 
from a Tamil Saiva saint, Arul Nandi, where Sakti is not 
absolutely independent of Siva but is an expression of Lis 
powers. " She, who is Isa's krpiMakti (grace), icchi'l.sakti 
(will), kriyaAaldi (action), jfiii.nasaldi (knowledge), who ifl 
the cause of all creation, sustentation and destruction, who is 

128 Cruelty associated with a mother-<cnlt ie not present in Hinduism alone. 
See Eliot, Hinduism and Buddhism, II, p. 276. 

129 See B. N. Seal, Comparative Studies in Vai~>;tavism and Ch~istianity; see, 
however, TattvMraya (Chowkhamba Ed.), p. 98, where Mahalak~mi: appears in an 
opposite role. 

For the increasing importance of Lak~mi in later Vai~I)avisr!l and its c&uiles 
see H. Q. Rayehandhnri, op. cit., p. 106. 

130 Keith, Rel, and Phil, of the Veda and Upanishads, I, p. !US., 
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riLpa (form) and ariLpa (formlessness) and neither, who is the 
consort of Isa in these forms, who is all this world and all this 
wealth, who begets the whole world and sustains them : the 
Gracious Feet of this our Mother, who imparts blissful im
mortality to souls, and removes their bandages of birth and 
who remains seated with our Fnther in the hearts of the 
Freed, let me lift upon my head.' '131 But it is possible to go 
beyond this stage and to think that Sakti is the support of the 
whole universe and Brahma, Vi~J;tu and Siva are only forms 
assumed or created by Sakti to fulfil different cosmic functions. 
This is mythically represented by 8iva, Vi~qu and Brahma 
being made to be the children of Sakti who then chooses Siva as 
her spouse,l32 presumably because destruction is a more palp
able expression of energy than creation and preservation. 
"'vVhen this conception is reached. Sakti becomes identified with 
Brahman, the formless Absolute from which all things proceed 
and in which all things are dissolved. Numerous passages 
can be quoted from the Tantras, the spec~al Salcta literature, 
to prove this ider1tification, and some parts of the Tantm litera
ture, e.g., the first few Ullasas (chapters) of the Mahilnirva1Ja 
TantTa, would read like a Vedantic manual. Conformably 
to this belief, the worship oLother gods and all non-Tantric 
modes of worship are regarded as inferior and incapable 
of liberating the soul. Here is a characteristic passage from 
Tantra literature : " The human being, desirous of finai 
emancipation, enters the path of devotion, first as a Saura 

131 Proceedings of the Convention of Beligions in India. 1909, Vol. II, p. 128. 
For Lhe relation of Siva and Sakti, see Arthur Avalon. Tantra of the Great Libera
tion, p. xix f. 

132 A goddess with a young subordinate god is known in early times on every 
coast of the 1\fediterranean wl1kh looked towanls Crete. In Punic Africa she is 
Tanit with her son; in Egypt, Isis with Horus; in Phoenicia, Ashtaroth with 
Tammuz (Adonis); in Asia Minor. Cybele with Attis; in Gree3e (as especially in 
Greek Crete itself), Rhea with the young Zeus. Everywhere she is parthenos, i.e., 
unwed, but made the mother first of her companion by immaculate conception, and 
then of the gods; and all life by the embra.~e of her own son. In memory of these 
original facts, her cult (especially the more esoteric mysteries of it) is marked by 
various pra-ctices and observances syrnboEc of the negaLion of true marrittge and 
obliteration of sex. A part of her male vo1~aries are c~strated; and her female 
votaries must ignore their married state when in her personal service, and ofteri 
practise ceremonial promiscuity.-ERE. i. 147 (art. AEGEAN RELIGION). 

31 
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(worshipper of the Sun) and for twelve successive lives, goes 
to the Solar regions and comes back, :finally to attain the 
S,iir§ti-muldi after losing himself in Brahma at the end of a 
lwlpa. He i81 then born again as a Gat~-apatya (worshipper of 
G a!_lapati) in the next kalpa and after eight births, attains 
similarly the Slim"ipya-mukti. In the next kalpa, he is born 
again as a Vai§ttava (worshipper of Vil;l:t:tU), and after seven 
births, attains the Salolcya-muldi. Similarly, in the succeed
ii1g halpa, he takes birth as a ,'9aiva (worshipper of f3iva), anrl 
worshipping Siva for five births, obtains the Sayujya-mukti 
and for the life-time of a hundred Brahmas, lives in Siva-like 
form in the Siva-loka. He again takes his birth and in 
pursuance of his ideas and customs, worships Eiakti for four 
lives, after that he takes his rest in Cit (Intelligence Ptlre) 
and attains the Kaivalya- or Nirvti1),a-mukti or the Highest 
Salvation. Of all the worshippers o£ the :five gods, on1y the 
devotee worshipping with the .~akti mantra attains Nirvat~-a
mukti or Salvation.' '133 

When we are talking of the evolution of the Salcti cult we 
are referring not so much to the addition of Absolutistic 
terminology as to an emphasis upon it, for even very early 
speculations had invested the deity with some o£ the highest 
qt1alities of divinity. In the Kena Upanif}ad Uma Haimavat1 
appears as a revealer of the nature of Brahman and she was 
herself frequently identified with Sarasvat'i, the personified 
Vedic lore. A transition to the Absolutistic conception was 
therefore easy and natural. Duly she became the revealer of 
the Nigama-the body of spiritual truths which she dis
coursed to Siva for the benefit of the entire creation in the 
Kaliyuga. The Tantras reiterated the efficacy of mantras 
and prescribed certain yantras or diagrams as representing the 
forms in which the different deities received their offerings. 
The mantras arranged in and about a yantra formed a mystic 

133 Quoted in the Proceedings of the Convention of Religions in India,, 1909, 
Vol. II, p. 149. For the five types of m~tkti, see Kennedy, The Chaitanya Move
ment, p. 98 (siilolcya-being in the same plane with God; .~iim"ipya-nearness to God; 
sarupya-likenesa to God i siir§ti-equalling the glory of God; siiyuiJJa-absorption 
iu Gvd). 
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divine body and everyone had to receive Tantric initiation 
(dik§ii) to be entitled to spiritual comradeship and salvation. 
The Pural}as had supplied the mythology of the gods ; the · 
Tantras provided the rituals. In course of time the cult over
stepped its original Saiva limits and not only acknowledged 
the wives of the other gods as the Saktis of the latter, just as 
Durga, Parvati, Uma or Gauri was of Siva, but also prescribed 
forms of ritualistic worship for all gods, male and female·. 
While it provided for congregational worship of a questio·:nable 
type in the Sricakra (the circle)~~practically the only other 
congregational worship outside Vai~I).avism-and abolished 
caste-distinciiions there, it definitely raised the dignity of 
women, remembering that these belonged to the same sex as . 
the Supreme Goddess, supported the marriage of widows and 
opposed the pr;;,ctice of Sa,ti ur immolation of women on the 
funeral pyres of their husbands just deceased.134 Now it is these 
appeals that could spread the cult from Kashmir to Cape 
Comorin (Kanya-kumarl) among philosophers and devout men 
and not the Panca-makara, tpe so-called five 1\'I's, namely, 
madya (wine), man~sa (meat), matsya (:fish), mudra (parched 
grain)135 and maithuna (coition), which to ill-informed minds 
carry the entire significance of Saktaism. As to the liberties 
permitted to the " hero " ( vira), it is well to remember that he 
has been defined as one who has controlled his senses, is truth
ful and ever engaged in worship and has sacrificed lust and 
other passions. 136 Did not the Upani~ad speak in almost identi
cal terms of what is permitted to the liberated,. knowing full 
well that to such natures morally reprehensible acts are impos
sible? 137 In fact, the aim of the entire Tantric discipline is to 
sublimate the lower instincts and to raise the soul from sex 
(Mullidha:ra) to salvation (Sahasriira) after transcending the 
intermediate obstacles.138 As usual, the danger has come 

134 See Eliot, op. cit., II, p. 285. 
135 The translation is of A. Avalon.-See Tantra of the Great Liberatio11., 

In~rod., p. cxi f.; also p. cxviii f. 
136 Ibid., Intr., p. cxii. 
137 Chan. Up., 5, 10. 9-10. 
138 The six cakra~ or centres are Muladbam, Svadhi~thana, Mal)ipi\ra., 

Aniihata, Visuddha, and Ajna fr<;>m below upwards. These cakras (they have been 
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from using equivocal language in spiritual matters, forthe 
ordinary mind, failing to make out· the symbolism, has fixed 
upon the letter of the text and thereby excused itself into 
indulgences, superstitions and magical practices. 

We shall now close our review of the major sects of 
Hinduism with some general reflections and some account of 
later developments. An historical study of the different 
forms of faith reveals the intere~ting fact that the Indo-Aryan 
mind gradually outgrew its Vedic polytheism with unaided 
effort only to transcend theism. altogether and land in a 
speculative monism whiel1, while degra,ding the status of the 
gods, increased enormously tho prestige of the wise man. 
The popuh1r mind, however, while it reconciled itself gradually 
to the loss of most of the Vedic rituals, refused to abandon the 
gods, with the effect that monotheism in some form or other 
reared its hea(L Even the Vedanta svstem, ·which summarised 
the Upani$adie teachings, had to provide for the satisfaeLion of' 
the theistic bent of the human mind by postulating the reality 
of God at least for devotional purposes, and ::,•ome V cdiintie 
eom.rnontators could also make adequate provision for the 
reality of the inclividuaJ soul and tho divine government of the 
world in their interpretation of the 13-rahma-Sfi.tra. Incre1v:-md 
acquaintance with simpler forms of wor.sbip and contact 
with indigenous population led not only to increased 
emphasis on tbe element of devotion but also to the relax8,tion 
of caste rules. The acceptance of a Supreme God led to the 
subordination of the law of Karma to Divine grace and to the 
softening of the rigours of the law of transmigration rn its 
search after an ideal godhead the growing ethical sense 
moralised the character of one or other of the ancient gods 
and laid emphasis not only on tho unitary character of God 
but also on His holiness, HiR abhorrence of sin and His ready 

often identified with the plexuses) must be pierced or conquered before the union 
of the Jiva with Parama-8iva (which is the siittvilw or epirit,ual mmming of 
Maithu.na or coition) can take place. Sec Avalo-n, Tantra of the Great Libemtion, 
Intr., p .. !vii f.; p. cxxxii f. Union with 'I'ripurasunda1·i became an objective in 
some Sakti culte.-See Bhandarkar, op. cit., p. 146. 
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forgiveness of sins confessed and abandoned. While the 
danger of lapsing into an unethical religion, owing to the 
persistence of early literary traditions and the equiyoeal 
language of devotion, could not be entirely overcome, a sense 
of propriety limited its extension to society at large in the 
past and has now practically overcome it altogether. 

We approach now the post-Paura:r;tic religious history of 
India where religious forces other than Hindu came into ope
ration. Genuine indigenous development of religion took the 
form of syncretism and toleration. The non-difference of Hari 
(Vi~:r;tu) and Hara (Siva) has already been referred to. The 
association of Brahma, Vi~:r;tu and Siva with their respective 
Saktis, of which Buddhistic analogues are well known, 
was established. The trinity of Brahma, Vil;ll,lU and Siva 
'.Yith their "YIAri'Y'lr'l.rlo+~"T7A 

.J.VDf!VVU.l V\...1 
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preservation and destruction was introduced, and a com
bination of these functions in each god, especially in Vi~:r;tu 
and Siva, was preached, thus recognising that the three 
were ultimately one in essence. \Vhen Brahma dis
appeared from the field of religion and Sakti, Gm;esa and 
Siirya were added, the same syncretism manifested itself in 
the .worship of the five gods among the Smartas, which thus 
broke down the religious isolation of the different sects, 
especially in South India, but re-introduced a limited poly
theism, at least in appearance, among the largest majority of 
the Hindu population. But for the fact that Hindu poly
theism is always tempered by Vedantic monism (of which the 
philosophy of Ramakrsn.1a Paramaharp_sa is a modern ex
ample), this might have led to a recrudescence of crass 
polytheism : actually, however, it led to a henotheism where 
there is for the time being only one principal god and the 
other gods are subordinate to him.. The preaching of Rarna
k:r~l).a Paramaharp_sa that each method of belief is equally with 
others a true path of religion139 is as much a reaffirmation of 
the Gita ideal of manifold approach as a reiteration of the 
creed of syncretistic Hinduism of this type. 

l39 See Farquhar, Modern Religious Movements in India, p. 192£. Keshab 
Che.ndra Sen's N§w Dispensation was a similar e~le~tic belief.-Ibid, p. 57 f.; p. 64. 
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The introduction of Semitic monotheism in India through 
Christianity and Islam has deeply affected not only Hindu 
social organisation but also Hindu religious thought. A 
deeper appreciation of the unity of God from the latter and 
of the value of devotion from the former led to a number 
of reforming movements in mediaeval and modern India. 
Some I]ke Kabir and Nanak attempted to fuse Hinduism and 
Islam through ethical non-ritualistic monotheism while 
retaining for the most part Hindu religious ideas and appella · 
tions. Some like Ramananda, Caitanya, Namadeva and 
Tulasidasa stuck to Vai~r;tava monotheism but flooded it with 
the language of piety and devotion and used the vernacular 
medium in their preachings to bring religion home to the 
minds of the people. Similar ~aivite revivals took place in 
South India. 

Brought face to face with the monotheism of the West, 
three reforming movements have arisen to stem the tide of 
conversion. The Arya Samaj has revived Vedicism140 and, 
while abolishing caste and idolatry, has given -a monotheistic 
interpretation to the Vedic religion. It has revived oblation 
(havana) with an altered meaning and without animal sacrifice 
but has abandoned most of the later Hindu beliefs. The 
Brahma Samaj was conceived in a different spirit. While 
the Arya Samaj was launched in opposition to Islam and 
Christianity, the Brahma Samaj wished to utilise the best 
points of both, while professing to revive the religion of the 
Upani:?ads. The three earliest reformers belonging to this 
Church-Ram Mohan Roy, Devendra Nath Tagore and 
Keshab Chandra Sen-were influenced most deeply by tlcte 
Qur'an, the Upani~ads and the Bible respectively; the first 
adhered more to an impersonal Absolute, howew~r, than to a 
personal God,· which the second advocated, and the thtrd 
introduced many Christian conceptions in the relation of God 
to man. Brahmaism to-day, however, is, like the Prarthani:-t 
Samaj built on its model, more Hindu than anything else in 
its philosophy of life and religious nomenclature. The return 

HI See Farquhar, op. cit., p. 120 f. 
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to Paurai).ic religion was inaugurated by Ramak.r$I).a Parama
harpsa in the characteristic Bengali way by worshipping Ka11, 
as Ram Prasad Sen had done before him.141 But Vai$I).avism, 
which has by its past history proved itself to be most capable 
of development in a theistic direction, is coming to its own 
not only in the worship of the great charioteer of Arjuna 
(whence Knwa as the discou:rser of the Glta is called Partha
sarathi) in Hindu Missions, which are working among ant
castes, apostates, hill-tribes and people of alien faiths, but 
also in an increased appreciation of the message of the GltiY by 
eminent thinkers like Tilak, Arabinda Ghosh and Gandhi. 
Thus the Vedas , the Upani~ads and the Purai).as have all been 
revived in Modern India in search of an indigenous mono
theism, and contemporary pohtinBl events ha,ve a,ddeu patriotic 
zeal to religious revivals. Unattractive social features which 
cramped missionary activities in the past are being ignored 
or abolished, and Hinduism is fast becoming a Church 
militant with fresh ambitions for a career of conquest. 14z 
This is indirectly helping the religion itself, for aggression 
to-day is possible only for those who are best protected. 
Hinduism in its orthodox form is linked up with idolatry : we 
shaH study this aspect of Hinduism in a subsequent chapter. 
It remains to be seen how Hinduism transforms itself to resist 
the onslaught of alien faiths and to win fresh converts among 
the cultured nations of the world. To a world suffering from 
national rivalries, political struggles and luxurious modes o£ 
living the Hindu message of non-injury, toleration, peace ann 
renunciation as the highest ideals of religious life may yet 
prove a soothing salve. On the other hand, to those in 
Hindu India who choose to follow the western ideals of strife 
the cult of Kall or the Kr~pa who incited Arjuna to violence 

141 Keshab Chandra Sen apparently got his concept of God as Mother from 
association with R.am.alqf?J;~a Par&maharp;m.-See Farquhar, op. cit., p. 58. 

142 See, for instance, Hinduism invades America by Thomas \Vendell. 
Attempts have also been m&de to preach Hinduism in Europe and will possibly be 
made to get into touch with the still extant old Hindu colonies of the Far East 
(including Bali and other islands of the Indian archipelago). Indian emigration 
to different parts of the world is also helping to spread Hinduism abroad. 

See the writer's article on Our Changing Social Relations in lhe Da~ca 
University Journal, 1936. 
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may prove immensely attractive, to the infinite woe of 
humanity at large. Signs are not wanting that even latent 
atheism and scepticism, which are such abiding features of 
Hindu philosophic thought all through its history/43 are rear
ing their heads in the trail of material ambition and politieal 
struggle. The future religion of Hindu India is thus shroud0d 
in obscurity and will undoubtedly be shaped materia1ly by 
world forces and inter-communal relations. In the meantirne 
small bands of enthusiastic disciples are gathering as of 
old round devotional minds for inspirational talks. and 
religious discourses and deification of these local saints is 
going on as usual all arOtund. Never before was such a 
conscious attempt made to explain, understand and appreciate 
the eternal verities of Hindu religious thought or to put tl1e 
social structure in a satisfactory order. The neo-Vec!Jl.ntic 
movement with its message of equality and fraternity is rapid
ly pervading Hindu society and there is, a definite tendency 
now to equate the service of God with the service of the socially 
depressed, the poor and the fallen. The preacher Vivehi.
nanda, the poet Rabindranath and the political saint Gandhi 
have chosen as their idea,J of divine service ministration to the 
needs of the poor and the down-trodden and sent 
forth a message of social ~>yrnpathy which is being 
widely responded to and carried out in practice. rro 
the negative prescription of non-injury has been ndded 
the positive prescription of active helpfulness as a mode of 
fulfilling religious obligations. What stood so, long in the 
way of practical cha,rity of this kind is the characteristic 
Hindu way of dissociating philosophy from social life. We 
may hope that as the messages of purified Vai:;;J)avism, Saivism 
and Vedanta are more intimately followed, Hinduism will not 
only evolve on purer lines of speculation and worship but 
also usher in fuller appreciation of the brotherhood of man 
through the common fatherhood of God or through t}:le 
ultimate identity of all finite spirits in and througn Brahman. 

143 See the writer's article on The Polite Atheism of Indian Philoso;;;h·,u ·
the Dacca University Studies, Vol. I. 



CHAPTER VI 

GoD IN JUDAISM 

It may be admitted without any discussion that when 
earlier and later beliefs jostle with one another in the scrip:. 
tures of any particular religion, often to the confusion and 
dismay of its adherents, the reason is to be found in the 
almost universal disinclination to tamper with a 
sacred text. It 1s not m every religion that an 
' Uthman edits the sacred literature with the motive of en" 
forcing uniformity of belief and preventing future dissen
sion, or wields the authority to impose a standard 
version upon the entire religious community. Attempts 
made in India tp codify socio-religious practices ended in the 
setting up of regional compendia (nibandhas) sanc
tioning conflicting customs and practices and adding to the 

·vast extant basic religious literature of the country. The 
puerilities, errors and contradictions to be found in most, 
if not all, religious literatures-. especially in those that have 
had a long , and varied history-provide a happy hunting 
ground to students of ethnology, anthropology, psychology, 
ethics, social history and comparative religion. From the 
side of the religions concerned, however, they represent 
successive or separate speculations, some lofty and others 
lowly, to conceive or construct the essentials of faith and 
practice in keeping with the intellectual ability, the ethical 
stature or the regional or contemporary necessities of their 
adherents. -Not unoften they are due to the influence of conti
guous alien faiths with which some sort of rapprochement 
seems desirable either to fill up an existing lacuna, or 
to cultivate social concord, or to facilitate the ready 
acceptance of those religions by fresh social groups. 
It is not always that the victors have suppressed1 

82 
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supplanted or modified the faiths of the va:riquisht)(l. 
History is replete with instances ·where the vanquished 
have immensely influenced the religious beliefs of t.hc 
conquerors, and this is true not only in cases of cultural 
conquest but also in those of political domination. In state rec 
ligions such absorptions have sometimes been deliberately and 
officially made ; but where religion is only a social institution 
the changes are generally graaual and unconscious and must 
be deemed to sntisfy a social need, sane or morbid, or at 
least a social craze for novelty. The composition of the 
group very often determines the direction in which the un~ 
conscious changes take plnce, namely, whether towards 
evolution or towa,rds degeneration ; a,nd by ' composition ' 
is to be understood not merely the strength of number but 
also the strength of conviction that the group possesses. 
The informed reader will readily remember the expansion 
R.nn modinea.tion of .Tnnaism, Islam, Hinouism, Buddhism 
and Christianity in different fashions in different regions in 
past and present times. 

It is not possible to indicate a single source of religious 
development and all causes do not operate at the same time. 
By far the most potent and abiding cause, however, is the 
rational and ethical faculty of man which cannot rest perma
nently satisfied with the latent contradictions of a creed 
or the antisocial implications of a baneful religious practice. 
It is indeed true that very often in a backward race 
the quickening of theoretical and practical reason has 
to ·be achiev~cl by painful and persiRtent effort, if not by 
active interference from without ; but once the social 
quickening does come, it is impossible to stem the tide of pro~ 
gress, even though occasional retardations, due to the imita
tion of lower ideals or to momentnry weakness of the social 
mind in times of crisis, are not unknown in religious history. 
Men may grow to the stature of great ideals-that is the 
hope and justification of missionary activity among backward 
races; but those wbo are engaged in the acbml task of con~ 
version know it only too well how comparatively easy it is 
to secure external conformity and how difficult it is to make 
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the higher religion a living faith. The religion a man pro
fesees provides, in fact, the nucleus round which his whole life 
crystallises and the entire system of his-thoughts and actions 
is organised. vVe have already remarked that intellectual 
culture and a deepened moral sense, howsoever acquired, 
deeply affect man's religious ideas just as, conversely, a 
developed religious consciousness has profound effects upon 
man's ethical ideas. In delineating the historical develop
ment of certain Indian religious systems we have indicated 
how man's conception of the nature and function of God is 
profoundly modified by subjective needs of the head and the 
heart and how when old practices are continued they are 
invested with a nobler spiritual significance. As Reinach 
pertinently remarks :1 

'' The Deity is inaccessible to man ; 
but at the various epochs traversed by civilisation, humanity 
has made God in its own likeness, and the gradual idealisa·· 
tion of this image is an essential part of the history of 
humanity itself.'' 

It will be bur task now to show that every living 
religion has been obliged to have recourse to some or other 
of these expedients to escape annihilation and that the 
course of development has always lain in the direction of a 
fuller recognition of the unity and ubiquity of God and of 
the brotherhood of men \vith its implicatjons of social concord 
and social service. It is evident that unequal emphasis will 
be. laid on these two aspects by different religions according 
as they were originally defective on the side of duty or on the 
side of devotion. The Hebrew religion with its well-devd
oped conception of a tribal or national God required develop
ment on the aspect of social duty and intercommunal sym
pathy, while Buddhism with its elaborate ethical code 
required the complementary development on the aspect 
of religious devotion. Even where provisiOn already 
exists for meeting both the demands, philosophical specula
tion and practical need may show · the inadequacy of the 
existing concepts of deity and duty alike and lead to a more 

1 S. Reinach, Orphe-us, p. lf\5. 
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comprehensive grasp of the nature of God and His relation 
to the .world and of the domain of social obligations. 

As Judaism furnishes a most instructive parallel to 
Hinduism, which we have already studied, we shall begin our 
exposition with that religion. rrhere are obvious difficulties 
in comparing two creeds one of which has remained almost 
ethnic to the end among a pe.ople singularly inartistic in cha
racter while the other has developed on divergent lines of 
speculation and myth and did not remain an exclusive posses
sion of a particular nation or tribe. rrhe difficulties are 
increased by the fact that the Hebrew nation did not treat 
its scriptures consistently with the same reverence as the 
Hindus· did, with the effect that later beliefs and traditioas 
were more than once pushed up to the beginning of tlnngs.2 

Biblical scholars are now agreed that the Pentateuch in 
its present form is a synthesis of at least four different schools 
of thought 3-the Yahwist, the Elohist, the Deuteronomist 
and the Priestly; that although manifest repetitions 
and contradictions and abrupt changes in omatter .and style 
serve to reveal the composite character of the collection in 
some places, it is not always easy to allocate to each tradi
tion its share in the whole; and that here and there .are 
evidences of much more ancient materials being embedded in 
the documents of Hebrew religious thO'ught. But, in spite of 
the dovetailing of different traditions, the Old Testament 
contains sufficient indications, on the surface, of the tamper
ing of earlier texts by later beliefs. Besides, the different 
books belonging to different ages present divergent pictures 
of the national God : in fact, the differences are sometimes as 
great as those in Hinduism between the Upanif?ads and the 
Purai)as regardmg the nature and function of God. 

A close examination of the books of the Bible as also of 
the archteological remains in the Canaanite home of the 

2 See W. Robertson Smith, Old Testament in tile Jewish Qh1J,Tch, Lect. 
XIII. The. Narrative of the Hexateuch. (p. 388f). 

3 Lods, Israel, p. lOf.; Bettany, Judaism and Christianity, p. 2£; Hexa
teuoh (Vol. 2, p. 363) calls them the Covenant Code, the Denteronomi,o, 11nd the 
.f'riN~ly {t!e\'l also r. 005). 
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J·ews has disposed once for all of a pre-Mosaic monotheism 
in which Renan and the pan-Babylonist school of Winckler 
fondly believed. 4 Neither the Semitic tribes as a whole nor 
the nomadic tribes in general nor the Israelites in particular 
were free at all times from the taint of animism and polythe,.. 
ism; and among the Semites, as among other primitive races, 
monotheism has been won by hard thinking and unremitting 
zeal. As Lods remarks, 5 

'' There is one fact which puts out 
of court the theory of a pre-J ahwistic Hebrew monotheism, 
in whatever form it may be advanced. It is that the .Isra
elites, when they emerge into the full light of history and 
up to the time of the great prophets, although Jahwists, were 
not monotheists. They 'n'orshipped only one national god, 
Jah weh ; but they believed in the existence and power of 
other gods: they were monolaters. But monolatry is a form 
of polytheism. Israel only attained to. monotheism in the 

· eighth century and to a clear and conscious monotheism only 
in the sixth, and that by a slow process of internal develop
ment whose stages we can trace.'' By collecting the traces 
of ancient thought and practice in Israelite institutions and 
beliefs of the better documented periods and by comparing 
these with the beliefs and customs of nomadic Semites-of 
pre ... Islamic Arabs and Bedouint; of tq-day, Lods bas proposed 
the following reconstruction of pre-Mosaic Hebrew beliefs. 
Like all primitive peoples the Hebrews were given to magic 
and believed in the efficacy of. certain practices and objects 
in controlling '' invisible powers, gods, demons, spirits, the 
souls of things." They regarded the dead with religious 
awe, invested them with divine character and worshipped 
their dead ancestors with libations on a 11W$$ebah or a stele 
set up near the tomb. 6 They also worshipped a great num
ber of trees, springs and rivers, caves and mountains. The 
sun, the moon and the stars were supposed to play an impor-

i Lods, op. cit., p. 253, Appendix. (But see Sir Charles Marston, The New 
Knowledge abou,t the Old Testament, Oh. III, for the opposite view; also p. ~42.) 

5 Ibid, p. · 257 
8 Il>id, p. 298. 
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tant part in men's Hves. 7 Demons too were believed in as 
also possession by them. A belief in some god being the 
ancestor of a particular tribe or clan was present and even a 
physical relationship was often conceived. Nay, even " the 
constituent elements of the totemic system '' were also 
present. 8 .There was at first no clear differentiation between 
the various supernatural powers: which were often imperson
ally conceived; but latterly polydemonism moved towards 
polytheism and different gods even came to be regarded as 
'' fathers '' of different human groups and therefore as 
persons. It is doubtful, however, if there was any hierarchy 
of the gods, but it is very likely that Yahweh, the god of Sinai, 
had assumed sufficient personality before Moses made him 
the god of the Hebrew tribes as a whole. As compared with 
this name, the other three names of the Hebrew God/ viz. 
Elohirn (deity), El Shaddai (almighty god?), El Elyun (God 
Most High) are definitely less personal,1° 

7 Lods, op. cit., p. 231. 
8 Ibid, p. 249. (See also Sir Charles Marston, op. cit., p. 37; Cheyne, Tradi

tions and Beliefs of Ancient Jswel, p. xv.) 
9 Ibid, p. 210. 
10 See D'Alviella., Origin and Growth of the Conception of Ood, p. 149 f., 

where a similar impersonal sense is ascribed to the gods of the Western Semites 
(Baal, Aden, Moloch ot' Molek, Bl, etc.). 

Many of tho magical practicQB, the beliefs relating to the contagious nature 
of holiness and uncleanliness, an,d to tho way in which tho influence of tho dead 
could attach itself to clothing and hair, show how far, at a certain period, super
bum~,'l powers were conceived as a fluid, as an impersonal force. 

According to ce1:tain critics, the very ancient term which is found in all 
Semitic languages to express the idea of " god " under the various I arms of 'el 
iH<lhrow), ilu (Babylonian), ilah (Arab) originally denoted the vague force which 
is the sm1rce of all strength and life, the divine rather than a god or a divine person
<tlity : il; would have had a meaning similar to thah of the term -mana among the 
.Polynesians, the Indiar, bmhrnan, and the Latin numen.-Lods, Israel, p. 250. 

It would also seem that the simplest explanation of the very pecn!iar use 
of hhe pluTal elohim to denote a god lies· in. this early lack of differentiation between 
the vn.rious supernatural powers. In Hebrew, the word elohim, literally meaning 
gods, in· the plur.al, may be nsed to denote either seven1l divine beings, or in 
speaking of a single god or goddess. Ant! even when it has a singular meaning 
it' may be conGtrne<l with plural adjectives and verbs. '!'he .Phamici~.ns used the 
plural eli-m in the same way, while the Babylonians also applied the plural ilani 
to a single god ...... Doubtless, the worshipper, uncertain whether, in any parti
cular pliiCe, be had to do with on eo or several supernatural beings, used the 
l>l!:preseion elehint, iu the indeterminate s~nst! of " the divine powers:"-lbid, 
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Mystery hangs round the name and origin of Yahweh 
whom Moses revealed to the Hebrews at Mount Sinai. The 
derivation of the word is uncertain, 11 but the general inten
tion was to use it in the sense of an eternal being, possibly 
with the additional connotation of being a chastiser. This 
particular elohim is generally suppoRAd to have been wor
shipped in this name by the Kenites who lived on the slopes 
of Mount Sinai ; but the wide distribution of the name and 
its deriv.atives even in pre-Mosaic times lends colour to the 
supposition that '' the worship of this god in pre-Mosaic 
times extended far beyond the narrow circle of the Kenites 
to Canaan and Babylonia," possibly even to Syria.12 The 
supposition of the Elohist and the Priestly Code that the 
name was revealed for the first time to Moses 13 is certainly 
wrong, although it is not improbable that the Israelites had 
forgotten its original significance and had to give a new mean-

p. 251. The Dictionary of the Bible says that the term is "' plural of eminence 
(VoL II, p. 199). See also Otto, The Idea of the Holy, p. 205. 

Soderblom's ;upposition is that the notion cf Yahweh had its point of oridn 
!n earliet • animistic ' ideas ...... But what distinguishes Yahweh from EI-
ShadC!ai-Elohim is not that the former is an 'anima,' but ......... tbat, whereas in 
Y~thweh the numinous prepondera.tes over the familiar ' rational' character, in 
Elohim the rational aspect outweighs the numinous.-Otto, The Idea of the I!ol!f, 
pp. 76-7. See Abelson, Jewish My.~ticism, pp. 150-1, where Yahweh is taken to 
represent the justice and Elohim the mercy aspect of God. 

11 The various meaning-s attached to the word are 'He that is,' 'lie that 
calls into being,' ' He who makes fall ' (i.e., strikes down his enemies with 
the thunder-bolt). Exodus iii. 13-14 ma.kes it " I am that I am ·• wlJere 
" I am he who is " is meant, probably to malce expression intentionally 
vague.-Lods. Israel, pp. 322-3. (See Relif)ions System.~ of the World, p. 52 n; 
'Cheyne, TTaditions and Beliefs o.f Ancient Israel. p. 530.) 

Even its pronunciation is far from certain. Of course, it was never read 
as Jehovah : this name arose from a gross blunder of the first Christian Hebraists 
who, 'in the thirteenth century, rea.d the consonants of the divine name .ihwh 
with the vowels of adonai (lord), the word which the Jews. from reverential 
motives, substituted for it in the reading of the sacred text. The la.ttor indica.ted 
this substitution by writing those vowels under the consonants of the tetr:tgr.am
maton (i.e., the four letters of the sacred name), in accordance with their usual 
method of marking a variation between the written and the spoken text : thu" .Te!To
Wa!I.~Lods, Israel, p. 321. See also Die. Bi,, Vol. II, p. 199; Extra Vol., 
p. 625f; also Kuenen, National RP.!iqionc and Uni?.•ersal Relir!ions, Note TV, 
p. 308f; Cheyne, op. cit., pp. 99-100 (relation of Yahweh to Elohim). 

12 Lads, op. cit., p. 320. See, however, W. Robertson Smith, Old Testament 
in the .Jewish Church, p. 245 (with foot-note). . 

11 :alxod. e., .•. 
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ing to 'the terrri later .on in conformity with contemporaneous 
religious ideas. Speaking of Moses' contribution, Lods 
remarks, ''The true origin of his work must be sought in 
his remarkable conviction that his God was almighty and 
paramount, that he would deliver the Hebrews and make 
them his people." We may very well suppose that on em
bracing the creed of Yahweh the Israelites took the Kenite 
'' mark of Yahweh '' on their hand and their forehead14 and 
that circumcision replaced later on this branding of the 
flesh. 15 It is almost certain that this device of warding off 
ilangers from invisible powers ·was replaced also by phylac
teri'es, or leather cases containing passa,ges of the scriptures, 
Yvh~cJ1 pious Jews of later times fastened at those places.16 

Certain persistent traditions in connection with the cult 
of Yahweh can be safely utilised to gather together the fac
tors that went to form this particular God-idea.11 Thus 
Yahweh is said to have promised to Abraham in Haran that 
He would make of him " a great nation;" and this promise 
is repeated ani! observed over and over again in•the Old Testa
ment, so that there can be no doubt that Yahweh is ... a god 
of increase, of generation, of populousness, of fertility." · 
H~ was prayed to, by or on bebaJf of barren women, for chil
dren-Sarah, Rebekah, Leah, Manoab's wife, Hannah, all 

UExod. 13.16. See Lode, op. cit;, pp. 824-5; Marti, Religicm of the Old 
Testament, p. 60f. ERE. vi. 254, states that the Kenitli derivation i~ r1ore than 
dubious. 

1& Three explanations of the origin of circumcision in Israel will be foun.i 
in Ex. iv. 24-6 (Yahwist); Joshua v . 2-3, 8-9 (Eiohist); Gen. xxxiv (Priestly). 
See also Gen . 17.10-4. The practice was not confined to the Israelites alon:!. for tho 
Egyptians, Arabs, PhoeniCians, Edomites, Ammonites a11d Moabites all practised 
it , the only exception being the Philistines. See Cheyne. op. cit ., pp. 582-6. 

Originally the custom wa.s a social rite without religious signifi.c!!.nce and it 
·was only " during the exile, when the Jews came into close contact with peoples 
like the Babylonians and Persians, who did not practise the rite, . that circumci
sion took on · in the eyes of the Israelites the character of a symbol of nationality 
end religion." " Then it was. that circumcision became the sign of the coven.ant 
between Jahweh and his people (Gen. xvii-Second Priestly) and was required of 
all, stranger or slave, who partook of the Passover (Exod. xii. 44, 47-9) .. "~-Lods, 
Israel, p. 198f. 

. lG LOds, op. cit., p. 325. These phylacteries are stillus,ed by pious Jews. 
17 See Grant Allen. The Evofuiion of t11,e Ir.le4 of Gqd, .. Qhapf!. IX and 

X. lJods, op. eit., p. !4~f, 
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conceived by Yahweh's grace. As among the Hindus, 
barrelilless was a curse among the Hebrews and they there-

. fore permitted not only the remarriage of widows but also 
levirate and adoption.18 As the lord of fertility and popula
tion, Yahweh could very well claim the first fruits 
of the field and the flock and also the firs~-
born of men as His share.19 At least tlwee 
national festivals were helef m connection with the 
harvest20-the Passover which was a " harvest thanks
giving '' after barley-harvest, the Pentecost or the F east of 
Weeks when the wheat had hecn completely gathered in, 
and the Feast of Tabernacles or of Ingathering after the 
whole of the yearly crop had been collected and the vintage 
prepared. "Young trees were not to be cropped· till three 
years had passed; in the fourth year the fruit was offered to 
Jehovah, and only afterwards did it come into use by man. " 21 

-Firstlings were sacrificed to Yahweh. The :first-born sons, 
·"in later stages at least, were either m!3,de over as Nazirites 
or redeemed with an offering or a money-ransom. " 22 The 

18 Lods, op. lit., p. 228. 
19 ·It has been suggested by Grant Allen that circumcision was probably 

practised at first on the first-born alone and then extended to all J ewe.-G. Allen, 
op. cit., Ch. X. See Cambridge Ancient History, VoL III, p. 452. 

It is not unlikely that Yahweh as the god of fertility belongs to the sphere 
. of .rm·aJ. life in Canaan and represents the second stage only, the fire.t being that 
of u god of the desert. 

20 Lads, op. cit., p. 435; Marti, op. cit., p. 101. 
As . the connection of these festivals with country life was grailually for

gotten, tbe agricultural feasts were transformed into memorials of historical" occur
rences. The Passover, which bad originally an llntirely different signification, .and 
thE! Feast of Mazzoth, the religious celebration of the beginning of harvest, he· 
came the historical anniversaries of the Exodus. Later , the Feast of Weeks was 
interpret!'d as the memorial celebration of the giving of the law on Monnt 'linai-
so we Jearn from sources outside the O.T.-while the Feast of Tabernacles, which 
had likewise been a.t first simply a harvest festival, was brought into connection 
with the dwelling in booth;; during the jomneyinge in the wilderness.-Marti, 
op. cit., pp. 203-4. See also ERE. v. 864-5; Cheyne, op. cit., p. 548. 

The Passover is really a combination of two different festivals, namely, 
(1) the old Passover of the nomads, a. spring festival in which . the new-born ani
mals. of the year were s.acriftced, and (2) the festival of the peasants at the begin
ning of the barley-han-est. 

21 Bettany, op. cit., p. 45. Lev. 19. 9-10, 23-5; 23.22; Deut. 24. Hl-22. '!'he 
pra.ctice was Ca.na.anite and meant to palliat¢ the spirit of the field, tl1~ vine, or 
the ~ee.-Lods, op. cit., p. 402. 

:2 Exod. 13.12c15. 

33 
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legend of Moses and Zipporah, 1Vh.erE1 qircg.l)J.gi~ionis regarded 
as having been instituted as a substitute offering for a child, 
shows, however, that the dangerous logical practice of the 
sacrifice of the first-born, as was re-instituted later 
on by Ahaz and Manasseh, was not merely theoreti
cally held but, as recent excavations reveal, was actually in 
vogue among the Hebrews as among the Canaanites,23 thus 
fulfilling to the letter the divi'he injunction that on the eighth 
day "Thou shalt give to me the first-born of thy sons" (Ex. 
xxii. 29-30). 

Closely related to this aspect are two other facts connect
ed with the worship of Yahweh. It is difficult to explain 
how and why Yahweh came to be worshipped as a bull of 
gold in Dan and Bethel. Theriomorphism was rampant 
in Egypt where the ancestors of the Hebrews had sojourned 
long, and in Canaan itself Adad (or Hadad), a storm-god 
like Yahweh himself, had the bull as his sacred anima1.24 

It is not unlikely that this universal symbol of virility was 
felt to be most congruous with the god of. fertility which 
Yahweh was, and it is not till we come to the age of Hosea25 

that this mode of worship was pubHcly denounced. Yahweh 
was sometimes calJed a young bull and his temples were 
also decorated with bull-images. 26 The institution of circum
cision and the practice of sacred prostitution in connection 
with the cult of Yahweh also bring out the prominence of 
the fertility-idea. The other fact is the prominent associa
tion· of Yahweh with sacred stones. Grant Allen premises27 

"that the worship of the Baalim (gods), within and without 
23 Lods, op. cit., pp. 89, 285-6, 292-4. (On p. 294 Lods's own theory on the 

subject wouJ.d be found.) The practice of circumcision on the eighth day (Gen. 
J 7.12) may be a reminiscence of the injunction to sacrifice the first-horn on the 
eighth day to Yahweh. 1 Kings 16.34 is a fulfilment of Josh. 6.26. and does 11ot 
prob.ably refer to any human sacrifice. 

:l4 Lods, op. cit., pp. 407, 459. For Egyptian in:fluence, see p. 264 infra, 
f.n. 51. 

26 See Die. Bi., Vol. II, p. 423 (art. HOSEA). 
26 Lods, op. cit., p. 458; a.Jso Grant Allen, op. cit., pp.l31-2, where it is 

8uggested that this symbol was transferred to Yahweh from some other god like 
Molech or that it was due to sacrifice of bulls to Yahweh. See 1 Kings 7.25, 29, 
44; in Num. 23.22 and 24.8; buffalo horns are possibly ascribed to Yahw<lh 
(Lods, op. cit., p. 458). · 

fl Gr~~ont Allen, op. cit., P· 181. 
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Israel, was specially directed to upright conical stones, the 
most sacred objects at all sanctuaries : and that these 
stones are generally admitted to have possessed for their 
worshippers a phallic signifi~ance.'' He hints at the possi
bility of· a similar stone-pillar being the original content of 
the ark or chest in which Yahweh was supposed to possess 
his earthly seat and of the slabs of Ten Words (Command
ments) being a priestly invention or a later substitute.28 

fJ.1he association of uprig·ht stones (ma~~ebah) and wooden 
posts (asherah) 29 in the worship of Yahweh may also be 
referred to in this connection: they may have provided not 
merely visible symbols of the de1ty but al.so his original 
phallic significance. 30 

28 As the contents of the Ark were not allowed to be looked into, there is no 
exact description of them. It has been suggested that it probably contained " a, 

meteorite stone, which, as it fell from heaven,, was regarded as the abode of 
Jehovah." l!'or other theories, se(l I.ods, op. cit., p. 425f ; Marti, op. cit., p. 44, 
69; Dio. Bi., Extra Vol., pp. 628-9; see also Gran,t Allen,, The Evolution of the 
Idea of God (Thinker's Library Ed.), pp. 137, 139; Cheyne, op. cit., pp. 31-5 .. H 
iR not improbable that • the Ark itself was made ig commemoration of the Ark of 
Noah, the first prophet whom God favoured and saved and who was the mythi
cal progenitor of the Semitic races through one of his sons. Th~ infa.nt. Moses 
also floated in an ark before being rescued (see Gen. ii. 3-5). 

29 Grant Allen thinks ~op . cii., p. 158) that both these were originally asso
ciated with burial-the wooden stake marking the grave and the standing stone 
serving as the tombstone. Of their further development he writes : " 'The 
wooden stake seems to form the origin or point of departure for the carved wooden 
image, as well as focr such ruder objects of reverence as the cones and wooden pil
lars so widely reverenced among the Semitic tribes; while the rough boulder, 
standing stone, or tombstone, seems to form the origin or point of departure for 
the stone or marble statue, the commonest type of idol the whole world over in 
all advanced and cultivated communities." 

30 See J. P. Peters, Early Hebrew Story, p. 181£. The following. quotation is 
instructive (pp. 182-3) : '' There ia a survival of this sexual cult in another form 
in the oatlr which Abrah:tm exacted of his servant, with his hand upon his gcni· 
tals (Gen. xxiv. 2). The thought behind this is, after all, the same in principle as 
the thoughL which origina.lly connected itself with those pillars (mazzel:!ah) which 
are so fraquently mentioned in Genesis, and which formed ·an integral part of the 
l' ahweh cult itself, in the conception of the best minds in Israel, as late as . the 
time of Ieaiah. Both the pillars and the oath suggest the meaning which origi
na.lly attached to such a cult, expressing itself by worship offered to a stone of 
phallic shape, the use of phallic symbols as oblations, the oath by the organs 
of reproduction, and finally in prostitution itself as a ritual act." Lode, how· 
ever, points out (op. c-it., p. 262) that as the pillars set up hy the Semites might 
equally represent goddesses, the phaJlic significance could not have been univer· 
sal. (See also p. 259 for the discussion on sacred stones.) 
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A second str.eam of thought that possibly entered into 
the composition of the Yahweh-idea was ancestor-worship 
and, in a country where the dead were buried and not cre
mated,31 also the cult of tomb-stones. Although the oldest 
Hebrew belief was vague about the future state of the 
.departed, the cult of the manes was fairly universal and the 
teraphim, sometimes of human form and size, 32 could be 
found in all households ; food· was offered to them as to house
hold gods or departed ancestors at stated intervals; and '' they 
were consulted on all occasions of doubt or difficulty by a 
domestic priest clad in an ephod. '' 33 It would be unusual in 
such a community not to possess monumental stones associat
ed with this or that tribal ancestor, and, as a matter of fact, 
we find that_, by the side of sacred trees, there were such 
stones as the altar of Abraham, the altar of Jacob, the memo
rial of Joshua and the altar or stone-pillar of Isaac. 34 One 
writer 35 observes : '' Since we find the graves of the ances
tors of Israel situated on mountains, or connected with 
places where there stood either a tree or a s~one, it is impos
sible to avoid the conclusion to which we are led by many 
other considerations that the pre-J ehovistic worship was that 
of ancestors. " In fact, all the four varieties of early tomb
stones, namely, the standing stone (menhir), the stone~ 
table (dolmen): the stone-heap (cairn) and the stone circle 
(cromlech), could be found in Jewish religion: " the menhir 
is ' the pillar ' of our Authorised Version of the Old Testa
ment ; the dolmen is the ' altar ' ; the caim is the ' heap ' ; 
and the stone circle appears under the names Gilgal and 
Hazar. " 36 A shaped stone, the mark of a ghost or god, was 

31 The pre-Semitic inhabitants of Canaan used to burn their dead as ¢xca
vations at Gezer show.~Peters, op. cit., p. 98. 

32 But see Die. B-i., Vol. II, p. 200. 
33 Gra.nt Allen, op. cit., p. 126. Rosea seems to have considered the tera

phim as indispensable in worship (Ros. 8.4). 
M Grant Allen, op. cit., p. 129. Tombs of ancestors and heroes often ap· 

pear as places of worship, e.g., the grave of Miriam at Kadesh.-Marti, op. cit., 
p. 54. 

35 :Rev. A. W. Oxford. in Religious Systems of the World, p. 56. 
311 Grant Allen, op, cit., p. 68; see also art. GILGAL in Die. Bi., Vol. II, 

pp. 176-7. It is interesting to note that trees as well as these different kinds <:/. 
atones were worshipped also in the Aegean religion.-See ER"E. i.l4.3. 
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known among the Hebrews as a Beth-el or "abode of 
deity. " 37 Grant Allen throws out the suggestion, which he 
himself calls purely hypothetical, that just .as '.cones with 
pyramidal heads, bearing inscriptions to the deceased, were 
used by the Phoenicians for interments,' so also ' the original 
Jahweh may have been such an ancient pillar, covered with 
writings of some earlier character, which were interpreted 
later as the equivalents or symbols of the " Ten Words " or, 
in other words, the conical stone pillar was ' the grave stone 
of some deified ancestor : and of this ancestor " J ahweh " 
was perhaps either the proper name or a descriptive epithet. '38 

If Moses is represented as setting up twelve stone-pillars 39 

and an altar to Yahweh after receiving the revelations at 
Sinai, 40 it may be assumed that the former were meant to re
present the twelve tribes of Israel-a kind of tribal memorial 
round the stone seat of the deified ancestor oJ tbe tribes Ob
viously keeping in mind the various modrs whic.h the 'vorship 

37 Grant All-3n, op. cit., p. 128. " Holy stones existed at Bethel (Gen. 
xxviii.18; xxxv.l4)'. Ophrah (Judges vi.20), Zion (2 Sam. xxiv.16), Shechem (Josh. 
xxiv.26), Gilead (Gen. xxxi.45), Gilgal (Josh.iv) and other places " (Rel. Sy.~. IJ/ 
the Wo1·td, p. 55). " If he (the Israelite) desired to know why there were 
specially sacred holy places in certain localities, such as Shechem, J :ethel, Heb
ron, Beersheba, Penuel or Mahanaim, tradition replied that it was because ill this 
particular _spot, under the shade_ of this tree, beside this spring, at this sacr~ 

-stone, Ja,hweh appeared to one of the ancestors of Israel in a dream (Bethel), in 
bodily form (Hebron, Penuel), by a verb:>l communication (Lahai Roi), by a 
miracle (at the waters of Kadesli). "--Lods, brael, p. 156. See, in this connec
tion, J. P. Peters, Early Hebrew Story, Lect. IV. Survivals-Legendary and 
Mythical; also Lod.s, op. cit., pp. 261, 266. It is interesting to note that "the 
.Jewish settlers at Elephantine, who still preserved in the fifth century (B.C.) 
many of. the rmcient customs of pre-exilic times, assigned to Jahweh a female 
<'Onsort, whom they called indifferently Anath-Jahu .or Anath-Bethel " (Lode, 
Israel, p. 124; see also p. 135). See also Camb. Anc. His., Vol. m, p_ 480; 
Cheyne, op. cit., p. xvi. 

38 Grant Allen, op. cit., p. 140. Lods is willing to admit that the ark was 
possibly a sacred sarcophagus in Canaanite s-anctuaries later assumed by the 
Hebrews, but he does not think that Yahweh was ever regarded as an Osiris or an 
Adonis who died and was reborn annually (Israel, pp. 42S-9). 

39 Exod. 24.4 (cf, Josh. 4). Hosea (3.4; 10.2) and Is-aiah (19.19) considered 
these pillara to be as indispensable . as the altars themselves. The sacred poles 
(asherah) are ,similarly mentioned as standing by the altar of Yahweh (see Rel. 
Sys. of the World, p. 56) but they became obje:~ts of condemnation to strict Yahwists 
long before the pillars (Lods, op. cit., p. 425). 

40 In later times altars of brass were raised in the temple at Jerusalem; but 
Exod. 20.24, .25 tacitly condemn thtJm. (See also 2 Kings 16.10-L) 



YAHWEH AS STORM-GOD 

of Yahweh assumed in later times, Gnmt Allen traces the 
following interesting development from ancestor worship to 
nature worship :41 

''. In the first place, we must recollect that while in 
Egypt, with its dry and peculiarly preservative climate, 
mummies, idols, tombs and temples might be kept unchanged 
and undestroyed for ages, in aln.10st all other countries rain, 
wind, and time are mighty levellers of human handicraft. 
rrhus, while in Egypt the cult of the Dead Ancestor survives 
as such quite confessedly and openly for many centuries, in 
most other countries the tendency is for the actual personal 
objects of worship to be more and more forgotten; vague 
gods and spirits usurp by degrees the place of the historic 
man; rites at last cling rather to sites than to particular per
sons. The tomb may disappear; and yet the sacred stone 
may be reverenced still with the accustomed veneration. The 
sacred stone may go ; and yet the sacred tree may be watered 
yearly with the blood of victims. r.L'he tree itself may die ; and 
yet the stump may continue to be draped on itt! anniversary 
with festal appareL The very stump may decay; and yet 
gifts of food or offerings of rags may be cast as of old into the 
sacred spring that once welled beside it. The locality thus 
grows to be holy in itself, and gives us one clear and obvious 
source of later nature-worship." 

vVe have, however, alreadv alluded to the fact that the 
peculiar theophanies of Yahweh are intimately associated with 
certain elemental pbenomena. Numerous passages can be 
quoted 42 to prove that Yahweh was sometimes conceived as 
the storm-god and that every thunder-cloud disclosed his pre
sence. " Since the sight of Jehovah brought death, the 
thunder-clouds which concealed him were regarded as friendly 
spirits ; they were called Cherubim. 43 The flashes of lightn
ing, too, were regarded as spirits, and calJed Seraphim, 

41 Grant' Allen; op. cit., p. 145. 
'42 For instance, Judges 5.4; 6.21; Ps. 2$1; Exod. 3.2; 19.16; 1 Kings 

8:10; 18.38; Isaiah 6. (See Religious Systern.v of the Worlrl, p. 54; Cam. A nc. 
llis., III, p. 430; Cheyne, op. cit. p. 3Qf.) 

: 43P::;. 18:10; 1 Kings 6.23. See ERE. vi. 254 where the storm-derivation is 
regarded as merely conjectural. 
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probably from an old idea that they were snakes. " 44 Prob
ably because clouds so frequently rested on mountains, 
Yahweh was supposed to have his seat on mountains,45 and 
lienee when the Israelites occupied Canaan, the high places 
where the Canaanite gods (baals) used to be worshipped could 
very easily be converted into sanctuaries of Yahweh. In fact, 
this mountain abode was such a persistent association among 
the HebrewR (who probably imitated in this respect the Baby
lonians whose great temples were modelled on mountain panc
tuaries and had ziggurats or peaks at the top) that in their 
temples a dark chamber on the summit of an artificialmoun
tain (in imitation of a cloud-capped peak) was. reserved for 
God and offerings were made at the foot of this artificial 
mountain. 46 But as the mountain where Yahweh first mani'" 
fested himself to Moses, namely, Mount Sinai, was probably 
a volcano, the features of that mount attached themselves to 
Yahweh-possibly this association was even pre-Mosaic. 47 To 
quote Lods :48 '' rnw story was told that, like the volcano, 
J ahweh had .appeared to the Israelites in the wilderness 
under the form of a pillar of fire by night and a pillar of cloud 
by day. He had revealed himself to Abraham as a blazing 
torch . and . a smoking furnace (Gen. xv. 17). The temple 
was filled with smoke when the ark was brought into 1t in the 
time of Solomon (1 Kings viii. 10-11) and when Isaiah re
ceived the vision there which called him to the prophetic 
office (Isa. vi. 4). Thunder was the voice of Jahweh. Poets 
described the march of J ahweh shrouded in dark clouds, dis
charging hail-stones and coals of fire. The God of Sinai ap
peared to Moses " in a flame in the midst of a bush." " The 
glory of J ahweh '' was a divine fire of dazzling brightness 
flashing at intervals from the storm-cloud which concealed it; 
sometimes this fire seems to have been thought of as surround
ing sometimes as constituting the body of the deity. The 
chariots and horses of the heavenly host are of fire.'' \Vhen 

44 Isa. 6.6 (of, Ahi Budhnya of the Bigveda). See 2 Rings 18.4. · 
45 Gen. 22.14; Num. 23.3; Dent. 33;19; 2 Sam. 15.32; 1 Rings 20.23. 

46 Peters, op. cit., pp. 102-3. 
47 See Exod. 19.18-9. See Cheyne, op. cit,, p. 563. 

48 LOds, op. cit., pp. 456-7. 
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Yahweh was invoked to consume the offering of calf on the 
altar, he came down as a lightning and burnt up the sacrifice 
and he sent down fire from above to consume Ahazi.ah' s 
' captain of fifty with his fifty' at Elijah's invocation. 49 

When he wanted to punish sinners he sent down fire and 
brimstone. 

But there were other natural associations too. The re
cent discovery of the Laws of H~mmurabi and the general re
semblance of the ;rewish laws with these laws of Babylon 
raise a very strong suspicion that '' Palestine was a descen~ 
dant of Babylonia, not m the literal sense of descent 
of blood, hut m the equally real sense of descent 
of thought, religion and civilisation." 50 Sand
wiched between the two imperial powers of Egypt 
'lnd Babylon, which possessed advanced civilisations of 
their own, and politically dominated by these and other 
superior powers for a long time, the Palestinian civilisation 
could not avoid either unconscious or deliberate absorption 
of other cultures. All facts connected with the history of 
Moses (as of Joseph) point to the infiltration of the culture of 
the west, 5~ while the eastern culture seems to have come 
through a mythical ancestor, Abraham.52 The Judaean tradi
tion connects Abmham with Haran in Mesopotamia and U r 

49 1 Inngs 18.38; 2 Kings 1.10; Judges 6.21; 13.20. 
50 Peters, op. cit., p. 157. See Lods, op. cit., pp. 165-6; also tho T,aws of 

Hammurabi (R.P.A. aeries}. Prof. Clay thinks that the greater part of the Coile 
of Hammurabi originated in Aleppo.-See Lads, op. cit., p. 81. Marti thinks that 
there was no direct borrowing.-See op. cit., p. 12. 

51 Peters shows the similarity between the exposure of Moses on the Nile 
and that of King Sargon of 'Babylonia on the Euphrates.-See op. cH., p. 192. Also 
Marti, op. cit., p. 19. 

Marti thinks that the Egyptian influence came during the Canaanite period 
rather than at the time of the Exodus (op. oit., p. 44). See Lods, op. cit., p. 318 f. 
(Appendix). The trend of modern opinion is that the ExodUB was from North 
Aral:lia and not from Egypt. See Cheyne, op. cit., p. xviif. 

&! The distinction between the stories of Moses, Samuel and David and the 
5tories of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob is that in the former the legendary elements 
are adornments of the tale due to the fancy of the story-teller, his desire to display 
his knowledge of the times and conditions in which his heroes lived and acted, 
and his effort to make vivid and real the tale which he tells; in the latter the 
legend is the essence, the kernel of the story; the character itself is Iegend.
J, P. Peters, Early Hebrew Story, pp. 194·5, 
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iii Babylonia, both of which wen~ famous fortheir worship 
l)f the rnQon:..god Si11; Further association of Abraham: with 
L4is god. is indic&ted by certain names in the family of 
Abrahamc.. The sons: ot Terah are Abraham, Nahor and 
Ha,ran, the last of which name is the same as that of the 
Mesopot:;tmian seat of the moon~god. The wives of Nahor 
and Abraham, again, are :MiiJmh and Sarah, and these are alsq 
titles of the goddess associated with Sin at Haran (and possib
l.Yi also at Ur). 53 Now it is at Sinai, the mountain seat of 
Sin, 54 .that Mos.~s received his revelation, which pro b..,.. 
ably- means that Yahweh replaced Sin at that sanc
tuary; but the fact that the Jews of later times 
.managed to forget even the identity of this cradle of their re
lig:on 55 raises the suspicion that the place never became a. 
stronghold of_ Yahwist worship at any time. Probably the 
movement of thepopulation further north into lands where 
other high and holy places were avaiiabie rendered the reten
tion of the Sinai sa;nctuary unnecessary-the Bible says, the 
Istfielites W!Jre dl'iven away byYa1lweh from the .foot of Sinai 
where they had wished_ to SB~tle (Ex. xxxii. 34; xxxiii. 15). 
The relation of Sin and Yahweh at Sinai was reflected in 
Hebrew genealogy where Moses :is made a descendant of 
Abraham,56 just asindependent cycles of legends connected 

See, howev;Jf; Reinaeh, Orpk~us, p. 260':_ ''Abraham, Ja?ob and J~seph, often 
s.upp.)sed to have beeri tribllJ gOds, ma-y have been r(}al persons." Bee also Die. Bi., 
Yol. J.II, p. 200. 
. .53 :Peters, op. cii., pp. 158~9. ~':lee, however, Marti, op. cit., p ... 39f; he 
thinks that .4J'11<bia was. originally the h~me of the peeples of the Semitic worlq 
(p.' 41). For the identiJication O.fHaran; see Sir Charles Mari\tcm, op~ oit., pp. 51-3; 
Cheyne, op. ·.··cit., pp. • 2f1-5... . . . 

5~See Enc~ Br. (l4thEd.),VoL 20, p. 703, ' art. SINAI; Die. Bi., TV, 
P• .. 53{), Mt. SINAI MOUNT; Century Diationary and Encyclopaedia, VI, p. 034. 
See, however, Ch~yne, op. cit., pp. 526-7, also p. 28. _ The etymology of the 
word is Ull()ertaip; generally it is derived from a word meaning ' thorn-bush.' 
_ . - 8ee also Sir Charles Marston, up. cit., Oh. XIII. Sinai. He refers to the 

Temple_ of Serabit where Hathor was worshipped by the Semites who worked the 
neighbouring turquoise mines. 
,._ J 55Jnte~esting information abont the .attempts to identify Sinai would be 
found in Lods, Israel, p. f76f. He thinks that the eastern coast of .the Gulf of 
Akab.ah in Arabia proper (where there is a line of craters, now extinct, but one of 
which, Harrat &1-N.ar (crater of fire), near Medina, is ·attested to have been active 
during the historical period) is probably the location of Sinai. 

. 5ll For Israelite holy places associated with Abraham-Hebron, Beersheba, 

34 
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with Abraham, Isaac, Jacob and Joseph were unified through 
a similar genealogical succession.57 Other associations with 
the cult of heavenly bodies are not locally absent. Jericho, 
Laban (Jacob's father-in-law) and the Lebanon mountams 
all carry the moon-association, while the cult of Shamash, the 
sun-god of Babylonia, lingers in such names as Samson, 
Bethshemesh, etc., and in the. practice of setting up pillars to 
Yahweh as to Shamash. Although rarely, Yahweh is repre
sented by the winged disk, 58 symbolising the Sun ; and the 
monoliths which more frequently stand for Yahweh have been 
regarded also as representing the solar rays. 59 The sabbath 
and the newmoon were taken over from the Babylonian cult of 
the heavenly bodies and attached to Yahweh, 60 which explains 
the hostility of the prophets to these heathen institutions. The 
horned altars of Yahweh, if not derived from a bull, were 
probably taken from the crescent moon. There is no doubt 
that the temptation to find room for the solar cult within 
Yahwism persisted as an undercurrent and the in:fluenee ot 
Babylonia and Assyria could not be entirely -stemmed. Aha;:: 
and Manasseh only systematised the worship of the heavenly 
bodies, and horses and chariots were given to the Sun at the 
entrance of the temple of Yahweh himself by the kings of 
Judah. The facility with which the cult of the various 
Baalim was absorbed must be due to the same reason, for a 
Baal represented not only the generative principle in nature 
(as Ashtoreth the productive principle) but also the Sun-god 

Bethel and Shechem, see Peters, op. cit., p. 165. Jacob was associated with the 
last three &a also with Malmnaim, Penuel (or Peniel), Gilead and Mizpah. Isaac . 
was associated with Beersheba and Joseph with Shechem.-Ibid., p. 137. 

57 Peters, op. cit., Lect. III. 'l'hl) P~triarcbs and the Shrines of Jsyael 
(esp. pp. 114 and 126). In later times there was a regular worship of the Moon 
(Isbtar, the queen of heaven) by the women specially (see Jer. 7.18; 44.17-9, 25). 

5S Lods, op. cit., p. 459. See Die. Bi., Vol. II, p. 429 f.n. (under art. THE 
HOST OF HEAVEN); also Cam. Anc. Hi$., III, pp. 428, 431. Josiah broke 
down the sun-images above the altars of the Baalim (2 Chr. 34.4-6). See ERE. 
-;ii. 488, art. MASSEBHAH (ashonornical association). 

59 Lods, op. cit., p. 237 for association with the sun, the moon and the stars 
i 1 pre-Mosaic belief. 

60 Lods, op, oit., p. 438f. 
" In Babylonian the corresponding word. ' sapathu' (sabathu) denotes not 

the sev(lnth day but the full moon. The weekly festival of the Sabbath onlJ 
arose, therefore, by a11 artificial transmutation of the festival of thc:i full moon 
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(like Adad and Rimmon). 61 The cult of the heavenly bodies 
could be conquered only when Yahweh came to be called the 
Lord of the Host, when the stars came to be regarded as " the 
visibleimage, or counterpart, ofthe host, or army, of angels, 
by which J ahweh was conceived to be surrounded," 6Z. and 
when even the prophets of Israel were considered to be able to 
make the sun stand stil}.63 The iconoclasm of Josiah, who 
Jompleted the act of religious ;eform initiated by Hezeki~h, 
saved Israel from this solar cult. 

It may at once be admitted, however, that by the time 
of the Old Testament the phallic, the euhemeristic and the 
nat.uralistic associations of Yahweh 64 had been so well domi
nated by the personal aspect that there was no 
ser1ous danger about the Israelites forsaking that 
aspect in favour of the different primitive elements 
that ~<1st have originally entered into the composr-
tion of Yahweh. Cook well observes : 65 

'' Pre-
served here and there in the Old Testament we have, in fact, 
the disjecta 1nembra of cults which are -mGre reminiscent of 
the barbarism and mythology of the old Oriental world than 
of that spiritual idealism and ethical monotheism which dis
tinguish the higher religion of Israel from other religions. 
How the cult of Yahweh was introduced we do not really 
know, and the deeper study of the Old Testament in the light 
of archmological and other evidence suggests the very import
ant· conclusion that an older and cruder Y ahwism has dis
appeared, and an entire chapter is missing between . the 
Amarna age 66 and the rise of the Old Testament.'' The 

which was not peculiar to Israel alone.-Marti, op. cit., p. 15; also p. 85. See 
ERE. v. 863; also Cheyne, op. cit., p. 69. 

61 See Cambridge Companion to the Bible (1893),. pp. · 162-3; also Oaf!')-. 
Anc. His., III, p. 431. 

62 Die. Bi., Vol. II, p. 430. 
63 Jos. 10.12-3. 
64 See Cam. Anc. His., III, p. 4'26£ (IL The Old Yahwism). 
65 Cam. Anc. His., III, pp. 431-2. 
66 The reference is to the correspondence of the princes of Syria and Pal~a

tine with their overlords Amenophis (Amenhetep) III and IV (Akhenaten) dis· 
c~ovcred at Tel el-Amarna. See Sir Charles Marston, or. cit., Ch: XV. Tel El
Amarna. 
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same writer points out 67 that in the construction, contents 
and ritual of the 'l'emple of Jerusalem could be found ele
ments borrowed from surrounding cultures,. including. those 
of South Arabia, Crete and Cyprus. Again, Egyptian, 
Mesopotamian, Babylonian, Hittite and other religions con
tributed to the evolution of the composite temple-religion of 
the Israelites, for when they .moved into Canaan they could 
easily come into contact with the cult of the gods of those 
religions as absorbed by the native population and utilise the 
necessary elements to start a new temple-cult after old well
established models. In fact, it would not be. inappropriate 
to compare the Hebrew conquest of Palestine withJhe Aryan 
invasion of North-west India-both the Hebrews and. the 
Aryans were less advanced in material civilisation than the 
Canaanites and the Indus-valley people whom they 
respectively displaced and they could not resist the 
temptation of m1xmg or identifying this or that 
feature of their own religion with similar features 
of the native cults. One notable absQrption in both 
Palestine and India was serpent-worship, perhaps de
rived ultimately from Egyptian sources in the one. case and 

• from savage tribes in the other. The brazen serpent (proh~ 
ably a Jebusite idol), pushed back to the Mosaic age, 68 became 
an integral part of the Yahweh cult in the Hebrew religion 
(as did a goddess Ashera,h) and disappeared only after, Heze-

·kiah's. reform, while the serpent found its way into both 
Vail;l:t;lavism andA:;aivism as indispensable to Vi$:t;lU's rest on 
the Ocean of Milk, the churning of the ocean, and the orna
mentation of Siva's body, in addition to being the object of an 

·independent cult (of Manasa) down to the present day. 69 Bq.t 

. G7 See Cam. Ane. His., III, p. 427 (and Lods, op. cit., p; 415) for the prob
able ocigin of the ark, the cherubim, the lion, the lions, the molten (bra~en) sea, 
the shewbread, the horned altar, the bronze pillars, the sacred pillars, etc., in the 
Temple of Jerusalem. (Also Reinach, Orpheus, pp. 187,197; Sir Charles Marston, 
op. cit., p. 60 f., for an account of the Phoonician Tablets found at Ras Shamra.) 

68 Lods, op. cit., p. 404; J. Yahuda, Law and Life according .to II ebrew 
',l'liought, p. 27. 

69 See V9gel, Indian Serpent-Lore, p. 192 f; see· p. 202 : " Whereas Besha 
is closely connected with Vishv.u, we find Vasuki associated with fiiva : the Serpent· 
Ring is supposed to be slung round that god'e neck." Association with fiiva 
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in· Palestine there were other assimilations too. The 
Uanaanites had drawn frt;.ely up.:m the Aegean, the Egyptian, 
t,he. Babylonian, the Hittite and other surrounding cultures 
for" secular objects and religious symbols 70 and also the 
Phoenician for their alphabet. Recent excavations· have 
brought out interesting remains of many foreign gods in 
Palestine of the pre-Israelite a.ge,71 many of which .wete 
possibly used as amnlets. S~cred pillars, grottos {possibly 
inhabited by a serpent-god), chambers, altars, censers,·etc., 
formed part of the religious equipment/11 and human sacrifice 
was pl'actisE\d generally as a foundation-rite .. Theriomorphisp:i 
was ptesent-·-possibly also totemism. 73 IcJocal divinites were 
worshipped '' on every high hill and under every ·green tree ',. 
'under -the title of Baals/4 and inasmuch as they were con:.. 
ceived as persons they often figured as relations. 75 1\IIore 
often these gods were regarded as overlords of their own 
special cities or tribes, as 1'vfilkom of the Ammonites, 
Chemosh of the Moabites and Baal-zebub of Ekron, although 
some like Hadad, Shemesh, Gad arid Dagon were more wide
ly worshipped. 76 Possibly, Yahweh himself was worshipped 
in Canaan before the Israelites settled there.77 There were 
female deities (Tiaalath) too, and of these Astarte was t~e 
most prominent (and sometime the general designation). r~ 

wou~d !Je more n:,ttural if this God had a Sumerian prototype as is claimed' by Sir 
John Marshall in his Mahenjo Daro. ' - . 

70 See Lods, op. cit., p. 63£ (II. F'oreign Relations). 
71 Lods, op. cit., p. 86; p. 137 (ForeignDivinities), See also Marti, op. 

,P· 72f; he thinks that the imag11~ of EgyPtian gods were w~rshipped probably 
the Egyptian residents of Canaan (p. 7!}). · · 

72 See Gam. Ano. His., III, p. 447; 
73 For similar· beliefs in Judaism after settlement in Palestine', see Gam. 

Anc. His., :I:II, p. 44<1. 
74 Lods, op. cit., p. 120; Marti, op. cit., p. 91. 

.. . . . .. 75 Marti thinks tha.t this was due to the extension of the cult< of nncestor. 
,\l'ors~lp.-Op. cit., p. 54. . See Lods, op. cit., p. 241. 

• 16 Irldividual deities stand out from the gr~t mass of demons,·. al.'\d: • the~e 
~er<) . plainly imagined to be personal gods, such as Astarte and Baal . by· · the 
eide of Ha?a-il and Aschirat.-Marti, op. cit., p. 83. 

71 Lods, op. cit., p. 132. s,e Sir Charles Marston, op. cit., p. 61. 
78 Lods, op. cit., p. 132f. 
Astarte must have been the·· ob.iect of especial veneration, for many pictures 

bwe already been found of this goddess, whereas no single image of Ba'al has 
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So when the Israelites moved into Canaan thEW came into a 
region where polydaemonism and polytheism were the pre-. 
vailing creed and religious worship centred round the local 
baals and astartes and was often sanguinary in character. 

That the immigrants quickly adopted and then persisted 
in the worship of many of these baals and astartes can be 
made out easily from the repeated denunciations of the popular 
religion by the prophets of Israel. 79 They had possessed only 
a nomadic cult suited to the austere life of the desert and so 
when they moved into a region full of fertile low lands, where 
agriculture was the main occupation, they simply imitated 
the local inhabitants in the cults connected with their new 
oecupation. 80 In fact, even when they overthrew the worship 
of the local deities and installed their own Yahweh in their 
place, the Canaanite cults lingered on and were, there
fore, often attacked by the prophets rtt a later time. Thus 
the sanctuaries of Yahweh were multiplied and planted where 
the. baals had been worshipped before, much as Christian 
churches were built on tho foundations of pagan temples at 
a later time, and very often Yfthweh himself was supposed to 
possess different attributes and powers at these different 
places. 81 

'' One temple implied one God '' and ''· a local 
Jehovah was practically a local BaaJ.' '811 It was left to 
Josiah (and the Deuteronomic Code) to prohibit all sacred 
places outside Jerusalem and to restore visibly the unity of 
Yahweh. Thenceforth pilgrimage to these different shrines 

. been discovered in the soil of Palestine. It is no doubt possible that this may 
be accounted for by the fact that the Astarte was the goddess of the home and 
of the increase of the family, whereas the images of Ba 'a! were n,ot kept ii! the 
house, and bad t,herefore disappeared.-Marti, op. cit., pp .. 92-3. 

79 Gideon, Jepht_hah, Samuel, Saul, David, Solomon, Ahab and many. such 
leaders and kings were guilty of religious lapses. (See W. R. Smith, Old Testa· 
-,nent in the Jewish Church, p. 235f.) 

so Marti, op. cit., p. 104. The nature of Yahweh as originally a storm-god 
facilitated the transference to him of the functions of the Canaanite gods of agri
culture. 

81 Marti, op. cit., p. 105; I;ods, op. cit., p. 407; Rel. 8ys. of the World, 
pp. 54-5. Of. Deut. 6.4: "Rear, 0 Israel, Yahweh, cmr God, is one Yahweh." 
This is the Shema which is recited morning and ('lyening as a confession of faitl1. 

82 Die. Bi., Vol. ill, p. 788, art. JOSIAR; W. R. Smith, Old Test. in the 
. ,fcw~sh Church, .. p. 243. 
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ceased. It is in Canaan, again, that regular national festi
vals, generally associated with agriculture, were instituted, 
and, in place of the occasional sacrifices of the nomadic 
days on an improvised altar of earth or unhewn stone as sac
ramental communions, there was instituted a regular system 
of national and private sacrifices, on fixed altars, of first fruits 
and firstlings, as thanksgivi]Jg festivals, 83 and the revolting 
practices of human sacrifice and sacred prostitution were also 
introduced. Against these too the classical prophets had to 
wage relentless campaigns, and although they could not 
abolish the sacrifices altogether they could invest some of 
them with an enhanced spiritual meaning. That the nation as 
a whole did not entirely forget the good old nomad dp,ys is 
evident from the fact that the Rechabites bound themselves 
to observe all the rules of nomadic life (2 Kings x. 15-16; 
Jer. xxxv), that the Nazirites abjured, among others, wine; 
presumably because it was a product of Canaanite vineyards 84 

and a frwourite libation of the baals, and that the Passover of 
the nomad days, when probably the first-born of the flock 
were sacrificed, became the most important national festiva1. 85 

Lods has given an excellent summary of the effects of 
the Canaanite contact on the religion of the Israel
ites.86 Some of the immigrants forgot their national 
god altogether and began to worship the baals and 
the astartes. The majority worshipped the baals 
and Yahweh simultaneously, for it was felt that 
Yahweh's seat was in Sinai or Mount Seir and he had no 
fixed seat in Canaan. Some worshipped Yahweh in days of 
trouble as the national deliverer while in the days of prosperity 
they paid their homage to the baals. Idols, such as the 

83 Marti, op. cit., p. lo-2; Lods, op. cit., p. 290. For the sacrifices men· 
tioned in the Ras Shamra Tablets, see Sir Charles Marston, op. cit., p. 62. 

84 Lods, op. cit., pp. 101, 283, 305f, 410f and also p. 388 (the Kenites). 
Hosea had to preach that corn, wine and oil all came from Yahweh and not from 
the baals as the people seemed to think (2.8, 22), thus establishing the claim of 
Yahweh to be the only giver of all goods. See Die. Bi., Extra Vol., p. 657 f. 

For the Nazirite vow, see Num. vi. 
85 Lods, op. cit., p. 290 f. 

86 Lads, op. oit., p. 403f; see Cam. Ana. His., III, p. 434; Die. Bi., II, 
p. 446, art. IDOLATRY; also J. Huxley, Religion without Rezwlation, p. 233f. 



hraz~n- :serpent ·imd theAsherah, found their:way irit~i .:the, 
te:r:nphis of Yahweh and· ev()n female consorts were found for 
him. Gradually, however, Yahweh became the sole object 
of worship'; but all :the titles and attributes-of the baals were 
transferred to hint either because some similarity was estab7 

lished by the Israelites lietween him and thesegods .or because 
the . native population gave a place to the god of t}1e innni
grhnts in their own sanctuaries and he late.r usurped all the 
sacred spots (high places, springs, trees; stones, etc.), · asso~ 
eiated' with the baais. Readily, some mythical patriarch or 
other 'was supposed to have established those sanctuaries as 
seats of Yahwist worship in remote times or possibly thes~ 
bitals 'Were themselves converted into ·some ·1·emote human 
ancestors io£ the .Jewish race; 87 ·Finally; Yahweh bec~e th~ 
god Of the land and Palestine became the land of Yahweh}9 

;:dthough the multiplicity of the original Canaa:p.ite 
gods ·· qontinued to manifest itself · ·i11 the . multi pi~ 
rites, · attributes and powers attached · to Yahweh . at 
different places.· He • himself was freq11ently called 
1Jaal (lord) and .was transformed from a god of no
m<Lds to a, g6d of ·peasants with the local rites and 
practices·'traJlsferred to his cult. But there was also . SOJlle 

real :gain during the PaiARtinian settlement, for . the ~wer 
of·Yahweh was now extended over the whole of Canaan and 
the Israelites could now have faith in the power and proyi7 
dei:we of Yahweh wherever they might go and .. di~ nC?t haye 
to serve other gods, as waE; the nomadic customwhe11 . peopl~ 
moved into other lands or were outlawed or exiled (1 Sam. 
xxvi. lH) .89 Yahweh ceased to be con~eived regio:o.alJy and 
became a truly national god of the Israelites, ~ more powerful 
than the gods of their neighbours. He confounded the calcula-

87 Abraham, Isaac , Jacob and Joseph, before being presented ·as ·.founder~ 
of certain holy places, had been their gods or •: baal s " : Abraham . at .·Hebron, 
Isaac at Beersheba, JtJecob at Bethel, and perhaps Joseph ,at Shech.em:-~ods, 
op. cit.; p. 161. See D'Ah~iella, The Origin and Growth .of the Con~eptioyt of 

God, p. _136. . ... 
88 Lods, op. cit., p. 451f; 
89 The principle was Later . on extended to other gods and the wives of the 

Tsra~>lite princes qften brought the statue., of the gods of their own country and 
even llad t(lmples built to them 11 Kings 11. 7-8; 16.81-2). · · 
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tionR of the Syrians under Ben-hadad who had thought that 
as a god of the hills he would be powerless on the plains 
(1 Kings xx. 28). In fact, he always led the Israelites in 
their battles and his ark was carried before the Jewish host 
as an emblem of his presence in their midst wherever they 
might go. 90 But the idea very often was that although he 
could be invoked anywhere, i1e had his special earthly seat 
originally in South Palestine and the desert (Deut. xxxiii. 
2; Hab. iii. 3) and later on in the temple at Jerusalem 
(although Solomon himself had his doubts if God could be 
confined to any earthly seat, including the temple built by 
him, when "heaven and the heaven of heavens" could not 
contain him). 91 The compromise between the two views 
took later on the form of a temple-worship strictly confined 
to Jerusalem and a less formal worship offered at any place 
to Yahweh, just as an earlier compromise had permitted the 
retention of the sanctuaries in high places but cut down the 
image of the Asherah and destroyed the idols (1 Kings 
XV. 12-3).92 • 

That the exclusive cult of Yahweh could be established 
only with great difficulty and retained with equal difficulty 
is evident through every epoch of Jewish history. The ori
ginal immigrants did not question the right of the different 
nations and tribes to have gods of their own, and when they 
protested against their own people worshipping or consulting 
the oracles of the gods of other people it was not because 
these gods were '' nothings,'' as the later prophets said, but 
because it implied scant respect paid to their own god 
Yahweh : " Is it because there is no God in Israel, that ye 
go to enquire of Baal-zebub the god of Ekron?" is. the ques
tion that the angel of Yahweh asked Elijah to put to themes-

90 See, for instance, Deut. 23.12-4 where the: Israelites are directed to keep 
their tents clean because God walks in their midst there. 

911 Kings 8.27. See Cam. Anc. His., III, pp. 432-3. 
92 See Lods, op. cit., p. 413. Asa and Hezekiah were responsible for these re

forms before Josiah (1 Kings 15.12-3; 2 Kings 18.4, 22): if Hezekhh had also 
removed "the high places," they apparently grew up again. For Hezekiah's 
reforms, see Die. Bi., II, pp. 376, 448, 
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sengers of Ahaziah, the king of IsraeL 93 They took delight 
in the humiliations that Yahweh inflicted on the gods of 
other people, e.g., on Dagon, the Canaanite corn-god. 94 The 
large-hearted tolerance and the universalism of Yahwist wor
ship that could prompt an Isaiah to say/5 " In that day shall 
Israel be the third with Egypt and with Assyria, a blessing 
in the midst of the earth," or. a Malachi to make Yahweh 
say, 96 1 

I From the rising of the su~ even unto the going down 
of the same my name is great among the Gentiles ; and in 
every place incense is offered unto my name, and a pure offer
ing,'' were absent at the time of the Palestinian settlement 
and Yahweh was veritably " a jealous god," 97 insisting 
upon the strict obedience of the Israelites (whom He had led 
out of Egypt and through the wilderness and the sea to a 
land of comparative plenty and peace and formed into one 
nation) 98 and probably also prohibiting the indigenous 
population from worshipping him with full rites. 99 

'Chis exclusiveness the Jews have practically retained 
r-ver since, although matrimonial and !'lther alliances 
vvith the native population, a limited amount of 
proselytization and the sojourn of a large body of 
strangers (rrerim,) in their midst at one time must 
have inevitably Jed to the inclusion of a large number of nnn
Isrnelites within tlw Hebrew fold : as a matter of fact, 
Judah was an object of contempt to Israel exactly be
cause a larger admixture of non-,Tewish population had led 

93 Lods, op. cit., p. 455; also p. 313. 

941 Sa,m. 5.3. See a,lso Lods, op. cit., p. 128 for note on Dagon,. 

~5 I sa,, 1\J.24. 

96 Malachi 1.11. 

97 Lods points out (op. cit., p. 313) that in this the Hebrews did not stand 
alone, for .other nations .. had equally jealous gods. 

98 The period of the sojourn at Kadcsh, culminating in the. jom'ney . to 
"the holy mount," seems to have been. the decisive moment when. the HebrE)w 
tribes formed themselves into a nation, and adopted the worship of Jahweh as 
their·· national religion.-Lods, op. cit,, p. 180. 

99 For attitude towards different tribes 11-nd U!!tions, see, for i1;1stanc~, 

D~nt. 23,£-8, 
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to the , debasing of the Yah-w'ist cult there.100 Idolatry, how
ever, soon made its- appearance all over Palestine-some
times in a gross form and at other times i.n a subtle form-and 
images . of Yahweh and the brazen serpent were plentiful in 
il1.1Il1ber even in Jerusalem where the Great Temple of 
Yahweh, housing the Ark which David had brought bo 4ion, _ 

. should have rendered them unnecessary. Household gods 
(teraphim) too, a legacy of the nomadi~ times, continued to 
exist undisturbed by the side of Yahweh, of who-m probably 
the baals were formidable rivalsjn men's allegiancebut the 
teraphirii were not foemen worthy of his steel. _ 

-The survival of primitive beliefs of the_ pre-Mosaic age,1°1 

which the Hebrews shared with other nomadic Semites, also 
hindered the spiritual ·. de vel opmen t ·of the Yahweh -concept, 
There was not only a fully organised Cl1ltus of the ancestors of 
families and clans and of heroes as well, but also_ a,. wide-' 
spread belief in '' invisible powers; gods, dGITlOilS, spirits, the 
souls of things '' and in the capacity of man to control them 

. by . appropriate ~cts and utterances, 102 either in . the in- . 
terest of the individual or in that of th~ tribe. 
B\~ssings, cur sings, oaths · and mourning · rites "ere 
supposed to have a magical effect ;103 d~vination and 
prophecy were regarded as methods of revealing the diyine 
-xyill ;104 springs and rivers could mete out puni$hment and ex
pose -guilt iri trials by ordeal without any reference to God; 
and evil could be averted by charms, talismans and ornaments 
that had magical properties. Evil spirits in animal and. 
hybrid forms infested the .deserts and the tombs, . and also 
caused madness, leprosy and plagues of all kinds . · -Trees, 
springs and mountains, on the other hand, were _the haunts 

100 Gideon's golden ephod and the graven iinage at · Dan prove that even 
iil_lage •worship was no innovation of Jerobo:1m.--W. R. Smith, Old Testament in 
the ·Jewish Church , p. 244. See Die. Bib., 'II, p. 447. For the post-exilic attitude 
of" the Jews towards the Samaritans, see Cheyne,. Jewish Religious Life after the 
Exile, p . 25 f . 

lOISee Lads, op. cit., p. 209f; -Dic. Bib., II, p. 445£, art . IDOLA'rJW. 
See p. 253' mpra. 

·· l<n Num. 22-24. 

100 Lods, op. cit., p. 479. 
104 Ibid., p. 299f. 

';..:,~,...... ... ",.""~- , .••. ,..,.~ ·-~--<·;>'' •' .,~~ • ,_. 
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and abodes of gods, and Moses is represented as putting a 
boundary round the foot of Mount Sinai lest the people at 
large should touch the mountain impregnated with· divine 
energy and have to be stoned or shot through. The gods 
were often looked upon as members of the social group. The 
moon and the stars were regarded as divine and as capable of 
ajding or injuring men. There. were, again, taboos of various 
sorts, mostly connected with sex-life, death, food and wor
ship, which determined the nature and duration of ceremonial 
purity and impurity and the distinction between clean and 
unclean (or sacred and secular) persons and animals. 105 Blood 
was ceremonially spilt on sacred stones to honour or invi
gorate a god (just a,s libations were offered to departed per
sons on pillars near their graves) ; they were kissed (as the 
Black stone of the Ka'ba is still done by the pilgrims at 
Mecca) and anointed with oil; incense was burned to them; 
and they were very often erected in holy places and addressed 
as gods. Ceremonial slaughter of criminals and enemies 
(herem) took its rise most proba,bly out of thie. bloody sacrifice 
to sacred stones, and Yahweh was often represented as direct
ing the Israelites to put whole populations to the sword and 
punishing them in case of default. 106 It appears, therefore, 
that, as Lods observes, '' the Hebrews peopled their world, 
in pre-Mosaic times, with powers and spirits whom they 
regarded in much the same way as the Canaanite country
folk seemed to have thought of their baals. And this com
parison helps us to understand why the Israelites, when they 
settled in Palestine, found it so easy to adopt the religious 
practices of the natives : it was because these practices cor
responded to the ideas and the needs which had been those 

105 Rel. Sys. of the World, p. 58. 
lOG 1 Sam. 15.3; Jos. 6.21; 7.19-25. 
In th'l unique Moabite stone (circa. 850 B.C.), now in the Louvre at Paris, 

which is " the oldest historical inscription in any dialect nearly allied to Hebrew," 
the Moabite Mesha describes how, after sacking the Isr.aelite sanctuary of Nebo, 
be slew the whole population~-" 7,000 mep and male sojourners and women and 
female Eojourners and maidens "-in honour of Chernosh (and Ashtor).~See Tho 
Legacy of Israel. Ed. by E. R. Bevan ani! Charles Singer, p. xiii£; also Camb. 
Anc. Hist., III, pp. 372-3. Deut. 20.12-3 limited destruction to the males only 
in the case of distant cities. 
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of their ancestors.'' The only difference was that whereas 
the baals of the Canaanites were '' pre-eminently local and 
agricultural divinities, controlling the fertility of their res
pective spheres of influence,'' the elohirn worshipped by the 
Hebrews in their nomad period were protectors and patrons 
of human clans, tribes and confederations.107 

Here then is as unpromising a beginning for a rtwno
theistic spiritual religion as dnc might imagine; and yet out 
of this grew up not only the ethical monotheism of the Jews 
but also the daughter creeds of Christianity and Islam, the 
one in opposition to and the other in imitation of Judaism. 
Certain circumstances favoured this development of the 
Hebrew religion. From the very beginning Yahweh's pri
mary relation was to the tribes of.men and not to departments 
of nature. The nature and origin of the physical 
world formed a very subordinate quest and the Creation 
passages are all comparatively late. God's existence 
was taken for granted and the heavens which declared 
the glory of God and the firmanent which showed His handi
work were regarded even at a later time not so much as pre~ 
mises to prove God's existence, with the help of the 
cosmological and teleological arguments as used by later 
theologians, as conclusions following from His existence :108 

at the dawn of Hebrew religious history nature's happenings 
did not seem to have furnished any serious problem at alL 
Moses declared to them the god of their fathers, the god of 
Abraham, of Isaac, and of Jacob-· the same disinclination to 
worship a nove] and unknown god is manifest here as in 
Hinduism. Although this Mosaic message did not over~ 

throw the gods of other tribes or the popular cults of the 
nomads, referred to above, it reinforced the revelation to 
Abraham 109 who was supposed to have discarded the many 
gods whom the fathers of the Jews had served " in the days 
of Terah, beyond the River " (Jos. xxiv. 2, 15). By laying 

107 Lods, op. cit., p. 241. 
108 See J. R. Dummelow, The One Volume Bible Commentary, p. xcixf. 
109 See Die. Bi., II, p. 446, art. IDOLATRY. 
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emphasis on the aspect of relation to man-as the god· of tbe 
Israelites whose patron and protector Yahweh was declared 
to be-.the Mosaic revelation at once invested God with a 
personal character. Yahweh did not exercise subtle. influ
ence on the world like i:m astral being nor did His major 
labour consist in providing a home for man out of chaos or 
cosmic waters. He was conceived to hold moral relations 
with man, although at first tliat morality was mostly con
nected with magical practices and ceremonial observances.U0 

That the magical and the miraculous formed a 
eo:nsiderable part of the divine manifestation would 
be evident from tho pages of the Pentateuch. God's 
spirituality did not include originally very much 
beyond the attribute of conBciousness; it was very often 
conceived materialistically as a subtle substance, a mystic 
fluid or energy which could be poured out (Isa. xxix. 10) and 
which it was dangerous for all but the elect and the ceremo
nially pure to touch or handle. Not only did theophanies 
often take material forms-presumably becaus~ to the ignor
ant. nomads spiritual inspiration by God would have 
conveyed little or no meaning-but the taboo of 
divine presence was so great that looking into the 
contents ·of the Ark or touching it involved, in the 
case of the unauthorised, instantaneous death, as if 
by lightning-stroke, 111 and death was the penalty for 
those who would touch Mount Sinai when Yahweh descend
ed on it to reveal Himself to Moses,112 a.lthough the act might 
be unintentional and no moral turpitude might be involved. 
It is necessary to know these primitive origins, for otherwise 
we shall r'ail to understand why the High Priest alone113 is 
a'uthorised to enter the Holy of Holies on the annual Dny 
of Atonement and to cleanse the people that they may be 
. clean from all their Rins before Yahweh (lJeV. :xvi. 30)' and 
why "the mass of the people have no direct access to their 

110 See W. R Smith, Old Testament in the Jewish Churah, p. ggsf. 
1111 Sam. 6.19; 2 Sam .. 6-6, 7; Le~. 16.1, · 

· · 1~2 Exod. 19.12, 21. 
113 See W. R. Smith, Old Te&t. in the .J; Ch.,. p. 445. 
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ltod .inthe sanctuary" and· "only thepne:~tct, who li\'C under 
rules of intensified ceremonial purity,. and have · received a 
_peculiar consecration f.rom . Jehovah Himself, are permitted 
to touch the holy things," 114 pretty much as in orthodox 
Hinduism the Brahmai_las alone are authorised to worship tbe 
gods and touch the sacred objects. "The prophets h[1,':l no 
povyer to abrogate any part oi the law, to dispense with 
Mosaic ordinances, or institute new means of Grace, other 
_methods of approach , to God in lieu of the hierarchical 
sacraments.' '115 It is not inconceivable also that the insti
tution Df kingship and the building of a ·temple -for Yahweh, 
which are almost synchronous in Israelite history, were both 
modelled on the practices of the surrounding nations and that 
the persistence of the temple-rituals was a relic of the Canaa-

. nite religious ceremony just as many Roman Catholic practi
ces to-day are survivals of pagan customs. The Ark of the 
Covenant was in fact a sort of compromise between .spiri
tuality· and idolatl-y :116 it satisfied the craving for a visible 
symbol withouot providing an image and the tradition that 
i.t corttained the two tables of Divine injunction must have 
invested it with an ethical meaning. The nearest modern 
analogue of this would · be the worship of the Granth Sahib 
·by the-Sikhs who venerate and adore in much the same wa.y 
their scripture oh this side idolatry. 

' The conception of God as aperson couldlead in Judaism, 
as in other religions, to divergent typss of develop
ment. Thus personification -might lead to anthropomorphism 
or thinking God in tetms of man. · This anthropomorphism 

·might · be taken literally or figuratively, i.e., God 

-- 114 Vi7 • R.' Smith, Old Testament in · the Jewish Church, - p. 229. 
Even the Levites, who formed a second cordon of holy ministers 
between the people and the priests, might not touch eithe; · ark or altar, 

Jest. bo ·h the.v and ti-e miesls should die (Num. 18.3), not to talk of the laity 
(Num. 17.1S); and the" stranger was ordained to be put to de11th ,if_ he approached 

· uigh unto the priests in the tent of meeting or the tabernacle of the congregation 
(Num. 18.7). 

us W. R. Smith, Old Testament in the Jewish ChMch, p. 231. . 
116 The common idol was an uncouth figure of .. clay or wood ; the more pre· 

.tentious was of gold- or silver, or ·at leas t.. plated.~Dir,. Bi ., II, p. 445 .. !See I;,~ ., 
¥.11-!l,) ,• . 
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might be invested with the limitations of man or He 
might be described in terms of human character as this is 
the nearest category applicable to him. When anthropomor
phism extends to the attribution of human organs to God we 
have the basis of idolatry. Physical descriptions are not rare 
even in the oldest traditions. '' Y ahveh moulds man like a 
potter ; he plants the garden of Eden and walks through it in 
the cool of the evening like a rich Mesopotamian. Adam 
hears his footsteps. He comes down from heaven to see the 
building of the 'Jlower of Babel. He eats and drinks with 
Abraham, and the latter washes his feet. He struggles with 
.Jacob 1md allows himself to be overcome.'' 117 He smells the 
sweet savour of Noah's sacrifice after the Deluge. He is 
described as having eyes, ears, a mouth, nostrils, hands, 
n heart and bowels, and his breath . as being long or 
slwrt. 118 It is difficult to say that " the language only testifi.es 
to the warmth and intensity of the religious feelings of the 
writers ; '' 119 it is far more probable that these realistic tales, 
like the fables in the Pural}as, were devised tt> satisfy eertain 
types of mind. In fact, there is a method in the 
presentation of these human characteristics, for they be
come rarer in God's dealings with the Hebrew race in course 
of time. The underlying idea probably was that there was a 
time when God conversed with the patriarchs of tho race face 
to face and that, therefore, Yahweh was to them not a,n object 
of faith or speculation but a visible presence in human form. 120 

This remark may be illustrated further by the way in 
which Yahweh deals witb Moses. Possibly the narrator 
wished to indicate the spiritual advance effected in the creed 
of Moses by representing Yahweh as ma.nifesting Himself 
through signs and symbols-through a burning bush, a 
column of smoke or fire or what is vaguely described aR His 

117 D'Alviella, op. cit., p. 216. 
118 Lads, op. cit., p. 457. See, however, the explanation in A. Cohen, The 

Teachings of Maimonides, p. 84 f (Gttide to the Perplexed, 1.46). 
119 Die. Bi., II, p. 198. 
120 Attempt is made to defend invisibility by suggesting that God appears 

to men in dreams or at night and. not in waking or normal moments. Yabw,.l' 
VJanted "to leav~ Jacob as the day was breaking (Gen. 32.26). 
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glory. There is a hesitation about visible presence to Moses: 
although we are assured that with Moses Yahweh " will 
speak mouth to n1outh, even manifestly and not in dark 
speeches, and the form of the Lord shall he behold " (Nnrn. 
xii. 8), we find· that what Moses actually saw was the back 
of Yahweh when He took away His hand from his eyes (Ex. 
xxxiii. 23). · Later Jewish oornmentators; in order to atte- _ 
nuate the physical presence st?ll further, held that it was the 
knot on the phylacteries of Yahweh that Moses saw ;121 and 
the Qur' an, which is. generally more opposed to anthropowor~ 
phism than other scriptures, lays down that Moses never _ 
saw the form of God but swooned away when a mountain was 
turned into dust by Him in answer to his prayer tliat Go.d 
should show Himself to him (Sura vii. 139). That the popu
lar belief about Yahweh with a physical frame revived in later 
times is undoubted, for from the 3rd century to the lOth 
century A.D. various speculations abol).t God's stature, tlie 
paraphernalia of the heavenly court and even God's daily 
occupations were indulged in, till the Karaites began to ridi
cule this whole· method of mystical anthropomorphistn.m 
The Deuteronomy, as is to be expected, denied altogether 
that Moses saw Yahweh (iv. 12) and added as a reason that 
otherwise people would be tempted to worship idols (iv, 
15-19) :125 " Take ye therefore good heed unto yourselves; 
for ye saw no manner of form On the d~y that the IJord spake 
unto you in Horeb out of the midst of the fire : lest ye cor
rupt youn;elves , and maJm you a graven imrte-e in the form of 
any fhmre, the likf'ne"f'. of male or female, tbe likeness of rmy 
beast that is on the earth, the likeness of any winged fowl that 
flieth in the heaven, the likeness of anything that crcepeth 

12l The Talmudists represented God not only as wearing the phylacteries 
buli also as rea-ding the Torah much as a pious Jew of the times used to do.
See . ERE. vi. 29~ 

t%! ERE. vi. 296. 
m Canon Lindsay Dewar points out that this Deuteronomic legislation wa,s· 

responsible for diverting the nation's imagination to the Temple and, after its 
aestruction, to the Messiah and the idealised Zion. It was also responsible for 
fastenin.g the imagi 1ation on the letter of the law.-See Imagin'ltion .and ~eligion. 
p. 86. 
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on the ground, the likeness of any :fish that is in the water 
under the earth : and lest thou lift up thine eyes unto 
heaver1, and when thou seest the sun. and the moon and the 
stars, even all the host of heaven, thou be drawn away and 
worship them, and serve them, which the Lord thy God. hath 
divided unto all the peoples under the whole heaven.'' But 
very often this invisibility was qualified by two ideas. The 
one is the belief that Yahweh :ls not really invisible but. that 
no one can see His face and yet live (Ex. xxxiii. 20). rrhe 
other is that Yahweh may sometimes show His form arid 
yet choose not to kill, as when He spared the lives of Jacob 
(Gen. xxxii. 30), Manoah and his wife (Judges xiii. 22), 
Gideon (Judges vi. 23), Moses, Aaron, Nadab, Abilm and 
seventy of the elders of Israel (Ex. xxiv. 9-11). 

But the creation of man after the image of God (Gen, 
i. 26-27), if taken in a pl1ysical sense, is bound to caust: 
difficulty ;124 and this is likely to be accentuated by the -possi
bility of '' sons of God '' marrying the dauQ"hters of men 
(Gen. vi.. 2), whatever meaning we might attooh to the word 
' sons ' here. 125 The difficulty was somrht to be overcome by 
S1H!"P"0stina that all descrintions of Yahweh's form were 
figurative or illusory. The various organs stand for the 
different powers ~mil nttributes of God nnd have no physical 
meaning. Tn the T:wgums U.e., versions in the Aramaic ver
nacular) " all antliropomorphisms, with few exceptions, are 
paraphrased and sniritualised. Thus, e.g., by the eyes and 
ears of God are understood His omniscience, by the hand His 
omnipotence. by the mouth of God His immediate communi
cation with man, or inspiration (e.g., Nu. 12 8). The finger 
of God in Ex. 8 19 is rendered ' this is a plague from before 
Jahweh.' !.' 125 Or, again, all physical activities of God were 

H4 Por the spiritual and rabbinical interpretation of Man being· made in the 
ime.ge of Goa in the Book of ZohM, see Abeleon, J~wish Mysticism, p. 130 f (eap. 
p. 135), 

111 Die. .Bi., II, p •. 917. 
1111 ERE. vi. 29~. Ma.imonidee in hia O.id!' to the Pe,.plea:ed adopts a. ~hni

lu dttvi~ (Beei ERE. viii. 842). 
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either qualified by the use of the words ' as it were,' or des
cribed in vague general terms or entirely removed. Thus, He 
did not actually eat with Abraham or wrestle with Jacob
it only appeared as though He did.l27 The informed reader 
will readily remember in this connection Ezekiel's visions of 
God in the opening chapter of his book 128 where, speaking 
of the enthroned God, he writes that '' upon the likeness of 
the throne was a likeness as the appearance of a man upon 
it above ' ' and that this was '' the appearance of the likeness 
of the glory of the Lord.'' But as the pure spirituality 
of God did not seem to have been adequately secured even 
by these devices, a number of intermediate beings and angels 
were latterly conceived to take over all physical manifesta
tions of God. Thus in the later Jewish literature man was 
supposed to have been created not in the image of God 
but in that of the ministering angels. 129 Similarly, 
wherever the personal appearance of Yahweh had originally 
been described, one or other of the many theologumena 
took its place .• The substitutes were invested with the an
thropomorphic functions of Yahweh so that His own trans
cendental and spiritual character might not be affected in any 
way. Of these passing appearances of Yahweh, which do not 
exhaust His being completely, 130 mention may be made of 
' the angel of Yahweh/ which has been described as ' a tem
porary descent of Yahweh into visibility;' ' the face of 
Yahweh ' which partially manifests ·Him, possibly in asso
ciation with the sacred Ark; ' the glory of Yahweh ' which .is 
His manifestation to Israel on solemn occasions in the form 
of fire and brightness in general ; ' the name of Yahweh ' 
which is His manifestation in the attitude of help. 131 

:m Ditt. Bi., II, p. 206. See Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, p. 289, &rt. 
JEWS. 

us Ezek. 1.26, 28. With this may be COIJ:lpared the more realistic descrip: 
tiotts of D11<niel, 7.9 and Rev. 4.2. . 

129 Die. Bi., II, p. 206. . 
130 See Die, Bi., E.;x:tra Vol., p. 1338 f, for a. full description of these different 

forms. See Lods, op. cit., p. 460; Cheyne, Traditions and Beliefs .of Ancient 
Israel, pp. 277 f, 528. 

. ht Islam adopted th!' t~rm 'Faee of Allah' jn imitation of the Jewish df)s: 
orjption and the :Mystics of Isla~ a leo used the e.xpression ' ~he N ll'?li gt Al~~h. ~, , 
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There is no doubt,. however, th.at •• \\(~atthe ~euteronom.y 
pictures as a possible consequence of seeing God's form was 
what was actually practised by the Israelites at large and 
that personification led to idolatry in various forms. We are 
told, for instance, that in the private sanctuary of .Micah the 
Ephraimite there were an ephod, teraphim, a graven image 
and a molten image,132 and also that Gideon made an ephod 
of gold ;133 and it may be presumed that regular religious ser
vice was held in their honour with the help of priests, as in 
Hindu temples to-day. The :figure of God was probably human 
in most cases ;134 but, as in popular Hinduism to-day, other 
forms also were not unknown. The bull-image of Dan and 
Bethel, the brazen serpent, the ma:;;~?ebah, the ark, the 
asherah, the teraphim and the ephod (the exact nature of 
the Jast two being still a matter of dispute) 135 were all asso"" 
ciated with the Yahweh-cult and lowered the religion even 
below the anthropomorphic level and reduced it, in the eyes 
of the prophets to a primitive superstition. But even 
anthropomorphism puts obvious limitations t')n divine omni
presence ; no wonder, therefore, that it should be necessaryto 
allot to Yahweh a,n earthly seat. At a time when He was 
not regarded as having His seat in heaven (of which 
Genesis xxviii is the :first intimation) the multiplication of 
His sanctuaries in the old Canaanite high places and in new 
seats was a real spiritual gain inasmuch as the partial limita
tion incidental to a human :figure was thereby re
moved.136 Still, human limitations lingered on and 
Yahweh had to leave -either heaven or Sinai in 
order to inspect distant things and events and to 
render effective help to His chosen race.137 Frotn this 

1~2 Judges 17; 18. Lods thinks that there was only one statu~ (op, oit., p. 430 
• f.n.l). 

133 Judges 8.24-7. 
134 Die. Bi., Extra Vol., p. 6~. See J. Yahuda, Law and Life accoriiing 

to Hebrew Thought, p .. 25 (Repres13ntation of the Deity). 
135 Lods, op. cit., Pj_)· 430·1; Die, Bi., II, p. 201; Extra Vol., p. 628 f. 
136 See Die. Bi., Extra Vol., p. 646. 
137 Though Heaven was His t!lrone, !fe manifested .·.himself over all tha 

carl11,-to Abrah~m in Ur .. and Cana;an; to Jacob in Mesopotamia, ·to who!ll.He 
also laid, • Fear Il()t to go down into Egypt; I will go down with tliee • (Gn. 46:8); 
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point of view, Josiah's concentration of all worship at Jeru
salem was a doubtful immediate blessing, for it must have 
diverted a portion of the popular veneration from the public 
cult of a unitary Yahweh to the private worship of the many 
household gods ( teraphim), 138 as the people could not have 
easily changed over from the cult of a near but limited 
presence to that of a distant. but ubiquitous Yahweh. It is 
needless to add that a purely spiritual God with a centre 
everywhere and a circumference nowhere was established in 
the popular mind after prophetic denunciations of centuries, 
and that the disappearance of the Ark 139 and the destruction 
of the Temple of Jerusalem materially contributed to the final 
overthrow of idolatry among the J ews.140 

The spiritual development of J :udaism may be measured 
not· only by its success in working off the imperfect represen
tations of Yahweh through visible symbols but also by its 
transcendence of that anthropopathy with which early 
thought had invested Him.141 It is in the prophetic 
writings 142 t.bat Yahweh could say that He is God 
and not man, for in earlier books He is so far assimi
lated to man that not only human traits but 
also human imperfections cling to Him.143 If, like man, He 

to Moses at Sinai and in . Egypt; to His people, going before . them into Canaan 
(Ex. 33.15). There, though His presepce was specially attached to ~he Ark, He 
also revealed Himself to Joshua as the captain of the Lord"s Hosts (Jos. 5.14).
Dic. Bi., II, p. 203. 

138 See W. R. Smith, Old Testament in, the Jewish Church, p. 248, on the 
loss • of personal contact with God on account of the suppression of th~ local 
sanctuaries ; also p. 364. 

139 Five things which existed in the first Temple were lacking in the second. 
These were (a) Fire from on High, (b) Anointing Oil, (o) th~ Axk, (d) Holy 
Spirit (i.e., canonical prophecy), (e) the Urim and Thummim.-Abelson, The Im
manence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 261. See p. 267 n(2) for 16ter 
substitutes of (b) and (c). 

140 For the incorporeality of God in Maimonides, s~ Cohen, op, cit., p. 36 f. 
See ERE. vii. 842. 

141 See Maimonides, Guide to the Perplexed, 1.51:), 57 (Cohen, op. cit., 
J:lp. 86, 89). 

142 Occasionally elsewhere also: see 1 Sam. 15.29-' The Lord· is not a m.m 
that he should repent ; ' also .Num. 23.19. 

H 3 For an instructive list of quotations op this topic frorn Talmudic litera
ture, see P. I. Hershon, A Talmuilic · Mimllanv, p. 128 f. 
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is a conscious personality, like man also is He limited in 
knowledge. Being not omniscient, 144 He has to_ come down 
from heaven to see the building of the Tower of Babel 145 and 
to verify the reported wickedness of Sodom.146 Possibly also 
the direction to Moses to ask the Israelites to mark their door
posts and lintel with the blood of a lamb, so that He might 
" pass over " their houses and smite the first-born in 
E.gyptian homes only, was prompted by a sense of His 
limited knowledge, although the motive to test their obedience 
was also present.147 He possesses most of the human emotions, 
good and bad. " He repents that He made man (Gn. 6 6), 

and also of the evil that He intended to do (Ex. 32 14) ; He is 
grieved (Gn. 6 6), angry (1 K. 11 9), jealous (Dt. 6 15), gracious 
(Ps. 111 4

) ; He loves (1 K. 10 9), hates (Pr. 6 16), and much 
more.'' 148 He is afraid of the men that He had Himself 
made lest they should obtain too much power-that by eating 
of the fruit of the Tree of Knowledge Adam should be like 
Him and that by building the Tower of Babel men should 
reach heaven and gain divine power; and He b.ehaves towards 
them just as Indra does towards aspirants after his heavenly 
throne, i.e., He confounds them and crushes them.149 A cer
tain amount of anthropopathism is inevitable in any descrip
tion of God if there is to be any distinction between His 
attitude towards saints and that towards sinners. It is only 
in philosophies like those of Sankara and Bradley, where 
Brahman is impersonal and the Absolute super-personal, that 
characterisation belongs to a lower form of the Ultimate 
Prinoiple-lsvara in the one case and God in the other--
and the Ultimate Ground of all being becomesindeterminate. 
Later Judaism did not escape this tendency altogether when, 
presumably under the influence of Greek Philosophy, God 

144 See Num. 5.15; 1 Kings 17 .18. A meal offering of memori.al, bring· 
ing iniquity to remembrance, was practised.-See Lads, op. cit., p. 467. 

145 Gen., 1l.li. See Cheyne, op. cit., p. 201 f. 
146 Gen., 18.21. 
ur Exod., 12.13. 
H8 Di.o. Bi., II, p.l98, See 1 Sam. 15.11 and also Num. 23.19, 1 Ham. 15.29. 
14fSee L. T. Hobhc>Use, Moral• i11. EtJolution,.II, p. 121. 
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was· removed far away from the world and~ontact' with llim 
was effected through intermediate beings, emanations or mani
festations, possessing some sort of substantial existence of 
their own by the side of God Himself. The early writers, 
how~ver, did not have the scruple of the philosophers or of 
the authors of the Septuagint version or the Targ11m litera
ture, who either used paraphrp.ses for these human thoughts 
and emotions, when used of God, or else removed them whole
sale.150 They not only used freely these expressions r~gard
ing God but had no scruple even in suggesting that God in
cited the Israelites to steal the silver and gold of their Egyp
tian neighbours on the eve of their flight from Egypt as · a 
timely provision against the a.ays of impending necessity; 151 

t.hat He agreed to put the innocent Job totrial at .the sugges
tipnof Satan ;152 and that He sent lying spirits to entice Ahab 
sothat he might be killed :153 

·' 

What hindered the moral development in the idea of 
Yahweh was the reminiscence of the needs of nomadic days. 
The Hebrews of•those times thought in terms of their tribes as 
did the. other Semites, and the character of Yahweh was mo
delled on tribal needs and tribal ideas~ Their salvation lay in 
close unity for purposes of defence against the Egyptians and 
the Philistines and offence against· the Ganaa'i1ites whose 
fertile land they coveted , Naturally, therefore, the God that 
revealed Himself to Abraham . and Moses . was . primarily 
needed for tribal expansion and tribal cohesion _ so that a 
nation might evolve out of. scatter.ed. groups. This explains 
two features of Yahweh's character-. His martial temper 
~nd His partiality towards Israel. Yahweh is the. leader of 
the Israelites in war. He was their only King before the 

no Die. Bi., II, pp. ~IVT. 

151 Exod. 11.2. 

152 .T ob. 1.12; 2.6. 

153 1 Kings 22.20. S~ Lods, op. cit., p. 469 f. Thus - -Abinielech would 
h~tve been slain by God if he had bin with Abraham's wife; Sarah,' a.ltbou~h he 
di~ not know her to be- another man's wife and woujd th~n· ha.v~ ~~ in,n~n~ 

'from ·· · mofa.J poin~ of vi~w (Gen. 1)0.3-7), . . .. 
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establishment of the mo11archy ;154 H~ i.f?. th\3 .lord. ()f h9s,t 155 

-Yahweh Zeba'~th who often leaves His dwelling place on 
Sinai to lead the Israelites personally to victory .156 His angels 
fight the battles of Israel and even the stars in their course 
fight against Sisera at His command, as described in the SoDg 
of Deborah (Jt:.dges v.20), and the captain of His .host 
comes to the help of Joshua (Jos. v. 13 f). He makes known 
His march by the rustling of leaves (2 Sam. v. 24), He gives 
out a lusty shout on arrival at the Israelite camp ;157 He lays 
low their enemies or pursues them with great slaughter. To 
quote Lods :158 " In time of war, Jahweh aided his people 
in counsel as well as in action : he aided them in counsel by 
revealing through oracles, dreams, or omens, the fortunate 
or fatal result of the intended campaign, and by pointing out 
the necessary strategy ; ............ in action he aided them by 
spreading panic among the enemy, by pouring down hail 
upon them, by causing the sun and moon to stand still in 
order to allow his people to dispatch the fugitives, by pro-
ducing a storm or an ea.rthquake ......... In ficbrew poetry 
Jahweh is ' a man of war '; he overwhelms his enemies 
with his arrows and smites them with his sword." As His 
visible presence, the Ark was carried in front of the advanc
iiJg Israelite army, and there was tumultuous joy at its arrival 
at the camp. '' Only so much is clear that after the per
manent establishment of the Ark in the mysterious darkness 
of the adytum of the temple, its former connexion with the 
war-god, Jahweh Zeba'oth, must have vanished from the 
popular consciousness, ri.nd that in place of this the awe
inspiring majesty of this God must have come into the fore
ground." 159 It is in his capacity as the war-lord of the 

154 Monarchy was instituted with mixed feelings or rather viewed differently 
at different times. See Judges 8.22-3; 1 Sam. 8.10 f; 1 8arn 9.16 . 

. 155 See Die. Bi., Extra. Vol., p. 636 f., for the various meanings of this 
&ppellation. 

150. In Num. 21.14 reference is made to a Book of the Wars of Ya,hweh which 
is now lost. 

157 Nnm. 28.21. 
158 Lods, op. cit., p. 4,62; see also p. 294. 
158 Die. Bi., Extra, Vol., p. 637. This change is reflected in the change in 

thq m~~Jeili!,!g of th~ t(lrm Mbi'im whiph origine.lly signifier1 prop;>l?)y those who 
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Israelites that Yahweh insists on the wholesale slaughter of 
-conq uereQ_ enemies and the destruction of their properties-- a 
direction that was softened at a later time -and also originally 
in the case of distant cities. 160 His tre(1tment of 
offending Israel or else of its enemies often looks like a puni
tive measure more allied to military discipline than to justice 
tempered by mercy, and · very • often the offence is merely. 
technical. - He is frequently represented as quick to take 

-offence; subject to ',. unaccountable humours '' -161 and re
vengeful to a degree-whetheT the picture is a survival of 
a_ncient belief or a V\'arning against moral and spiritual lapses 
it is difficult to say_162 

These unattractive features of Yahweh disappeared as 
lsrael succeeded in its wars with the Canaanites; but still no 
quarter was shown to those who forsook Yahweh 163 and went 
after the local baals. Israel was the people of Yahweh and 
had special responsibilities in the matter of worshipping Him 
and Him only. Yahweh ceased to fight Israel' s battles, and 
•wen . used Assyria and Babylon as avenging rods, when 
I srael forgot its covenant with Him. rrhe Prophets were 
responsible, however, for bringing about a change even m 

were sei~ed in holy frenzy an-d produced ecstatic cries in connection _ with the 
batt'es of Yahweh, the war-god, but at a later time those who revealedthe splritual 
aspect of religioa (although they too were always imbued with a natio~al spirit). 
In early .. times the prophets were called ' tha chariots and bors_emen of Israel ' (2 
Kings 2,12; 13.14). See Die _ Bi .. Extra Vol., p. 653, 655, 6156. They originally 
corresponded to Dervishes.-See Huxley, Religion without Bevelation, p_. 235. 

160 The spirit of fa,naticism becomes dangerous and h-omicidal when it eggs 
en the worshippers to aggressive wars against people of aiien cults and when it 
justifies as pleasing to its god the pruelties infli'cted on the conquered. This is the 
spirit of old Ismel and of Islam.-- TL R. Farnell, The Attribv.tes of God, p. 76. 

Deut. 20.19 forbids the destruetion of fruit trees which 2 Kings 3.19 enjoins. 
161 See E;rod. 33.19. 
162 The great propb,ets and their post-exilic disciples expiained tht'l anger of 

Yahweh by the injustice of man (the people, the generation or the individual) 
which required to be punished; but the ancient Israelites, while not unmindful ~f 
l;he relation between guilt and punishment, thought of many more causes why 
God should take offence or regarded Divine anger as inscrutable.-See Lods, 
op. cit., p. 467. 

163 Another great offence in ancient times was offence against Yahweh 's own 
perEon or sinning a-gainst the Lord (1 Sam. 2.25) as when Eli's sons took their 
portion . of the sacrifices before Ya,hweh bad received His •wn or before tlw other 
gqe~ts had theirs (1 Sam, 2_.13-6). 

37 
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this conception of Yahweh. It is not out of anger but out of 
His love that He chastises sinning Israel so that she might 
return in penitence to her rightful Lord.164 In a well-known 
passage of Exodus (xxxiv. 6) God is described as '' full of 
compassion and gracious, slow to anger and plenteous in 
mercy and truth, keeping mercy for thousands, forgiving 
iniquity and transgression and' sin ; '' but the passage ends 
with the threat that God '' will by no means clear the 
guilty, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children; 
and upon the children's children, upon the third and upon 
the fourth generation." It was left to the Prophets to incul
cate the first part of this description and to modify the last 
part in so far as it related to punishing the guiltless posterity 
of sinners. St. Paul may be said to have partially undone the 
work of the Prophets regarding the second part in so far as 
he made the whole human race the inheritors of the sin of 
Adam and found in the unmerited suffering of Jesus the 
Divine scheme of human redemption: the Doctrine of 
Odginal Sin is fortunately not necessary for· a proper appre
ciation of the life and death of Jesus or the message of 
salvation preached by him.165 The whole burden of the 

164 Of. The Proverbs 3.11-2 ; My son, despise not the clll.lstening of 
the Lord; Neither be weary of his reproof : I' or whom the Lord loveth he re~ 
proveth; Even cs a father the son in whom he delighteth. 

165 See L. H. Farnell, The Attributes of Got/,, p. 125; also 0. Pfleiderer, 
Paulinism, Vol. I, Chaps. I and II.; Die. Bi., Ext. Vol., p. 666; also Gen. 8.1?.1; 
Ps. 51.7-15; Job 14.4; 15.14; 25.4f. 

" The 'first signification (both in origin and importance) of the redeeming 
death of Christ is connected with the sentence of guilt, by which man, as the ob· -
ject of the wrath of God, was placed under the curse of the la1o, subjected to 
death as the punishment of sin. Man is ransomed from this disastrous state of 
punishment in that the demand for his punishment is satisfied by the de~.th of 
Christ as a vicarious expiatory sacrifice. Tl1rough this ransom the death nf 
Christ is the cause of the appeasing of the wrath of Gail, or of the manifeata
tion of his love, and thus it is a purely objective act of God or Christ in our be
half, for the purpose of our rescue. But, at the same time, the death of Christ 
frees us from the power of sin which dwells in the flesh, for this principle of sin 
i$ destroyed, first in C11rist himself, and then in us through our mystical com
munion with him. From this - point of .view .the death of Christ as a morti-fication 
of the flesh is the commencement of a subjective ethical process, which goes on 
and completes itself in us. "-Pfleiderer. Panlinism, I, p. 92. 

It is interesting to note that Rai Bahadnr G. C. Ghosh, the. founder of the 
present Lectureship, although a d11vout Christian, do\)s riot think that Christ came 
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later Prophetic teaching, on the other hand, is that in
dividuals are punished for their own sins by Yahweh and not 
for the iniquities of their ancestors, kings or 
leaders, as was preached in olden times when, for instance, 
the Pharaoh's personal guilt entailed the death of all the :first
born of Egypt 166 and David's blunder in taking a census in 
spite of Joab's warning sent seventy thousand innocent 
people to death while he himflelf escaped.167 

That, in spite of a change in the concept of 
Yahweh, the Temple-service should be marked by 
extensive ceremonial slaughter of animals of different kinds 
and this should be acquiesced in by the Prophets 168 must 
be due to the fact that Yahweh absorbed the magical 
sacrifices of blood, which were originally made to 
fetishes in the pre-Mosaic days of the Semitic tribes (and 
eon firmed by Moses in his code of religion), and also retained 
the character of the war-lord. The Law was to the Jews the 
only means of Divine grace 169 and the law laid down in 
minute details the quantity and quality of each object of gift 
to Yahweh. 1\.ll that the Prophets could do, therefore, was 

as the Second Adam to undo the sin of the First. In an article entitled ' Lamen
tations of Christ ' in the Amrita Bazar Patrika (Calcutta) of 26th Dec., 1933 
(Dak edition), he writes : " In my Father's kingdom the offering of a ransom for 
one's sin or the pleading by another on behalf of the sinner does not avail : every 
unrepentant sinner shall suffer for his sin, hut none in his stead; heaven will not 
be filled by unregenerate beings." See also his article on The Theory of a special 
divinity of Christ in the Proceedings of the Eleventh Indian Philosophical Con
gress, p. 187 f. 

166 Ex:od. 11.5. 
167 2 Sam. 24.15; see, however, 1 Chr. 21.1. See R. M. Jones, Religious 

Foundations, p. 92. 
168 See Dnmmelow, The One Volume Bible Commentary, p. lxxiii, for later 

references than O.T.; also W. R. Smith, Old Test in J. Ch., p. 238 f. 
169 See Die. Bi., II, p. 208: "Thus God Himself was regarded as devoted 

to the study of His ovm Law, and not only of the Law but even of the rabbini
cal developments of the Law. By day He ' is engaged upon the 24 Bonks of the 
"['orah, the Prophets, and the Hagiographs, and by night He is engaged upon 
the 6 divisions of thJ Mishnah. God is even represented as having companions 
in the study of the Torah. At least we have, a~cording to Baba Mezia, 85b, even in 
heaven an assembly, like the high schools on earth, devoted to the investigations 
of the Torah. Here the great Rabbis sit in the order of their merit and of their 
knowledge of the Law, studying IIala.~ha, and God studies with them. They dis
pute with one another and lay ·down Halacha'." 
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to point out that a just and merciful god wanted something 
more than offerings of animals and cereals and liquids 
in order to be pleased. 170 In their zeal for multiplying reli
gious services and for collecting the sacred tithes 171 .the 
prier;ts forgot the oppression and hardship likely to be caused 
t.o the poor. The centralisation of all worship at Jerusalem 
had, again, an adverse eflect on those Levites who were 
Heuttered through the provinces ; they lost their priestly occ1l'" 
pations and were thrown upon the charity of the landed 
classes along with the strangers, the widows and the or
phans . 171~ The earlier Prophets could not condemn the ·sacri
fices altogether, as, before the return from Babylon, gifts to 
the sanctuary were spontaneous and private, and not, 
as after Ezekiel's and Ezra's reforms, an official business 
conducted with the help of " a fixed tribute in kind upon all 
agricultural produce and flocks.'' 173 But they and 
their successors ha,d hnrd words for those in power 
who were buying out the poor proprietors of land 
and who thought that justice could bJ:) sold, un
I:nvful pleasures of all kinds indulged in, and the 
poor neglected or oppressed witlt impunity, provided 
t.he sacrifices sent to the rremple were regular and amplt,. 1

·:
4 

" Hear the word of the Lord, yo rulers of Sodom; give ear 
unto the law of our God, ye people of Gomorrah. 'I'o what 
purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices unto me? saith the 
Lord : I am full of the burnt offerings of rams, and the fat of 
fed beasts; and I delight not in the blood of bullocks, or of 
lambs, or of he-goats. When ye come to appear before me, 
who hath required this at your hand, to trample my courts? 
Bring no more vain oblations; incense is abomination unto 
me; new moon and sabbath, the calling of assemblies,-! 

170 W. R. Smith, Old Test. in J. Ch., p. 240. 
171Jbid., p. 442 f. 
172 Dent. 12.12, 18; 11.27, 29; 16.11, 14; 26.11 f. 
173 W. B. Smith, Old Test. in J. Ch., p. 375, During pre-exilic days the 

Temple was the king's sanctuary and the regular offerings were his gift. The 
people, however, agreed to pay a regular voluntary poll-tax for the regular 
offGrings Of the Second Temple. 

174 Micah 6.7, 8; Jer., 7. See W. R. Smith, Old Test. in J. Ch., p. 372. 
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cannot away with iniquity and the solemn meeting. Your 
new moons and your appointed feasts my soul hateth : they 
are a trouble unto me; I am weary to bear them. And when 
ye spread forth your hands, I will hide my eyes from you; yea, 
when ye make many prayers, I will not hear: your hands 
are full of blood. vVash you, make you clean; put away the 
evil of. your doings from before mine eyes ; cease· to do evil ; 
learn to do well; seek judgment, relieve the oppressed, judge 
the fatherless, plead for the widow.'' 175 Deutero-Isaiah is 
more outspoken against the whole Teinple-cult: '' rrhus 
saith the Lord, The heaven is :my throne, and the earth is my 
lootstool : what manner of house will ye build unto 
me and what place shall be.. my rest? For·· all 
these things hath mine hand made, and so all these ·things 
came to be, saith the Lord: but to this man will I look, even 
to hirn that is poot and of a contrite spirit, and that 
trembleth at my word. He that killeth an ox is as he that 
slayeth a man; he that sacrifi.ceth a lamb, as he that breaketb ~ 

a dog's neck ; he that offereth an oblation, as he that offeretb 
swine's blood; he that burneth frankincense, as he that 
blesseth an idol." 176 In the same strain speaks Micah : 
'' Wherewith shall I come before the Lord, and bow myself 
before the high God? shall I come before him with burnt 
offerings, with calves of a year old? Will the Lord be 
pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten thousands of 

.. rivers of oil? shall I give rny first-born for my ·transgression, 
the fruit of my body for the sin of my soul? He hath showed 
thee, 0 man, what is good; and what doth the Lord require 
of thee, but to do justly, and to love mercy, and to walk 
humbly with thy God?" 177 In spite of these denunciations, 
so long as the Temple lasted there could be no 
question of abolishing the rituals. But during the 
Bi,bylonian exile the nation had learnt to worship 
Yahweh in a different manner, for outside Jerusalem 
~10 sacrifice could be offered and people had to eat 

li5 Isa. 1.10-17; also 59.1 f. See Amos 5.21; 1 Sam. 15.22. 
176 Isa. 66.1 f. 

· m Micah 6.6-8. 
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' unclean food.'' Hence after the return of the rem
nant from captivity, in addition to some improvement in the 
temple-worship, which was resumed with some enthusiasm 
by the returned exiles as a public cult with a new code of 
rules, the exihc custom of '' the devotional study of the 
scriptures, the synagogue, the practice of prayer elsewhere 
than before the altar,'' which. were ' ' all independent of the 
old idea of worship,'' was continued as a daily religion and 
made up for '' the narrowing 6f the privilege of access to God 
at the altar.'' 178 A growing sense of abiding sin and the 
necessity of Divine Jorgiveness required a difierent God from 
1,he one whose wrath was not turned away except after in-
11icting injury, and who insisted on his quota of vengeance 
for ll transgression of his ordinances. 179 The Prophets taught 
that Yahweh was ever ready to extend His loving forgiveness 
to the penitent '' without the intervention of any ritual sac
rament " for He is ' God and not man " (Hos. xi. 9). " God 
is with Israel in his sin, only because He has implanted 
within him this virtue of repentance." 180 • 'l'his penitence,. 
however, must show itself not in outward observances but in 
::tctive charity and by undoing the wrong done : '' Is it to 
bow down his head as a rush, and to spread sackcloth and 
ashes under him? wilt thou call this a fast, and an accept
able day to the Lord? Is not this the fast that I have 
chosen? to loose the bonds of wickedness, to undo the bands 
of the yoke, &nd to let the oppressed go free, and that ye break. 
every yoke? Is it not to deal thy bread to the hungry, and 
that thou bring the poor that are cast out to thy house? when 
thou seest the naked, that thou cover him; and that thou 
hide not thyself from thine own flesh? Then shall thy light 
break forth as the morning, and thy healing shall spring forth 
sneedily : and thy righteousness shall go before thee ; the 
glory of the Lord shall be thy rearward. ' ' (Is. l viii. 5-8.) 

In the conviction, therefore, that God's punishment is 
not wanton or vindictive hut prompted by a desire to reconcile 

178 W. R. Smith, Old Test. in J. Ch., p. 379. 
119 Ibid., p. 372. 
1BO Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 140. 
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man to Himself through the purification of suffering and re
pentance Israel could not but look upon Yahweh as the well
meaning Father who chastises him out of love.181 Long 
before the Lord's Prayer was uttered or penned the Jews had 
learnt to look upon Israel as God's son and Yahweh as the 
Heavenly ]'ather (Is. lxiii. 16, lxiv. 8) towards whom trust-' 
ful resignation was the only pmper attitude. 182 He became the 
Holy One of Israel 183 who looked to men's motives and not to 
their acts. Israel is to circumcise his heart and not his fore
skin to find favour with Yahweh. God is to be worshipped 
in spirit and in truth if Hisredeeming mercy is to be sought. 
Nor did the prophets nor even the legalists leave the people 
in any doubt about what they meant by a spiritual religion. 
Here, for instance, is an illustrative quotation from Ezekiel 
(xviii. 1-9, 23) which may be compared with the Quranic in
junction quoted at the end of the first chapter : '' The word of 
the Lord came unto me again, saying, What mean ye, that ye 
usc this proverb concerning the land of Israel, saying, The 
fathers have e~ten sour grapes, and the children's teeth are 
set on edge? As I live, saith the Lord God, ye shall not have 
occasion any more to use this proverb in Israel. Behold, all 
souls are mine ; as the soul of the father, so also the soul of 
the son is mine : the soul that sinneth, it shall die. But if a 
1llan be just, and do that which is lawful and right, and hath 
not eaten upon the mountains, neither hath lifted up his eyes 
to the idols of the house of Israel, neither hath defiled his 
neighbour's wife, neither hath come near to a woman in her 
separation; and hath not wronged any, but hath restored to 
the debtor his pledge, hath spoiled none by violence, hath 
given his bread to the hungry, and hath covered the naked 
with a garment; he that hath not given forth upon usury, 

181 Proverbs 3.12. 
182 Wendt, in his System der Christlichen Lehre, counts no less than 23 

p&ssages in the Old Testament in which God is conceived as father exactly in the 
same way as we find in the gospels.-Dhirendra Nath Chowdhury, In Search of 
Jesus Christ, p. 20. (See other references there.j See also Abelson, Jewish Mysti
cism, p. 79 f; The Immanence of God in Rabbinical I..iterature, p. 51. See art. 
GOD in Die. Bi., II, p. 208 for references. 

183 For the evolution of the meaning of 'Holy,' see Die, Bi., Extra Vol., 

P· 681 f. 



nt;litlwr- hath taken ftUY i11orease, that withdrawn his 
hai}d from iniquity, hath ~xecuted true judgment between 
man and w.an, hath walked in my statutes, and hath kept my 
jtrdgments,>to deal truly; he is j~st, he shall surely live, saith 
t.he I..~ord God." " Have I any pleasure in the death of the 
wicked? saith the IJord God; and not rather that he should 
return from l1is way, and live?. '' 184 

The failure of ,Judaism to become a world-religion in 
spite of these spiritual developments must be·laid at the door 
of that Jewish exclusiveness which is at once the wonder 
fl,nd the despair of all nations who have come into contact \'.'lth 
1!11e world's most despised and persecuted race. From 
the very dawn of his history Israel has suffered 
from a tribal paranoia with its characteristic symp
tomO' of megalomania and persecution delusion. Israel 
if:J God's chosen race, Yahweh's own anointed seed, His 
first- born : to Israel of all nations has He chosen to reveal 
Himself and His name. 185 It is not to individuals in their 
private capacity that God bas chosen to speak. nor did He 
wait for them to approach Him with a spotless and spiritual 
life before making His wishes a.ncl graces lmown.186 Tbe 
glorification of Israel was a part of Divine policy-through 
him had Y abweh decided to spread the message of true devo
tion a~nd tipright eonduet. vVher1 He promised to Abraham 
that He would make a great nation out of his seed 
or called Moses to preach His name, He was 
dealing with them as representatives of the 
future race. He established a covenant between Himself 
and Israel as is done between two nations so that no scope 
might be left for prevarication and no chance given to the 
race to· plead its inability or unwillingness to ratify the tran
saction. He· wrote clown the conditions of Israel's guidance 
in two tables of stone and sealed the covenant with Moses by 
summoning to His presence, in addition to Moses and Aaron, 

184 See Die. Bi., Extro, Vol., p. 675. 
185 Die. Bi., J:ilxtra Vol., p. 684 (the relation of Yahweh to Isr.ael). This ap· 

pears specially in the Deuteronomy. 
186 See W. R. Smith, Old T~st. in J. Ch., pp. 235-6. 
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seventy~two representative Israelites who ali celebnited the 
event by a friendly feast. 187 But God did something mo1e. 
He gave them Canaan as an inheritance after leading them 
out of Egypt, saving them from the pursuing Egyptians 
and also providing for them in the wilderness. The iu1tion 
was to remember that Yahweh was its special god and that the 
worship of any other god before or beside Him was forbidden 
DOl' were matrimonial alliance with the pagan Canaanites,188 

worshipping at their sanctuaries and consulting their orach:1H 
permitted. The sin of a single leader was regarded as a default 
of the nation, for in those nomadic and patriarchal days the 
tribe had a collective responsibility and the iniquities cif the 
fn.thers were visited on their sons. 

In its original form this exclusive alliance of Yahweh 
with Israel did 110t always prove momlly satisfactory. 
Moses could insinuate that foreign nations would not think 
highly of Yahweh if after extending His protection to . the 
Israelites He should refuse to help them in their distress-'----'it 
was more or less a point of honour with Him to help Isrciel 
against the foreigners who were backed by their own gods.189 

"Thus," as Kuenen observes,190 "in the conception· of the 
people, Yahweh's might, or, if you prefer to put it so, 
Yahweh's obligation to display his might, must often hnv'e 
overbalanced both his wrath against Israel's trespasses and 
the demands of his righteousness." But as soon as Yahweh 
was invested not only with moral attributes but with an 
ethical character by the Prophets, this partiality for 'Israel 
had to disappear from His nature, just as with it disappeared 
also the reality and necessity of the gods of other nations,191 

Yaliweh's scheme of the government of the world now includ
ed not only Israel but also Assyria and Babylon,· the rods 

187 Exod. 24.9-11; also Num. 11.16 f. It is curious that the Septuagint .ver
sion should lie ascribed to seventy or seventy-two translators-the two being addi· 
tiona] numbers like those in the above pl.aces of the O.T. 

188 Exod. 34.15-6; Dent. 7.2; .Tndges 2.2. See Lods, op. ·cit., p. 403.;. 
189 Whence the inflictions on Pharaoh (Gen. 12.17) and Abimelec,h (Gen. 

20.4 f). 
190 Knenen, op. cit., p. 116. 
191 For the solity of Yahweh, see Die. Bi., Extr;.t VoL, P· 680, 

88 



with which Yahweh had scourged Israel oec:am1e 
ter's faithlessness to the covenants with Him : He could also 
punish the non-Israelites or use them as aids to Israel's 
revival if He so pieased.192 Yahweh is no longer the 'God of 
gods' and 'Lotd of lords' (Deut. x. 17) but is God (Deut. vii. 
9) and 'beside Him there is none. '193 

The only logical conclusion of this position is that 
Yahweh is the God of the jews and the Gentiles alike an.d 
that not only for Israel but for the whole human race Yahweh 
alone is God. This would have entailed the bestowal of 
the full rights of Judaism on all who acknowledged Yahweh 
as God and also an active enrolment of Gentiles within the 
fold of the Jewish Church. It appears, however, that JUSt 
as t]H-, non-Aryan tribes of the hills and the plains were 
slowly absorbed within Hinduism in India without much 
missionary activity and could generally obtain only an in
ferior social status, so also the non-Israelites of later times 
were permitted to follow .T ewish religious customs but did not 
obtain the full rights of spiritual citizenship. The contempt 
for the Gentiles was quite open and dining with them m· (•nter
ing their houses brought about ceremonial uncleanline8s. 
Even the Hellenizing Jews were not free from this anti
Gentilic feeling, 194 and it appears that this contempt was 
carried over to Christianity itself where the quarrel between 
the Jewish Christians and the Gentile Christians was fairly 
acute a.nd the work of St. Paul among the Gentiles was 
bitterly opposec1.195 No wonder, therefore, that in spite of 
~ome proselytism in their midst these did not acquire even tlie 
rights of the strangers (gerim) or sojourners who lived in close 
association with the Jews. Thus, though it was permitted 
to the non-proselyte Gentiles to bring offerings to Yahweh, 
they had admission only to the outer court of the Temple, 
much as to a Hindu village god some Indian Musalman might 

lila Isa.. 8.9, 10, 12 f; 10. See specially Kuenf:ln, op. cit., p. 124 f.; also 
rsa.. 44.28. 

193 Dent. 4.85, 39; 1 Kings 8.60; 2 Kings 19.15; Isa.. 87.16. 
1M Legacy of Israel, p. 82. 
111 DitJ. Bi., m, f'l· 149. 
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bring gifts in fulfilment of vows without being allowed en
trance into the sanctuary. During the early days of settle
ment in Canaan IsraeL took it for granted that other nations 
had other gods, and Israelite kings contracting mixed mar
riages took it as a matter of course that their foreign wives 
should have temples raised to their own gods-. a 
belief which was subsequently worked up into the 
theory that Yahweh had assigned to the other 
nations the sun, the moon and the different cons
tellations for their gods. But the concession granted to 
the heathen neighbours could not be extended, without serious 
risk, to the sojourners in. their own midst, 196 for these would 
spread their contaminating cult to their Jewish masters, pat
rons, protectors and friends. Hence the practical neces
sities of the case demanded that these foreigners in their own 
midst should be differentially treated. Being originally per
mitted. to act only in menial capacities in the Temple, they 
were gradually invested with the same rights and duties as 
the Israelites tl!emselves and subjected to the same laws of 
cleanliness and purity in the later Priests' Code (as 
contrasted with the Deuteronomic legislation). Thus no 
difference existed latterly between Israelites and gerim in the 
following matters :-· '' The ger is to participate in the Feast 
of Weeks (Dt. 16 10 f), of Tabernacles (16 13 

f ) , in the 
offering of first-fruits (26 11), the Sabbath rest (5 14), the 
tithes (14 28 f), the gleanings of the field, etc. (24 19 r), and 
he is to have equal justice done to him (24 14)" •197 In the 
Priestly Code, established after the drastic reforms of 
Ezra and Nehemiah, " the ger is placed practically on the 
same footing as the native Israelite; he enjoys the same rights 
(Nu. 35 15 ; cf. Ezk. 47 22

), and is bound by the same laws, 
whether civil (Lv. 24 22

), moral and religious (18 26 

20 2 24 16 ; cf. Ezk. 14 7), or ceremonial (Ex. 12 19
, Lv. 16 29 

17 s w 12 1s 15 22 18' N u 15 u 26 ao 19 1o); the principle 

196 For the attitude of the Israelites towards foreigners, see Dio. Bi., ITI, 
cap. p. 51, art. FOREIGNER. 

197 Di~. Bi., III, pp. 156-7, art. GER. See J. Yahuda, Law and Life ac
cording to Hebrew Thought, VII. The Status of Strangers. 
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' ' One law there shall be for t-he home-born· and tne stranger,'' 
is repeatedly affirmed (Ex. 12 49 , Lv. 24 22 , Nu. 9 14 15 15 16 29

) , 

the only specified distinctions being that the ger, if he would 
keep the passover (which under no circumstances is the 
foreigner permitted to do), must be circumcised (Ex. 12 48

), 

and that an Israelite in servitude with him may be redeemed 
L,efore the jubilee (Lv. 25 181 

),• a privilege not granted in tlle 
case of the master's being an Israelite" (Lv ~ 25 40 r.) 

_ Having lived as exiles twice, namely, in Egypt and in Baby
lon, the Israelites had a soft corner for the strangers in their 
midst and conceded to them the right to adopt the Jewish 
f~tith; but in relation to foreigners they were almost absolute
ly exclusive and it is only a prophet like Isaiah that could 
promise to the heathen a share in the glorious future of the 
lnaelite faith (Is. lvi. 6-8; cf. Zeph. iii. 9). vVhen Israel 
will have acted as a light to the Gentiles and the servant of 
the Lord would bring to them His message, Jerusalem shall 
turn into a house of prayer for all nations and unto Yahweh 
shall all knees ultimately bow (Is. xlv. 23): ' There is no 
God but Yahweh and Israel is His prophet.' 19~ 

That these noble sentiments should be more preached than 
practised is a fact of history that cannot be ignored or ex"
plained away. Whatever tendencies towards universalism 
might have been present in the Prophets, the Habb_is who 
succeeded them gradually limited the applicability of ' the 
Fatherhood of God and he son ship of Man ' . to the Jews 
alone. 199 Judaism thus deliberately excluded the heathens 
from the salvation of Yahweh which some of the prophets had 
preached as being destined for all alike. The reason of this 
is to be sought in the post-exilic emphasis on legalism, which 
the destruction of the second Temple and the development of 
I:nysticism failed to counteract completely. Hinduism 
affords an instructive parallel in this matter. There too 
speculative philosophy affirmed .the equality of all souls 
before, or rather their identity in and through, Brahman; 

198 Die. Bi., m, p. 167. 
1110 Abelson, Jewish M ysticiam, p. 80; p. 96. 
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bnt practical religion limited the blessii1gS of salvation· to the 
Hindus. alone and latterly .resisted the.. inclusion of.· non
Hindus.within the fold of Hinduism. The domain of Yahweh 
similarly remained limited to the Jews and the originaLprose
lytes.200 Although the whole development .of Judaism. from 
Moses to Malachi was directed towards establishing . the 
authority of Yahweh over the Jews and the Gentiles alike and 
the equality of all moral individuals before Yahweh,201 ~he only 
solid advance made wa.s that. the reality of other gods. by the 
.side of Yahweh was denied and idolatry in all forms . was 
banished altogether from the Jewish religion. The Gentiles 
remained outside the Jew-ish fold m .spite. of the .fact . ,that 
Hellenizing Jews wereirmm:nerable and Greek philqsophy 
wa.s h1rgely utilised in building up a conception of the opera~ 
tion of. God in the world; 

Ii1 other .directions also.the originaLlimitation ofY~:thweh 
wa;s sought to be i·emoved but sometimes with equally dubious 
final results.· The original ·Judaism had no otherwordly 
gaze 202 and Y~hweh; s covenant. did not at :first. extend. beyond 
death. Yahweh<was originally the godof the living and not 
of'the dead and His punishments and rewards had refexence 
to this life alone. Much .. of Yahweh's hard dealing wit'b indi
viduals, tribes and. race.s .. can· be explained jf we remewber 
that the. Jews did .not originally believe that Yahweh could 
pursue the prosperous sinner beyond the grave or reward 
struggling virtue. with post-mortem happiness. The horror of 
death to a pious Jew consisted in bariishment from .:Yahweh's 
jurisdiction and realm and in incapacity to praise Him ; that 
is why Hezekiah prays for an extension of his life on earth. 203 

The dead became elohhn in .their graves or in Sheol and they 
were worshipped; appeased and approached by the living for 
deriving benefit and guidance. It is only gradually ·tbat 
Yahwism replaced this cult of ihe dead by representing them 
tts being devoid of knowledge and strength, and, about the 

zoo Legacy of Israel, p. 29. 
201 See Marti, op. cit:, pp. 173, 235f. 
202 Lega61J of Israel,. pp; 24, '39. 
203.Isa 38.18-19. Cf, Ps. 30.9 ;: .. 88;1-6, 11:2; 115.17, 
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second century B.C., it asserted the jurisdiction of Yahweh 
over the dead also in the shape of a judgment after death, a 
1·esurrection and au immortality.204 ' r:eo the moral attributes 
of Deity, to His supreme pity and justice, there are endless 
references in the Psalter and the Prophets; to the divine 
omnipresence there are but few.' 205 It was a kingdom won 
for Yahweh when it began to be- believed that He was present 
not only in the highest heaven but also in the lowest pit.206 

Everywhere Yahweh reigns supreme. This extension of 
Yahweh's jurisdiction was a direct effect of exile in a land 
where similar beliefs about the destiny of the departed held 
sway. But, conversely, a contraction of His realm occurred 
when, in imitation of the Zoroastrian model, Judaism began 
to exonerate Yahweh from the creation of evil and ascribed it 
to Satan, the Semitic counterpart of the Zoroastrian Angro 
Mainyu.207 The motive was undoubtedly good, for it was 
felt that a good and merciful Yahweh could not, consistently 
with His character, create evil.2°8 Eve was tempted by Satan 
in the garden of Eden, and through him did S'in and Death 
invade mankind-a conception which has been so graphical
ly described by Milton in his Paradise Lost. The peculiar 
ChriBtian view of redemption through the Logos that took 
tiesh and brought Messianic salvation to mankind was based 
upon this later Jewish belief of the responsibility of Satan for 
the fall of Adam. 

The idea of the holiness of Yahweh and the 
sinfulness of man became almost an obsession m 

204 Lods, op. oit., pp. 218 f; also p. 455. This was closely connected 
with the doctrine of the Messiah whose advent was believed to be imminent in the 
l)ook of Danio;ll where the doctrine of individual resurrection is first found.-See 
Marti, op. cit., p. 229; also p. 235. James Orr in The Christian View of God and 
the World (Appendix to Lecture V. Th!l Old Testament Doctrine of Immortality), 
p. 200 f., states that the doctrine of resurrection is " one of the very oldest 
doctrines in the Bible." 

205 Die. Bi., II, p. 207, art. GOD. 
206 Ps. 139.8. 

207 Lods, op. cit., p. 470. 
208 Ps. 5.4, " Evil shall not sojourn with thee," was used as a text by the 

Midrash to dissociate God from evil and to interpret such passages as Gen. 1.5, 
and 8.16-17 where the pronominal form " he " is substituted for Yahweh. 
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later Rabbinical literature. He was considered to 
be so holy that pwus Jews were afraid of uttering 
His name and used a substitute, like Adonai or 
Elohim, or a paraphrasis, when reading His name aloud. 209 

Even the Rabbis pronounced the name with bated breath and 
quickly slurred over it.210 The mystery surrounding the Di
vine name, which is so often repeated in the Old Testament,211 

was deepened in Rabbinical literature, which began to dabble 
in the occult lore of its formation out of the letters of the 
Hebrew alphabet 212 and it became a symbol of Yahweh's 
transcendental purity. Blessings were invoked on the Divine 
name whenever it was mentioned just as peace is invoked on 
Muhammad by the Musalmans whenever his name is uttered. 
Now, this excessive reverence could have but one effect, name~ 
ly, toremove God as far as possible from this world of sin and 
suffering. Hosea had spoken of Yahweh returning to His 

1 .t•ll .ce . 1 . , "'' , nof'7 ... ,,. ...... . ~ n p.ace ~lu ouence was acKnowleagea """" and the ~ong of oongs 
Rabba had described the successive withdrawals of the Sheki
nah of God to the ascending tiers of heaven with the increas
ing sins of m~n ;214 but, as Abelson points out,215 "to the old 
Rabbinic mind there was always a very real glimmering that 
however all-pervading and all-embracing God may be in an. 
immanental sense, He is yet marked off from the world by 
some· not easily discernible line of separation.'' 

209 Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 207. See 
Die. Bi., II, p. 206. 

210 Abelson, Jewish Mysticism, p. 27. 
211 See, for instance, Exod. 3.14 and Judges 13.18. 
212 Abelson, Jewish Mysticism, p. 25; also Ch~ V. The Book • Yetsirah ' 

(p. 98 f). 
213 Hosea 5.15. 
214 The most striking passage in this connection is Sorig of Songs Rebba vi : · 

" Tli.e original abode of the Sbcchinah was ...... among men. '\¥.ben Adam sinned 
it ascended away to the first heaven. With Cain's sin it ascended to 
the second. With Enoch to the third. With the generation of the 
Flood· to tl1e fourth. With the genera.tioil of the Tower of Babel to the firth. With 
the Sod;Jmites to the sixth. With the sin of the Egyptians in the days of 
Abraha.m, it ascended to the seventh. Corresponding to these, there arose seven 
righteous men who brought the Shechinah down, back again to earth. These were 
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, Levi, Kehath, Amram and Moses."~Abelson. The Imma· 
nence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 136 (see also Jewish Mysticism, p. 93). 

2l5 Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p.· 88. 
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Christian writers, who are often unconsciously biased 
in their estimate of J uclaism, like to dwell upon the distinc~ 
twn bet-ween tho transcendental deity of the Old Testament 
a.nd the outward observances necessary to please Him, on the 
one hand, and the pervasive presence of the Christian God 
and tho inwardness necessary to worship Him, on the .other. 
'Phe,v think thnt aft·er removing God to transcendental heights 
Rabb1nical ,J udaisrr1 invented a' fevv mechanical devices to 
bridge the gnlf between God and the world. Thus Dummelow 
t)bserves, 216 " What iscalJed the transcendent view of God be..,. 
came predominant; that is to say, He was so far exalted 
above the world as to be out of touch or communication with 
men. He who had formerly tabernacled with His people and 
spoken familiarly to the prophets, seemed now to dwell in a 
far-off heaven where no personal intercourse could be had with 
Him." Now let us htmr what a ;Jew has to say to thi.s 
charge, for, as I have maintained in connection with 
Hinduism, it is always good to refer to the followers of fl, faith 
for a more correct estimate of the vital significance of dogmas 
and rituals. Says Dr. Abelson,217 " A theology which posits 
a far-off God, separated from man by an unfathomable dis
tance, could never give that large scope to the doctrine of re
pentanee whieh we find in the pages of the Rabbins. This 
doctrine is of itself sufficient to stamp Judaism as a religion 
of the heart. And if mysticism is "religion in its most acute 
intense, and living stage," then must Rabbinic ,J udaisrn hold 
a foremost place in the category of mystical" religions. For 
few could hav~ realised the Presence of God more ncutely, 
more intenselythan the Rabbinic Jew, wbo aimed at sancti~ 
fying even the smaJleRt details of the physical life, because 
he regarded :nothing as being too humble to come within the 
pwview qf Him, whqse glory fills the tmiverse, and whose 
wonlis the mainstav of alL~'· 
. We may well believe tnat in later Judaism the problem 
~as.t()~r.econcile a Holy. God with a sipJ11l world, a God who 

iitsi, R. Dummelow, A Commentary on the Holy Bible, p. lxvii. See also 
HiJ,h\ack, 'What is Chiistimitty?, p. 5•r . . . .. . .. . •• 

~17 Abelson, The Immimence o( God in Raobinior:tl Literature, p:p. 15-Fi 
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was far removed and a God who was yet accessible., a _ God 
whose Jorm was unknown and a God whose manifes
tations were yet not infrequent m Israel 's · history. 
Yahweh was regarded as having a manifestation m 
the physical world, and also a manifestation in 
human minds, in the tribal life of Israel, and even in human 
history and cosmic happenings.• The most notable of these 
mediating conceptions is the Holy Spirit which later on 
played snch an important part in the Christian doctrine of 
the Trinity .218 Although there are numerous references to 
Spirit and the Spi.rit of God in the Old Testament and the 
Apocrypha, it is only in two places (Ps. li. 11 and Is. lxiii. 
10, 11) of the Old 'restament that the term Holy Spirit 
occurs; it is only in the Talmud and the Midrash that it . . 

is most frequently used. These terms were intended to con-
vey the idea of Divine presence in the world ·of men and 

.. things. When an act of heroism or good government is per
formed on behalf of Israel, or when the nation receives a phy
sical or spiritual 'quickening, it is the Spirit of God that is 
operating. When an individual is possessed with a sudden 
fit -of inspiration or when he acquires a permanent insight 
into the will of God and a moral ,inclination, he is drawing 
hie strength and impulse from the Divine Spirit. It is the 
Spirit of God, again, that brings the world into being, fillsit 
with living and sentient beings, and preserves it in existence 
and guides its destiny :219 in this aspect it is called the Wis
dom of God which is "a cosmic power, the all-encompassing 
intelligent will. of God manifesting itself in the creation and 

-preservation of the world, and as an eternal and unerring 

218 See Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, Cbs. 
XIV-JOG, for an exhaustive treatment of this subject (esp. p. 198). 

. M1lls remarks (in Our Own Religion in Ancient Persia, .p. 11) : " Ahura 
Mazda, the Living Lord, the Great Creator (or possibly the ' Wise One'), has a 
most Bountiful, or most Holy Spirit, who is sometimes identical with him, and 
there is precisely the same difficulty in distinguishing between Ahura and His 
Holy (?) Spirit, which meets us in the Semitic when we endeavour to decide 
positively in the analogou.9 ohsm1rity. (Often we c-annot tell whether Yahveh's 
attribute or His creature is meant)." 

219 In Zohar mysticism the En-S of (the Infinite) w.as regarded as having 
similar functions.-See Abelson, Jewish Mysticism, p. 142 f, 
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guide and ruler of mankind.'' 230 The ever-present Spirit of 
God began to be conceived in two different ways. In the Old 
Testament a sensuous presence of Yahweh to Moses, Isaiah 
and Ezekiel had been alluded to : " God's Immanence, His 
accessibility, His nearness, His all-encompassing and all-em
bracing reality became so deep-rooted a conviction to the 
minds of individual Habbis here and there, that the barriers 
separating the intellectual and emotional aspects of mind 
broke entirely away, and they saw with the eye, and heard 
with the ear, sights and sounds from an unseen world, traces 
of a Presence which impinged upon them, invaded them, fill
ing them with high and divine impulses, raising them to the 
position of the elect whose state of life is a complete unity of 
being with God.'' 221 The appearance of the Spirit of God 
as Light or Fire or Sound or a Dove was an article of creed in 
Rabbinical literature before Christ's time, and Christianity 
took it over as a well-known method of Divine manifestation. 
'Fhe mystic Jehuda Ha-IJovi (1085-11,:1:0) 1,aught in the 
'' Kusari '' (Book iv. iii) that '' by meanS> of a system of 
vigorous self..:diseipline it was always possible foi tho worthiest 
spirits among the Israelites to luwe that degree of communion 
with God which enabled th.em to see God by the medium of 
wh.at is termed ' Glory ' or ' Shecbinah ' or ' Kingdom,' 
' Fire,' ' Cloud,' ' Image,' ' Likeness,' ' appearance of the 
bow'.'' zzz Although doubts were sometimes expressed as to 
whether the manifestation of God was possible outside the 
Holy Land of Palestine or the Israelite nation, a few bold 
J,hinkers conceded that any one could so sanctify his body; 

220 Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 199. 

221 Ibid., p. 213. 

222 Ibid., p. 252. 
' Ten times the Shechinah came down into the world :-at the garden of 

Eden (Gen. iii. 8) ; at the time of the Tower (Gen. xi. 5) ; at Sodom · (Gen. xviii. 
21); il\ Egypt (Exod. iii. 8); at the Red Sea (Ps. xviii. 9); on Mount Sinai 
(Exod. xix .. 20); into the Temple (lilzek. xliv. 2); in the pillar of cloud (Num. xi. 
25). It will descend in the days of Gog and Magog; for it is said (Zech. xiv. 4) 
" And His feet shall stand in that day upon the Mount <>f Olives. ''~Avoth d'Rab. 
Nathan, Ch. 34 (quoted in Hershon, A Talmudic Miscellany, p .. 145; see loc. cit, 
for the gra.dual a.scents of the Shechinah), 
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mind and spirit as to be capable of receiving the Holy -Spirit 
of G?d. 223 The only condition of Divine inspiration was in,. 
tellectual wisdom, moral richness and physical strength.224 

The. stages of spiritual perfection have been thus _summarised 
by ·R. Phinehas b. Jair (2nd century A.D.) : " TheTorah 
leads to carefulness, carefulness to diligence, diligence to 
clelu:ilinoss; cleanliness to abste:rpiousness, abstemiousness to 
purity, purity to piety, piety to humility, htm1ility to fear of 
sin, fear of sin to holiness, holiness to the Holy Spirit, Holy 
Spi1~i:t to the-Resurrection of the Deil.d. '' 225 The Jews re
jected the Christian doctrine of Incarnation -as in their reli
gious literature, especiaJI)' in Rabbinical literature, it was 
laid down tfmt every one could reach the ideal of Holy Spirit 
by guiding his faculties aright. - Here is a great resemblance 
between Hinduism and Judaism, for the former also 
recognises the capacity of each individual soul to 
realise its potential infinity. l.Jike Hinduism, again, 
Judaism admitted ths,t legalism and ceremonialism 
had thejr social 11nd spiritual value, but that the in~ 
dividual soul could at all times realise its mystic union with 

:123 Abelson, The Immanence of God in llabbinieal LUeT('ture. Ch. XXI. 
Holy Spirit in its relation to Non.Jews; also pp. 299 f., 370. SM .Jewish Mysti
cis·rn,. pp. 4 f, 96; also W. R. Smith, Ola Testament ir; the Jewish Chufch , pp, 356·7 
iJ1_ this. oonnection. 

224 Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Literature, p. 247; Jewish 
Mysticism, p. 89, 

Maimonides enumerateB , th~ following as the essential factors of a prophetic 
faculty :__:__" (1) Physical strength, eo as to endure the strain invol-ved in tliC: 
moments. of .ecstatic communion". (2) A training of the intellectual faculties to the 
-ii'ghest Fitch of perfection. (3) Great imaginative power. This is. closely allied 
vith emotion; the vis_ion, ef-c. , that the prophet beholds is (?) the outcome of 
notioual imagiwtion. (4) Exception_al moral discipline. (15) The absence ill 
1 physical, intellectual or moral <liatnrbances. There must be no paiu, no 
rrow, no feeling of · degradation. (6i The will of God, into which an element. of 
~ miraculous or unaccountable always enters." 

Maimonides rejects the_ suppositions that God · can choose whomsoever lte 
\SeH for infusing His spirit and that men by training their intellect to the 
~ssary pi tc.h of petfection by ·study and other metl10ds can acquire prophetic 
Jr . He thinks that in addition to intellectual and moral p_erfeetion there must 

Divine inspiration or call to prophecy.- See Abelson, The Immanence of God 
~abbinical Literature, p. 246 f. 

225 Abeis611, T1>e Im-manence of God ;n Rabbinical Literature, p. 271 f . 
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Goa.226 Prayer took the place of sacrifice in this method of 
approaching God.227 In fact, the Essenes seemed to have ob
served only the Sabbath and to have neglected most of the 
other prescribed practices of the Jewish religious life. 228 

But there was one thing which the Jews always dreaded 
and that is the identification of God and man. They had re~ 
sisted the temptation of divinising their patriarchs (possibly 

• they had humanised the pagan ·gods into patriarchs) and. they 
had also refused to admit that a unitary God could 
be partially incarnated on earth. 229 Jewish mysticism 
could never nse to Upanir;;adic heights, and state
ments like ' I am Brahman,' ' I and my Father 
are one,' etc., would have sounded blasphemous to 
Jewish ears. As Monte{iore observes, 230 

" It (Sewish Theism) 
clings to two aspects of God, summed up in the twofold 
metaphor, which, though a metaphor, yet, as Judaism insists, 
describes a reality,' Our ll'ather, our King.' Abhinu, rrwJli:enu. 
So Judaism addresses its God, and it refuses to Jot go either 
term, either metaphor." Thus while, on the one hand, 
'' Hebrew faith has left to rmmkind no fmer" witness tha:h the 
readiness with which it received and the fu11ness in which 
it has transmitted, by prophet as well as· by psalmist, the 
gospel of the Divine pnrtieipation not only in human sorrow 
and suffering-in nll ou1· affliction II e was afflicted-hut even 
:ln shame and trouble of men's guilt, and in spiritual agony 
for their redemption and holiness,'' 231 '' the danger of a 

226 Abelson, 'l'he Immanence of God in Rabbinical. Literature, p. \l85. 
227 Jbid., p. 325. • 
228 Abelson, Jewish Mysticism, p. 30; Die. Bi., Extra. Vol., p. 53; ERE. v. 

396 f. 
God in His transcendent holiness seemed to have vanislwd from the sin 

stained land ...... 'rhe sense of fellowship with Jahweh was broken. Yet His La' 
and promise were there in written form. In three directions relief was sought 
first, by filling up the interspace between God and man with heavenly hierarchie 
second, by the formation of snietist circles like the Essenes, who sought, aw 
from the clash of the worJ.d's warfare, the lost secret ofthe ancient fellowship w 
Jahweh; and third, by the. chm·ishing of apocalyptic dreams, in which the I 
of the Lord was seen as the sheer and sudden act of Goo breaking in upon 
course of history . .-ERE. vii. 508. 

229 Legncy of Isra,el, p. 108. 
230 Ibid., Epilogue, P. 51~. 

231Jbid.' p. 2ti. 
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degeneration into Pantheism through an identification of the 
Deity with the world," on the other hand, " is avoided by 
making the Shechinah or Holy Spirit a possession, a kind of 
emanation of God.'' 232 God is a Person and cannot, there
fore, be dissipated irito .an impersonal essence of the world 
even· though His presence is ubiquitous. To solve this diffi~ 

culty Judaism not only ev~lved certain phenomenal appear
ances of Yalnveh but even personified them. Although 
Jewish writers think that the Jewish-Hellenistic ' Wisdom,' 
the ' Word ' of the :Fourth Gospel, the ' Memra ' of Targu
m.ic literature and the ' Shechinah ' of the Talmud and Mid
rasliim all point more or hiss to '' the immanent manifesta
tion of Divine Wisdom, Divine Power, Divine Love, Divine 
Justice," 233 they are themselves obliged to admit that these 
were often anthropomorphically viewed as dealing directly 
with the world so that the holiness and inscrutability of 
Yahweh might not be compromised by contact with a sinful 
world. 234 In consonance with this oscillation of thought we 
tind that, on.the one hand, God is supposed to create the world 
through ten agencies which are really His attributes, namely, 
wisdom, insight, cognition, strength, power, inexorableness, 
justice, right, love and mercy (and- which supplied the basis 

232 Abelson, The Immanence of God in Rabbinical Lite1·at11re, p. 368. 
233 Abelson, Jewish MysUcism, p. 78; Immanence of God in Rab. Lit., p. 153. 

The other personifications are M~tatron of the Gaonic-mystical literature, 
th<> ' active intelligence ' of Gabirol and Maimonides, the ' Ten Sepiroth ' of the 
Kabbalists.--See Abelson, Immanence of God in Rab. Lit., p. 167. 

'l'he M emra is a personification, almost a hypostatising, not of the Divine 
Reason, but of the executive Divine Word ...... All bodily appearance or bodily 
action is ascribed, not to God, but to His Memra ... c .. The Shechinah differs from the 
Memra as being [originally] impersonal. Pmyer and trust are predicated of the 
one, but not of the other ...... The ' Spirit of God ' is repeatedly spoken of as the 
source of inspiration and of revelation .. , ... Besides these. intermediate agencies 
there is the Messiah (' Son of .Man ' in similitudes of Bk. of Enoch), whose func· 
tion is esp. that of judgment and of the restoration of the chosen people. And 
there is also the whole celesti-al hierarchy of angels.-Dic, Bi., II, p. · 207, art. 
GOD. . . 

234 Abelson,. Jewish Mysticirim, p .. 71; Tmmanence of God in flab. L1:t., 
(the Torah is personified as also the Holy Spirit), '204, 199, 173 n (31) 

(emanation doctrine to avoid change in the nature of God), pp. 159-60. See esp. 
Ch. VIII of Book-of Proverbs. See Dummelow, op. cit., p. lxviii and p. 382 about 
Wisdom; also Cheyne, op. cit., p. 38 f. 
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of the Ten Sefirot of the Kabbalists),235·and, on the other, He 
is withdrawn from the world to such an extent that it became 
necessary to associate with Him certain pre~existent entities 
to take charge of the creation and guidance of the worfd.236 

The Babylonian exile familiarised the Jews with the 
Zoroastrian system of angels and personified abstractions, 
and it is likely that the tendency .to return to the regal con-: 
ception of Yahweh was accentuated thereby and the Apocalyp
tic vision.s and Messianic pictures were modelled on Zoroas
trian ideas. It would not be unfair to say that Judaism was 
so far influenced by Platonism, Gnosticism, Mithraism and 
Zoroastrianism during the centuries just preceding the birth 
of Jesus that the immanence of God in the world 
and His nearness to the Israelites as individuals and 
as a nation were in some danger of being lost 
sight of and that the reformation of Jesus originally 
consisted in emphasising the aspect of the Fatherhood 
of God as against the aspect of the Kingship which 
involved the necessity of intermeclin,ries in God's government 
of the world. It is. indeed true that in the a·ospel of St.' 
John and in the Epistle to the Hebrews much of this latter
day Jewish belief invaded Christianity also; hut Christianity 
in its original conceptiOn must have been directed against 
the mystical philosophy ttbout a transcendent God and the 
formalities, associated with the worship of a Heavenly Kmg, 
as hid down in the books of Law. It must also have taken 
more earnestly the injunction to bring the nations of the 

235 Abelson, Jewish l\llystioism, pp. 109, 137 f. The ten Sefirot a,re the Crown 
(the dynamic force of En-Sof or Infinite), "Wisdom, Intellect (or Intelligence), Com
passion (or Greatness), Justice (or Force), .Beauty, Victory, Glory, Royalty and 
Foundation.-Ibid., pp. 140-1; also ERE. ix. 112. 

236 See art. MYSTICISM (Hebrew wd Jewish) in ERE. ix. 108 f. 

Before the world came into existence the, following were created :-(i) the 
Torah (Prov. viii. 22); (2) the Divine Throne (Ps. xciii. 2); (3) the T~mple (Jer. 
xvii. 12); (4) Paradise (Gen. ii.8); (5) Hell (kxxx.33); (6) Repentance (Ps. xc. 
2-3); (7) the Name of the Messiah (Ps. lxxii. 17); and sometimes also (8) the Pat· 
riarchs and (9) Israel (Ps. lxxiv.2) a,ni! (10)· the Holy Land (Proverbs viii. 26).
Abelson, Jewish Mysticism, p, 70; Immanence of God in Rab. Lit., p. 162, 
171 n(25). ' 
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world to Yahweh's sanctuary 237 and to bring home to them 
the message of the Psalter : zos 

" Who shall ascend into the hill of the Lord? 

And who shall st and in his holy place? 

He that hath clean hands, and a pure heart." 

It certainly did one thing: it proclaimed that the expeeted 
Messiah bad come not only with a message to mankind but 
also with a way of life, lived in the constant presence of God, 
for others to accept and follow. 

237. Ps. 22.27-8. 
238 Ps. 24.8-4, 



CHAPTER VII 

Gon IN CHRIS'riANITY 

A variety of reasons makes the study of the original form 
of Christianity an extremely difficult task. We do 11ot pos
sess an accurate record of Christ's sayings nor was any of the 
Gospels composed before EiO or 70 A.D. Older abstrn.cts \Vere 
utilised and expanded,1 and in the proeess many of the 
contemporary religious beliefs managed to effect an entrgnce. 
The present Gospels were either selected because they sup
ported these contemporary beliefs or edited with a view to the 
propagation of certain contemporary ideas. 'ro quote 
Reinach. :2 

" There were a great many writings called Gos-
pels. The Church :finally adopted four, guaranteeing Mwir 
inspiration and absolute veracity, no doubt because they were 
in favotir i.n. four very influential Churches, Matthew at 
Jerusalem, Mark at Rome or at Alexandria, Luke at Antioch~ 
John at Bphesus." What enabled St. Paul, again, to put his 
own interpretation on the life and mission of Christ wa,s the 
fact that the beliefs were even in b.is tinie in a state of gristle 
and each interpreter could put his own ideas into the message 
of Christ. 3 The result has been that to-day it is dif:ficulu to 

1 Reinach, Orpheus, p. 229 f., 235 f; The History of Christianity in Mo'lern 
Knowledge, p. 338 f; Die. Bi., Ext. Vol., p. 5 f; James Moffatb, The Approach to 
the New Testament, p. 19, 41 f. 

2 Heinach, op. cit., p. 232. For the revelationary or inspirational character 
of the New Tes(;arnent, see Mo:ffatt, op. cit., pp. 44, 78. There were Churches in 
the second century which nad only one gospel, or perhaps two, and these no~ 

always any of the gospels which afterwards be~ame canonical. Marcion 's churcheB 
were content with one gospel, an edition of Imke. There were even churches of a. 
more central type, like the Syrian Church, which for a time preferred a harmony 
like the Diatessaron to the four canonical gospels.-Moffatt, op. cit., p. 50. 

For the Apocryphal Acts, see B. H. Streeter, The Primitive Church, Lect. I 
(see also p. 52). 

3 It is highly probable that no one of the Synoptic Gospels was in existence, 
in the form in which we have it, prior to the death of Panl. And wert) the docu-
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distinguish the religion of Christ and the Christian religion--
the history of Jesus and the myth of Christ, as Reinach puts 
it. 4 To understand aright the genesis of the complicated 
literature, now known as the New Testament, it is necessary 
to remember that it originally aimed at reaching the Jews and 
latterly the Gentiles also. It had to take note of the lead
ing philosophies and ethical • ideas of the time- Greek 
(Platonic), Gnostic, Judaic (Philonic ·and Rabbinic) and 
Roman (Stoic), in formulating its final speculative doctrines 
and moral ideals. It could not also ignore the Mystery reli
gions5 which satisfied the spiritual needs of those who had lost 
faith in the creeds and formalities of their decaying ancestral 
religions and found in the cult of Dionysos-Zagreus, Attis, 
Osiris, Adonis or Persephone (based on the conception of a 
god who could dispense his or her salvation to those who 
would join mystic rites and communal feasts) an emotional 
satisfaction of religious needs and the craving for immor
tality. 6 The latest addition to these cults was Mithraism in 
which the worshipper was not, as in the worship of Attis and 
Osiris, identified with the god but Mithras (the Vedic Mitra 
and the Zoroastrian Mithra) acted as a mediator/ saviour and 

ments to be take11 jn, strict order of chronology . th€l l'aplin,e ~Epistles would como 
li•efore the Synoptic Gospels.-Ohristianity etc., p. 338. The inclusion of the 
l'~>uline epistles in the Christian collation was due to the fact that for th~ second 
century P,aul was pre-eminently " the apostle. "-Moffatt, op. cit., p. 51. See 
Hoy~e, The. Problem of Ohristian~ty, I, p. xsi. 

4 B.einach, op. cit., p. 229. 
5 Whatever elements Christianity may have assimilated from the contem

porary cults, it never followed the mystery-religions by making any secret of its 
sacred books.-Jiifoffatt, op. cit., pp. 104-5. Sec pp. 121 and 162 in this .connec
tion. 

6 See Franz Cumont, The Mysteries of Mithra, pp. 143-8. Mystery 
asso0iatio:tts were founded for the worship of many other deities besi<le 
Attis and Dionysos and Osiris and Persephone; we hear of associations 
which worship as their special deity Zeus, AthenB,, Apollo, Artemis, Aphrodite, 
Hermes, Poseidon, Herakles, the Muses, Asklepios, Serapis. For all we know, 
the great majority of mystery associations had no reference at all to a death of the 
deity, and represented the god. or goddess worshipped to be simply present as in
visible guest at the communal feasts.-Ohristianity etc., p. 100. 

7 For the mediating function of Mithra in Zoroastdanism, see E. Ben 
veniste, The Persian Religion according to the Chief Greelc Texts, p. 87 f. See also 
Franz Cumont, op. cit., pp. 1'27-8. 

40 
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guide and was worshipped without those orgiastic rites which 
degraded the Dionysiac, the Phrygian (Attis) and the Egyp
tian cults. '' Mithras-worship had its sacraments with a 
sufficient resemblance to the Christian sacraments for Chris
tian fathers to regard them as deliberate counterfeits produced 
by devils. There were lustrations connected with initiation . 
and a communal partaking of bread and a chalice. of water; a 
sign was imprinted upon the forehead of the man admitted to 
the grade of soldier;8 tbe first day of the week was sacred, as 
the day of the sun.' '9 It is not unlikely that when the first 
few years of missionary activity among the Hebrews alone 
did not lead to any tangible result, the Apostles turned in
creasingly to the Gentiles for converts, and. the absorption of 
elements from the beliefs and practices of surrounding paga
nism, not radically in opposition to the central tenet of 
Christ's religion, was permitted, practised and possibly en~ 
couraged. Thus Rev. C. A. Scott observes/0 

" It was once 
tbought possible to deduce from the variqus documents o[ 
which the New Testament is composed a uniform and homo
geneous theology, to which all the various writers, so to say, 
have subscribed. Closer study has revealed a very different 
situation. Instead of one type of religious thought common 
to ail the documents we have to begin by recogmzmg many 
types, almost as many indeed as are the writers involved. 

8 Unlike Zoroastrianism, Mitbms-worship was a definite mystery religion. 
Its rites and doctrines were disclosed only piecemeal to initiates under vows of 
secrecy, as they passed upwards tbrough a succession of grades or orders. The 
highest; grade was that of a Father (pater); then came the sun-runner (helio
rhomus), the Persian, the Lion, the Soldier, the Concealed (cryphius), the Raven. 
-Christianity etc., p. 103. (See Franz Cumont, op. cit., p. 15g f.) 

9 Ibid., pp. 103-4. In one point there seems no doubt that t.h(l Church 
did bonow from Mithraism the fixing of Christmas on 25th December, the. birth
day of the " Uilconqucrable Sun " (p. 104). In some Western inscriptions the 
· unconquered Mithras ' is identifi.ed with the ' unconquered Sun (Sol i':!victus) '; 
in others Mithras and the Sun. appear portmyed as two different p(lrsonages 
(p. 101). Mithras-worship did not get its extension westward till thq field had 
already been occupied by Christianity and seems the11 never to have penetrated far 
outside the army (p. 114·). (See Franz Cumont, op. oit1., p. 121 : " In reality there 
wore two .solar divinities in the Mysteries, one Iranian and the heir of the .l'ersian 
Hvare, the other Semiti,Sl, the substitute of the Babyloni-an Shamash, identilie<l with 
1fithra " (see ulso p. 158 f.) 

to Ibid., pp. 337-8, 
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And in particular there are thlee major types, the Synoptic, 
the Pauline, and the J ohannine, along with certain others 
which may be called minor, as less fully elabomted and less 
influential upon later thinking. Of these the Epistle of Ja1Iles, 
the Epistle to the Hebrews, and the first Epistle of Pete! are 
representatives ......... The Johannine documents may show 
little internal variety; but ~he Pauline are marked by certain 
indications of cha.nge or development, and the Synoptic Gos, 
pels when compared with one another show even more clearly 
the successive effects of reflection, experience, and possibly 
assimilation from other sources.'' It is not improbable that 
when the sayings and doings of Jesus were no more than a 
floating mass of popular traditions they should be modif!e(l 
unconsciously or deliberately to suit local and contemporary 
needs in order to win the allegiance of Jews and Gentiles 
alike, and be reared on the popular philosophies and expect[t
tions about a 1\fessianic intermediary among the Jews and a 
saviour~god among the GentilesY Divine Trinities also were 
not unknown in neighbouring religions nor even the Mother 
and the Child.12 ·In due time these ideas too found room in 
the New Testament-the former first inserted probably i.n 2 
Cor. xiii. 14 and then interpolated in Mat. xxviii. 19.13 

The great advantage that the New· Testament possesses 
over all. other scriptures is that its canon was fixed after con
tact with contemporary religious and philosophical specula
tions had enabled it to incorporate the elements necessary to 
satisfy not only local conditions but also thinking minds of a 
certain type. We may perhaps go further and assert that a 
change in the conception of Jesus Christ took place 
as the appeFLl of hiR life and teachings was extender! 
from the Jews to the Gentiles. Although most of the anti
Gentilic passages have disappeared from the New Testament 
now, a fe'lv unhappy expressions serve as rude reminders thftt 

ll ]!]yen the Sermon on the Mount is snpposed to have been edited by Luke 
%8 c'Ontrasted with Matthew) to attract the Gcntiles.-See Die. Bi., Ext. Vol., 
. 8. 

12 Jameson, The Legend of the Madonna, p. xxii. 
13 Die. Bi., II, p. IJ13, art. GOD; but see Ext. Vol., p. 808, art. TRINITY., 
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possibly the original message ~vas primarily, if not exclusive
ly, designed to suit the ears of a Jewish audience.14 There 
is evidence to show that originally co:riversion was limited to 
the}ews and their proselytes, and that circumcision and keep
ing of the Law of lVfoses were demanded of all converts. To 
St. Paul must belong the credit ~1ot only of admitting into the 
fold Gentiles, like the Homa11 Cornelius, who had not passed 
through the Synagogue, but also of dispensing with the necer1-
sity of circumcision, as in tho case of the Greek Titus. The 
Judaizers, however, opposed him all along and put him on 
his mettle to defend his actions in spirited epistles;15 but even 
Paul believed that " only Christians who were Jews by birth 
were the good olive tree, while the Gentile Christians were 
only grafts from the wild olive tree,'' and he taught that the 
Jewish Christians should continue to observe the Law of 
.VJ:oses even though it had been abolished by the new covenant 
with God, established through the atoning death of Christ on 
~he Cross.16 The Ebionites, who denied the divinity of 
Ghrist and rejected St. Paul as an apostate, ~ncl the Nazarene:;; 
who made a distinction between Jewish and Gentile Chris
tians in so far as the observance of the whole Mosaic Law wa,s 
concerned, may be regarded as representing the .Jewish view 
of ChristY We may very well believe that the importam·e 

Dhirendranath Chowdhury in his In Search of Jesus (;hriBt (p. 4) goes so far 
as to asse;rt that " the contributions of tho Krishna cum Buddba cults to the evolu
tion of Christianity horn long before the Christian era cannot now be reasonably 
challenged." See in this oonnection Boyce, op. cit., p. 332 f; Streeter, The 
Buddha and the Christ, Loot. 2. 

14 In John 17.9 Christ even says: " I pray not for the world, but for those 
whom thou hast given me." See, however, Moffatt, op. cit., p. 33 f. He. admits 
however that " the mission to th<'j Greeks at An,tioch was critical " and that 
" these innovators were not led by any apostle, nor, so far as we know, did they 
possess any explicit word o£ Jesus which warranted them in undertaking such a 
revolutionary campaign ., (p. 100). See Arthur Levett, A Martian examines 
Christianity, p. 54. 

15 See ERE. vii. 609 f, art. JUDAIZING; also Streeter, Prim. Ch., pp. H5-38: 
p. 44 f, p. 56. 

lS For the use of the term ' covenant ' in the La~t Supper instead of th 
usual word ' kingdom ' by Christ, see Moffatt, op. cit., pp. 212-3; also p. 36; for late 
interpretation, p. 61 f. For the develcpment of the term ' New Testament,' s< 
Ibid, p. 54 f. 

17 Bethune-Baker, Early History of Chri&lfian Doctrine, p. 62 f. See also B. I 
Str.eeter, The Primitive Church, p. 8. 
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and influence of Marcion among the Gentiles, on the other 
hand, lay in the fact that he absolutely rejected Judaism and 
all historical beginnings of Christianity; accepted St. Puul 
as the' true Apostle in so far as he opposed the Jewish Law ; 
and preached that, as compared with the good God that Christ 
revealed, the just God of the Jews " was the author of evil 
works, bloodthirsty, changeable-far from perfect, aud 
ignorant of the highest· things, concerned with his own 
peculiar people only, and keeping them in subjection by means 
of the Law and the terror of breaking it. " 18 These conflicts 
of views show that the nature and message of Christ were not 
understood in a uniform sense by the primitive Church and 
that, as among the followers of Socrates, there was room for 
genuine differences of opinion. We may presume that the 
Synoptic Gospels, which were supposed to give an account of 
Christ's life, ministry and utterances, underwent the grentest 
amount of retouching at the hands of the finally victorious 
party just as the Old Testament had undergone revisionat the 
hands of the Deuteronomists rmd the authors of the Priestly 
Code, and ·that necessary omissions and interpolations 
were effected to present as coherent a canon as was possible 
in the circumstances. Thus, even if Jesus be an histori
cal personage, it wo,uld be risky to affirm that the New Testa
ment gives a verbatim report of all his speeches.19 This re
mark applies even to the Sermon on the Mount, for scholars 
are not agreed as to whether Matthew or Luke gives a mor(:\ 
accurate description of what Jesus actually said on the occa
sion or even whether Jesus delivered the Sermon at all. !lll 

18 Bethune-Baker, op. cit., p. 82. 
19 Se<OJ Moffatt, op. cit., p. 151, in this connection. 
20 See art, SERMON ON THE MOUNT in Die. Bi., Ext. Vol., p, lf; 

also Arthur Levett, A Martian examines Christianit?J, pp. 47, 74. 
Those (the first three) Gospels are not, it is true, historical works any 

more than the fourth; they were not written with the simple object of giving the 
facts as they were; they are books composed for the work of evangelisation. Their 
purpose is to awaken a belief in Jesus Christ's person and mission; and the 
purpose is served by the description of his deeds and discourses, as well as by 
the references to the Old Testament.-Harnack, What is Christianity?, p. 21.. 

The conviction that Old Testament prophecy was fulfilled in Jesus' history 
had a disturbing affect on tradition.-Ibid,, p. 241. For a defence of consulting 



In fact, the New Testament teachings may very well be re~ 
garded as summaries of current ethical maxims • a11d of J:noral 
principles originally embedded in larger discourses of Jesus 
or scattered among his different sermons.. There is an 
obvious advantage in this procedure, for it reduces the size 
of a scripture and enables the hearer to remember more easily 
the broad principles of spiritual life and of ethical conduct. 
We may point, as an illustration, to the analogous case of 
the Bhagavadg!ta: its popularity too depends upon the fact 
that it summarises tlH:l spiritual teachings of the earlier 
Brahmai,J.ical sacred books and is, like the New 'J.1estament, put 
forward as the rncssagc of a single tcachcr.a1 It is also probable 
that what has been regarded as a gmdual consciousness of his 
own mission by J'esus is rectlly a development in the conception 
of his nature and mission in the minds of his followers, \\·ho 
expected him origina11y to function as a teinporal Haviour2?. and 
only after his crucifixion hogan to f1pprcciate and expound the 
spiritual signifi.cance of the J\!Tessianic kingdom. 

It il-l necessary to make these remarks because the 
' . 

Christian conception of God is inextricably bound up 
with a propE~r tlnderstanding of~ the nature of Christ 
and because the heretical systerns were mostly anathe
rnatised on their Christology.23 It is not unlikely that 
the :first Christians realised the importance of adhering 
to the rabbinical speculations about divine rntmiiesta.
tions which would simultaneously ensure the uniqueness ol 
Christ as a prophet and a messiah in one~4 and satisfy the 

the 0. T. propbeciee. in elucidation of the facts of Christ's life and ministry, see 
Moffatt, op. cit., pp. 85 f, 165. 

21 W. D. Mackenzie points out (ERE. vii. 508) that parallels to many of 
the fe:'ltnres of Christ's teaching can be found in many quarters. " But in the 
to:lching of J csus they acquire unique signiflCance for three facts : first, from 
their being unified in the thought of one mind, as they are nowhere else; second, 
from the exclusion of a,ny · a,lloy of formalism, worldliness, superstition or mere 
ceremonialism; third, from .the f&ct that they evidently express, and find their 
unity .and power in, His own religious experience and moral eharac\;(lr." 

22 Mat. 20.21. 
23 T11e Gospel, as Jesus proclaimed it, has to do -.;vith the Father onlj ancl. not 

with the Son.-Harna,ck, WhMis Christianity?, p. 147 (see also p. 150). 
24 See Harnack, What is Christianity?, p. 134, 135.f. 
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Gentile craving for a plurality in godhead and a saviour god. 
As a matter of fact, the Cappadocian theology commended its 
speculations to the thought of the time by an attempt to sh(n'v 
that '' the Christian doctrine of the Trinity was the mean 
between Judaism on the one hand and Hellenism on the 
other (Basil and Gregory of Nyssa).' ' 25 So the process of 
hypostasis was pushed farther than in Jewish writings o1 the 
pre-Christian era and in Platonic speculations, and Christ 
was t1·ansmuted into the central :figure of a cosmic 
drama, the opening scene of which was laid in tbe 
Garden of Eden, where the first parents of man disobeyed the 
divine injunction through the machinations of Satan, and the 
last scene in heaven, where the risen Chris1 sat at the rigbt 
hand of God, judging individuals by the degree of their ac
ceptance of the message of salvation preached by him 
during his incarnation as Jesus. A heavenly prc-cxistence26 

for him could be easily defended even on Jewish presupposi
tions; but there was apparently a difference of opin~cn as 
to whether that pre-existence was divine or human-even St. 
Paul refers to him in a sfllitary passage (I Cor. xv. 47) as 
the second man from heavon27 although his general position is 
that Christ was the ' Son of God ' and· truly divine. The 
books of Isaiah and Daniel, on which much of the original 
Christology was based, told respectively of the Servant of 
the Lord28 and the Divine Ruler and Judge :29 possibly these 
two traditions were combined to form the picture of the 
suffering Christ, the Son of 1\IIan, and the risen Lord, the Son 
of God. Christ sought out the sinner to redeem him just as 
God had sent down Christ to redeem the sinful human race: 
so far then as spontaneous grace was concerned Christ could 
very well say that he who had seen him had seen the Father. 

25 ERE. iii. 214. 
26 Cf. John 8.58 : Before Abraham was, I am. See Pringle-Pattison, 

Studies in the Philo;;ophy of Religion, p. 191 f (Christology of the original dis· 
ciples was one of apotheosis, that of St. Paul one of incarnation). 

27 The first man is Adam. For a discussion of this passage, sec Orr, The 
Christian View of God and the World, p. 220 f. 

~M Is. 42. 1 f; also 9.6,7. 
~~Dan. 7.13, :14. 
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Possibly, there was one other motive involved in the deiftca
tion of Christ. To a Jew religious law could come only from 
God, and by religious law a Jew understood not only rules of 
spiritual and moral life hut also socio-religious prescriptions 
and ceremonial observances. Christ professed to teach the 
Jews the god of their own ancestors-the God of .Abrahnm, 
Isaac and ,Jacob; hut unless he were God Himself, he oould 
not possibly abrogate or modify existing religious practiN~s 
and teach a new method of worshipping Him. 30 rrhe only 
logical conclusion of this position is that there could be no 
essential distinction between God and Christ and that the 
historical Jesus was in fact the incarnation of the eternal 
Christ wbo was consubstantial with God Himself. Those 
who preached docetic doctrines and those who regarded Christ 
as merely human were equally guilty of heresy, 31 for only tJw 
real God cou~d preach a now message of salvation. It waii :1 
most vital question with the Church whether Christ was of 
the same substance with God or only of similar substance 
with Him and whether be had one nature and will or two 
na,tures and wills, human and divino, and if the latter, ho-w
the two were related and also whether the humanity was 
brought from bcaven or assumed on earth. The final position 
that the primitive Church assumed is best summarised in the 
words of Martineau32 who points out that the term ' Son of 

30 This explains the similarities between Mosaic revelation and the mes
sage of Christ. The Sermon on the JIIIount was modelkd on the revelatio11 at 
Sinai ; the forty days' fast on forty days' journey through the wilderness ; the 
gift of tongues of his disciples on law-giving in seventy languages at Sinai (a 
r.alibinical trllldition). 

31 See Beligious Foundations, p. 16; ERE. iv. 832. 
32 The Seat of Authority in Beligion, pp. 428-9, quoted in Orr, op. cit., 

p. 219. 
Martineau summarises the views of the U11itarian Church, to which he 

belongs, in the following words : " As objective re·ality, as a faithful representa
tion of our invisible and ide.al universe, it (the Messianic theology) is gone from 
us, gone, therefore, from our interior religion, and become an outside mythology. 
From the Person of ,Jesus, for instance, everything official, attached to Him by 
evangelists or divines, has fallen away; when they put such false robes on Him, 
they wen'\ but leading Him to death. The pomp of royal lineage and fulfilled 
prediction, the prerogative of King, of Priest, of Judge, the advent with retinue 
af angels on the clouds of he-aven, are to us mere deforming investitures, mis
placed, like court dresses, on the ' spirits of the just,' and He is simply the Divine 
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God,' applied to the \Nord of the Fourth Gospel, can be un
derstood only in one way. Says he, '' The oneness with 
God which it means to mark is not such resembling reflex of 
the Divine thought and character as men or angels may 
attain, but identity of essence, constituting Him not God
like alone, but God. Others may be children of God in a 
moral sense; but by this righfl' of elemental nature, none but 
He; He is, herein, the only son; so little separate, so close to 
the inner Divine life which He expresses, that He is in the 
bosom of the Father. This language undoubtedly describes 
a great deal more than such harmony of will and sympathy 
of affection as may subsist between finite obedience and its 
infinite Inspirer; it denotes two natures homogeneous, entire
ly one ; and both so essential to the Godhead that neither c:m 
be omitted from any truth you speak of it ...... It was one nnd 
the same IJogos that in the beginning was with (Joel, who in 
due time appeared in human form, and showed forth the 
Father's pure perfections in relation to mankind, who then 
returned to His•eternal life, with the spiritual ties unbroken 
which He brought from His finished work.'' To such a God
man the ordinary methods of birth and death are an impos
sibility-so Immaculate Conception33 and Bodily Resurrection 
are logical corollaries of the manifestation of tb is Divine 
Being. So also " the whole apostolic conception of Jesus as 

Flower of humanity, blossoming after ages of spiritual growth-th<) reo.liscd 
possibility of life in God ...... All that has beeJ:I added to that re&l historical 
scene,-the angels that hang amund His birth, a1:1d the fiend that tempts His 
youth; the dignities that await His future,-the throne, the trumpet, the as· 
eize, the bar of j11dgment; with all the apocalyptic spleniloms and termrs that en· 
sue ,-Hades and the Crystal Sea, Paradise and the Infernal Gulf, nay, the very 
boundary walls of the Kosmic panor,ma that contains these things, have for us 
utterly melted away, end left us amid the infinite spaw and the silent staTs.'' 
(Loss and Gain in Recent 2'heology, pp. 14, 15, quoted in Orr, op. cit., pp. 392·3.) 

See the paper on The Unita·rians by H. W. Crosskey in The Religiou8 S?Jsimn.q 
of the World, pp. 602-19, fm a summary ol Unit&rian behefs. 

33 The a.pocryphal ProtmJangclinm of Jarnes gave an accmmt of the mira· 
culons birth and espousal. of Virgin Maty which ultimately led to her adoration 
"" the Queen of Heaven.-See Ohristian.it11 etc., p. 380. See also A. I"evett, 
op. cit., p. 80 f, for "ther virgin births. 

For an historical account of the worship of Virgin Mary as the Mother of 
God (Theotolcos), eee Jameson, The Legend of the Madonna, p. xxi; G. C. Coulton, 
li'ive Centuries of Religion, Vol. I, Chs. IX and X (also Appen,lix 19). 

tJl 
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Risen Saviour and Lord was . uttedy inconsistent ··with any 
thought of His own guilt and need of pardon or redemption;'' 34 

hence Christ was regarded as absolutely sinless. 
But speculation did not stop with ascribing iio Christ a 

heavenly pre-existence and a bodily ascension, nor did the 
Messianic function remain limited to providing a willing saeri
fice for the atonement of man's sins and a heavenly inter
cessor at the bar of Divine judgment. 35 In the last two or 
three centuries before the Christian era a fairly Lig litera
ture, mostly collected now under apocryphal and apocalyptic 
writings, had grown up, voicing forth Israel's faith in a 
heavenly ' Son of God ' or ' Son of Man ' and in a Messiah 
who would bring back its past glory and rule over the whole 
earth. 36 To the Son of God was assigned the right of final 
judgment ; ·and with the Messiah was also to return 
the Holy Spirit to inspire again the prophets of IsraeL 
~Fhe other intermediaries Iike the Wisdom, · the A.ngel 
and the Word were identified with and ultimately set n,side 
in favouT of a supreme Mediator who is the ' first-born ' 
of God and even ' Christ the Lord; ' they were also 
often identified with the Holy Spirit and He is des
cribed as coming with ' Christ the Lord' who appears in 
wisdom of the spirit and righteousness and power. 3

'
7 There 

was a marked tendency towards hyposb1tising these beings, 
and thus the uncompromising monotheism of the Jews vvas 

34 ERE. vii. 509. 
35 Mat. 10.32-3. 
Contrasting Christ with the Levitical high priest, tbe wJjter of the 

Epistle to the Hebrews declares that " no defilement unfitted Christ for His 
sacred ministry. As a Son, he wa.s perfected for !J:Vermore, and had no neetl 
either to offer for His own sins or to repe.!it His sacrifice made once for ·all wl~ er, 
He offered up Himself. D. F. Westcott shows that the fulfilment of the Levitical 
type by Christ takes three form" : (1) He intercede& for men as their presell,t re· 
presentative before God (He. 7.25 f; 9.24); (2) He brings rna.n's prayera to God 
(He. 13.15); (3) He secures access for man to God (He. 4.16; 10.19 f~. "-EREJ. 
vii. 184, art. INTERCESSION. 

36 See Die. Bi., Ext. VoL, p_ 308 f for referenees. 
Wernle thinks that "the choice by Jesus of the three titles, Messiah, Son 

of God, and Son of Man, ' from th¢ first turned out to be the misfortune of the 
new religion '." (ERE. vii. 507.) See Moffatt, op. eit., p. 164. .. 

37 Die. Bi., Ext. Vol., p. 308; also Orr, op. cit., p. 264. 
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moving towards '' a doctrine of distinctions interior to the 
Divine essence;'' and, in the development of the doctrine, 
the plural form ' Elohim ' and Yahweh's consulting the 
angels or a heavenly family were utilised to relieve the 
blank monadism of the divine nature. It appears, therefore, 
that most of the elements that went to form the basis of the 
Christiandoctrine of Messiah• (and of Trinity) were in tLe 
air, 38 and what we get in the New Testament is a more or 
less organised picture of these ideas with the conception of 
the Messiah assmning human existence-of the \Vord be
coming flesh-superadded. For this last the prophetic pas
sages about a virgin (interpreted to mean not a young woman 
married for the first time but a woman who has known no 
man) being with a child and the suffering servant of the 
I_jord39 were found extremely useful. In due time Christ was 
coneeived as existing from all eternity with God, as respon
sible for the creation of all things, as revealing the nature 
of God by his love, his sinless conscience and his redemptive 
act of sacrifice em the Cross, as acting both as intercessor and 
judge on the Day of Judgment and as returning in glory and 
establishing for ever the kingdom of God. The Nicene Creed 
is a fair summary of .. the final claims put forward on behalf of 
Jesus : '' one Lord Jesus Christ, the Son of God, begotten of 
the Father, only-begotten, that is of the substance of the 
Father, God of God, I1ight of Light, very God of very God, 
begotten, not made, of one substance with the Father, by 
whom all things were made, both those in heaven and those 
on earth: who for us men and for our salvation came down 

3B " Such terms as Redemption, Baptism, Grt~ce, Faith, Salvation, Re· 
generation, Son of Man, Son of God, Kingdom of Heaven, were not, as we are apt 
t<, think, invented by Christianity, but were household words of Talmudieal 
Judaism. No less lond and bitte,r in the Talmud are the pmtests against lip
serving, against making the law s burden to the people, agsinst 'laws that 
hang on hairs,' against Priests and Pharisees. That grand dictum, ' Do unto 
others as thou wouldst be done by,' is quoted by Hillel, at whose death Jesus 
was ten years of age, not as anything new, but as an old and weH-known dic
tum, that comprised the whole Law."-Emanuel Deutsch, quoted by Bettany in 
Jt,daism and Ch1·istianity (1892), pp. 101-2. 

39 Bcttany, op. cit., pp. 82-3; also p. 61, n.l for the Messianic foreshadow
jugs in t1Je Psalms. See also Moffatt, op. cit., p. 24, 94. See Levett, op. cit., p, f<5'· 
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and was made flesh, and lived as Man among mfm, suffered, 
and rose the third day, ascended into heaven and is coming 
to judge the quick and the dead.'' When deification had 
proceeded so far it w~"Ls difficult to keep God and Christ en
tirely distinct and the monotheistic motive, which was never 
abandoned seriously, could only lead to the assimilation of 
Christ to God. So Christ cla~ms to be one with his Father40 

and preaches that he who has seen him has seen the Father 
and that he is in the F ather and the Father is in him; and, 
" while citing Old Testament Messianic sayings, He sets 
Himself in the place of J ab we h-e. g., Mt ] J.4f =Is 353 61 t, 
Lk417 =ls(U 11 ,Lk727 =Mal31

." We are back, i 'l other 
words, to that familiar mode of thinking in which the apo
theosis of the prophet plays an important part ; only that the 
process is here covered up by the assumption that he had a 
heavenly pre-existence and that lw only descended on earth 
to perform a redemptive act of grace. rPhe position is thus 
intermediate between n full-fledged incarnation of the deity, 
such as we met with in Hinduism, and a de'Hication of the 
prophet, as was dono by 13uddhism. 

It m11_y very well be asked if tho original picture of Jesus 
is not that of a teacher · after the n1anner of th.e old ;Jewish 
proph.ets and if the Synoptic Gospels do not represent a tran
sition to the aspect of Divinity. 41 Thus fieott rema.rks, 42 

"It is of great significance that of the two earliest attempts 
to collect what was remembered about Jesus, one (Q) appears 
to have recorded one miracle only (i E that); otherwise (apart 
from the narrative of the Passion, if that were included), it is 
wholly occupied with the discourses of Jesus." The D,ida.che. 
m its two titles ' Teaching of the Twelve Apostles ' and 

40 As against John 10.30 (I and my Father are one) we have John 14.28 
(My F.:1ther is greater than I). In the t enth chapter we have within nine verses 
(30-38) three slightly different wordings : ' I and my Father are one,' ' I am 
the Son of God,' and ' The Father iu in me and I in Him.' This last is repeated 
in tlie fourteenth chapter (10,11) although the first is implied also (7). 

41 See Streeter and others , Foundations, III. The H istoric Christ (esp. 
p. 80 f). 

42 Christianit.y etc., p. 346. 
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'Teaching of the Lord through the Twelve Apostles to the 
Gentiles,' also limits itself mostly to an exposition of the 
essentials of Christ's message and the method of government 
of the incipient Church, and there the itinerant prophets and 
teachers take precedence over the local bishops and deacons. 43 

Christianity is here expressed in forms determined by 
Judaism;44 but as Christianity begins to develop on Greek a.nd 
Roman soil, "the ministry of the vVord is thrust into the 
background and the Sacraments usurp the primary place,' '45 

ai1dVcry likely an alten1.tion in the conception ofthe nature of 
Christ in the meantime was responsible for this chnnge~ 46 Scott 
remarks, 47 

" The Christology of the Synoptic Gospels c-om
prises two distinguishable elements. There is the record of 
wha.t may be called the spontaneous revelation of the charac
·ter and nature of Jesus, culminating in certain glimpses of 
His own consciousness regarding Himself ;48 and there is t,he 
evidence, partly direct and partly indirect, as to the interpre·· 
tation which was put upon all they knew concerning Him by 
those who f1:1rmed the inner circle of His disciples. What 
these Gospels thus provided is not a Christology so much as 
some of the materials for a Chr~stology, together with certain 
incipient forms into which these incomplete materioJs · 
provisionally crystallised.'' Do we owe this transformation 
of a prophetic Jesus into a divine Jesus to St. Peter, and were 
the keys of the kingdom of heaven a reward for thus elevating 
Jesus to the rank of God? '' Now when Jesus came into the 
parts of Caesarea Philippi, he asked his disciples, saying, 
Who do men say that the Son of man is? And they said, 
Some say John the Baptist; some, Elijah : and others, 

43 Streeter and otherR, Foundations, p. 388; l'vfoll'att, op.· cit., p. 106; ~ee 

Streeter, P1'imiti·oe Church, pp. 77 f, 145, and 149 f. 
44 Die. Bi., Ext. Vol., p. 448, art. DIDACHE. 
45 Foundations, p. 388; Moffatt, op. cit., pp. 45-6. 
46 Harnack speaks of ,T esus in the following terms : " This feeling, p.my

ing, working, struggling and suffering individual is a man who in the face of hi! 
God also as.sociates fiimself with other men."-- What is Christianity?, pp. 12:!-130. 

47 Christianity etc., p. 316. 
48 Par a <liscussion of the self-consciousness of Jesus, see Orr, op. cit., Lec.t. 

VI. Appendix (p. 248 f); also ERE. vii. 508 f; Moffatt, op. cit., p. 159 f. 
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Jeremiah, or one of the prophets. He saith unto But 
who say ye that I am? And Simon Peter answered and said, 
Thou art the Christ, the Son of the living God. And Jesus 
answered and said unto him, Blessed art thou, Simon Bar:.. 
Jonah : for flesh and blood hath not revealed it unto thee, 
hut my Father which is in heaven. And I also say unto thee, 
that thou art Peter, and upon this rock49 I will build my 
church; and the gates of Hades shall not prevail agaimlt it. 
I will give unto thee the keys of the kingdom of heaven ; and 
whatsoever thou50 shalt bind on earth shall be bound in 
heaven: and whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth shall he 
loosed in heaven. Then charged he the disciples that they 
should tell no ma.n that he was the Christ. " 51 To quote 
Dummelow, 52 

'' The other apostles had by this time attained 
to the conviction that Jesus was the Messiah, but only Peter 
had made the great venture of faith which is implied in the 
acknowledgment of the divinity of Christ.'' Thus the ChriHt 
who is made to say in the right Jewish fashion, " \Vhy 
callest thou me good? none is good, save one,• even God,' '53 

ultimately assumes all the titles of God and receives the 
homage of mankind as th~ Sayiour and the Lord. 54 And be 
who had said, '' I came not to :judge the world, but to save 

i9 The Roman Catholic Launoy reckons that seventeen Fathers regard 
l'eter as th!l. rock; forty-four regard Peter's confession as the rock; while eight 
are of opinion that the Church is built on all the Apostles.-Dumrnelow, op. cit., 
p. 681. 

50 But see John 20.22 23; Mat. 18.18-20. See Streeter, Prim. Gh., p. 60 . 

.II Mat. 16.13-20. Mark 8.27-9 and Luke 9.18-20 simply refer to Peter's 
confession without the promises of Jesus. For an instructive discussion of the 
episode, see Dumroelow, op. cit., p. 681. 

52 Dummelow, op. cit., p. 681. 

53 Mark 10.18; Luke 18.19. 

It is int.eresting to note that Matthew who records Peter's confessio[l about 
the divinity of Christ omits (19.17) to mention God specifically in connection with 
the episode. See Pringle-Pattison, Studies in Pli. of Rel., p. 164 f. 

54 See Relig-ions Foundations, pp. 2h2. 

:For a list of passages embodying Jesus' cl.aims, see Basanta Coomar Bose, 
Christianity, p. 66 f. Moffatt points out, among other things, that the rise of the 
term " Lord " as applied to Jesus is by 110 means so obvious and plain as some 
text-books suggest ( op. cit., p. 203). 
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the world,' ' 55 was raised to the position of one who would 
judge the quick and the dead. 56 

We reach now a point where the Jewish conception of 
u transcendent G-od is counteracted by the Christian belief in 
a God who walked on earth and exercised al1 divine functions. 
Miracles are performed to signalise his entry into earthly 
existence; water turns into wine, fishes get into nets and 
loaves and fishes arc multiplied at his wish;57 the diseaBed are 
healed, the blind receive their sight, the d'Jmb speak, the 
paralytic walk, anrl even the dead are raised; the sea fails to 
drown him and the winds and waves are rebuked by him into 
silence ; evil spirits leave their victims and even fig tree8 
wither at his word of command, 58 and finally he ascends 
bodily to heaven after he had been in the grave for three days. 59 

rrhe assimilation to God proceeds further. The prophets 
of old, and even John the Baptist, had called the people to 
repentance; but Christ assumed the right to forgive the siJl
ner, which the Jews had reserved for God a;one. \Vith the 
assumption of "this Divine right all resemblance to ordinary 
mortals in respect of relation to God the Father naturally 
ceased. If the Sermon on the Mount represents 

55 John 12.47; 1 John 2.1. 
56 2 Tim. 4.1. 
57 For rabbinical and other parallels of these feats, see Moffatt, op. cit., 

pp. 128-33. 
58 W. H. Pinnock, An Analysis of New Testament History (1878), pp. 320-1; 

Religious Foundations, p. 17; also Harnack, op. cit., pp. 29-30. 
59 For a,ny one who reflects, there can be little doubt the appearances which 

convinced the original disciples of their Master's oontinued life and activity were, 
in point of f.act, visions of the same nature as St. Paul records in his own case. 
~Pringle-Pattison, Stlldies in Ph. of Rel., p. 182. 

This series of visions lasted for some time (" forty days " is, of cnnrse, a 
round symbolical Immber), and the affairs of the divine kingdom are probably 
the interests and pwspects of the nt)w messianic era, as we see from the context 
(Acts i. 2-3). But later tradition seized upon tnis tale for its own purposes. The 
forty days were extended to eighteen monthg and even twelve years in order to 
allow time for the communication of a vast esoteric doctrine to the apostles.
M:oil'att, op. cit., p. 1\lO. It is interesting to pot"l that l'.'I:ahayana Buddhism also 
claims to derive its origin from similar esoteric teachings of the Master not to be 
found in the Hfnayana texts. See E. J. Thomas, The History of Buddhistic 
Thot•ght, Oh. XIV; also Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, 
p. 22\l. 
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anything like the original position of Jesus, 60 we 
can understrmd wlq there alone the expression ' Our 
]!'ather ' should fmd a place m the Lonl's PrayerY 
Once Christ was raised to the divine pln,ne, his Father 
nnd the Father of the Apostles or of the p,jople at large 
eou ld not be conceived in identical terms; the unique reb
tionship of Christ to God, on account of which God reveals 
Himself cmnpletely to and through him, 62 was distinguished 
both from th.e relationship of the believers and disciples to 
Clod and from the sonship of the rest of mankind, including 
'' the unthankful and tl1e evil,'' to Him. While it was not 
denied that the individual soul could enter into direct com
munion with God, it was affirmed at the same time that it 
could do so only '' as a member of the kingdom of His Son.' ' 63 

No wonder, therefore, that St. Paul's exhortation tu pray for 
those who were outside the Chrisban fold, so that they might 
"come to the knowledge of the truth'' (I Tim. 2.1-4), should 
be praet[cally ignored and that neither in Justin Martyr' 
(ci-rca 150 A.D.) nor in the Didache should he found any 
trace of liturgical intercession for any one outside the 

60 The Sermon sqerns to have been delivered. almost immediately after the 
a!JpoinLrnent of' iihe Twelve Apostles. 'J~he Gospel ot Matthew agrees with that 
of J~uko in loeating the S~rn.wn on tlJC Maunt ip, the forst half of J esns' minis· 
try in Galilee, althongh Matthew placcs it somewhat nearer to the beginning of 
that period .. : ... But on any chronological hypothesis tho discourse stands about 
hall-way betwe8n the beginning of Jesus' public work and His cru~iiixion.-Dic. 
Bi., Ext. Vol., pp. 2·3, art. SEil.MON ON THE MOUNT. (But see Note 20 
above.) 

SIT. von Haering finds in the use of the words ' Our ' and ' us ' in the 
lJord's Prayer a justification for belief in intercession (EHE. vii. 383). But a 
more natural explanation is that the prayer was me>ant to be used in a congrega· 
tion of the faithful and perhaps recited in a chorus where the plural form would 
be the most nottural. 

62 All things have been delivered unto me of my Father : and no one 
knoweth the Son save the F'ather; neither doth any know the F·ather, save the 
Son, and he to whomsoever the Son willeth to reveal him.-Mat. 11.27. 

(This passage does no·t makh very well with the one preceding where God 
is addressed by Jesus.) See also John 3.18: He that bdieveth on him is not 
judged : he that believeth not hath been judged already, hooauso he hath not be
lieved on the name of the only begotten Son of God. See Die. Bi., II, p. 209, art. 
GOD. 

63 Orr, op. cit., p. 79. 
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Clmrcr1, 64 thus establishing once more the triumph of the spirit 
of Jewish exclusiveness from which primitive Christianity 
does not seem to have completely extricated itself. 6" 

There were, however, two elements in the Christian con
ception of God which were bound to give it an advantage over 
Judaism. The Jews had indeed attempted to develop the 
conception of the immanence of God in a number of wayf>, 
but except in the conception of the Holy Spirit, which peren
nially inspired men ethically and spiritually, they had not 
succeeded in eHtablislling the indwelling of the deity in the 
world. Christifmity did not indeed abandon altogether the 
casual manifestation (theophany) of a transcendent God 
through such visible symbols as a dove66 or a tongue of fire; 
but in preaching that the Divine Messiah had come down to 
dwell among men as Man, it definitely raised the dignity of 
human life and provided for men's participation in divine life 
through Jesus Christ the God-manY It did something more 
The Old Testament had not speculated very much about the 
motive of Divine manifestation, although it had a general 
theory that God manifested Himself when ever the needB of 
righteousness demanded it and also when some good to Israel 
was intended by Him. That God incarnated Himself through 
Jesus to redeem the sir,mer; that what punishment He in His 
justice was obliged to inflict on man He wished to take away 
in His mercy through the sacrifice of Jesus so that men might 
not have to pay the wages of sin, which is death, but might 
enjoy eternal life ;68 tbat God did not wait for the disapl~ear

ance of sin through human effort before ushering in His 

64 ERE. vii. 38{5, art. INTERCESSION (Litmgic,al). 
65 The New Testament basis for this would be John 17.9: I pray not for 

the world, but .for them whom thou hast given me; for they are thine. 
66 danon LiHdsay Dewar suggests that the true meaning of the dove·symbol 

i;, to be found in the fact that the Hebrew word for ' dove ' is Jonah and that 
Jonah who lived for three days ip the whale"s belly w.as a sign of Christ him· 
self who was to be in the grave for a similar period.-See Imagination and Reli· 
gion, p. 58. 

67 See J. Caird, The Fundamental Ideas of Christianity, II, P. 104 (also 114). 
68 This statement does not exhaust the entire theory of Christian atone· 

ment. W. Adams Brown in ERE. v. 650 thus summarises the matter : " Whether 
we consider the Atonement from the point of view of its nature, its object, ita 
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Kingdom on earth-· the belief in these gracipus acts 'Of God 
marked a definite advance upon the Jewish prayer for the for
giveness of sins and the Jewish belief that the removal ofsin 
was a pre-condition of the advent of the Divine Kiugdom. 
The institution of the Day of Atonement, 69 when the Jewish 
nation as a whole confessed its sins before Yahweh through 
the High Priest, " ever held before the people's eyes the 
mysterious connection of forgiving love with awful justice;'' 
but that Yahweh would himself condescend to provide a 
better atonement than goats and bulls out of His love for t11e 
world and thus hasten the advent of His own kingdom on 
earth the Jews did not think it possible. To the repentant 
sinner and to those who doubted the possibility of winning 
Yahweh's salvation through individual effort the cull of 
Christ-" Come unto me, all ye that labour anrl are l1eavy 
laden, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you, and 
learn of me; for I am meek and lowly in heart : and ye shall 

necessity, or the means by which it is made practically effective in men's lives, 
we find differences of views so striking as to make any attempt at harmony seem 
hopeless. The atoning character of Christ's death is now found in its penal 
quality as suffering, now in its ethical character as obedience. It is represented 
now as a ransom to redeem men from Satan, now as a satisfaction dne to the 
honour of God, now as a penalty demanded by His justice. Its neeessity is 
groundecl now in the nature of things, and, again, is e,xplained as the result of an 
arrangement due to God's own good pleasure or answering His sense of fitness. 
The means by which its benefits are mediated to men are sometimes mystically 
conceived, as in the Greek theology of the Sacrament, sometimes !egaldy, as in thtS 
Protestant formula of imputation; and .still, again, morally and spiritually, as in 
the more personal theories of recent Protestantism." (For Imputation, see lUtE. 
vii. 180). 

He notices five types of interpretation of Christ's death (ERE. v. GH f) : 
f1) That it is a fulfilment of OT prophecy (Act 3.18) ; (2) that it is the establish
ment of a new covenant between God and his disciples through the sacrifice of 
his own life--blood (Mat. 26.28; Heb.\l.ll-28); (3) that it is a ransom paid to 
deliver men from sin (Mark 10.45; 1 Cor. 6.20; 7.23; I Pet. 1.18 f; Tit. 2.14; 
Eph. 1.14); (4) that it is the expiation demanded by Divine justice for the 
wilful sin of humanity with which Christ identifies himself and for which he 
becomes a substitute (of which the OT originals are 1 Kings 2.31; 2 Sam. 24; 
1 Chr.21; Isa. 53); (5) that it is "a part of the entire process of the Divine 
self"identification with humanity" which enables men to partake of his life and 
share in his triumph over death. See in this connection Boyce, op. cit., p. 271 f; 
B. J .. Campbell, The New Theology, Ch.s. viii·x; Gaird, The Fundamentql Ideas 
of Christianity, Vol. II, Lects.xvi-xvii. 

fi9 Bet~,ny, op. cit., :p. 31 f, 
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find rest unto your souls. For my yoke is easy, and my huor
den is light.' '-must have sounded extremely in viti t1g. And 
the message that he taught-'' God so loved the world, th<~.t 
he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever believeth on 
him should not perish, but have eternal life. For God sent 
not the Son into the world to judge the world; but that the 
world should be saved through him. "-must have revealed_ it 

new aspect of God's love, namely, that He not only feels for 
the sinner but takes active steps to save him by sending a 
redeemer. 70 

The fatherhood of God now takes on a new significance. 
Like a loving father, ever ready to welcome back the prodigal 
son, God is only waiting for sinners to confess their guilt anrl. 
accept His message of redemption preached through Christ in 
order to make them inheritors of an eternal life. Through 
faith, obedience, prayer and right living man can always win 
back the affection of God, for God is Love71 and He ever res
ponds to human appeal of love and overlooks the past faults 
of a repentant heart. There is to be no compromise, how
ever, with unrighteousness; and no amount of formal obser
vance of the Mosaic Law and the Temple Sacrifice or even of 
Synagogue Prayer would avail a Irian unless he purifies his 
heart and extends to his fellow-men the same charity as 
he expects of God and shows the same indulgence towards the 
latter's failings which he hopes God to show to his own. 72 

By using the epithet ' Father ' in preference to other epithets 
Qf God, Jesus brought home to the mind of the people the 
aspect of His lovingkindness which Jeremiah had taught be
fore and the relative unimportance of the ceremonial method 
of approach which was inseparable from the idea of Yahweh 
as Ring in Jewish minds. We may not subscribe to the 

70 R.om. 5.8. See Dir:. Bi., II, p. 211: The gbsolution of the sinner is no 
act of momentary indulgence, but a deliberately contemplated incident in a vast 
ancl far-reaching plan which has for its object the restoration of the human race. 

711 John 4.8, 16. 
72 If a m~n say, I love God, and hateth his brother, he is a liar : for he 

that loveth not his brother whom he hath seen, cannot love God whom he 
haLh not seen. (1 John 4.20.) See Mat. 5.21-22, 44-7; 6.12, 14.5; 18-22. 
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trinitarian view that God the Father is inconceivable without 
an eternal God the Son towards whor11 possibly ]-lis et~rn~J 
love. is directed, 73 just as we may oppose the Vai~J).ava idea· 
that an eternal Radha is necessary • for· the eternal love of 
Kr~l).a. But it is no small confidence that .a sinner acquires 
if he be convinced that justice is going to (>e ternpered by 
mercy and that the Divine ,Tudge is also the Father in heaven 
who would stretch forth His arms to receive him as soon as 
proper atonement has been made : '' perfect love casteth 
out fear '' and '' he that feareth is not made perfect in love.' '74 

And the corollary from this belief is of great importance to 
society. If God is love, His entire creation must be knit to
gether by the silken cords of mutual goodwill and affection 
and all disagreement and dispute are out of place in His 
realm : there must be peace on earth and goodwill towards 
men if the glory of God is to sbine here below. And by 
goodwill is to be understood not a mm·e benevolent disposi
tion but an active charity towards the poor and the oppressed, 
the widow and the orphan, 75 as the prophets "had preached be· 
fore, and also an active interest in the life of the sinner.,;~ 
which the prophets and the ra.bbis had not praetised sysle· 
matically. '' Faith without works is dead.' ' 76 

Although it is very likely that at one time there WitS a 
tendency to recover the lost sh.eep of the l1ouse of Israel alone 
and to eschew the Gentiles and the Samaritans77 and it is only 
when the appeal to the Jews did not meet with the success 
expected that the command to teach all nations and preach re
pentance and remission of sins was put into the month of the 

73 Thus Martensen in his Christian Dogmatics writes, "When then we 
t0ach with thQ Church the eternal preexistence and independence of creation not 
only of the Father but al~o of the Son and the Spirit, we thereby affirm that 
God, in order to be self-revealing, self-loving God, must eternally differentiate 
himself into I and Thou, ·and just as eternally unite himself with himself as 
the Spirit of love that pro~eeds from the relrution of contrast. "-Quoted by Ward in 
The Realm of Ends, p. 190. 

74 See 1 John 4.16-19. 
75 See Mat. 25.35-40; Luke 14.12-4. 
76 James 2.26 (see the whole chapter). 
77 Mat. 10.5-6; 15.24; 18.17; Mark 7.27; and many other passages (see 

Basanta Coo mar Bose, Christianity, p. 55). 
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resurgent Christ/8 still Christianity should be tested not by 
its beginnings but by its later developments. There can be 
no doubt that the message of Christ was understood and ap
plied in a universalistic sense by the primitive Church, 
mostly under the influence of St. Paul perhaps, and that 
' Salvation is of the Jews only ' and such other passages that 
limited missionary activity •exclusively or primarily within 
the Jews were practically ignored after the first few years of: 
Jesus' death. 79 To the end of his days Jesus remained a .Jew 
and only asked his hearers to remember the spiritual aspect 
of their own religion while fuliilling the Law, just as Ram 
Mohan Roy at a later time asked his fellow-Hindus to follow 
the monistic tenets of their own Upani~ads and Vedanta 
philosophy : ultimately, however, both became founders of 
new religions. The reason in the case of Christianity was 
that the followers of JeRus pread1ed him, with the effect that 
the Christian religion widely diverged in course of time from 
the religion of Christ. 80 Possibly, there was no other way of 
reaching the "non-Jews under the conditions of the time : the 
Gentiles could not, and possibly would not, have taken part 
in the Jewish religious service, and a saviour-god was nearer 
their own heart and conviction at that time. 81 St. Paul 
" views Christ's coming and work both as giving sonship to 
those who were only servants, and also as giving full filittl 
rights to those who were children under age. But not as if 
it were the former only to Gentiles and the latter to Jews as 
such; but that it was a real gift of sonship to all, whether Jews 
or Gentiles, who were without God; and to all who were really 
seeking hini, in whatever nation, though they might be very 
immature in their spiritual life, it was the bestowal of the 
full privileges of sons of full age having free and direct access 

7 M !:lee Acts 28.23-8. 
79 See Moffatt, op. cit., p. 26. For Paul's contribution to tlw doctrine of love, 

sec Royce, op. cit., p. 91 f. 'rhe passage has also been interpreted to mean that 
the J ew.s alone are privileged to proach the message of salvation to mankind. 

80 See Pringle-Pattison, Studies in the Phil. of Rel., p. 177 £. On Paul' a 
contribution to this development, see Harn,ack, What is Christianity?, p. 17() f; 
on its weak points, p. 186 f. 

81 See Pringle-Pattison, Studies in Lhe Phil. of Rei., p. 205 f. 
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to God as their Father.' '82 But this sonship has to· be · ae.: 
quired : '' every one that doeth righteousness is born of 
him ' ' 83 and ' ' Whosoever is begotten of God doeth no 
sin.' ' 64 

The fatherhood of God, therefore, has far-reaching 
consequences for Christian life inasmuch [LS it includes the 
practical recognition of the brotherhood of man, the necessity 
of righteous living as exemplified in the life of Christ, and 
the acceptance of Jesus as the Son of God who by his atoning 
death on the Cross effected a reconciliation between 
Divine justice and Divine mercy and brought salvation not to 
the J cws alone but to every one who would accept hm1. Inci
dentally, it diminished the importance of ritualistic worship--
external conformity to written and unwritten law in matters 
of prayer, sabbath-keeping, gifts to the Temple, circumcision, 
observance of the national feasts, and such other matters; it 
also emphasised the need of purifying motives, abandoning 
pride and adopting humility, confessing sins, trusting to 
Divino providence even in matters of daily maintenance, and 
practising charity to the needy. 85 Jesus did not have to 
preach a new religion so far as the Jews were concerned, for 
tl1eir own religion contained most of these injunctions : what 
he had to do was to put them in mind of what their own pro
phets had taught. 86 But to the non-Jews the message of a 
God whose lovingkindness encourages sinners to ~onfe:-:;s their 
guilt and to trust to His guidance must have been a novel 
idea;87 and when this was coupled with the provision for indi-

82 Die. Bi., II, p. 218, art. GOD, CHILDBEN {)]'. 
831 John 2.29. 
8~ 1 John 3.9. In the combination of these ideas-God the Father, Provi

dence, the position of men as God's children, the infinite value of th<J human 
soul-the Gospf!l is expressed.-Harnack, What is Christiardty?, p. 70. 

85 See Mat. 23 in this connection; the pict11re is apparently overdrawn 
when applied to the Scribes and the, Pharisees as a class. 

86 See Foundations, p. 20: "He preached no new theology, but grafted 
his message of fulfilment into th('l stock of Jewish f,aith in God wheresoever it 
was alive." 

87 In the so-called Zadokite document of Jewish piety, just before the 
daya of Jesus, the idea of a new covenant, a covenant of repentance, began to 
be linked to the expectation of a messiah.-MoiTatt, op. cit., p. 60. 
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vidual. immortality through participation in the spirit of a 
saviour-god, the appeal must have been almost irresiRtible. 

The over-emphasis on the Messianic concept had the 
effect of obscuring the ideas regarding· the other manifesta
tions of Yahweh, particularly the idea of the Holy Spirit. 
The Spirit of God as the abiding witness of the presence of 
God in the human mind was.conceived in Judaism as produc
ing, among other things, prophetic inspiration, moral purity 
and religious consecration. 88 The Apostolic Age began to 
conceive of the salvation of Jesus as meant for all men and 
for aJJ times; and when God Himself was supposed to have 
spoken through Christ direct and not through the .imperfect 
medium of a human prophet, naturally the need of further 
prophecy was over. So Christ was not only the author hut 
also the finisher or perfecter of faith. 89 No new revelation 
of God's will could come after Christ had taught90 a,nd such 
prophecy as persisted for some time in the infant Church came 
from ~,nd through the Spirit of Christ. 91 It appears, there
fore, that this. virtual supersession of the Jewish idea of 
Divine manifestation through the human spirit (signified by 
the term' Holy Spirit ')by the ideas of a pre-existent Messiah 
and ·wisdom or Logos rolled into one (standing for the cos
mic dealings of God throngh Christ) was responsible for the 
theory of Last Revelation-only that a careless slip about 
sending a Paraclete after ,Jesus had ascended to heaven92 

was promptly seized upon by Muhammad as ,Jesus' 
prophecy regarding his (Muhammad's) own advent as 

ss Die. Bi., II, p. 411. 
89 Heb, 12.2. 
90 Acts 4.12. 
91 The original belief was that tho Apostles were directly and completely 

im,pired. In the secxmi! century oome the belief that ev1:1ry document which 
claimed admission to the sacred canon must be inspired or composed by an 
a.postlc.-See Moffatt, op. cit., pp. 47-8 (See Rev. 19.10). 

In the Old Testament prophecy had reference to national needs; but in 
the New Testament the prophets sp(lak to the Church alone.-Mofiatt, op. cit., 
p. 212. 

n John 14.16, 26. Christ says he will pray the Father and He will send 
the Comforter. See 20. 22 where the Holy Ghost is breath~ by hi!ll into his 
disciples. 
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the Last Prophet.93 But even in the New Testnment 
there are evidences to show that the physical mani
festation of th.e Holy Spirit, about Vi/hicl1 the Hahbis 
had spoken, was originally accepted as true, and in imma
culate conception, at the baptism of Jesus, and at the meet
ing of the Apostles on the eve of their ministry after the 
death of Jesus, the Holy Spirit assumed some sort of physical 
appearance and it also came to Simeon and others, nt the time 
either of Jesus' conception or of his birth, in a more intangi
ble form. The personality of the Holy Ghost is, however, 
pale and shadowy by the side of tha,t of Jesus,94 and but for 
the fact that a few pasRagos retai11 the more ancient tradition 
that the Holy Spirit comes directly to ail individun.ls (e.g., 
Luke xi. 13) it would have been difficult to find a place for 
the concept in the Christian gospels. As a matter of fact, 
the manifestation of '' a divine spirit of Mercy and of \Visdom 
and of ':Pruth, " 95 which the Holy Spirit stands for, was so 
diversely identified that while, on tbe one hand, it 
was equated with Christ himself, later Christianity in 
some of its forms felt no scruple, on the other 
band, in identifying it with a Mother-God (unconsciously 
imitating thereby the Osiris-Isis-Horus group or re
suscitating the feminine term 'Wisdom' of Jewish religion) 

93 Mani, the founder of the eclectic. Manicbaeism, bad made the some 
claim before Muhammad.-See Jackson, Researches in Manichaeism with speoi(l.l 
reference to the Turjan l<'1·aarnents, p. 7. 

94 Paul's language concerning the Holy Spirit does not bear so immediately 
upon his doctrine of God, because the word 'Sph·it' sometimes indicates a gift 
of God to men and sometimes God Himse:lf working in men, as it did in the 
OT. A closer examination shmvs that the Holy Spirit · is not. a mere g.ift or 
influence; yet, while Divine, He is not the whole Godhead. The intensely 
personal language employed in such passages ns 1 Co 2.10, 11, Ho 8.15, 26, and 
elsewhere, combined with the distinction maintained between the Spirit and 
Christ,, the Spirit and the Father, makes the interpretation bf the Holy Spirit in 
an OT or 'Unitarian' sense impossible. Again, apart from the phraseology of 
benediction in 2 Co 13.14, the general tenor of description in, such passages as 
1 Co i2. 4-6 and Eph. 2.18, 22 shows Lhat St. Paul thinks easily and natumlly 
i" terms of a Tri-unity in the Godhead, when. speaking of Divine operations in 
the salvation of men ancl in the worship of the Ghureh.-ERE. vi. :?58, aTt. 
GOD (Biblical and Christian). See also ERE. xii. 459-60, art. TRINI':rY; 
also xi. 793 f. 

95 Hopkins, The Origin qnd Evol1ttion of Religion, p. 339, 



;-;md this Mother was indifferently thought of as Marr (the 
Mot)1er of God)96 or the Church (whose children the Christi:.. 
aris are) or even as th_e deaconesses of the early Church.97 H 
the interpolated passage in the last chapter of Matthew' be 
kept out of account, it would be difficult to establish a trini~ 
'tarian belief on the New 'l'estament, where, in different. parts; 
two only of the Divine Trinity are more often referred .to 
together .98 But the later belief t"h~t Christ sent the Holy Spiriti 
to~ abide. permanently in his Church had a tendency to assign 
to ·the· latter a definitely inferior status, which is a completd 
1'eversal of the position that .the Son of God was born oftb: 
Holy Ghost99 and that '~whosoever shall speak a word against 
the Son of man, it shall be forgiven him; but whosoever shall 
speak against the Holy Spirit, it s}Jall not be forgiven him, 
neither in this world, nor in that which is to come. "m 
\t\Then God_ and Cl1rist vvcre assimilated to each otb.e.r, the 
Holy Spirit came to be regarded as proceeding from both the 
Bather and the Son : it is in this fo'rm that the belief appm1rs 
in the W estm·inster Confession and on this is based the fiction 
'that from the pre-existent Son of God proceeded the inspira-
tion that gave to pre-Christian prophets their spiritual insight 
and their power of revelation (' Before Abraham was, I am'f. 
As 1,1 matter of fact; the tendency of subsequent thought was 
to limit the gift of the Holy Spirit (in the sense of divin~ 
inspiration) to the Church as a whole101 or at least to the 
assembly of pious Christians, 102 although the Apostles had no 
difficulty in promising the gift of the Holy Ghost to all whb 

r 1 r 

96 In the Qur'an the Christian Trinity is taken as composed of .qpq, 
l'Yia~y and Christ. . · · 

· 97 Hopkins, Or. & Ev. of Rel., p. 338. 
98See 2 Cor. 13.14.; 1 John fi.7-8; also Mark 12.36; Luke 2.26; Act; 1.16;; 

/W28.,. Et!fer in tbi~ connection spe~ially to Bethune-Baker, op. cit., Ch, X!If 
~'he Doctrine of the Holy Spirit and the Trinity, 

99 Lu~e ·1.135. 
100 See l'viat. 12.31-2; Mk. 3.29; Lk. 12.10. 
1012 Pet. 120 (See Dumrnelow, op. cit., p. 1050). ·See esp. ERE. xi. 795 

where the distinction between Pauline and Johannine conceptions is to be• found. 
102 Qnake.rism may very well quote Acts 2. 1-4 in .support of the ·view that 

'\'\'hen people are . with one accord in O!le place ' (The Hevised version· has . all 
together in one place'), the Holy Ghost descends on the assembly and· moves 
the • tongue. 
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would accept the message of Christ103 and in preaching that 
the operation of the spirit of God might endow different indi" 
vi duals with different powers .104 

So far as the development of the Christian life is con
cerned, it is immaterial, however, in what relation the Holy 
Spirit stands to God the Father and God the Son or whether 
it is sufficiently hypostatised, ·so long as it is acknowledged 
tl1at people could draw the inspiration of their lives from tlJe 
influx of divinity into themselves by initiation into the 
Christian religion. God as tl1e ultimate source of all spiri ... 
tuality in man, the Holy Spirit as tbe power of God working 
in man in the form of striving towards moral and spiritual 
ideals, and Christ representing the possibility of a perfect 
realisation of infinite ideals in a finite life constituted a trinity 
which satisfied all spiritual needs ;105 and the enthusiasm and 
energy of the first disciples (who mastered different tongues 
to speak to the surrounding nations in their own langu.ages106 

about the message of Christ) can only be compared with those 
displayed by the Arabs after their acceptancll of the message 
of Muhammad. rrhe following quotation well sumnutrises the 
effects of the belief, that the Kpirit of God had come to dwell 
in the Church, as gathered from the Acts of the Apostles : 
'' There was a wide-spread diffusion of tho Spirit not only in 
Palestine, but further afield in the Roman Empire, and it 
was manifested, abnormally nnd explosively, by extraordinary 
elevation of human faculties, so that miracles, prophecy, 
glossolaly, and visions were abundant; more normally in 
great enthusiasm, new courage, liberty of speech, skill in 
debate, keen insight into and wise use of scripture, sound 
judgment of human character, business aptitude, and .:lorn
fort in suffering. The Spirit is not presented as the principle 
of ethical life, as in Paul, yet ethical qualities of repentance, 

163 Acts 2.38-V 1V.6. Bee i''oundations, pp. 42, 69. 
1Ut Acts ll.4·1L 
105 See J. 8. Huxley; Religion without Revel(fjMon, Ch, ll. 
106 The. gift of. tongues, refened to in Acts ii; 4, js. probably an echo of. the 

Jewish traditions of the Law-giving ill seventy languages· at Sinai.-,-See ERE. 
~~ . . 
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obedience, and faith are needed for its reception, and it be
longed to evm·y believer. In the communal life of the 
Ecclesia it inspired mutual service, generous self-sacrifice, 
joyous fellowship, thus transforming and socialising hu1Iwn 
nature. The Spirit supervised every stage of the Ecclesiats 
advance, but neither conferred inf:lllibility nor supersed~d 
human judgment. It is desc.rised impersonally as a gift, 
which God gives or the Son outpours, more usually as power. 
Yet personal actions are aUributed to the Spirit : it ' speak'!,' 
' bears witness,' ' separates ' for service, ' approves ' a con
ciliar decision, ' forbids,' ' appoints overseers,' and can be 
'resisted,' 'tempted,' and ' lied against.' In these last 
eases the Spirit is eo-ordinated with God, but there i:; no at
tempt to think out the relation of the Spirit to the Father and 
the Son. Once, though perhaps the passage denotes rnereJy a 
vision, it is called ' the Spirit of Jesus' (167). But, as regards 
men, the Spirit denotes the divine, the supernatural, for it 
comes from God, indicates Jesus' claim to be Messiah, 
authentieates Hi fl> exaltatio11, fulfils 0'1' prophecy, and is the 
medium whereby He is present and operative wit.hin His 
Church.' '107 In Pauline literature the operation of the Ho!y 
Spirit was deepened; the possession of " all the blessings of 
God's kingdom-faith, righteousness, joy, and peace ·• ........ 
was ascribed to its operation, as also the quickening of con
science, love, holiness and immortality. In Johannine litera
ture '' the Pauline characteristic of the Spirit as power i:; 
dropped, as also that of the Spirit as souree of ethioal gifts 
like faith and peace, whilst the operation of the Spirit as life
giving is more emphasised.'' It will thus be seen that, .on 
the whole, the Christian interpretation of Holy Spirit was an 
advance upon the Jewish conception in that although it te!ldH(l 
to limit inspiration to the Church, it yet provided the basis ()t 
that universality and that ethical idealism which have 
characterised the progress of Christianity in space and time. 

We may very well believe that with the lapse of time the 
Christian .Church gained a deeper appreciation of God's rela:· 

m ERE. xi, 7W; also xi. 808-9. 
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tio:n tp. m;ctli, especiaJly .to those who would a'ccept ChrisL 
FJ\nnl:m l1i8tory was conceived as moving towards the id·cal of 
art.lleoctaticrogime, the germs of which had already been 1aid 
it:), ·the minds ofi the.pious ·few. rrhe Son o(.Man would eome 
i"fil;:.gloJ!y)o rule over a purified world and unceasing prepara~ 
t~Q'Us.rnvst go on to hasten hift advent. Israel had dreamt of 
a"·td.ay.w)¥Jn even animals would forsake their ferocity ann 
ftqm! ·all cor1Jers bf the world would gather nations, m· a pious 
remn;:mt; to establish mider a Messiah a new covenant with 
Qdd and to establish His kingdom for ever at Zion. The 
.1\po:stles taught that the Son .of·· Man had already appeared, 
being. duly announced by J olm the Baptist who had asked the 
peoplt) to prepare the way of the Lord for IliA kingdom was 
near at hand. But, that the kingdom that the Messiah 
would establish is not a political but a spiritual one, estab-. 
lished through hif! atoning death, that thof!e ju power in that 
k,ingdo:pa are not the rieh and the proud '\'mii the poor and the 
meek; and that the greatcflt privilege there iK not to rulo .hnt 
to serve-'-7'-these ideas were novel in the Christian message and 
were m1a.eeeptable to tbe Jews, who therefore rejected him. 108 

It· must be a.dn1ittod t.hat this exnJtod eoncoption of the. 
Kirig·dom of God waR of a slow growth in the mir;ds of the 
Apostles-··-perh:1ps even in the conseionsness of Je:3us. At 
thia.dist<trice of time we can only make guesses on the basis of 
extant ·documents that have passed through the editing 
hariqs of . a later generation whb had lived to see 
th&i ifutility of Jewish Messianic hopes about a Delivere.r: 
who would bring back the politica,l glory of Israel and 
establish the spiritual superiority of Israel over other nations, 
I1l'orde:F to wit1 Jewish converts the idea of a political saviour 

108 T!Je Kingdom has a triple meaning. Firstly, it is something super· 
natural, .a gift from above, not a product of ordinary life. Secondly, it is a 
pul:~l:f religious blessing , th<J ·inner link with the livin,g God; thirdly, i~ is the 
most. import!l'n~ experience· that a •• man can have.. that •. on. which everything . else 
d~pends; it permeates and dominates his whole existence, because sin is forgiven 
and misery banishBd.-Harnack, What is Christ.ianitu?, .p .. 64. See Fo·ztn(lations, 
p. lll f; Gaird, The Fuhdamen.tal Idio.s:' ofChiistiaiuity, VoL II, Lect. XIX; aJso 
Royce, op. cit., p. 36 f, 49 f, 350 f. 
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:\yas not totally abandoned and a nu.mber of passages .can be 
e<t::;liy quoted .to show that attempts were made to identif~, 
.Jesus with the Jewish Messiah. Thus he was regarded as 
pfwi11g a ])~vidic descent (the immaculate conception nem~IJ
sitating a.belief that not only Joseph but also Marybelonged 
tq, the. royal house), his disciples speculated about theii- posi
tions in his kingdom/09 anlhis last entry into Jerusalem was. 
pictllred as a triumphal procession. There is reason to thihk 
tAg;t he was regarded as stirring up the lower classes to rebel~ 
)ion by preaching the evils of the capitalistic regime, promis: 
.ing.blessings .to the poor and gathering round about him····· a 
):nunber ofmen who,had left their. families to help hiri1 in his 
.mission of tl1e swor-d as against that of peace. At his trial 
.and on his conviction, reference to his being the King~ of 
.the Jews was also made bv his accusers. Those who asked 
' ':- . -_ ·_:··.- _- ' ' ' - .; - - ' __ . ·- - _-_ ' .' ·_ 

him whether payment could be legitimately made to Caesar 
had. a similar motive, namely, to ascertain whether he a<l:
.mitted his pqlitical mission .. The belief that such a Messia.h 
would come is still a part of the Jewish cr-eed, and tlw Chris
tians, vvlw, even after the failure of Jesus' political mission 
and hit:> ignominious death, continued to believe that the 
l(jngdont,o£ God had come throngh his sufferings, were ana
thematised as sectaries in the Jewish fonnula of faith. 

In consonance with the systematic practice of the editors 
()f the Gospels to. invent sayings and situations which would 
confirm Old Testament prophecies in the life of. Jesus we have 
anoth.er. set of ideas regarding the Kingdom of God. .· Th~~ 
:Buok. of Daniel had spoken of one like unto a son . of M~n 
coming \vith the 'clouds of heaven and given an .everlasting 
doinil1ion.11° In Rabbinical and Apocalyptic literature a 
judgment of the world was a prominent belief, and John the 
Ba:ptis~ too hadtaught that the Kingdom of heaven was at 
hand. These ·current eschatological beliefs could not. fail to 
affect the conception of the kingdom that Jesus was supposl?(l 

"'l Mk. 10.37 ... 

no Da,n. 7.13-14, 27. 
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to have come to establi::;h. 111 It was confidently expected that 
the end of the world waH in sight; ttnd Jesus too was made to 
say that the Kingdom of God was surely coming--possibly 
before his 'contemporaries had all died112-a,nd in his instruc·· 
tjons ~o the Apostles he ashed them to preach the nearness of 
the Kingdom of 1Jcaven113 in order to bring home to the peoplf1 
the urgent necessity of ;;quaring ~p their earthly nr:counts by 
r6pentance and aecept1tnce of his message. Christ eould al1ude 
ih this connection to the many mansions in his Father's house 
l~'nd it is of this kingdom of heaven that Peter was promised 
tl1e keys by him. The message was taken so literally by some 
of the faithful that the rearing of a, family was regarded by 
them as unnecessary in view of the impending catastrophe 
'Which would separate the wheat and the tares that were grow
.ing up together in the mcantime.114 In the kingdom to come 
p1any of the sons. of Abraham would find no place hut many 
GentileR woulcl. 115 • 

If then the first conception of the Kingdom of God to he 
ruled over by the Messiah wa,s meant for the glorification of 
.Jsrael, the second was reserved for the righteous irrespective 
6f IHttionality. But botb vvere eoncerncd with certain objf~e~ 
pive events-:t ehange in politieal conditions in the one ca<:e 
~nd a change in cosmic conditions in the other. A truer in
sight is to be found, however, in other passages where the 

lll See Mat. 19.28; also Harnack, What is Christianity?, p. 175; Ji'out•da
tions, p. 88 f, for a summary of previou~ speculations on. this a,spect of the ad.vent 

· ilf the Messiah. 
112 The statements are slightly conflicting. In Mp.t. 24.34-6, Mk. 0.1 and 

Lk. 9.27 the day and hour are not known definitely but " this generation 
shall not pass till all th~se things be fulfilled"; in Lk. 17.20 and Jl,!:k. 13.32, 35 
reference is made. to the fact that the kingdom of God does not come with obser· 
vation or man'·s knowledge and that all that we can do is to watch and pray. 
See Harnaek, op. cit., p. 42 f, 53 f 

113 Mat. 10.7; also 4.17; also Mk. 1.15. 
114 Moffatt thinka (op. cit., p. 10\l) that "it was not the New Testament, 

it was the reading of the uncanonical Acts, the Acts of Paul, of John, of Philip, 
of Peter, and so forth,. which was responsible for the unhealthy stress on celibacy 
'!!>nd the morbid antipa,thy to marriage during the second and the third centuries, 
aud which eventually emerged in some forms of monasticism." 

115 See Mat. 8.11-12; 13.{0-43; l\l,28-30; 25.31-46; John 14.1-2; Ll~. 13. 
~8-80, 



Kingdom of God refers to certain changes in the hearts of 
men which tend to alter so materially the existing concep" 
tions of social relationship that if they can be brought abollt, 
heaven ·would come do"rn on carth. 116 The Kingdom of Gotl 
is within us. 117 It begins without their knowledge in th~ 
small acts of love (which Christ compares to must11rd-seeds) 
provided men abandon the sophistications of age and regain 
the innocence of childhood. Commenting on the passage, 
'' Suffer the little ch .. ildren to come unto me, and forbid them 
not; for of such is the Kingdom of Heaven, " 118 N mmder ob" 
serves : '' This single saying expressed the whole nature of 
the Gospel preached by Christ. It implied that he viewed the 
Kingdom of God as an invisible and spiritual one, to· enter 
which a certain disposition of heart was essential, viz., a 
child-like spirit, free from pride and self-will, receiving 
Divine impressions in humble submission and conscious de-' 
pendence : in a word, all the qualities of the child, suffering 
itself to be guided by the developed reason of the adult, are to 
be illustrated' in the relations between man and God."i.l9 

Quite in keeping with the above is the other teaching of Jesus 
that it is only to the poor in spirit that the kingdom. of heave11 
belongs120-a very useful corrective to the impression that 
might have been created in the minds of his following that 
heaven belonged to the poor in wealth and to those who had 
forsaken their relations and possessions for him121 and ~hat 
the rich would have no access, or a very difficult access, to 
heaven.122 ''Except a man be born again, he canm)t see the 
Kingdom of God.' '123 

116 C/. The Lord's prayer: 'l'hy kingdom come. Thy will be done, as in 
hooven, so on earth. 

Obviously this ca.n refer only to men choosing freely what God wishes 
them to do. (Cf. Mat. 7. 21.) 

117 Lk. 17. 21. See Harnack, cp. cit., p. 57; also p. 63. 
llS Mat. 18.1-11; Mk. 10.14-5. 
119 Neander, Life of Christ (Bohn's ed., 1871), pp. 364-5. 
120 Mat. 5. 3. 

121 Sec Harnack, op. cit., p. 81 £, p. 90 f. 
122 J'>fat. 19.24; Mk. 10.24; Lk. 6.20; 18.29-30. 
123 John 8.3; also 8.5. 
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+'here can be no. question that in the Epistlestaken ~~ ~ 
wlw~e it is this spiritual interpretation that <:l!ctates social 
dfl}lings. 124 Husbands and wives, ..• m.a~tex~ ... andservatlte, 
~atpers ~nd children, brothers and brothers, arc to . ~ccoml¥1Q.
d.ate themselves and be just to one another to establish a peape
fpl.and pure society, 125 and people are advised not .to drag .their 
pp~plaints. qefore unbelievers. or. a court .of law. ()ut to t)J~ 
saints or to the wise elders of the Church. Sinning either 
ffiith the body or with the mind is the surest way .of exclud., 
!:p.g oneself from God's Kingdom and the mere external oh
~elvance. of formalities does not make a man righteous, just 
~~ i~s,:ry;m7observancedoes not make a man vicious. " Knovy 
Jl~!n8t that. th~ unrighteouf! shnJl not inberit the kingdQin 'of 
(}od? .... Be, . .not deceived : neither fox:nic:1tors, nor idolatm:s, 
I;lOf adulterers, nor effeminate, l10l'. a.buserr:; of' themselves 'witlt 
men, nor .thieves, nor covetous, nor drunkards, nor revilers: 
l)Q~ extortio.r1ers, shall inl1erit the bng(lo:rn of' God. " 126 D~~ 
fi~ewent ·d.l)es not co.rne from food and drink but from undgh-:
teo~s tl1oughts and acts : " for the kir1gd.on.J (Jl God is. J:t()t 

e~ting and drinking, but righteor1sner:;s :md ponce and joy in. 
~he Holy Qhost. " 127 Although tho beginning of this kingd()J:Iil 
th,rough J'esus w<.LS an act ol' ])i vine grace, yet i},~ 
ppnsummqtion depends upon steady faith and constant 
pr~yer even under the provoeat i.ve oppression the 
nnbelicyiitg, and t.he rmjr1Rt. 123 'Jlhe standard of flpirjtuul 
,att1;1inment necessary .Jor entrance into thir:; kingdo.rq 
is' indicatell, by the sayj:Qg of ;Tesus . that the righteous~ 
ness must be both qualitatively arMl quantitatiyely-7'" 
more qualitatively than quantitatively-better and greater 
than that of the Scribes and the Pharisees and that the least 
:in this kingdom is greater than even John the Baptist/29 whq 

m See Die. B~.! :p:, p,, 8.52; also Harnack, op. cit., p_. .:1.0 f. 
125 Harnack, op: cit., p. 174. ' · · 
1261 Cor. 6.))-10. 
121 Born. u: 17. • Gj. Gal. 5.2~ : The fruit of the Spirit ~s love, joy,, peace, 

longs1Jffering, kindness, goodness, fa,it)lfulness, meekness, temperance, 
128 See ERE. vii. 512, art, J;ElSUS CHRIS'!'. 
~~ Mab. 11. 11 ; Lk. 7 .28. . 
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was the best representative of the old morality as taught in 
the Law and the Prophets. But, for this spiritual attain~ 
ment, confession of sin, rather than obedience· to the I;aw, 
is essential, and many a publican and many a harlot \vill 
qualify for admission into this realm of everlasting life 
while many children of Abraham and Isaac and Jacob will be 
wailing and gnashing their teeth outside ·its walls. Moral 
perfection is individual and not tribal, and tbere is no limit 
to spiritual perfection attainable by man : '' Be _ve perfect, 
even as your Father wl?_ich is in heaven is perfect. " 130 Unto 
righteousness all things are added-a Divine Providence 
looks to the. daily needs of the righteous and they need not. be 
worried by the thought of being forgotten by a· God without 
whose knowledge not even a sparrow falls to the ground.131 

So it is not the needs of temporal existence that should ab
sorb Lhe attention of men but the demands of eternal life. 
'\¥hat shall it profit a man if he shall gain the whole world 
and lose his own soul? Interpreted rightly, " the Christian. 
religion,'' says Harnack, '' means one thing and one thing 
only: Eternal life in the midst of time, by the strength and 
under the eyes of God. " 13z 

It would be idle to deny the tremendous influence that 
Christianity wielded at one time over the hearts of men wheh 
of all religions it alone remained missionary and invited 
people to forsake their effete ancestral creeds in favour 
of its own message of salvation. Born at a time 
when the old Mediterranean religions were in a decadent 
condition, it · could rouse the conscience of better minds 

130 Mat. 5. -18. In Catholicism this was mellowed down into th~ distinctio!l 
between a perfed and a suffioient morality.-See Harnac-k, op. cit., p. 217. 

131 See l3aaanta Coomar Bose, Christianity, p. 41. 
132 Harnack, op. cit., p. 8. 
Ritschl's definition of Christianity represents an ideal : "Christianity is 

tha~ monotheistic religion, wholly spiritual and ethical, which, based upon the 
life of its author as redeemer and as the founder of the Kingdom of God, consist~ 
in the freedom of divine sonship, involves the impulse to active conduct from 
ih6 motive of love, aims at the rnpr.al or"anisation of mankind and lays the 
basis of bliss in sonship towards God" as well as in the K~11gdow of God" 
(quoted by Moffatt, op. cit., pp. 2.07-8). 
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to a sense of the degeneration of· the ·spiritual element in 
religion and the necessity of a more ethical and less formal 
method of divine worship. Christ was a Saviour-god but 
was also at the same time an ethical personality, and the 
religion that he preached was the well-known religion of the 
Jews which emphasised the holy chara-cter of God. The 
difficulty arose when the Apl1stles and their followers began 
to invest Christ with a divine character; for it was then that. 
speculations began about the exact nature and significance 
of the advent of Jesus. To make the religion acceptable, 
contemporary predilections for a Saviour-god, a Messiah, a 
Sacrifice to appease Justice, and a pre-existent Principle had 
all to be satisfied : the effect was Christo.logical speculation 
with its hair-splitting distinctions and its gradual tendency to 
emphasise the divinity of Christ and a consequentin.l 
plurality within the inner 'life of God. Sects and 
schisms rapidly arose mostly over the question of the 
nature of Christ, and by the end of the 6th century 
most of the theories about the nature and necessity of the 
mediation of Christ had been propounded and defended wHh 
zeal, if not with bitterness also. The spiritual message 
ran some risk of being relegated to a secondary position 
in order to make room for the Messiah in men's minds, tmd 
slowly but surely many pagan ideas, associations, cults and 
ceremonies effected an entrance into the service of the Chris
tian Church. Time was again ripe for an organised proteqt 
against over-subtlety in faith and plurality in godhead; and 
the protest came from the Arabian deserts where debased 
and heretical schools had been preaching a Christianity far 
:removed from the simple message of Christ to suffering 
and sinful humanity. 



CRAFTER VIU 

Gon IN IsLAM 

Muhammad's chief merit lies in his uncompromlsmg 
111onotheism which is perhaps partially due to the fear that 
any concession on that head would lead to polytheism-a form 
of belief which he detested. Convinced that the idols that 
disfigured the Ka 'ba1 were nonentities and that the Art=tb 
belief that Allah had sons and daughters was radically 
false, he laid down that God was one and everlasting, that He 
did not beget any ·being nor was He Himself begotten and 
that there was none like unto Him. 2 And this conviction 
did not remain .a mere intellectual formula but became an 
overmastering passion which drove him to proclaim his belief 
openly, with grave consequences to his personal safety. How 
he arrived at this conception of a unitary godhead is yet a 
matter of dispute. Judaism and Christianity were .not un
known in Arabia, and Muhammad in his travels to distail.t 
regions in charge of caravans must have known of their reli
gion and their method of worship. It is doubtful, however, 
if at first he knew the Bible with any intimacy at all, 3 for refer
ences to it are such as would betray simply an acquaintance 
with tit-bits of Jewish and Cbristian tales about past heroes, 
prophets' miracles and such other spectacular personages and 

1 It has been suggested that the cult at the Ka'ba with its 360 idols was 
astral in character; possibly it was syncretio.-See E7toyolopaedia of Islam,· II, 
p. 591. . 

2 Sura cxii. 
3 Bell, 'I'he Origin of Islam in vts Christian Environment, pp. 46, 67, 136, 

140; Rodwell's Koran, Preface, pp. xviii-xix : Lammens, Islam : Beliefs and 
Institutions, p. 39; Nolileke, Sketches from Eastern History, p. 30 f.; ERE. viii . 
874. 
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events-possibly oral stories _repeated with "circumstantial 
details in the manner of the Talmudic and the Apocrypha] 
literature.4 Jews had settled in Yathrib (Medina) and 
elsewhere in the pursuit of trade; and Christians, mostly of 
heretical schools, driven out from the then centres of Chris
tian culture, had taken refuge in South Arabia, Abyssinia 
and the fringes of the Hijaz,. and the Christian hermit, it 
appears, was not an unknown figure even to pre-Islamic 
poets.5 But even though there were Jewish and Christian 
converts among the Arabs, their allegiance was of the shallow
est type and their knowledge of the deeper principles of their 
own religion was at best insignificant. 

But the collective influence of the religious forces on a 
few pre-Islamic Arabs manifests itself in the absorption of a 
number of Aramaic, Ethiopic and Abyssinian words connect

. ed with religion, a knowledge of the sacred books possessed 
by the Jews and the Christians, possibly also a belief in a 
future life. 6 Again, as Bell remarks, " what was meant by 
a prophet, a holy bool{, revelation, prayer, and praise, cannot 
have been entirely unknown to the Arabs.' '7 Some passages 
in the Qur'an make it probable that the tribal polytheism was 
being gradually tempered by the recognition of a supreme 
deity8 sometime before the birth of Muhammad, and that, 
while in distress, the people called upon him for safety uno 
help although in more peaceful times they went back to their 
idols. 9 In fact, since the time of the Elkesaites (c. 100 

4 Bell, op. ci t. , p. 110; also p. 112. See Hughes., D·ioUonary oj I slant, art . 
. JEWS (p. 235) for Muhammad's knowledge of Jewish religious literature. See 
also Sir William Muir, The Mohammedan Controversy and othe·r articles , pp. 129-30. 

5 Bell, op. ci.t., pp. 43 f., 143; Sir William Muir, Life of Mohammad, 
.pp. xev, 22; see Khuda Bukhsh, Essays· Indian and Islamic, p. 5; also ArcheT, 
M·ystical Elements in M<)hamm,ed, p. 58, p. 61 f. 

G Bell, op. cit., p. 50 f. Sec Noldeke, op. cit., pp. 37-38; Archer, Mystical 
Elements in Mohammed, Ch. VII (pp. 61-70). 

7 Bell, op. cit., p. 52. 

8 Bell, up. cit., p. 5() f. Guillaume, Traditions of Is lam, p, 143; Macdunald, 
Development of Muslim Theol6gH, p. 124 .. 

I Sura xxxix. 11. 
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A.D.),10 whose beliefs are remarkably similar to those of 
Islam, the conjoint influence of Judaism and Christianity 
was responsible for sporadic monotheistic attempts by persons 
who claimed prophetic designation and honour-false pro
phets, according to Christianity and Islam. The people who 
influenced Muhammad's thought most were probably the 
ij:an'ifs, 11 who were indigenous monotheists attached neither 
to Judaism nor to Christianity-a designation of uncertain 
derivation used in the Qur' an specially of Abraham 12 to whom 
Muhammad went back in search of a monotheist who had 
flourished long befo:re the founders of the Jewish and Chris
tian faiths were born, and who, through Ishmael, was the 
father of the Arab race.13 It would be strange indeed if a rest-

10 Bell, op. cit., p. 5\l f. ERE, art. ELE.ESAITES, does not admit that the 
Elkesaite influence on Islam is proved. 

11 See footnote 1 in Rodwell's Koran, p. 216, to Snra xvi. 121. Also BeJJ, 
op. cit., p. 57 f. Islam has sometimes been designated as Ilanifism.-see Enc. lsl., 
II, p. 259 (art. JjANIF); also Archer, op. cit., p. 58 f. 

12 In the sense of one who was neiher a Jew nor :~, Christian and yei was 
.·no idolater. It was also used in respect of one steadfast in the Islamic faith. 
It originally applied to persons who had turned awa,y from the idolatrous religion 
of Arabia to a monotheistic faith.~See Hughes, Dictionary of IsltJMt, .wb vnoe 
HAN!F (p. 161). It is not impossible that Muhammad borrowed this appeal from 
Moses to Abraham from t·he Christi.ans.-The Legacy of Israel, p. 131 (See. Gal. iii. 
7~8, 15-17). See Moffatt, op. cit., p. 63. Commenting on Sura. xxx. 29, Bell 
remarks, " The term hariif is associated with Abraham not, I think, because 
Abraham is regarded as specially a hanZf more than others, but rather because the 
I"ecognition of the place of Abraham, and the idea of this eternally existing 
religion again and again renewed by the prophets, came to Muhammad ah0ut the 
same time. Other prophets and other true believers wei"e hanifs."-Bell, op. cit., 
p. 132; also pp. 57, 129 f. See Sell, Essays on blam, p. 242 f. 

13 Ishmael was the son of Hagar, the bondwoman of Abraham's wife Sarah, 
while Isaac was Sarah's son. (Hence the Arabs and the Jews were brethren or 
cousins). Greatnes.s was promised of the progeny of both Isaac and Ishmael 
(Gen. 22. 16-18; 21. 13). For an interesting allegorical use of the relation between 
Isaac (the Christians) and Ishmael (the Jews), see Gal. 4. 21 f. (See Moffatt, 
op. cit., p. 134, fm interpretation.) For the influence of the religion of Abraham's 
Harran, see ERE. viii. 875. 

Snouck Hurgronje (.and before him Sprenger) has pointed out that in the 
Meccan Suras it is often said that no prophetic admonisher l'ad been< sent to the 
Arabs before Muhammad and that .although Abraham o·ceupietl a prominent place 
among tl1e prophets there was nothing to distinguish him from tbe rest so far 
as the Arabs were concerned. In the Medinese Suras, bowever, after the breach 
with the Jews, Muha.mmad began to teack that Abraham had lived in Meeca and 
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less mind, convinced of the futility of polytheism and idolatry, 
should not seek th.e company of those who cou1ld enlighten him 
on points of doubt; but at, the same time one ·would not seek 
such company if one had not independently arrived at a tenta
tive conclusion regarding the unity of godhead. It is not pos
sible for any man to escape the influence of contemporary 
social movements : it is not impossible that Jewish, Christian 
and indigenous monotheistic ideas were unconsciously in 
operation in Muhammad's mind, although it is quite possible 
that he never consciously borrowed elements from their reli
gion till his own faith had been firmly fixed and the neces
sity had arisen of showing its filiation to previous systems of 
belie£. 14 

It is easier to show that, in spite of his uncompromising 
hostility to the general Arabic belief in a multiplicity of gods 
and disbelief in future life/5 he was anxious to retain as many 
of the Arab practices and prejudices as he could, consistent1y 
with a monotheistic creed. He tacitly consented to the con
tinuance of the heathen Arabic (and Semitic~ custom of 
circumcision and possibly only his ignorance of the covenant 
with Abraham, his religious hero, prevented him from giving 
it a religious sanction.16 

" His teaching developed in the 
early period, not according to Biblical models but in the style 
of the pagan Arab sooth-sayers with their oracles, formulae 
for blessings and curses, etc.," and their rhymed prose 
(sadj) Y After some hesitation he retained ' Allah ' as the 
name of God although it had polytheistic association, this 

founded the sanctuary of the Black Stone with his son Ishmael.-See Enc. IsL, 
n, p. 1075; also p. 432. 

14 See Legacy of Israel, p. 132 f.; Sir William Muir, £ije of Mohammad, 
pp. 102, 143 f. 

15 Sura xxiii. 33-40. 
16 " Circumcision is not once alluded to in the Qur'an ... It is held to be 

Sunna, or founded upon the customs of the Prophet, and dating its institution 
from the time of Abraham ... According to several Muhammadan doctor5, there 
were seventeen of the prophets born in a circumcised state " (Muhammad was one of 
them).-Hughes, Die. Isl., p. 57, art. CIRCUMCISION. See in this connection 
footnote to Sura ii. 132 in Rod-well's Koran. 

17 Enc. Isl., II, p; 1066; see Lam mens, op. cit., p. 46 : " 'I'bis use o[ 
oaths gTows less as the Prophet nears the Hijra, and ceases 
entirely at Medina ." See Macdonald, Religious Attitude and Life in Isla~-
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being the name of the supreme deity among the other gods of 
pre-Islamic An1bia. 18 The Ka'ba was permitted by the icono
clastic reformer to retain its sanctity and its black stone, 
pilgrimage to Mecca continued as in the days of yore, and 
some of the ancient Arab customs and acts continued, albeit 
with a new significance, in the rules about pilgrimage, which 
ultimately became one of •• the p~llars of Islam. " 19 When 
he failed to carry the Jews with him, Muhammad changed 
the Kibla from Jerus::tlem to Mecca even though the latter 
haa no monotheistic :1ssociations before his own reforms. 20 

pp, 31 f., 64 f. For Muham.mad's belief in eVil eye and spells against its 
influence, see Sura cxiii . 1, 2, 5 ; Westermarck,. Pagan Survivals in Mohammedan 
Civilisation, p. 55 ; also pp. 115 (where references to swearing by the moon 
would be found), 117 (where " God loves the odd " is exemplified). 

18 Bell, op. cit., pp, 55, 116 f. For Muhammad's attempts to accommodate 
Meccan beliefs,- see ERE. viii. 875. See Hughes, Die. Isla,;;, p. 191:, 8u!J voctJ 

IDOLATRY; Gibbon, Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, Ch. 1, Vol. II, 
p. 425 f. (ed. Ward, Lock and Co.) . 

.Noldeke rem~trks, " Among the heathen Arabs of later times Allah is. extremely 
common both by itself and in theophorous names " (ERE. i. 664). 
" In theophorous proper names the deity sometimes appears as a lord, 
while the human individual is his servant, his hand-maid, his obedient subject 
(tau'); sometimes, again, the deity is described as gracious, while the human 
individual is his gift, his reward, his act of favour, the aid whkh he supplies, 
his protege who seeks refuge with him, etc. At other times the deity is repre
sented as increasing the family, as sending a good omen :md good fortune .. 
Some of these compounds are of doubtful meaning. With the exception of a very 
small number of uncertain cases found in inscriptions, there are absolutely no 
names which designate a human being as the kinsman or descendant of a deity, 
like those which we find among the Hebrews and other Semites." (ERE. i. f'fi5\. 

For Quranic references to pre-Islamic Allah, see Enc. Isl., I, p. 302, art: 
.1\.LLAH; 

19 See, e.g., Sura ii. 153. See Enc. Isl., II, pp. 587 f., 444 (Id al-AQ.]Ja). 
199 f. For a modern interpretation of the rites of the pilgrimage, see Lammens, 
op. cit., p. 218. 

20 See Sura ii. 136-45, which abrogate ii. 109. See also Sura ix. 1-12, 28, 
35 f. See Sir W. Muir, Life of Mohammad, pp. 189, 195; T. W. Arnold, The 
Preaching of Islam (1913), pp. 26:27. Abraham and Ishmael are claimed as ,l:Je 
fonnder.s a,hd builders of the Ka'ba at Mec~a and the historical basis of Islam is 
assured.-Legacy of Israel, p. 132. See Sura xxii. 27, 77; iii. 60, 91, and many 
other places about Abraham being the founder of monotheism (and Islam). ~1Pe 

Bell, op. cit., p. 144. For legends, see EniJ. 1sl., II, p. 589 (Adam is supposed lil 

be its founder); also p. 543. For the antiquity of Mecca, see Sir William Muir, 
Life of Mohammad, p. cii f. Mecca is regarded by Islam as the navel of the 9arth. 
".It forms the part of the earth which was created; before the rest of it. and around 
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What is more important to consider is. the light in which 
Muhammad took his own prophetic mission. 21 .Judging by 
the probabilities of the case, it is likely that his soul was 
primarily stirred against the debased religions beliefs and the 
iniquitous social practices of his countrymen.22 No doubt 
can be entertained about the sincerity of his convictions or 
l1i s zeal in proclaiming them in no uncertain terms ;23 for he 
knew very well the risk he ran in touching a lucrative source 
of revenue of the Koreish and a deep-rooted pagan sentiment 
of the people at large. Tbat he felt a call to act in the man
ner of earlier prophets may be admitted without any question : 
he w:1s no deceiver or charlatan who wanted to gather a fol
lowing or a fortune by his prophetic office, if the unanimous 
testimony to the beginning of his prophetic career can be 
relied upon. As Dr. Leitner observes, '' If self-sacrifice, 
honesty of purpose, unswerving belief in one's mission, a 
marvellous insight into existing wrong or error, and the per
ception and use of the best means for its removal, are among 
the outward and visible signs of inspiration, the mission of 
Muhammad was inspired.' '24 It is extremely likely that 
originally Muhammad considered himself to be a. warner~5 

in the fashion of Jolu1 tbe Baptist, announcing the nearness 
of the Last Judgment and calling his countrymen to the wor
ship of a unitary God 26 and the belief in a destiny beyond the 

whhh the rest stretches. It is also the highest point, the place which provides 
the whole world with its. nourishment; and it forms the place of communication 
with the upper and the under world.-.Enc. Is!., li, p. 5\JO. Cf. Proverbs viii. 22·2•1. 
See Muhammad Ali's Holy Quran, p. 170 f., notes 467-69. 

21 See Sir W. Muir, Life of Mohammad, Ch. III; also p. 71. 
22 During the ten first years of his prophetic career Muhammad only attacks 

the heathen, and refrains from falling upon the Jews a.nd Christians with whom 
h() believed himself to be in agreement on the fundamentals of his preaching.
Lammens, op. cit., pp. 46-47. 

~3 The oldest Buras are " the most animated, the most lyrical, and also the 
most abrupt." Another peculiarity is " the multiplicity and piling-up of oaths.'' 
-See Lammens, op. cit., p. 46; also Noldeke, Sketches from Eastern Hist,•ry, 
p. 35. 

24 Religious Systems of the World, p. 293. 
25 Sura xxix. 49. 
26 The idea of tho u!lity of Allah does not. occupy eo lt~Ige a place in the 

earliest parts of the Kur'an; later, however, it occurs many times.-Wensinek, The 
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grave. At a later time when he put forward Abrah3Jm 
(Ibrahim) as ' the friend of God ' (Khalilulliih) he represent
ed him as iloing to his father's idols what he himself intended 
to do to the idols at Ka'ba, namely, utter destruction. 27 

With increa:sed success and greater knowledge of the achieve
ments of earlier prophets he could tell his people that the 
treatment that they were meti"ng out to him had befallen the 
lot of these ea:r:lier prophets also, but that their countrymen 
had to pay dearly for their unbelief. Here Muhammad 
figures as one prophet among others and he could preach that 
Allah sends to each nation its own prophet whom it should 
hear and obey. 28 When he began to recite the Quranic 
verses in his public ministry at Mecca and conceived the idea 
of a divine mission,29 two ideas were combined: he was not 
an ordinary prophet but an Apostle and a law-giver like Moses 
and Christ30 and through him the Arabs were going to get 
from heaven a sacred book in their own language as the Jews 
had theirs through Moses. 31 His sole ambition seems to have . 
/\,[us lim C·reed, p 4 (References are to Buras cxii, ii. 256, xxvii. 26, xxviii, 8,>3; 

see also iv. 40, 51, 89, 115). Snouck Hurgron;e caJled attention to the very import· 
ant point that Muhammad did not from the -very first proclaim strict monotheism as 
the prindpal thing but the e.pproaoh of the. L11st Judgment, from which he was to 
save his countrymen. The assertion that there is no god but Allah appears sporadi· 
cally from lxiii. 9 onwards; and it must certainly have taken some time before 
there was a definite breach with the idolaters (Sura cix) and befor<J he met them 
with the declaration of the oneness of God (Sura cxii).-Enc. Isl., II, p. 1075, art 
KORAN. 

2T The story in Sura xxi. 52 f. The story is taken from Rabbinical 1iterl!.
ture (see Legacy uf Israel, p. 141). See Enc. Isl., II, p. 431, art. IBRA.Hl'JI.T. See 
u,lso Sir W. Muir, The Life of Mohammad, pp. 4080\l. 

28 Sura iv. 161-63, 168. See Bell, op. cit., p. 127. 
29 For the arrangement of the Buras ac~ording to periods, see Hugbe.s, 

Dictionary of Islam., art. Q'C'R'XN, p. 492 f. There is no unanimity about arrange
ment : compare, for instance, Rodwell and Hughes. 

30 Bell, op. cit., p. 125 f. 
31 See art. PROPHET in Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, p. 475; also Beil, 

op. cit., p. 93 f. Muhammad is divinely authorised to communicate the Book of 
God. He even co=unicates it in his own langua.ge, but whether the original is in 
Arabic is not clear; there is at least a suggestion that it is in a divine language : 
'.· We have made it an Arabic Koran that ye might understand it, but in the origi
nal with us it is sublime, wise (xliii Z). "-Margoliouth, Early De'J)elopment of 
Muhammadanism, p. 9. On ' Arabic Qur'an,' seq The Apology of Al Kindy, 
pp. 7\:!·84; '1'. W. Arn"ld, op. eit., p. fZ7. 

45 
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been originally to be recognised as a genuine vehicle of divine 
decrees and not to be stigmatisod as an impostor, a men: 
poet, 32 a plagiarist or a redactor of ancient prophecies. He 
repudiated the suggestion that he had confederates-possibly 
Jewish and Christian-from whom he borrowed materials 
and that he was trying to pass off' his own composition as 
divine revelation, sent down from heaven through angelic 
agency. 33 

But very soon Muhammad assumed a more ambitious 
rble. He not only believed that an illiterate man like him
scl£34 could not have com posed such elegant verses-and he 
challenged his contemporaries to produce ten verses to mateh 

32 For J\!Iuhamma><l's attHude towards poets, see. Ard1er, op. o~t., p. 7\l f.; 
Ma3donald, Religious Att,it,rde and Lif~ in lslmn, p. 18 f. See Sir W. Muir, Life 
of Mohammad, pp. 78, 127. 

33 At a later period of his earoer no one w<mld venture to doubt. tho cliviuo 
origin of the cnl;iro book J3r>t at ib commoncc.rnent the "1·SO wae clifforcnt. The 
people of Meeoa spnkc openly an<l tauntingly of .it as the >~ork of a poet, as ~ 
colloction or antiquated or frtbnlous legends, or r< palpable sorcery. They aceus!.'ld 
him of baving confederates, rllld even specified foreigners who had been his "O 

adjutors. Such were Salmn.n the Persian, 1o whom he may have owed the descri{l· 
tions of Heaven and Hell, which are analogous to thooe of the Zenda.vesta, nn.d 
tbe Ohristia.n monk Sergius, or as the Muhammadans term him, Ilo·heira.-RodweU, 
Prefoce to Koran, p. xvi. See Hughes, Dictionary of l.<lam, art •. J11JWS, p. 238. 
'Phe whole article is worth reading. 

34 In this connection it is important to congider t.he term ummi, one of the 
favourite epithets Muhammad gives himself in the :Kuran. TJate.r writers nRnally 
explained this term as meaning " illltcrate " and connected it with the pr£\hlero 
o!' Muha.mmad's ability to read and write. Umma conveys the meaning of "people." 
When the term is used in a religious sense it means community; in a profane 
sense it is ethnos and ummi is ethnikos. Wben Muhammad called himAelf nmmi 
he meant thereby tl1at he was the Arabian Prophet of the gentiles, speakin,q to 
the gentiles to whom no Apostle had ever bee:ri sent before.- Wensinck, Th~ Muslint 
Creed, p. 6. See Rodwell's Koran, p. 831, footnotes 1 and 2 on Sura vii. 156. 
l::lee, however, 'Ali '!'abari, The Book of Religion and Emp·ire, (Tr. by A. Miogana), 
p. 54 f. Muhamma.il Ali (The Holy Quran, p. 361, fool.note 950) says that the 
mnmi prophet conveys any one of the following thre.e signifie,[l,nCfo,s, t'iz., (l) one 
who knows not reading or writing; (2) one from among the Ambs (amcmg whom 
reading and writing were rare); and (3) one coming from Mecca {umm-ul-Qttra, 
the Metropolis of Arabia). Sura xxix. 47 : " And ThDn ilidst not recite anv bock 
(of revelation) ·hefore it : with that right bani! of thine thon i!idst not transcribe 
one," is taken by Mnsalmans as oonch18ive evidence that }vfuhammail was illiter· 
ate before he rec~ived the Qnrank revelation. " There is a difference of opinion. 
however, as to whether he could re:1d or write after revelation." See Mnhamm"" 
Ali, Th~ llol!f Quran, P· 862: Enc, Br., Vol. 115, p. 646, 
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those of the Qur'an 35-and boasted that even if men and jinn 
were to combine they could not produce a similar book,36 but 
he began to believe also that he was '' all the Apostle oJ 
God,'' 37 

'' the seal of the prophets.'' 38 Two consequences 
followed from this position. The first is that his advent was 
not unexpected, for earlier prophets had predicted his on
coming and even his name, 39 and he had come to give a fuller 
revelation of God's essence anCl attributes than the earlier pro
phets had done. Although in the Qur' an the references to 
such prophetic Biblical passages are meagre, the hint thrown 
out was seized upon with avidity by Muslim theologians and 
the Old and the New Testament were ransacked for finding 
out appropriate prophecies regarding the future greatness 
of the progeny of Ishmael and the advent and achievements of 

J5 Sura xi. 16; ii. 21. See Noldeke, op. cit., p. 36. 
36 Sura xvii. \.ll, Muhammad Ali translates jinn as evil-disposed men (The 

Holy Quran, p. 579, footnote 1466); but only some Mu'tazilites took the word in 
this sense. See art. GENII in Hughes, Die. Isl., p. 133 f, and Enc. Isl., I, ad. 
DJINN, p. 1.045. See aloo Westermarck, Pagan Survivals in Mohammedtm 
Civilisa-tion,. pp. 12/., 17. 

37 Sura vii. 157 f. See Wensinck, op. cit., p. 6, on the interpretation of this 
passage. 

38 Sura xxxiii. 40. The seal of prophecy was a mole of an unusual size on 
the Prophet's ba:;k which, according to the predictions of the sGriptures, marked 
him as the Seal of the Prophets (see Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, 
p. 567; Sir W. Muir, The Life of Mohammad, p. 529). 'l'he following quotation 
from Mirza Ghulam Ahmad of Qadian, the founder of the Ahmadiyya 
Movement, who c1aimed to have combined in his own person the functions of the 
Mahdi and the Messiah, is of interest here : " The chosen vnes of God even now 
drink deep at th~ fountain of His inspiration and no one ever set a seal upon the 
lips of God. His grace even now flows in abundance and is bestowed upon men 
ail it was bestowed of old. It is true that the revelation of a perfect Law and 
necessary rules for the guidance Olf mankind has put an end to the need of a 
fresh Law to be revealed from the Almighty, and apostleship and proph('lcy have 
attained their perfection in the holy persoil of our Lord and Ma.ster ( ?), the Prophet 
Muhammad, may peace and the blessings of God be upon him, but still aru accesB 
to the sacred fountain of inspira\,,ion is not thereby debarred.-Teachings of Islam 
(1921), p. 78. 

39 Sura lxi. 6; ii. 83 (see R<Jdwell's notes). See Macdonald, Aspects of Islam, 
p. 225 f. It seems probabb, from the traditions, that the Prophet did not adopt 
tho name Muhammad till after the !!'light, and that he was previously called 
Abd-Allah.-Rodwell's Koran, p. 446 ~footnote to lxi. 6). See however ERE. vii. 
873. L•11ter theologians gave him 30, 300, or owm 1,000 names.-ERK viii. 872. 
a.rt. MUHAMMAD. Muhammed Ali, Mtthammacl the P1'ophet, Ch. IV., gives •he 
prophecies about the advent of Muhammad. 
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lVI uhammad. 40 'l1he other is the claim put 
Qur' an that althougl1 the earlier prophets had taught mono
theism, their successors had allowed their true teachings to be 
forgotten or mixed up with undesirable ingredients ami that, 
in conformity with later beliefs, the earlier scriptures too had 
been tampered with and corrupted. 41 J-1ater Muslim theo]o .. 
girms believed also that many passages alluding to Muhammad 
had been deliberately expunged" or altered or perversely inter
preted, when retained, to defeat his claim to be recognised as 
the Last Prophet. 42 Muhammad had perhaps hoped that by 
putting himself in the prophetic line of Moses Emd Christ, he 
would be able to win the support of the ,T ews and the Chris
tians, of whose prophets he always spoke with the greatest 
reverence. 43 His failure to win them over altered his entire 
attitude towards these communities, although a superstitious 
veneration for a revealed book was responsible for a more 
tolerant attitude towards thern than towards people of other 
faiths. Possiply the nearness of the Day of Judgment whieh 
he preached in his earlier career was in the manner of the 
Jewish prophets, including Jesus, and the virtual abandomnent 
of this idea of the imminence o[ Divine Judgment, or at least a 
catastrophe, was due either to his failure to convert the Jews 
and the Christians wholesale or to his acquisition of tempornl 
power. 44 

40 See, e.g., The Book of Reliaion and Empire, by ' Ali Tabari (Tr. A. 
Mingan~). See Macdonald, As1Ject11 of Islarn, p. 234 f., p .. 240. 

41 Sura ii. 70-73, 169, 254; iv. 48; v . 16-18, 45. See Enc. Isl., II, p. 1066; 
Macdonald, Aspects of Islam, La,t. VII, esp. pp. 219·22. 

42 History has a curious habit of repeating itself. " The Shi'as in theit 
hatmd of ' Othman, their great aversion, ::~ssert that the original text has been 
gravely changed and even mutilated. The Xharijites exclude the 12th Sura, which 
they treat as a romantic story. "-Lammens, hliim : Beliefs and Institutions, p. &.l. 

See Enc. lsl., II, pp. 1070-71; Sir William Muir, The Mohammedan Controversy 
and other articles, p. 150; Life of Mohammad, p. xxiii f. 

43 The Muhamma-dans believe that the faults in action and lmowl(\<lge 
of the prophe:s to he found in the scriptures of other religions are partly due no 
doubt to their human nature hut tl1ey are also partly d11e to fabrications of the 
Jews and Ohristians.-See Al Dayan (Introduction Lo the Commentary on the 
Holy Qoran), p. 193, by M. A. M. Abdul Haqq. 

44 Lammons, op. cit., p. 47. The doctrine of the future life was preached 
in th~ early days ll·S a warning of the approaching end of the world and the Day 
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Muhammad's conception of the function and power of 
a prophet seems to have undergone considerable modificati011 
in course of his ministry. His original intention seems to 
have been to go back to the later Jewish conception of a 
prophet who is a messenger of God, no doubt, but who has 
no superhuman pretensions. His greatest objection to Chris
tianity was that it had deifieil Christ and Mary and reduced 
God to a third of three. 45 He vehemently denounced what 
he considered to be a tritheism and repeatedly urged that 
Christ was a man and an apostle of God like other prophets 
before him. While he was quite willing, therefore, to be
lieve that Christ was immaculately conceived, performed 
many miracles and even escaped the Cross (a likeness ot 
Jesus being really crucified), he systematically rejected the 
idea of the divine sonship of Jesus (as of Ezra)46 although 
assigning to him a distinctive position among the prophets 
by calling him the Spirit of God or the vVord which God con
veyed into Mary _47 Conformably to this line of thought, 

of Judgment ; yet be h&d afterwards to make the martyrs in his cau8e enter 
paradise at once, and his enemies enter hell immediately after death~-a 1,eliei not 
easily reconciled w1th the former.-ERE. viii. 875. See Bell, op. cit., p. 201 f. 

45 Muhammad t,hought ·that the Cbris,ian 'l'rinity was composed of God, 
Mary and Christ and that Gabriel wa.s the Holy Ghost. See" Sura v. 77-9, UG; 

iv. 169. It has been suggested that th<> mistake of Muhamma.d arose from the 
fact UM,t the word Rouah, the Holy Ghost, is of the f<>minine gender in some 
Orienta.! tongues and is figuratively styled the mother o1 Christ in the gospei of 
the Nazarcnes. (See in this connection CheyJ1e, Traditions and Beliefs of ,1ncient 
Israel, p. 20 f.) But, as Gibbon points out, " tho Christians of the sev..,nth century 
had insensibly relapsed into a semblance of paganism : the public and private vows 
were a,ddxesaed to the relics and images that disgraced the temples of the }]ast : 
the throne of tho Almighty was darkened by a cloud ad' martyrs, and saints, and 
angels, the ob~ects of popular veneration; and the Collyridian heretiJs,, who flourished 
in the fruitful soil of Arabia, invested! the Virgin Mary with the name and honours 
of a goddess."-Gibbon, op. cit., Oh. l, Vol. II, p. 432 (with footnote). See ERE 
viii. 476. 

45 Sura ix. 30. That the Jews regarded Ezra as a son of God is due Lo 
Muhammad's own invention.-Hodwell's Koran, p. 524, f.n. 9. See also G-ibbon, 
l>c. cit., p. 439 (with f<Jotnote). See also, Sura ii. 261 and cf. Neb. ii. 13. 

47 See Sura iii. 48. For Lc Ohristology of the Qur'an, see Lammons, 
op. ciL, p. 50 f. and' art. J"ESUS CHRIST in Hughes, DicUona7'y t~f lslam, 

p. 929 f. (esp. p. 233 where a Hadlih has been quoted). In his celestiaJ journey, 
however, Muhammad saw J"e8'11S in one of the lower heavens. See Hughes, op. tiL; 
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Muhammad calls him a messmiger and servant of Allah and 
thinks that nothing prevented Allah from endowing, him 
(~uhammad) with the power of performing miracles except 
that these had been treated as lies by their contemporarie1>, 
when performed by earlier prophets. 48 The miracle on which 
he bases his prophetship49 during this period is the miracle of 
the Qur' an ; but for this it is not. necessary to suppose that l1e 
was anything more than a mere man. 50 In fact, a tradition 
records that his I'ight of interceding with God accrued after 
God had forgiven his sins, both first and last. 51 

But another strain of thought soon crossed this line of 
thinking. Performance of miracles had come to be looked 
upon as a part of prophetic function and the .T ews :1nd Chris~ 
tians could score an o-bvious victory over the Apostle of Islam 
by pointing to his incapacity in this respect. 52 Then, again, 
Christ had been regarded as sinless and he was believed to 

pp. 235, 3151-52. See 'Wensinck, op. 61 .. , pp. 243-44 (reappearance of Jesus to 
sl[\y the anti-Christ); Ma(~om1ld, Aspects of Islcnn, p. 244 f; Sir W. Muir, Life 
of Mohammad, p. 143 f. • 

The Ghassaniyas alo!le denied the apostleship of Jesua.-See Wen,sinck, op. 
cit., p. 114. Per contra see Ghazal'i who avowed that ' Christianity would be the 
absolul;e expressi<Y!l of truth were it not for its dogma of 'l"rinity and its denial 
of the divine mission of Muhammad ' (See Laroroens•, op. cit., p. 121). 

48 For the roost part the old prophets only serve to introduce a little variety 
in point of form, for they are almost in every case facsimiles of Mohammed hiro
self.-Niildeke, Sketches from Eastern History, p. 29. 

49 According to Islam miracles happen, either to support Allah's Prophets 
in a visible way (mu'djiza) or to signify Divine Grace towards the saint .through 
whom they take place (lcarama).-See Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 224·26; also Mac· 
donald, Rel. Att. and Life in Isl., p. 49 f. (discussing Ibn Rhaldiin's theory); 
Ma3d<:mald, Asp. of Isl., p. 231. For the conception of roirades in Islam, see 
Mubammad Ali, The 1-le!igion of Is!lii:m, p. 240 f. 

50 See Sura.s xvii. 92-7; :xxix. 49; xiii. 27-30; xviii. 110. See Macdonald, 
Aspects of Islam, p. 232. See also Nicholson, Idea of PMsonality in Swfism, 
p. 58 : .Both the Sufi.stic wali and the Shi'ite Imam are claimed to be '' divine 
men, really one. with God, whereas Mohammed, r,s described in the Koran, is no 
more than a man subject to human weaknesses, who receives at intervals the 
Divine revelations, not from God but from an angel." For the origin of the cult 
of saints in Islam, see Westermarck, Pag. Sur. in Moh. Oiv., p. 94 f. 

51 Mishhat, Bk. XXIII. Ch. XII, quoted by Hughes, Dictionary of Islam, 
p. 233 tart. JESUS CHRIST). Of. Sum xlviii. 2. 

52 It is interesting to note that the Christian claim was responsible for tne 
introduction of the miraculous into Zoroastrianism a.l;;o.-See 1 >halla, Zor.Jastrean 
'l'heolo(ly, p. 195. 
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have bodily ascended to heaven after his crucifixion. 53 Tbe 
Qur'an does not contain the full reply to these allegations of 
inferiority hut it does contain the germs. cTust as an obscure 
Vedic passage would often be elaborated in the Pnral).as, so 
also on the few stray and obscure passages of the Qur' an were 
built up in the 'Traditional literature (hadith) manv stories of 
Muhammad's achievements· in the fields of prophecy aitd 

miracle. In the Qur'an itself there is reference to the split-
ting of the moon (liv. 1-'2), 54 angelic help at the battle of 
Badr (iii. 120)55 and the night journey from Mecca to Jern
salem (xvii. 1). But the 'l'raditionalists, obviously keeping 
m mind what miracles Jesus and other prophets had per
formed, ascribed similar works to Muhammad56 and went one 
step further by supposing that, mounting on the mysterious 
Buraq, he had ascended in the body, while awake, to heaven 
and conversed with God, thus excelling in a way the feat of 
Jesus; 57 they also enumerated the events, predicted by him, 
which took place either during his life-time or after his 
death. 58 In a· similar fashion the sinlessness of the prophets, 
at least after accepting their vocation, became a dogma m 

53 The Talmudists mentioned nine (or thirteen) individu~ls who were ~Jang. 

Iated to hcaven.-See Bodwell's Koran, p. 115, n. 2. (Sura xh:. 58). 

54 See ltodwell's Koran, p. 64, n. 1; Hughes, Dro. of Isl., pp. 350-51. 

55 This oceurs in a Medinese Sura. See also another Medinese verse, Sura viii. 
17. See aloo xxxiii. 10. 

56 For a list see Hughes, Die. of Isl., p. 351; 'Ali Tabari, op. ()it., p. 30f.; 
ERE. vii. 878. Muhammad's own belief was that " no apostle had come with 
miracles unless by the lea.ve of God " (Sura xiii. 33). See Bell, op. oit., p. 198 f; 
Margoliout;h, Ear. Dev. Muh., p. 1339 f; Gibbon, op. cit., II, pp. 436-37; Sir 
Willia;m Muir, Life of Mohammad, pp. xlvii, !viii. For a severe critic'ism of 
the miracle3 aocribed to Muhammad by the Traditional Literature, see Sir William 
Muir, The Apology of Al Kindy, pp. 53-62. For the assimilation of Muhamma<l 
to Christ, see Guillaume, op. cit., p. 132 f. 

57 Some commentators make it a vision as indicated in Sura xvii. 62. B11t 

the orthodox creed demands a belief in the reality of the night iourney nnd the 
ascension. See Macdonald, Development of Muslim The-ology, p. 298 (Appendix 
l-A Short Creed by AI-Ash'ari); also p. 313. See Muhammad Ali, The Holy 
Quran, p. 572, footnote 1441. A full treatment of the snb;ect i& to be found in 
J. C. Al'<Jher, My·stical Elements in M·ohammed, pp. 44-55 : he calls it " a mystic 
experience, a breaking through into the unseen world, a snatching away in the 
spirit, and withal, a conviction " {p. 49). See Enc. Isl., II, p. 553, art. ISRA.' 

lit 'Ali Tabari, op. cit., p. 37 f. 
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later Muslim belief although earlier accounts were en
tirely different and even in canonical hadith '' Muham
mad's unpeccability is never mentioned, " 59 not to talk of his 
freedom from polytheism at all times. 60 The whole belief 
was evidently modelled on Christianity and gave rise to the 
tradition that the beart of Muhammad was taken out by t-vvo 
angels a,nd wtLshed clean with ;now of all sin£111 eleroei1ts in 
order to quaJify him for his unique relationship to divine n· 
velation. 61 

The last stage is represented by Muhammad's belief that 
not only was he a prophet after the manner of earlier prophets 
but also an Apostle destined to be the last one. He no longer 
believes that " to its own book shall every nation he sum
moned '' 62 on the Day of Judgment and that salvation was 
not of the Muslims only but also of the Jews, the Christians, 
and the Sabeites. 63 No difference is made between the pro
phets of old so as to give any pre-eminence to the followers of 
Moses and J csus, and aU people are expected to receive Is lam 
as an indispensable complement to their faith in order to be 
saved. 64 '' This day have I perfected your religion for you and 
have completed my favours and blessings upon you, and I 
have been pleased by making Islam your religion. " 65 The 

59 ERE. xi. 568, art. SIN (Muslim). Wensinck, op. cit., p. 218. 

&0 &.le Wensinck, op. cit., p. 192. It has been pointed out that one of the 
nons of Muhammad bore the pagan name 'Abd Manaf. " Sprenger h . .as conjectured 
tha~ ' Abd Allal1, Tahir, al-Tayib an\1 other epithets were later substitute-} for 
the name 'Abd Manaf."-VVensinck, op. cit., pp. 240, 242. 

61 Margoliouth, Ear. De1J. M11.h., p. 248. Gabriel is also credited with t,he 
same function. See M. Ali's Holy Quran, p. 1201, note 2761. Also Archer, 
Mystical Elements in Mohammed, p. 41 f, for versions and interpretations. 

62 Sura xlv. 27. Of. 2 Tim. 3.16: " All scripture inspired of God is profitable 
f-or teaching, for reproof, for amendment, and for moral discipline, to make the 
man of God proficient and equip him with good work of every kind." See Bell, 
op. cit., p. 124. 

63 See Rodwell's Koran, p. 373, n. 2 to Su-ra ii. 59; v. 73. 

64 Surv, ii. 130, 285 (thus abrogating or contradicting ii. 254 and some verses 
in xix aud xvii. 57); iv. 151. See Wensinck, op. cit., p. 113. For the development 
of the idea that Islam is' the only true religion, see Sir ·william Muir, Life lf 
Moharnrnad, pp. 150-54; also T. W. Arnold, The Preaching of Islam, p. 3 f. 

o> Sw~ v. 5. See Muhammad Ali, The Reliflion. of I-11liim1 _p. 208 f, 
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revelation ' Let there be no compulsion in religion '66 wa,s 
never intended to be applied to the idolaters of Arabia (or to 
apostates), 67 either in theory or in practice, for iconodasn1 
(and extreme punishment of infidels and apostates) was a reli-

gious duty with Islam ; to the people possessing a ' scrip
turary ' religion, toleration was conceded in theory but often 
administered with galling severity in practice,68 To quote 
Margoliouth, 69 ' ' The ultimate system adopted was to per
mit the existence of communities which professed to follO\v 
a revealed book, but to disarm them and make them tribu
tary; this condition is identified by some purit?ts with that of 
slaves. The existence of communities to which this descrip
tion did not apply was forbidden.' '70 Possibly the older 
view, ' The Q'ur 'an in one hand and sword in the othel' ' as 
the method of Muhammadan conversion, requires a little 
modification to-day, but there can be no doubt that at times 
and in places the victorious armies of Islam did follo"\v this 
fanaticaL procedure in times of war, 71 remembering that 
" only the faithful arc brethren, " 72 and that, in times of 

66 Sura ii. 257. See iii. 19. See The Apology of A! Kindy, p. 98. 
67 A well-authenticated tradition .ascribes to Muhammad the saying " I am 

ordered to • make w<',r on people till thy say : There is no God. but Allah. "-See 
Wensinck, op. cit., pp, 13, 19. See also Sura xvi. 108. 

68 See .The Apology of Al Kindy, p. 97. See Margoliouth, Ear. Dev. Muh., 
p. 104 f. The. toleration did not extend to Arab Jews or Christians (p. 105).~ 

St~e pp. 118 f., 132; also Sir William Muir, Life af Mohammad, p. 454. 
69 ERE; viii. 877. See Hughes, Die. Is!., p. 243 f., art. JffiA.D (The who1e 

article. is illu)llinating as regards the war ethics of the Muslims). Jihad was 
regarded as the sixth pillar of Islam by the Kharijites.-See Lammens, op. cit., 
p. 62. ·See Gtii}laume, Trt:J,ditions of Islam (1924), p. 110 f.,onJil:;a~; Eno. Isl., I. 
F· 1041. 

70 Margoliouth admits, however, that " exemption from military service and 
from the burdensome ceremonies of Islam .aided the tolerated communities in a 
variety of ways, and counteracted some of the effects of humiliation and oppres· 
sion. "-Early Development· of Muhllllnmadanism, pp. 100-01. See T. W. Arnold, 
op. cit., pp; 5\J-52. 

71 In The Apology of Al Kindy (tr. Sir William Muir), p. 6:1!, occur;;, for 
instance, the following sentence : " Instead of mir.acles, the claim of thy Master 
was enforced simply by the sword." {See also pp. 95, 100.) See art. PERREOU
TION (Muhammadan) in ERE. ix. 607; also the saying of. Muhammad, quoted in 
Sir W. Muir, Life of Mohammad, p. 448: " There shall not cease from the Illidst 
of my people a party engaged in fighting for the truth, until Anti-christ appear." 
See T. 'iV". Arnold, op. cit, pp. 69, 75 and 57 (the ordinance of Umar). 

72 Sura xlix. 10. 

46 
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peace, they heaped such indignities, inconveniences and in.: 
securities on the adherents of other faiths that the civil and 
moral coercion amounted almost to a forcible co!lvers1oi1. 
When Muhammad conceived Islam to be destined for 
the whole world-· -as '' an admonition to all created 
beings,' '73 he could not obviously regard himself as 
no better than his predecessors nor could he concede that 
each nation was to have its own prophet.i4 He claimed that 
he had been sent as '' mercy unto all creatures '' and that ttl 

him belonged the unique distinction of closing the prophetic 
line altogether : henceforth salvation was of the Muslims 
only 75 and the Qur'an was the uncreated word of God much 
as the Logos was in Christianity. He thereby negated in 
practice, in so far as it related to the future, his own revela
tion: " To each age its Book. What He pleaseth aoth God 
abrogate or confirm : for with Him is the source of revela
tion.' ' 76 

To this stage belongs the famous declaration of Muslim 
faith (shahiida) : '' There is no God but· Allih and Muham
mad is the Apostle of Allah.'' The Jews had preached that 

73 See Buras xxxviii, 87 f; xxxvi. 69 r; xxi. 107 ; xxv. 1. 
'l'he doctrine of predestination compels the Muslims to believe, however, 

that even in the remotest future the 'distinction between Muslims a,nd non-}.'[usli~ru~ 
will per.sist. How else would this verse be fulfilled? : ' Moreover had thy Lord 
pleased, He had assuredly made mankind of one religion : but thos~ only to whom 
thy Lord hath granted his mercy will cease to differ. And unto this hath He 
created them; for the word of thy Lord shall be fulfilled, " I will assuredly fill 
hell with Djinn and men together " ' (Sura xi. 120). 

74 Sec Wensinck, op. cit, pp. 5-6; T. W. Arnold, op. cit., pp. 28-31; Muham
mad Ali, The Religion of Islam, p. 258 f. 

75 Thus in Sura vii. 155-56, God speaks to Moses in the following way :
• I will inflict my chastisement on whom I will, and my mercy embraceth all things, 
and I write it down for those who fear Me, and pay the alms, and believe in 
our signs, who follow the Apostle, the unlettered Prophet-whom they find <lrs
c.rihed with them in the Law and Evangel. What ia right will he enjoin them. 
arid' forbid them what is wrong, and will allow them healthful viands, and 
prohibit the impure, and will ease them of their burden, and of the yokes which 
were. upon them; and those who believe in him, and strengthen him, and help 
him, and follow the light which hath been sent down with him,~the>Je are 
theywith whom it .shall be well." (Of. Christ's saying : " For my yoke is easy, 
and rriy burden, is light.'') 

7S Sura xiii. 00-39. Md. Ali translates the verses in a difl'erent way and 
with a different meanmg (see HaZy Quran, p. 508)• 
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l'ahweh was one Yahweh and Israel was his prophet and the 
Christians had substituted for the prophetship of the tribe 
the individual and unique prophetship of Jesus. In the 
Islamic formula of faith, while the first or negative 
half was directed against polytheism of all kinds, the second 

or positive half was directed against other monotheisms. It 
is not enough to believe that God is one; it is also necessary 
to believe in the revelation of God through Muhammad.Tl 
No longer does he say that he is a mere warner or that he is 
like one of the Apostles that had gone before or that he came 
to confirm their messages. 78 He now claims to have come as 
the special Apostle of the Meccans to preach God's message 
in the form of an Arabic Qur'an, and it is not open to them to 
place him alongside the ·prophets of other people. 79 He is 
the last and the best of the Apostles and the Qur'an is an in
fallible guide. Muslims are forbidden henceforth to scan the 
Qur'a,n too scrutinisingly and to find out that certain state'" 
ments there contradict Biblical accounts-that, for instance, 
Moses' (and Aa;on's) sister and Jesus' mother are not identi
cal, that Christ did not escape the Cross, 80 that Baptism was 
not a dyeing of the Christians' clothes, that no table was 
sent out of heaven that it might be a recurring festival (the 

77 OJ. Sura !vii. 28 : " 0 ye who believe I fear God and believe in his 
Apostle : two portions of his mercy will He give you." 

78 See Sura ii. 114 : " But until thou follow their religion, neither the Jews 
nor the Christians, will ever be satisfied with thee. Say : verily, guidance of God, 
-that is the guidance r And if after 'the knowledge ' which hath reached thee, 
thou follow their desires, thou shalt find from God neither helper nor protootor. 
They to whom we have given the book, and who. read it as it ought to be read,
these believe therein: but whoso believeth not therein, these are they who shall 
be the losers." See Lammens, op. cit., p. 50; 

79 See Wensinck, op. oit., pp. 200-03. 

80 On the Qnranic view that Christ did not die on the Cross is based the 
foilowing belief of Mirza Ghuliim Ahmad of Qadian, the founder of the Ahmadrya 
Movement : " Jesus did not die on the cross, but wa.s taken down by .his disciples 
in a swoon, and healed within forty days by a miraculous ointment called, in 
Persian, Marham-i-'Isa . He then travelled to the East on a mission to the ten 
lost tribes of the c.hildren of Israel, believed by Ahmad to be the peoples of 
Afghanistan and Kashmir, and finally died at the age of 120, and was buried m 
Khan Yar Street, in Srinagar, the capital of Kashmir." (H. A. Walter, The 
Ahmaaiya Movemefl:t, p. 90). For similar belie£ ill Christian sects, see Beil, or;. 
cit., p, 154. 
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Eucharist) to the Christians. 81----and .t.hftt .. ~Ql' .. GGX:t~in .. otlwr 
statements the authority is not the Bible but the Talmuclie 
l~terature and certain Ohristian.heresies.82 .. The faithful are 
to learn their Biblical history from the Qur'an. which is the 
revealed word of God :83 any discrepancy between it and the 
Bible is to be set down to the loss of. tradition. among tbe 
Jews or to parts oft he Bible being composed by secular hands. 84 

·For the message of salvation that he brought Muhammad 
could claim that for aJl times to come peace should be invoked 
on him personally whenever his name is uttered and Divine 
mercy invoked on him and his descendants in the daily prayers 
of the faithful 85 in addition to the acknowledgment of his 
Apostleship. 

How far Muhammad conceived his message to be uni
versal is difTicult to ascertain. He thought as a Remite and 

81 Hughes, Die. Isl., p. 54, art. CHIUSTIANITY, and p. 110, art. 
EUCHARIST. A critical revision would have cut out t,he most glaring anachron· 
isms : the confusion between the two Marys (19, 22), between Haman, minister 
of King Ahasuerus, an.d the minister of Moses' Pharaoh (Qoran 28. 5-7, 38; 40. 
38); the fusion into one of the legends o{ Gideon, Saul, Ifavid and Go\.iath (2, 
250, etc.); the story of the Samaritan (sic) who is alleged to hnve made the Jews 
worship the golden calf (20, 87, etc).-L11mmens, op. cit., p. 39. See, however, 
Muhmnma.d. Ali, The Holy Q1lran, p. 117, footnote 331. See Hughes, Die. Isl., 
art. 'IMR.A.N; also Enc. /sT., II, pp. 175-76. 

82 Muhammad's justification for treating the ,Jewish written and unwrittCD 
laws on the same level is tha,t the ;Jews l,bemselves believed idmt they ha.d both been 
revealed to Moses on Mount Sinai. 'J'he Musalmans followod the Jews in this 
respect and treated tbe traditions of tbe 1'roplJCt as equally. binding on the faithful 
with the Quranic revelations. 

83 " Whatever Allah quotes in the Kuran from Moses or other Prophets, 
from P.ha.raoh or from Satan, is the speech of A!l.ah in relation to their~. The 
speech of Allah is uncreated, but the speech of Moses and other creatures is 
created."-Art. 3 of The Fikh Akbar II (Wensinck, op. cit., p. 189). See, Sura 
xcviii. 8-3. 

M tlee Khw.a.ja Kamaluddin, Islam and Zoroastrianism, p. 170 f; Margoliouth, 
Eacr. Dev. Muh., pp. 53, 64, 232 f; Muhammad Ali, The Religion of Islam, p. 211 f. 

The number of sacred books delivered to mankind is said to have been 104; 
of these ten were given to Adam, fifty to Seth (a name n,ot mentioned in the Qur'an), 
thirty to Enoch, ten to Abraham, the Taurat to Moses, the Zabiir to David, the 
Injil to .Jesus, and the .Qur'ii,n to Muhammad. The ohe hun.dred scriptures givel:l 
to Adam, Seth, J1Jnooh,. and Abraham are termed f]ahifa;h (a pamphlet), and the 
other, four Kibii•b (a book); but all that is necessary .for the MuslinJ to know i'f 
these inspired records is supposed to lmve been retained in the Qur'an.-·--Ifughes. 
Die; Isl., art. I>IWPHJJlTS,. p. 4'15. . 

85 These form part of .the Tahiya and the 'J'ashahhud .in t1w f?aHit (aamaz or 
daily prayer). See Hughes, Die. lsl. , art . PHAYEH, p. 468. See 'Ali 'l'alJari 
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J:egarded himself as confirming the message of Biblical pro
phets and a few others whose identity cannot be definitely 
established now. 86 -·He was the divinely chosen prophet. ·of 
the Arabs and at one time accepted the · · positii:ni 
that other nations ha.d their own prophets by whose 
revelations they would be judged on the Day of 
Judgment. He undertook to rid Arabia of its idobitry 
i,lJ:pd polytheism, and he · ~onceded that ·ori the Dav o.f 
Judgment other Apostles would similarly act as witnesses in 
respect of their own people. Tradition, however, ascribes tu 
him a number of letters written to contemporary potentate~ 
-the Emperor at Byzantium,' the King of Persia, the Negus 
of Abyssinia and the Governor of Egypt-and inviting them 
to. embrace Islam. If their · authenticity can be establishecl-
Wensinck thinks they are '' of a doubtful authority, if indet3d 
they are not wholly legendary,' '87-they will prove tbat 

(op;~ cit., p. 40) who connects this with Sura xciv. 1-4. lFor Jewish and Christian 
influence on Musli.Jt!. prayer, see Bell, op. oit., pp. 142-43.) 

86_ The names of 28 p1·ophets are said to ooour in the Qur'an, but there is 
doubf about two (Aesop and Alexander the Great). Muhammad is related to ·have 
sa,id that there were 124,000 prophets and 315 (313 ?) apostles. Nine of the apostles 
or mess.sngers-Noah, Abraham, David, Jacob, Joseph, Job, Moses, Jesus and 
Muhammad-are called " pos~essoi·s of conetarwy," and six-Adam, N.oah, A.braham, 
Moses, Jesus· and Muhammad-are dignifwd wi;h special titles (Muhammad being 
called .HasiiJu'llah, the Messemger of God).-See Hughes, Die. lsi., .p. 475. See 
Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 202-04, 267. Post-canonical Tradition shows .a perpetual 
tendency to enlarge the number of Prophets as well as that of Apostles. The 
latter do not exceed the nlllllber of 315, whereas that of the Prophets varies between 
l,OOO,, and 224,000.,--Wensinck, op. cit. , p. 204. In the Ruran a difference is made 
between the. Apostle and the Prophet, in so far as thE) former is repre6enta.tive 
qf a , community .or people (umma) to which God has sent him .... The Xuranic 
series of · Apostles comprises N.uh (Noah), Lut (Lot), Ismail, Miisa, Shn"aib 
(Jethro), Hiid, Salih and 'Isa (Jesus). The number of PTophets mentioned in 
the Kuran is larger ... They are not sent ea"h l;o a different people but ihey walk 
ia thll, footsteps of the Apostles, their predecessors. ConsequeJ~tly, according to 
the doctrine of the Kuran, every Apostle is as sncl1 also a Prophet; but not every 
Prophet is at the same time an Apostle. This is also the view of early 
Christianity.-Wensinck, op. cit., p. 204 .. See also Sura ji. 254: " Some of the 
apostles We have endowed more highly than others." See also Buras ii. 137; 
vii. 6; also Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 177, 203. 

81 Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 7-8. But see Ency. Bri., Vol. 15, art. 
MOHAMMED. See Sir W. Muir, Life of Mohammad, Ch. X.'C; T . W. Arnold, 
op. cit., p. lltl. 
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Muhammad intended to carry .out in practice the Divine in
junction, '' We have not sent thee otherwise than to man
kind at large, to announce and to warn." 88 We now see the 
full significance of the shahiida. Muhammad wished to 
steer clear of the weakness of Judaism which did not give to 
prophets a place in the creed on account of its strict mono
theism, and of Christianity which elevated the prophet to 
such a divine height that monotheism itself was in danger. 
The shahiida preserved both Jewish monotheism and Chris
tian emphasis on the importance of the prophet 

Matters became complicated when the Apostle was 
conceived to combine m himself the functions of a 
warner on earth and a witness and an intercessor 
before God, the traditional literature going as usual 
beyond the Quranic position. There is every reas011 
to think that while in its theory of God Muham
madanism went back to Judaism, in its theory of Prophet it 
absorbed more and more Christian ideas. It is difficult to 
see how if God had predetermined certain souls for salvation 
and others for hell-fire, intercession could be ~f a,ny avail;&9 

but in Muhammadanism, as in other religions, the logic of 
the heart was allowed to overthrow theological consisteney 

88 Sura xxxiv. 27. See also xxi. 107; v. 5 (See M .. A. Alam, Islam and 
Chrishn·rJ·ity, Cb. V; •r. W. Arnold, op. cit., pp. 4-6.) 

89 The Wahhabis distinguish three type,, of inter.cession of which one only 
io applicable to Muhammad's intercession with Allah. First, there is " the inter· 
l!e>mion from regard " (Shafii' at-i- Wajahah) as when a king pardons a criminal 
on the intercession of the vizier whose position merits consideration of a · equest. 
from him. l;lo·:ondly, there is " the intercession from affection" (Shafa'ttt-i
malcabbah) as when a king pardons a criminal on, the intercession of the queen 
or the princes whom he loves. But to suppo~e l-hat God would pardon a sinner 
out of regard or affection for any individual is a Shirlcu 'l-ta-Ja1·ruf, ascribing power 
to other~ than God. The trQe interpretation of intercession is that a king way 
himself wish f;o pardon the criminal but fea,rs that the majesty of the law would 
tl1ereby be lowered. At this point the vizier (or the queen or ~ prince) intercedes 
with the tacit consent of the king. This is " the intercession by permission " 
(!:ilwfii.'at-i-l!a!izn) and Muhammad will have this power with God. The Wahhabis 
hold tha.t Muhammad iloes not have this power now but will possess it at the 
Day of .Judgment; brtt all o'her Musalmans believe that he has it now.-See 
Hughes, Die. Isl., art. SHil~K, pp. 579-80. See also Enc. Is!., IV, p. 378 f. 
(osp. p. 380). 
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and the orthodox community finally accepted the intercessory 
power of the Prophet as a part of the creed. 90 The most 
Intractable passage is Sura ii. 45 : " Fear a day in which a 
soul shall not avail for a soul at all, nor shall any intercession 
be accepted from them, nor shall any ransom be tr1ken, nor 
any help be given them." 91 while· Sura xxxix. 45 lays down 
that intercession is wholly w1th God. But possibly here too 
Muhammad hadto bow down to a tribal superstition. The 
Meccll,ns evidently believed that lower gods could intercede 
with Allah 92 and at a moment of weakness Muhammad too 
had conceded that of Al-Lat, Al-Uzza and Al-Manat, the 
three exalted female deities, intercession might be expected
a statement which he later on ascribed to Satanic suggestion 
and withdrew. 93 Apparently he felt that a substitute was 
wanted but that the supreme authority of Allah must at the 
same time be maintained. The Qur'an nowhere mentions 
explicitly that 1\fuhammad will act as an mtercessbr, but 
Muhammadan theologians have professed to :find a justifica
tion for their belief in his advocacy in Sura xvii. 82: " It 
may be that thy Lord will raise thee to a g1orious station,' '94 

and in Sura xciii. 5 : " And thy Lord shall assuredly be 
bounteous to thee and thou be satisfied." The Mu'tazilites 
felt justified in rejecting the doctrine of intercession a.s being 
contrary to the main teaching of the Qur'a.n (and also because 
it seriously affected the question of Divine justice for volun
tary sin) and taught that no deliverance of one who had en· 
tered Hell was possible ;95 but, possibly under Christian in-

90 See Wa~'iyat Abi Hanifa, art. 25, and Fikh Akbar II, art. 20, in Wensinck, 
op. cit., pp. 130, 194 (also pp. 180 f and IH f). 

~~ !:lee also lxxiv. 49; lxxxii. 19. 
92 Buras x. 19; xliii. 86. 

93 Sura !iii. 19-20. See Rodwell's Korari, p. 56, footnote 6; Sir William 
Muir, Life of Mohammad, p. 81 f. 

94 In Rodwell's Koran this is xvii. 82. The un~ertainty of interpretation 
i;; brought out by the f!Wt that this identical passage is recited during the r\ziin 

(call to public prayer) by religious Muslims as a prayer to God that He might 
grant the Maqam Mal;!miid to the Prophet.-See Hnghes, Die. Isl., p. 3L3, art. 
MAQA.M MAJ:[lVIUD. 

See also Wensinck, op. cit., p. 181. 
95 See Wensinck, op. cit., p. 61. 
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fluence, orthodoxy veered round to the view that Muhammad 
was '' a living intercessor at the throne of God.' '96 ()hviouslyc 
this intercession, consistently with the .. general tenor· of 
Quranic teaching on the subject, must be permitted by 
Allah/7 and this permission is granted either to pure being:~ 
like the angels (Suras xi. 7; xlii. 3; xxi. 28-29) or to those who 
bear witness to the truth (Sura xfiii. 86)98 and whose wo:rd;s are 
approved by God (Sura xx. 108) ; and again such intercession 
is permissible only in respect of those who have entered into 
eovenrwt with the God of Mercy (S11ra xix. 90). 99 The final 
opinion of Muslim orthodoxy is that Muhammad intercedes 
for those who have committed great sins100 and the right of 
intereess.ion extends also to angels, prophets, the ]earned and 
the martyrs. 101 To quote Wensinck: " In early Christian 
literature we find the angels, the patriarchs, the Prophets, the 
Apostles and the Martyrs a.s those who will intercede on 
behalf of sinners. The Name classes of men are the holders 
of the privilege of intercession in Islam. " 10z The superiority 
of Muhammad is established by tbe fact that "when on the 
Day of Judgment tbe Faithful will approach other prophets 
for interceGsion they will all excuse themselves but Muham~ 

rnad will , \Vi tb the permission of Allii.h, " rescue from Hell 
aii !,l,ur:e in who.sn heart a grain of faith has persisted." 10~ 

~6 'I' he Wah i'li1h.i" state t.ba.t the intercession of their prop bet will only Le · 
by the penmssion (lzn)• of God at the last day, and that there is no inteJ'cession 
for sins until the Day of Judgment. '.L'l:tc teaching oJ' the Qur'an and t;he ~'radi

twns seems to be in J'avoui· of this view.·-Huglres, Die. of lsl., p. ll14,. r;rt. 
IN'l'ERCESSION. 

97 Smas ii. 256 ; x. 3; xx. 108; xxxiv. 22; lxxviii. 38. 

98 Muhammadan commentators include here Jesus and Ezra.-See Rodwell's 
Koran, p. 136, n.l. 

99 There .could be no intercession for infidels (Sum ix. 114).-See Wensinc!r, 
op. cit., :pp. 183, 239. 

100 See Wensinek, op. cit., p. 182 f. The Mu't.azilites say that Muhammad's 
intercession is not for the prevention of punishment but for the increa,.e of 
mEYrit.-See Hughes, Die. lsl., art. INTERCESSION, p. 215. 

101 Hughes, Die. lsi., p. 215. 

102 \Vensinck, up. cit., pp. 180, 182. Even Allah Himself is supposed to 
in terce de (p, 182). 

103 Wensinck, op. cit., p. 182. The traditions are not defi.nite about the pla('e 
where the intercesswn would be made-it might be either at the bridge (over 
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Apparently here was something to match Jesus' descent into 
Hell to release its inmates. The last transformation in this 
line of thought is the doctrine of the Light of Muhammad1

ij
4 

which is supposed to have existed before all creation, being 
the first thing to be created by God, and to have given rise to 
all other things, including the heavens, the paraclises nnd 
hells, the throne of God, the. angels, and the mind. The 
assimilation with the pre-existent Messiah of the Christians 
is almost complete in this conception, the only distinction 
being that whereas Christ was regarded as co-eternal with God 
and was himself invested with the creative function, the light 
of J\ifuhammad is a thing created from the light of God 105 and 
only furnishes the material of subsequent creation. Similar 
to this type of thought is the belief that "the Prophet's Pall 
vv-as at least coeval with the creation of Adam,'' that he was 
appointed to tho prophetic office when Adam was only half 

which all souls have to pass after death) or at the balance (where merits are weighed) 
or at the basin (the pond of abnndan"e).-lbid, p. 169. (Another tradition snbsti-utes 
the reading of the book for the pond oi abundan~e.) 

104 The following description from Hughes, Die. lsl., art. AL·HAQIQA'rU 
'L.MUB.\MMf.DlY.H!, p. 1&'2, will suffice: 

The Prophet said, " The first thing created wr,s th light of your Prop',et. 
which wa9 created from the l:ght of G-Dd. This light of mine rnamed about wherever 
God willed, and when the Almi.ghty resolved to make the world, he div'ded this 
light of Muhammad into four pmtions; from the first he created the Pen (qalam); 
from the se~ond the Tablet (lauJJ-); from the third, the highest heaven lll;d ·he 
throne of God (' arsh); the fourth portion was divided into four ,,ectiong : f10m 
the first were created the H amalatu 'l- 'Arsh, or the eight angels who support the 
throne of God; from the second, the kursi, or lower throne of God; from the 
third, the angel"; and the fourth, being divided into four subdivisions, ·from it 
were created (1) the firmaments or seven heavens, (2) the earth, (3) the seven 
paradises and seven hells, (4) and again from a fourth section were createrl (1) 
the light of the eyes, (2~ the light of the mind, (3) the light of the love of the 
Unity of God, (4) the remaining portion of creation." See also The Legacy of 
islam, p. 225; Nicholson, Idea of Per. in Sufism, pp. 58-60; Sir William Muir, 
The Mohammedan Controversy and other articles, pp. 77-79. 

lUa Of. The Nicene Creed : ' Light of light.' 

Jlli considers the created R11h or the arx:hertypal Spirit of Mohammed. as 
a mode of the uncreated Holy Divine Spirit and as the medium thronqh which 
God becomes conscious of Himself in creation."-Nicholson, Studies in f<l. Myf., 
p. llO (tlee also idea of Personality in Sufism, p 46). 

47 
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created.106 The conception of the Mahd1 or Guide_"tnl' 
who,· according to Muslim tradition, will appear in the last 
days.to '' fill the earth with equity and<justiee''< a!ld to 
'' give strength and stability to Islam,'' has obvious analogy 
with "the Christian belief about the sending of the Comforter 
and the sectmd advent of Christ and was apparently prompted 
by the latter, only thai, tbe orMwdox believe that hntl1 the 
Malldiand the MeRRiah (JesnR)108 would come to "fill the w}HJic' 
world with the knowledge of God." It is not impossible tbt 
both in Christianity and in Isli\,m the idea of a last prophet 
'Nils connected with the belief in the imminence of the Day 
of Judgment and that in both a chango in that belief led to 
"the idea of a return of tl1c Prophet during the Jast days. 

We may now return from this digression ::thout the nature 
and function of Muhammad as the Prophet of God to a consi
deration of the nat·ure of God as revealed in the Qur'an. As is 
to be expected, the hostility of Muhammad to all sorts of 
polytheism made him disown not only bis country's gods hut 
also the Christian trinity nnd go back to th{l awful majegty 
of the J .. ewish unitary God .109 The use ·he made of Allnh was 

1116 Ma.rgolirmth liJar. De~;_ M11.h., pp. Q42, 248. In a tradition Allii,h is made 
t:o dee>lare: " Had it not been for f,hee, I had nr>t creal eel i;lw wm·lrls. ".-)/[ucdonald, 
lleli!Jiou.., Attitude a;ni/ loife in T.!lam, p. 10. In his Mish/c.iif; al-Anwiir Gbazali 
introduces a being crtlled by him a.l-Mut'.ii,, " the Obeyed One," which Nicholson 
interprets as " the archetypal Spirit of Muhammad, the Heavenly Man create] itt 
the image of Gocl and rega,rderl as a Cosmic, Power on whom dopencls the order 
and preservation of the nniverse." If Nicholson's intcrprebtion is correet, 
" Ghazali believed that while God in His essence is known only to tl1ose who 
have realised His unity in the all-oonsuming mystical experience, HiEt will and 
providenee are manifested in the world through !ihe idea emboclied, a,s it <;<ere, 
in the person of Muhammad " (Idea of Per. in Sufism, pp. 46-47). See also p. 63. 

107 See art. AI1-MAHDI in Hughes, Dii:. Is!., ·p. 305; THE MARDI in M. 
Cannay, Eno, of Rel., p. 228; "\Vensinck, op . .cit., pp. 243-44. Ab01it the conflict of 
opinions regarding the appearance of tho Mahdi, .see Guillaume, The Traditions ~1 

Isla.m, pp.: 91-93. 
108 The founder of the Ahinadiya movernent (Mirza Ghulam Ahmad) claimed 

to have combined in himself the functions of both.-See A. Walter. The Jlhn•.c:diya 
Mmrement, p. 25 f. For the ingenious way in which Muslim t1·aditiona:rists re· 
conciled Muhammad being the last Prophet and t.J1e Messiah descenrling on the 
last clays. and adding to the lawful, see Guillaume, The Traditions o~ Islam, 
pp. 72-73. For a contrary view about the advent of Jesus, ibid, pp. 157-58. Bee ·tlso 
Muhammad·· Ali, 'l'he Religion of Islam, p. 1260 f. 

109 Between God and man there is no direct and regular . communieation. 
Every etfort to lessen the dist.ance which separates them appeal's talnte<l · "" 
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similar to what the Jews made of Yahweh, for like unto 
Moses, God dictates to Muhammad through Gabriel (Jibril) 
a whole body of social laws in addition to religious prescrip-· 
tions and ethical pdnciples. As has been well said: '' The 
Koran is the general code, social, civil, commercial, military, 
judicial, criminal, penal and yet religious. ••Ho As social re
·gulations presuppose the existence of a community of the 
faithful, these came naturally as revelations in Merlina; but 
-broad principles of religion and ethics lie scattered in the 
Meccan Suras and can be found in a convenient summary in 
"Sura xiii (Thunder). Two seemingly contradictory viewtO 
'ofGod appear in the Qur'an. There is, first, the idea, fami
liar to us from later Rabbinical literature, that an adequate 
comprehension 6f the nature of God is beyond the capacity 
bf man, for God is unlike everythiug that we have experience 
of in this world. The general tendency of the Qur'an is to 
·prevent the assimilation of God to worldly things: Muham~ 
mad knew too well the dangerous tendency of the · human 
mind to rely Ul'on the things of the world in religious dera
tion. Material objects and heavenly bodies, forces and phe
nomena or nature, holy persons and abstractions of thougM 
were being worshipped all around either in pagan 0r in serip~ 
turaryreJigions, andthe Jews and Christians were twisting th<:: 
fathethobd · of God (so he thbnght) into a physical relation
ship.U1 So, to guard against lapses into idolatry and poly

, tiieism, it was necessary to make it clear that God was far 

' •hi1'lc,' a. move in the directian of polytheism. '!.'he soul, in its- struggle te gain 
salvation, cannot rely on the a.id of any intermediary. Tn the· mDst ·:i<lealise<l 
portrai,ts of the Sir a and the l;adith M ulmmmad is never shown except as the 
instnunent of revelation. Even then he did not receive the trust direct, but 
through the ministrations of an angel.-Laromens, op. cit., pp. 113-14. See Mac
oonald; Rel. Att. and Life in Islarn, p. 38. 

nu .Khwa.ja Kama.lnddin, The Threshold of Truth, p. 127 (quoting Devonport). 
lll The attitude of the Muhamma,dans towards the idea of God us F'&tl.Hir 

inay be gathered from the foUowing typical quotation: "We must realise, if we are 
really advancecl, that our relation to God is unique. It is neither like the relation 
o'· a son to his rather nor like anything in thA world. . . We must fear, love and 
respect Rim at the same time ... Is the word " Father " indicative uf this 

· attitude of man towards God? Is it not using too familiar a word?... As a 
matter of fact, to apply to the D«ity terrris indicative of human rclation.l1ip is 
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removed from all worldly objects quality and that there 
was nothing like unto Him_112 This could lectd to only t'<\o 
conclusions, namely, that Allah was absolutely indefinite and 
that He could be described only negatively. A third concln·· 
sion is also possible, namely, that Allah is absolutely incom
prehensible and unknowable; but that tendency was checked 
by the consideration that in thTht case doubt would be cast on 
the existence of Allah--a position which the Qur'an could 
never be expected to countenance. But the other two ten
dencies became evident in '' the doctrines of tanzih (removal) 
and mukhalafn (difference), i.e., the removal from Allah of 
all qualities of irnpermanenee, and assertion of the essential 
difference of his qualities and' the similarly named qualities 
of human beings," 113 and also in the Mu'tazilite idea of God 
which practically consists ·of a string of negations. The fol
lowing quotation from al-Ash' ar'i describes the Mu 'tazi l.i te 
position :114 

" Allah is one, without equal, hearing, seeing; 
He is no body, nor object, nor volume, nor form, nor flesh, 
nor blood, nor person, nor substance, nor a~Je·idens, nor pro
vided with colour, taste, smell, touch, heat, cold, moistness, 
dryness, length, breadth, depth, union, distinction, moveraent, 
rest or partition. Neither is He provided with parts, divisions, 
limbs, members, with directions, with right or left hand, be
fore or behind, above or beneath. No place encompasses 
Him, no time passes by Him. The ideas o£ interconree, 
withdrawal and incarnation cannot be applied to Him. Tie 

clearly obnoxious to those religiously most advanced. For this reason we cannot 
properly call God :B'ather, Mother or anything indicative of human relatimtship. 
He is no relation of ours. He is rmique &nil we must. bear this in mind. To 
establish relationship with God is to tamper with His uniqueness. "-Muhammad 
Amir Alam, Isla-m. a:nrl Chr-istianity (1923), pp. 153-54. See, however, Macdonald, 
Rel. Att. and Life in Islam, p. 39. The Muhammadan religion does not permit 
the ascription to Allah of any name which is not tauqijl, that is, authorise-d in 
some revelation-Quran or tradition. " Father " is not one of the namos used 
by Muhammad and is not included in the list of the ninety-nine names of Allah. 
(See ERE. vi. 299; Hughes, Die. Tsl., pp. Lll-12; Lammons, op. c-it., p. 113; 
Macdonald, Rel. Att. and Life in Islam, p. 2ll). 

nz Buras cxii. 1; xlii. 9; xxii. '73; xvi. 76. (Of. Ex. xx. 1.) 
113 Enc. Isl., p. 305. 
114 Quoted by Wensinck, op. cit., p. 73. For the Mu'tazilite articles of 

belief, ibid, p .. 58 f. The whole of Ch. IV is worth reading. 
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cannot be described by any description which can be applied 
to creatures, in so far as they are created, neither can it be 
E<aid that He is finite. He cannot be described by measure, 
nor by movement in a direction. He is not definite; neither 
begetting nor begotten; measures do not encompass Him, 
nor do curtains veil Him. The senses do not reach Him, nor 
can man describe Him by any analogy. He do~s not resem
ble the creatures in any way. Neither accident nor detriment 
can touch Him. Nothing of what occurs to any mind or can 
be conceived by phantasy resembles Him. He has not ceased 
to be the first, the foremost, He who preceded created things 
and existed before the creation. He has not ceased to be 
knowing, deciding, living, nor does He cease to be so. Eyes 
do not see Him, sight does not reach f[im, phantasy cannot 
conceive Him nor can He be heard by ears. He is a being, 
but is not as other beings; knowing, deciding, living, unlike 
those who measure living beings by their knowledge. He 
alone is eternal; there is none eternal besides Him, nor a 
God like untp Him. He has no partner in His Kingdom, 
nor a vizier in His government, nor any who assists Him in 
producing what He produces and in creating what He creates. 
He has not created the creation after a foregoing pattern. 
The creation of one thing is neither more easy nor more diffi
cult to Him than the creation of any other thing. There is 
no kind of relation between Him and what gives profit; no 
harm can touch Him; neither joy nor pleasure can reach Him, 
nor is Re moved b:y hurt or pain. There is no limit set to 
Him, to make Him finite. The idea of ceasing to be cannot 
be applied to Him, ~or is He subject to weakness or dimi
nishing. He is exalted above touching women and aboH' 
taking a companion and begetting children.'' True, this 
description does not exclude positive qualities altogether; bnt 
when it is remembered that the Mu 'tazilites were uncompro
mising opponents of the ascription of eternal qualities to God 
and that even when they admitted their existence they eoru,;i-

dered them to be indistinguishable from His essence, it can be 
seen at once that the rationalists of Islam did not think that 
there was any necessity for ascribing to Allah anything more 
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, than reality or essential existence or of regarding the attributes 
as anything but allegorical. 

It .. would have been strange, however, if orthodoxy bad 
accepted the validity ofthe Mu'tazilite conception~ rrhe cen
tral theme of the Qur'an is Allah and His working in nature 
and human history .115 The Quranic revelation would have 
had no meaning, had not God i~tended to reveal His natu.re 
and will to man : a revealed religion is necessary because the 

· imperfect reason of man is incapable of arriving at a .hue 
conception of God without His own aid. It is not denied 
that man cannot know God unto perfection : but it is denied 
that God's unity and independence exclude the possessionof 
real attributes or that it is permissible to reject them alto
gether because of their ambiguities and apparent contradiy
tions. Did not the Qur'an say,116 " He it is who sent down 
to thee '' the Book.' Some of its signs are of themselves per
.spicuous;--these are the basis of the Book--and. others are 
figurative. But they whose hearts are given to err, follow 
its figures, craving discord, and craving an ·interpretation; 
yet none knoweth its interpretation but God. But the stable 
in knowledge say, '' We believe in it : it is ~111 from our 
Lord." Yet none receive the admonition ('i.e., beu this in 
mincl), save men endued with understanding "? So the 
orthodox ultimately settled down to the view that the mean
ing of the ambiguous verses describing God and His attr:
butes was known to God alone and that the duty of the 
faithful was to believe in them without discussion-... ' ' without 
enquiring how and without making comparison.' '117 A 
typical instance would suffice. God is described in the Qur'an 
as " the most merciful of those that show mercy " and yet 
He tortures children in a number of ways even though they 
have no fault of their own and they cannot be punished for 

115IChwaja Eamalnddin, Islam and Christianity, Ch. VI; Thresh~ld of 
'l'wth, Oh. IlL 

116 Sura iii. 5. See ERE. vi. 300 f. See Muhammad Ali, The Holy Quraft, 

pp. 141-42, f.n; 337-39. 

117 See ERE. ii. 300-01, art . GOD (Muslim); also Wensinck, op. cit., :P· :lllQ. 
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the fault of their ancestors.118 Ibn Hazm's solution of this 
difficulty is thus summarised by Macdonald :119 " Mercy, in 
our human sense, which is high praise applied to a man, 
eannot be predica,ted of God. What then does the Qur'an 
mean by those words? Simply that they~arhmnu-r-rahi
min-·-are one of God's names, applied to Him by HimseJ' 
and that we have no right t<J take them as descriptive of a 
quality, mercy, and to use them to throw light on God's 
nature.'' So the attributes are neither to be rejected nor to be 
literally taken : in this, as in many other matters, the general 
Quranic prescription to adopt the middle path sh(mld be 
followed, namely, the mealJ. between divesting God of all 
attributes and ascribing to Him qualities borrowed from this 
world. 120 

But the trouble does not end here. The Qur'an 
makes reference to the vanous attributes and acti
vities of AHah in no uncertain terms; if there are 
ambiguous passages in which the faithful are ex
pected to believ.e without question, there are also perspicuous 
passages of which the import can never be mis
taken by the understanding. Then, again, appeal is made in 
the Qur'an to certain obvious signs in nature from which the 
discerning mind can arrive at a conclusion regarding the 
existence of God. '' The creation of the sun, the moon nnd 
the stars, the order and design witnessed in those orbs which 
constitute the host of heaven, the consummate laws of order 
that regulate the universe, the formation of man's body and 
mind, the marvellous power and wisdom discernible in the 
government of this universe,' '121 the due order in which tliP 

118 Islam does not admit either metempsychosis or original sin. In its 
solicrtnde to safeguard the dire~t dealing of Allah with each individual it went 
to the extTeme of sugges+irig that diseases .never spread by contagion but only hy 

God commnni·~ating them dire~tly to each individual. See A. Guillauil!e, The 
1'raditions of Islam, p. 123; alw p. 178. 

ll~ Ma."donald. Development of Muslim Theology, p. 210. 
12o See Mirza Ghulam Ahmad, The Teachings of> Islam, pp. 94-95. 
121 Muslim theologians are generally of opinion that while it is permisaihle 

to use the reason to arrive at a theistic conclusion, the certainty aho11t God's 
existence comes not. from human reason but from Divine revelation. See, e.g., 
l4irza Ghulam Ahmail. The Teachinvs of Islam, pp. 75-77 ; " ln short, unless 
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seasons come in their · rotation and dead nature sp;in-gs'to.Jife 
. with the returning rains, the supremacy of man--ovedaiicland 
sea and, lastly, the conscience and the faith that man finds 
engraved on his own heart 122-all bespeak the existence of a 
unitary God and the operation of a merciful Providence. 
" Assuredly in the heavens and the earth arc signs for those 
who believe firmly; and in your own creation, and in the 
beasts which He hath dispersed abroad are signs to the firm 
in faith : and in the succession of night and day, and :_n the 
supply which God scndeth down from the Heaven whereh.v 
after its death He giveth 1ife to the earth, and in the change 
of . the winds are signs for people of discernment. Such are 
the signs of God. " 123 None but Almighty God could hav-e 
ordained all these and yet people in their ignorance join other 
gods with God and even bow down before idols which are 
themselves the creations of man. 

Muslim theologians have collected with commendable 
diligence the different attributes, functions and names of God 
mentioned or implied in the Qur'an, and many have 
been the disputes over their exact significance among 
the different schools of thought. 'Jlhc final orthodox 
opmwn may be summed up m the propositions 
that Allah 1s the personal name of the Muslim 
God who, if He is to be 0alled a thing or subs
tance, is not to be cbnceived as ]ike other things, nnd that of 
this Allah there are ninety-nine other excellent names 
(al-a.sm.ti' al-husna),124 all equally eternal and all equally im-

Almighty God reveals. Himself by His word spoken to His servants as He rew>aL9 
H imself by His work as witnessed in nature, a rational perstl!tsion nf His existen~, 
which is the ou'come of an observ<Ltion o1' His works, is never satisfactory '' (p. 76). 

122 Sura.s !viii_ 22; xlix. 7, 8. 
123 Sura xlv. 2-5. See also Buras ii. 159; iii, 187; · xxx. 18-24; xvi. 2-16; 

xxL 31-35; xxxi. 28-30. 
1~4 On ' nmety-nine,' ece the author's article on The Sense of the Incomp(e/e 

in Calcutta Review, January, 1\l\:!8. 
It is curious that the Muslim tradition of Allah's ninety-nine :names should, 

lead Jafflir Shurreef, the author .of Qanoon-e-lslam (tr. G. A. Rerklots, 1832), to 
c;nit , on p. 358, al-Bari: (The Ma.ker). But the number is really 100, including the 
name of Allah whbh is to be put either at the beginning or at the end. For. 
the list of 11ames1 see X, X~Pnalnddin , The Thresh:Old of Truth ,- l'"P· 122-23 (also 
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portant in so far as they all refer to His being .125 Whether 
other. names deduced from these " excellent titles " 126 or 
the synonyms of Allah in other languages (such as the Persian 
Khuda or the English God) are permissible is doubtful,127 but, 
as a matter of fact, such other names have also been applied 
to Him. These names, how~ver, are not all of: equal lofti
ness128 and there has been some speculation also about " the 
exalted name " (Ism al-A 'zam), the choice being limited to 
those used in Sura ii. 158 and Sura iii. 1 (i.e., the Merci-. 
ful, the Compassionate, the Self-subsisting and the Living) 
and to the name ' Allah. '129 Religious exercise includes the. 
recitation of all these names witb a rosary, but a distinctwn 
is drawn, as in Saivism, between the glorious (o:r: auspi
cious) and the terrible aspects of Allah in . these nipety-nine 
names, and, as in Vaif;!J).avism, different names are taken 
for the fulfilment of different purposes.130 They db 
not exhaust the list of Divine qualities but they 
describe only tl~ose aspects in which Allah has disclosed 
Himself to the human mind :131 to think that He possesses 
no more qualities is, as Rabbi Hanina remarked on the 
lengthy enumeration of Divine attributes m post~Biblical 

Islam and Zoroastrianism, pp. 101-03); Hughes, Dio. lsl., pp. 141·42. (There is 
some difference between the two lists of names and their meanings). Sir Mohammad 
Iqbal's attempt to understand some of these ancient names (e.g, Dahr) in the 
light of Modern Philosophy, as Dayananda Saraswati's of Vedic words, is mis
plar.<Jd ingenuity (see Iqbal's Sim Lectures on the Reconstruction oj. ~eligious 

Thought in Islam, 1930, p. 101 t). Nobody else, again, would read in Sura 
xv. 21. an anticipation of the Quantum theory (ibid, p. 93 f.). See Kamaluddin, 
Threshold of Truth, p. 27. 

125 Wensinck, op. cit., PP• 188, 206. 
126 Sur.as vii. 179; xvii. 111; lix. 24 (more tha{\ a d9zen names are packed 

together in Sura lix. 22-24). 
m ERE. ii. !l!J9. Some names do not occur. in the Qur'itn but the oens!l. i~ 

found there (See Hughes, Die. Isl., p. 427; Enc. Isl., I, ad. ALLAH, p. 302 f.) See 
howover, art. 24 o£ Pikh Akbax II in Wensinek, op. cit., pp. 196 and 236. 

128 Wensinck, op. cit., p. 239. 
129 Hughes, Die. Isl., . p. 1:42; ERE. ii. 299. 
130 Some count the names with the finger. T·he Hindu practice also follows 

both methods. The rosary .was borrowed from the Buddhists through the Su:fis 
and passed on to the Christians during the Crusades. 

See Jj]RE. vi. 299. Similar is the case with the names of Vi~:Q.U. 

131 K. Kamaluddin, Islam and Zoroastrianism, p. 93; Thresh'Jld of Truth, 
p. 121. 
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literature, like calling a millionaire the~ possessor of ahimdtetE : 
thousand. 13a An analysis of these different names shows un
mistakably Muhammad's lofty conception of Allah. Chris
tianity inherited the Jewish idea of God and had only to 
deepen its significance here and there; but Muhammad had to 
attempt a comprehensive description to replace the many gods 
of the Ara.b religion, and so he had to concentrate in One God 
the different divine functions distributed among these gods of 
polytheism .133 · 

In his emphasis upon the unity of God Muhammad went 
back to Judaism with its famous monotheistic creed, ' Hear, 
0 Israel : the Lord our God is one l.Jord.' The short chapter 
on The Unity (Sii1;a cxii) was directed against all types of 
polytheism (shirk), viz. '' a belief in the plurality of gods,. a 
belief that other things may possess the perfect attributes of 
the Divine Being, a belief that anything maybe related to him, 
and a belief that others may do what is ascribable only to the 
Divine Being. " 134 The lonely majesty of God. was so far em
phasised that the world was regarded, though not ns a sport, 
yet as a mere episode in His eternal life-created by Him, 
maintained and guided by Him, and destroyed by Him.ns 
Many of the " excellent names " bring ont this aspect of 
Allah: He is the Creator of souls (AI-KhaJiq), the Maker of 
bodies (Al-Bari'), the Fashioner of the image in the womb 
(Al-Muf?awwir), the Guardian (Al-Wakll), the Preserver 
(AI-Rfifi~), the ever Maintainer (Al-Muqlt), the Great Be-· 
ginner (Al-Mubdi'), the Restorer (Al-Mu'Id), the Life-giver or 
Quickener (Al-Mul;tyl), the Killer (Al-Mnmit), the Ender of 
everything (Al-Mu'akhkhir), the Gatherer (Al~Jami''), the 
Nourisher (Ar-Rabb), the Director (Ar-Rashid), the 
Bestower (Al-Wahhab), the Provider (Ar-Razzaq) and 

132 ERE. vi. 297, art. GOD (Jewish). 
133 On pagan gods i)l pre•Islamic Arabia, see ERE. i. 660-5, aTt. ARABS 

(Ancient) by Th. Noldeke. See also Sale's Preliminary Discourse in his Compre. 
hensive Commentary on the Qurii>n. (ed. E. M. Wherry), Vol. I, pp. 34-44. 

Iat '.!Che Holy Qur'an (tr. by Muhammad Ali), p. 1235, f.n. 2817. For the 
Wahhabi classification of Shirk, see ·Hughes, DW. Isl., p. 579; see also -Muhammad 
Ali, The Religion of IsUim, p. 145 f. · 

135 See Enc. Isl., II, art. XH ALI{, p. 8~. 



the- Destroyer (Al-Muzll). A1lah is dependent for His 
existence on nothing and is for ever and for ever
He is He (Roo), the Living tA-J1aiy), the Self .. 
subsisting (Al-Qaiyum), the One (Al-Wal;lid), the Eter
nal (A~-1;lamad, Al-Azall), the Forerunner (Al-Muqad
dim), the First (Al-Awwal), the Last (Al-Akhir), the Alone 
in His attributes (Al-Al;lad), the Independent or Self-suffi
cient (Al-Ghanl), the Survivor or Enduring (Al-Baql), the 
Inheritor (Al-vVarith). He is the Incomparable (Al-Badl') 
and nothing can equal or approach Him in greatness and 
glory-He is the Mighty (Al-'Az1z), the All-compelling (Al-
Jabhar), the Great (Al-Mutakabbir), the Dominant (Al
Qahhar), the Grand (Al-'A~im), the Exalted (Al-'All, Al
A~la), the Ever Great (Al-Kab!r), the Majestic (Al-Jaill), tbc 
Glorious (Al-Majld), the Strong (Al-Qawi), the Firm 
(Al-Mat1n), the Powerful (Al-Qadir), the Prevailing (Al-

Muqtadir), the One above all others (Al-Muta'all). Nm'' as 
the supreme example of earthly majesty is the King, so Allah 
naturally gets epithets of dominion also-He is the Master 
(Al-Malik), tlie King (Al-Malil<), the Protector (Al-Muhai
min), the Governor (Al-Wall), the King of All Kingdoms 
(Maliku';l-mulk), the I.~ord of Majesty and Liberality (Dhu'l
jalali wa'l-ikram). The name of the essence of God is Allah 
-a .word which has been understood by Muslim theologians 
in the sense of a '' Being who exists necessarily by Himself, 
comprising all the attributes of perfection.'' 

The uncompromising monotheism of Islam is such a well
known fact that it is not necessary to dwell upon it longer. 
Suffice it to say that in the eyes of Islam polytheism is an 
unpardonable sin and no personal merit or prophetic inter
cession would succeed in outweighing this single guilt of 
denying or qualifying the unity (tawly/id) of God. Converse
ly, an infidel could save his life from the Muslim sword by 
declaring his belief in the unity of God even though it was 
prompted by fear, and not by conviction, and even though the 
Apostleship of Muhammad waf1 omitted from the shahada. 136 

138 W&J1sinck, op. cit., pp. 29-82. 
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In fact, the profession of Divine Unity sometimes went to 
such length that it alone was considered sufficient}()!. entry 
into Paradise even though theft and fornication had been con:t-· 
mitted. 137 Against this Murji'ite belief in the sufficiency of 
faith in Allah without work,138 the Kharijite view that a per
son committing gross immoral acts like fornication and theft 
ceases to be a Muslim and becomes a munafiq, a possessor of 
sham faith, was extremely necessary. But orthodoxy has 
inclined more towards Murji 'itism than towards tho Kharijite 
view inasmuch as it has upheld the position '' that whoever 
commits fornication or theft or other grave sins, except 
shirk, may not be declared an infidel for this reason; he it> 
faithful, but his faith is incomplete. If he repents, his 
punishment is cancelled and when he persists in his sins, he 
is left to the mercy of God; if He pleaseth, He will punish 
him and cause him to enter Paradise afterwards.' '139 But 
lest people should grow neglectful, works were enjoined; still 
faith continued to be regarded as alone sufficient for salva
tion.140 As Wensinck points out, 141 " The identification of 
faith and knowledge was a doctrine of the Murdjites, which 
was received into some forms of the orthodox creed. A con
sequence of this doctrine was that little importance was 
attached to works or to the ethical and emotional sides of 
religion. " 

With Muslim theologians the unity of Allah was such a 
fundamental article of belief that there was some danger of 
denying not only external distinctions but also internal dis-· 
tinctions in relation to Allah, as was done by Bankara in re
lation to Brahman. There was not only no other god either 
in a polytheistic or in a trinitarian sense; but doubts were 

137 Wensinck, op. cit., p. 46; also FJnc. I.~l., II, p. 269, mt. RHA'{'TA. 

m Macdona-ld, Development. of Muslim Theology, p. 126 f; Wan~inck, 

op. cit., p. 45; ERE. v. 695, art. FAITH (Muslim) : "An illus>tration used is 
, -that a tree may have neither leaves nor fruit and stillit is a tree." 

uu Wcnsinck, op. cit., p. 47. Enc. Isl., II, p. 927; alsop. 474 (art. IMXN; 
EHE. v. 695, art. l!'AI'l'H (Muslim). 

HO Wensinck, op. cit., p. 49. 

l41 Op. cit., p. 120. See EHK v. 6\J5, art. FAl'rH (MusJim). 
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raised as to whether the qualities of Allah could be co-eternal 
with His essence, and if so, wl_lether they could be distin
guished from it.142 The problem was acute in respect of the 
seven attributes (?ifat) which, by unanimous agreement, were 
assigned to Allah, namely, Life (]Jayiih), Knowledge ('ibn), 
Power (qudra), Will (iriida), Hearing (sam'), Seeing (ba§ar), 
and Speech (kalam). The orthodox Attributists (?ifeitiyah) 
could not discard either the· attributes or the unity of A.lah. 
So they held that the attributes of God were eternally in
hererlt in His essence without separation or change and that 
all the attributes were conjoined with Him, as life with 
knowledge, or knowledge with power,--the attributes were 
eternal but indistinguishable from Divine essence.143 The 
Mu'tazilites, who were stricter adherents of Divine unity, 
not only discarded the last three attributes as '' accidents 
peculiar to corporal existence " but denied that eternal attri
butes could coexist with the Divine essence without multi
plying eternal existences and jeopardising the unity of 
Allah.144 In a veritable Upanif;ladic fashion Allah was assign
ed contradict~ry qualities-only that whereas the Upani~?ads 
ascribed to Brahman opposite positive qualities, some of the 
Mu 'tazilites described Allah by a double negation, 145 and 
others obliterated the distinction between His essence and 
His attributes. 146 But, more frequently, the Mu'tazilites 

H2 For a· thorough discous,sion of the relation of Divine attributes to Divino; 
Essence, see Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 70-77. 

143 Hughes, Die. Isl., art. SIFA.TIYAH, p. 582. ERE. vi. 301, art. GOD 
(Muslim). 

144 See Wensinck, op. cit., p. 84 (quotation from al-Shahrastani). For 
another view, see H1sharn ibn-al-Hakam in Moslem Schisms and Sects (tr. Seelye), 
pp. 68-69, according to whom attributes are neither eternal nor created but are 
identical with the Divine Essence and not capable of predication in .relation to G{,d. 
See Nicholson, Studies in Islamic Mysticism, pp. 128-B9. 

145 'l'hus ' Abbad ibn Sulaiman and his adherents say : It is forbidden to say 
· God has knowledge, power, hearing, sight.' Likewise it is forbidden to say · God 
has no knowledge, no power.' (See vVensinck, op. cit., p. 77.) Similarly they 
say : It is forbidden to say that the Creatar has not ceased creating or that He 
has not ceased not-creating (or, ceased sustaining or ceased not-sustaining) (ibid, 
p. 75). 

146 Thus Abu'! Hudhail and his adherents say: Allah has knowledge which 
is Himself, and power which is Himself, and life whic;h is Himself, and hearing 
which is Himself (ibid, p. 77). Some went .so far as to deny that anything what-



regarded eternity (including, of course, unity) <as the . only 
eternal quality of Allah and relegated the •. other at.tribute~ to 
the class of created, and therefore non-eternal, things (in 
which class was necessarily included the Qur'an, the speech of 
Allah). · · 

A sounder theological instinct, however, led the orthodox 
to keep .closer to the language of the Qur'a.n and to defend 
against the Mu 'tazilites the position that a multiplicity of 
eternal qualities or names does not impugn the unitary 
character of God. They also maintained against the Sifilti
tes or Attributists that attributes were separate or different 
from essence logically, though neither in reality nor in time, 
even in God. Hence it is possible to affirm that Allah pos
sesses eternal qualities and also names indicating those quali
ties and the functions arising out of the single or joint opera
tion of those qualities,-only that we must remember that 
" no one participates with God in His person and attributes" 
-" nought is there like Him, " 147 and that therefore the 
qualities are not to be understood as being like unto the 
qualities of earthly things. rl1lms God is living, but He does 
not possess a body as we do; unlike ourselves (including the 
apostles), He does not begin or cease to be, and He neither 
begets nor is begotten; slumber does not overtake Him nor 
sleep, nor is He ever fatigued by His creative and preserva
tive acts.146 It is from Him,-the eternal, the ever-living 
and the subsistent, that all life, nourishment, death and im
mortality proceed; it is unpardonable blasphemy to join with 

ever could be predicated of God; ot•hers rejected only some of these qualities.-The 
Legacy of hlarn, p. 263 (see also Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 76-77). 

147 Sura xlii. 9. The problem of the relation between these qualities and 
the esseD£e " was eventually given up by orthodox Islam which took refuge in the 
statement ' they are not He (i.e., Allah HimselJ), nor .a.;re they other than He '; 
this was an admission that the "relationship was a theological mystery, ungrasp· 
able by human thought."-See Enc. lsl., U, p. 671. 

m Sura ii. !l56. '.rhis is directed against the Jewish belief that on the 
Sabbath day God " rested from all his work which he had made " (Gen. ii. 2-a ;· 
Ex. xx. 11) ; but the Deuteronomy had already prt~scribed the keeping of the 
S:.,bbatll as a remembrance for the safe exodus from Egypt (Dt. v. :..5), The 
Sabbatl.t may have been derived in the first instance from some form of moon
worship (ERE. v. 863). 
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such a living God the manufactured idols of paganism or the 
blind forces of nature or the heavenly bodies or even saints, 
prophets or messiahs. 

/ 

But Goq is not a mere Elan Vital or blind power without 
knowledge and purpose. If God possesses life and powe-r, 
He also possesses knowledge· and will. God's knowledge is 
eternal and belongs to His essence : it is not adventitious and 
acquired. The past, the present and the future are nil equal
ly present to His knowledge: '' He knoweth what is present 
with His creatures and what is yet to befall them; yet nought 
of Ris knowledge do they comprehend, save what He 
willeth.' '149 Nothing hidden or manifest in heaven or earth 
falls outside His knowledge; and the inmost thoughts and 
the most secret deeds of all creatures as well as their words 
are all known to Him : '' And v;ith Him are the keys of the 
secret things; none knoweth them but He : and He knoweth 
whatever is on the land and in the sea; and no leaf falleth but 
He knoweth it"; neither is there a grain in the darkness of 
the !larth, nor a thing green or sere, but it is noted in the 
perspicuous book. And it is He who taketh you to Himself 
at night, andknoweth what ye have merited in the day: then 
He awaketh you therein, that the set life-term may be fill
filled: then unto Him is your return; and then shall He de
clare to you that which ye have wrought. " 150 

" rrhree per
sons speak not privately together, but He is their fourth; nor 
:five, but He is their sixth; nor fewer nor more, but wherever 
they be He is with them.' '151 '' He verily knmveth the 
secret whisper, and the yet more hidden '' 152 

'' verily God 
knoweth whatever thing they invoke in His stead.' '153 He 
never suffers from forgetfulness, negligence and error. '' He 
is the Subtile, the All-informed." 154 

149 Sura. ii,. 256. 
150 Sura. vi. 59-60; see also lxvii. 13. 
151 Sura lviii. 8 (cf. Atharva-Veda., IV. 16.2). 
152 Sura xx. 6. 
153 Su'ra. xxix. 41. 
104 Sura. vi. lOS. 
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But Alla,h's knowledge is not a mere awareness of physi
cal, mental and moral events; it includes His wisdom in deal
ing with the needs of His creation. '' He causeth t,he dawn 
to break, and hath ordained the night for rest, and the sun 
and the moon for computing time ! This is the ·ordinance of 
the Mighty, the .Wise ! And it js He who hath ordained the 
stars for you, that ye may be guided thereby in the darkness 
of the land and of the sea.' ' 155 When man offers up prayer 
to God for help, He knows whether or not to listen to it: out 
of His wisdom He chooses the best for the supplicant. A 
number of epithets indicating the knowledge and wisdom of 
God are included within the excellent titles of Allah. He is 
the Knower (AI-'Alirn), the Knower of Subtleres (AI-Latj'if), 
the Aware (Al-Kbabir), the Reckoner (Al-Hasi"b), the Re
corder (Al-Mul;~i), the All-Comprehending (Al-Wasi'), the 
Wise (Al-Haklm), the Finder (Al-Wajid), the Guide (Al
Hadi). Closely associated with the above is A1laJl' s pervasive
ness, although orthodoxy fought shy of delineE~ting the exact 
relation of Allah to space. He is the Evident, the Without 
A%-.?ahi r) , the Hidden, the Within (Ai-Batin). 

Inasmuch as God's knowledge is direct and nothing is 
hidden from His view, seeing is one of F,ris attributes. He is 

;;CCt (l\1 -B<U.Jlr), the Watcher (~r-Raqib), the vVitness 
(Ash-Shahid). It is difficult to make out the exact necBssity 
of seeing (or hearing) as a, Divine attri1ute separate from 
knowledge; but it is likely that the former was reserved for 
an awareness of men's moral actions, especially of those ac
tious which are hidden away from the eyes of other creatures. 
'' No vision taketh Him in, but He taketh in all vision.' '1·56 

He is ever-watchful and He can see the motives from which 
actions proceed ; but He does not require eyes like our 
owu to perform the act of vision nor is His vision a te1nporul 
act. 

What is true of Seeing is true of Hearing q,lso. Allah 
truly is the Hearing (As-Sami)157 and He hears the smallest 

155 Sma vi. 96-97. 
156 Sura vi. 103; also lxxxix. 13. 
157 Sui:a xliv. 5. 
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sounds. The Faithful are enjoined not to shout during their 
devotional exercises, for A'lah is not deaf and He does not 
hear with ears like ol1rselves. Be is the Ever-Hearer of 
Prayers (Al-Mujih). 

The Divine attribute over which much hitter controversy 
was waged is Speech. In two matters the assumption of this 
attribute became inevitable. .Allah had spoken to Moses, 
who therefore came to be called Kalimu'lULh, Converser with 
God, in Muslim Tradition.158 Although Muslim Tradition 
later on elaborated Muhammad's vision of the Night .Journey 
into the story of his conversation with Allah, it never ad
vocated the tbeory that any of the Quranic revelationR came 
from that interview. As the Divine Speech would have been 
in that case a temporal event, probably it was felt that that 
would go against the eternity ofthe Qur'an. Hence the eter-
nal speech of Allah was limited to the Quranic revelation, 
which consisted not of the meaning of the words of Allah, 
which could he found in earlier revelations also, but oftl!e aq
tqal words of Go.d, the Muslim commentators would say ;1?, ~h\3 
speech was conveyed through angelic medium to the heart of 
Mulwmmad. From the very nature of the easy a g()e>,~ · 4y,q1 
of speculation was inevitable on the subject of Divine 
speech,16u especially when matters were complicated, first, 
by the Quranic assumption of a preserved table (in indtatlon 
of the Mosaic tablets); secondly, by the belief in an eternnl 
Arabic Qur'an ;161 and lastly, by the doctrine of abrogati.cn 

158 See art. PROPHET in Hughe~,, Dio. Isl., p. 475. 
159 See Hughes, Dio. Isl., art. QUR'.A.N; p. 484 f. " Of all the divine 

books, the Qur'an is t'he only one of whieh the text, words and phrases have 
been com.umnicated to the Prophet by an .audible voice. "-Ibn Khaldun, quoted 
in ERE. vii. 3155, art. INSPIRATION (Muslim). See Al-Bayan (Eng. Tr.) by 
A.boo Muhammad Abdul Haqq Haqqani, p. 216 f ; Sir William Muir, The Life of 
Mohammad (1923), p. xiv, f.n. 1; see p. 47 : " So scrupulous was he (Mohammad), 
lest in his words there should be even the appearance of human influence, Lhat 
~V~fY sentence of the Kor'an is preJ'aJed by the divine command ' SPEAK ' o~ 
' ~AY ' whbh, if not expressed, is always to be undors'ood." 

1~0 The reader is referred to Enc. Isl., II. art. KALA.M (p. 670 f.) for som!l 
of the specmla1jions on the exa:)t nature of Divine speech and its corrnl}unication 
to 1\'l.?ses anct other .l:'rophets. , . 

~~~ Sur11 xii. 2. For the cl11im of Arabi~ to be the proper vehicle of· Fi~al 
Revelation, see K. Kamaluddin, The Threshold of Truth, Oh, VI, pp. 106-:W• 
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(which would mean something like eternal scoring through 
some passages in the preserved table of heaven). 16z But in~ 
asmuch o,s God speaks with a tongue not like man's, the 
Qur 'an is not the eternal" speech of God in respect of '' the 
glorious expressions revealed to the Prophet, becan(-le thes~~ 
a,re originated," but only in so far as it " subsists i]l the 
essence of God." 163 Still, th.e qur'a,n is a plenary inspira
tion/64 because Muhmnmad did not usu here his own mental 
pO'\Vers under divine guidance Ul.1uirn) as other prophets did165 

but uttered the very vvords which God wished him to give 
forth as the divine message. It is an " external inspiration'' 
(wa]Jyi zlihir), in whieh the passive mind of Mnhamm::td wa'; 
corripletely possessed by an alien power and which is superior 
even to the "sign of tb.e angei" ('ishar-at al-nwlak) or inspira
tion received through Gabriel but not ora1ly. 166 The Divine 

i62 For the list of abrogated verses, see Hughes, Die. [8!., p. 520. ComweiJt, 
.iug on some cases of abrogation, Margoliouth remarks, '' If we admit the theoo-y 
that God's. commands are dictntes o{ prndenec, i.e., fire temporary .rnles accom
mddated to the varying circumstances of a. few days or years., the question suggests 
'itself: diu circumstances· cease to change on the Prop bet's death? Changing 
'~p quick)y within the twenty years of his activity that the rule which suited the 
' first ,year was whQIJy inapplicable in the. last, can they in the last year have 
beooiile so stereotyped that no further alteration is roqu'red? " (Early Develop· 
,men{ of Mithammadanism, p. 50). See Enc. Tsl., II, p. 1065; also Muhammad Ali, 
.'l'he. [leligion of }slam, pp. 35-44. 

163 EHE. "\'ii. 356. " Even the oldo,st short SuraB which might have been 
heard by him in their pre.sent form very probably reooived their present form 
with rhymes, etc., in a later recasting. "-Enc. Isl., II, p. 1065. 

164 For the various (55) names of the Qur'an, see Hughes, Dio. Isl., p. 48o; 
also M. Ali's Holy Qu~an, .Preface, p. xxviii. 
·.. . . . 165 Ga?riel oometimes, without appearing in person, so influenced M1e mind 
?f. t?e Prophet that what he spok~ was a divine message. This · is·· ilhfi.in, the 
Inspiration of the tradi£ions . ......:ERE. vii. · 355. 

166 ERE. vii; 354, art. INSPIRATION (Muslim) .. See also Hughes, Die. 
[jl;, a~t. INSPIR.ATION, pp, 213 and 485 (modea of Muhammad's inspiration). 
'l'here is only one distinct reference to Gabriel as the medium of Inspiration in 
tl~e Qur'~n, viz., ii. 91. The other references are to Faithful Spirit (xxvi. l9S), 
One terrible in power (!iii. 5), the Holy Spirit (xvi. 104), and illustrious messenger 
(lxxxi. 19). Gabriel . is. simply mentioned also in lxvi. 4; also as the Holy Spint 
who strengthened Jesus (ii. 81, 254; v. 109). Gf. Dan. viii. 16; Lk. i. 19, 26. 
See Encl. Isl., II. art. KORAN, p. 1064. See also :M. Ali's Holy Quran, p. Jlfj(j, 

riote.l!683; also Archer, op. cit., p. 79 f. (esp. p. 83 for Quranic references). For 
th? .:Muslim conception of G.abi'iel, see Enc. Isl., I, art. DJABRA.'IL, pp, 990-!l1. 
See a,lso Sir W. Muir; Life of Moliammad, pp. 72, 106; Muhammil,d Ali, The 
Religir'Iri ~f Islam, p. 206, f.ri.. t ~nd ~!so p. 25. 



speech took the form of I I command, prohibition, promises 
and threats.'' 'I When the revelation was one of denutwia
tion or a prediction of woe, the angelic nature qf Gabriel 
overcame the nature of Muhammad, who was then transport
ed to the angelic world; when the message was one o~ comfort 
and consolation, the angel, in the form of a man, delivered 
his message :" 167 thus believ~d the Traditionalists. But in 
the list of excellent names nothing directly corresponding t(' 
the aspect of Speech appears as an epithet of Allah, although 
there is an oft-quoted and much discussed passag<} in the 
Qur'an," Our word to a thing when we will it, is but to say, 
' Be,' and it is. " 168 

The two other attributes, Power and vVill, are doRely 
related in their operation,-power denoting the poten~ialities 
of action, and will the mental movement towards actual acts~ 
God's power is not limited by His will, for He m1ght have 
willed things in quite a different way from what He has ac
tually done and no injustice vvonld have attached to Him had 
He done 130. "•Verily God hath power over all things." He 
gave Muhammad victor:y at Badr but not at Uhud. 169 God is 
powerful enough to '' raise the dead, make stones talk, tree's 
walk, annihilate tho hoavens and the earth, and recreate 
them." 170 He has cr()ated the earth and the seven heavens, 
one :1bove another; B;e has created the night and the day) ~he 
sun, the moon and the stars, and made them subject utterly 
to His command; He has created life and death; He sends the 
thunderbolts and strikeR with them whom He pleases. 

" It should be noted that five kinds of ,the wa~~y (literally re.ve[ation or 
insp!ration)_ of Allah are mentioned in the Holy Qur'an; viz., first, in its relation· 
to·. ina.nimate objects, as earth in 99 : 5 ; secondly, in relation to living ·creatures 
other· than man, as the bee (in ;.e : 70). thirdly, in relation to men and women 
other than ·prophets, as the apostles of Jesus in 5: 111 and the mother of Mose:; 
in 28: 7 (Rodwell's 28: 6); fourthly, in relation t.o prophets and apDstles; an! 
fifthly, in relation to angels." -Muhammad Ali, The Holy Qur'ii.n, p. 547, note 
lil79. t:>ee also his Religion of Islam, p. 202 f. 

1&7 ERK vii. 355, art. INSPIRATION (Muslim). 

lljtl Sura xvi 4:2. tlee tlura vii, 141 (Enc. lsl., II, p. 671) . 

169 Sura iii. 158·59; also xli. 14 .. 

170 ERE. vi. 300, art. GOD (Muslim). 
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Palgrave's description of the omnipotence of Ailah 171 . ',Vill 
show what the Arabs intended by the credal formul~, ' ThPre 
is no god but God.' Says be, '' The words in Arabic and 
among Arabs imply that this one Supreme Being is also tlJe 
only one Agent, the only force, the only act existing through
out the universe, and leave to all beings also, matter or· 
spirit, instinct or intelligence, physical or moral, nothing but 
pure unconditional passiveness, alike in movement or in 
quiescence, in action or in ca.pacity. The sole power, the 
sole motor, movement, energy and deed, is God; the rest is 
downright inertia, and mere instrumentality, from the 
highest arcl.tangel dcl\vn to the simplest atom of creation ..... . 
Thus irnmc:tsurably and eternally exalted above, and dissi
milar from, all creatures, whieh lie levelled before Him on 
one common plane of instnnnentaJity ::md inertness, God is 
One in the totality of omnipotent and omnipresent actioD, 
which acknowledges no rule, standard, or limit, s11ve His own 
sole and absolute will. He communicates nothing to His 
creatures, for their seeming power and a.ct ev.er rema.in His 
alone, and in return He receives nothing from them; for 
wha,tever they may be, tl1<1t they are in Him, by Him, and 
from Him only. And, secondly, 110 superiority, no distinc
tion, no pre-eminence, can be lawfully claimed by one crea .. 
ture over its fellow, in the utter equalisation of their un
exceptional servitude and abasement; all are alike tools of the 
one solitary Force which employs them to crush or to benec 
fit, to truth or to error, to honour or shame, to happiness or 
misery, quite independently of their individual fitness, desert~ 
or advantage, and simply because ' He wills it,' and ' as .He 
wills it'." 

Although the language of the above description is a bit 
strong, there can be no doubt that the logic of the Qur'an 
would demand an approximation to this ideal. We have al
ready referred to the titles of might, greatness and dominion; 
some more may be pointed out in this reference. Thus Allah 
1 s the Restrainer (Al-Qabi<,l), the A baser (Al-Khafia), the 

m Quoted in Hughes, Die. lsl., p. 1:47. 
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Exalter (Ar-Raii'), the Honourer. (Al-Mu'izz), the Debaser 
(Al-Mudhil), the Enricher (Al-Mughn1), the Giver (Al-Mu'ti), 
the Withholdc1· (Al-Mani'), the Distresser (AQ_-l)arr), the 
Profrter (An-Nafi'). " Say, 0 God, to whom belongeth domi
nion, Thou givest dominion to whom Thou wilt, and from 
whorn Thou wilt Thou takest it away; Thou e;xalt
est whom Thou wilt, ahd whom Thou wilt Thou 
humblest. In . Thy hand is good. Verily Thou. art 
all-powerful. Thou causest the night to pass into the 
day, and Thou causest the day to pass into the night; ;:md 
Thou bringest forth the living from the .. dead and Thou 
bringest forth the dead from the living; and Thou givest sus .. 
tenance to vvhoiU Thou wilt without measure.' ' 172 So, :ts 
Wensinck remarks, 173 " the prevailing feature of Allah in 
the Kur'an is His absoluteness, His doing what He plea~es 
without being bound by human rules. He extends His 
bounty, His mercy and His wisdom to whomsoeyer Jle 
pleaseth; He guideth in the right way and He leaveth to go 
astray whom He pleaseth; if He had so pleased, He would 
have gl}ided all men in the right way; He qreat~th ''fl;lat he 
pleaseth and for:rneth man in the womb as He pleaseth; .. He 

.. f9rgiveth unto whom He pleaseth; in short, He doeth what' 
He pleaseth~ '' 

To su?h a God the onl;y possible human attitt1de is,ab
ject submission. Muhammad was, therefore, logical when 
he ealled his religion Islam, 174 ·i.e., resignation to the wilL ?f 
God, and regarded the relation of the 'living creation to Allah 
as one of servitude. Allah, .to a Muhammadan, means .. " .The 
Obeyed,"175 and the Apostles, including Jesus and Muham
mad, are the servants of Allah. 176 The democratic ideal of 

172 Sura iii, 25. For Al-Fudali'.s interpretation of the seven connections 
with the quality of Power, see Maooonald, Development of Muslim Theo/oqy, 
p. 329. For the relation of Will to Power, see ibi.d., p. 330£. For al-Ash'ar;'; 
interpretation, se!) ibid, p. 295; for al-Ghazall's, p. 302. 

1'13 Wensin~.k, op. cit., p, 84. 
174 Sura iii. 79. 
175 K. E:amaluddin, Threfhold of Truth, p. 63. 
176 'l'he. Koran. starts with the • notion of Allah, the One, . Eternal, [onct 

Almighty God, far above human feelings and aspirations-the Lord of His slaves 
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Islam proceeds fronJ the fact tha,t all are eguaJly insignificant 
before God. 1vld)ougaJ has ascribed the rap:d spread of 
Islam in Oriental countries to the fact tlmt peop;e there are 
used to the despotism of their temporal rulers and the Islamic 
attitude towards Clod is one of similar submission, servitude 
and resignation. 177 Similarly, Sell remarks, " God is des
cribed as Merciful and Gracious·, the Guardian over all, thu 
Provider of daily bread, the Reviver of His people and their 
Deliverer, and many similar terms; but ali that the Qur'iin 
says of the loving-kindness of God is overshadowed by tlw 
teaching of Muhammad in the Qur'ii,n and the tradition as to 
His power. n1is is the prominent element in the conception 
of God as taught by the Prophet; it has ruled the Muslim 
world, and still rules it. The most excellent names, ninety 
and nine in number, do not contain any term which denotes 
the relation of God as a Father to His people. 'l'he idea is 
repugnant to the Muslim mind, and so in Islhm the relation 
of man to God must ever be that of a slave, who lacks the 
freedom and dignity of a son. " 178 

The last attribute belonging to Divine essence, namely, 
Will, raised still more formidable difficulties. The on111:

potence of God is not peculiar to Muhammadanistt1; but most 
other religions use the term with a certain reservation in so 
far as it relates to the actions and destinies of finite spirits. m 
Creation of second creators was repugnant to Isl:":m1 : did uot 
Allah declare that He had created all things aJter a fixed 

not the Father of His children; a judge meting out stern justice to sinners, aad 
extending His mercy only to ·those who avert His wrath by repentance, ,htimili~y, 
and unceasing works of devotion; a God of fear rat'her than of love.-Nicbolson , 
'l'he Mystics of Islam, p. 21. 

177 McDougall, The Group Mind, pp. 113-14. 

178 ERE. · vi: 302. 

179 For very similar beliefs in Jewish literature, see ERE. v. 7\J3, a.rt. · 
.FA'l'E (Jewish). l'ossibly the Qur'an is indebted to it for some of its articles of 
belief on Predestination. W ensinck observes : '' The orthodox do2trine of ],eavenly 
deorees is not specifically Islamic. It has a broad Semitic basis, as is proved. by 
Babylonian and Israeli tic religi())).s tradition, whil,:h regard!? not only .the \yay a. o~ 
roan, but the course of the world as the replica . of :what had· been recorded lona 
before in h!)avenly books or on heavenly tablets " (o'{l:. cit., p. 54) .. For the whole 
subject, s~e Muhammad Ali, The Religion ojlsLarn, Ch. VII. Gadat or Tagdb:-
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decree? 18a .. , Allah has eternally fixed the destinies of all 
things181 and of all nations, 182 and nothing can hefall any 
being but what God hfts destined for it.18~ Not only have the 
birth184 and the span of life been fixed for all creatnres185 but 
even their alliances, 186 their vocations187 and their fortunes : 
" No mischance .chanceth either on earth or in your own 
persons, which, ere vVe bro1,1ght it into being, was not in the 
Book;~Verily, easy is this to God-Lest ye distress yot1r~ 

oelves if good things escape you, and be over-joyous for what 
faHeth to your share.' '188 God vouchsafes the gifts of grace 
to whom He wills, 189 for all sovereignty is in His hands;19' 

He visits the wrong-doers with punishment in due time even 
though they may prosper for a while. 191 

Now; the bearing Of this doctrine on the destiny of man 
was not left to inference, for the Qur'an itself drew out the 
implications of this doctrine in relation to all the activities of 
the· human mind-its knowledge, faith and works. Allah 
k.nows and 1vills from all eternity what every man will knov;, 
believe, like ~nd achieve. Wensinck quotes three tradi
tions19z to show that thert} was .some difference of opinion 
'about the time when the Divine decree was recorded i.n >the 
cas.e of an individual--one fixing it at the forty-second day 
of coi1ception, another at fifty thmisand years before the crea
tion of the heavens and the earth, and the third acceptin-g the 
r::econd as the time at. which it ~<vas ~<vritten on Jhe preserved 

180 Sura liv. 49. 
1s1 Sura lxxxvii. 2. 
182 Sura vii. 92. 
183 Sura ix. 51. 
!B4 Sma !iii. 3.3. 
185. Buras iii. 139, 148, 162; viii. 17. 
186 Sura xxxiii .. 37 (whil:h practically declares that Muhammad's flll\l'ci~gt 

with the divorced wife of his adopted son Zaid wa.s made in heaven !Jy :t fnrei 
de~ree)._ 

1~1 Hnra xx.Xlii. 38-9. 

188 Sura !vii. 22-23. 
189 Sura !vii. 29. 
190 Sura xiii. 30. 
l9l.Sura xvL 63. 
192 W eusinck, op. cit., pp. 54-55, 
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table or elsewhere193 but holding at the same time thaf .the 
decree was eternal. But in the Traditional literature and the 
philosophies the Divine decree was conceived in a, more ex
treme fashion than it is set forth in the Qur'an, with the effect 
that although the ,Jabrites, who {lenied all rea'ity tc hurnan 
activity,194 and the Qadnrites, who rejected the eternal decree 
or Allah, 195 were both stigmatise.d as heretical, the orthcclox 
view leaned towards the ,J abrite doctrine 196 and anathematisecl 
the Qadarite freewillists as dualists (Mazdians) and forbacle 
the Faithful the visiting of the sick and following the biers 
of the dead of the latter sect.197 

In two matters, especially, tbere could be serious differ
ences of opinion regarding the interpretation of the Qur'an. 
The one relates to the faith and works of men and the other 
to their destiny .198 As Macdonald remarks : '' Antinomies 
had no terrors for Muhammad. He, evidently, never thought 
about predestination and free-will, whatever later traditions 
ma.y have put into his rnouth; he expressed each side as he 

l~a In the Qur'an reference is made to three books, kept in heaven, relating 
to the recmd of actions and events :-

(1) 'l'he ' perspicuous book ' in wh~cl1 u,rc l'ecorded all the happenin~3 of 
t~e wo~l<J. from all eternity (though the Qur'an does not expres.sly mention ita 
etwnal c}Jaracter). 

('3) The Book of the righteous (Illiyii.n) and the Book of the wkked (Sijjin), 
JU whbh have been written down, Tradition says, eternally (although there is no 
indication in the Qur'an about their eternal aspect) the deeds of men and which 
would be used on the Day of the Last Judgment. 

(3) The book relating to each individual, in whkh are recorded !probably 
at the time of each oc~currence) the good and bad deeds of ell!ch . individual ana 
this Will be used as evidence of his career on earth on the Judgment day.~~BRffi. 
v. 7\l4. (See Sura xvii. 14.) 

194 The extreme Jabrite view is found in the Jahm1yah sect. See Hughes, 
Dio. Is!., art. AL-JABARIYAH, p. 2'33; a\.so Wensimk, op. cit., p. 119 f. 

195 See K 0. Seelye, Moslem Schisms and Sects, Part I (1920), Cb. Til 
(p. U6 U; also p. 37 filr their 20 (or 92) sub-sects 

19tl" Mu'tazi]a writers however also charge the orthodox Ash'ariya with be[ug 
D;abariy~, whd1 as Shahrastani rightly points out, is pot s'rictly corre~t as. 
although they deny the freedom of the will, they allow that man has some influence 
on action (kasb, appropriation).-Enc. Jsl., I, p. 985, art, DJ4BAHIYA. 

m Wensinck, op. cit., p. 57; Margoliouth, Ear. Dev. ll(uh., p. 224. 

198 See Wensi~ck, op. ei,t., P· 1)5 f, 
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saw it at the moment, and the need of the moment stood. " 199 

" His predestinarian position steadily hardened towards the 
close of his Hfe, and the earliest conscious Muslim attitude on 
the subject seems to have been of an uncompromising fata
lism. " 200 Muhammadan orthodoxy could at best suggest cer
tain mediating doctrinet'\ to reconcile predestination and free
will,201 of which a specimen may be given from the WaE?iyai 
Abi l;Ianlfa :202 

'' We confeRs that works are of three kinds, obligatory, 
supererogatory and sinful. The first category is in accord
ance with Allah's will, desire, good pleasure, decision, decree, 
creation, judgment, knowledge, guidance and writing on the 
preserved table. The second category is not in accordance 
with Allah's commandment, yet according to His will, desire, 
good pleasure, dc43ision, decree, judgment, knowledge, 
guidance, creation and writing on the preserved table~ The 
third category is not in accordance with Allah's command
ment, yet in accordance with His will; not in accordance 
with His desire, yet in accordance with His decision; not in 
accordance with His good pleasure, yet in accordance with 
His creation; not in accordance with His guidance; in accord
ance with His abandoning and His knowledge; yet not in 
accordance with. His intimate awareness203 or with His writ
ing on the preserved table. "~04 

m Enc. lsl., I, p. 304, art. ALLAH. See Archer, Mystical Element1 in 
Mohammed, pp. 34·35. 

2oo Enc. Isl., II, art. KADAR, p. 605. 
'' Of this doctrine Muhammad m.ckes gr~at use in the Kor11n, encouraging 

his followers to fight withou1 fe11r, and even desperately, when the occasion might 
require, since eaution is of no avail against the decrees of Fate and life cannot 
be prolonged when too destined hour arrives.-Sir A. N. Wollaston, The Religion 
of the Koran, p. 18 (Wisdom of the East Series). 

zot See art. KADAR in E1w. Isl., II, p. 605. 
202 'Vensinck, op. cit., pp. 126-27. 

203 Ma'rija, a knowledge more intimate and sympathising than ' iim.
Wensinck, op. cit., p. 127, footnote; see Enc. Isl., II, art. 'IL:M for distinction 
between the two (p. 469). 

~U4 W ensinck sums up the last in the following words : " Sins resuli from 
Allah's decision, decree, cre11tion, knowledge, writing down, will and abandoning; 
not acoording to Hi"l commitnd, desire, pleasure, judgment or guidance " (op. cit., 
p. 143). 

50 
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That all such attempts at mediation were des
tined to be half-hearted is due to the fact that the 
will of God was not unequivocally conceived in the 
Q.ur'an in relation to the will of man. Thus a. 
humber of Quranic passages and traditional sayings can be 
quoted to show that Allah's .decree extended over all human 
motives and actions. God has created us and all that we 
maJm. 205 He has graven the faith on the hearts of the be
lievers 206 and sealed the hearts of the unbelievers and the 
transgressors that they may not hearken or believe or under
stand.207 God misleads whom He wills, and whom He wills 
He guides or puts on the right path.208 If God had so 
pleased, He would have guided all aright 209 and made them 
all of one religion ; 210 but He has guided only some of them 
a.nd the others He has abandoned to themselves 211 or decreed 
to err. 212 " He whom God guideth is the guided and they 
whom He misleadeth the lost." 215 Man does not sponta
neously take to the path of virtue or vice : :' Whoso willeth, 
taketh the way to his Lord; but will it ye shall not, unless 
God will it.' '214 Orthodox Islam did not deny that man 
possessed a sense of freedom; but, in order to explain it, it 
went to the length of suggesting that not only human acts 
but also the sense of freedom accompanying them had been 
wi11ed and decreed by Allah. 215 '' Man accepts for himself 
the action of Allah and his accepting is man's conscious
ness of free will.'' '' The action of a creature is created, 

205 Sura liv. 49. 
2os Sura lviii. 22. 
207 Suras iv. 154; vii. 98; ix. 88, ll4; x. 75; xvi. 38, 110; xviii. 101; xxx. 

5\J; xl. 37; xlvii. 18; Jxiii. 3. But see Sir W. Muir, Life of Mohammad, p. 516 · 
" Mohammad held the progress of events in the divine hand to be amenable to th 
mttuence of prayer." 

208 Sura xiv. 4; also vii. 39; lxxiv. 34; li. 9_ 
209 Sura vi. 35 , 150. 
210 Sura xi. 120. 
211 Sura iii. 154; see aTt. KHADHLXN in Enc. Isl., II, p. 'Jf\0; also 

Wensinck, op. cit., p. 213. 
212 Suras xvi. 38 ; xxi. 101. 
213 Sura . vii. 177. 
214 Sura lxxvi. 29-SO. 
Z15l!Jnc , lsi., Il, tlrt. KI\S'P p. 786. 
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originated, produced by Allah but it is ' acquired ' (mtilcsub) 
by the creature, by which is meant its being brought into 
l.!onnection with his power and will without there resulting 
any effect from him in it or any intmduction to its existence, 
only that he is a locus (nwl:wll) for it.'' z16 It is not neces
sary to enter any further into these theological discussions 
except to point out that the Ml!'tazilites in general (following 
the Qadarites) 217 were obliged to combat practically every 
item of this orthodox predestinarian belief, namely, want of 
human freedom and the illusoriness of free choice, Divine 
grace as producing faith in believers and Divine will as 
prompting unbelief in infidels, arbitrary morality and eter
nal decree, and the pmdtive rela,tion of God to evil or wrong. 218 

But all spirits did not possess the boldness of the Mu 'tazilites; 
and so, as Nicholson remarks,219 " the fatalistic spirit which 
brooded darkly over the childhood of Islam~the feeling that 
all human actions are determined by an unseen Power, and 
in themselves are worthless and vain--caused renunciation 
to become the watchword of early Moslem asceticism.'' 

Divine will" affected not only the wills of m:en but also 
their destinies-we may even say that it is because Allah had 
fixed the fates of men that He determined their will. By ari 
eternal decree the destinies of men have all been· fixed and re., 
corded in the preserved table and no one can escape the un
nlterable fate fixed by God. The tra,dition about the heart
less manneT in which Allah is supposed to have elected some· 
for salvation and the rest for damnation has often been 

m This is Al-Ash'ari's doctrine of intisa~. See Enc. Is!., II, pp. 605 and 
7Rfi; Sum viii. 17; also Wensin,k, op. cit., p. 213. 

~11 Of course, there were exceptions.-See Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 78·82. 
218 The prevailing conception of God as the All-Powerful is not far removed 

from the idea of a despot, and fear, thus separate from love, is either the incentive 
to all effort or leads to the repression of ail energy in the Muslim. The idea of 
unlimited arbittary power, unrestrained by any law of holiness, has so filled the 
Muslim mind that .sin ia regarded less as a breacl1 of moral law than as a violation 
of some arbitrary decree. CeTtain actions of the Prophet were evil aeeordirig to 
any law of righteousness; but no Muslim would admit that in doirig 1hem 
Muhammad committed a sin, for he (wted under the command of God.-ERE. vi. 
302. !:lee also xi. 149, art. 84LVATION (Muslim). 

219 NiDholRon, The n.fystia~ of !slant, p. 36. 
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quoted : '' When God resolved to create the human race, 
He took into His hands a mass of earth, the sa:rne whence all 
mankind were to be formed, and in which they after a man
ner. pre-existed; and • having then divided the clod into • .two 
equal portions, He threw the one half into hell, saying, 
'' These to eternal fire, and I care not '' ; and projected the 
other half into hmtven, adding, " and these to Paradise, I 
care not." a2o Moral regeneration may be the condition of 
salvation, but no man can bring tlmt about except with 
God's permission, decree and will. On the other hand, " the 
process of perdition is that God abandons man by withdraw
ing His guidance; thereupon man abandons his faith and 
the tertius gaudens, Satan, is at hand to rob him of it." 221 

A distinction was indeed drawn between God compelling be
lief and unbelief and His foreknowing and willing the same,22z 
but the final position was summarised in the tradition :223 

'' If Allah should punish the inhabitants of His heavens and 
the inhabitants of His earth, He would not thereby do in
justice. And if you should spend in the path of Allah an 
amount larger than Mount Ul.md, He would not accept it 
from you unless you believe in the decree and acknowledge 
that what reaches you could not possibly have missed you, and 
what misses you could not possibly have reached you.'' Or, as 
al-Ghazal1 puts it, zz4 '' His justice is not to be eomparell 
with the justice of men. Por a man may be supposed to act 
unjustly by invading the possession of another; but no in
JUStice can be conceived by God, inasmuch as there is nothing 
that belongs to any other besides Himself, so that wrong is 
not imputable to Him as meddling with things not appertain-
ing to Him ...... Loving kindness, the showing favour and 
grace, and beneficence, belong to Him; whereas it is in His 
power to pour forth upon men a variety of torments, and 

22ll See Hughes, Dio. Isl., p. 148 (art. GOD); also p. 472 (a.rt. 1'RRDBS· 
'l'INATION). But see Muhammad Ali, The Religi~n of Isliitn, pp. 335-37. 

221 Wenshrok, op. c~t., p. 235. 
22ll Ibid, pp. 191, 211. 
223 Ibid, p. 108. 
224 Hughes, Die. lsl., p. 14_6 (art. GOD) . 
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afflict them with. various kinds of sorrows and diseases, 
which, if He were to do, His justice could not be arraigned, 
nor would He be chargeable with injustice.'' 

That the problem of adjusting Divine justice to Divine 
decree raised acute difficulties can be easily gathered . from 
the Traditions. If '' everyone is guided to that for which he 
was created," 225 one can never b(') sure how one would :finish 
one's career. A life-time ~fgood works may be spoiled by 
that stubbornness of heart which refuses to acknowledge the 
unity of Allah and the apostleship of Muhammad; and a life 
spent in evil may be redeemed at the end by the timely accep
tance of the saving creed. Wcnsinck quotes a number of 
traditions226 in support of the views that "There is no living 
soul for which Allah has not appointed its place in Paradise 
or in Hell, and the decision of happy or unhappy has already 
been taken,'' and '' Works must be judged from the 
concluding acts (al-khawiit'lm) only." To quote one of 
them :227 "A man may perform the works of the dwellers in 
Paradise for a long time, yet his work may receive finally 
the stamp of"that of the dwellers in Hell. Likewise a man 
may perform the works of the dwellers in Hell for 
a long time, yet his works may finally receive . the 
stamp of that of the dwellers in Paradise." It ap
pears, however, that where the criterion of faith was 
inapplicable, there was a good dea] of difficulty in 
assessing the final destiny. Thus the fates of the children 
of infidels and believers who die in infancy were subjects 
of considerable discussion.zzs A strong tradition upheld the 

225 See Wensinck, op. cit., p. 56. 
22& Ibid, pp. 55-56. 
22'1 Ibid, p. 55. 
228 For a discussioo of the whole subject, see Wensin~k. op. cit., pp. ,12-14. 

'' AI-Ghazii.li developed the doctrine of a Limbo for those 'who, by reason of youth, 
mental affiiction, historical and geographical situation and environment, ba.d not 
been able to become Muslims and, therefore, had no works of obedience, in the 
technical .sense, to their credit. ",-Eno. Jsl., II, p. 1051. See th!l Fikh Akbar lTI, 
art. 4, in Wensinck, op. cit., p. 265. Cf. the Fikh Akbar III, art. 21 :-

It would be absurcl to suppose that AlH1h should wrong anyone. He is free 
to impose suffering on innocent children and animals without indemnifying them.-
\Vcusin,,k, op. cit., p. 267. 



view that every child is born in the fitra, the natural basis 
of the true religion, and that it is his parents that make of 
him a J-ew or a Christian or a Parsi ;229 but another tradition 
laid down that when God knows that a child will become a 
Muslim, it is born in IsJ.am,-otherwise it is born in un
belief. 230 We are interested in these arid discussions of 
dogma only in so far as they throw light on the nature and 
limits of Divine volition in relation to human destiny. The 
futility of works under those conditions was foreseen and 
works were enjoined not to force the hands of Allah regarding 
a better future but to indicate rather that one was living 
under Divine guidance.2~1 

'I'he Mu'tazilites were not slow to perceive, as the 
Qadarites had done before them, that unless man's acts were 
his own, he could not be held responsible for them or their 
consequences, and that Divine justice would be impugned by 
accepting the view that God decrees Paradise or Hell before 
man has deserved either of them by his virtuous or vicious 
acts. But even al-GhazaJi, dealing with the acts of Allab, 
could remark that ''there does not rest on Him a·ny obligation 
to give laws, to create, to give reward, to take into account 
what is salutary for His servants ; that it is not absurd that 
He should command them to do what is ab8ve their power; 
that He is not obliged to punish sins; and that it is not 
absurd that He should send Prophets.' '23z Ji-,ortunately, th<~ 

Qur'an contains many verses in support of the freedom of the 
willz.33 and the justice of Divine dealings with saints and 
sinners alike. God not only watches and records the deeds 
of men but He visits the iniquitous with dire punishment 
on the Day of Judgment when the creatures wronged bear 
witness against their oppressors, the good and the evil done 
by each individual are carefully and justly weighed against 

~~v Wensinck, op. cit., p. 42. See Jli[uhammad Ali, The Religion of lsliirn. 
pp. i\:J\J-10. 

~3o Io,:a, P· 43. 

231 Ibid, p. 56. 

'l.>Z Ibid, p. 95. 

233 See Wensinck, op. cit., p. 50 f. 
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each other in the Balance, 234 and the intercession of inter
ceders do not avail. 235 He and His vigilant agents, the 
angels, watch over the thoughts and acts of men by day and 
by night :236 every soul "shall enjoy the good which it has 
acquired and shall bear the evil for the acquirement of which 
it laboured,' '237 even though either should be only of the 
weight of an atom or of -~ mustard-seed.238 Righteousness 
is serving Allah as if He. were before one's very eyes.239 

Again and again are the .Faithful commanded to enjoin the 
right and forbid the wrong,240 and they are even praised as 
oemg " the best folk that hath been raised up for mankind " 
inasmuch as they enjoin the Just, forbid the Evil and believe 
m God.Z41 A religion which insists on justice being an essen
tial condition of the religious life cannot but invest God with 
the same attribute. God is not unjust towards His servants. 242 

Orthodox Islam, with its predestinarian leanings, could not 
subscribe wholeheartedly to the Mu'tazilite view that sinning 
was wholly due to human volition 243 and it had therefore to 
combat these"" partisans of unity and justice " (ahl al-'adl 
wa'l-tawJ:tid), in so far as they made man wholly responsible 
for moral evil in order to defend Divine justice.244 But with 

234 Snras xxi. 48 ; vii. 7. 
2~5 Buras lxxiv. 19; lxxxii . 19; ii. 45. 
236 Sura<; xiii. 11-12; lxxxii. 10-12. 
237 Sura ii. 286. 
238 Sur as xcix, 7, 8; xxi. 48; iii. 111; xxxi. 15; a.lso iv, 52. 
239See Wensin::lk, op. cit., p_ 23. 
240 Sum iii. 100; ix. 72, 113; xxii. 42; cf, also Sura vii. J.56; iii. 110; xxxi. If\. 
241 Sura iii. 106. 
242 Sura iv. 44. 
243 The orthodox position is summed up in Fikh Akbar II (art. 22) as follows : 
Allah guideth whomsoever He pleaseth, by grace, and He leadeth astray 

whomsoever He pJeaseth, by justice. His leading a.stmy means His abandon in~, 
and the explanation of " abandoning " is thai He does not help a man by guidi.ng 
him towards deeds that please Him. This is justice on his part, and w is His 
punishment of those who are abandoned on account of sin. ~We are not alloweJ 
to say that Satan deprives the Faithful of his faith by constraint and compuhion. 
But we say that man gives up his faith, whE)reupon Sa.tan df\prives him of it 
(Wensinck, op. cit., p. 195). 

2H '.rhe Mu'tazilites did not reject the connection between Allah and evil in 
the sen·e of ac,cidents, sickness, and ,so on. At least one thinker, however, rejected 
enp this conne~tion.-See Wensinck, op. c~t., p. 145. 
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a happy inconsistency it looked upon Allal-1 as the Just (AJ
'Adl), the Paithful (Al-M11'min), the Judge (Al-Hakam), the 
Righteous (AI-Barr), the Equitable (Al-Muqsit), and also the 
IJord of the Day of Judgment,--variously described· ·as the 
opener (Al-Ba.sit), the Great Opener (A 1-Pattal,1) and tl1e 
Opener of the rl\nnb or the Raiser. (Al-Bn.'ith) and the Avenger 
(Al-Muntt1qim). He does not forsake thc:se who obey liis 
commands, for He is the Great Grateful (Ash-Shakur); in 
Him can all take refuge in case of injust] ce, for He is the 
Priend, the Patron (Al-Wall), of all creatures; and on those 
that believe and do the things that are right He bestows His 
1ove,2

q5 for He is the Ijoving (AI-Wadud). 
But if God is loving, will He not take compassion on the 

frailty of man and temper justice with mercy in cases of 
lighter faults? 246 Even in cases of grave sins, we have al
ready seen, the Qur'an provides for intercession with Allah's 
permission, whieh rneans that God does not wish to abandon 
the sinner altogether and eonsign him to eternal hell if he has 
died with belief in Divine unity. 247 To suppose tJ1at the whole 
process is musory in view of the predestined end of every single 
individual might yield consisteney of tbougbt hut not satis
faction ofthe heart. No religion tha,t believes in the incapacity 
of man to achieve salvation without Divine aid can dispense 
with the necessity either of Divine Incarnation or of Pro
phetic Intercession or of Divine Mercy. Unless Divine Grace 
second the efforts of men (and even dispense with the latter), 
their final destiny is dark and dismal in the extreme. Hence 
the Qur'an had to preach not only submission to the inscrut~ 
able will and decree of Allah but also faith in Divine Justice 
and hope for Divine Mercy. Thus although there are pa,s
sages to indicate that Divine Justice can overtake sinning 

245 Sura xix. 96. See ERE. v. 696 :-" The orthodox view is that they 
(!man and Islam) are synonymous, and that a Muslim is a mtt'min, a believe!', 
By others, !.slam is looked upon as a larger term than !man. It is said tl1at 
Jslam signifies belief with the heart, confession with the tongue, and good works 
done by the various parts of the body. Iman refers to the first of these and i~, 

therefore, only a component part of Islam." 
246 Sura !iii. 33. 
247 See Sura ix. 114-15. 
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individuals and nations only at a predestined time,248 other 
passages allude to the patience with which Allah bears their 
iniquities and the quickness with which He forgives repen~ 
tant sinners.249 He is the Patient, the Long~sufferi:pg (A~~ 
~abur), the Clement (Al~I,Iali:m), the Generous (Al~Kar1m), 

the Lenient or Kind (Ar~Ra'uf), the Forgiver (Al-Ghiifir), 
ihe Much Forgiver (Al-Ghafui·), the Forgiver par metier 
(Al-Ghaffar), the Pardoner (Alc.'Afuww), the Acceptor of He
pentance (At-Ta1vwa,b) and of Prayer (Al-Muj1b). His mer
cy embraces all things 250 and He never punishes until He 
has first sent in His mercy an Apostle as a warner, 2s1 the 
Qur'an, for instance, being a mercy unto all creatures.252 The 
Lord judges with truth but He is a1so the God of Mercy. 253 

V:very sura in the Qur'an, with the exception of the ninth, 
begins with the words, ' ' In the name of God, the Compas
sionate, the Merciful " (Bismillah-i'r-Rahman-i'r-Rahi'In).2s4 

One of the finest verses c1oses the second sura of the Qur'nn :255 

" God will not burden any soul beyond its power. It shall 
enjoy the good which it hath acquired, and shall bear the evil 

The test of belief is prayer according to the tradition " Between faith and 
unbelief lies the negle~t of prayer." According to Islamic tndition the se'ien 
gr~>ve sins are Polytheism, magic, unlawful manday'irig, spending .the mont1,Y of 
orphans, usury, desertion from battle, and slandering chaste but heedless women 
Who are faithful. 

" Acco!·ding to the orthodox view polytheism is, the o:nly sin whlcb i,; in· 
<;onsistent with being a Muslim. A man who is guilty of other sins Joes not 
thereby lose this charac'er. Allah may punish him in Hell, or He may grant 
fum forg~veness even without. previous repentance. "-See Wensinck, op cit .. 
J). 39 f.; also p. 46; also p. 104 f (the word ' for ever ' of Sura iv. 95 being 
interpreted as ' for a long time '). 

~48. Sura. xxiii. 45. 
249 Sura xl, 1-3; >imilarly, men a.re asked to "seek help through patience 

and prayer : verily God is with the patient " (Sura ii. 148; also Sura iii. 140l. 
~•v Hura vii. i'M. 
251 Sura. xvii. 16. 
252 Sura 1xi. 

~53 Sura xxi. 112. The opposite verse is Sura vi. 148 : " Your r,ord is of 
aJJ-embra3ing me1·cy : but his severity shall not be turned aside from the wieked." 

~M Once only does it occur in the middle of a Sura, viz., .in Sura xxvii. 30 . 
.!<'or Jewish, Uhristian and Zoroastrian parallels, see Sale's Preliminary I)isconrse 
in his Comprehensive Commentary on the Quriin, Vol. I, p. 100 (Sale thinks that 
the tormula was borrowed from the Persian Magi). 

~•• Hura ii, ll86 ; see also xxiii. 65, 

1)1 
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for the acquirement of which it laboured. 0 our Lord! 
punish us not if we forget, or fall into sin; 0 our Lord! and 
lay not on us a load like tha.t which Thou hast laid on thos() 

· \vlio have been before us; 0 our I1ord 1 and hty not on us tha~; 
for which we have not strength! but blot out our sins and 
forgive ns, and have pity on us. Thou art our protector : 
help us then against the unbelievers." A prayer like this is 
farthest removed from belief in unalterable fate and fixed 
dBstiny. From a God of this description only good could be 
expected and the Mu 'tazil ites drew the inevitable conclusion 
that, provided men freely aeted for it, they were bound to 
get their reward, for God'R wisdom ''keeps in view what is 
RaJ utary (a.~-?alii(i) to His servants " 256 from the religiouR 
point of view. rrhey could very well CJUOte S1ira ix. Jl3: 
" Those who turn to God in penitence, those w11o worship, 
those who pray, who fast, who bow down, who prostra.te 
themselves, who enjoin what is right and forbid what is un
lawful, and keep to the bounds of God, shall have their re-
compense.'' ·257 • 

There is no doubt that in spite of its pedestinarian teach~ 
ings the Qur'an did not consider man's moral strugg'es as 
illusory or Divine beneficence <tS :regardless of human justice 
and prayer. While severe to those who consciously and deli
berately flout His laws, God is possessed of a.n all-embracing· 
mercy 258 that is ever ready to make concession for human 
weakness, for " He hath imposed mercy on Himself as a 
law '' 259 and none except n disbelieving people need despair 
of His mercy.260 " If ye would reckon up the favours of 
God, ye cannot count them.'' 261 If men had power over the 
treasures of the I1ord' s mercy, they would have assuredly re
tained them through fear of spending them, for man is 

256 Wensinck, op. cit., p. 62; also pp. 80-82. 

267 See also xxv. 67-9; xvii. 27-8. 

258 Sura ii. 148; -see also 1. 31-33. 

259 Sura ii. 12. 

260 Sura xii. 87; also iv. 51; xv. 5B. 

261 Buras xiv. 37; xvi. lB. 
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niggardly ;262 but God's mercy knows no bounds. God is 
Lord of Grace, merciful and loving, and the least that man 
can do is to give Him thanks; but man is proud, treacherous, 
ungrateful and unfaithful and docs not understand and appre-

. ciate the many mercies with which God has encircled him
the regularity of the seasons and the beauties and bounties 
of nature. 263 But those who .seel< God's mercy must ap
proach Him with clean hands; they must not only be not 
unjust to their fellow-men, mischievom; or self-conceited but 
also be benevolent to the needy and the weak. They must fulfil 
their social obligations by sharing the bounties of Divine 
mercy with their less fortunate brethren. 264 The deepest 
point of this vein of thinking is reached when Allah is des
cribed as the Holy One ·(Al-Quddus) (or, as in the Qur'an, 
the I\ing, the Holy).285 the Ever Praiseworthy (Al-J.Iamid), 
the One who is to be Jjkened to whatever is loftiest, 266 the 
Peaceful or the One immune from all lack or defect (As
Salam),267 the Light (An-Nur), and the Fact or the ReaJ (Al
~aqq). 1t hae. been a matter of conjecture as to what 
Mw Qur'an intended to convey by the words ' Holiness,' 
' ·Peace ' and ' Light ' 268 and it has also been doubted 
whether Muhammad could call God ' just ' 269 and also 
whether the Reality of God could leave room for independent 
ti.nite centres of activity. 270 But if we make no fetish of 
Rtrict logic but try instead to enter into the spirit of the moral 
!lnd devotional life of the Muslims, we are bound to admit 
that t1Iese words have exactly the same significance for 
spiritual life in Islam as in other systems of ethical mono
theism and that on the whole the Muslim conception of God, 
a,part from its latent theological contradictions, provides a 

'Ill! Sura xvii. 103. 
2G3 Sura lv. The Merciful. 
26i Suras lxiv. 17; lxxiii. 20; cvii. 4-7; xx. 84. 
265 Sura.s lix. 23; lxii. 1. 
266 Sura xvi. 62. 
267 Sura lix. 23. 
Z6o Erw. lsl., l, p. 303. 

269 Enc. I.<l., I, p. 303. 
:110 See Macdonald, Development of Muslim Theology, p. 203. 
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striking testimony to the intellectual acurr1en and ethical in
sight of its founder even after large deductions have been 
made from the almost superhuman qualities claimed on 
behalf of the Prophet by his followers. 

Christian writers have sometimes doubted whether the 
Muslim . God is sufficiently personaL271 'l1he awful majesty 
of Allah, His transcendence, •the impropriety of conceiving 
Him after human analogy, the impossibility of fixing His 
nature definitely in view of the contingent character of all 
objects, laws and relations, created and decreed by Him
all these are unfavourable factors for personalising Him. But 
here again we should trust to the belief of the 
Muslim community rather than Lo a description of 
the following type : 272 '' But• He Himself, Rterile 
in His inaccessible height, neither loving nor en-
Joying aught sa,ve His own and self-memmred decree, 
without son, companion, or counsellor, is no less barren of 
Himself than for His creatures, and His own barrenness 
and lone egoism in Himself is the cause and rule of His in
different and unregarding despotism around." The consi
deration of Divine names and attributes would be unmean
ing except on the supposition that God is personal and deals 
with the just and tbe wicked as a personal being would do. 
Revelation, command, prohibition, threat, encouragement, 
justice, mercy and love can hardly be predicated of an imper
sonal Force or Consciousness. It haA, however, been more 
correctly remarked 273 that " with only a Jittle ingenuity in 

271 The following pnssa,ge from C. J . . T. \Vebh, Religion and Theistn (1934), 
p. 47, is instructive in this eonn<dion : "It would prob,bly surprise many critics 
or t;raditiona.l language to learn what is nevertheless true, that ' the personality 
of God ' is a phra,se unknown to Christian theology until well within the . last 
two hundred years ; that ' pm·sonality ' was not re"koned among the divine 
' attributes ' so-called an<l wa,s long ascribed to Go(l only in connexion with· the 
' three persons ' worshippe<l by the Christian Cburch as one God: and that .even 
tl1e early' Socinian divine,; were nut concerned to insis\ upon a.scribing ' peri\onal
ity ' to him, hnt only too coutend that, if Lhe ierm were employed in reference to 
God (which employment they were imlined to deprecate), he would be spoken of 
as One Per.'lon, a1ul not as three." (See the same writer's God and Persmwlit?f, 
Lee, III.) 

272 Hughes, Die. Isl,, p. 147, quoting Pal grave. 
'J:/3 l!Jnc. l_sl., I, art. ALLAH, p. 306. 
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onesidedness an absolutely anthropomorphic deity could be 
put together or a practically pantheistic, or a coldly and aloof
ly rationalistic " and that " the only impossibility, as the 
Mu'tazilites found in the end, was a faineant God, a stripped 
abstract idea." We may close our account by reference to 
these aspects of Muslim theology. 

Although Muslim theQlogians, in their opposition to 
idolatry and anthropopathism, took particular care to point 
out that human qualities predicated of Allah did not bear the 
same significance, yet there are passages in the Qur'an which 
could be understood only anthropomorphically. The 
lVIu'tazilites were not slow to pqint out that the qualities of 
seeing, hearing and speech, when taken separately from 
knowledge and power, could apply only to a Being possessed 
of a body and were, therefore, not rightly used of God by the 
orthodox section of the community. \Vhen even spiritual 
qualities like knowledge, will, mercy, justice, etc., could be 
only metaphorically used of God or used with a profoundly 
different co:qnotation, the physical attributes were hardly 
appropriate as descriptions of Divine nature : so thought. 
the Rationalists of Islam. 274 But, on the other hand, the 
orthodox felt that some of the descriptions were so realistic 
lhat there was obvious danger in taking them as " plastic 
metaphors '' ; for once the wit of man was allowed to un
derstand the words of God in its own way, there was no 
knowing how far allegorical interpretation would extend. 
Thus, to quote Wensinck, 275 " the Rur'an speaks of the eyes 
of Allah ; of His hand in which '' is the empire of all things,'' 
'' in which are plentiful gifts '' and which is '' over the 
hands of those who plight fealty to Muhammad.'' Allah 
tells Iblis (Satan) that He had created Adam with His own 
hands. '' Both His hands are outstretched.'' '' The face of 
Allah is likewise a representation familiar to the Kur'an." 
" All on earth passeth away, but the face of thy Lord 
nhideth. '' '' Finally, the I{ur'an is full of descriptions of 

274 W ensinck, op. cit., p. 68 ; 8ee also pp. 73 f., 86, 88 f. 
275 Wensinck, op. cit., pp. 66-67. 
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Heaven and Hell, which are not used in a metaphoricaTs<~nse. 
To Heaven belongs the throne of Allah; He is the I_j~rd of the 
throne, the noble, large, exalted throne, which is borne by the 
angels.'' rrlte faithful of this earth, on entering Paradiso, 
'' shall see the angels circling around the throne, uttering 
the praises of their Lord.'' Again, Allah is represented in 
the Qur'an, as in the Old 'l1estament, as having spoken with 
Moses, and the Faithful are ass~red ()f seeing Allah in Para
dise just as, according to Muslim tradition, Muhammad had 
done in the night of the Ascension. He is also described in a 
tradition as descending every night to the lowest heaven and 
offering beneficence and forgiveness to all who would ask 
for them. 276 

·while the Mu'tazilitos severely criticised the anthropo
morphic conceptions of Allah, preached in popular and 
traditional literature, and rejected the corporeal vision of God 
in Paradise and all physical attributes and actions of AlliiJ1, 
including His occupying a t,hrone supported by eight 
angels,277 there were others who were willing to go farther 
than the orthodox in the direction of anthropomorphism and 
to invest Allah with tangible qualities. Thus, " Hisham 
ibn al-Hakam claimed that that which he worshipped was 
a body possessing dimensions, height, breadth and thickness, 
its height being equal to its breadth ~md to its depth, while 
its length and breadth are specified only as long and broad. 
He held, moreover, that its extension upward is no greater 
than its breadth. In addition, he claimed that the object 
that he worshipped was a diffusing light, shining as a pure 
chain of silver, and as a pearl perfectly rounded. This obJect 
also possessed, according to him, colour, taste, smell, touch. 
He also claims that its colour is its taste, its taste its smell, 
its smell its touch. He does not say that colour and taste 
are its essence, but he claims that the object itself is colour 

"'Wensinck, op. ait., p. 90. 

"111 Ibid, p. 68 f. Thus God's hand and face were taken in the ~ense of 
Divine bounty and knowledge. 
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a,nd taste.'' 278 . -Similarly, Hisham ibn Salim al-Ja\~'aliki 

'·' claimed that the object which he worshipped was in the 
image of man, but was not flesh and blood, being a diffused 
\\lhite light. He claimed also that he possesses five senses, 
Jike the senses of man, and has hands and feet and eyes and 
ears and nose and mouth, and he hears by a different means 
from that by which he sees: and the rest of the senses being 
aifferent in the same way. He goes on to say that the upper 
half of this being is hollow and the lower is solid." Further, 
" he claims that his object of worship had black hair, · it 
being a black light, but the rest of the person is white 
light. " 279 Shaiban ibn Salamah al-Khariji " held the 
doctrine of the likeness of Allah to his creatures. '' 280 

These instances must suffice to show that spasmodic 
attempts to understand God more anthropomorphically 
were made even in I slam; but it should be added 
that they were at once stigmatiscd by the orthodox commu
nity as 'l1eretical. As a matter of fact , however, ortho
doxy fou:ght with equal tenacity both anthropomorphism and 
allegorisation:. Hence the Mu'tazilite attempt ·to put · a 
spiritual interpretation upon Divine physical acts was equalw 
ly _a;nath~matised. al-Ash 'ar! voiced the orthodox ·opinion 
when he exclaimed, " May Allah preserve us from a tanz'ih 
Which would imply negation and ta'fil " 281 (i.e., divesting 

. God of what pertains to Him). He was willing to admit~ that 
· '·' hand and face are hand as a quality and face as a quality, 
just as hearing an:d sight," and so likewise are descending to 
the lowest Heaven and sitting on the throne qualities of 
Allah ; but he was against either understanding these in 
~erms of human organs and their activities or regarding 
them as merely symbolical of spiritual facts.2.~ Similarly, in 

=Moslem Schisms and Sects (tr. Seelye), p. 67. (See Wenainck, op. cit .. 
p. 67.) 

219 Ibid, pp. 70-71 . • 

280 Ibid, p. 103. 

281 Wensinck, op. cit., p. 90. 

282 Ibid, p. g2 f. 
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the various l'onnulae of the Muslin1 creed, the seeiJtg o[AllttlJ 
by th.e Paithful i11 JlaradiNe was accepted as a fact finally 
settled by tradition on the basis of Quranic texts, 283 altho\lgh 
anthropomorphism was 80r1ght to he avoided by adding that 
the beatific vision ·would be '' without description, compari-
son or modality." 284 • 

But while the orthodox were Rpecnlating how Alla,b, 
would reveal Himself to tbe Faithful in Paradise, a different 
set of people began to build their philoRophy of Jife and de
votion on the more mystical texts of the Qur'a,n. While the 
transcendental aRpect of God is predominant in the Qur'an 285 

and orthodoxy tended to accentuate the remoteness of Allah 
and the duality of God aml the finite spirit, the nearnesR of 
God could be eqnally defended on the Quranic basiR. Tht: 
Slifl.s could cite and meditate on certain passages (al-l 
they particularly did on the mysterious pasRages concerning 
the Night Journey and ARcenuion) 286 to justify and bring 
a.bout mystical experience and could also. point to 
Muhammad's habit of retiring into solitude m Imi
tation of Christian ascetics and his ecstatic fit when 
receiving his inspiration and to that moral and 
spiritual earnestness of his which could come only 
to one who ha,d felt the terrible nearness of 
God. 287 We may quote some of those passages as collected 
·by NicholRon : 288 ' Allah is the I1ight of the heavens and 
the earth ' (xxiv. 35) ; ' He is the first and the last and the 
outward and the inward ' (lvii. 3) ; ' there is no god hut He ; 

th . ·, ··h· ·tH' ];-, '(· ... 88)· 289 '1 every . mg 1s pens mg excep . 1s . ace xxvu1. . , . 

283 Wensi'Jck, op. cit.; pp. 179-80; (see Qumnb references +here). Wensinck 
t!Jii1ks " t!Je meeting with Allah " possibly means resurrection. 

28t See art. 24 of The Wa~ry.at Abi Hanlfa (p. 130) and art. 17 of the 
Fikh Akbar II (p. 193) and the Fikh Akbar III (p. 266) in "\Vensinck, cp, cit. 
See also pp. 179 and 63 f. 

285 See Archer, op. cit., p. 33 f.; The Legacy of Islam, p. 212. 
286 Buras xvii. 1; !iii. 1-18; see Nichols•()n, The Mystics of Islam, p. 212. 
287 See Macdonald, Rel. Att. and Life in Islam, p. 39. 
288 The Legacy of Islam, p. 212. 
2H9 On this favourite expression of Muhammad (" The ]'ace of AHah "), see 

]Jacdonald, Aspects of Islam, pp. 186-87, where the different Qunm.ic passages 
I· •.•ve been quoterl. 
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have breathed into him (man) of My spirit ' (xv. 29); ' Veri
ly, \¥ e have created man and We know what his soul 
suggests to him, for We are nigher unto him than the neck
artery ' (i.15) ; ' wheresoever ye turn, there i s the Face of 
Allah ' (ii.109); ' he to whom Allah giveth not light hath 
no light at all ' (xxiv .40). It is possible to cite more pas
sages in support of the nearness of God. 290 Allah ' encom
passes all things ' (iv.125) and ' is round about mankind ' 
(xvii.62); He is ' nigh, ready to answer ' (xi.64) and one 
need not use a loud voice during prayer to make oneself 
audible to Him (xvii. l:LO) for He hears eve~ the whisper of 
a soul to itself (1.15); He is with every number of men,
the fourth when there ate three, the sixth when there are five 
.:;,nd RO on (lvii.4; lviii.8), 291 and He ' comes in between a 
.man and hiR own heart ' (viii. 24). The signs of God are in 
the very selves of men a,nd ' He is His own inner witness in 
men's hearts.' 292 God is knowable, therefore, not by the 
senses or the intellect but by illumination, revelation and 
inspiration. 293 He is high above but He is also in the be
lieyer' s heart : '' God is the Light of the Heavens and of the 
Earth. His light is like a niche in which is a lamp- the 

· .. ·lamp enclosed in glass-the glass, as it were, a glistening 
-----star:" 294 No wonder, therefore, that, as Macdonald points 

?ut, Muhammad should freely admit a certain minor ins
piration belonging to the saints (lit. friends) of Allah and 
even to every human being in dreams. 295 In fact, a close 
approximation to the Hindu standpoint can be easily made 

:roo See Archer, op. ci't. , p. 36 f. 
291 Cf. Sura lvi, 81. 
292 See Archer, op. cit., p. 38; Suros li. 21; xxxviii. 72; xv. 29; xcvi. 13; 

lxxxv. 9; !iii. 36. See Nicholson, My8tics of Islam, pp. 53, 70. 
293 Nicholson, My8tics of I slam, pp. 69-70. For the rela,tion between the 

revelation to the Sufis and the Quranic revela tion, see Margoliouth, Ear. Deo. M~th .. 
p. 186 f. For dreams as revelations, see Macdonald, Rel . . 4tt. and Life in Islam, 
p 79 f. 

Wi Sura xxiv. 35. See Nicholson, Mystics of Islam, p. 51. 
295 Macdonald, Aspects of Islam, .p. 188; Rel. Att. and Life in 18/an~. 

Lee. III. The tariqas or paths by which they (the Sufis) seek God " III'<l in 
number as the .souls of men. "--Nicholson, Mystics of Islam, p. El7. (See aloo 
p. 87 f. about the equality of a ll religions.) 
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out here, for there are passages in the Qur'iln that talk of 
" an intercourse with God coming to the believer directly, 
without intermediaries " 296 and the rest, eaJnt and strength 
that come to man through frequent remembrance· of Allah 
(dhilcr) .297 " God truly mislcacleth whom He will: and He 
guideth to Himself birn who turneth to Him, tl1ose who be
lieve, and -vvlwse he,~rts rest sf:Jcure]y on the thought of 
God." 298 Such religious intuition comes from AIHd1 Him
self 299 and is '' opposed to knowledge that con'les by human 
teaching, or by trl\clition, or through rmy ~hinking out by 
mason.'' 300 If man has been made in the image of God and 
He hns breathed into man. of' His spirit, all that is necessary 
is to polish tbc mirror of one's own heart in order to know 
God. 301 Did not a tradition represent God as saying, "My 
earth cannot contain me, nor my heaven, but the tender and 
tranquil heart of my believing creature contains me ''? 302 

It was reserved for the mystics of Islnm to develop the· 
unity, ubiquity and eternity of Allah in a pantheistic sense 
among others. Under Christian, Neo-Plai!(:mic, Gnostic, 
Buddhistic and Veda.ntic influences 303 the " ascetic-ecstatic 
life '' rapidly grew in prominence, 304 and saints and siifls ab-

296 Maedonald, lhpecf;s of Islam, p. 189. 
297 Sura xxxiii. 41. See Nicholson, Mys'ics of Islam, p. 45 f. 
298 Sura xiii. 27-28. 
~V'J 'l'he Sufi doctrine of istinbat, ' mysterious inflow of: divinely revealed 

knowledge in'o hearts made pure by repentance and filled with the thought of God," 
was based on the possibility of dire:~t knowledge from God.-Nicholson, ,,•ly8lics of 
Islam, p. 23. 

aoo Macdonald, Asp. IsL, p. 190. 'l'he Sufw distinguish three organs or 
spiritual communication : the heart (qalb), which knows God; the spirit (ruh) 
which loves Him; and the inmost ground of the soul (sirr), which contemplates 
Him.-Nicholson, Mystics of Islam, p. 68. 

301 On al-Ghazall's interpret;:,tion of the function of the 1u~art, see Macdonald, 
Rel. Att. and- Life in Islam, Lee. VIII (esp. p. 24Z); also p. 253. See Ni,:holson, 
Mystics of Islam, p. 70. 

30Z Macdonald, Rel, Att. 'and L1:je in Islam, pp. 243-44; NiBholson, Mys, ot 
Isl., p. 68; also pp. 8, 53. 

303 See Nieholson, Mystics of Islam., p. 10 f., for the origin of SuUsu• 
304 Its oldest type is an ascetie '·ovolt against luxury and worldilness; lat~

on the prevailing rationalism and scepticism provoked c,ounter-movements towar.v 
intuitive knowledge and emotional fait.h.-Nic~holson, Mys. of Is!., p. 20 (For i.lv 
equivalents of ' ecstasy,' see p. 59), 
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sorbed a portion of the reverence pooicl in orthodox Islam to 

Aliab alone. l;Iallaj, indeed, had to pay the penalty of his 
impious presumption with his Jife, but his Ana 'l-IJ.aqq 
(I am the Real or God) lived on in the theories of ~1ulul (fusion 
of being), itt*ad (identification) and WU§ill ~union) and of 
fana (passing away) and baqa (union with the Divine 
consciousness or life in God). 305 Under the transforming 
itand of Sufism the nature and function of Muhammad him
self underwent profound alteration. He became more and 
more assimilated to God and identified with the Divine 
Spirit and with Universal Reason, 306 and eve!l prayers were 
offered to him to forgive and annul sins. 307 Man ceased to 
be regarded as a mere slave of Allah and the orthodox warn
ing against attempting to think of God in familiar terms
as the Beloved, for instance-was unheeded or ignored. 308 

The unity of God was conceived in a way which threatened 
to take away the reality of the Finite Spirit or else to expand 
it into, and identify it with, the Infinite. But while in Hin
duism the essel1tial identity of the finite (fiva) and the in
finite (Brahman) dom:nated all religious speculation and be
lief, in Islam zealous orthodoxy lost no time in denouncing 

305 See Nicholson, The Idea of Personality in Sufism, p. 14 f; Mystics of 
Islam, p, 118 f.; Studies in Isl .. Mysticism, p. 125 f.; Macdonald, Rel, Att. and 
Life in Islam, p. \?48. Commenting on Siifi pantheism, Nicholson observes (Idea of 
Per. in Su.ji.sm, p. 27) : " It would be a mistake to snppose tha,l, nt.Lernnces like 
the Sub~iimi, " Glory to me," of Bayazid, the Ana'l-Haqq, " I am God," of 
Hal!aj, and the ,1na Itiya, " I am She," of Ibnu 'l-Fari~ are in themselves cvidcnce,s 
of pantheism. So long as transcenden~e is recognised, the most emphatie assertion 
of imnmnence is not pantheism bu.t panentheism-not the doctrine tl>at all is God, 
but the doctrine that all is in God, who is also above all." (See also his l'vl1fs'ius 
of Islam, pp. lB, 58; for the absence of ' self ' in a Bufr and its p1·esence in a £aqir, 
oee p. 38). 

306 Bee Nicholson, Idea of Per. in St!fistn, p. 60 f; also Mys. lsl., p. 82, which 
quotes the tradition " He that hath seen me hath seen Allah " (an obvious 
lll!ltation or .Jolin 14.9). 

307 Nicholson, Idea of PM. in Sufism, p. 67. 

308 A quotation by KichoLon is instructive : " 0 my God, 1 in11olre Thee 
in pnbli:: <JS lonlR nre invoked, hut _iu rn·iva._;_e as lnver1 ones are invoked. P1lhlicly 
I say, ' 0 my God I ' but pTivately I say, ' 0 my Beloved I ' " (M·ys. of Isl., p. 8). 
Soc also p. 73 (guoti1tion from Ni!hri) : " God is the ctern<l! Be>mty, and it lies 
111 the ll~tllre of beauty to desire love. "-ibid, p. 80. 
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this pantheistic attitude· of Sufi writers and 
that Allah's transcendence could not be questioned and I)1an 
eould not be raised to divino honours or identified with or re
lated to God : Jllliihu alcbdT-Allah is greater than every
thing that can be said of Him '' in any sense of relationship 
or comparison.'' 309 

309 Ma,cdonald, Rei. Att. and Life in Isla-m, p. ::!47. See ~!so Nicholson, 
Mgstie8 of Islam, p. 79 f. 



CHAPTER IX 

GoD IN ZoRoASTRIANISM: GxTHIC 

We have now traced at some length the evolution of 
religious ideas in Hinduism and the living Semitic faiths. 
Prom polytheistic and still more primitive beginnings the 
races of India, Palestine and Arabia have, with more or less 
frequent lapses, worked their way up to the idea of a single 
omnipotent, omniscient and moral Deity-beneficent, just, 
forgiving and loving. In fact, in their eagerness to defend 
the unity and ubiquity of God, they have very often been 
tempted to attenuate, and even obliterate, the reality of the 
finite by their pantheistic and predestinarian doctrines, or at 
least to detract from the value of the temporal in order to fix 
men's gaze up.on the eternal. The Semitic religions strove to 
accentuate the creature-consciousness of man, and Hin
duism, when it did not fall in line with theism, attempted to 
equate the Absolute and the Individual; but the ultimate 
effect in both cases was to extol the Infinite and to make man 
feel the littleness of the :H'inite. All beings were equally in
volved in the submergence of the finite, so that not only men 
but also other types of spiritual beings-gods, angels, etc. 
shared the same fa.te. These latter types were either roundly 
declared to be non-existent or suffered to exist as agents and 
messengers of God, entrusted with the task of assisting in the 
Divine governance of the world or moulding the moral 
character of His creatures. Side by side with a growing intel
lectual appreciation of the nature and function of God has 
gone on a moral development, and correspondingly the cosmic 
dealings of God have acquired increasing reference to His 
ethical dealings with man. 

The progressive disappearance of nature-myths and of 
detached direct dealings of God with the physical and the 
moral world may be taken as the sign of an enlightened view 
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about the W1tys of God. No one dares to presurne tl1e exact 
purpose of the Divine ercrJJive activity 110r to defu1c precisely 
the degree of reality possessed by each type of existence, 
material and spiritual. But the almost unanimous convic
tion of the positive religions that in the last days the physical 
world would be a IJtatter practicmlly of no concern and only 
the souls of spiritu:d hcliugs would be garnered in heaven or 
llell 1 may be interpreted to mcar1 that the 1nain, d not the 
only, purpose of creation is to provide a field of moral proba
tion for finite spirits. 'rhere is, therefore, much truth in thP 
philosophic position that unless ' creators ' or morally res
ponsible personR :u·e created nothing is really created. 3 God 
is irtconceivable as a lonely Hobirtson· Crusoe in a physical 
world created by himself, nor is the purpose of creation ful
filled by bringing irtto existm1ce spiritual phantoms, who 
would view paRsively the Divine world of ide<tfl from their own 
limited standpoints, or cnsual artefacts who would satisfy 
the Divine longing and love Jor an other. Heligions have 
always inRisted (and to this even Vedi.i,ntism 4n1d Islam are 
no excr.ptions) tlu:tt the reality of tho Finite includeR the 
reality of free. choice with all tlmt it implies. \Vhere, as in 
Vedantism, the ultimate objedive is to transcend both good 
and evil (and consequently to abjure both heaven and hell), 
the distinction between God and man disappears also,
whether that does or does not entai I the assumption of an im
personal Absolute (e.g. Brahman) need not be discussed at 
present. 

We are concerned just now, however, with an opposite 
problem. Suppose a religion possesses the necessary ethical 
conditions of a spiritual life : would these suffice for satis
fying the religious craving of a community? We have 
already remarked that in religion, as distinguished from 
morality, man is in a double relation, namely, in a relation 

1 When bodily resmredion is a part ot t,he relig\mis belief, the i'aisoil hody 
is generally wpposed not to be physical in tbe ordinary sense of the term. 

2 Pringle-Pattison, Idea of God, p. Z85 f; Ward, nertlm. of Ends, p. Z71. See 
Lotze, Outlines of the Philosophy of Belig·ion (tr. by Conybeare), p. \l3 
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to something beyond and, through it, in a relation to the 
t,hings of the world, specially to other spiritual beings of the 
same order of existence. Some bold spirits have dared to 
dispense with the first altogether while some others have ex
pressed their belief in the possibility of the second without 
any reference to the first even though the first is not declared 
non-existent. It will be found on ultimate analysis that the 
validity of morality without religion will depend upon the 
possibility of a sense of oughtnesR without religiouR reference. 
Enlightened self-interest (or prudence) and the conception of 
an ideal self may both be devoid of a sense of obligation : am 
l bound to be prudent or to realise my better nature? 3 Is 
there then an irreducible minimum of religious assumption 
which no moral action can dispense with? Shall we say that 
the call of the ideal in agnostic minds serves the same pur
pose as the demand of religion in devout souls? 4 The fact 
that, with the decay of faith in traditional religion, passionate 
pursuit of national, social and other ideals has gained in 
strength among the most intellectually advanced shows 
that human sentiments have been diverted from religion to 
these other channels of expression. The social instinct is 
thereby reinforced by Sllbsidiary impulses of a semi-religious 
character : work for self-betterment and ::;ervice of fellow
men replace worship of God. 

But this is essentially a modern phenomenon which has 
been rendered possible by the development of sociological and 
scientific theories. ·where gaps of ignorance and impotence 
are large and the laws of mechanical causality and evolution 
are imperfectly established, a wholesale rejection of Divine 
operation in the world is absent and impossible. Besides, a 
!ife based on mere morality without religious sanction is pos
sible for a few intellectuals and hardly explains that craving 
for social cohesiveness and concord without which a large 
community is unthinkable and impossible. Social instmctR 

3 Campbell, Scepticism and Cnnstru.ction, pp .. 218-19, 221. 
4 See Ward, The Realm of Ends, p. 134 f, 
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may bring individuals together; but it is the call of the ideal 
that regulates conduct. ~nd n.~nders the corr~inuance ... of .... .the 
group possible. And of all ideals the religious ideal •.. qr. the 
sense of religious obligation to be at peace with one's own 
neighbours and, in fact, with the whole of creation, the 
most potent in bringing about the solidarity· of the society 
and the race. We are face to faee, in fact, vvith all essential 
trait-weakness, if you please-of the finite minds that their 
welding into a compact mass requires extraneous pressure arid 
cannot be effected by inherent mutual attractions of the com
ponents of' the Bocial group. Of eourse, this adventitious con
dition of social cohesion has not always been supplied by an 
exalted conception of divinity. A set of common beliefs, 
rites and practices bas often sufficed to keep primitive 
groups together, and ever1 a tradition of common ancestry or 
the possession of the same totem lms supplied the basis of 
social understanding and sympathy. As the primitive 
conceptions of godhead did not include elevated ethicality as 
a part of the connotation, it would not be true t("J say that reli
gion is alone responsible for moral relations among mankind ; 
but moral relations, howsoever established, h3Ne almost in
variably tended to be buttressed by religious bulwark of 
some kind in a community not uniformly and eminently in
tellectual in composition. 

It would be a mistake to think, lwwever, that religion 
is a mere offshoot of moralfty and that the existence of God 
is, as Kant said, a postulate of moral life. Men have become 
religious to satisfy some fundamental impulses of life or in 
reaction to certain constant or recurrent stimuli of 
the external world. Religion has satisfied a need 
which morality has never been able to fulfil and it has 
often persi.sted wbere moral aberrations of a most 
pronounced type have taken place. Much of religious 
reform is often indeed ethical preaching because very 
often while an existing faith supplies enough incentive 
to devotion it fails to provide the necessary basis for higher 
morality or a more adequate recognition of social obligations : 
we have illustrated this already .from the evolution of the 
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Jewish religion on the ethical side. But as we travel back 
to the ancient days we find that very often religious reform
ation has reference to the needs of the spirit, not on the side 
of practical morality but 6n the side of theoretical consis
tency and emotional satisfaction. The evolution of Hinduism 
at different stages of its history will afford ample illustration 
of religious experiments ·on tlre side of devotion and intellec
tual harmony. And when we talk of the needs of devotion 
we do not mean that they are synonymous with the needs 
n£ intellectual consistency; for by the temper, training and 
inte11ectual standing of the individual concerned are the 
needs of devotion determined, whereas intellectual consis
tency admits of only one standard and develops towards 
it with culture. Adapting the terminology ·of Wundt to our 
purpose, we may say that while intellectual formulations 
have a tendency to form a unitary whole, devotional needs fall 
into disparate systems. This is why, belonging to the same 
institutional religion, individuals tend to develop different 
personal religioos of tl1eir own. Sects and heresies 
represent similar tendencies on a larger scale, and brother
hoods that cut across all communal boundaries (e.g. mys
ticism t:md theosophy) come into existence to establish con
tact between kindred spirits owing different religious alle
giances, just as philosophical schools are formed on the basis 
of common inteiiectual satisfaction irrespective of religious 
beliefB and geographical,positions. We are, however, not un
mindful of the fact that religious progress hv,s also taken in 
the past the form of a double advance~£ a deepening of 
spiritual life and a widening of ethical interest : the reform-· 
ation of the Arabian religion by Muhammad need alone be 
mentioned to show what we mean. We may also have cases of 
religious development on the subjective side where intellec
tual consistency and moral relation are already guaranteed 
by the existing conception of God. This will refer to the 
mode of worship, which we shall discuss at some length in a 
subsequent chapter. There is hardly any living religion in 
which visible or invisible changes of one or other of the above 
types are not going on at every moment. Like the insensible 
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continuous variationsin living forms, postulated by Darwin, 
these changes are slowly modifying the character of some 
living faiths within the limits of possible variation; of others 
the character has changed or is changing by rapid strides, 
much in the fashion of mutations as postulated for biologi
cal species by Hugo de Vries. Where the conditions of life 
remain constant, cultural contact with other cr~edl'> is absent 
or insignificant, and intellectual progress is arrcskd, there is 
likely to be a stagnation, just as variation practically ceases 
among organisms withdrawn from fluctuating conditions of 
existence. I_jike living organisms, ngain, faiths may occasion
ally be obliged to bibernate or even to retrogress in order to 
survive and wait for better times to put forth Rigns of nevv 
vitality and growth. 

We shall try to illustrate the above propositions by an 
examination of the developinent of the idea of God among the 
remaining independent religions of the cultured world, 
namely, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism, ;rainism, and the three 
Mongolian religions of Confucianisrn, T\wisui and Shintoism. 
An examination of these is instructive on one point, namely, 
how each had to develop or absorb in course of 
time theistic elements of a certain character in 
order to provide sufficient materials of devotion to 
the ordinary laity. Barring Shintoism, each had 
concentrated more on the ethical side thnn on the devo
tional-each was in a sense a strong man's creed, needing 
the intelJigence and the ability to rise above the diversities 
of phenomenal existence to a conception of the immutable 
laws of the moral world. Like the earth, religion has its 
giddy heights; while a few hardy climbers can acclimatise 
themselves to the rarefied atmosphere of barren abstractions 
and rigid moral principles, the ordinary toilers have a suffo
cating sensation and a shortness of breath at that altitud~ 
and they take the earliest opportunity to avoid it by 
descending to lower regions. Some constitutions can 
stand strong doses of medicine while others can 
take only diluted measures : the same 1s the case 
regarding religion in a heterogeneous population out-
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wardly professing the same cult. Therefore, one of the 
main tasks of a religious reformer is to raise the level of cul
ture so that the necessary advancement in spiritual under
standing and appreciation may follow as a matter of course. 
Like the microbes in a healthy body, tendencies towards 
primitive belief are present in every mind, and they gain 
the upper hand the moment the power of resistance decreas
es. When even an unrelenting monotheist like Muhammad 
could, in a moment of weakness, admit the intercessory 
power of some of the pre-Is:t.:lmic pagan gods, -vve can well 
understand why people at a lower level of spiritual or intel
lectual culture should be unable to attain the spiritual 
heights of their prophet or retain them for long. We have 
illustrated this in the case of Hinduism where the absolutis
tic monism of the Upani~ads could not be popularised and 
was replaced in popular affection by one or other of the 
monotheistic cults (some of the later Upanit?ads, like the 
Bvetasvatara, themselves developing theistic tendencies) 
and even by a .revived, though refined, polytheism. 

A still more instructive example is furnished by Zoroas
trianism, the religion of the Parsis of India and of the Gabars 
of Persia. From all accounts Zarathustra 5 was a remarkable 
prophet. Once convinced of the futility of his ancestral creed 
and religious customs, he waged a relentless war against 
_their continuance in any shape or form. He did his work 
with such systematic thoroughness that it is only by a study 
of the later developments of his religion under Magian 6 and 
other influences that we are able to reconstruct, in the light of 
kindred Vedic beliefs and local survivals in clay tablets and 
stones, the religion of which his own was a reformation. Few 
religions have witnessed such remarkable vicissitudes of 
fortune as the creed he established, and few countries, ex
cept peThaps tbe north-western corner of India, have been 

5 For different spellings and derivations of the name, see C. de Harlez, 
IntToduction to the Avesta (tt. P. A. Wadia), pp. 18-19; Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 12 f; 
M{•Ulton, BJarly Zoroastrianism, p. 426; I. J. S. Taraprrewah. Tile Relirr;on of 
Zarathushtra, pp. 23-4. 

6 For the retation of the Mag[ to Zoroastrianism, see Jackson, ZorOtnter, 
p. 6 f, and Moulton, Ear. Zor., Lect. VI. The Magi. 
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subjected to such alien rule, with religious traditions hqstilG 
to the native faith, as unhappy Iran. T}lG religion .yva,s .. qgrii 
under the most unlucky auspices. The date. of the. Prophet 
is still a matter of dispute among Iranian scholal's as evel1the 
earliest references yield no sure gui.dance. 7 \IVhile the oldest 
Avesten records, namely, the Gathas, supposed to have been 
emnposed by Zarathustra l1imoolf, 8 give sufficient evidence of 
the prophet's poverty and personal woes and the inhospitable 
reception of himself and his doctrine, no date of his flight or 
migrntion from his home in VV estern Iran 9 ·C,o carry out his 
religious mission and to seek powerful suppmt marks a new 
era ad in the casu of 1\lfuharnrnad, 10 and even no mytbical 
date eelebra,i;es his birth :w that of Jesus. 11 But he left de
voted Apostles a.nd disciples behind 12 a,nd he was fortunate 
in fu1ding a St. ,Tolm. in his cousin Maidhyoi-n1~tonha and a 
Constantine in Vishtaspa.13 Wo havo no moans of n8certain
mg the full extent of his religious reformation, for 
the live Gathas are all that are left of the ancient 
record 14 and even of the later Avest:J,n texts tlw 

7 J<"or dcscussion about the dutc of Zoroaster, SGe Jackson' Zoroast.er' p 11 r; 
Appendix II (p. 150 f); C. (le Harlez, op. cit. , p. 1\J f; Monl'on, The 'fTenHtl'l'C C>! 
the Mll!J'I:, p. 13 L 

8 ~l'iele ad.dnccs ro11sons t.o show that S{nne of the G.atl1:ic verses <:oul,l nnt 
h:>ve been cmnposed by Z:tral;lmstra himself. Sec The .Religion of !;he Iranian 
People, I, p. 8:! f. (t;r. Nariman). 

9 IPor a, diAnnRRion o:f Zoroasiier·s na1_ive ].1laee and the Eeene of _hi,g Ininis:Lr)T, 
sec .Jad<son, Zo-roasLct, p. Hi; Appenil.ix IV (p. 182 I'); al.so Monlton, Ear. Z<•r., 
Loot. III. Tho Prophet and His Reform (p. 80 f); also SBI<J, IV, IntToduct ion, 
Chap. III, p. xlvii. 

10 See .Jar.kson, ZoroastTia.n Studies, p. 1\l f; Zmoa.ster, p. 42 f. An era 
approxima'ely dating from B.C. 55\J, observed by a religi.Qns sect which imrnigrated 
into China in A.D. 600, is noticed by Anquotil du Pe'!Ton. See .Jac];son, Zoroade-r, 
p. 165. 

11 According to tradition, Zoroaster was born on Khordadsal day which falls 
on the sixth Llny of every New Year. The old orthodox New Year's Day was usualiy 
the 21st March and therefore i;he birthday of Zoroaster shonld fall on i!he 26th 
March; but the majmity of the Parsecs observe their New Year sometime in 
Septemher and t:berefore Khordad sal day falls also in September. 

12 The Htwcession list comes from the Pahlavi text Dinlwrt. See Jackson, 
Zoroaster, p. 135 f. 

13 Ibid., p. 37, On the identity of Vishtaspa, see E. Herzfeld, Vishta.ip·"L, 
in TJr. Modi Memorial Volume, p. 182f; Jackson, Zoroaster, p. lf\7, 171; 1\foultcu, 

Ea·r. Zo1·., pp. ·17, 88. 
uSee Haug, Essay·s on the .Religion of the Parsis, p. 142 f. 
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full literature has not been preserved.15 We find re
ferences to the division of the Iranian society into different 
dasses ;16 but we do not know to what class he himself 
belonged 17 nor exactly vvhether only the nobility ac
cepted his mess::tge.18 11he prophet himself met with a violent 
death, presumably because he instigated :military operations 
to spr:ead hi8 faith. It is ~ertain that after hi8 death his 
religion was not permitted to retain its purity for long and 
that it was not only modified by a priesthood with a different 
religious outlook and tradition 19 but also contaminated bJ 
the resurgence of earlier beliefs either in their crude form or 
in an altered guise. But even this impure tradition of the 
later Achaemenian period was broken when Alexander the 
Great burnt the royal library of Persepolis,20 and for nearly 
five hundred yeam 21 only scattered fragments were all that 

·remained of t~1e Avestan texts. The fragmentary Sassanian 
collections and the added Pahlavi texts and commentaries 
were doomed' to a similar fate when, after about four centuries 
of currency, iohey fell a victim to Arab fanaticism and prob
s,bly only a fourth of the A vestan texts of the Sassanian 

15 See SBE, lV, Intr., Chap. lll, p. xxx f., by James Darmesteter Hang, 
op. cit., p. 93 f, 134 f. 

16 SBE, IV, Ink, Chap. III, p. xlviii; Moulton, EM. Zo1'., p. 116f, 
355. See Yasna 32.1; 33.3. See Geiger, Civilisation of the Eastern Iranians £n 
Ancient T-imes (tr. Sanjaua); II, 64. 

17 Ys. 32.1. In the Gatha.s the olasses are of priests, nobles and hu.>band
men; in Later Ave-;•ta they are of fire-priests, charioteers, nobles, herdsmen and 
artisans. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 94, 116-7, 355 n.2; Treasure of the Magi 
p. 14; Siide·rblom, The Living God, pp. 168, 172. Zoroaster is said to belong to 
the bouse of M.anuschihar, sovereign of Iran.-Jackson, Zoroaster, p. lS. 

18 This is Moulton's view. See his Ear. ZOT., p. 60. Seo also his Treasun 
of the .Magi, p. 14, where he states that ZaratJhustra probably belonged to the agri
cultural community. The general belief is that he belonged to the priestly class. 

19 Moulton lays the blame of all de·viation from the spiritual religion of Zo
roaster .at t'he door of the Magi and refers iu this connection to Ezekiel 8.16 f, whert: 
some pre-Zoroastrian Magian rituals are probably preserved.-See Die. Bib., IV, 
p. 989. 

20 Moulton doubts the genuinen_ess of this tradition about Alexander·s 
vandalism. See Treasure of the Magi, p. 52. But see Haug, op. cit., p. 124. 

21 'Phe period would be less if the Parthian king Valkhash is Volagases I 
(51-78 A.D.) and not Volagases III (148-191 A.D.). See The Introduction to the 
Holy Gathas by Poure Davoud, pp. 32-3; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 171; SEE, IV, 
Intr., Ch. III, p. xxxiii f. See also Si1· J. J. lvladressa. Jubilee Volume, p. 10; 
Huart, Ancient Persia. and hanian Civilisation, pp. 110, 112. 
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period survived.22 Contingents of the faithful followers of 
the prophet lmd to seek an asylum in the hospitable shores of 
India 23 and their later generations had to watch with despair 
the rapid dwindling in the number of their co-religionists in 
their native home. 24 If, then, like the Jews, the followers of 
the Iranian Prophet have been subjected to so much calamity 
nnd oppression and have yet beeu able to save their religion, 
it rnnst be due to some inner vitality of the faith they profess. 
In fact, the distinctiveness of the Zoroastrian message was 
f:uch that it did not escape the attention of foreign writers, and 
its solution of the problem of mora] and spiritual life was 
Hnch that Semitic monotheism had no scruple to come under 
the influence of, or borrow elements from, its later develop
ments.zs 

What religious influences were at work in the cradle of 
Zoroastrianism it is difficult for us now to reconstruct and it 

22 Haug, op. cit., p. 123 f. See, however, Dha-lla, Zoroastrian Theology, 
p. 192 f. Almost· all of the important P.ahlav.i wor.kl3 Hw.t we posrJcss to-day were 
written under tlJe Ahhasid Caliphs (p. 1.93). J<'or the l~st of oxtJm(; Pahlavi worl,s, 
see Karaka, IIistor11 of the Parsis, II, pp. 177-8. • 

23 S.ee Jackson, Zo1·. Stu., pp. 182-3, for a snimnary of the history of Parsi 
emigration to India (also D. F. Karalm, op. c£t., I, pp. 23-52). 

24 Ibid., p. 179; Sec E.RB, a;rt. GAI3AH, for a fttirly full a(•:·ormt; also 
1\amka, op. cit., I, Ch. II. 

25 Sec Jackson, Zoroaster, Appendiees V and VI; also Benveni~te, The 
Persian .Reli!Jion according i;o the Chief Greek T1•mt.~. For tlw rcln.tion 
betwr;on Zoron,strianiBm and JndaiRm, see ::vfoulton, Ear. Zor., Lcct. IX. Zara
thu.shiira and Israel (esp. p. 318 f); ,Jn,ekson, Zor. St.n., p. 205 f; Mills, Our Own 
ReNgion in Andent Persia, p. 26 f (summary of Iranian ancl ;rowi·llJ pa-rallels). 
Mills, wnile n.ocepting the similarities, repnrliatcs the idea of borrowing from 
Persian source. " In fact, I would st-renuonsly repeat, and with CITIJ'·lJ:L"is, what 
J wrote in 1894--viz., the principle, that any, or ~ell of the historical, doctrinal, or 
hortative statements reconled in the Old or tbe New Testam"nt might. while 
fervently believed to be inspired by the Divine Power, be yet freely t,r.aceii, if the 
facts would allow of it, to other religious systems for their mere '"ental initiation, 
-that the historical origin of particuln.r doc·trines or iden.s which are expTessed in 
the Old or tho New Testament d.oos not tou~h the question of their inspi.rat.ien, 
plen•ny or otherwise " (p. 28). "My claim in argument is, therefore, for a very 
strong and completely surrounding and enveloping later and ,mpervening influence 
of the North Persian One-Godi.sm, Angelology, Immortality, 'oteriolngy, Judgment, 
Resurree.tion, Millennium, Heaven, and RecOmpense, upon the s"Jll'l sligh\ly e(lrlier 
developments in Israel during the Captivity " (p. 49). It vmulil be eurious to 
know if su"h wide-spread parallels cn.n be due to mere coincidence, n.nd there i,; 
no suggestion thn.t Persia bonowei! these, from Israel. For the infiuence of Parsism 
on Islam, see the paper of Golilziher in Tiele's Religion of th,e !1-.::nian People, I 
(tr. Nariman), pp. 163-86. 
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is not possible for us to ascertain when the Iranian and 
Indian branches bifurcated from a common Aryan stock, 
vv-hether after the separation there was any interchange of 
peoples and beliefs between India and Iran, whether an 
Aryan population conquered an indigenous population m 
Iran as i:n India and covered the native faith with an 
Aryan veneer, 26 and to -what extent the religion of Assyria 
and Babylon influenced the formulation o£ the pre-Zoroas
trian, Zmoastrian and post-Zoroastrian religions. 27 The fact 
tha,t the later Avestan religion should revive certain elemental 
deities of the type mentioned by Herodotus in his description 
of the Persian religion, 28 and tlmt Zarathustra should reserve 
his denuncia,tions for the daeva-worshippers shows that it 
was against a Vedic type of belief and practice that he pri
marily directed his preaching. 29 So it was as an Aryan, deep
ly moved by the conduct and creed of fellow-Aryans, that 
Zarathustra spoke with bitterness . It is instructive to note 
that while Zarathustra thought that the best antidote against 
~he cruel · cult• of sacrifice was a radical alteration in the con
ception of God and of the nature of worship, Buddha and 
Mahavira considered it . essential to obviate the necessity of 
God altogether. The effect was that while in Zoroastrianism 

268ee Moulton, Ear. Zo·r,, p . 5 f; Ja.ckson, Zor. Stu., p. 206 f; see also 
A. B. Keith's article on Mitanni, Iran and India in Dr. Modi Memorial Volume, 
p. 89, for a similar Aryan element in Mitanni. Tiele sugges ts a bifurcation of 
~he common East Inmian ,.religion inLo Indian and Iranian (op. cit., Cbs. VI and 
VII). 

'1:1 See Moulton, FJar. Zor., p. 236 f; RRE. iv. 162 (seven zones of the earth), 
On the different theories of the sources of Zoroastrianism, see Ja~klon>; Heliaion 
of 'the Achaemenides (tr. D . Machichan) in Indo-Iranian Studies (Sanj~.ma C"mme
mo·ration Volume), pp. 56-7; a.lso hi~ Zor. Stu., p. 206 f. F or the Assyrian origin 
of the Fra.vashis, see C. de H arlez, op. cit., p. 197. F or the Bab;lo)uinn 01·igin 
of the Baresman, see Benveniste, op. c·it., ]>. 57. For t,l1e alleged influence of 
Judaism on Parsism (as advocated by D annesteter) , see Die. Bib. , IV, p. 992. 

28. Benveniste, op. cit., pp. ll, 23, 26. 
29 In view of the fa::lt that both in India and in Iran one set of l'Owerg 

stood for good and another for evil and that for these sets two words Asura and 
Deva have been used, it has been well said : " The diffe1·ent fortunes of the two 
names in India and Iran mark no conflict between the two religions, the variance 
wa~ not in tl1e creed but in tihe dictionary. "-Fa-it.hs of the lr orl.d, p. 113. See in 
this connection, K. C. Ghattopadhyay~t's paper on Martin Hauy 's Theory of Intl ·J 
Iranian Religiou.s Schism, in The Jonrnal of the K. R. Gama Oriental [nstttule , 
No. 31 , pp. 209-37. 
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the law of moral order (asha or arta) remaitled snh~rtlt!late 
to God, in Buddhism and Jainism the law of Ibrma practi
cally usurped the place of God, and that while in the former 
devotion had an assured plaee, in the la,tter systems momlity 
and meditation were originally deemed Ruffieient for salva~ 
tion. 30 

The genius of Za,ra,thustra c;an be meaRured by the fad 
that whil<~ in the localities in which he lived and taught 
polytheism was rampant and cruel cults and nocturnal orgies 
passed in tho name of religion, 31 he boldly declared the one· 
ness of Go(l and aseribed to Him a spiritual character with 
which any material form of worship could ill assort. Whence 
he derived tl1o name of this spiritual God bas been a matter 
of some diseussion. 32 It is weU-known that in the G1Hl1as 
the two sopanite words Almra and Mazdah had not coalesced 
into tl1e single word Auh1Lrn1azd of Pa!Jlavi, Atu·;una,zdrth 
of the eunoiform inscriptions of the Acbnmneninn dynasty 33 

or Orrnazd (or HornmY-d) of later times. rFhoy are somutinws 
nsed Gingly, sometimes ir1 an inverted order n,nd a,lways with 
separate declensions ; and sometimes Mazdah Ahum j s even 
used in the plural so aR to include the two most prominent 
personified ahstradions of hiB system~ ~Right (Asha,) and 

n LY iutet·esting 1;o uo'e that " n,., name Da.nrwa is g.iven bo1;h in the Vedas 
and Zend-Aveskt to enmnie.s with whom wars. are to be· waged. Compare Yt. v. 73 
and At:harvave<la IV. 24.2." (Hang, op. cit., p. 27\l.) (Dannesteter uses t:he 
wor·d Danus in Yasht v. 73: and refers to Yt. xiii. 37-&· where tbe 'l'uranian Danns 
aTe again mentioned.) 

30 l~'or a cornpar.ison between Zoroaster and Buddha, see Jackson, Zoroaster, 
p. 2. 

31 Ys. 32.10, 14; Ys. 48.10. See Moulton, EM. Zor., p. 1B9 (The reference 
is wrongly printet"l as Ys. 31.10 there). See a-lso Tiele, op. cit., Ch. Vl; J,,ck;,on, 
Zmoa.ster, p. 31. 

32 See Benveniste, op. cit., p. 39 f in this conne:otion. . 
33 See Ja~kson, ?;or·oaster, p. 171, for an explana+ion. See aL>o 1\'l:ouHon, 

Ear. ZoT., p. 51; alsop. 422 where the two ex(:eptions in the Old Pe;rsia,n inscrip
tions are noted. For the Religion of the Achaemenides, see Jacksons paper in 
Sanjana Commemoration VoL, p. 31 f; also his Zor. Stu., p. 31; Ch. X. Heligion 
of the Achaernenian Kings (see esp. p. 160); also SBE, IV, Int., Ch. III, p. xiv, 
hi L; also Benveniste, op. cit., p. 34 f.; also Casartelli, The Philosophy of the 
Mazdayasnian Religion tmder the Sassanid.~, pp. 14-7. 

The word Mazdah has been used without the diacritical mark throughout 
this volume. 
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Good Thought (Vohu Mnnah). 34 It is difficult to say what 
value should be assigned to Moulton's suggestion that ' for 
Ghose, among whom Zarathusbtra grew up, Ahura Mazdah 
was the '' clan god '' of their caste, as superior to the gods 
of other castes as the Aryan was to the Magus or the Bud ian, 
hut only " greatest of gods '' after all, and that ' it would 
seem that Zarathushtra's fir,st step was to rise from this 
higher polytheism to monotheism, from a god who was 
greatest of gods to a god who stood alone ; ' 35 but there 1s 
much to he said in favour of his supposition that the ' great
est of gods ' (Nlathishta bagliniirn) 36 of the Behistan inscrip
tion of Darius, used of Auramazda, is a distant echo of Zara
thustrian reform 37 and that, therefore, the traditional date 
of the Prophet (660-5831 B.C.) is possibly late by three to four 
hundred years, if not more. 38 The discovery of the use of 
Mazdaka as a proper name in Media in ::J,bout 715 B.C. and 
of the divine name Assara Mazash in an Assyrian inscription 
of the reign of Assur-banipal indicates the existence of a cult 
o( Ahura Mazgah at an unknovvn antiquity-possibly in the 
second millennium B.C. ;39 but it would be risky to deduce 
therefrom any definite date about Zoroaster's advent and hi; 

34 Moulton, Tr, Mag., p. 23; Benveniste, op. cit., p. 43. 
35 Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 93-4. SOderblom remarks, "Nor is any prohibi

tion of polytheism to be found in. the Gathas. But the careful reader o•f Zara· 
~hustra's prayers and poetical sermon.s will never imagine a Pantheon with many 
gods. The monotheism of the Gathas is not exclusive like Mosaism. l )thor gods 
ate not expressly forbidden. But for the Prophet they do not exist. He is. emimly 
occupied with the power and ca.lling of Ahura. Mazdah " (op. cit., p. 195). Else· 
where he remarks. (p. 187),." The Ahura recognised by the prophet in Mazclalr, 
the All-wise, became by his moral demands and his pure divinity not a god among 
gods, but God." See ERE. x. 320, art. PRIEST, Pil.IESTHOOD (Iranian). 

36 Cf. Ys. 16.1 (mazishtem yazatem); aJs,o Ys. 17.16. 
37 Moulton, Ea·r. Zor., pp. 52, 300. For an account of the Old Persi•1U 

inscriptions, see Weissba.ch"s paper on the subject in D1'. Jlilodi Memorial 'Val., 
p. 673 f. 

38 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 19; Tr. Mag., p. 13. See also Zaratlnutm: fli.~ 

Life and Doctrine by Prof. C. Bartholomo,e in Sanjana Commemoration Vol., p. 8. 
(The date given is about 900 B.. C., but a still higher antiquity is hinted at.) See 
Jackson, Zoroastriath S'tud!iea, p. 17 (frr. 5); also Si:iderblom, op. cit., p. 196; 'l'iele, 
Pp. cit., p. 40; Dr. Mod,i Memorial Vol.. p. M3 (qnota,tion from Geldner who 
suggests 14th century B.C.). 

3.9 Moulton, Ear. zo,.. , p. 31; also M. R. Pettazzoni, Ahura Mazda, 1he 
Kno·wing Lord in Sanjana Commemoration Vol., p. 149; Benveniste, op. cit., p. 41. 

54 
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0xact relation to this religion of .. Ahurac Mazdah. . Eveh. at <1 

much later time we find Muhammad fixing upon the .well:. 
established name of Allah for his unitary godhead; we may 
very well believe that Zamthustra fo.llowed the same method. 40 

A temporary exaltation of an already well-known god to the 
supreme position is also rnet with in the Indian bm11ch of the 
Aryan race and the Zoroa.stria11 personification of abstract 
r1ttributes and functions may be similarly matched by Vedic 
parallels, 41 although not with such monotheistic implicr
tions. It is well to remember that God has no name, and 
provided unW'Orthy associations have not gathered 
round any particular title, it IS distinctly advant-
ageous to utilise a name aJready familiar to tb.e 
locality or community in preference to a newly coined 
word that has no holy association. A modern instance 
would be Bra,hm<:tism in whieh the Upanismdic term BraJunan 
(occasionally even the Paur:.l.:r;tie Hari) was chosen in· a theistie 
sense to signify godhead. In the particular case of Zarathus
tra there was the added advcmtage that the napw clwsen was 
connotative in a spiritual sense-'' the Wise (or Knowing) 
IJord '' or '' the Lord Wisdom,'' 4z and its meaning could be 
spiritually deepened by further suitable associittions. We 
have no means of judging now whether the Indo-Iranians 
had really two types of gods-the spiritual and moral Asuras~ 
Ahuras and the elemental a.nd ritualistic Devas-Daevas, 43 or 
whether the name Ahura Mazdah originally signified the sky-

It is significant that seven gods of the sky (Igigi) and seven gods of the 
underworld (Anunnaki) follow Assara Mazash' in the list of Assyrian gods, dated in 
tlle middle of the seventh century B.C. (p. 422). But see Mo11lton, Ear. Zor., p. 9H : 
" ZarathusJ1tra cannot be proved by any valid evidence to have crP~ted a Hexa(l, 
far less a Heptad, to have given them a collective name and to have <lilpended 
either on Aryan or Babylonian hints for the invention of abstract ideas striking·ly 
in keeping with his own characteristic thought." 

40 Benveniste, op, cit., p. 39 f. 
41 For Assyrian parallels, see Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 31 and p. 422. 
4Z For wis<lom or knowledge aS/ an attribute of God in different religion~. 

see Pettazzoni's paper on Ahura Mazda, the Knowing Lord, in Sanjana Connn. 
Vol., p. 15t f. 

43 See Biiderblom, op. cit., p. 184; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 15(); a]~o Haug, 
op. cit., pp. 267-72, p. 301 (but his remarks are to be modified in the light of 
B\lbsequent dis~veriea). 
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god like the name Dyaus Pi tar and its etymological homologues 
in Indo-European languages. 44 rrhe simUari ty between 
Ahura Mazdah and the Amesha Spentas, on the one hand, 
and Varul).a and the Adityas, on the other, bas very often 
boon pointed out, 45 and the similarity is enhanced by the fact 
that, like the Iranian God, Varul).a, the moral god par excel
lence ofthe Rigveda, is also ca,led Asum and carries very little 
of elemental association about him. Similarly, the daeva-wor
shippers against whom Z arathustra spoke so violently-the 
Kavis and Karapans and the Usijs, led in Iran in Zarathus
tra ' s time by Bendva and Grehma, 46 were not only well
known in Vedic religion but bore practically the same class
names ; and if we subscribe to the view tha,t Zarathustra' s 
missionary activity started in J1.Jastern Iran, we may not un
.reasonably believe that the frontiers of Vedic religion of the 
tilne almost abutted on tho scenes of Zoroaster' s ministry 47 

and both opposition and n,bsorption of local ideas are not im
probable on Zarathustra's part. Later Iranian literature 
loved to dwell (}n the conversion of Hindu sages (e.g., Can
granghacah and Bias) by Zoroaster to his own creed.48 It is not 
improbable that Zoroaster was attracted to Eastern Iran Ly 
the report of a more advanced culture likely to be more sus" 
ceptible to the spirituaJ glamour of his reformed creed. 
It rs not improbable also that Iran was pervaded by 

H See Jackson, Zor. Stu. , p. 40; also Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 61; also 
Etl.E. ix. 568, art. ORMAZD. 

45 Jackson, Zor. S t-u. , p. 40, 42. See also A. B . Keith , Mitanni, Irnn and 
India in Dr. Modi Memorial Vol. , pp. 89-91, and also Lommel, Indo-Iranian 
Conceptions, ibid. , p. 262; also ERR. ix. 568-9 for a di~rcussion of the relet~on 
between Varm;ta and Ahura through Arunas , the Hittite sea-god. See also SBE, 
IV, Int., Ch. IV, pp. lviii-lxi; also Tiek, op . cit., Ch. VI, for a " conspectus 
of t he religion of the East Iranians, of t he yet inseparate Indians and Iranians.'' 

46 Ys. 44.20; 32. 12-14; 49.1. SeEl Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 4.3 f; Geiger, op. 

cit,, II, 49 f. 
47 See Soderblom, op. cit., p. 229, on the discussion of this subject from 

the· linguistic side. He remarks, " It is noteworthy, however, that among present
day Iranian dialects Afghan is the one which most clearly r eveals kinship with 
the Avesta language.'' See a lso 'riele, np. cit .,' p. 52. From the referenco to asnri 
met.res in l.he Yajurveda, which o.r e fore.ign to t he Rigveda, Raug infers that the 
old Gii.tl1a literature (where t.hese m et1·es occn r) wa,s well known to the Rishis who 
compiled the Yajnrveda (op. cit . , pp. 271-2). See also Geiger , op. cit., II, p. 85 f. 

48 See Jackson, ZMoaBteT, p . 84 I. Sankaracarya and Vyasa, ·aTe mea11t . 
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an Aryan culture in its topmost classes, and as the 
Boghaz-Reui inscription, invoking, among others, Indra, 
Mitra, Varm;.a, a,nd the Na,satyrm (the twin Asvins of the 
Veda), shows, it was probably a fashion at any rate in that 
land of composite cult to invoke any god, Vedic or Semitic, 
~'liitable for the purpose in question~-in this particular case, 
the purpose of a treaty. 49 'l'liere is little doubt, however, 
that the l.oeaJ worshippers of the daevas were tl1e 
specinl objects of Zoroastrian anathema and the~t.· 

tentpoml 1md spiritual leaders the targets of hiB bitter 
attacks. 50 In the rtbsence of a fuller knowledge, however, 
of the ebb and flow of the Aryan population between India 
EL.nd Asit1 Minor in those far-off times the mystery of the ex
tent of Vedic and proto-Aryan polytheism in the land of 
Zoroaster cannot be satisfactorily solved. 

But there can be no doubt about the creed of Zarathus
tra himself. He was a follower of ancient traditions only in 
:10 far as he accepted a familiar name for his God; but be in
lrodneed n radical innovation into the Arymr sept in Iran by 
his belief tlutt a Ood that comes do'wn by heredity from our 
ancestors is to be deemed a doacl G·od unloRs we can be per
~ouaJiy introduced into His living rn:escnce. He pn.id 1\omagr· 
not to a far-off divinity fabled in ancient scriptures but 
to a God to whose pre::>ence, says tlH:l later liternture, the 
Spirit of Good rr'hought led him in an eest:J~tic tn1nee in his 
thirtieth yertr when he was on the bnnks of one of the ehan
nels of the Daitya river-the Jordan of the Zoroastrians-in 

49 S<Je Moulton, Ear. Zo-r., pp. 110 and 396 (quotation from Heroclotns) for 
PcrRian syncretism. See Moulton, Ear_ Zor., pp. 5-7, 26, 115 for a discussion of 
the Boghaz-keui inseriptiDn. Soc also A. H. Sayee, The Early Home of Sansk1·it, 
and A. B. Reith, Mitanni, tran and India, in Dr. Modi Mem. Vol. See also 
Winternitz, Histor-y of lnd.irm Litemt11.re (Eng. T1·.), Vol. I, p. 304 f; also 
Benveniste, op. oit., p. 38 f. 

The habit apparently persiot.ed and the Alexandrian Sophia was appropriateil 
in the Mainyo-i Kha·rd and appears as AshnD-klmrt and becomes identified with 
the Ashno-Rhratus of the Avesta.. See Casartelli, op. cit., 33 f for similarity 
between_ Mainyo-i Khard and the 'wisdom Uteratnre of the .TewR (esp. p. 41) . 
.!!'or .similar Christian influence on Dinka·rt, see ibid., p. 42 f (esp, pp. 46-7). 
Yolniman is assimila,teil t,o Cod the Son (with some difference). 

5<l On the identification of the daeva·worshippers, see Si:iderblom, op. c;it., 
:p. 183 f. 
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Airyana Vaejah (Adarbaijan). 51 He felt a call to right a 
double spiritual wrong-a debased religion and a cruel wor
ship, and felt too that with Divine aiel he would be able to 
use effectively his mtive gift of eloquent speech to convert 
others. 52 Had he noL been ordained for thlS work ' in the 
beginning '?53 Would not the Lord confirm his own con
viction by a vision 511 and ast!ure him of the earthly prosperity 
and biissful immortality of those who, like him, 
would follow the path of righteommesR and piety, 
and of the earthly discomfiture and never-ending 
or long-drawn agony in the other world of those 
who would follow the Lie (Druj or Drauga) in their 
belief and conduct? 55 Znrathustra sometimes gropes for a 
right answer to some of the perplexing problerns of existence 56 

and then it blazes forth through his illuminated intellect and 
ct:niscience and he closes with the triumphant note of a seer, 
n vaedenmo or knower, who can authoritatively declare the 
nature and will of God as revealed through him to guide in
aividual belie'£ and social conduct. 57 In this way Zarathus
tra becomes not merely a religious reformer of the ordinary 
type who removes the cruelties, crudities and contradic
tiops of his ancestral faith by sheer ratiocimtion or philoso
phical reflection, but a. prophet who claims to have received 
inspiration for his mission from on High 58 :->,nd whose con
viction is equalled by his determination to preach the mes
sage at all coAts. 59 With a :t:eal more ,Semitic than Arya,n, 

51 See .Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 40 f. 
52Ys. 44.17; also 28.5. 
53 Ys. 44.11. See Soderhlom, op. cit., p. 193. Mythical p,·edecessors of 

Zoro>tster in this task of receiv:4:lg revelatwn are Yima Khshaeta, Hom l!'rii.shmi 
and Gaya Maretan.-See Zarath,lshtra and Ahuna Vairya Prayer in Dr. Modi Mem. 
Vol., p. 608; also Vendidad, 2.2; Yasht 13.87. 

54 Y B. 44.16. 
55 Ys. 44.18; als0 Ys. 29.5; 45.7, 9-11; 49. 4-5; 51.9. See also Ys. 33.1 an<l 

48.4 in this colmection for the fate of the waverel's and t'he exadly batanecd in 
merit and demerit. 

ss See Ys. 44.8-19; 48.8-11; 49.6. 
57 8ii<lerh1om, op. cd., 197-8. 
5S See Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., The Spenta Mainyu in the Ga.thas by 8. N. 

Kanga, p. 236. Sec also Soderblom, op. cit., p. 202. 
59 Ys. 28.4; 43.8. 
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the Prophet declares relentless war 
·daevas but also. against • their Wott\hippers 60 fmd calls upo11 
temporal potentates to wage wars of aggression against the 
l~tncls of false beliefs, 61 and himself dies, if tra~itioh speaks 
the truth, a martyr to his cause when the Hyaoniari (or Tu
ranian) Arejat-aspa (Arji1sp), being defied, presumably at 
Zarathustra 's instigation, by Vi~htaspa, storms. the latter's 
•Japital and, as the champion of the old faith, sacks and des .. 
twys the temple of. Nush-Adar and quenches the sacred fire 
in the blood of Zarathustra and his priests. 62 He has no 
kindly compassion or large-hearted tolerance for those whom 
he conceived to be in manifest error and whose ignorance of 
spiritual things was attended with rapacious violence towards 
and cruel sacrifice of harmless cattle. 63 He studiously avoids 

60 Ys. 47.4; 48.7. Casartelli points out (op. cit., p. 144) that " the Eranians 
liad no very clear notion of the .spiritualit.y of the devs, nor of the essential 
difference between hurnan nature and that; of the devs." " 'Though there are rwm 
orea,ted by tJw l~vil Rpirit, yet rnen become <Jevs by the:ir er:imos." Bad me:1 
and those who unilersta11d neither virtue nor sin are call.cd .domi-dev~. Derui· 
<levs are also produceil t'rom the inter2mnse or men and demons. (Of. Muslim 
belief about the intercourse between men and jinn). Sodomists beeome demons and 
apostates serpents (cj. Hindn belie!' in tnnsn1igrahon). 

BlYs. 16. <1, ();sec Moulton, Ewr. ?;or., p. 373 (fn. 4). Sec o!so ·v-s. 48.6. 
Moult;on HT1ggesi:s i;hat; weapon& were used in defensive w.arfaw (T·1·. Mag., p.•47). 

Sec ;r:~ekson, Z:crroa:rtcr, p. 103, for the names of the enetnies of Vishtas(HL, 
eulled from the Yttshts. 

Zormtstriani.sm followed f•tithfolly its prophe~'s tnossage of into]ei.'!IJ>ea. 
Speaking of Zoroastrianiom under lilt\J Sassanids, Cao.artelli remarks : ' ~I'he 

Mazdayasnian religion was anything b11t tolerant. 1t was the only good one 
among several other religions; all others were bad. 'The Jewish, Manidtaean, anu 
Uhristia.n religions were specially condemned .... Speaking about the non,Aryan 
woh>hippers o.f demons and about the sec.tarians and apostates, the Din"art teaches 
that any comrnnnieation with them is a cause of impurity ... the conversion of 
an adherent of an evil religion into tht1 good religion is Jlermitted (Alas ! this is 
no longer done.-See Dhal!a, Zor. Th., pp. 3tl7-8) ... The government mu;;t not 
be tolerant to apostates but " must deliver up. tt:i;ir bodies (td torture) on nC<?onnt 
of the soul" ' (op. cit., pp. 174·5). 

62 See Jaclmon, Zoroaste·r, p. 118. For other accounts of Z0roaster's death, 
see Ch. X of the same book. l).arsi tradition gives the name of Ti'ir-1 Briitar· 
vakhsh to the murdereT. See Jlk:kson, Zoroaster, p. 127 £. 

63" Did Zamthushtra ea(; neat-flech, as Bartholomae and oth!'lrs imagine, 
finding support for their view in Yasna \J\J.7 .and 48.5, accmding to the +.ran3lation : 
' Let the cattle grow fa!; for our nourishment? ' 'vVe want to know what the 
prophet means by the· s<tcrifice which is offer13d with due service to Almta nnd 
Asha (Yasna 34.3). It agrees best with the whole tenor of the Gatb.ie belief lo 
r.ule cattle out of the sacrifice of Zarathushtra."-Soderblorn, op. cit., p. FlO. 
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mentioning-so great in his hatred towards the cult of his 
contemporaries-both Haoma (Soma), the intoxicating drink, 
and Athravan (Atharvan), the priests associated with the 
fire-rites of the worshippers of the daevas (devayasnians),64 

and although he once calls himself a priest (Zaotii = Skt. 
hota)65 and refers to the offering of reverence to the sacred 
],ire, 66 it was not to the AgRi of the Vedic Aryans but to 
A tar, the house lire, that adoration was made, 67 the worship 
was divested of all unworthy material associations and the 
mind concentrated on Right (Asha), 68 which was regarded as 
coming to maturity through Fire 69 and Good Thought to
gether. 70 A similar reticence was observed in respect of 
Mithra 71 whose cult became so wide-spread later on and wlw, 
together with Ahura M azdah and the imported goddess Ana,
hita, formed the Iranian Trinity from the time of the later 
Achaemenian kings. n . This was presumably due to the fact 

6:1 See Tiele, op. cit., pp. 53-4, 76-7; SodeTbiom, op. cit., p. i81 f. In the 
supplement to the Gatha Haptanghaiti (Ys. 40.4 in Mills's translation in SBE, 
XXXI, p 291) ·Hl\flma and Athravrm are mentioned together and fire-pri<'l•ts are 
said to " come from afar." See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 116. Sell also Geiger, op. 
cit., II, pp. 48, 61, 80 f. 

See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 71 f. He remarks, " I am inclined to sugges' 
that the plant used for this purpose failed the people as they migrated westw'lrtl 
out of the land where Zara.thushtra prea.ched and taught his Gathas. Later 

- substitutes Jacked the very element .that made Haoma hateful to the PTophet and 
a:tra.ctive . to the reveller " (p. 73). (The same thing happened in the case of 
Vedic religion also. See K. C. Chattopadhyaya's paper in the Joumal of the K. R. 
Cama Oriental Institute, No. 31, p. 236, for references about substitution of puHka 
or other creepers for the soma creeper.) 

65 Ys. 33.6. See also Geldner, Zaota, in Sanjana Commemoration Vol., 
p. 277 f. 

66 Ys. 43.9. 
67 See Moulton, Ear. Zo·r., pp. 70, 302. For distinction brctween Fire in 

Brahma.nism a.nd Fire in Zoroastrianism, see ERE. vi. 29-30, art. FIRE, FIRE
GODS. 

68 See Haug, op. cit., p. 279 f. for parallelism between Brahmanic and 
Iranian sacrificial rites; see also p. 139. 

Strabo gives a fairly full a.cc(lunf of the Magian fire worsbip.-See Moult.on, 
E'ar. Zor., pp. 407-9. 

69 See Y.s. 46.7. 
70 See Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 197-8. 
Possibly this fire-association led to Asha Vahishta being called the fairest 

or the most brilliant Amesba Spenta in Yasht II.7 (also Yt. III. 18 in SEE). 
71 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 139, 141; Tiele, op. cit., p. 75. 
72 See C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 163 f. (he thinks that t},e wore hip was of Iranian 

origin though moclified by her identification with the Assyrian Mylitta). Artaxerxes 
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that the Mithra-worship of the time was too intimately asso
Giated with plundering hordes and murdered cattle to be safe
ly incorporated within his own religion. 73 When it was re
vived in Iran after h.is death, it had lost most of its objection
able features, ns an examination of the Mihir Yasbt shows/4 

and could be turned to good account because of the ethical 
functions with which Mithra became invested through asso
ciation witl1 the all-seeing Sun. 

We are now in a position to turn to the positive contri
bution of Zarathustra t~) the spiritual concepti"on of God. Of 
very few prophets of antiquity is there such a chorus of appre
ciation by persons of alien faiths as of Zoroaster. 75 Even in 
antiquity his wisdom was far-famed and the Greeks were 
struck by the fact that although the Persians invoked more 
than one god they worshipped no images but venerated :fire 
as a s<tcred s;pnbol and avoided polluting the elements. Bui 
Zoroastrianism, as known to the foreignerR, was mixed with 
other elements, with the effect that it was regarded as a typi· 
cal ditheis~ with Ormazd and Ahriman dividing the entire 
realm of existence between thern; later Zoroastrian books 
(like the Vendidad) and the Manichaean heresy are typie:1I, if 
not logical, developments of the dualistic tendency latent in 

Mnernon ia l;liu fir ;\ of tho Aehaemenian kings to name any god bnt, :Mazdah, and 
he pray,s to " AIII'HdiH1Zda, Anahita, and Mithra."-Monlton, Ellir. Zor., p. z:J\l. 
See also JackO'lon, Zor. Stu., p. IM. }<''or the relation of tho:se three deities, R<'e 

Moult,on, EM. Zm., pp. fil-7. 
The Vedic parallel is the trinity of Mitra, y,,rm.m and Aryanutn. The 

Assyrian triad of Ishtar (or Bamrnan), Sin and Shamash is supposed by some to be 
at tlJe root of the Avestan and the Vedic trinity.-See EHE. ix. 561), art. OHMAZD. 

Mitlna, Has.hnn and. Sraosba formed also ,a panel of judges at ~he Bridge 
of the Separator for departed souls. 'J'hey eorrespond to the Assyrian triad sf 

Shamash, 1\.ettu and l'.'Hosharu. 
For D<vine Triads, see Clarke, Ten G'l·eat Religions, II, p. 135 f; Hopkins, 

Or. and Ev. of llel., Oh. XVII 

73 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 138-141. 
74 For summary, see Hang, op. cit., p. 21);3. See also Dhalla, Zor. Th., 

p. 103 f; C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 150 f. 
For Mithraism, see ERE. viii. 752. It became a very composite cult in 

later times. See also Moulton, Ea-r. Zo-r., p. 139. 
75 The curious reader will find a ,colleetion of the appreciations of the 

Zoroastrian religion in a compilation called Enlightened Non-Zoroas~rians em 
Mazdaya.mism by J .. J. J'vfotiv&la and B. N. Sahiar (1S97-99 A.D.). 
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thtJ Prophet's own teaching. 76 It so happened also· that the 
extent of the Prophet's monotheism was not fully appre
ciated, and although his claim to have received revelations 
from Ahqra Mazdah was conceded/7 his personified abstrac
tions were regarded as subordinate gods n_ and they quickly 
tool{ over the departments of nature from the elemental deities 
which his teaching had dethroned. The Gathic language 
had become obscure and a later literature embodying a 
new set of b.:1liefs was also ascribed to Zoroaster. The 
Gathas were repeated without understanding as the Vedas 
\'vere in India ; but tho community lived the life of the later 
iiterature with its theoretically dualistic, and even practical
ly polytheistic, scheme of thought. Modern scholarship has 
partially succeeded in rehabilitating the monotheism of the 
Prophet, and even Christian writers, who are generally biased 
vvhen criticising other faiths, have been obliged to admit that 
the faults of the Iranian Prophet are only those of omission 
i1nd not of commission as well. They have missed in the 
message of the- Prophet the human love that rea;ches out to 
the sinner in order to redeem him 79 and the Divine love that 
is solicitous of the salvation of the sinning world and bes
tows grace out of proportion to personal merit. 80 But they 
have conceded practically without any reserve that his concep
tion of the nature of God, both on the theological and on the 
moral side, is equalled only by that of the classical Jewish 
prophets and that he possessed a Semitic zeal in denouncing 
false gods and spreading an ethical religion. To that concep
tion of God we may now turn. 

76 See Soderblom, op. cit., p. 211 f. 

77 It appearn. that Zarathustra had ecstatic visions. before the sacred flame. Re
ference ma,y be made to Ys. 29.3 and 30,1 in Mills's translation (with nDtes), to 
Ys. 30.1 in Raug'.s translation. 'rhe difficulty of translating the Giithas may bo 
puged when the translations of Spiegel, Rang, Mills and Moulton of these 
p:tssag(ls arc compared. 

For other revelations, see Jackson, ZOToaster, Ch. IV. 

78 Ys, 30.9. where Mazdah and " other Ahuras " are invokeil, is likely !{) 

·reate diffi,culty about Zarathustm's monotheism. 
79 Ys. 47.4 : " Whether one is lord of lit~le m of nnv:h, he is to &r-ow k·-~ 

to the righteous, but be ill unto the Liar.'" 
10 P.ee Moulton, Tr. Mag,, pp. 201-2. 
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Zarathustra analysed in his own mind the es~mntial. con
ditions of a religious and ethical life and he ciiHcovered that 
those conditionB were: (1) a t:u1itary Cod, on111iHcicnt ond 
moral; (2) a God who does not so much require material 
offeringB as the dtwotion of the hea,rt; (3) a God in whom all 
untruth, deception, evil and imperfection are totally absent ; 
(4) a God who guarantees the fr{3edom and the individual res
ponsibility of all finite spirits ; (5) the reality of evil in phy
sical and moral worlds and tbe possibility and necessity o: 
combating it; (t)) tbe conviction that good must somehow 
finally triumph; (7) faith in the ultimate blessedness of the 
good and the final doom of the wicked. He felt that the im
mutable laws of goodness a,nd truth must somehow form part 
of the nature of God Himself and be intimately 
associated with the Divine life, and that while tbere 
was possibly a justifieation for the existence of evil 
in order to .make spirits rnoral and to enable tlwm to rise. 
in perfection, there was no ground for the pessimistic belief 
that Evil would remain unconquered at tho eml, which would 
take away the zest from all strenuous fight on behalf of Good. 
We need not enter into the details of the later Zoroastrian 
scheme of world-eyeles and the varying fortunes of Good nnd 
~Jvil during each period of three thousand years ;81 lmt 
Zoroaster could read the history of the world not as a progress 
towards national greatness, as the Jewish prophets generally 
taught, but as a cosmic progress towards the doom of evil. 
Again, as God was regarded a,s the God of the individunl nnd 
not of this or that particula,r nation, each individual was 
directly accountable to Him for his actions and his personal 
f>piritual progress.82 We shall not tarry to discuss whether 

81 Manid.Jaeism took ove~ this 7oJ·nastiian dockine in its theory of the 
st.ruggle of I1ight and Darlmess.-See Jackillon, Researche.~ in Manichaeism, p. 7 f. 

82 This raises the important question about the function of t.he Saos~1y.ant 

or Universal Saviour in Zoroastrianism. In the oldest texts, as Dr. Pertold poin's 
out, salvation is individual. It is only in Pahlavi literature that universal sal va
tion through a saviour becomes an accepted creed.-See Pertold, Tlie Orir~in cj tile 
Tde.a of a Univer8al Saviour, in Dr. Modi Memorial Vol., p. 470. 

Tiele points out that ' Saoshyants,' which means in the later Avesta 
· s&vionrs to come,' bears the sense of ' prophets of an anterior age or of the 
present ' in the older texts. 'l'he other titles of the older period are ' zaotar,' 
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the end of the world is so predestined that only the lapse of 

the specified time is needed to weaken the forces of evil; for 
we know that in actual practice each Mazdayasnian is 
taught that his active endeavour on the side of Good is needed 
to bring about the downfall of the powers of ]!}vil and that his 
refusal to range himself on the side of Ahura Mazdah means 
prolonging the bitter conflict with the Spirit of Evil,83 As 
Moulton observes, 84 

' In every other religion, outside Israel, 
there were demons to be propitiated by any device tlmt terror 
could conceive. Zarathushtra from the first bade men " re
sist the devil ''. ' There were different sorts of evil to be 
overcome--the demon of Bad Season (Duzyairya) in the 
physical world that paralyses the activity, the demon of 
Anger (Aeshma) that disturbs the emotion, and the demon 
of falsehood (Druj) . that warps the judgment of man. 
Although, to quote Moulton's opmwn again, 85 there we;\~ 
probably many more demons believed in by the people at 
large-and the later Zoroastrian literature has given a goodly 
number of the1p to fear and combat,-the choice of Zara
Lhustra is significant inasmuch ::ts he concentrated men's 
a,ttention more on the enemies within than on the mischiev
ous supernatural beings of an outside world. Just as the 
gods of earlier polytheism were ignored, so also its demons ; 

'TatJI,' 'mathr.an' while ' athravan ' and ' magian' belong to later times.--Tiele, 
op. cit., pp. 90-1. 

See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 24!2. Moulton remarks, " Saoshyant in the 
Gathas denoted Zarathushtra and his helpers; but as the Renovation did not c.orrw 
in his time, later thought had to postpone the date but kept up its connection witr 
ihe Prophet '' (Tt. Mag. p. 105). Cf. A similar Christian belief about the comi.ng 
Jf the Kingilom of Goil (and the Messiah). 

See also D. M. Madan, Disoourses on Iranian Literatu1·e, p. 7 f, ~9. 

83 Cj. Hegel : '' The consummativn of the infinite End cmmisLs merely lil 

setting aside the illusion as if the end was not yet accomplished. It is uni!er this 
illusion tha.t we Jive, :md at the same time it is this illusion alone that stirs us 
to a.ctivity and on which our interest in the world depsnds." (Qnoted b;v W~J-d, 
'rlw Rea.hn of Ends, pp. 151·2). See Monlton, Tr. Mag .• p. 42, on Ys. 49.10: 
" The merits of the pious are presented to Mazdah. a.nil when l1is treasury is full 

t.bey ensnre t.he eoming of the kingdom." 
~4 Ys. 30.0: " So may we be those that make the world advanre I ., Sr•e 

!Vf<mllon, h'ar. Zm., pp. 111, 127; abo Ys. 18.7; see also Siiderblom, op. cil .. 
pp. 20\l, '213-4. This is the Avestan Fra,8fw-l.:ereU. Forward-making. 

S5 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 130. 



•md religion was reduced to an affair of 
the side of the promptings of man's better 
that of the allurements of his baser instincts. And while 
India,n speculation tended more and more to think that evil 
was an illusion (tniiya), to be abolished by spiritual thinking 
or absolute consciousness, or else a product. 9f the material 
or bodily aspect (prakrti, gu,tta .or budd hi) of the ego, in the 
syt::tcm of Zoroaster evil was real and could be abolished only 
by strenuous moral struggle and the body was a help and a 
neces~>ity, rather than a hindrance, in the accomplishment ol 
this object. As is to be expected, the Iranian race, like the 
Jews and the Muhammada,ns, never put a premium upon 
asceticism and mortific~1tion of the flesh or upon the celibate 
ideal-whic~h became such distinguishing features of almost 
all Indian religions, Brahrnal)ic, Buddhistic and Jaina,86 u.nd 
Zoroastrianism developed more on the side of practice than o1 

that of speeulation, and, in speenla.tion, on the side rnore o 
theology than of philosophy, being unlike the Indian religiom 
anct eoinpara.ble most with Judaism in those.reR}JCcts.87 

Za.ratln~stra (lid indeed continue tbe worship of or in the 
SEtcred Ji'ire just as Muhannntu1 eontirwed the adonttion of the 
Saered Stone at Mecca, but neither the one nor the other was 
therefore ace used of i dolaky. In fnct, tho resemblance pro
ceeds furtl1er, for we have tb.e testimony of foreign writers 
that the Persian.s had no temples or images or altnrs.S6 We 

86Ys. l.{i. See MouUon, Ear. Zor., p. JAR f; Tiele, op. cit., p. JlU; Siirle.r 
blom, op. cit., p. 207; Vendidad 4.47 f. · 

In the later Avesta many penitentiary exercises were imposed for variouB 
offen~es.-See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 152. 

Manichaeism, which was so severely repressed by Zoroastrianism ; . .s a 
heresy, emp!Ja,sised tl1e need of renunl}iation, ascetic in its Tigour, for obtaining 
perfection and roilenlpl;ion.- -See J aekson, Zm. Stn., p. 11; . ah10 M ani's Ascet·itJ·i.{m 
from the Zoroastrian point of view by M. N. Dhalla in Sir J. J. Madressa Ju.bilee 
Volu,Tne, p. 8\J f. 

In the Dinlca.rd the continence of the first human pair (Mashya a-nd 
Mashyoi) for the first fifty years of their life is attributed to the Evil 8pirit.-
See ()asartelli, op. cit., p. 133. 

87 Sec EHE. ix. 865, art. PHII"OSO'I:'HY (Iranian); Dhalla, zo:r. Th .. 
pp. 356-\); ]Pa.iths of the W 01·lrl , pp. 137-8. 

ss See extmct from Herodotus in Moulton, Ear. ZoT., p. 67; 11lso p. mll 
(with 'cotnote 1); also Soderblom, op. cit., p. 194. 
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may, therefore, understand the statement of Porphyry that 
' ' the body of Oromazdes is like light and his soul like 
truth " 89 in the sense that the nature of Ahura Mazdah is 
wholly spiritual but that his most appropriate visible symbol 
js the sacred fire. 90 The Gathas, at any rate, do not pres
cribe any elahm·a~e fire-rites as does the Vedic literature, and 
the Prophet's reformation ~as certainly calculated to de
throne the elemental deities of the Aryan religion of his time. 
It is on the spiritual essence of Ahura lVIazdah and not on 
the practice of adoring Him in fire that Zarathustra concen
trated a1l his attention. He insists not on faultless sacrifice 
but on good thought, and trusts to the immutable laws 
of the moral order ratl1er than to the casual boontJ of a pro
pitiated divinity to win a blessed future for humanity. In 
our zeal, however, to do justice to the Iranian Prophet's con
tribution to the fund of spiritual values and verities we need 
not ignore the fact that in the Vedic religion also a less 
thorough and systematic attempt to substitute spiritual and 
ethical concepts for concrete entities was similarly made either 
in a reforming spirit or more probably by a process of intellec
Lual abstraction. Similar attempts in other religions to think 
of Divine attributes and functions in terms of personified 
abstraction are also not unknown. That rt consistent religiou3 
use, as distinguished from a philosophical speculation, could 
be made of these was the merit of Zarathustra to discover. 
This brings us to the puzzling problem of the Amesha 
Spentas in their relation to Ahura Mazdah. The extant 
C+athi1s present no uniform pictuf(•. on this subject and what 
Moulton speaks of the Last Judgment 91 is true of this part 
of the Zoroastritm theology also, namely, that " it would be 

89 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 67. 
~u We should rementber th:tt the iltash·Niya!Ji.'ll is not a part of t.he Oa.thas 

and that in spite of the repudiation of fire-worship by enlightened Parsis the 
prayer to Fire ac·:ording to the A tash-N·iyayis1L is in no way dislinguishable from 
prayer to a goil-See Parsis and Fire-wurs!tip IJY M. N. Kuka in Dr. Modi 1Uem. 
Vol., p. 211. See Wilson, Parsi Religion, p. 235; also A. S. N. Wadi.a., TILe Message 
of Zoroaster, p. 45. 

91 Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 32; see also Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., p. 550, for thte 
aature of the Yazatas in the Gathas in Ervad M. P. Maoon's The Gatlws and 
the Avesta. 



quite impossible to form from hiH teaching (!llJtbing like a 
consistent picture : ou,eh ima.g(~ comes in independently to 
heighten a, nwral or· Hpiritual conception and is then 
dropped.'' 

In its original formulation the Zoroastrian theology is 
t:urprisingly simple. Aimra lVlazdtth is prayed to for en
lightemnent 011 tho problmns of oreation, preservation, theo
diey, 1\nnl destiny of the rigltteous n,nd the wicked, the nature 
of God-vision and the right religion. 92 Let us summarise, 
in the words of Scklerblmn, these (}iUhic questions.93. '' Hov> 
will the ' Best World,' ' Best F.Jxistence,' i.e. paradise and 
eternal bliss, eon1rnenee for !rim who gains it? Who is by 
creation tl1e li1:1,ther of tho ]light (Asha)? Who determines 
ti1e path of the Nun and Rtar8? rPhe waxing a,nd wa,ning of 
the moon? \Vho Jixed the earth below and the hoavens above 
that they do not fall? Who ereated water ar1d plantN? Who 
yoked swiftness to winds and clouds?" What artiNt ermtted 
light and darknes8, sleep a.nd waking, rnorning, noon a,nd 
night'? '' Por whom haH the progwu1L, luel<-J.Jringiug cow 
been ere a ted?'' '' Who created tcJgeLher with Dominion, 
Eli'obathra, Piety, Arrn:titi? Who made the r.1on obedient to 
the father? rrhen there are queNtions on tbc consummation 
of the world a,nd Dnena, religion, the Rpiritual life, the best 
religion.'' PurtlJer quc8tions a.rc n,sked a.hout the opposition 
between t~h<l I1ie and Piety, the doom tbat awaits those that 
will not receive the Prophet's message, and the genuinenm;s 
of the Propbet's own inspiration. It is evident that_ 
Zoroaster lmd no doubt that the Omniscient lJord was able 
to answer all his questions and that He was Himself the 
creator of the physical world with its laws, the moral world 
with its dominance ov.er the instincts of men, and the spiritual 
world with its foundations in the nature of the self, its pro
gress through active effort of man, and its consummation in 

92 See, far instance, Ys. 28.5; 29.1; 31.3, 14; 33.7; 34.12; 44J.-''30 (the 
entire Gat,ha is a series of quesl;ions); 48.2, 8·11'; 50.1; 51.4, 5, 9, 

~a Ys. 44; Siiderblom, op. cit., p. 2134. 
As usual, thm·e is widB divergenc;e in understanding (i-athi<C passa,ges. Com

pare, for instance, Haug's translation of Ys. 44.7, 8 in his Essaus etc,, p, 15\) ':,vilh 
footnotes). 
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<1 separation of the righteous and the vicious m two distinct 
realms with opposite enjoyments. 

The above principles the Prophet has embodied in a 
series of spiritual abstractions whose exact nature has been 
a matter of considerable dispute. The scene is laid, for 
instance, in heaven 94 where before a heavenly synod the 
oppressed soul of the ox ( Ge·ush urvan) 95 complains of the 
violence done to its earthly embodiments by plundering 
chiefs and sacrificing priests and the Ox-creator (Geush 
tashan) 96 asks Right that protection and provenance should 
be guaranteed to cattle, whereupon Ahura Mazdah declares 
that the cattle cannot receive absolute protection, as their 
meat and milk are meant for men, but that they are entitled 
to protection from wanton cruelty and for that reason Zara
thustra would be sent down to preach the neoessary message 
with his eloquent tongue and to enlist the support of powerful 
patrons on their behalf. The scene now shifts and we are 
made to witness the beginning of moral strife when two pri-

94 Ys. ::?.9. 
95 Kanga in Sir J. J. Mad. Jub. Vol., p. 21, says that "the Gens Urvan 

represents the mineral, vegetable and animal kingdom~ only, but not the human 
1'ingdom also, as is generally supposed.'' See a comparison of the Gatha and the 
Bnndahishn account there. Gens Urvan becomes a female spirit in Bun .D&hesh.-·
See Casartelli, op. cit., p. 84. 

According to the Mainy·o-i Khard, Dinkard and Bun Dahesh pLants and 
animals are developed out of the parts of the primeval ox while from Gaymart 
proceed men and metals.-See Casartelli, op. cit., pp. 113, 118, 129-30. 

96 See T'iele, op,. cit., p. 112 f. He remarks that ~eush Tashan belongs to 
the primitive folk-lore. Moulton suggests that he is a substitute for Mithra.-· See 
Ear. Zm·., p. 347 (f.n.l); also p. 149. Tiele is of the same opinion.-See op. i!it., 
p. H4. 

Even Yima, the son of Vivahvant and the first man, be~ame a sinner when 
he gave people beef to eat to satisfy them and to make them immortal.- See 
l\fonlton, Ear. Zor., p. 149, for t.his as well as for the late-r Avestan theory that 
he yielded to lies and lost his kingly glory. . 

In Ys. 29.5 the Ox-creator is joined by the son] of the pregnant Cow in 
the prayer to Mazdah to save the right-living and the cattle-tender. 'Tiele ,lj,s. 

tinguishes between the created steer and the cow which brings good fortune and 
diffuses blessings. He refers to Ys. 44.20 where watering the kine is reg~,rded 

as an essential condition of preparation for husbandmen. He, therefore, hoUs 
that the luck-bringing cow " is not a kind of the type of cattle but rather a 
mythical symbolisation of the whole material world, and, as a rule, the earth " 
(op. cit., p. 114). See Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 44. Hang also thinks that Gensh 
urva means the universal soul of the earth (op. cit., p. 148). 

For the place of the cGw i!l Avesta, see Geiger, op. cit., II, p. 119 f, 
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mal spirits, the Better ~nd the Bad 
action, stand face to face with each beginning of 
t,}w world and the holier thus speaks to the enen1y : '' For us 
two neither thoughts, nor doctrines, nor wills, nor 
beliefs, nor words, nor deeds, noe consciences, nuc 
souls agree." 97 'Phc scene changes and we watch 
the fateful decision made ·by IJm wise and the 
foolish, headed respectively by Ahura 1\fazdah and the 
Lie. 98 

'' Of these twain spirits he that followed the Lie chose 
doing the worst thing;">; the holiest Spirit chose Right, he 
tllat clothes him· with the rnassy heavens as a garment. So 
likewise they that are fain to please Ahr1ra Mazdah by <lntifu! 
netions. Between these twain. the demons (daeva) 99 also 
ohose not aright, for infatuation came upon them as they took 
counsel together, so that they chose the Worst Thought. 
Then they rushed to Violence (Aeslmm), that they might en
feeble'the world of num.'' But by their momentmJR deciRion 
each party chose its own future. 100 

" And when these twain 
Spirits came togetl1er in the beginning, they established I1ife 
and Not-I1ife; at the last the \IVorst "Existence shall be to the 
followers of the I1ie, but the Best Thought to him that follows 
Right." The Prophet sees into the future when, through 
the choice of the wise path, there shaJl come unto the good 
man Dominion (Kbshathra), Good Tl10ught (Vohu 1\lfanah) 
and Right) (Asha), and Piety (Armaiti) shall give 
continued life to his body and indestructibility, and 
by the retribution through the molten metal he 
shall be at the end winner over the evil ones who shall 
be punished, and the I_jie shall be delivered into the hands 
of Right and at that time the Prophet. shall return to act itS 

judge (mtu) before Ahura 1\lfazdah the Lord (ahu) to whom 

97 Ys. 45.2. 
98 Ys, 1'10.5, 6. See, The Two Spirits-Spenta andJ Angra-in the A11er.ta by 

N. D. Khandalavala in Indo.['ranian Studies in honov.r of Dastn·r Da.1·ab P. Sanjana 
(San:ana Commemor,ation Vol.), p. 213. 

99 The Devas are frequently c11lled mainyava, spiritual, invisible, in contrlMit 
to the human followers of the Devas.-C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 202. Hut <ee 
Casartelli, op. cit., p. 144. 

100 Ys. 3().4: See Soderblol!'l, op. cit,, p. 220; Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 2'7. 
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he will present the good works of the faithful. 101 The famous 
Parsi creed of Ahuna Vairya (Ahunvar or Hono
ver),102 to be found not in the Gathas but in Ys. 27. 13, em
phasises the fact that the weal of the individual and the 
triumph of Ahura are simultaneously achieved by the defeat 
of evil and that Zarathustra is the Prophet appointed to help 
and guide the poor and to act·as the prophetic adviser to men 

101 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 100-9. 
102 These are some of the translations of the Ahuna Vairya (Hotiover\ : -· 

(1) As the Ahll is excellent, so is the Ratu (one who rules) from (biB) 
sanctity, a creator of mental goodness, and of life's actions done for 
Mazda; and the Kingdom (is) fm Ahura, which to the poor may offer 
a nurtur.er. (Mills in SBE. A slightly different translation is giwn 
by him in ERE. i. 238). 

(2) As a heavenly lord is to be chosen, so is an earthly master (spiritual· 
guide), for the sake of righteousness, (to be) the giver of goo<l 
thoughts, of the actions of life, towards Mazda; and tha dominion is 
for the lord (Ahura) whom he (Mazda) has given as a protector for 
the poor. (Haug in Essays on the Religion of the Parsis, p. 141-· 
f.n. 2; also Geiger, op. cit., I, p. 73). 

(3) Evt111 as. he (Zarathushtra) is the Lord for us to choose, so is he the 
Judge, according to the Right, he that bringeth the life-work~ of 
Good Thought unto 1\bzdah, and (so) the Dominion unto Ahura, even 
he whom they made shepherd for the poor. (JI.foulton, after Bartholo
mae, in Ear. Zor., p. 161; al$o Tr. Mag., p. 89~n. 2, p. 42). 

(4) Just-as the Ahu (Zarathushtra) (is) worthy-of-being chosen (as Pro
phet), so (is Zarathushtra) t.he Ra.tu on-account-of (his) righteousness· 
as-well. He dedic::ates (the excellence) of-goodcmindedness (aud) of· 
the-deeds of-the-human-existence unto Mazda, (and) (voli0ional) power 
unto Ahura, (and) whom He (Ahura Mazda) has appointed a regulator 
or guide for-the-drighns (men of far-reaching Asha·principle, 
lhriving on ac.c.ount of good-mindedness and holiness ~tnd leading a 
righteous life; in other words, men spiritually strong). (K. E. 
Punegar, Ahuna Vairya, in Dr. Modi Memorial Volume, p. 15). 

(5) As Ahu (Ahura Mazda or the spiritual Lord) is an independent ruler 
(because He rules) a.cc.ording to Order (ashiit, i.e., according to fixed 
Jaws), so should a Ratu (i.e., the temporal Lord) (rule according to 
ll.xecl laws). The gift of good mind is for the work of Lhe worltl for 
(the sake of) Mazda. He who gives (himself up) as t.he nonri,her 
of the poor (or he who gives nourishment to the poor) gives kingdom 
to Mazda (i.e., acknowledges him as king). (J. J. Modi in The 
Religious Ceremonies and Customs oj the Par sis, p. 34,8). 

(6) The will of the Lord is the law of holiness : the ric.hes of Voh i'i .'Y£ano 
shall be given to him who works iu this world for Mazda, and wir;lds 
according to the will of Ahura the power lie gave him to relieve th4! 
poor. (DarmesteLer in SBE, XXIII, 23.) 

(7) JnsL as a Ruler (is) all-powerful (among men), so (too, is) the spiritual 
Teacher, even by His Asha; the gifts of Good Mind (i!-te) for (thoae) 

56 
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on earth 103 and as the advocate and judge after their death. 
And the Prophet himself offers on. his ·· o"'n [l,(l(li}tiftt the 
fruits of a spiritual life to Mazdah : '' As an offering Zara
thushtra brings the life of his own body, the choiceness oi 
good thought, adion, and speech, unto Mazdah, unto the 
Right, Obedience and Dominion. " 104 He prays, further, 
to Ahura lVIazdah and Piety and Hight and Good Thought 
and Dominion to be merciful to him when to each man the 
Hecompense will come. 105 The Prophet surns up his 
message in the stirring words : ''Him thou should r,,eek to 
exalt· with prayers of piety, him that is called Mazdah 
Ahura for ever, for that he hath promised through his own 
Bight and Good Thought that Welfare a,nd Immortality 
shall be in his· Dominion, strength and perpetuity in his 
house. " 106 "By his holy Spirit and by Best Thought, deed 
and word, in accordance vvith Hight, Mazdah Ahura with 
Dominion, and Piety shaH give us Welfare and Immortn.
Iity."107 "And this, 0 Mazdah, will I put in thy care with
in thy House, the Good Thought and the sou],; of the Righte
ous, their worship, their piety ancl zeal, that thou mayest 
guard it, 0 thou of migbty Dominion, with abiding 
power.' •toa 

working for the IJonl of r_,ife; and the Htrength of Ahura (is grant;e(]') 
unto (him) wl10 to (his) poor (brothers) giveth help. (I. .J. S. 
Taraporewala in The lleligion of ZarathnsHra, p. 70.) 

Par,si orthodoxy would prefer the translat,ions in which reference to Zan•· 
thustra is omitted and would not therefore accept Nos. 3 and 4 as correct trans
lations. Without that reference there is nothing to prevent the supposition that 
the sacred formula is probably pre-Zoroastrian. 

103 It was a part of the religious duty of each individual to correet ihe 
errom of his fellow-men as Zarathustra did of his contemporaries. In later litera
ture we bave a picture of heaven aUer the Resurreetion when all souls would 
arise and !mow eacb other. " The wicked shall upbraid their good friends, saying, 
' Why d!d you not make me know the good part which you yourself chose? ' And 
if one has not done so, he shall sit in heaven ashamed.''-Fa,iths of the World, 
p. 135. 

104 Ys. 33.14. 
105 Ys. 33.11. 
106 Ys. 45.10. 
101 Ys. 47.1. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 376, f.n. 5 (also p. 372, f.n·. 2). 

This verse and Ys. 45.10 just quoted contain t,be na.meg of all the Amesha SperHas 
(Amsbaspands). 

lOB Ys. 49.10. See Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 18. 
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The above will, it is hoped, suffice as a skeleton presen
tation of Zarathustra's philosophy of religion and conduct. 
Unfortunately, the Gathas do not provide sufficient mate
rials for clothing this skeleton with more flesh; and as all 
key to the historical development of the Prophet's religious 
consciousness is now lost, we are unable to say if the Gathas 
represent a coberent theoiogy or the successive efforts 
of the Prophet's soul to grapple with the problem of existence 
and to get a nearer and nearer view of the ultimate principle 
that pervades the world of matter and spirit. Matters have 
been complicated by the incorporation within the Prophet's 
own message of relics of older religious traditions, possibly 
even of folk-lore and popular myths.:~,09 An unsympathetic 
critic would be able to pounce _upon contradictions in the 
theory of creation, in the beginning of evil, in the reality of 
free will, in the judgment after death, and in the final doom 
of Evil. Now, as a proper understanding of the nature of God 
is intimately related to these problems, conflicting solutions 
of these would .e,ffect a coherent theory of God. As a matter 
of fact, posterity did develop contradictory theories on the 
G-athas in addition to reviving some of the older beliefs dis
carded or allegorised by Zarathustra. Broadly speaking, the 
philoaophically and morally inclined empl1asised the dualistic 
elements either for their own sake or for suggesting a. monis
tiC solution while the devotionally inclined accentuated the 
differences of the moral hypostases within the Divine nature 
and landed in a practical polytheism. Zoroaster's mono
theism thus foundered ultimately on its conception of Angra 
Mainyu (Ahriman) and the Amesha Spentas. (Amshaspands). 

Who are the two Spirits that at the beginning stood face 
to face, divided the allegiance of the entire creation, and 
created life and non-life respectively? It has been pointed 
out by Moulton that ' the creative privilege of " the Lie," 
her independence of J\Lt?;dah, the co-eternity in the past of 
the '' Bad Spirit '' witb the '' Holy Spirit,'' rmd other crucinJ 
notions which later theology developed, mmnot be proved from 

109Moulton, Ear. Zor., lJ. 148; 'l'iele, Dl'· cit., p.113f. 
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the Gath[ts,' 110 and he suggests that the development of 
" the r.ie " into an independent principle may have been 
due to a characteristic Magian synthesis of Babylonian, un
reformed Aryan, and other beliefs, in which an infernal 
power has a separate existence. 111 Only once in the Gathas 
is the Bvil Spirit ealled Angra, 11Z but the stereotyping of the 
name Angra Mainyu belongs tci the later A vesta ;113 and the 
choice of evil by the Daevas seems to suggest that they elected 
to abandon their allegiance to Ahura and were originally not 
the creations of the Bvil Spirit, just as darkness no less than 
light owed its origin to Ahura Mazdah. 114 The "bilateral sym
metry '' of the Vendidad, 115 where every good creation of 
Ahura Mrtzdah is matched by a bad creation of Angra "Nlainyu, 
finds no place in the GMhas except in the form of '' Life rtnd 
N ot-Iife " of Y s. 30. 4 ; and, in spite of the marked dualism 
of matter and spirit in the Avesta, there is nowhere any at
tempt to allocate mu,terial existence to Angra Mainyu and to 
a,scribe spiritual existence alone to Spenta Mainyu.116 The 
result would have been a ncgleet or supprcsr.l'ion cf bodily 
needs and worldly interests, if not an aetivc mortification ot 
the flesh, from whiel1 the religion of Zoroaster is singularly 
free. But still the Gat hie pa::.:sages bearing on the two Spirits 
were sufficiently ambiguous to siiart divergent speculations. 
The Prophet was probably avcn1e to aserihing, even indirect
ly, the introduction of evil into the world to Ahura Mazdab; 
and yet at the same time he wtts unwilling to admit the in
dependent existence of an evil principle eternally limiting 
the beneficent activity of his God, although this became an 
accepted belief of later times when, like Satan, Ahriman be-

110 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 126. Of: course, this does not Cllear up the words 
" in the beginning " of Ys. 30.4 and " at the first beginning of the world " of 
Ys. 45.2. See EBE. v. 111, art. DUALISM (Iranian); but n,lso see Ear. Zor., 
p. 136, in this connection. Sec Haug, op. cit., p. 301. 

Ill Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 128. 
112 Ys. 45.2; possibly also 44.12. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. "135 {with foot-

note), p. 137 (foot-note). 
113 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 136, also 425; Tiele, op. cit., Ch. VI (esp. p. 1.'36 f). 
114 Ys. 44.5, See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 291. 
115 Fargard I. 
116 MouLton, Ear. Zor., p. 147. 
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tame " the opponent of God, the tempter of the Savior, the 
foe of mankind, the author of lies, a traitor and deceiver, the 
arch-fiend in command of hosts of demons, and the lord of 
the infernal regions and of the principalities of hell." m 
Possibly the attractive teaching of the Lie caused infatuation 
among the demons and they deliberately chose evil. The Pro
phet could not, however, regard evil as equivalent to man's 
free submission to the temptations of his own lower nature 
nor good as his identifying himself with the promptings of 
his nobler self: 118 good and evil had in the Prophet's eye an 
objective basis although he did not indicate definitely whether 
there was a Prince of Darkness in addition to the God of 
Light. . 

But whatever be the degree of reality ascribed to the Evil 
by the Prophet, he had no doubt that it could not be ultimate
ly successful against the Good. It is the optimistic belief in 
the ultimate victory of Ahura Mazdah that has led Moulton 119 

to repudiate the imputation of dualism to Zarathustra's own 
doctrine of evil although he admits that in Parsism '' if we 
restrict ourselves to the origin of evil and its development 
during history past and future, we may use the term dualism 
fairly enough, for until the J!'mshokereti 120 there is a power 
mdependent of God which God cannot destroy, sharing his 
peculiarly divine prerogative of creation.'' As there is no 
Ahriman yet, the question of his fate naturally does not arise 
in the Gathas; it is not unlikely, however, that the Prophet 

117 Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 79; see also Benveniste, op. cit., p. 17. 
118 Parsis who want to put a subjectivistic interpretation on Ahriman rpf er 

to the story of the legendary king Takhma Urupi who bridled and rode on Ahri· 
man, who had assumed the form of a horse, for thirty years (Yt. 15.12). For a 
discussion of this theory in later literature, see Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 253··i. 

See, however, Jackson, Zoroastrian St,,dies, pp. 73-5. He thinks that in the 
Gathas there are sufficient indications of a wicked personality who is variously 
describecl .as the Enemy, the Wicked One, the Evil 'l'eacher, the False Speaker, the 
Ignorant One, the Evil Spirit, Evil or Worst Thought. See also ERE. v. 111, 
art. DUALISM (Iranian) and ERE. ix. 866, art. PIDLOSOPHY (Iranian). 

119 Moulton, Ear, Zor., pp. 125-6; Tr. Mag., p. 27. Jackson calls Zoroas
trianism a monotheistic, and optimistic dualism (Zor. Stu., p. 35). See, however, 
Casartelli, op. cit., p. 50 f. 

lZORenovation of the World. See Ys. 43.5, 12; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p.l58; 
Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 149. 
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rega,rded the eternal persistence of ENil in any form or plllce 
as a negation of the right of Good to.· he alone u.nto eternity 
and that, therefore, the ultimate purification of the world by 
molten metal, whereby evil in a] 1 fonns · wonld ··be swept out 
of existence altogether, was a necessary part of the prophetic 
belief .121 Irnmorta,Jity belongs to good life alone and the 
daevas that defraud men of good kfe make them mortal at the 
same time in their seeond life. 122 It is not out of compassion 
for sirmers that Zara,thustra, does not preseribe an eternal Hell 
for I~vil and its followers : it is only to uphold the dominion 
of the Good tb.at he (lenies them eternal existence even in 
Hell. '' rrhe triumph of God is in this respect,'' says 
Mooro, 123 

'' more eomplete than in Christianity, which lea.ves 
hell, with tbe devil and his rtngels and tlw wicked in torment 
for ever, an unconqucTed realm of ev.i l.'' 

But apart from the question of the final destiny of l~vil 
on which not only tho l£tter orthodox theories hut also here
tical views lilm Maniehaeir-;m wore agreed,· r1nmely, that tlJC 
light of goodner-;s would triumph in the end ov<;.r the darkneRR 
of evil, the relation between Ahura Mazdah and Angra 
Mainyu at the beginning RtiJJ remamR to be dis
emmed. MoRt, if noti all, of the solutions suggested 
later on have proceeded on the <tRSIIHlption tha,t Hen1-

m See Casai·telli, op. cit., p. G4 f, for t·l:tssanian beliefs on !;hi~ point;. " At 
tbe end tbo Bvil Spirit will bo destroyed in Chis way that his whole eroation will 
be separated from him, and he will remain alone, motionless, desireless, tlevoicl of 
memory, a prisoner during the whole eternity. Evil will perish, but not the Evil 
Spirit " (ibid., p. 68). But others say that the Evil Spirit will also cease to 
exist (ibid., p. 64). See also ibid., p. 54. 

122 Ys. 32.5. 
123 G. F. Moore, fhs. of 'Bel., I, p. 404. 
According to Manichaeism, after the final 1468 years' confiagra~ion }Jas 

recovered tbe last vestiges of the lost light of Heaven, " Darkness and U vi! will 
b,, imprisoned in the disma,l abyss to eternity. ''-See Jackson, Researches in ~ifani

chaeism, p. 16; Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., p. 102; Casartelli, op. cit., p. 64 f. 
In Zamyiid Yasht (Yt. 10.96) the evil-being Angra Mainyu is described 11s 

fleeing. He is alsc represented as hiding himself with the demons in the earth. 
See Dhal!u. J7or. Th,, p. 183; also ERE. i. 237, art. AHRIMAN; 0. de Brc;·h.v. 
op. cit., pp. 201-2. Casartelli points out that in a Dinlwrt passage it is stated that 
" not only tho wicked but also the demons will be saved at the time of: the end 
of :the world," but that in another place, although the immortality of Aharnmn 
is affirmed, tho destruction of tho demons is upheld (op. cit., p. 93). See Moulton, 
Tr. Mag., p. 106. 
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ity cannot be fundamentally dual m character but 
that it must somehow be one. If evil is not wholly due tu 
the fTee will of the finite--and Zarathustra's catalogue of 
human and animal woes certainly goes beyond the deserts of 
pers~mal action, it must at least partially be due to objective 
causes and, in fact, in the last analysis even the weakness 
and error of the finite will may be due to the operation of an 
objective cause which tends to make the worse appear the 
better reason. Now if this objective cause is not an inde
pendent principle, it must be somehow dependent on the uni
tary world-ground. JiJvil would then be a creation of God who 
has need of imperfection and opposition in His scheme of 
the government and history of the world. Now, although 
Zarathustra admits that suffering as a punishment for evil 
thought, word and deed is divinely ordained, he is not will
ing to ascribe all evil to God. What he does, therefore, is to 
introduce a principle which would have temporary reality (and 
even coeval exis_tence with God) but should not be co~eternal 
with God and· should therefore be finally non-existent. 

To save the monotheism of Zoroaster's teaching it has 
accordingly been pointed out that the real opposition is not 
between Ahura Mazdah and Angra Mainyu, but between 
Spenta Mainyu (Holy Spirit) and Angra Mainyu (Evil Spirit), 
both being subordinate to Ahura Mazdah. 124 rrhus C. de 
Harlez remarks : 125 

" Two passages in the Gathas, it is 
true , seem to place them (Ahura Mazda and Ariro Mainyus) 

12~ Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 70; Ys. 43.16-; 19.9. See The Gathic Doctcine 
of Dualism)n Sanjana Oomm. Vol., p. 166; also 'J'araporewala, op. cit., Ch. IV. 
Good and Evil. Paul the Persian in enumerating various philosophiro.I theories 
mentions one view according to which God possesses contrary qualities-possit•ly 
a reference to this particular .view (ERE. ix. 867; Oasartelli, op. cit., p. 1). 

125 0. de Harlez objects to the identification of Anro Mainyns (meaning the 
Spirit who overthmws, destroys) with Angra Mainyu, for anh(as), from which 
Anro is derived, means ' to overthrow ' or ' to upset,' whereas a'ng, from 
which Angra is derived, means ' to restrain ' (which being the opposite ol 
8pento bas led to the confusion).-Se~ Introdudtion to the Avesta (Eng. •rr.), 
p. 200. But Casartelli points out (op, cit., p. 55 f) that bot'h the forms are to 
be found in the Avesta. He points out that in the Bun-Dohesh a positive dis
tinction is drawn between Aharman ani! Ganak-mfuo1 (or Ganrak-minol)-a 
distinction greater than that between Auharmazd and Spenak-m1no1 (see esp. 
pp. 56-7). 
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on the same level (Ys. 30.4; 45.2); and the dualism <1ppears 
unadulterated in these passages; but everywhere else Ahura 
Mazda is raised far above his rival. He alone is omniscient 
and all powerful; Ariro Mainyus has no insight into the 
future; he has a knowledge only of what he sees; even the 
consequences of hi& own acts are beyond his ken so long as 
they· are not explicitly developed. In the eternal darkness, 
his original abode, he knew neither Ahura Mazda· nor hil 
creations. Ahura Mazda created the entire visible world, 
A1iro Mainyus can only produce viees, evils and some male
volent beings. Nowhere does the Avesta attribute to him 
any other power. He cannot besides take the initiative in 
the work of creation; he can only imitate or do injury. The 
power and resources of the evil spirit are exceedingly limi
ted." 126 Geldner puts the relation of Ahura Mazda, Angra 
Mainyu and Spenta 1\fainyu thus : '' The Wise Lord .. .is the 
primeval spiritual being, the AU-father, who was existent 
before ever the world arose .... His guiding spirit is the Holy 
Spirit, which wills the good; yet it is not free,.but restricted, 
in this temporal epoch, by its antagonist and own twin 
brother, the Evil Spirit ...... In the Gathas the Good Spirit of 
Mazdah and the Evil Spirit are the two great opposing forces 
in the world, and Ormazd himself is to a certain extent placed 
above them both. I;ater the Holy Spirit is made directly 
equivalent to Ormazd.'' 127 Haug similarly observes that the 
good mind which produces reality and the evil mind which 
originates evil are " the two moving causes in the universe, 
united from the beginning and therefore, called '' twins." 
They are present everywhere; in Ahuramazda as well as in 
men. These two primeval principles, if supposed to be 
united in Ahuramazda himself, are not called vohu-mano and 
akem mano, but spento mainyush, " the beneficent spirit," 
and angTo mainyush, " the hurtful spirit " ...... Both are as 
inseparable as day and night, and though opposed to each 

126 C. de Hal'lez, op. cit., p. 201. See also Yt. 3.14 17.20; Ys. 29.4 30.3. 
See in this conne~tion West's .Introduction in SBE, V (pp. lxix-lxx). 

127 Enc. Bri., 11th Ed., XXVTII, 1041 (quoted in Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 
135). 
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ether, are indispensable for the preservation of creation." ~28 

" But in the course of time, this doctrine of the great founder 
was changed and corrupted, in consequence of misunder
standings and false interpretations. Spent6-mainyush was 
taken as a name of Ahuramazda himself, and then, of course, 
Angro-mainyush, by becoming entirely separatea from 
Ahuramazda, was regarded as the constant adversary of 
Ahummazda ; thus the dualism of God and Devil arose.'' 129 

It appears, therefore, that it is only in relation to Ahura 
Mazdah's creative activity that Angra Mainyu is his enemy 
and rivaL 130 To put it in philosophical language, pain and 
evil are inseparable from the worldly process, or, as Leibniz 
sa,ys, absolute perfection is incompatible with finitude. To 
quote the apt words of Mills, '' If there existed a supreme 
God whose poWet could undo the very laws of life, no evil 
could have been known ; but the doctrine denies that there 
is any such being.'' 131 n~rfection of~the world is not an en
dowment but a conquest ; when, however, the conquest is 
achieved, the vvorld as the field of strife passes away and a 
new order of everlasting existence is ushered into being. 
The imperfections of the present world cast no reflection on 
the goodness of 'Ahura Mazdah although they may imply an 
inevitable necessity in the mode of Divine activity. 

The Pemian solution is not so definitely committed to the 
.absolute limitation of Divine power as some modern· concep
tions of g " limited God " are, for it maintains only the tem
poral and phenomenal reality of Evil.U~ But at the same 
time there is nothing to indicate that Evil was deliberately 

128 Haug, op. cit., pp. 303-4. Haug refers in this connection to Ys. 1 ix.9 
and !vii. 2, which, however, have been translat,ed differently by Mills in SBK 
Similar objection to Hang's translation of Verse 21 of Ha XIX and Fourth 
Strophe of Ha XXX is to be found in C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 129. 

m Hang, op. cit., p. 305. See also the quotation of Bartholomae's nute 
by .Moulton i11 Ear. J:or., p. 134, f.n.l. See also Casartelli, op. cit., pp. 17 8: 
Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 247 f. 

130 Jackson, Zar. Stn., pp. 69-71; Casartelli, op. cit., p. 1'7, f.n.9. 

131 SBE, XXI, Int., p. :x:ix. 

132 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 250 f. 
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created to make the world " a vale of soul-making " 133-the 
utmost that the later tradition allowed is that if man had not 
r"greed to fight evil, he would have been condemned to an 
eternal tenor of Ahriman.134 All that orthodoxy did was to 
nttenuate the positive function of Ahriman-to conceive of 
him much as Plato conceived of Matter, namely, as a dia
phanous principle that mars th() good creation of God and has 
no power to create anything except in an imperfect form. 135 

Still Zoroastrianism could uot admit tlutL, like the Satan of 
Jewish and Christian religimls, nwdelled on its own Evil 
Spirit,136 Ahrirnan was crentod by Ahura Mazdah, that sub
sequently b.e rebelled n.gninst the latter and fell, and that, 
though in opposition to the good God, he w:w unable to create 
a realm of evil beingR .137 On account of these differences, 
Casartelli, after giving due weight to the opinions of Moulton 
and others, is constmined to rema.rk, " There c:w, we think, 
be no doubt that all through the Zo!·onstrinn system, from the 
Avestn down to the Pahlavi tbeologinns, the eviJ spirit is con
sidered ns a real crerttor, and for this renson,oeven apart from 

133 It is st;ated, however, in i;hc Dinlwrf; t'ha.t "Orma;zd allows Ahriman, •.be 
faLher of evil, to commingle with !Jis oro:1tion for an allot.ted period for l•he expe
rience and training of mankind ., (DlmUa, Zor. Th., p. 240). 

134 In the Bundahislm, which :is an old Pahlavi work based on the Dam<lat 
Nask, one of the lost books of the original Avesta, there is directly indieated (in 
2.\l-11) a ehoice marie by the Pra.vashis~--those pre-existing spiritual counterparts, Ol' 

guardian geniuses, who were the celestial prototypes of material creations :J.fterward 
prodnr:ed-to leave for a time their heavenly state and assnme a bodily existenoo 
on muth, in order to overcome finally tl1e opposition of Ahriman o.nd ' become 
perfect and immortal in the future existence, for ever and ever·bsting.'-Jackson, 
Zor. Stu., p. 227. See C. de Harlez, op. cit., pp. 193-4, and Casartelli, op. cit., 
p. 84, for the passage in question. See also Soderblom, op. cit., p. 229. 

135 The analogy is not to be pushed too far, for Ahriman was not the ·naterial 
cause of ~he world and materiality was not an evil in Persian religion. At 
t.he same time he was the creator of a whole system of evil principles and powers 
independently of Ahura :\fazdah while Platonic Matter is not independently 
creative although it has the capacity of marring the creation of the Good. 

136 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 805, 325. 

131 ERE. v. 112. See Jackson, Zor. , •• , ... , p. 231, for the arguments of 
Skhand Vimiintl~ Vichiir, a dualistic work. The theory of Ahriman being a 
reprobate angel who revolted against Ormazd, propounded at a later time, was 
obviously an imctation of Christian t.hought. (See DhuJla, Zor. Tit., p. 301.) 
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the question of his origin, the system may justly be termed 
dualistic.'' 138 

It is indeed true that at least one Iranian sect, 
the Gayomarthians, taught that the Evil Spirit pro
ceeded from the Good Spirit by generation or 
creation-.that the Evil Spirit was produced by an 
evil or doubting thought• in the mind of Yaz
dan the Good Spirit 139 as to the kind of being his rival (if such 
existed)· would be ; but they took no trouble to explain how 
any doubt or evil thought could cross the mind of the Good 
Spirit at all. Their speculation or fancy would practically 
involve the assumption of a latent dark aspect in the Divine 
nature with which some of the pcst-Kantian thinkers of Ger
many have familiarised us. The process of the world would 
commence with the breaking away of the irrational or bad 
from the rational or good aspect of God and would end with 
the final overtaking and absorption of the former by the latter. 
Unlike the speculative dualism sketched above, this theory 
would not prove. evil to be a necessary complement to Divine 
beneficence in creation, although its theological monotheism 
would perhaps be assured by its theory of the creation or 
gener::>,tion of evil from within the Divine nature. It is doubt~ 
ful, however, if the necessary positing of Evil in the creation 
p:::ocess is a worse solution than an involuntary emission of 
Evil out of the Divine Mind, and the comparative insigni:ti
cance of the Gayomarthian sect proves that its solution of 
the relation of Ahura Mazdah and Ahriman was not much 
superior to the orthodox dualism in popular estimation. 

138 ERE. v. 111. ja~kson expresses a similar view: "We may believe that 
dualism in its characteristic Persian form and especially in its moral and ethical 
a"pects was first taught by Zoroaster himself " (Zor. Stu., p. 30). Hang 
characterises Zoroas'er's theDlogy as monotheism and his speculative philosophy as 
dualism (op. cit., p. 303; see also Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 33, 70). 

139ERE. v. 112; xi. 347; Ja.ckson, Zor. Stn., p. 34; Dhalla, Zor. Th.; 
p. 301 ; Casartelli, op. cit., p. 52. Cf. the origin of Kali out of Arnbildi's anger i'l 
Markattcleya-Pu.rar;a, Ch. LXXXVII. 

The word is derived from Gayama1·etan (Pa.hlavi Gayamart), the primeval 
man (the first legendary king in Firdusi's Shah-namah), from whom Ahura M:>,Jah 
created " the ra.ce of all Arian regions, the seed of all Arian lands.' •-see Gei;;e;, 
op. cit., I, p. 3; ERE. i.205; xii. 865. 
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We may very well believe that popular thought d~.vitted 
itself into two opposite camps. There \Verc those \Vhofa,iled 
to see the utility of drawing any dir,tinction between .Ahura 
Mazdah and Spcnta Mainyu aml gradually identified the two. 
It was probably felt that while there was some justincation 
~or according some ·sort of independence to evil· there was 
none whatsoever in the case (')f the good spirit. Spenta 
Nfainyu had always been distinguished from the Ameshn 
Spentas 14~ but its nature was not precisely fixed in the 
Gathic literature. Moulton has pointed out how strikingly 
similar is Spenta Mainyu to the '' Spirit of Yahweh '' in the 
Old Testament : '' there is the same combination of distinct
ness and identity, the same stress upon spirituality." 141 

Jackson has simihtrly pointed out tbe resemblance between 
Ahura Mazdah and his IIoly Spirit, on the one hand, and the 
Father and the Holy Ghost in the New rrestament, on the 
other : sometimes they are treated as two distinctly separ
ate beings and sometimes as practically identical.142 We 
have no means of ascertaining whether the .A.mcsha Spentas 
were meant to repla,ce the plurality of gods, and Ahura 
Mazdah and Spenta JVTainyn any of the prominent dual divi
nities in the polytheism of the time (just as the trinity of 
Abura Mazdah, Mithm and Anahita was formed later on 
probably in imitation of sirnilar Holy Triads). But while 
Zarathustra had probably no objection against recognising 
the existence of maleficent demons, the daevas, by the side 
of Ahura Mazdah, he could not admit the existence of other 
beneficent gods who might share with Ahura Mazdah 
the homage of men. We should remember that 
although the names are to be found in the Gathas, the Amesha 
Spentas do not figure as a group of independent archangels 
before the Gi'"ttha Haptanghaiti, of which the authorship has 
been ascribed to the followers of the :Prophet ; 143 and as 

140 In Ys. 33.6 Spenta Mainyu replaces Vohu Manah.-See Moulton, Bar. 
Zor., p. ill. 

141 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 299. 
142 Quoted by bhalla in Zor. 'i'h., p. 24. See D't. Mudi Mem. Vol., pp. 227, 

229. 
143 Haug, op. cit., p. 170. 
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Spenta Mainyu did not attain the status of an archangel in 
this Gatha, or even later when the Amshaspands were in
vested with material domains in addition to spiritual ones, it 
shows that possibly the tradition of the inseparability of Ahura 
Mazdah and his holy spirit was too well establisheed to be 
abandoned or modified. In fact, in many a Gi'tthie passage, 
e.g., in Ys. 33.12, 43.2, 44-.7, 47 (most of the verses), 51.7, 
the holy spirit is one of the divine attributes of Ahura Maz
clah ;144 and those who saw the illogicality of dissociating 
a being from its essential attribute naturally refused to con
tinue the distinction between the two and thus ultimately 
Ahnra Mazdah and Spenta Mainyu ceased to be distinguished 
as different principles. But while this saved an· inner dis
ruption of the divine na,ture, it accentuated the duality of 
Ahura Mazdah and Angra Mainyu, for there was no 
longer any shadowy Spenta Mainyu to represent Ahura 
Mazdah in his struggles with Angra Mainyu. And Angra 
Mainyu, because of the evil connotation, could not be funded 
back to Ahura. Mazdah as one of his attributes. 

':Chus the philosophical dualism which was introduced 
to explain the conflicts of moral life and spiritual conduct 
hardened into a theological dualism or ditheism under which 
name. the Zoroastrian religion is generally lmown.145 The 
Persian love of symmetry, which was responsible for match
ing every attribute, attendant, dominion or act of Ahura 
Mazdah with a similar one of opposite quality belonging to 
Ahriman, tended in. the long run to divide the whole realm 
of being between the two and to invest them with equal 
existence and involve them in an eternal conflict.146 True, 
the final victory of Ahura Mazdah did not disappear from 
view ; but Ahriman was no longer subordinated to his bene
ficent rival. This dualism with its bearing upon practical 
life was fully elaborated by the heretic Man! early in the 
third century of the Christian era.147 The Father God of 
Light and the Overlord of Darkness at first ruled respectively 

lH See Pour Davoud, op. cit., p. 48. 
145 See Casar'elli, op. ail., p. 4 (with the Translator's footnote); p. 50 f. 
HGMoulton, Ea-r. Zor., p. 220; Tr. lriag., pp. 64, lOS. 
141 See Jackson, Reseatches in Manichaeism, pp. 8-16; Zor. Stu., p. 187 f. 
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over the upper regions of light and the nether regions of dark
ness and the boundaries of these met at a ventable No-Man's 
Land, called the Border, the invasion of which by the powerB 
of Darkness 8tarLed the fateful conflict of the second period 
of the world's history. The Pather of Light, one of whose 
designations is Zervan or lDternal rl'irne, "evokes " f1 num
ber of spiritual beings in successit5n and succeeds in recover
ing the light, which the Principle of Darkness had impri
soned, with the active co~operation of the faithful after the 
fourth evocation had ushered in Jesus to awaken Adam from 
the lethargy which involved sleep and death. When 
Darkness and Bvil will be imprisoned in the disma,l abyss to 
eternity, tho Third rrime will usher in the eternal dominion 
of Light with its lost elements completely recovered. But for 
the fact that Man1 taught the utter badness of matter and re
garded family life with u.nfeigned disfavour, he would noL 
have had to fall a victim to Zoroastrian persecution, for at 
tbe time tlmt he prerwhed his doctrines Zoroastrianism itself 
lrad become radically dualistic with Ormazd ~nd Ahriman 
eonceived to be in direet opposition to e:wh other from the 
beginning of time as persons 11nd not as abstraetions or hypos
tases.148 rphe murder of Ma,7,dak J49 about 250 yea,rs a,fter the 
nuLrtyrdorn of Mn,n'f was nJso for a sirnilar attack upon tbc 
family institution in addition to the preaehing of soeialistic 
and communistic ideas. 150 But by that time the Sassanian 
revival had given a new turn to the religious thought of Iran. 

The dualistic philosophy and the monotheistic theology 
in both of which Ormazd could figure were felt to be an in
congruity by a sect which had a fairly long history. The in
terest of the Zervanites was not so much religious as philo
sophical and, except in the official edict of Mihr N arsch, the 
prime minister of Yazdigird II, which affirmed that Zer
van 151 exi,sted before heaven and earth and begot two sons, 

148 Sec the quotation from Eznig of Goghp in Indo-Iranian Studies (Sanjann 
Comm. Vol.), p. 186. 

149 See Two Versions of the History of M azdaTc by Arthur Christensen in 
Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., p. 3211. 

!50 Jackson, Zor, Stu., p. 176. 
151 The two ot.her spelling" are Zarvan a,nd Zrvan, hut, as usual, foreign 

spellings :ue differ(lnt.--See The Zarvanite System in 8anjana Comm. Vol., p. 65. 
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the good and the evil spirit/52 Zervanism does not seem to 
have won much popular or state support although Manichaeism 
was a close imitator .153 According to this speculation both 
Ormazd and Ahriman derived their existence from Zervan 
Akarana, '' Boundless Time,'' ·who wanted a son who would 
create heaven and earth and all things therein but whom a 
doubt assailed, whether sueh a son would be born, after n 
thousand years of sacrifice had passed away. They were 
simultaneously conceived (whence they are " twins ") by 
their father-mother,-Orrnar,d, because of the sacrifice, and 
Ahriman, because of the doubt ; but Ahriman was the earlier 
born, having forestalled Ormazd to whom Zervan wished to 
give the dominion, and claimed the right of primogeniture 
promised by Zervan himself. So for the first nine thousand 
years Ahriman could not be dislodged from the world and it 

_...-·. is only at the end of this period that Ormazd recovered the 
kingdom from him and Ahriman was confined to the dark 
abyss unto eternity .154 It iR only neceRsary to add that in 
Eznik's versi~n the Sun was created by the two spirits to ad
judge between their respective rights; apparently, then, 
Mithra was regarded as the mediator and protector of con
tmcts not only between human parties but also between 
heavenly combatants, and Mithraism was in this way brought 
mto intimate relation with Zoroastrianism of a sort. 155 

152 Sanjana Comm. Vol., p. 70; Gasartelli, op. cit., p. 12 f; ERE. ix. St)C~. 
153 Benveniste, op. cit., pp. 77, 90. See, however , Sanjana Comm. Vol., p. 72: 

" Zarvanism must have been the form of the Persian religion which came to 
Armenia." See also Casartelli, op. cit., p. 3; 5 f. Benveniste thinks that Zarvanism 
was pre-Zoroastrian (op. cit., pp. 114, 116). 

15i For the various forms of this speculation or myth, see The Zarvanite 
System in Sanjana Comm. Vol., pp. 61-81 (esp. pp. 70-4 where the quotation~ 
from Eznik and asb-Shahrastani are to be found); also Benveniste, op. cit , 
p. 76 f; Haug, op. cnt., p. 13. Eznik's criticism is still the best.~&>e Wilson, 
Parsi Religion, Appendix D, p. 549 f. 

In the M ainyo-i Khard one zodiacal sign was placed in charge of each period 
of 1,000 year.s.~Hee Casartelli, op. cit., p. 96. 

155 Benveniste, op. cit., pp. 70, 77, 88-90, 92 (Mithra= Srausha); Moulton, J'r. 
Mag., p. 189; Sanjana Comm. Vol., p. 77. Speaking of Mitro (Mihir) of Sassan;tm 
times as a mediator, Casartel!i remarks : " It is however certain that the idea 
of mediation never existed in Mazdaism. The phrase signifies nothing more than 
' intervening between,' not as a mediator but as a judge pronouncing the sentence, 
giving up the sinful to punishment and preserving from the attacl<s of the demons 
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It does not appear; however; that the iii6rfot1Ieistic solu
tion of Zervanism was very fruitful either Jrom tho.-religious 
or even from the philosophical point of view. We.l.lave no 
means of ascertaining whether Zarathustra wasfainiii~r ·with 
the philosopby that left the detonnination of all things to 
1lnne, conceived not merely as a formal principle but also as 
a principle of canF-Httion; .his 11se•of the word ' 3_1wins ' in res
pect of AlnHa Mazdah and Ahri.man in Ys. 30.3 possibly clid 
not bavc the implication of their being in the same womb of 
Time as later mythology suggested. 156 But if Zervan can be 
traced back to the Achaemenian period at least up to the 4th 
century B.C.-- and literary and archaeological remains would 
probably warrant it,157 then it is not an improbable sugges
tion that the concept comes down from a still re
moter. antiquity and that the Zarathustrian reforw, 
in spite of its partiality for permmified abstraetioDs, 
deliberately set aside the abstract concept of 'Finh; 
vs too impersonal and intractable for religious pnrposes. 158 If, 
on the other hand, the concept was devised later to overcome 
the dualism of Zoroastrianism itself, the Zervanite reaction 
is one of the earlieRt attempts to overcome the difficulties of 
a dualistic philosophy. We may in the latter case very well 
suppose that tho mythological account was designed for 
popular u11derstanding and edification at a time when the 
other personified abstractions of the Zoroastrian religion were 
being similarly clothed with flesh and blood in the manner 
of the pagan deities whom the Zoroastrian reform had super
seded. 

the righteous who need no mediation t,o obtain heaven." (Op. cit., p. 79.) See 
Huart, Ancient Per,,ia and hanian Ci1Jilisation, pp. 84-5. 

156 Moulton, Tr. Mag., pp. 26, 237. For the Zarvanites, see Dhalla, Zor. Th., 
fl· 203. 

Hi7 Damascius (5th century A.D.) quotes from Eudemos of Rhodes (eire!! 
300 B.C.) and Plutarch professes to follow Theopompus (c,:rca 400 B.C.) in his 
mfe.re.ncfl to 7:ervan. 'l'he epitA1ph of Antiod1ns l (100 B. C.) also refers to End1ess 
Time.-See Saniana Comm. Vol., pp. 66, 76; Benveniste, op. cit., p. 78. For other 
references, see Sanjana Comm. Vol., pp. 61-81; Benveniste, op. cit., pp. 76-94, 
i00-117. 

15S Benveniste, op. cit., p. 114 (Zervanism is pre"Zoroastrian:; Casartelli, 
op. cit., p. 9 (it could not be mu~h pos'erior to the Mazdayasnian Dualism). 
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rJlhat Time brings into existence all things and in due 
course destroys them again-that it is both a creator and a 
devourer, is such an obvious phenomenon that a philosophy 
based on the omnipotence of time can hardly be expected to 
be a unique discovery. Both in Greece and in India-in the 
one in the myth of Kronos devouring his own children and in 
the other in the theory that Kala (Time) creates, matures and 
destroys all things, we have similar religious and philosophi
cal ideas; and the similarity with Greek thought did not 
escape the notice of some of the foreign writers who came 
across the Zervanite account. 159 But it seems that there was 
rome difference of opinion about the exact nature o£ Zervan 
Akarana. 'rhe 1viainyo-i Kha1"d describes him thus: 160 

" He 
is imperishable and immorta1; he is without grief, without 
hunger, without thirst, without affliction, ever living, sem
piternal, whom no one can stay, nor remove his control from 
his affairs.'' The religiously inclined would naturally regard 
Zervan as a personal being :161 in a later tradition even a wife 
has been ascri1:red to him.162 The impersonal Absolute (Rra.h· 
man) would naturally be congenial only to the Indian soil 
where the cognitive aspect was emphasised at the cost of the 
conative and where practices calculated to bring about the dis
appearance of the :finite body by rigorous asceticism and celi
bacy and of the finite self by meditational absorption would 
tend to diminish the importance of personality as an indis
pensable condition of spirituality. But in Iran, where life 
was strenuous, the ideal of a householder's life hail a strong 
hold upon the mind of the people and belief in personal im
mortality (probaDly in a risen body) was an integral 
part of life's philosophy, an impersonal God could not prove 
satisfying. It is only in India, among contemporary Parsi 

159 E.g., Moses of Chorene and the pseudo-Agathangelos (both of the 5th 
century).-See Sanjana Oomm. Vol., pp. 69-70. 

ISO viii. 9 (quoted in ERE. ix. 867); Casartelli, op. cit., p. 7. 
161 Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 190; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 365. 
162 Sanjana Comm. Vol., pp. 64, 68. In Manichaeism the first evocation by 

the Father God of Light (Zervan) in~ludes the Mother of Life but not as a wife 
of Zervan.-See Jackson, Researches in Maniohaeism, p. 9. 

For this habit of ascribing wives to personifications, see ERE. ii. 38, &rt. 
ARYAN RELIGION. 
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Theosopbists, that Zervan Akatana figures as an impersonal 
principle in tho manner of Brahman and merging in the Uni· 
versaJ, as taught in Saitka,ra-Vedi'intn, haR become a part of 
the creed.163 

But even the Zervanites of ancient times were not 
always interested in their First Principle in a religious way. 
Tllxcept in a mythology, rrime i~s difficult to conceive in a 
personal way, and so what happened was that Zervan became 
identified with certain impalpable and impersonal principles. 
Orthodoxy itself drew a distinction between certain indepen
dent and · uncreate beings and those that are created and 
conti11gent. To the former class belonged Time, Space, 
I..~ight and Destiny,164 vvhich provided, as it were, the theatre 
of operation of the two eontending Spirits and the law of its 
consummation. Regarded thus, rrime and Space would be 
principles in which creation takes place. Light and Dark
ness would constitute eternal abodes and modes of manifesta
tion of Ormazd and Ahriman respectively. Fate or Destiny 
would be the law that controls the future of Good and Evil. 
Zervan, we may believe, was latterly conceived not 
only as resolving the dualism of Ormazd and Ahriman 
but also as unifying these four impersonal principle!', . 
Dnrmesteter has suggested that these four are phases 
of the original idea of the sky-god ; we find, however, 
th.at th.ey were all associated with Zervan by native and 
foreign writers 165 at some time or other, and thus Space,166 

Destiny and Light as also Time came to be signified by Zer
van in Zervanism, Manichaeism and even Zoroastrianism 

163 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 364. It appears that 18th century Dastur.s who 
assisted Anquetil du Perron in translating the Vendidad thought Zervanism to he 
orthO',~Jx.-See Sanjana Cmnm. Vol., p. 7\l; see also West, RBE, V, Int., p. lx1<. 

164Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 34; 0. deHarlez, op. cit., pp. 130, 132; Casartelli, 
op. cit., pp. 10-11. 

165 By Damaecius and 'fheodore of Mopsnestia.-See Sanjana Comm. l'ol., 
pp. 66-7. For Iranian references, see ibid., pp. 74-6. 

In Vendidad xix. 44 and 81r6zah 21 Sovereign Heaven and Boundless Timo 
occur together. Sec ERl!l. ix. 867; Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 32, 34; Benveniat~. 
op. cit., p. 97 (the identity of Ormazd with heaven is transferred from the identity 
of Zrvan with the starry sky); also Casartelli, op. cit., p. 6. 

166 Thw.asha (infinite space)' as distinguished from lisman (created .heaven).
See Uasartelli, op. cit., pp. 10·11. 
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itself. The development of Zervanism into a kind of Fatal
ism must have been unpopular with the large body of Mazda
y<tsnians who had been taught by their Prophet to redeem 
the world and to be the architects of their own fate. 167 This, 
together with the very vacuous nature of Zervan conceived as 
Space or Light or Destiny, must have been responsible for 
the limited religious use of the concept in orthodox litera
ture: 168 in fact, although occasionally Boundless Time is in
voked as a spirit, it is sometimes distinguished from 
Destiny 169 and associated more frequently with heaven. 170 

Orthodoxy did not abandon the concept of Boundless Time, 
for it was Gathic in origin. "What it did in Sassanian times 
was to regard it as a co-eternal attribute of Ahura Mazdah 
and neither his creator nor his creature.111 But though Zer
vanism was gradually discredited both as a philoso
phical solution and as a religious system (somewhat 
pantheistic m its implications) many of its features 

167 It has bet>n pointed out that references to Fate are rare in orthodox 
Zoroastrianism, the most notable ones being Yt. 8.23, Vd. 5.8 and 21.1.-See 
Sanjana C<rmm. Vo!., p. 77. For references to later ljter»ture, see ERE. v. 'i\J2, 
art. FATE; Dhalla, J:or. Th., pp. 154, 205. 

In the Pahlavi Dinka1·d occurs the interesting passage (3 174.2) that " in 
the rest of the world-creation there are not wch lords of their own will as the 
lord man~ except God even alone~" See, however, Tansar's· letter, quoted in 
Jackson, Zor., Stu., pp. 242-3: " The wise m8.n shouLd take the middle way hotween 
choice aud predestination and not be satisfied with one. For the reason that pre
destination and choice are two bales of a traveler's goo<.ls on the back of his 
animal ... If Lhe two bales are cqnal, the tt·avolcr will suffer no embarrassment, 
his animal will be comfortable, and he will arrive at his destination." 

For the whole sub;ect, see Jackson, Zor. Stu., Part II. The Zoroastrian 
Doctrine of the Freedom of the '.Vill; a.lso ERR v. 792; h. 889; also Casarteilj, 
up. cit., p. 9. 

198 The Shahnameh usoo it .in the sense of Destiny, this being ccmgcnial t.o 
the predestinarian belief of iLs Muhammadan author.-See C. de Harlez, op. oit . 
p. 130. 

169 C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 131; ERE. ix. 867 (quoting Mainog-i-Krat\; 
CasarLelli, op. c-it., p. 6. 

170 See Vd. xix. 44; Sirozah I. 21; TJ'. 21; Nyuyish I. 8; see ulso Ys. 7S.l0. 
See Sanjana Comm. Vol., p. 65. Oasartelli suggests that Zervan might have been 
unders.~ood by some as ' a vast chaos, an infinite pre-existing matter' (EBE. ix. 
867; o.lso op. aiL, p. 7). 

171 ERE. ix. 867; Casartelli, op. cit., p. 10. In the Ziitspi!ntm, i. "24, Ahnra 
Mazdah is Lhe creator of 'l'ime (see ENE v. 7\!2). See West's Int., t"\BJil, V, 
p. lxx. 
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passed over into the orthodoxy of later times_t'n 
Possibly also it was felt that referring both good 
and evil to Zervan Akarana did not .remove . the .. ~ifficulty 
of conceiving contradictory functions in the Ultimate PriH~ 
ciple while at the same time it reduced .~h~r~ .. }\faztlah to a 
mere demiurge whose own destruction was nete~sarily iniplied· 
in his created nature. Appatent}y, the strength .of tnind 
necessary to declare even ISvara (God) as temporary, Heaven 
aud Earth as equally destined to pass away, and finite spirits 
as illusory and impermanent in nature belonged not to theistic 
Iran but to pantheistic India where polytheism had accus
tomed men's minds not to feel the want of a Supreme God 
and theogonic speculations had besides familiarised the idea 
of transitory gods-of gods that are born and gods that pass 
away in successive aeons of time. 173 

Paradoxically enough, the future of Zoroastrianism b~C'
longed not to the monotheistic but to the polytheistie tenden
cies of Zarathustra' s message. VIle may very well believe that 
the Propbet's intolerant utterattces 174 were followed with 
sonw amount of literable8s by royul patrons i1•1 power exeept 
where, as in the case of the Achacrnenia.n kings, political 
diplomacy or JW!'Houal lnkcwa.mlneHs prompted tbe 
extension of the p:1ntlH~011 or reveronee towards foreign 
gods. 175 The Prophet lutd to contend against vanous 
inferior types oJ eot1ternporary belief nnd practice, tl1e 
rmture of which ean be inferred with some amount 
of certainty not only by studying the Vedic religion 
but also from the later developments of his own message. Not 
only were the powers of nature (fire, water, air, etc.) and the 
shining orbs of heaven worshipped, but departed spirits also 
received periodic homage from their descendants and the 
powers of darkness were suitably appeased or exorcised in 

172 Casartelli, op. cit., pp. 13·4 ; " 'l'hese Zervanists were anything but a 
stnall peculiar sect and they probably formed the most considerable part d tile 
Mazdayasnians for a certain number of centuries." 

113 See ERE. i. 201, art. AGES OF THE WORLD (Indian). 
174 Ys. 46.18; 48.5, 7. 
175 Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 30-55 (esp. pp. 53·5); ERE. 1. 69 f., art, 

ACHAEMENIANS; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 78. 
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inferior cultsJ76 Personification of certain pervasive prin~ 
ciples like Time, Space, etc., and of certain attributes and 
functions had also possibly taken place among the more philo~ 
sophically inclined in Iran as in Vedic India; but, as in 
India again, the efficacy of sacred formulae in driving away 
evil spirits-possibly also in ensuring the help of benign 
powers, was believed in. Possibly, as in Vedic India, sacri~ 
fices were offered in the open on improvised altars or, as in 
Canaan, on hill-tops,177 and special classes specialised in 
priestly functions. The produce of the flock and the dairy 
was possibly the main ingredient of worship and it is likely 
that a certain amount of cruelty and drunkenness attended 
sacrificial rites. 

The Zarathustrian reform was primarily intended to 
establish the supremacy of One God and that not as a personi
fication but as an ethical personality. Schrader well puts the 
distinction between the two :178 " The characteristic mark of 
a personal god is that he is regarded as exercising influence 
outside of the ~phere to which he owes his conceptual origin 
and his name. Perswn/ijication, however, means, at first, 
simply the substitution of a human figure for the divine 
anima present in the phenomenon.'' · Almra Mazdah is not 
a departmental deity like the Sun, the Moon, the Wind or 
the vVaters ; he is the One God who rules over all depart
ments alike, .both physical awl moral, but who is not res
ponsible for the evils of the world except those perhaps that 
are meant as punishment for sin.179 A passage like the fol
lowing could be quite in the spirit of Zoroaster, even if not 

176 We have it from Plutaroh that Zoroaster taught the Persians to offer 
to Horomazes (Ormazd) offerings o£ vows and thanksgiving and to Areimancous 
(Ahriman) offering,s for averting ill and things of gloom. This would go agt~inst all 
Mazdaean religion, as Benveniste points out (p. 73). This can apply only to 
Zervanism (p. 76) and Mithraism (p. 74).-See Benveniste, op. cit. , p .. 6\l f. 

177 We know that at least in the Acb.aemenian times there were ayadanas 
(houses of god), for Darius speaks of the places of worship that Gaum3;ta the 
Magian had destroyed.-See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 52.3; Jackson, Zor. St., pp. 
195·6. See Huart, op. cit., pp. 81, 94, 95; alsop. 49, f.n.l., where the temples are 
supposed l;o belong to peoples conquered by the Persians. 

178 ERE. ii. 38, art. ARYAN RELIGION. 
179 See ERE. i. 71. Contrast Isaiah 45.7: " I form the light, ~nd create 

darkness; I make peace, and create evil." But ~ee Ys. 44.5. 
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adually composed by him : 180 
' ' Here praise '\le Ahura Maz

dah, who crcnted both kine and holiness, and created waters, 
createu both good trees and light, both the earth and all good 
things.'' He himself conceives of Ahura Mazdah as the 
F.irHt and the Tja,st, as one who in the beginning filled the 
blessed worlds with light and created Hight as well as men 
<Lnd other things and will at the .end judge the actions of life, 
whether done in the open or in seeret.181 By virtue of his 
absolute overlordship he will give a perpetuity of communion 
with W elf arc and Immortality and Right with Dominion, 
with Good Thought, to hint tbat in Spirit and in action is 
his friend.m He is holy, for he has eternally decreed that 
actions and words shall have their meed-·evil for the evil, a 
good destiny for ti l1e good .183 rflhe Prophet exhorts his hear
ers to aclmowledg:e their ttllegia,nce to Ahura Ma,zdah by their 
devotion and pradieaJ eonduet.184 

'' Him thou shouldst seek to bring to us by praises of 
worship. ''Now ha,v0 I seen it with mine eye, that which 
is of the good spirit :wd of (good) action and word, knowing 
by HiglJt Mazdah Ahura. '' May we offer 111m homage in 
the House of Song l 

''Him thou shouldst seek to propitiate for u's together 
with Good 'I'hought, who at his will maketh us weal and woe. 
May Mazdah Ahura by his Dominion bring us to work, for 
prospering our beasts and ou.r rnen, so thn,t we may through 
Right luwe familiarity with Good ri'hougltt. 

As a specimen of tLe arguments by mer1ns of whicl1 Ahnm Ma.~aa.h's 

rcsponsibili.ty for the creation of evil is established, we may quote Hang's tr.anala 
tion of Ys. 48.4: "He who c-reated, by means of his wisdom, the good a.nd evil 
mind in thinking, words anrl deeds, rewards his obeilienlo followers with p1·osperity. 
Art 'l'.hon (Mazda I) not 1Je, in whom the Jina.l cause o£ both intellocts (good :;nc1 
evil) exists?" (Op. cit., p. 167, with n. 2.) Here is Moulton's translation of the 
same pa.ssa.ge : " Whose, 0 Mazda h. makes his thought now better, now wors,,, 
and likewise his self by action and by woril, and follows his own inclinations, 
wishes and choices, he shall in thy purpose be in a separate place at the last " 
(Ear. Zo-r., p. 378), 

ISO Ys. 37 .1. Ree ERE. i. 71 for similar expressions in the texts of tLe 
Achaemenian kings. 

181 Ys. 30.7-ll, 11, 13; see also Ys. 44.3-7; 47.1-3. 
182 Ys. 31.21; see also Ys. 33.1.1, 12. 
183 Ys. 43.5; 51.6. 
184 Ys. 45.8-10. 
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~,, "Him thou shouldst seek to exalt with prayers of Piety, 
~' him thrtt is called Mazdah Ahura for ever, for that he hath 
:. promised through his own Right and Good Thought that 
f Welfare and Immortality shall be in his Dominion, strength 

and perpetuity in his house." 
We may very well believe that the Zoroastrian reform 

was intended not only to dniw men's minds away from their 
many gods but also to emphasise the fact that God is wholly 
benefwent. Men must thank themselves if by choosing the 
evil path they separate themselves from righteousness ana 
meet their doom at the Bridge of the Separator. God, whose 
association with Right or Justice is inseparable, is relentless 
towards the individual sinner although His Beneficence or 
Mercy is manifested when at the renovation of the world the 
realm of suffering souls is also purified by molten metal and 
He reigns supreme over entire existence. This position 
curiously resembles the Hindu view that although according 
to 'the law of Karma no individual can escape the re-incar
nation he has •deserved by his sin, yet the merciful Lord 
periodically dissolves the world at the end of a cycle (kalpa) 
in order to give temporary respite from the round of rebirths 
to all suffering souls. The Parsi religion did not, however, 
provide for the return of the sinner to expiate the sins of a 
previous life nor for intercession on his behalf, immediatelj 
after his death or at periodic intervals, to speed his soul on 
to the realm of Ahura. 185 So far Moulton is probably right, 
whatever might be the value of his strictures on the inclina
tion of a section of the modern Parsis who follow Hindu 
beliefs about transmigmtion instead of the Christian belief 
in the continuity of the departed soul in another realm under 
a merciful God who 1s able and willing to ab
solve a progressmg soul from the bondage of evil 
by' His own grace. 186 But, as has been pointed 
out so often before, in such matters strict logic can very 
!~;!I I 

185 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 347. 
186 See Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 179, 191; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 365. 
Ward puts the two view,points thus (Realm of Ends, p. 401) : The one 

(transmigration or reincarnation) secures a continuity of environment that satisfies 
tbe imagination of survivors, but at the sacrifice more or less complete of that 
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seldom be consistently. maintained in. any conununity, and 
it would not be difficult to show that the pious Zoroastrian 
also cherishes the belief that Ahura ear.1 and does 
prayers and is merciful t() the sinning ·· SOlll Jhat · repents ,187 

and that other helpers are also available to give 
warning and to save the unwary soul from false 
stnps and ultimate damnation. The JYiairzyo-i J(hard 
distinguiRhes, for instance, divine Providence (bagho"' 
l!ahht) and Destiny (ba.h:ht) as 
heRtowed as tlw result of prayer anrl good action 
nnd that which is ordained from the very begin
ning.188 Divine beneficence would be incomplete without a 
merciful consideration of the weakness of the human soul 
and the many tmnptationR by which it is :Mlsailed from all 
directions. Gorl rnuRt eitlwr str·engthen the power of resiR
tanc~e or give fresh opportunities or Rend tirnnly warning or 

personal continuity whieh we mnat regard as essential. 'I'he other (l;ransfignrat.ic,n; 
pre~crves t.his, hn!; transfers it (;o an \Ill seen world diffi.enlt '" re:tliso." 

~'he ]3nn-Debesh piet;m·es the int.ervn,l between death and ~\J.cnovaoion a;; 
follows:--

" On (;he de:t'.h of a man the soul is separated from the body whicn is 
then mingled with t.he dust. If the smllB, as they are in heaven awl hell, sLi\l 
possess bodies, they are ra(;her fantastk bodies made expressly fOI' tl1eir s•t:ty in 
these places of reward. and punishment, bee.ause it is only at ti1e time of the 
jra.Nhkl!'ri!Lo l;lmt; tl"' bodicJs will rise' np frmn the ilnst. 'l'hough the elements of 
the bodies will be them clispersecl hy wind and water, ye!; Auhanrmzd will gath0r 
them up ,as easily as he h:ts torme<l tl•ern in the womb of the motl1er." 

The Dinkard adds that " if !J1e body will be punished, it will be on account 
of the sins of the soul."--See Casartelli, op. cit., pp. 136-7 (also p. 29). 

187 See Ys. 51.4 : " Where is the recompense for wrong to be found, where 
pardon for the same?" See also Dhalla, Zor. 'l'h., p. 24: "Strict are hi~ laws 
and s!ern is his judgment. Yet he is not the indiscriminate dispenser of <loom 
to e.rring humanity. His is the justice tempered with merey, for merc}C u.nd gmce 
abound. in his divine kingdom." See Moulton, Ear. Zur., p. 152. 

For later beliefs, see Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 222, 224, 292-3; also Casarte!li, 
op. cit., p. 200. 

,188 Casartelli, op. cit., pp. 31-3. Hit E. v. 792 quotes Visparad vii. 3 in 
this connection. 

" .Pahlavi books depict & treasure-house where works of supererogation were 
stored for the benefit of those whose credit was inadequate. The idea makes the 
genuine Harnistakan impossible." -Moulton, Ea-r. Zor., p. 162. See Pavry, The 
Zoroastrian Dootrine of a Future Life,. pp. 101-2. See also Casartelli, op. cit., 
p. Hl6 (Translator's footnote). The prayer for all is repeated in the Prefator1 
liturgy of the A.fringan ceremony and is refened to by Heroilotus.-See Modi 
The Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the Par sis, p. 382. 
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annul the consequences of sinful acts or relent after sufficient 
punishment has been inflicted. Zoroastrianism, like some 
other religions, has viewed with disfavour the conception of 
an eternal. hell as being incompatible with Divine omnipo
tence and beneficence alike ; but, as Moulton points out, the 
thought of an eternal "House of the Lie" is not entirely 
absent in the Gathas189 where Divine justice and hatred of 
wrong arc such prominent features. 

It is the Zoroastrian conception of the Amesha Spentas 
(the Immortal Holy Ones), bowever, that vvas destined to 
have a far more interesting history. The term stands for 
a collection of six divine spirits which appears for 
the first time as early as the Gatha Haptanghaiti and could 
not have been very far from Zarathustra' s own thought. These 
are (1) Asha or Asha Vahishta (Right, Uprightness, 
Truth, Order, Harmony) corresponding to the Vedic 
JJ,ta; (2) Vohn Manah or Vahishtem Manah (Good 
or Best Sp1ri.t, Mind or Thought) ; (3) Khshathra or 
Khshathra. Vairya (Wished-for Kingdom, Sovereignty, 
Dominion); (4) Armaiti (the Vedic Aramati) or Spenta 
Armaiti (Devotion or Holy Devotion, Piety); (5) Hau1·vatat 
(Welfare, Perfection, Perfect Well-being); and (6) Amere
tat (Immortality). As their names imply, they 
represent certain abstract virtues, certain ethical concep~ 
tions, with no naturalistic associations.190 They do not 
form inseparable associates in the Gathas, for they are men
tioned riot only in lesser or bigger groups but also indivi
dually. They do not, again, exhaust the list of Gathic 
abstractions, for one at least, viz., Sraosha (Obedience to 
religious lore), is mentioned as often as Haurvatat, 191 and 
another, viz., Ashi (Recompense, Destiny), is closely asso
ciated with Armaiti. In fad, the ~imilarity was so close that 

189 The references are to Ys. 45.7; 48.1; 46.11; 30.11; 31.20; 33.5, 8.-See 
·Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 174; also p. 157. But see Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., I'· 283, 
for the Farsi belief. 

190 Dhalle,, Zor. Th., p. 1!6; .see Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 22 f. 

191 See Moulton, Ear. Zor •. , p .. 97 •. 

59 
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later writers had no scruple in forming a heptad, 192 Hd!ling to 
the list sometimes Ahura, Mazdah himself and a,t other t-imes 
Sraosha. 193 ']~he only pcrsonifi.cation having naturaJis
tic association was A tar (Tfire) which Zarathustr~ took over 
from the ancestral creed and this r1e converted into a religicms 
symbol : we may even guess that the Zoroastrian b'elief re
corded by Porphyry was botl1 a mnemonic and a pun, name
ly, that Ahura Mazdah's body is like light or Fire (atar)194 

and his soul like Truth (arta195 = asha). The .two other 
spirits recognised by Zoroaster are Ox-Soul (Geush urvan) 
and Ox-creator (Geush tashan) ; but they were probably 
created to provide a dramatic setting to the necessity of a 
new message df kindness to the dumb animals that are useful 
to man. In consonance with the spiritual interpretation of 
divine things, Heaven 1s described with a variety of spiritual 
epithets. It·is incliJferently called the region of Endless Light 
:md Best Existence, the House of Song or Praise (Garo 
dema.na = Gnrothman = Garonma,na) and the House, King~ 
dom, Pasture or Glorious Heritage of Good "Thought or the 
IGngdom of Blessings.196 Quite in ·keeping with the r::;pirit of 
the Prophet's teaching, therefore, is the later description 
of the three heavens as those of Good Thought, 
Good Word and Good Deed-the three ethical prm
~iples of Zarathustra himself-which lead to the 

192 Moulton sees Babylonian influenGe in the raising of the number fr<'m six 
llo seven by later writers.- See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 241, 99. 

193 Jackson, Zor. Htu., p. 45 ; C. de Harlez, op . cit., p. 138 (In the post
Avestan Parsi books only si:x Amesha Spentas are mentioned). For later rnodifi· 
cations of this number, see Dhalla , Z<H'. Th. , p. 226. For Jewish and Christian 
parallels, see Modi, Religious 0 Memonies and C1~stoms of the Par sis, p . 482; 
Anthropological Papers , p. 173 (where resemblance between Zoroastrianism, on 
the one hand, and Judaism, Christianity, Neo-Platonism and Gnosticism, on t he 
other, regarding the theory of Seven Spirits, Powers or Archangels is pointed onl). 

194 It is interesting to note that when later on special worship was paid to 
the Amesha Spentas, they were regarded as descending to the oblation upon 
paths of light.-Jackson, Zor. St1t., p. 47. Cf. Devayitna in Hinduism. 

195 Dhalla says, " The name asha, as it is generally now pronounced, must 
certainly have been pronounced in ancient times as arta or areta, · the latter 
variant being also found, and it is equivalent to the Vedic rta." (Zor. Th., p. 30). 

196 See Moulton , Ear. Zor ., p . 170 f. The ma.terialisation of the heavens 
and hells belongs to the Pahlavi period.-See Dballa, Zor. Th., p. 195. Latterly 
Garotman woo t·egarded as rt)served exclusively for Zoroastrians (e.g., in Ana 
Viraf Ndmak).-see D. M. M~da.n, op. cit., .p. SO. . . 
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realm of Endless Light.197 The Prophet dropped en
tirely the cult of the ancestors which, to judge 
from Vedic religion and the Gatha Haptanghaiti,198 must 
have been widely practised, and in its place substituted the 
conception of the man's own spiritual self (daena) passing 
on to weal or woe 199-a conception that was later on 
elaborated into the theory that the departed soul is greeted 
on arrival at the Bridge of the Separator by his own con
science and religion in the form of a fair youthful maiden in 
the case of the righteous200 and in that of an old hag in the 
case of the unrighteous. All these go to prove that Zara
thustra' s reform was systematic and thorough in so far as 
it related to the spiritual transformation of material con
cepts. A similar transformation of the principle of Evil 
and the abode of the unrighteous completes the picture. 
The Daevas or diabolic spirits-the gods of the older religion 
worshipped with dark rites, could not be entirely banished: 
but the other satellites of Angra Mainyu are Aka (or Achish
ta) Manah, Evil or Worst Mind, Druj, Lie or Wickedness, 
Aeshma, Wrath or Violence, and also Taromaiti, Heresy. 
We have no doubts left that nothing short of a complete 
inwardisation of religion was the Prophet's objective even 
though he was obliged by circumstances to retain some of 
the material symbols of spiritual entities and acts. 

This would dispose of all descriptions of the physical 
attributes of Ahura201 and of the ethical personi:ficatio11s sym
bolised by the Amesha Spentas. Ahura is not surrounded like 

m Yt. 22.15 ; 3.3. It is interesting to note that Amitabha (Amilia) oi 
Japanese Buddhism signifies ' God of Boundless Light.' See Benveniste, op. cit., 
pp. 96-7. For later belief, see Uasartelli, op. cit., p. 186 f. 

198 Ys. 37.3. 
199 See Moulton, EM. Zor., p. 264. 
200 See Jackson, The Ethics of Zoroastrian-ism, in S!leath (Ed.), Evolutwn 

of Ethics, p. 148. This is supposed to have been materially conceived as a houri 
in Muhammadanism.-See Casartelli, op. cit., p. 85. 

201 No significance attaches to the Sassanian bas-relief at Naksh-i Rnstam 
in whlch Aubarmazd appears mounted on horseback.-See Casartelli, op. cit., 
p. 27; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 47; Soderblom, op. cit., p. 194. See Geiger, op. ci,~., 

I, Int., xxvi-xxviii. 
'l'hete is a good deal of uncertainty about the winged figure of Pe!'sepoEs 

before which Darius st.ands. Casartelli takes it as a representation of Ahma, bt<t 
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Dyaus (Dyeus) by gods embodying the forces of nature~the 
sun, the moon, stars, wind, fire, earth, • etc., .'but he is at the 
head of a number of moral hypostases. 202 The throne ... on 
which he is seated is not material or. located in any spatial 
heaven or in the midst of any physical light.Z03 The rriouth 
or the tongue with which he speaks, the hands with which 
he distributes good and eviJ,.&04 the eyes with which he sees 
all things. secret and open, and "the garment (of firmament) 
which he wears are none of them physically understood , 
when not poetically regarded, they express some or other 
spiritual attribute or function of Ahura. 205 Similarly, his 
fatherhood of Vohu Mamth and Armaiti 206 has no physical 
association about it, just as no sex-difference in the physical 
sense is intended to be conveyed when Asha Vahishta, Vohu 
Manah and Khshathra V airy a are later regarded as masculine 
(actually they are neuter nouns in the Gathas), Armaiti as 
feminine, and Haurvatat and Ameretat feminine in gram
matical declension but masculine as entities. 207 

How then were ' the Holy or Beneficent Immortal 
Ones,' the archangels or ministering angels of ,\hura of later 
times, conceived by Zarathustra? Moulton remarks,208 

''In the world of thought Zarathushtra lives among qualities 
and attributes and principles ·which are as real to him as 
anything he can sec, but never seem to need personification. 
But the ideal never obscures the real for him, and his com
munion with shadowy spiritual essences lea"\;es him free to 

Moulton consider.s it to be the Frava&hi of Allllr& even though the texts of the 
inscriptions nowhere refer to F.ravashis.----See Moulton, Ear. ZoT., p. 260; Hcmrt, 
op. cU., pp. 81, 92. For lat,er beliefs, see Dhalla, Zo1'. Th., p. 220 f. 

202 ERE. ix. 567, art. ORMAZD. 
203 In the Bundahishn AuharmaziL has a lix\ld residence in eternal <ol' endless 

light which is a brilliant space; in the Dinkart the residenee is e,reated ancl the1·e· 
fore non-etet·nal.-See Casartelli, OjJ. cit., pp. 26, 27; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 171l 

204 See quotation from Shiiyast la Shiiyast tSBE, Ch. XV, 2) in Oasartelli, 
op. cit., p. 27 : " I am an intangible spirit," sa:y-s Auharmazd, " it is not possible 
to hold me by the hand." See West, SBE, V, p. 372. 

:105 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 20; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 95. 
206 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 21. See C. de :Uarlez, ,op .. ci/., pp. 135-o. 
207 Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 113-4; C. de Harlez, op, cit., p. 139; Dha1la, 

Zor. Th., p. 87. 
208 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 94; Tr. Mag., p. 23; Geiger, op. Git., I, Int .. 

p. xxxiii f. 
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come down to cows and pastures without any t:ense of incon~ 
grutty." But in regard to the Amesha Spentas the converse 
is almost true, i.e., although only ideally distinguishable 
from the \Vise Lord, they are invested with a semblance of 
personality sufficient for identification and invocation. To 
quote Moulton again :209 "The Ahuras (i.e., the Amesha 
Spentas and the other spirits mentioned above) are not really 
separate from Mazdah or subordingte to him : they seem t~ 
be essentially part of his own being, attributes of the Divine 
endowed with a vague measure of separate existence for the 
purpose of bringing out the truth for which they severally 
stand.'' Thus, while, on the one hand, the Prophet replaces 
Good Thought by 'Thy Thought' in addressing Mazdah, 
there are, on the other h;md, at least two places (Ys. 30.9; 
31A) where Mazdah and the others bearing the title Ahura 
are invoked together·-an association that was exegetically 
expanded into the Heptad (and even larger groupings) in 
later literature 210 just as an obscure Vedic passage would 
be expanded in the Pural).as . .In later times when Dualism 
had firmly esta:blished itself in the Mazdayasnian religion, 
Angra Mainyu was provided with a similar number of asso
ciates with qualities opposite to those of the archangels of 
Ahura Mazdah, and abstractions passed through personi:fica~ 
tio~s into personalities. 211 

The moral hypostases are interesting in so far as they 
throw light on Zarathustra's conception of the essentja.l con
ditions of a religious life. The six Amesha Spentas fall into 
two groups, one representing what Mazdah is and the other 
what he gives. Good Thought, Right and Dominion belong 

20\lMoulton, Ear. Zor., p. 97; see pp. 100, 2<Jfl ; 'lr. Mag, p. 21£; C. de 
Harlez, op. cit., p. :37. See Tr. Mag., p. 24: Asha and Vohu Manah aie nnt 
a.t<~hangels at all, but Divine a'.tributes within the hypost<J.Sis of Deity. 

210 Not even consistently there. - See C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 138. Jackson 
points out that to the six Amesha Spentas are added at different times Ahun 
Mazdah, Sraosha, Atar, Gosburvan, Ashi Vaimhi, Airyaman; " Spirit of Wisdom," 
24 more (m<tking a total of 30) who preside over the days of the month or 27· mor0, 
making a total of 33, which is the numher of the lords of the spiritual order (ratus) 
mentioned in Ys. 1.10, and, curiously enough, of the Vedic gods also in wme 
enumerations.~ See Haug, op. cit., pp. 275·6; Mills, SBE, XXXI, p. 198, f.n. 7. 

~n 'l'be Host' of Heaven and the Legions of Hell were finally ranged on 
opposite sid.~s as follows :-
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to the Lord while he bestows on his devotees Devotion, 
Welfare and Immortality ;212 but we must assume that the 
gifts are also a part of his beneficent nature and represent 
tho aspects of his hcHiness which prompt devotion, his inter~ 
est in the material wealth and welfare .of his .followers, and 
his solicitude for the good of his creatures' souls.213 

Zarathustra considered all ethic~J and spiritual propriety to 
be summed up in Hight or 11ruth (Asha) and all eyil in the 
I_jie (Druj) : in the Prophet's eye Asha. is probably· more 
important than V ohu Manah (who is however more frequent~ 
ly mentioned in the Gathas and assumes pre-eminence in later 
literature) and Lie is fnr more prominent an adversary than 
Evil Spirit. 214 'l'he Amesha Spentas represent, in fact, both 
divine attributes and conditions of human perfection : good 
mind. uprightness, devotion, conquest over evil, health and 
prosperity (and obedience to religious prescription) are the 
necessary elements of tbat spiritual life which culminates in 

AHURA MAZDA.H . 
1. Vohu Manah ~"~ 
2. Asha Vahishta ~ 

3. Rhshathra V nirya Sraosh<L 

4. Spentii Armaiti 

5. Haurvatii.t 

6. Ameretat 

2. Indra ~:7 
A~HA MAINYU 

6. Zairich 3. Sa.uru 

5. Tourvi 

1. Aka ~1 anah 4. Naoi1haithya 

The Spirits with the same number ~re opposed to each other.-See Jackson, Zor. 
Stu., p. 46, 85; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 113 f. See also Casartelli, op. cit., 
pp. 75, 89-92; D~1alla, Zor. Th., pp. 257, 264. 

212 Ys. 47.1; Vd. xix. 43. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 114. Apparently 
even the ,soul. had to. depend upon Ahura for its immorfality. See Kanga, The 
Spenta Mainy1t in the Gathae, in ·Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., p. 229 f: he thinks. that 
Spenta Mainyu is a kind of mediator. between God and man and eternal Ji;e 
comes through him alone just as in CbriEtianity it comes through the Diviue 
Spirit and the Son of God. 

2!3 Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 293-5; Sec the comparison between Judaisr1 
and Parsism there; see also Tr. Mag., p. 25. 

2J4. C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 137. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 111 : 1'he 
priority of Aslm over Vohnmanah in the Gathas is not at all explicit. It may 
perhaps rest on the idea that Aslta is more inclusive, represeuting ~.faz(lah's 

action, creation and law, and not only the "Thought" that inspires it. Hut 
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human immortality. To him that hath more shall be given: 
a person striving to possess these essential conditions of reli
gious life is assisted, as it were, by the corresponding minis
tering angels of Ahura Mazdah in the task. " Piety pleads 
VviH1 the spirit in which there is wavering." 215 The Prophet 
must have created these ethical entities in order to divert 
men's minds away from the" more prominent lower gods with 
&pecial domains of their own whom they were wont to wor
ship and to satisfy at one and the same time the craving for 
plurality within the nature of God and the need of maintain
ing His unity .1116 The measure of his success is to be judged 
not by the recrudescence of the suppressed nature-worship as 
soon as his reforming hand was removed but by the solicitude 
displayed by his successors to prove that the elements of · 
nature were under the guardianship or leadership of these 
ethical principles, by the fact that the original functions of 
many of the revived Indo-Iranian deities were totally for-. 
gotten during the period of reformation and these reappeared 
either as gods·with different meanings or as demons possessing 
hostile qualities,z17 and also by the fact that new deities had to 
be locally invented or absorbed from foreign cults to fill an 

Vohumanah is comprehensive enough. Ire is the Thought of God, and of every 
good man ...... He comes very near Mazdah's " Spirit," for once (Ys. 33.6) we 
actually find " Good Sprit" replacing " Good Thought."' But see ibid., p. 121. 

See also ibid., pp. 130-1: 'The supremacy of Truth among the virtues was 
a6 oonspicuous for the settled agriculturists of Eastern Iran aa for Darius and 
his Persians in the West; and Zarathushtra was following tbe strongest dement 
in the national character when he concentrated all evil into the figure of Falsehonl, 
Druj, the antagonist or Asha, " Truth '' or "Right.;'' See ibid., p. 397, th• 
quotation from Herodotus : " Most disgra.cef~l of all i.s lying a~counted, and next 
to this to be in debt." See Tr. Mag., p. 21; Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 43-5 (the 
order of frequency is Vohu Manah, Asha Vahishta, Rhshathra Vairya, Spent& 
A.rmaiti, Haurvatat, Ameretat). See Taraporewala, op. cit., Ch. III. The Path 
of Asha, esp. p. 46 : " Through the best Asha, through the highest Asha, may W•l 

catch sight of Thee (Ahura), may we approach Thee, may we be in perfect union 
with Theel" 

215 Ys. 31.12. 
na Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 24. 
117 See Hang, op. oit., pp. 272-9; Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 88. Further changes 

took place during the Sassanian revival, e.g., of Mitbra .. -See Casartelli, op. cit., 
p. 79. An interesting change is in the meaning of Apim Naplit of the Vedas into 
the narne of a. locality in Yt. 5.72; 8.4..-See C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 166; a lAo 
Dannesteter, S:BE, XXIII, p. 15, n.l. 
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impoverished pantheon. rrhis probably explains why '' my
thological synonynis,'' which are .so frequent in the Vedas, 
are almost absent in tl1e revived pantheon • .of the lxanian reli.~ 
gion-it was expanded just enough to meet J)ressing needs 
hut the mythology was never so proliJic as in India although a 
few ancient myths and some new ones, with occasional vari
ants, made their appearance. JDven these were mostly connect
ed with cosmogony and legendary heroism 218 and not, as in 
India, devised to embellish the tales of gods ~md demons in 
tbeir family histories and their feuds, fancies and friendships. 
0. de Harlez rightly remarks, " The Avestan mythology is 
throughout earnest, rigid and ethical in tone. rrhere is here 
no exuberance of imagination, no erotic adventures nor divine 
progeny. Everything is linked up with the struggle of life 
against death, of good against evil." 219 

218 See Indo-Iranian Studies (Sanjana Comm; ·. Vol.), p. 203 f. : Ira,n's 
Priinevril Heroes and the Myth of the -F'irst :Man by A. J. Carnoy,. Wilson in 
Farsi Religion, p. 587 f, gives an abstract of tbe Historical Legends of Persia 
(see Appendix I). 

ng C. de Harle<>, .-p. cit., p. 145. Bee also D'halla, Zoroastrian Ci·vilisatio ... 

Ch. iVl. 



CHAPTER X 

GoD IN ZoRoASTRIANISM : PosT-GXTHIC 

The later history of Zoroastrianism shows that the 
purity Otf the Iranian Prophet's reform was less lasting than 
that of the Prophet of Arabia. Possibly this is due to the 
fact that he had to contend against more formidable difficulties. 
'I'he Aryan pantheon was much fuller and more spiritually 
conceived than that of the pre:..Islamic religion of the 
Arabian desert, and possibly there were schools of traditional
ists, poets and priests in Iran who could conserve the ancient 
beliefs and practices much better than the Arabian poets 
and the keepers of the Ka 'ba and who probably outlived 
Zoroaster's puny successors in the task of continuing the 
reforn1.1 The environment, again, was more favourable in 
Arabia than in Iran; for in the latter there was nothing 
corresponding to the monotheistic communities of the ,Tews 
and the Christians of Arabia, and the surrounding nations, 
Semitic, Aryan and nomadic, were overwhelmingly poly
t~eistic. Then, again, political supremacy favoured a firmer 
foundation of Muhammadanism, and the political head being 
also the head of the infant Church, religious persuasion and 
political coercion could go hand in hand in Islam'.s career of 
conquest. An idea of what Zoroastrianism, which was not 
exactly a tolerant religion, 2 might have been if more 
powerful state-support than that of the court of Vishtaspa 

• See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 301, where a distinction is orawn between Moses 
and Zoroaster. The word Iran :is a corrnpted fonn of Aryan. 

2 " The Dinkart upholds the divine right of kings and st:>tes that if the tern· 
roral power of the gloriou~ king J amshid had been blended with the spiritual power 
of the .supreme priest Zoroaster, the Evil Spirit would have lain low long ere this, 
and the Kingdom of Righteousness would have been established on earth once and 
for ever. "-Dlutlla,, Zor. Th., p. 192. 

It also sanctions the use of force for the conversion of the aliens.-Jbid., 
p. 198. 

The alien faiths were branded as th~ promptings of th~ Evil Spirit, and 
were declared to be teaching a vile law, opposed to the pure law of Mazda.-Jbid., 
p. 199. (See Ch. XXIII). 

60 
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had been available at the inception of the raform, 
can be formed if we refer to what it did become u:ndei' the 
Sassanids when Zoroastrianism became the state religion, 
was purged of some of its excrescences, and put down the 
schismatic movements of Man1 and Mazdak. 3 • What actually 
happened after Zoroastrian reform, however, was that ancient 
beliefs and practices were driv~n underground in locaJities 
where the reforming party was in power and the counter
reformation began as soon as circumstances became favour
able. Not only did such old beliefs as survived return in 
their original form or as modified by lapse of memory, 
absorption of foreign materials,4 and the Prophet's reform, 
but, as in Buddhism, Christianity and Muhammadanism, 
th6 Prophet himself became the locus of a new cult and 
distance of time and space only served to magnify his spiritual 
proportions and miraculous powers.5 In the absence of any 
local Aryan scriptures of the type of the Vedas6 we are unable 
to reconstruct the religious life of pre-ZoroaE~,trian Iran with 
absolute certainty and our only guides in this matter are the 
kindred Vedic literature and such survivals as are recorded 
in the extant Iranian literary works and inscriptions. It is, 
therefore, likely that, as Mo11lton observes/ " the fashts, 

Seceders were per,secuted a111d apostasy was made a capital Clrime by the 
Zoroastrian Church. See Dlha,lla, Zor. Th., p. 201. See also Hua,rt, op. cit., 
pp. 154, 159. 

3 Caoortelli points out that even then separat~ tendencies could be distin
guished in the classical treatises of the period.-Op. cit., p. 3. For Mani and 
Mazdak, see Huart, op. cit., pp. 177·84. 

4 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 201 (West and South Iranian star-cult), 238-43; 
Benveniste, op. cit., p. 11. 

5 To quote Dhalla's words (Zor. Th., p. 195) : " Zoroaster is a. historical 
personage in the Gathas. In the later Avesta he is surro11nded by an aureole, anr1 
becomes superhuman; but in the Pahlavi works his personality is enshrouded· by 
miracles, and he is transformed into a myth." See Geiger, op. cit., II, App. T. 
Gushrosp and Zoroaster by Spiegel (esp. p. 195 f.). 

6 We should remember that even the Av-estan script has not been recovered
the Avesta we possess is in Pahlavi script written from right to left.-See nr\. 

A VESTA in ERE. 
7],1:oulton, Ear. Zor., p. 182; Die. Bib., IV, p. 988; Benveniste, op. cit., 

p. 20 f. Dhalh dissents from this view :. "It seems to us that we tread a. very 
delicate path when we set o,side as non-Zoroastrian all that does not appear i~ th~ 
Gf1,1ilias.'' (Zor. Th., P• 77 .) ' . 
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and kindred parts of the Avesta, represent with toJerable 
exactness the unreformed Iranian religion '' and '' they are 
posterior to Zarathushtra in time but not in matter." 

It is evident that the Prophetic reform had overshot its 
mark-the people at large were not yet ready for the dis~ 

appearance of so many age-long beliefs and practices. Just 
as in India the absolutistic Upani~adic speculations became 
theistic towards the end and were then ·mellowed down 
further by the infusion of a new polytheism of the monar
chical type, so also in Iran the earlier attempts to bring the 
Prophet's abstractions into relation with the physical world 
were followed by the re-introduction of much of the older 
polytheism and demonology. The method adopted originally 
was probably, as in India, exegetic-the writers professed to 
do nothing more tha,n systematise the Prophet's utterances 

___.- . and draw out the implications of his teachings; and, as 
often happens, this probably led to some amount of tamper·
ing with the sacred texts to make desirable interpretation and 
elaboration posstble. In this fashion, the Amesha Spentas, 
the Fravashis, the sacred drink, oblations in the Fire, the 
Yazatas that rule different realms of being, abstract and 
concrete, and personifications of the requisites of ritual and 
magical formulae made their appearance.8 The distinction 
between this later Zoroastrianism and Vedicism is noticeable 
in. one important particular, namely, that Ahura Maz.dah 
contiimed to be the one Lord over all and the lesser spirits 
were regarded as performing their functions under his 
supremacy and direction ;9 otherwise people in Iran involmd 
these archangels (Amesha Spentas or Amshaspands) and 
angels (Yazatas, Yazads or Izads)10 for boons with sacrifices, 
pretty much as the Vedic people invoked the gods in India. 
As Moulton says,11 '' The monotheistic theology is preserved, 
but it uan hardly be said that monotheistic' religion remains." 

8 Moulton, Tr. Mag., pp. 88, 90. 
9 Subject to rare lapses noticed below. See Moulton, Tr. Mag., pp. 85-7. 
IO Casartelli disapproves of the use of the words ' archangel ' and ' angel ' 

for Ameshospands and Yazatas.-See Op. cit. p. 75. 
11 Moulton, Tr. Mag., P- 100. 
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And we should add, duaiism became more prominent with 
Ahriman acquiring a more pronounced individuality and 
independence and spoiling the work of Ormazd by his counter
creations in every realm oj being. C. de· Harlez correctly 
describes the development of Zoroastrianism vvhen he says1

Z 

that '' the Monotheistic tendencies predominate in the 
G-athils, dualism in the Vendidad, naturalism in the Yasna 
and the revivified cult of the spirits in the Yashts." 

Apparently, the return of the nature-gods was mediated 
by the association established between the ethical attributes 
of Ahura and certain elements of the physical world with tbe 
help of obscure Gathic passages or of the ordinary laws of 
cause and effect. Possibly the political conditions were still 
unfavourable for a direct return to nature-worship and it is 
not improbable that Zoroastrian intolerance was responsible 
for the dis~ppearance of the class which could reinstate the 
suppressed beliefs and practices in their purity and entirety. 
In every period of religious or social reform the hand of 
oppression falls most heavily on the priestly c1.ass as being the 
conservers and custodians of ancient wisdom : we may vrry 
well suppose that the suppression of the older priestly clasioi 
by the reformers is responsible Jor the loss of much of t_h13 
Aryan tradition in Iran as compared with India where the 
Upanis~adic seers did not care much about the type of Gorl the 
people worshipped (although most of them looked upon the 
sacrificial cult with disfavour) and were not · su:fficie111ily 
interested in social welfare to seek political aid to enforce 
their own spiritual views on the people at large. So it 
happened in Iran that during the period of counter-reforma· 
tion some of the older Indo-Iranian gods lost their original 
functions, if not actually degraded into demons, while others 
-possibly those who had at one time a strong local support 
and lingered in popular memory--not only recovered their 
functions but possibly had an extension of their dominion.13 

12 C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 122; see Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. M. 
13 See Dhalla, Zo·r, Th., p. 97. 
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Later Zoroastrianism remained true to the Prophet's 
teaching in the sense that it always strove to maintain the 
supremacy of Ormazd14 and the superiority (at least in theory, 
if not always in practice)15 of the personified abstractions 
which in the Gatha Haptanghaiti received the collective name 
of the Amesha Spentas (Immortal Beneficent Ones) . But, by 
extending the pantheon with the Yazatas (the Adorable 
Ones) and the Fravashis (tho Guardian Angels) and treating 
them practically as lower gods, it seriously threatened .the 
Prophet's monotheism and in fact tended to view spiritual 
powers in an anthropomorphic fashion. Thus, while in the 
Gathas Ahura Mazdah is most spiritually conceived and the 
various qualities servo, like so many ,facets of a single 
diamond, to indicate his single spiritual nature, in the younger 
Avestan religion these divine attributes are not only indepen
dently, though subordinately, conceived but are assigned 
distinct elements of nature as their special domains.16 In 
this way Vohu Manah, conceived by the Prophet to represfmt 
Wisdom and Spiritual Enlightenment as . gifts of God, 17 

• 14 .b1xcept that he is oc!'-asionally represented a.s worshipping !lOme of the 
Yaz,\tas (see below). 

15 Casartelli, op. cit., p. 76. 
16 Soderblom, op. cit., p. 190. Moulton thinks that the Ameshospands sr•r 

vived Zarathushtra only in name.-Tr. lJIIag., p. 7\J. Benveniste thinks that their 
ahstmct names are certainly Zoroastrian in origin but that each of them has taken 
the place of a formerly deified element whoso name was abolished (op. cit., p. 83). 
In Shayast la -Shayast, Ch. XV, 4 (SBE, V, p. 373), it is said that Auharmazd aml 
the Archangels each produced his (or her) own creation. 

17 The first of Ahura Mazda's creation was Vohu Mano, " Good Mind " 
(!loth good intelligence and good moral sense), in consultation with whom he pro

duced all his other ~reatures, just as in !J1e Old Testament (Prov. 8) Wisdom is 
the first creation of Jehovah, and stood beside him as master-builder when God 
esroblished tl1e heavens and the Parth. What is said of Vohu :M:ano in the Gathas 
is sometimes strikingly similar to what Philo sa,ys about the Logos. Dannesteter 
was led by this resembLance, among other things, to think that the Gathas (which 
he l'egarded not. as the oldest part of the Avesta, bnt as comparatively recent) were 
directly influenced by Jewish Alexandrian philosophy.-G. F. Moore, History of 
Religions, I, p. 381. This theory fell practically still-born, and no Iranist of re

pute accepts it, for notices of the Gathic religion are older than Philo by some 
centuries. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 9 f.; Tr. Mag., p. 6 Soderblom, op. cit., 
p. 191. For Wisdom and its relation to Divine creation in the Ma.inyo·i Kha.rd, 

see Oasartelli, op. cit., p. 34 f.; for Vohuman, see p. 44 f. 
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becomes, by virtue of certain stray associations with cattle 
in the Gathas,18 the patron deity of cattle in later litera~ 
ture. 19 Asha Vahishta, who represents Divine Righteoufl"' 
ness or the Divine Law of Harmony in indiV"idual and sOcrar 
life, becomes, through similar Ga.thic association,zo the lQrd 
of fire or light.z1 

. I\hshctthra Vairya, Divine Rule an~.J3ene
ficence, comes to be regarded as the lord of metals,zz probably 
through association with the Molten Metal which would 
finally establish the kingdom of righteousness.z3 .Armaiti, 
Holy Skill, Piety or the devotional counterpart of Righteous· 
ness,z4 becomes the presiding spirit of earth which provide2 
pasture to cattle25 and gives continued life and indestructi
bility to the bodies of the righteous.26 Haurvatat, Welfare 
or Perfection that comes from physical vigour and endurance 
and a sense of righteous and joyful living,Z7 becomes the 
genius of water, 28 and Ameretat or Immortality, vvhich 

18 Ys. 29.7, 8; 31.10; 47.3. 
19 See Dhulla, Zor. Th., p. 29; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 4"9; C. de Ha.rlez, op. 

cit., p. 140. 
20 Ys. 34.4; 43.9; 46.7; 31.3. For other references, see Dha.lla, Zor. Th., 

p. 43 (under ATAH). 
21 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 35; Jad<.son, Zor. Stu., p. 49; C. de Harlez, op. cit., 

p. 141. So also Agni and J;tta in the. Vedas.-See Lommel, Some CMresponding 
Conceptions in Old India. and Imn in Dr. Modi Mem. Vol., p. 262. 

22Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 37; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 50; C. de Harlez, op. 
cit., p. 142; Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 111-2. 

23 Ys. 30.7; 32.7; 51.9. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 157. 
24 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 37 f.; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 50; C. de Harlez, t'IJ. 

r:it., p. 142. 
25 Ys. 47.8. 

26 Ys. 30.7. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 350, f.n.4. He associates the word 
with Ara mata, Earth Mother (Ear. Zor., p. 112). The difficulty is that the Vedas 
!mow both Mother Earth and Aramati; the confusion would then be pre-Zoroastrian. 
" This presumes burial as practieed by the Iranians, and notably by the Achaeme
niar. kings." 

SOderblom thinks that Zarathushtra saw in the earth a symbol of resigna
tion, piety and devotion (op. cilt., p. 201). For resurrection of the body,, see Dhalla, 
Zor. Th., p. 289. 

27Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 40; Jackson, op. cit., p. 51; C. de Harlez, op. cit., 
!'· 142. 

28 Dhalla, Zor. 'l'h., p. 41; Jackson, Zor. Stt;.., p. 52; C. de Harlez, op. cit., 
r. 143. 
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stands for the deathlessness and felicific reward of the bl~ssed 
in Paradise, 29 is set over plants, 30 possibly on the basis of 
a Gathic passage which mentions them all together 31 and of 
another which declares them to be for sustenance 
(possibly ambrosia and nectar). 32 Thus, out of the Prophet's 
sp:ritual message, posterity managed to get the presiding 
geniuses of earth, water, fire, plants and animals and also 
of metals. In no time were the. other realms also provided 
with appropriate spirits and in fact duplicates were in some 
cases also supplied,33 and even ~ual divinities. 34 We haYc 
it from Herodotus that the Persians worshipped the vault of 
the Sky, Sun, Moon, Earth, Fire, ·water and Vhnds and also 
Lhe Assyrian (and Arabian) Mylitta (Anahita), corresponding 
to the Greek Aphrodite (Venus), which Herodotus identiftes 
by mistake with Mitra-a true enough picture of the un
reformed religion of Inin to which Zoroastrianism almost 
completely reverted in popular worship. 35 

"When once the flood-gates were opened it was difficult 
to stem the tide of new intrusions into Zarathustra's spiritual 
monotheism. It seemed as if the abstract and the ethical 
were iii some dang_er of being swept away by the concret.e 
and the material. The secondary associations also began to 
encroach upon and replace the primary meanings, and this 
led to the personification of the ordinary objects and attributes 

29 Dhalla., Zor. Th., p. 40; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 51; C. de Harlez, op. 
c;it., p. 143. 

30 Dhalla, Zor. Th ., p. 41 ;. Jackwn, Zor. 8t1t., p . 52; 0 : de Ha.rlez, op. Git., 
p . 143. 

31 Ys. 51.7: 
32 Ys. 34.11. Bee ·Dhalla , Znr. Th. , p. 40 ; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 363, n.L 

33 Asha Vahisbta and Xta-r for fire (possibly the one was the transcendent and 
the other the immanent spirit of fire)'; Apam Napat (retained in A.ban Yasht) and 
Ardvi Siira Anahita; Armaiti · and Zam. 

3t " The more prominent of the dual divinities are Ahura-Mithra. (corres
. pending to the Mitra-Varuna; of the Vedas), Hvarekhshaeta-Mithra, Mithra-Rashnu, 
Mithra-Raman, Rashnu-Arshtat, Rallliln-Vayu, Daena-Cbisti, Ashi Vanghuhi
Pareridi and Asman-Zamyat."-Dhalla, Zor. Th. , p. 99. 

35 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 391-4, with footnotes; Benveniste, ap. rd., 
p. 26; Ys. 38 and 42.3. For the derivation -of Anahitii., see Moulton, Ear. Zor., 
p- 238; Benveniste, op. cit., p. 62 f, 
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of the Gathas into angelic beings. 36 For oontemplation of 
Divine attributes there was substituted the remembrance of 
Divine names37 and, as in • India, the magic • of manthra 
(mantra) often came to be regarded as more potent than Diith 
in Divine grace and omnipotence. !fhough, higl:1er in ... .tl1e 
spiritual hierarchy, the A.mesha $pentas bEJgin,. i11 fact,. t() 
be outshone by the Yazatas, and, as Dhalla remarks, 39 ''the 
angels Anahita and Tishtrya, Mithra and Verethraghna t!gure 
more prominently4° than the archangels Vohu Manah and 
Asha Vahishta, Armaiti and Ameretat,'' and some of them 
appropriate the longest rolls of praise. The Fravashis, 41 

again, make their appearance in the Avestan religion for the 
first time, although it is not unlikely that the introduction 
was facilitated by the Prophet's reference to the soul of the 
Ox (and of the Kine) laying before the Heavenly throne its 
woes on earth and to his own self being chosen to succour it 
in distress. 42 

We have in the worship of the Fravashis .the revival of 
that cult of ancestor-worship which is such a prominent 
featme of the Hindu religion from Vedic times43 and which 

36 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 76. He quotes as illustrations Da.ena, Chisti, Mithra, 
Raman, Rata, Mantbra, Airyaman, Asha, Hvare, Maongbab, Asman, Usbah, Atar 
and Zarn. See also p. 196. 

D. M. Mad.an in his Discourses on J1·anian Literature (p. 4 f.) dissocia-tes 
himself from the view that the Yazad<; and Amsbaspends are personal entities (an
gels and arohangels)-he considers them to be eithe:r abstract qualities or material 
oLjects personified. 

37 See Orma.zd Yasht (Yt. 1). 
38 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 76. 
39 Ibid., p. 78. 
40 Dhalla makes a guarded statement about their recognition by Zoroaster 

(Zor. Th., p. 78) while Moulton rejects them in toto as objects of Zoroaster's velli>
ration. (Tr. Mag., p. 85 f.). 

41 Dr. Modi defines Fravashi as '' that power or spiritual essence in a suh 
stance which enables it to grow." " Fravashi is a spirit, a guardian spirit, inhet·· 
ent in everything, animate or inanimate, which protects it from decay and enab!eB 
it to grow, flouxish and prosper " (Religious Ceremonies and Customs of the PaT sis, 
p. 409). 

D. M. Madan thinks that the translation of l!'ravashi by guardian spirit or 
guiding spirit is wrong : it ought to mean the individuality that makes the world 
progmss or advance (op. cit., p. 10). 

42 Ys. 29. 
43 See Barth, Religions of India, p. 22 f.; Dhalla, Zor. Th., Ch. XV; Geiger, 

op. cit., I, p. 112 f. 
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rnust .have been a feature o£ Iranian religion also, judging hy 
the early re-appearance of the belief after the Gathic 
period was over. 44 If this were so, then, Moulton 
thinks, 45 the conception of the daena or self, the totality of 
one's ethical individuality (as distinguished from the urvan 
or soul, the principle of conscious personality), was 
" Zarathushtra's deliberate snbstitute for the fravashi " attd 
hence, characteristically enough, the daena belonged to the 
righteous and the wicked alike while the fravashi belonged 
to the righteous alone.46 It is in their capacity as the souls 
of ancestors that the fravashis took interest in their ·living 
descendants, were invoked and worshipped during the last 
ten days of the year including the :five intercalary days (the 
M~tktad), and had the month immediately following (Le., 
the first.month of the year) andalso the 19th day of each 

,~ month dedicated to them ;47 ·in return for such acts of filial 
piety they blessed the house and promoted. birth in the family48 

«Ys. 87.8. 
46Moulton, Ear~ Zor., .p .. 264; Tr. Mag., pp. BG-'7. 
46 In Yt. 13.155 the five ' souls ' or spiritual elements of a m&n are the 

Yitality, the self, the perception, the .soul and the Fravashi (Moulton, Ear .. Zor., 
p. 256 with fn. 2), or the spirit, conscience, perception, soul and Fravasbi (Dar· 
meSteter, SBE. XXTII, p. 230}. See also C. de Harlez, op. cit., 193, for the later 
grouping from the Great Bundehesh: also Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 128. For the dis
tinction between soul (urvan or Ravan) and guiding spirit {Fravashi); see Modi, 
Rel, Cer. and. Gus. of the Parsis, p. 416 f. By the end of tl>e Pahlavi period both 
ot these spiritual faculties, namely, the soul and the Farohllr, came to be conai· 
der!ld aa one and the same.-Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 245. For the modern reform move
ment to keep up the distinction and to stop. intercessory prayers for the dead, see 
Dhalla, Zor. Th .•. pp. 347-8. Siiderblom questions Moulton's distinction between 
the daena and the fravashi as above. See Moulton, Ear; Zor., p. 259; Casartelli. 
op. dt., p. 85; Geiger, op. cit., I, p. 124 with fn. 2. 

17 Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 257, 261; Tr. Mag,, pp. 169, 179: ERE. vi. 1.17: 
!Jhalla, Zor. Th., p. 148; C. de Rarl('Z, op. cit., p. 187; Jaekson, Zor. Stu., p. 60: 
ERE. i. 4155; Modi, Rel. Ce1·. and Cus. of the Parsis, pp. 423 f, 466 f. 

'I'I'te period is called Hamaspathmaedaya, when man was supposed to have 
been created by God, the orde:r of creation being the heavens, water, earth. vegetoble 
creation, animal creation and man, to each of which a Gahambar or .. season.1l 
festival of five days is dedicated (Modi, op. oit., p. 448); The Fravashis 
ot.th.e de!Ml are offered cakes. of meat and flour (myazda) in the funeral ceremony 
;>alled the afringiin {homage) and there is a ceremonial partaking of the same by 
hose present and qualified to take them. For the ceremony, see Modi, op. cit., 
. 391 f. For the gahanbiirs, see ERE. iii. 129. 

48 See Moult;on, Ear, Zor., p. 270, for references. Yt. ll!.li, 15, 150, 157; 
•halla, Zor. Th., p. 148 (the Frava.shis are dreadful whe~ offended), 
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fravashi being Spenta. Mainyu, presumably· because ·a.t the 
time Ahura Mazdah came to possess a fravashi Spenta Mainyu 
had been identified with him and did not need separate 
fravashi. for himself. 59 

Reference lms a1ready been made to the heaveD.ly .synod 
where the aggrieved soul of the ox was ·offered consolation 
by the promise of sending down"Zarathustra.who was. present 
there, and also to the belief that in du~ ti:me the ·saviours of 
the world would appear to rout the £orces o£ evil. . Thil31~d 
to the development of the idea that not only the d~ad and the 
living but also the unborn have fravashis ;· in other words, 
the souls of beings were invested with pre-existence as well 
asimmortality,60 and this ante-mundane existence assimilated 
them still further to the archangels and angels and established 
their right to the reverence of men. Thus. we are told that 
not only do they help men as their special protectors all 
through their lives, admonishing them through their intelli~ 
gence and their conscience and carrying their prayers to God 
and His gifts to them, but they return to heaven when life 
ha.s been well lived and thence continue their protective 
activity to the succeeding generatiorns also. 61 Now, it is this 
element Otf pre-existence that was later expanded into the ides 
that for the first three thousand years of the world's history 
the Fravashis had only a spiritual existence in heavenfj~ and 
that it is only when Angra Mainyu invaded the. d'ominion 
ofAhura Mazdah that they volunteered to fight the EviiSpirit 
in order to obtain care-free immortality at the . Renovation. 
The informed reader will at once remember the Platonic 
theory of the souls or essences of things existing in the world 

ing Qf Genius; also Modi, op. cit., pp. 418·9). See Moulton, The Teaching of 
ZarathuShtra, P• 95. 

5~ Dhalla, :Zor. Th., p. 85. 
. . 60 :l;{<l(i.i, op. cit., p. 416 f. See Jackson, Zoroast.er, p. 23; also Spiegel 

Memo·rial Vo-lume,. pp. 99-10&. 
61 It should be remembere>d that a man could invoke the aid uf other !ra-va· 

shis also although he was snpposecl . to he under the special protection of one· fra· 
vaehi.~See • ERE. vi. 117 .. As to the ultimate destiny of the fravashis of thoae 
wl!o, ha~ u.otJive~ .'yell it is difficult to get 11)1 exact answer. The SarJ.rJar Bunda· 
hish (and al·Bin;mi)consigned . . them to helL-Set ERE. vi. 117. 

G~ ~ :ERE. i. 005; vi. 117. 
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must have been a feature of Iranian religion also,. judging by 
the early re-appearance of the belief after the GatlJic 
period. was over.44

• If this were : sq-, then, Moulton 
thinks, 45 the conception of the daena or self, the totality of 
OJne's ethical individuality (as distinguished .from the unm.n 
or soul, the principle of co;qEJcious personality), was 
... Zarathushtra's deliberate 'substi~l.+te for the fravashi " and 
hence, characteristically enough,. tM daena belong~d to the 
righteous and the wicked alike ·whil~ the fravashi belonged 
to the righteous alone.46 It is in their capacity as the sol!Jt'! 
of ancestors that the fravashis took i~terest in their l}vi))s 
descendants, were invoked and worshipp~d during the last 
ten days of the year including the five .ip.tercalary days (the 
Muktad), and had the month immedi~tely following (i.~Cc? 
the first month of the year) and also the 19th .· day pJ .,. 
month dedicated to them ;47 in return for such acts of · filial 
piety they blessed the house and promoted birth in. the faz¢1t' 

« Ys. 87.8. • 
45 Moulton, Ear. Zor., p, 264; Tr. Mag., pp. 86·7. 
t6 In Yt. 13.155 the five ' souls ' or spiritual elements of a man are the 

vite.lity, the self, the percaption, the soul and the Fravashi (Moulton, Ear, Zor., 
p. 256 with fn. 2), or the spirit, conscience, perception, soul and Frava.sb'i (Dar· 
mcSteter, SBE. XXIII, p. 230). See also C. de Harlez, op. cit., 193, for the later 
grouping from the Great Bundehesh; also Jackson, Z01'. Stu., p. 123. For the dis· 
tinction between soul (urvan or Ravan) and guiding spirit (Fravashi), see Modi, 
Rel, Ger. and Cus. of the Parsis, p. 416 f. By the end oftl>.e Pahlavi peri® both 
of these spiritual faculties, namely, the son! and the Faroh3r, came. to ~.~!Ji· 
dered as one.and the same.-Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 245. For the modern reform.'l!nove
ment tn keep up the distinction a.nd to stop intercessory prayers for the dead, ~ 
Dhalla, Zor. Tk., pp. 847·8. 811derblom questions Moulton's distinction . betwl!ell 
the daena and the fravashi as above. See Moultol), Ear. Zor., p. 259: Casartelli. 
op. dit., p. 85; Geiger, op. cit., I, p. 124 with fn . .2. 

47Moultori, Ear. Zor., pp. 257, 261; Tr. Maq., p~. 169, 179; ERE. vi. 117: 
!)halla, Zor. Th., p. 148; C. de lr.:rtl1'z, op. cit., p. 187; JIICkson. Zor. Stu., p. 60; 
ERE. i. 4(55; Modi, Rel. Cer. and Gus. of the Parsis, PP- 423 f, 466 f. 

The period is called .. Ramaspathmaedry-a, wl>en man was l!llpnosed .to bave 
been crea\ed ]Jy .God, the ori!e:r. of creation being the l1eavens, water, earth, vegetable 
creation, animal cmtion and man, to each of which a Ga:1ambar cr seas<:Jm! 
festival of five days is dedicated (Modi, op. cit., p. 44S). Tbe Frav~shia 
of the dead are offered cakca of meat 'a,lld flour (mya~da) in th~ funeral rercl'"'ony 
called the iifringiin. (homage) and there is a ceremonial p:utaking or tht' same by 
those present and qualified to take thew. For the ceremony, see Modi. op. cit .. , 
p. 391 f. For the gahanbii1s, s® .liRE. iiL 129. 

48 See Moulton, Ear, Zor., p. 270, for references. Yt. 18.5, .. 15, 150, 157; 
Dltalla, Zor. Th., p. 148 (the Fravashis are dreadful when ofre:nded). 

61 
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fravashi being Spenta Mainyu, presumably because 
time Ahura Mazdah came to possess a fravashi Spenta Mainyu 
had been identified with him and did riot need •· a separate 
fravashi for himself. 59 

Reference has already been made to the heavenly synod 
where the aggrieved soul of the ox was offered consolation 
by the promise of sending dow~ Zarathustra who was present 
there, and also to the belief that in due time the saviours of 
the world would appear to rout the forces of evil. This led 
tc the development of the idea that not only the dead and the 
living but also the unborn have fravashis; in other words, 
the souls of beings were invested with pre-existence as well 
as immortality/0 and this ante-mundane existence assimilated 
them still further to the archangels and angels and established 
their right to the reverence of men. 'l1hus, we are told that 
not only do they help men as their special protectors . all 
through their lives, admonishing them through their intelli
gence and their conscience and carrying their prayers to God 
and His gifts to them, but they return to heaven when life 
has been well lived and thence continue their protective 
activity to the succeeding generaticns also Y Now, it is this 
element of pre-existence that was later expanded into the ide3 
that for the first three thousand years of the world's history 
the Fravashis had only a spiritual existence in heavenr;z and 
that it is only when Angra Mainyu invaded the dominion 
of Ahura :M:azdah that they volunteered to fight the Evil Spirit 
in order to obtain care-free immortality at the· Renovation. 
The informed reader will at once remember the Platonic 
theory of the souls or essences of things existing in the world 

ing of Genius; also Modi, op. cit., pp. 418-9). See M~ulton, The Teachinu of 
Zarathushtra, p. 95. 

59 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 85. 
so Modi, op. cit., p. 416 f. See Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 23; also Spiegel 

MIJm.oria.l Volume, pp. 99-106. 
~1 It should be remembered that a man could invoke the aid of other fraV&· 

shis also .. although he was supposed to be unJer the special protection of one fra.
ve,shi.-See EHE. vi. 117. As to the ultimate destiny of the fravashis of those 
who had !lot. lived well it is difficult to get an exact answer. ')]he .Sad-dar Bunda· 
hish [and aJ.-Biruni) consigned them to b,ell.-Set }!i}.tE}. yi. 117. 

62 .!3ee ERE. i. 205; Yi.. 117. 
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of Ideas before incarnating .themselves (and the resemblance 
becomes closer when we find that bo.th ,Platonism and later 
Zoroastrianism placed each soulin his own star); but it is 
doubtful if Zoroastrianism ever seriously contended for . the 
eternity of the Fravashis since that would take them out oi 
the creative activity of Ahpra Mazdah. 63 

But it is easier to multiply entities than to assign to them 
proper functions. We may very well believe that the puritans 
of the faith did not take kindly to these innovations and that 
the more they ignored these creations (or revivals) ·the more 
zeal did the counter-reformationists show to prove their reality 
and power. Judging by parallels from other religions, 
specially from Hinduism, we may almost take it for granted 
that the mediating spirits like the Amshaspands and the 
Fravashis ·and the departmental deities like the Yazatas 
served to bring God nearer the hearts and homes of men and 
to introduce ·a sense of sanctification of _ their surroundings 
much more @ffectively than the one Ahura Mazdah whom 
Zarathustra had preached. A God that serves all purposes 
in all fields equally at all times is as good as one that serves 
no special purpose of the individual at all. Why, again, 
should the Lord of all creation personally look to the details 
of administration when even an earthly king has so many 
assistants and servants? That the latter is obliged to take 
help because he is not omnipotent, omniscient and omni~ 

present, and not because it is beneath his dignity or beyond 
his desire to do so, is what men with a sense of their own 
limitations do not understand and appreciate. Wishing un- · 
consciously to get rid of the drudgery and the inconvenience 
of having to do everything for themselves, they ascribe to 
God a host oJ helpers so that He may enjoy the comforts of 
His sovereign majesty unalloyed by the troubles of personal 
administration. A solitary God in a lonely heaven, again, is 

&a Tho other point o£ distinction would be that the ld~s manifested tbetli· 
·~elves in classes whereas the Fravashis were for in{lividual beings or groups taken 
as a whole. In Mediaeval speculation in Europe, however, the embodiment of 11n 
J.d~~~o iJl a single a~el was not unknown. 
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In later Zoroastrian literature it is. the Amesha Spentas 
that suffered the greatest amount of transformation~ ~or when 
concrete gods were in demand ahstmctions and attribute:; 
were the least satisfadory from the 9eyotio11al poiJ.!~· ()L;;ie\v. 
Even in the later Avestan literature, as Dhalla poi!l.ts oul/1 

'' the arohangels, who are higher •inthe···spifitual.hi~rarcby. 
have either to co,ntent themselves with short laudatory corn
positions or g·o entirely without any .·• special d~4ica~iOl} '' 

while some of the longest sacrificial hymns are compo·sed in 
honour of the Yazatas: and " some of the attributes th:tt are 
the prerogative of Ahum Mazda alone are lavishly applied 
to the leading angels, but the authors are sparing even to 
parsimony when they confer honorific epithets on the Amesha 
Spentas. '' Even in the Haptan Yasht, supposed to be 
specially dedicated to the Amesha $pentas, praises of some of 
the Yazat::~,s and of the Fravashis of the faithful fill nea-rly 
half the sP .. · ace. Each is provided with a fravashi like Ahura 

' . ' . 

Mazdah himself, aJthough their old unification .through Ahur81 
.. is retained by means of the supposition that these fravashis of 

the archangels are all of one thought, one speech and one 
de.ed, have the same father and commander, namely, Ahura 
Mazdah, and see one another's sou1.72 What is more im
portant to note, however, is. the tendency to think of them 
in concrete shapes. They dwell in Garonma.na, the highest 
heaven, which is less often thought of as the abode of prai.s~ 
than as the region of endless light 73 (just .. as . the GMhie 
Humata, Good Thought, Hu7chta, Good W'Orks, and 

. Hvarshta, Good Deeds--the other three heavens in orderof 
e){cellence, respectively become the realm o.f the Stars, the 
Moon and the Sun), and there they oceupy golden seats (1ike 
Ahura Mazdah). 74 If Geldner's suggestion be correet, it 
appears that Vohu Manah was ·worshipped in the form of 

71 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 78. 
72 Yt. 13.83-4; 19.16-20. 
73 Similarly the Vedic heaven is rooana, the luminous space, and when 

three heavens are distinguished t.hey are'l called tri rocand.-,-Macdonell, Vedic 
Mythology, p. 9. 

74,Vend. 19,31, .32. See also Dhalla, Zo1'. Th., p. 276; Geiger, op. elf: .. , I, 
p. lO.f.. with -fn, l; J&Ckson

1 
Zor. St., :p .. 147. · , . . . . . . · 
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pf -~dea~ before inc~rn~ti~g ' themselves (and 'the resembiance 
becomes clos~r whe~ we fi-nd that both Platonis~ artd later 
Z6roistrianisni placed e'ach soul in his ownstar) ·; but it is 
d~mbtful if Zoroastrianism ever seriously contended . for the 
eternity 'of the Fravashis since that would take' th~ni out of 
the'creat1ve act1vity of Ahura Mazdah.63 . .. . . . .. 

. . But i~ is easier to multiply entities than to assign to them 
p~oper functions. vVc in~J.Y very weilbelieye tpa~ the. purit.~l}S 
of the faith di(f :qot tike kindly to these inrio:v~tion's'. arid . tha( 
the , more they ignored. th~se creations · (or revivals) the mor~ 
zealdid the eounter-reforrriationists show to prove theirreality 
an(i .P01Ver.· Judgi:ng by . parallels from other religi!)DS, 
specially from Hinduism, w·e may almost take it for .grarited 
that the mediating spiritsiike the Amshaspands . a:o,d the 
Fra-yashis and the depa.rtmei}tal deities lik~ the · Yazata~ 
serv~d to bring God nearc;r the hearts and lwmes of me1;1 · apd. 
to. introduce a.sense of , san9~ifwatjon, of t}lei:t; _ ·surrQu~qings 
muc'h· more. eife6t1vely th~4 the . one . Ahura Mazq~h ' :W~om . 
z :arat}lustra. had preacheg ... · A God' _th~t serves . all p~t'pose~ . 
in al_l fields equally . at a:il times is as, good as' on~- that .se~ve~ 
no special purpose .of<:t.~e- indi_vidual at alL Why; _agaiU:, 
should the Lord of all yreailon personally lqok to the details 
of adil).inistration when ev~n an earthly king l:tas so many 
a~Ssistants and. seryants? That the latter i.s obliged to take_ 
help because he is . n,Qt QIIH;>.Ip9tent, . omnisciept and . omni: 
present, and _not because it .is beneath his d.ignity'or bey(md 
his desire ·to do so, is what men with a sense of the~r own 
limitations do not understand and appreciate. Wishing un
consciously to . get rid. of the drudgery and .the inqonvenience 
of having to do everything for themselves, they . ascribe- ·to 
God a host of helpers so that He may enjoy the co:zp.forts of 
His sovereign majesty uriaJloyed ·by the troubles of personal 
administration. A solitary God in a lonely heaven, again, is 

63 The other point of distinction would be that the Idllllos manifested them' 
•elves in c1ttsses whereas the Fra.vo.ahis were for individual beings or· groups taken 
" a. whole. In Mediaeval speculation in Europe, however, the embod!ment of an 
· W.. - a till«le angel was not unknoWD. 
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In later Zoroastrian literature it is the Amesha SpeutaB 
that suffered the greatest; amount of transforma.tion, for when 
concrete gods were in demand ahstradions and attribute;; 
were the least satisfaetory from the devotional point of view. 
Even in the later Avestan literature, as Dhalla points out,11 

" the archangels, who are higher in the spiritna.l hierarchy 
have either to co.ntent themselve~ 'vith short laudatory eom·· 
positions or go entirely withmit any special dedication " 
while some of the longest sacrificial hymns are composed in 
honour of the Yazatas: and '' some of the attributes that are 
the prerogative of Ahura Mazda alone are lavishly applied 
to the leading angels, but the authors are sparing even to 
parsimony when tlJey confer honorifie epithets on the Amesha 
Spentas." Even in the Haptan Yasht, supposed to be 
speciaily dedicated to the Amesha Spentas, praises of some of 
the Yazatas and of the Fravashis of the faithful fill nearly 
half the space. Each is provided wHh a fravashi like Ahur~ 
Mazdah himself, although their old unification through Ahurl'l 
is retained by means of the supposition that the~e fravashis ot 
the archangels are all of one thought, one speech and one 
deed, have the same father and commander, namely, Ahura 
Mazdah, and see one another's sou1.71 What is more im
portant to note, however, is the tendency to think of them 
in concrete shapes. They dwell in Gnronma.na, the highest 
heaven, which is less often thought of as the abode of praise 
than as the region of endlesR light 73 (just a8 the Gathic 
Humata., Good Thought, Hul;,hta, Good Works. and 
Hvarshta, Good Deeds---the other three heavens in order of 
excellence, respectively become the realm of the Stars, the 
Moon and the Sun), and there they occupy golC!en seats (like 
Ahura Mazda.h). 74 If Goldner's suggestion be correet, 1t 
appears that Vohu Manah was worshipped in the form of 

71 Dhalla., Zo~. Th., p. '79. 
12 Yt. 13.83-4; 19.16-20. 
73 Similarly the Vedic heaven is rocana, the luminous epaqe,. and whel'l 

three heavens are disHnguishcd they are called tri rocand.c-Mo.cdone!l, Vedic 
l{ythology, p. 9. 

"'Vend. 19.31., 32. See aleo Dhalla, Zor. Th.., p. 276; Geiger, "'!• At., I, 
p. lOt with fn. 1; Jackson, Zor. St., p. 11.7. 
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an image which, when defiled, could be purified by an appro
priate ceremony. 75 It is not improbable, therefore, that tbe 
iconic worship of Vohu Manah (Omanus or Omanes), if not 
of Ameretat also, in Oappadocia, described by Strabo/6 was 
a radical innovation, prompted by the desire to obtain im
mortality in Garonmana where Vohu Manah rises from his 
golden seat to welcome the stml of the faithful led by his 
hea11tiful Daena. 77 It has often been pointed out that the 
Apocalyptic literature of the Bible owes much to Zoroastrian
ism and it is in Apocalyptic visions that spiritual things tend 
to>assume pidorial form ;78 it is no wonder, therefore. that 
the Spirit that greets the pious soul should be more material
ly conceived than the other Amesha Spentrts. At a still later 
age Vohu Manah is represented as supplying the new arrivals 
in heaven with gold-embroidered robes and golden thrones 
while material comforts are purveyed by the Fravashis.79 

All the Amesha Spentas are represented as coming down to 
the oblations in a shining pathway80 as befitting dwellers of 
the region of light in whose presence, later writers tell us, 
Zarathustra fails to see his own shadow.81 

Further deterioration of the ethical side of the Amesha 
Spentas takes place during the Pahlavi period although their 
spiritual character does not disappear altogether. Thus, 
while their beneficent nature is emphasised by the belief that 
they form an assembly three times every day in the fire-temple 

15 Vend. tr..20-5. See Moulton, Ea-r. Zor., p. 101. The Pa.hlavi explanation is 
different.~See SBE, IV, p. 210, n.6; p. 211, n. 1-4. 

16 Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 100, 409; Tr. Mag., p. 79. Benveniste (op. cit., 
p. 63 f) equates Omanes with Verethraghna; see the whole discussion there. See 
also Jackson, Zor. St11., pp. 49, 52; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 81. 

11 Vend. 19.31. In Vend. 7.52 Ahura Mazdah is represented as welcoming him. 
See Casartelli, .op. cit,., p. 72, for Sassanmn belief. 

See :&hman Yasht. 
78 See M{)ulton, T-r. Mag., p. 76 in. this connection. 

79 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 179, 277; also Yt. 22.18 where the oil of 
Z~remaya (spring-butter) is supplied to thE! soul at the command of Ahura 
Mazdah. 

so Yt. 13.84; 19.17. 
Sl See the reference in Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 226; see also Q. de, R&rlez, op. 

~fl., p. 131. 
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and '' shed good works and righteousness around · for.. the 
advantage of the devout votaries that frequent the sacred 
places,'' it is maintained at the sa:rhe time that the prayers 
and offerings must be performed with accuracy8a-the same 
emphasis on formality which characterised the Vedic religion 
during the period of the BrahmaJ.las. They have not ·only 
special days dedicated to them 'but they have their favourite 
flowers83 . and also their special domains or elements 
to protect, namely, men, animals, fire, metal, earth, 
water and plants.84 Woe unto him who observes the 
virtues that they represent but fails to take care 
of the concrete things that are under their special 
charge! To quote Dhalla :25 "Vohuman, for instance, as 
the genius of good mind, did not emphasize the faithful 
adherence to good thoughts, but contented himself with re
minding the prophet to teach mankind to take care of his 
cattle. Artavahisht, the genius of Righteousness, gave no 
command to Zaratusht to exhort men to follow the path of 
Righteousness, but taught him that the best way of pro
pitiating the heavenly spirit was to propitiate his fire.'' 
Dhalla refers in this connection to a Pazand penitential 
prayer of the 4th century A.D. in which the penitent '' craves 
forgiveness for any offence that may have been committed by 
ill-treating the earthly object over which the genius presides '' 
but no mention is made of the offence against the abstract 
virtue over which the archangel in question presides. The 
horror of defiling the elements86 as also a consiqerable lapse 
from spirituality in worship naturally arose out of this attitude 
of mind. In fact, the material association had a reper
cussion upon the nature of the Amshaspands themselves, for 
we are told that they assumed visible forms and came to the 

82 Sat, Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. <JfJ7. 
83 Boo Modi, op. cit., pp. 396·7. The cock is the favourite bird of Vohuman 

(see Casartelli, op. cit., p. 74). 
8t Dha.lla., Zor. Th., p. 227. These a.re supposed to have been reveale,d to 

Zoroaster in separate visions by the archangels.-Bee Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 46-9, 
See also p. 50 for conference with Haoma and other angels. 

85 Dha.lla, Zor. Th., p. 196; see Casa.rtelli, op. cit., p. 75, 
~~See Dh!!lLa., Zqr, Th., pp. 233, 234, 
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court of King Gushtasp (VIshtaspa) as envoys of Ormazd to 
certify the divine mission of Zoroaster, 87 just as they had once 
descended to convey to earth the Fravashi of the Prophet on 
a stem of the Hom-plant and to his mother his material 
essence mixed with milk. 88 Nay, when Zoroaster met 
Vohuman. he could accurately notice his gigantic size, his 
face, and his dress ; even hi~ wide steps did not escap~ the 
notice of the Prophet when being led to the council of the 
Amshaspands.89 The Farvardin Yasht had told of ~he fine 
body of the Fravashi of Ahura Mazdah and of the beautiful 
and active forms wherewith he clothed the Amesha Spentas :qQ 

popular imagination took the matter in the way usual to it 
all the world over-it materialised the conception as thorough
ly as circumstances would permit. 91 

It is doubtful, however, if the Amesha Spentas ·would, 
have been materialised so far had not the conception of .the 
Yazatas been developed in the meantime. Reference Juts 
already been made to the fact that the craving for. familiar 
contact with tlie spiritual powers partially rehabilitated the 
pre-Zoroastrian polytheism albeit in close alliance with the 
Prophet's own religion. When spirits rule eachdepartm~nt 
of nature and each spiritual quality, their number must be 
very large. Although about forty only are. mentioned in th.e 
Avestan texts, '' they are numbered by hundreds and ·by 
thousands and by hundreds of thousands, nay even morc.'' 92 

Some of them have come down from Indo-Iranian times
Mithra, Airyaman, Haoma, Verethraghna, Parendi, Rata(?), 
Nairyosangha, Apam Napat, Ushah and Vayu can be easily 

87 Dhalla, Zor~ Th., pp. 196, 229; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 47; Zoro(lster, .PP· 
5:;, 615. Ashavab,ishto and the Propitious Fire (Bfirzhin-Mitrii) accompa.ny 
Vobuman. 

88 See Jackson, Zoroaster, pp. 24-5. 
89 Dhalla, Zor. Tk., pp. 196,. 228; Jackson, Zoroaster, p. 41. 
so Yt. 13. 80·1. 
91 As an illust=ation of materialisation may he cited the attribute 'swiftest 

chargers' given to the Amesha Spentas in the Gathas (Ys, 50. 7) and its 
transformation in the Persian Zartusht Nihnah into the. statement that they 
rode upon wonderful horses.--See Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 47. 

92 See Dhalla, Zor. Tk., p. 96; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 55; also Casartelli, 
op. cit., p. 71' f 
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identified by their Vedic names93 and are mostly nature-gods. 
But there were others of Iran'ian growth, some spiri bua.l ·and 
some natural in origin, of only a few of whom. Vedic .parallels 
are known: these are Atar, Ardvi . Sura .Anahita, Hvare~ 
khshaeta, Maonghah, Tishtrya, Drvaspa, Sraosha, Rashnu, 
Raman, Daena, Chisti, Erethe, Rasanstat, Ashi Vanghuhi; 
Arshtat, Asman, Zamyat, Manthra Spenta, Damoish 
U pamana and Anaghra Raochao. 94 Very often the personifi
cation is thin and the worship lapses from the adoration o1 
the presiding spirits to that of the natural elements them
selves ;95 and regarding a few of them details are exceedingly 
scanty. rrhey are of both sexes, the sex depending genera 11y 
upon the type of work or virtue represented. 96 Some of tl1em, 
again, go together on account of functional affinity :md form 
dual Y azatas. To quote Dhalla ;97 '' Mithra as the sovereign 
lord of wide pastures forms a pair with Ahura ; as the lord of 
light, he works in consort with Hvarekhshaeta, the geniu~ 
of light; as the lord of truth, he works in company with 
Rashnu; and as the lord of plenty and prosp"erity, he enters 
into comradeship with Raman. The more prominent of 
the dual divinities are Ahura-Mithra, Hvarekhshaeta-Mithra, 
Mithra-Rashnu, Mithra-Raman, Rashnu-Arshtat, Raman· 
Vayu, Daena-Chisti, Ashi Vanghuhi-Parendi and Asman
Zamyat.'' If the last be taken as the Iranian equivalent of 
the Vedic Dyava-p:rthivi and Rashnu-Arshtat and Daena
Chisti be excepted, it is interesting to note that in the above 
list an Iranian and a Vedic god are paired togetl}er, possi b1y 
to indicate what Iranian Yazata should be taken as equivalent 
or allied to what pre-Zoroastrian deity, and that Mithra's 
pre-eminence in popular favour is shown by the fact that at 
least four Iranian gods are needed to take over his diffenmt 

9a See Dhalla, Zor. · Th., p. 96. Some Vedic gods like Indra., Sarva, 
Naoatya, etc., have become demons in Zoroastrianism. 

94 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 97. 
95 Ibid., loc. cit. 
96 This step falsified the description of Diogenes that the Magi condemn 

the use of images, and especially th•~ error of those who attribute to the divinities 
difference of sex.-See Moulton, Tf', Mag., p. 99. 

9'1 Dhall&, Zor. T1t., p. 99; also p. 105. 
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functions, indicating thereby his past gloty and presaging 
his future greatness in the Mithraic cult. It is well known 
that when Mahayana Buddhism was developed, a similar 
identification of the new Buddhistic deities with the ·old 
Hindu gods also took place and that when Mithraism began 
to spread in the West a similarity between G-reek and Iranian 
deities was established, as t>f Zeus and Ot:inazd, Apollo arid 
Mi thra, V erethraghna and Heraldes. 98 

The whole theory of Yazatas (Izads) was brought into re
lation with Zoroastrianism in a number of ways. The Yazata':l 
are the creatures of Ahura (some like Atat being regarded a::. 
his children, just as Vohu Manah, Asha ind Armaiti were 
in the Gathas) ,99 and they transmit his will to mankind 
and assist him in the ma1ntenance of his ci·eation. They 
are divided in~o two classes-spiritual and material. Ahura 
Mazdah is the greatest and the best of the Yazatas and is at 
the head of the heavenly division, while Z.arathustra is the 
chief of the earthly Yazatas.100 Then, again, the Arnesha 
Spentas are ~cognised as higher in the spiritual hierarchy, 
and in the Persian Calendar the first seven days of the month 
are dedicated . to Ahura Mazdah and the Amshaspands and 
the last 23 days are dedicated to the Yazatas.101 The 
Zoroastrian·Iitanies (Nyaishes) began with a homage to 
Ahura Mazdah and sometimes to the Amsbaspands also. In 
later times was propounded the theory of Hamkiir, according 
to which the Yazatas were supposed to be the collaborators, 
auxiliarie~ or fellow-workers oi Ormazd and the Amshaspands, 
the assignment being to Ahura Mazda Dai pa Adar, Dai pa 
Mihir and Dai pa Din ; to Vobu Manah (Bahman), Maonghah 

98 See ERE. iv. 754; Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 107. Jackson, Zor. St., p. 172. 
The reference is to the inscription of Antiochus I of Cotil.filagene (6\l-38 B.C.). 

99 Se!l Dha.lla, Zor. Th., pp. 21, 134. C. de Hadez rightly points out, how
over, that " often the influence of monotheism is visible only in the addition to 
the name of a spirit of the epithet Mazda ilhii.ta (areated by Mazda), lllilode with 
a view to subordinate the former to the power of the s1lpl'eme master " (Op. cit., 
p. 122). Moulton. compares the Roman Catholic and Greek Orthodox systems with 
the Pa.rsi religion in this respect. (Tr. Mag., p. 100.) 

100 Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 56; Dha.lla, Zor. Th., pp. 96-7. 
101 Modi, op. cit., pp. 897, 481; ERE. iii. 128 f. For the significance of the 

,.,,rious day.s of the month, see Kaxaka, op. cit., I, pp. 134-44. 
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(Mah or Mohor), Geush urvan (Goshiiriin or Gosh) and Rama 
Hvastra (Ram); to Asha Vahishta (Ardibehesht), Atar (Adar), 
Sraosha (Srosh) and Verethraghna (Bahram) ;10Z to Khshathru 
Vairya (Shatravar or Shahrevar), Hvarekhshaeta (Khurshed), 
Mithra (Meher or Mihr), Asman and Anaghra Raochao 
(Aneran); to Spenta Armaiti (Spandarmad), Apam Napat 
(.A ban), Daena (Din), Ashi Vanghuhi (Ashisang or Ard) and 
Manthra Spenta (Mahraspand or Marespand); to Haurvatat 
(Khordad), Tishtrya (Tir), the Fravashis (Farvardin or 
Ardafarosh) and Vata (Bad or Guad) ; and to Amereti1t 
(Amardad or Murdad), Rashnu Razishta (Rashn), Arshtfit 
(Astad) and Zam (Zamyacl). 103 But, as has been pointed out 
above, although in theory pre-eminence belonged to the 
Amshaspands, in practice the hymns of praise went mostly to 
the Yazatas. In animal sacrifice during the Pahlavi period, 
we are told, all the important parts of the slaughtered animal 
went to the different Izacls (Yazatas) until at last the tail
bone fell to the Jot of the august Farobar of Zaratusht nnd 
the great archangels had to content themselve!l merely wiU1 

It is interesting to know that every week originally began, with Ahura 
M.a,zdah. In the present Parsi Calendar the first, second and third weeks begin 
with him or one of his co-adjutors (see Modi, op. cit., p. 486). As the third and 
fourth weeks wore of 8 days each, tho 23rd day is dedicated to another auxiliary 
of Ahura Mazdah. A further point of interest is that these auxiliaries have been 
eclipsed by the Yazatas that come next-1\tar, Mithra and Daena, three of the 
principal Yazatas of Parsism (see SBE. XXIII, p. 6, p,, 11) of whom Atar is the 
son of Ahura Mazdah, Mithra (also Tishtrya-see Ys. 8.25) is a God invoked by 
his own n,ame and Daena is the Good Law of the Mazdayasnians (see Sirozah 
!.9, 16, 24 and Sirozah U.9, 16, 24). Nadevshah (quoted in ERE. Iii. 129) points 
out that " this order of the n.ames depends on Ys. 16.3-6 and coj:llpriseli four 
groups, containing respectively the Arnshaspands, the &even planets, moral ob;ects 
and religious objects, each headed by the supreme god Ormazd." (See also ERE. 
iii. 130 for lo~n from the Persian by other Calendars.) See Jackson, Zor. Stu ., 
p. 126. 

102 At the present day Parsis are particularly expetrlied to visit . the fire· 
temple on the first (Hormuzd), third (Ardibehesht), ninth (Adar), seventeenth 
(Sarosb) and twentieth (Behram); U.ays of each month. With the exception of the 
first the rest are associated with Asha Vahishta and his auxiliaries. 

103 Modi, op. cit., p. 390, n. 2; p. 486. The collaboration was extended to 
the Yazatas among tbemselves.-See Jackson, Zor. Stn.; p. 63. Although a few 
are mentioned, the collaborators of the Yazatas are included in many cases. Thus 
Daena here includes Chisti; Apam Napat, Ardvi Sura Anahita; and so on. See 
Siro:ro~ I and n. 
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the residue. 104 Nay, as has been noted above, in their 
enthusiasm to extol the powers of these angels the theological 
writers of the later A vestan period went to the length of repre
senting Ahura Mazdah as sacrificing unto these Yazatas and 
asking for their boons. They want, in fact, to be invoked 
by their own names to command greater reverence among 
the people at large and the" Nyaishes are sung in honour of 
the four prominent members of their group-the Sun, 105 

Moon, \Vater arid Fire. 
Reference has already been made to th~ iconic worship 

of Anahita by Artaxerxes Mnemon (B.C. 404-358). lier 
inclusion within the pantheon did not indeed Rpread idolatry,105 

but possibly it was of a piece with the belief that some of the 
Yazatas could assume various shapes in order to carry out 
their allotted duties. Thnfl Tishtrya, Verethraghna, Dahma 
Afriti (the Spirit of Divine Blessing) and Damoish Upamana 
(the Spirit of Curse) were pictured as assuming the·. forms of 
man, horse, camel. boar, etc.107 They seem to suffer at the 
sam~ time from th~ imp~rfection which multiplicity involves, 
for they actively seek praise and sacrifice.1°8 They also 
indicate their preferences, which include not c,nly vegetnrian 
diet but also animal flesh of different kinds, against which cruel 
practice the Prophet had raised his· mighty voice of protest. 
It appears that, like the pitrs and some of the Vedic gods of 
India, these Yazatas are maintained in strength by regular 
offerings, for we are told that it is only when Ahura Mazdah 
offered to .Tishtrya a sacrifice, which men had not done in 
proper time, that he gained sufficient strength to overthrow 
Apaosha, the demon of drought.109 It appears further that 
although Ahura Mazdah is not jealous when oblations are o:ffe1·-

1o4 Dba.lla., Zor. Tk., p. 288. 
105 There are Nyaishes in honour of both Mithra a,nd Khurshed. 
Mithra (Mihr) is the angel of light co.1sidered independently of the Sun 

(Khurshed). He precedes the Sun a.nd shows himself on the earth even after 
sunset.-See C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 150. 

106 ReferencE! has already been made to the image of Vohu Manah. 
101 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 81, 113, 12R. Verethraghna ha.d himse.Jf 

llssumed ten fonns (Dha.lla., Zoi. Th., p. 114). 
108 See Yt. 5. 8; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 98. 
lOll Yt. 8. 24-8; see Dballa, Zor, Th., p. 130, 
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ed to the Yazatas, these arejealous of one 
and Mithra complain that· men do not sacrifice to them as 
much as they do to other Yazatas.U0 As in Hinduism, there 
is also latent .the idea .that service m"IJst. be :r:n."IJtY-al/11 :;tltl:J.o}lgh 
it is conceded at the same time that in orc1er to be entltled 
to .the boons of the god worshipped it is enough to please him 
or her by thought1 word and deed and that it is not always 
necessary to beg expressly for them.112 During the :pablavi 
period a belief in the active beneficence of th~ Yazatas was 
widely held and their assistance in knowing God and m.akipg 
moral progress was freely recognised. 113 But probably the 
Younger Avestan tradition that they and the Fravashis are 
offended when not sacrificed unto and then they are mercilesc 
and difficult to deal with did not completely die out in later 
helie£.114 

It would be tedious to go through the detailed function~ 
o.f the Yazatas nr of the daevas to whom they are oppoRed; 
but we shall attempt a summary of their names with the most 
important function of each just to show that similarity :with 
vedic belief was close even to the length of the personifiea
tion of abstract virtues and the religious veneration paid to 
scriptures, formulae, symbols and materials. A glance at 
Yasnas 1 and 70 will show the heterogeneous grouping of the 
spirits worshipped, 115 which called forth the earicature and 
condemnation of Christian missionaries.116 In fact, a whole 
book, the Vispand, is dedieated to all the ratus (i.e., chiefs or 
lords of the ritual) together, and the various Yash~s, though 
primarily intended to celebrate the glories and sing the praises 
of individual Yazatas, also adore groups of divinities having 
affinity with one another, the only relieving feature of mucl1 

110 Yt. 8. 24; see :Pballa, Zor. Th., [lp. 97, 130. 
Ill See, for instaiJ,ce, Atash Nyaish, 15-16 (Dhalla, The Nyaishes, pp. 179, 

181). Of. ys. 62. 4-6, 9, 
113 Yt. 8. 49; see Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 137. 

113. See Dhalla, Zqr. Th., pp. 236-8 for Brosh; p. 241 for Khurahed. 
m Dhalla, Zor. T/~ .• p. 79. 
116 In the SBE e~lition. 

118 See Wilson, T4t~ Farsi Religion, PP· 261·7; Moulton, Tr. Mag., pp. 
59-6ll. 
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of the monotonous re.cital being a cons-tant reference. to ihe 
ethic!)] aspects of the di"inities c6ncer11erlitnd also _to :the moral 
aspirations of the worshipper' and his. determination- to !;tick 
to the holyMazdayasnian.religion and to abjure the Principle 
(and Emissaries) of Evil. 

First in ordel' of importance are the Spirits 6f the 
Physical World~practically the very gods whom Zarathustrf:t 
sought to supersede a;nd suppress. There wasFiie,u1 wot
s.hibued by ihe Indo-Iranians.- tfie earthly symbol of·ceffistial 
brilliance. Zarathustra had retained the.- ::fire:..aJtar .. . in · his 
reformedreligion; lmt it.became.in his system not the'.mouth 
of the gods (Agni) but the purest symbol of Ahura Mazd:th 
Cit-a1·) and a protege of Right (Asha Vahishta):Hs The light 
of fire waR ever kent burning in the fire-altars or firi.tefuples, 
ai1d wilful or cmrcless extinction or nol1l1tion of the sacrf\d 
ff:1me l>ecaJYie a heinous sin. entai1ing ·~treat mi-serv tci · tlie 
offending soul. Nairyosanqha (Neryosang-h), probably· a 
.personification qf the wltar-flame Fke the Veilic Naras~ttnsa, 
figures ·. as the··· messeng-er· of Ahura Mazdah ; but his 
historv is almost forgottfm whi1e Atar · ·19 described 
in details in the fivefold form m in· which he exists 
in the earth (berezisavah or Bahram), animates human 
~nd .animal _bodies (voh11fryaJ;ta}; ___ keeps }lP, ch:chlfl,tion 
in vegetaHes (urvazishta), fotms the. stuff of the JiQ"htn-
mg (vii"ziAhta), arid _ constitutes the __ body ___ of ormazd 
Cs1ienishta) .120 On Atar wa~ ft~ste~1ed the analoaue . of the 
Indra-Vrtra•myth of India, for in hislightning form he:van~ 
nnishcs Spenihaghri, the /storm demon, ass'o·ciated with 
Apaosha, the demon of droughf 1'Zt :Ee i.{also :m~nifes.ted in ., 

ll7 See 0. de Ra~lez, op,cit., p,l46 f.; Dhall,.,Zor, Th-., p. 134:{. . 
113 Bee o. de Itarlez, op. ~;it., pp- ·g3$ f., 387 L (for . the dfstinctionbe~w:~n 

Agni and Atar). Bee Soderl)Jon:i, op. p{£., p. 216-. _ . . , __ C ·- --··._·· .. _ .• 
119 See Jack-son, Zoroaster, p. -99 f., .for'- classiJkation of Fir.e into ,those for 

priests (Atiir Farnbag), wtmiors (Atiir G-lishnasp) and the_ labouring clas.s 
(Xtur Burzhrn· Mitro). For their location, see Hua.rt, op. qit., p. l53. 

120 Ys. 17.11 recounts them all together. See C .. i!e Harlez, op. cit .. ,,.p. 148; 
Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 42; Jackson, ZoT. Stu,. p. 57,· 

121 Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 96, U9; C. de H>1.rl€lz,. op .. ait., p.162; ae1 Vend. 
-19.~0. . . 
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hhe £orrn of the hvarenah whieb represents the splendour and 
'glory of priests and kings and the .departure of -which is caused 
by disobedience to. relie:ious DrescriDtiqns.122

. 'Two .minor •assn~ 
Ciates are 1H1·yaman (Aerman), the arm of Ash0, Va,hishta, 
the guardian of fire, and Shaoka, the lightof wood or oiJ.123 

The Atar Nyaish contains tlm litany of Fire in which boons 
are asked. a~d expected of the c.arefuJly tended fire and the 
fire~temple is treated to a.ll intents and purposes as a daily 
rendezvous ·of. the Amesha Spentas who ·form the highest 
creation of Ahnra Mazdah. 124 

Light primarily ·belongs to ·the celestial bodies 
.:...,_the Sun, the Moon and the stars, and also to 
the· heavenly regions .1115 I_~ight aR independently C'Oll

ceived is personified as Mith1'a126 vvho was wrongly 
identified at a later time with the Sun for whom tlw 
Persians had another name Hvarekhsh'aeta (Khursbed).127 

Mithra. is the lord of wide pasturag-e ; a.s he drives out the 
daevaB from their dark abodes evervwhere, he is the strong·cRt, 
the :most vaFfint, the rnost victori~us nnd a -v;;nr-1ord of powPr
ful arn)R, drivintr along in a bigb~wheeled rhariot drawn by 
four celestlal swiftly-rrwving white ·bcrses.1Z8 'He protnotes 

12:! J'aekson, Zor. Stu., p. 157; Ilea esp. C. de J!arlez, op. cit.,· pp. 156-58, 
and Sir J. J. M~dressa Jubilee Vol., pp. 159-66. (Hvareno-Tyche-God-Fortuna,· 
Divine Grace). 

Qareno (hvarenah) ia shed on the world of Ahura Mazdah from above and 
invests some of ijle good' spirits with celestial splendour. See ERE. viii. 754. In 
Yt. 10.16 Mithra rides through all the Karshvars (the seven regions of the world 
&O()Qrding t() the Ira)li.ans com[mrable with the " ,;even islands " of the Hindu belief), 
befltowing th~ h1l!!18n9 (SEE, :XXIII, p. 123, n.5). See also Yt. 10.27; 19.84 i. 

lft 0 •. de Harlez, op. c#., p. 1,.49. 
12{ Casartelli, op. cit., p. 87. 
125 Special' reference should be made in this connection t_o Ys. 86. 

126 For Mitlua, ~ee :Qhalll)., Zqr. '['h., pp. 103-11; 239-40; ERF). viii. 758, art. 
MITHRAISM; :!3enveniste, op. cit., p, 153f; Gel~er, op. git, I,.Tnt., p.p, lv-lviii; 
E:uart, op. cit., pp. 112-16; D. M, Madan, op. eli., J::,ect. m (he takes Mithra as 
a aymbo! of love and union apd 11lso of justice and moral law). 

197 Madan, op. cit., pp. 72 •. 74. In Pa,hlavi literature M1tbra is the h:.nnkar 
0r associate of the Sun, Hvare Khshaeta. See Madan. op. cit., p. 76. . 

128 This must be the . caus.e · of Qis popularity . with the . Eo~an soldiers who 
became ardent followers of Mttl:)raism Ia,ter 0n .. Yt. :)_0.11 is 11 typical paBSI),ge: 
"V{hom the horsemen worship on the baclj: of their horses, bilgging swiftness for 
tlleir teams, health for their own bodies, and that they may watch with full Bnc
~ss th011e who hat!l th~, smite down their foes, 11I1d destroy n,t one strokey their 



MITHRA 

the flow of waters, the growth of plants, the increase of flock 
and the abundance of joyful life, whence his association with 
Rliman Khvilstra (Hvastra), the genius of the joy of earthly 
life. 1z9 He is at the same time the most glorious of all th_e, 
spiritual Yazatas and Ahura lVlazdah has created him to be as 
worthy of sacrifice and prayer as himself ; for like Ahura 
Mazdah, Mithra is omms01ent; ' a chief in assemblies, pleased 
with prayer,' and from his elysian abode on Mount Hara 
Bereza1t1, '' where neither night nor darkness, nor cold wind 
nor hot wind, nor sickness, 1mpurity, death and cloud,s can 
ever reach,'' he surveys the doings of men with his thouaand. 
senses and ten thousand sleepless eyes160 and he can never be 
decmved. He is therefore assoMtted with Ah11ra (who is 
sometimes represented as oifering h1m sacrifice) and the bo(ms 
asked of hun are so varied and compl'ehenslVe tllat the smnll 
assoCiation with the ~oroastnan cult tails to hide the fact, 
that .lVlithra pracLu:ally replaces, at least equals, Ahura 
lVlazdah in popu1tu estitnat.on.131 

'' Grant us these- booJ.ls 
wh1ch we beg o't thee, 0 po.werful god! in accordance with 
the words of revelation, namely, riches.! strength, and 
victory, good consCience and bliss, good fame and a 
good soul; wisdom and the know1edge that! g1ves happi-

a-dv~raaries, their enemies, and thos~ who hate them." See also Yt. 10.21, 35 f, 
67-8 

Modi suggests (Anthropological Papers, p. 173 f~esp. p. 179 f) that St. 
Michael killing the dmgon borrowed his features not from Vohu Man_ah b11t from 
Mithra. 

129 See SB)ll, IV, Int., p. lxiv: Rama :Hvastm, which originally meant·" the 
god of the resting place with good pastures " (meaning the atmospheriC: air where 
thE! clouds rest like a herd of cows), ultimately came to mean through a mistake 
in language " the god who give~ a good flavour to aliments." 

130 Yt. 10,7 (Cf. RV. iii. 59). In Yt. 20.24 he is descriLed as 'he, of the 
ten· thousand spies, the powerful, all-seeing, ttndeceivable Mithra.' 

The figure 9999 is the Parsi e'xpression for ' innumerable,' e.g., the Fra· 
vashis guarding the seed of Zoroaster, Ten thousand is probably, 1> round ~J,umber 
for 9999. 

'.Thousand senses ' is replaced by ' thousall,d ea1·s ' in_ some translations 
tu indicate that no praye_r sincerely offered esco,pes his notice, 

Yt. 10.45 refers to the eight spies of Mithm presumably occupying the eight 
points of the compass (see BBE, XXIII, p. 130, n.3). 

131 It is interesting to note that " the fire-temple, wheN the sacred religious 
rites o,rc performed, is called the Dar-i-Mehcr, i.e., the door or the gatewa,y of 
Meher or Mithra. "-Modi, Anl.hropologica.l Pape1'8, p, 189. - · 



HIS BMiNENC:g 

ness, the victorious strength given. by Ahura, theerusltt'rtg 
Ascendant of. Asha~Vahishta, and conversation (with God) 
on the HolyWord. Grant·.that we, 'in a good• spirit and high 
spirit, exalted in joy and a good spirit,.may smite allour foes, 
...... all our· enemies, ...... all the malice of Daevas and Men, 
of the Yatus and Pairikas,132 of the oppressors, the blin<l and 
the deaf (the Kavis and Karapoos}." 133 Nay, it is expressly 
stated in Yasht 10.92 that " the holy Ahura Mazdah con
fessed that religion and so did Vohu-Mano, so did Ashac 
Vahishta, so did Khshathra-Vairya, so did Spenta-Armaiti, 
so did Haurvatat and Ameretat; and all the AmeshacSpentas 
lo:c.ged for and confessed his religion.'' 134 But, as the god 
of light, Mithra is not only a witness of men's deeds; he 
ccAveys the offered gifts to the House of .Praise135 and comes 
aown when deeds of charity are performed ;136 he is also the 
protector of truth and, as such, is associated in later theology 
with Rashnu, '' the most upright,'' in the work of assess
ing the deeds of the departed at the Chinvat Bridge.107 

Woe unto those who lie unto Mithra and break their comp11ct 
whether with one of the unhtithful or wibh one who profess
es the true faith t1"8 As one who is so beneficent to the living 

' 13Z Y lltus are wizards and black magicians (possibly human) while Pairif>iio 
(Parsi. Peris) are supomatural enchantresses with seductive uppearane~.--· 

Jackson, Zor, Stu., pp. 103·4. 
133 Yt, 10.58-9; also 93-4. 
13! Yt, 10.92. Immediately after, however, Zoroastrianism asserts ilael£ and 

we are told ' 'l'he kind Mazda conferred upon him the mastership of the world.' 
B11e C. de Harlez, op, cit., pp. 150-1. 

ras Yt. 10.32. 
136 Madan; op. ait., p. 81. 
137 In Yt. 10.41 (and 100) Rashnu and Sra,osha are associated with Mith!,'& 

in. destroying. those . who lie un.to . Mithra. ~nd kill faithful men. For ·the aeso
ciates o£ Mithra, in routing enemies, see Yt. 10,52, 66, 100, 126, 127; See C. de 
Harlez.,. pp . . ciL, p. 158, as to the alleged. media,ting function of Mithra; also 
Dhall[l, .(;or. Th., p. 240; Gasartelli, op. o.it., p. 79. Madan (op. cit., p. 89) r11· 
marks that " whereas the sentiment in the Avestic representation of Mithra is 
that of love, tl1e sentiment underlying Mitft'W .as he. is depictl3d in the Pahlavi 
wrltirtgs is tha.t o£ awe and fear." 

138 Yt. 10,2. Re£e1·enco has alreaL!y been made to Mitra who, with some 
other Vedic gods, is mentioned i11 tlJe Bogha,.keui inscriptiort in a formal tre.aty 
b.etween. the Efit~ites and the ~l[itannis. G. F. Moore, remarking on the passage, 
~ay~, "Perjt~ry is as bad as. a Jnmdred heresies-'a11 extraordinary triumph of 
ethws over orUlOdoxy." (Hi8. of Rcl., I, p. 394.) 
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~nd so powerful over the destinies ofthe dead, Mithra ill.spifed 
a religious awe and devotion which no other Y:azata ever did. 

Naturally associated with Mithra, who·· was latterly 
identified with him, is Hvarekhshaeta, .<i the brilliant sun,'' 
worshipped for his power to drive away darkness, impurity; 
disease and death.139 At3 in . the Vedic. religion, the Sun 
could be only imperfectiy personified and the poet ·of 
the Mihr Y asht often lapses in his adoration from 
the swift-horsed angel of the Sun to the rolling disc 
of the visible orb. He is the eye of Ahura Mazdah,JA0 

possibly also .his visibJe form. To please him is to 
please Ahura Mazdah and the rest of the good .spirits.141 

I:p Pahlayi speculation E:hurshed (Hvarekhshaeta) is repres'" 
ented as delivering to man the morning message of zeal in 
doing works of merit, the noon-day message o~f rearing' up· a 
famJly and furthering the . Kingdom of Ormazd by sndial 
co-operation and service, and the evening message of repe1iJ 
tance with a view to obtaining pardon for sin; Like the Sun; . . . . . ~ 

the Moon, Maonghah or Miih/42 is very imperfectly divillised 
and his bounties are copied frotn those of Mithra in a 'Single 
verse.143 He is credited with the power ofstimulating tHe 
growth of plants and preserving the seed of ihe prime:..;~ 
Bull, the progenitor of the animal world. During his wan
ing period Tishtrya and his three stellar associates fight 
against Ahriman and during his waxing period they are 
relieved by him.144 His ethical side was emphasised during 
the Pahhwi period when he was regarded as . collecting for 
fifteen days the good deeds of earthly beings and the rewards 
for their virtue from the heavens and using the next fif-teen 
days in transmitting the former to the heavens and th,elattm: Jo 

13\l See D1halla, Zor. Th., p. 126; C. de Harlez, op. cit., pp.l54,i\35f. 
140 Surya is similarly compared to the eye of this or th.at god (Mitra, Vartll).a, 

Aryaman, Agni). See ::vfacilonell, Verlic jJ;fythologiJ, pp. 23, 30, 32; also p. 27 ,·or 
comparison with Avestan ideas. 

HI Yt. 6.4. 
1!2 Dl1alla, Zor. Th., p. 127; C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 155. 
143 Yt. 7.5. . . -

144 SBE, XXITI, p. 89, n.o. 



TB:E STARS 

tb,e earth.145 Ushah (Vedic Ut;as), the goddess oif Dawn, is also 
known to the Iranian priest-poets, and though the deline.a~ 
twn is less firm as compared with that of the Vedas, she has 
a number of auxilianes, one of whom {Ushahina) has given 
tus name to one oi tile :hve parts of the day (gahs). 146 

In order to appl·eciate the importance and adoration of 
the stars it is necessary to remember that very cady in the 
h1story of the hll;illan race the pos1twn of certain stars incl.i
caLe(i the aavent ot certam changes m nature and that poetiC 
imagination turned these natural phenomena into fables in 
lands w1dely separated from one another. '11his stellar 
mythology is independent of the theory of stellar influence 
on human destimes. In Iran the lel1dmg role is played by 
Tishtrya (T1r)147 who, with llanant, Satavaesa and Hapto
-iringa,148 guards the four quarters of the sky against the batta.
lions of Ahriman (includmg the planets which bear divine 
names but are really evil) 149 and who rises victorious after 
defeating Apaosha (Aposh), the demon of drought who seeks 
to prevent his access to the waters of the celestial sea Vouru~ 
kasha~ and also Duzhyairya (Dushiyara), the demon of 
barrenness and bad year, who seeks to prevent the 
germination of the seeds that he drops with the released 

145 SBE. XXIII. :p. 8\l, n.4. 
HG Dha.lla, Zor, Th., p. 128; also Gah Ushahin. The two other auxiliaries 

are Berejya and Nmi1nya. See also Geiger, op. ait., I, p. 154 f. for the gahs and 
their presiding Sp:irits. . 

147 See Moulton, Ear. Zor., pp. 23 f. a11d 435. He suggests that ~ira was dis
tinct from Tishtrya and used to represent thE\ planet Mercury. Its i(lentillcation 
with Sirius was du~ to the pre-eminence of t,his star in the Magian system 
(P• 402), He also quotes the. opinion of Mrs. Maunder that probably by Tishtrya 
the S-un .was meant. He is personally in favour of the view that the Tishtrya, 
myth originated in India and was mm·ied to Imn by an ebb tide of the 
Aryan emigration to India. Benveniste connects it with Zerva).lism (op. cit., 
p. 100). 

1111 'l'he idenuification is difficult, While Tishtrya and . Hapto-iringa hav
been. identified more or less satisfactorily with Shins and thE\ Great Bear rea· 
pectively, Vanant and Satavaesa have been tentatively id~ntified with Vega and 
Fomalhallt respectively. See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 23 f.; Geiger, op. cit., I, p. 141. 

14~ Casartelli, op. oit., p. 9\J; Jackson, Z01'. Stu., p. 106; see esp. Moulton, 
EM. Zor., pp. 211.-'!. Bousset sees in this a hostility .to the Babylonian star-cult--
the planets were degraded by the Magi just aa the Dacvas had been. hy Z6roastor, 
See Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. !Jl3, g.1; Geiger, op. cit., I, pp. 139.·142, 



waters of the celestial sea.150 Tishtrya complains of 
the indifference of men to his worship, which was 
responsible forhis initial defeat at the hands of Apaosha, 
and it is only when Ahura Ma~dah himself offers him 
a sacrifice that he wins the fight. Like Mithra; he too is 
credited with the power to grant .a variety of boons to men. 
Reference has already been made to the fact that the innu
merable unnamed stars were regarded as Fravashis ; tht' 
named stars were supposed to have fravashis of their own, 

The spirits of the air are represented by at least fou.r 
angels. Vayu or personified air, 1~1 being conceived as-per
meated hv the luminous rays of the celestial bodies, -is 
characterised -as shining, with arms, ornaments, garments 
arid chariot all goldcri. He is· aobroachea even by Ahur!l 
Mazdah for boons, net to talk of the ldngs ana heroes thr.t 
annroach him - for favour. But the petsonifio1:1tiop_' is 
thin . 1-1nd aJthmlP'h he is Piven near}v fifty titles, " almoSt 
all of these ·attributes of V Hvll are derived from the functit)n . 
Of v~V1J 1-lS wind, rather fh1-1n from his activitY aS the geni:U.fi! 
of winil:" tsa BeGI'Ilise of his I'I·SGe>ci:J.tjoh with the 't)bvroc.al 
atmof'mhere where the forces of aood a11o evil contend ·for 
mastery (reinforced ho doubt bv the experience of botJ1 the 
benefibent and the rninmis activity of the element itself), V a,y-u 
is regarded as aoing both through the world which the Good 
Spirit has made ana through the one which the Evil Spirit has 
made-a eoncention which was amnlified later on bv- thr' iden. 
of n nen+-r.::tl voiil fV!ii) hetween Ormazd ann Ahrimari an(lof 
G-nod Fate an~ 'Fhd Fnte (m·ip-inntine- in the two snheres - of 
Vavn) strnde-line- for the nm:session of the soul of the 
righteouA a,t the Chinvat Bridl?'e.153 ViHa is even less per
sonified than Vnyu and represents tbe lower air tonclling tbe 

150 Dhatia, Zl>f. Th., pp. 12\'l, 241; Cl. de Har!ez, op~ cit., pp. l65-6. 1'he 
seeds {l;pparentiy come f~om the· mythical tree Hvi'tpi whieh stands ·in t4e miqst of 
Vourn-kasha. See Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 118-9. 

llil C~ de Harlez, op. cit., p. 158; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 1132 f. 

152 Dhalla, ZOT. Th., p, 133. 

153 Yt. 15.43. SEE, IV, Intr., pp. lxiv-v; C. de Ha,rlez, qp,cit., p. 159; 
Jackson, Zor, Stu., pp. 61, 95; see also Ve!ld. ~.8, 9, 



504 'rRE WATERS 

earth: and swifter_cmoving .154 T1ike Vayn ·he is at once a holy 
angel and ·an evil storm-demon.155 Rama Hvastra, sometimes 
distinguished frorr1 and sorm~ti.rnes identified with his Ramkar, 
Vayu,156 and so1r1dimes also associated with Mithra, 'is .the 
genius of the erijoymerit of earthl.v life, to whom we owe -
the ~avouriness of food. By far .the most interesting, how
ever, ofthe spirits of tbe air is Verethmghna, the Vedic 
Vrtraha11· witE a completely altered ftinctio11. 167 · Re is a 
creati.n'e: of Ahm:a Mazdah · and i~l the most courageot1s in 
courage;.: the most victorious m victory, the· - most 
gl6ri()llR in ,g-lory, the 1Y1ost favouring in favour. the best 
~ive:t of welfare, and the most healing· in health-giving·111......... 
therefore, one of the most popular nat1orial divinities of Iran 
i:ti the Sassanian times. He is the god of victory in all fields 
'and is Worshipped as such by the civil and the military popu
l~tioh · aHke. - He appeared to Zarathustra in ten different 
form's. ·In his worship the rules of extreme purity must be 
ob~erved. ·The storm-association of the Vedic god has 
allri6st 'eiitirely disap-peared from the Iranian Verethraghna 
l-md ·o-rilv fdint: ~llusions 'to the wind and the aspect of fertili
·sation ~re to be found in the Bahram Yasht dedicated ·to him. 
Tri' fn!ct, h~ atmears more as the personification ofthe abstract 
virtue of v!etory (includin:~ successful defence) 'than as the 
Victorious angel tl:iat releases the waters and makes the soil 
b·elow 'fertile. 

~ Iri a mythology ·where the release of the celestial waters 
'(on which thP g-rowth of plants and the fertility of the soil 
'and indirectly' therefore,. the life or the whole human and 
tthimal nice ·dcmehd) ':plays 'such an important part; it is no 
wonder 'that oivine hoi'lm1f:'s ,verold be paid to waterr;;.159 Tl1e 
personifiention 'depend'cll 'upon a double associatiou-· . ·their 

.lM·c: de Harlez, op. cit:;· p; 159. ·In the Rigvooa also "Vaya·is. ohiefly 
the' g6d- e;nii VatS: the element;":......See Macdonell, Vedic.}A'yth., p. 81. 

165 Vend. 19.13; 10.14. ,-. ·."' 
1li6 C. de Harlez,. Qp.cit., pp,. 15B-9. , 
157 Dhaila, Zor. Th., p. 112 f.; see esp. C. de Harlez, op. cit., -p.159 f. and 

Geiger, op. cit., I, Int., li; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 60;Macdonell, ·ved. Myth"., p. 66. 
'· ':z lli8 Ytr n:s.-.. 

Ul Bee 'fs. " 
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origin in the celestial clouds and their manifestation in 
terrestrial streams, lakes, etc. The close association of 
w::tter with fertility and growth was responsible for the pre
pondenttingly feminine trait present in the personification of 
the 1vaters. Ardvi Sura Anahita was imported from abroad 
and her cult must have been very popular, judging by the 
graphic description of her form 160 and the characteristic 
Iranian conception that even Ahura Mazdah had offered ob
lations to her.161 She was supposed to purify the seeds of 
men and the wombs of women, to make delivery easy, to 
put milk into the mothers' breasts and, like the other noted 
Yazatas, to grant a variety of boons, mostly temporal in 
character.162 Her closest Vedic parallel would be Sarasvat1 ;163 

but Anahita is generally considered to be the heavenly spring 
or celeRtiaJ stream that descends to the seven regions of the 
world and her chariot is regarded as being drawn by four 
white chargers, which are identified with the v.rind, the rain, 
the cloud and the sleet-better Rtill with raining, snowing, 
nailing and slieting.164 She was worshipped by the side of a 
river or a lake with due regard to the sanctity and purity of 
the waters, which could not be defiled in any way. Being 
holy, water was supposed never to kill any one, cases · of 
drowning being ascribed to Rome evjl spirit like Vayu (evil 
wind or destiny) ;165 the faithful were enjoinea to remove 
floating corpses from the waters and thus prevent the defile
ment ·with infection, pollution and uncleanliness by the Druj 
Nasu, the demon of bodily decomposition.165 It appears, 
however, that the association with maternity was responsible 

160 Yt. 5.196.!J. Benveniste (op. oit., p. 69 f) thinks the cult to be of Baby
lonian origin, the ancient n:1me of . the goddess being Ardvi. 

161 C. d(l Harlez, op. cit., p. 163 f; Dh.alla, Zor. Th., p. 137 f; BBE, XXill, 
p. 53. See Ys. 65 and Yt. 5. 

16~0. de Harle?;, op. cit., p. 164; Dhalla, Zot. Th., p. 139; Modi, Anthro
pologict;U Pap erg, p. 153. See also Ys. 65.2 and Yt. 5.2. 

163 See the present writer's Sa-rasvati the Goddess of Learning in K. B. 
Pathak. Memor,:al Volume. Geiger identifies her with the Oxus (op. cit., I,· Int., 
p. xlv; II, p. 95, fn.l). 

164 Yt .. ~.3A, 120. Ahura Mazdah brings the river down; see Yt. 5.6 ancl 
Vend. 5.15-9. 

165 Vend. 5.8. 
166 Vend. 6. 96-41. See Shiiyast La-Shiiyast, Ch. II. 76 f (SBE. V, p. 261\ fi, 

64 
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for the id(mtification .of Anahita (Anaitis) with the Assyrian 
Mylitta, corresponding to the Greek Aphrodite, the Roman 
Venus and the Syri~:m Astarte, and this probably led to noc
turnal rites of a questionable character which . .the s.triet Maz"" 
dayasnians sought to prevent by laying down that all offer"'• 
ings made to the goddess after sunset would be unacceptable 
to her and would go to feed ' six- hundr0d and a thousand 
Daevas.' 167 

The dominating figure of Anahita has thrown into the 
shade two other angels of the waters whose Vedic parallels 
<:,re known. Ahurani/68 the female Yazata, stands for ali the 
waters and roughly corresponds to the Vedic A pas, regarded 
as wives or mothers. 169 In the Iranian religion the waters 
are sometimes regarded as the wives of Ahura and also a&
mothers ; 170 at other times Ahurani is the daughter of 
Ahura.171 She represents all the waters--the sea Vouruka
sha and all waters upon ea,rth, whether standing or running. 
or waters of the well, or spring-waters which perennially 
flow, or the dr!ppings of the rains, or the 'irrigation'' or 
canals :172 but she must be worshipped not only with the 
usual material and ritualistic ingredients but also with th<> 
Zaothras 173 Of good thought, word and deed in order that shP 
may confer her varied boons (including, as is to be expected. 
manly offspring). The other spirit is Apam Napat, 174 Hw 
male' Yazata of the waters, whose name (Apsm Napat) is 
familia~ in the Vedas and ha:'l given to the Yasht dedicateo 
to Ardvi Sura Anahita the title of Aban Yasht .. Re is general-

167 Yt. 5.91, 95. 
168 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p, 141; C. de Harle~>:, op. cit., p. 175 .. 
169 Macdonell, .V.ed. Myth., p. $5. I>armesteter compares them with giias, 

celesti;JJ wives (see Macdonell, ibid., pp. 100, 117). 
170 Ys. 38. See, however, C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 176. In view of the 

fact ~hat. Ahura _l}as nowhere a nature spouse, he suggests that Ahurani . shoulil 
mean ' sovereign.' 

171 )"s. 68. 
_172 Ys. 68.8. Vouruka~ha stands eitlher for Lake Aral or. for the Caspian 

Sea ac'lOrdin!:( to Geiger (op. cit., I!, p. 95, f.n.1). 
173 Libations of holy water prepared .with certain rites and. prayers. See The 

word Zaothra used in the Avestan Literature by A. K. Vasavawala, in. 8ir J. J_ 
Madres-~a Jub. Vol., p. 25 f. 

174 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 141; Jackson, Zor, Stu., p. 1>6; see es:p. C. de 
liarlez, op. cit., p. 165, S~ Yt. 19.51-2. 



TBE FIRMAMENT A.ND THB EARTH 

ly located inside the we.ters (Pahlavi tradition putting. him 
in the region of the Caspian Sea:) and has many wives. His 
Vedic double nature~igneous (celestial fire reddening the 
clouds) and aqueous (' Son of the waters '), though not total
ly absent in the Avestan literature, is very faint and he has 
acquired in addition the meaning of a locality, possibly a 
hilly region, in the AvestaP5 He is .credited like Anahita 
herself with the making of men and furthering the prosperity 
of the Ahurian lands. 

The worship of the firmament and the earth returned 
also. The sky is not only the garment of Ahura, the battle
field of the powers of god and evil, and the seat of celestial 
lights, but also a Yazata himself, worshipped under the 
name of Asnwn along with Paradise.176 The Earth was simi
larly worshipped under the name of Zam or Zamyat ;177 and 
before they came to be looked upon as disfiguring .the sym
metry of the Ahurian creation and destined to be levelled down 
at the Renovation, ·the mountains too received the veneratiOlJ 
of men, the two most important ones being Ushi-dhau Ushi
darena or Oshdashtar (the giver and keeper o£ understand
ing), the seat of holy happiness, and Hara Berezaiti, between 
two ridges of which was stretched the fateful Bridge of . the 
Separator.178 It is difficult to understand why in addition to 
Armaiti . another spirit of the earth would be needed unless 
we suppose that the interest was not to provide a guardian 
spirit but to revive the animistic cult. Exactly for the same 

175 C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 166. 
176 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p .. 128; see esp. C. de Rarlez, op. cit., 174. The sky 

was regarded as a solid spherical band. 
177 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 142; C. de Harlez, op, cit., p. 174. 
178 See Yt. 19.1 f for an enumeration of the high places known to the. later 

Avesta. The number was fixed at 2244. See SBE. XXIII, p. 289. See also 
Moulton, Ear. Zor., p. 214; C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 218; also Casa.rtelli, op. cit., 
p. 111. Hara Berezaiti stood in the very cen~re od' Airyana Vaeja, the first among 
the lands created by Mazda.-See I. J. S. Taraporewala, The Religion of Zarathush· 
tra, p. 5. Geiger thinks ' Hara-berzati to have been more than a local name ' 
(i.e., not merely the Alburz but high mountains in general) and Aryana-vai:a to 
be only a semi-mythical land and, if real, to be located in Upper Fe,·ghanah. 
Ushidhau Ushidarena (sometimes regarded as one mountain and oometimes as two) 
has been identified with Kiih·i Khwaja, ' Mountain of the Master,' the table-land 
of Scistan. (See Jackson, Zor. St., p. 184; Geiger, op. cit., II, pp. 93, 101-07). 
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reason Atar was needed in addition to Asha Vahishta and the 
different gods of the waters in addition to Haurvatat. Exact~ 
ly for a similar reason too, Ameretat failed to satisfy the refi
gious need of a god of the pllint-world and Vohu Manah thai 
of a god of the animal world ; the people wanted not a 
guardian but a god. Hence the worship ()£ '' growing plants 
·and forest trees '' returned during the counter-reformati011 179 

although the constant epithet ' created by Ahura Mazdah ' 
served to hide the return of the animistic belief. The ex· 
panded liturgy demanded veneration for vegetation in con
nection with three major items-the Baresman, the sacred 
twig, the 1-Iaoma, the sacred drink, and the Draonah (cake 
or wafer-bread), the consecrated food, just as the Vedic rites 
demanded Barhis,180 Soma and Purodasa, and in both it is 
the sacred drink (Soma,= Haoma) that assumed the most 
important position and became indispensable in certain types 
of worship CYnjfia=lzashne or Yasna). 181 

The later Pa.rsi distinction between the white or celes~ 
tial 1-JaMna/82 made from the mythical Gaoke1·ena {Gokard) 
tree belonging to the domain of Ameretat and, therefore, ap.
propriately enough, regarded as the source of the ambrosia that 
will confer immortality at the Resurrection, and the yellow 
or terrestrial Ilaoma, which is responsible for force, bodily 
vigour, cure of corporal ailments, and fertility, does not occur 
in the Avesta. The personification, again, is imperfect and 
the wri tors slip unconsciously from the sense of the angel per
sonifying its virtues to that of the physical plant itself 

1?9 See Yt. 71.9. For tl1e oft.quoted panegyric on cultivo.tion which drives 
away demons , Ree Vend . 3.'23 f . (SeA G. F. Moore, His. of R el., I ,. p. 395). Soder
blom is of opinion that Zarathuahtra. himself refers not to the destruction of 
crops but to that of pasture (op. cit., p. 226). 

180 See M.acdonell, Ved. Myth., p. 154. 
181 There is this important difference that " the Parsis do not sacrifice to 

the fire, but the Haom<.~ <:s well as the consecrated Darun-bread are partaken of by 
the priests present during the ceremony " (see Zaota by P1·of. K. G. Geldner in 
.Sanjana Comm. Vol., p. 279). 

182 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 119-122; C. de Rarlez, op. cit., p. 168; J a~kson, 
Zor. Stu ., p. 62; ERE. vi. 506 f; s ee esp. Casartelli, op. cit., p. 121 f; Spi6.fJ~l 
Memorial Volume, pp. 1-11, art . The I-Ioma. Tree and, the T en Ka!· -fish of tM 
Bundahishn, and pp. 174-lBo, art. The H6m Yasht and · " The Bacchae " of 
Euripides : a c-ontrast. 
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Thus, a description of the habitat and physicaLproperties of 
tbe earthly plant mingles with that of the supernatural 
qualities and magical virtues of the celestial plant, and in 
the same breath its exhilarating effect on the· body and its 
moral influence on the soul are delineated. A story in the 
Paura1;ic pattern describes how the angel Raoma appeared 
to Zarathustra in a vision and by narrating the gifts in his 
power 'mostly the gifts of noble sons) pe1:suaded him to in
troduce his worship in Iran.183 We have already referred to 
the myth of the .b'ravashi of the Prophet being conveyed to 
earth in a stem of the Haoma plant. As in the Vedas, 
Haoma's power to improve body, mind, morals and soul is 
described in extrava,gant terms, and we are told that 
' heaven, health, long life, power to contend against evils, 
victory against enemies, and forewarnings against coming 
dangers from thieves, murderers and plunderers' are given 
by Haoma when properly worshipped but that the sinful and 
the malicious are cursed by him and not granted their vvishes. 
It is very likely that, as in India in later times,. the identity 
of the plant was lost among migrating tribes and a non-in
toxicating substitute was used. As Moulton observes,184 " In 
the period of the Yashts, which seems to have been the age 
of the kinas. Haoma reannears in all his alorv ....... But we 

- ... - ......, 'C> 

gather that the Iranian Bacchus has in the interval s1gned 
the pledge. rl1here is no suggestion of alcohol, an{l Haoma 
1s a magical, mystical drink which to all appearance is harm
iess enough, whether it bestowed immortality or no.'' There 
must have. been a good deal of ' secondary elaboration ' in 
Iran after the Aryan tradition was partially lost because we 
find that the word Haoma began to be used in a variety of 
senses, including that of a prophetic precursor of Zarathus
tra in Mazdayasnian religion.185 

Apparently also, for the cattle the guardianship of Vohu 
Manah did not suffice ; nor even Geush Tashan and Geush 

183 Ys. 9. 
184 Moulton, Ea.r. Zor., pp. 72-3. 
185 See ERE. vi. 506, art. HAOMA; Modi, Rei. CM. and Cus. of the Parsi8, 

p 300 f; Anthropological Papers, p. 225. 
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Urvan,186 either because the former was too closely identified 
with Ahura Mazdah and the latter too helpless himself to. bo 
a helper or because the animistic cult required .. a venera.tion 
of the ammah; themselves. So Drvaspa 187 become::; the per" 
sonified animal creation anci has a Y asht dedicated to her. 
She looks after t.he health of the flocks and thereby maintains 
the people in comfort (whence s.he is called the .maintainer). 
But as cattle constituted wealth in those days, she . was 
credited with giving the same boons as the genius of Plenty 
(Ashi Vangh1Ihl) .188 Still, the older figures did not disappear 
rJJtogether and sacrifices to Geush Urvan were enjoined.189 

Reference has a1ready been made to the extensive cult of the 
Fravash·is 190 wl1ieh had apparently its origin in the deifica
tion of ancestors and which was subsequently expanded and 
~mblimated and eeased to be the worship of· the spirits of 
men. Though Iran had many a legend about heroes it does 
not appear that sbe paid any divine honours to them, with 
the exception of Zoroaster who received a kind of deification 
in later times 191 and was accordingly wors.Qipped as the 
head of the earthly Ya,zatas and whose seeds were supposed 
to be preserved miraculously in the Ka.nsaoya Lake till the 
three millennia] prophets would he born successively in the 
womhR of three ruaidnnRt92 It ma,v he added that Snace and 
Time, that play not an inconsiderable part in the cosmic 
drama, )Vere also personified, but because o£ their abstract 
nature they were not o:fficiaJiy included within the class of 
[mgels. Zervan Akarana (Eternity or Boundless Time) and 
Zervan Daregho-Khvadhata (Sovereign f_llime of Long Dnra-

186 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 125. 

187 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 125; Jackson, Zor. Stu., p. 58; C. de Harlez, 
op. cit., p. 198. 

188 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 125. 

189 Ibid., p. 126. 

190 See Jackson, Zor. St., p. 59. 

191 See Soderblom, op. cit., p. 229. 

192 For the advent. of the millennia\ prophets, see W<;\st'~ introduction in 
SBE, V, p. lvf; also Ch. XXX of the Bundahish (p. 120 f.); Jackson, Zor. St., 
p. 265; 
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t1on) as also Thw.asha Khva.dhata (Sovereign Space) are m
voked along with the Yazatas.193 

Thus we see that nature-religion ha.d its full vengeance 
on the Zoroastrian reform inasmuch as the worship of the 
departmental deities, which is such a familiar feature of tltc 
Vedic religion, returned with its rituals and its festivals, not 
as an allegory or a mere figure of speech but as an earnest 
cult.194 To quote C. de Harlez :195 " As the Mazdaean 
theories postulate that the struggle between the good and 
the evil principle is not only a struggle in the world of moral· 
ity but is also a struggle relatively traceable in things non
moral and physical, it follows that the duty of the Mazdaean 
is to pay honour to the whole creation of Ahura Mazda and 
to work for its development and its triumph, by making of 
it a cult. Consequently the prayers of the Avesta, the hom
age of the faithful, are frequently addressed to human souls 
in the :first place, and then to the souls of animals, to the 
vegetable kingdom, to the springs, · to the waters, to rivers, 
to the earth afld mountains and fields, to the wind, to the 
visible sky, to the stars, to the invisible heavens and all its 
parts.'' The whole thing was given a Zoroastrian veneer by as
cribing the origin of the revived polytheism to Zoroaster him
self or by the conceit that the departmental deities were the 
sons or daughters or wives or creatures of Abnra MgzoHh ra!
thotigh that was partiaHy nullified by picturing Ahura Mazdah 
as ~orshipping at least sbme of them) or the au~iliaries of the 
various Amesha Spentas or by investing these spirits wltb 
ethical quahties in keeping with the main tenets of Zoroas
trianism. In its various transformations the Iranian reli
gion never for a moment let go its sheet-anchor that the gods 
were moral a~ well as beneficent and that their aid could not 
be expected in the execution of wicked intentions by malefi
cent minds, human or supematmal. The long list of evil 

193 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 150; Jackson, Zor. Stu., pp. 64, 111 .(it .is in the 
phenomenal time of the long period that the world's history of 12,000 years takes 
place); C. de Harlez, op. cit., pp. ;120, 132. See esp. Cas.artelli, op. cit., pp. 10-1. 

194 See C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 177. 

195 Ibid:, p. 173. 
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~· .. . 
spir.its 196 and the similarity of so~e of the names with VeC1ic 
ti ties prove that popular superstitions about the inv] si hie phy'- · 
sical and moral enemies of man were not forg9tteri during 
tl1e counter-reformation; but the people always treated them 
as evils to be fought and conquered and never as powers . to 
he propitiated or bought off by apotropaic rites . 

.But Iran did not surrendet completely to the tempta
tion of worsbipping the powers of nature. Side by side with 
the development ()f nature-worship there went on a deepen
ing of the conscious11ess of certain spiritual conditions of 
religion and favourable !!uture destiny, and this led to the 
personification of certain al:>~tract virtue~ after the model of 
the Amesha Spentas. To begin with the most ~~:orldl? 

Piirendi, 197 in her rapidly moving chariot u,nd personifying 
bodily activity and mentnJ alertness, became traditim1ally 
associated, like the Vedic Purarpdhi, with burie<l treasure 
and was therefore rightly made a compani()n of Mithra, the 
lord of 1vide pastures, on the one hand, and 0;f: i\shi VatJglmhl. 
the Rpirit of plenty, 011 the other. Adomtion .j s q,J so paid to 
8ha,vo and Haoldi-,198 the angelfl of utility and Vi'elfare, to J1 ir
Yaman,199 the genius of health, and to Riinw, Hvastra, the 
genius of the joyp, of life,200 ancl pract.ieaHy every importa.nf: 
Yazata . .itt nr~dited with the gift of temporal blessing in addi~ 
tion t<:; <>pirituaJ advancement. Ash't Tfangh1t.hi, 201 the 
guardian of earthly riches, is by far the most important angel 
belonging to this group and takes the p1ace of Lak$m1, the 
Hindu goddess of wealth, in Parsi eyes ; but in the Gath§.s 
sl:ie represents sanctity and this association is not Jost injater 
literature. She represents in essence " the ·happiness 
which is the reward of v)rtue, of obedience to the law,'' i.e . , 
spiritual riches and inte1lectual gifts. So she is at once the 

196 &e Jackson, Zor. Stu. , Ch. VI. The Legions of Hell, p. 67 f.; 0. de 
Ra.rlez, op. cit., p. 199f; Dhalla, Zor. Th., Chs. XVIII, XXX. 

197C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 167; Dl1alla, Zor. Th., p: 124. 
l98C. de Harlez, op. cit., pp. 182, 187; Jaclrson, Zor. St1.t •• p. 63; Siroz,111 

!.3; Yt. 12.4; 13.42. 
199 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 119. 
'00 Ibid., p. 114. 
'Ill C. de Harlllfl, op. oit., p. 183; Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 43, Jg2; V,t. 17 
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angel of plenty and the angel of piety, and Dacna, the 
spirit of religion, is her sister. 202 She is rich in all sorts of 
desirable things, but her gifts arc reserved for a household 
where the youths and maidens marry in time and the sanctity 
of the obligations of married life is scrupulously main
tained.203 She comes with all sorts offlocks, with all victory, 
with all intelligence, with .all glory and with virtuous off
spring; but she expects her temporal gifts to be shared with 
the deserving and the needy-" let Aslti, with fulness of 
welfare, follow the man who gladdens the faithful with his 
gifts.' '204 Her picture is powerfully drawn and the prayer to 
her is fervent and lifted above all Rordid selfishness by asso
r.iating her with all orders of spiritual beings from Ahura 
Mazdah downwards. We see, therefore, that all htwful gain 
was encouraged and people were taught to welcome and ap
preciate the good things of the world provided by God. 

It was a good idea to associate Spenta Armaiti with Ashi 
Vanghuh1, on the one hand, and with Riitii, on the other.1

fl5 

.Poverty is re~ponsible for so much evil not only in personal 
lives hut also in social relations that the faithful are enjoined 
to adore Rata, the genius of charity, "·with the eyes of love," 
so that miserliness and selfish greed may not take possession 
of their soul. Any good that is within one's power to give 
should be given with grace. Thus, " if one of the faith ap-

. proaches another, seeking goods, or a wi:fe, or knowledg·e, the 
man of means should help him with goods, he should arrange 
for tho marriage of this poor co-religionist, he should pay 
for his in~truction in religious matters.'' 206 And the whole 
1vorld knows how faithfully the Parsis have kept this pres
Dtiption of thejr religion. 

202 Dballa, Zor. Th., p. 101. 
203 In later Persian literature (e.g., Sad Dar) the importance of le"ving a son, 

natural or adopted, was as much emphasised as in Rinau Dharma Sastras. (See 
Pavry, The Zoroastrian Doctrine of a FutUire Life, pp. 109-10. He refera to 
Ys. 62.5; Yt. 13.134.) 

204 Yt. 18.4-5. 
205 Yt. 17.16. Sirozab I.5; II.5; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 114; Moulton, Tr. 

Mag., p. 115. 
206 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 115. 

65 
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'rhe national trait so early noted by Herodotus, viz., re
gara for truth,207 had a number of angels corresponding to its 
various nuances of meaning. Reference has already been 
ma-le to iVIithTa, the presiding genius of contracts, compacts 
nn·J truthful dealings between individuals and also between 
nations: a violator of agreements wa,s a Mithro-clmj, deceiver 
of Mithra. Naturally associated with him is Rashnu,208 

eallE:d ' the most just ' (razishta), as the presiding genius of 
justice, for the violation of undertakings is the flouting of 
justice also. His vision encompasses all objects, celestial 
and terrestriaJ, and he is always present in ordeals, when in
voked, to see that strict justice is done to a suspect.. Thieves 
and disturbers of peace have most to dread from him. During 
the Pahlavi period, when eschatological interest increased in 
importance, Rashnu (Rashn) as the genius of justice was de
picted as holding the golden scales in which the good and evil 
detds of souls are weighed. 209 As the genius of truth, Rashnu 
hau a femaJe associate with the same function, namely, 
A rshtat 210 who personifies rectitude and is the .guide of celes
tial and terrestrial beings. A variant of that name is Rasat'l,s
tat who is invited along with Erethe, another minor female 
nrigel of rectitude. 211 Closely related to Mithra as the god of 
war is Akhshti, tho spirit of peace. Appropriately enough, 

207 See Yt. 11.3; " The word of truth iA the fighter that is the best of 'Ill 
fiend·sniiters." 

~OBDhalla, Zor. Th., pp.lll, 240; C. de Rarlez, op. cit., p. 181. 
209 See Pavry, op. cit,, pp. 67, 82, 89; Casartelli, op. cit., p. 79. In Diitastiin

i·Di!nik there are four takers of account-(1) Vohuman takes acc~unt of deeds 
thrice every de,y; (2) Mihr takes account of all promises kept or broken; (3) l'!ashnu 
(and Brosh) rMkons the deeds of the departed; (4) Oh:nmazd takes aooount of !\II 
things by his omniecicnce at the time of the Rasnrrection (oee Pavry, ap. cit., 
pp. 89-90). 

It is interesting to note that "some of the Rabbis even taught that 
righteousness and . wickedness were determined by the excess of good over evil ac· 
ti.ons. A b&le.nce of one good deed, they held, was sufficient to mak<1 a man 
rightoo.us." • See Linds.ay Dewar, Imagination and Religion, p. 66. 

l!IODhalla, Zor. Th., p.l12; C. deHarlez, ap. cit., p. 182; Jackson, Zor. Btu., 
p. 61. Dhalla makeg Arshtat out to be a female angel while C. de Harle« (Eng. 
'1)-.) uses the term as masculine. Arshtat is one of Rashnu's company at the 
Chinvat Bridge in Pahlavi literature. See Pa,vry, op. cit., p. 85; Dhalla, Zor. 
Th., p. 177. 

21.1 Dhlllla., ZOT, Th., p. 112; C. de Harlfl!', op. cit., P· 182. 
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she is associated also with Vohu Manah, good mind, . and 
Khratu, worldly wisdom (or Cbisti, religious wisdom),21z '£or 
peaeG can come only out of a peaceful attitude of mind and 
an intelligent (and religious) conviction about the futility oi 
strife and discord. 

The remaining personification8 are connected with the 
Mazdayasnian religion itself in its twofold aspect of faith and 
practice, Sraosha (Srosh)213 as a personified abstraction comes 
down from Gathic times and is, as Dhalla remarks, '' one o~ 
the few angels whose prominence increases with the lapse of 
time " He is Ahma's own, the personification of obedience 
to the Mazdayasnian law-'' the priest-divinity who acts as 
an embodiment of the divine service '' and prompts men to 
pay heed to the message of goodness. He is the Gabriel of 
the Zoroastrian religion and communicates to man Divine 
wishes and orders. His later development into an assessor of 
the deeds of men along with Mithra and Rashnu is fore
shadowed in the Gathas 214 and becomes complete in the 
Pahlavi 'perio<l when he becomes the escort of the individual 
soul across the Chinvat Bridge. Special ceremonies ms are 
performed in his honour during the first three days and nights 
after death, when the departed soul is to take the three fateful 
steps towards heaven or hell, 216 in order to secure his; help at 
that time in warding off the demons and also later on at the 
seat of Judgment-in fact, a man may have the ceremonies 
in honour of .Sraosha performed in his life-time (the Zindeh-

212 Dhal1a, Zor. 'l'h., p. 115; Jackson, Zor. Btu., p. 63. 
213 Dhalla, Zor. Th., pp. 41, 101, 238; Modi, Rel. Ger. and Gus. of the PaTsis, 

p. 434f; also pp. 77-8; l'avry, op. cit., p. 58; C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 179; Ys. 
57; Yt. 11; Casartelli, op. cit., p. 80. See esp. Madan, op. cit., p. 34 f and esp. 
p. 54 (he thinks that Sraosha stands not for obedience but for knowledge or in
spiration). 

2H Carnoy, in ERE. ix. 569, points out the resemblance between the Aesy· 
1·ian god Shamash, accompanied in his capacity as the god of law by two divini•oo 
abstr.actions-Kettu, ' justice,' and Mesharu, ' rectitude,' and the Zoroastrian 
Mithra, accompanied by Rashnu, ' justice,' and Sraosha, 'discipli;,e,' 'rectitude,' 
and also Aurama:?;da of the :Behistan inscription proceeding with justice and 
equity. 

215 Sec Modi, Rel. Ger. and Gus. of the Parsis, p. 436, for the Smash cere
monies; also Pavry, op. cit.; pp. 10, 103-04. 

216 Sec Pavry, op. cit., p. 15. 
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ravan ceremony) lost they should not be duly performed for 
some reason or other after his dea.th. 217 Sra.osha. has not en
joyed sleep since the time when the two Spirits made the 
world, namely, the good Spirit and the evil One,218 and with 
spells which form his very body (tanumanthra) and his 
weapons he fights the fiendish Druj and gmrds the world 
after sunset, against Aeshma whb is iniquity incarnate (pesho
tanus) :tnd other emissaries of evil who prevent men from 
pe1·forming their religious duties, by corning down thrice 
dming the day n,nd thrice during the night. J3ut inasmuch 
as religion does not thrive on obedience alone, a second 
Yazata, Ch'isti (or Chistfl.),219 personifies religious wisdom. 
She wears th.e white gtu'lnent of purity or holiness and is in
voked to bestow clearest vision. Sbe is a companion of Ra-
sanstat, the angel of equity, presumably because profession of 
1·eligion ancl upright dealing must go hand in hand ; and also 
of Daena, the genius of Lhe Holy Mazdayasnian I1aw,220 pos
sibly because faith gives rise to knowledge, as the Bhagavad
g'ita and St .. Augustine bave also affinnecl. Daena represents, 
however, not only the objective system of beliefs but also the 
religion as lived--tile good or bad religious conscience or the 
reflection of the inner being of a departed soul. 221 It is this 
second meaning th.at becomes prominent in connection with 
eschatological speculationt~ and Daena is conceived as coming 
to greet a soul (either be!' ore or after the Judgrnent) 222 in the 
form of a lovely maiden in the case of a good man and in that 
of a hideous hag in the case of a wicked one. · 

Religion as a system of formulae ancl incantations gave 
rise to another set of personifications, the most important of 

217 Modi, Rel. Ger. and Gus. of the Parcis, p. 444 f; Pavry, op. cit., p; 18. 
21BYt. 11.9; Ys. 57.17. 
219 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 101. 
220 Dhalla, Zor, Th., p. 101; 0. de HM·let, op. cit., p. 186; Casartelli, op. cit., 

p. 82; .Jackson, Zor. St., p. 146, f.n. 8. 
221 Ys. 46.11. See Pavry, op. cit., Cbs. IV-VI, esp. p. 28. 
222 There is a. difference of opinion about the exact time when the Daena 

meets !;he souL-See Pavry, op. cit., pp. 37, 39, 44. The most wicked acts "'te 
Lurning the dead, idol-worship, causing oppression and cutting clown trees. See 
Hadhokht. Nask, 13, quoted by Pavry in op. cit., p. 35 (with footnotes). 
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which was Manthm (or M.athra) Spenta (Mahraspand)223 who 
was invoked with the Law of Zarathustra, the good Law of 
the worshippers of Mazdah, and the long-traditional Teachiug 
and Wisdom, both spiritual and secular. He is the lord of 
Holy Spells and specially prevails against the demons, whence 
ile is the most potent help of a Mazdaean in distress. Did not 
Zarathustra himself smite ·Angra Mainyu with the Ahuna 
Vairya, " as strong a weapon as a stone big as a house?" 224 

Is not a correct recitation of it with proper intonation worth 
the chanting of a hundred Gathas? 225 The soul of Ahura 
Mazdah is the Mathra Spenta which was pronounced by him 
bt:'.fore anything else was, and given to the Prophet in bound
less time. 226 There are other spells too, 227 the most potent of 
them being the AiTyaman Ishya (which smites all manners of 
disease and death, being associated with Airyaman who heals 
with holy spells), 228 the Ashem Vohu (which is associated 
with Asha and is so efficacious when uttered at the time of 
death)229 and the Yenghii Hatam prayer. 230 The praises bes-

223 Dhalla, Zo1·. Th., p. 115; 0. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 184. 
224 Yt. 17.20 describes Asha Vahishta (Ashern Vohu) as behaving like me1 ~

ing bras.s; Vend. 19.9 1the o:her wea,pollil are the sacred morta;r, the sacred cup and 
the Raoma). 8-Je also Bund. 1.8, about the progressive effect of. the Honover on 
Angra Mainyu (SEE. V, p. 8). See also Modi, Rel. GeT. and Gus. of the Parsis, 
p. 341 f; Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 77; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 173. 

225 Ys. 19.5. The 21 books (naslcs) of th(J ancient Avestan literature are 
said to have corresponded to th~ 21 words of the Ahunavar. 

226 Ys. 19.3, 4; Vend. 19.9. 
227 For the holy prayers, see Visparad, 1. See SBE. IV, p. lxxviii; Haug, 

op. cit., p. 141. · 
228 Dhal!a, Zor. Th., p. 119. The prayer has been translated thus: " May 

the vow-fulftlling Airyaman come here, for the mel} and women of Zarathushtra 
to rejoice, for Vohumnno to rejoice; with the desirable reward that Religion de· 
serves. I solicit for holiness that boon that is vouchsafed by Ahura. "-Darmes
teter, quoted by Moulton in Tr. Mag., p, 91, n.1. For Mills' trl).nslation, s~ SBE, 
XXXI, Ys. LIV, p. 293. See Yt. 3.5. 

~ Ys. 27.14. Modi, Rel. Ger. and Gus. of the Parsis, p. 348. 'Phe prayer has 
been translated thus : " Holiness is the best of all good. Weli is it for it, well is 
it for that holiness which is perfection of holiness " (Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 91, 
n.G), or, " Piety is the best good and happiness. Happiness to him who is pious 
for the best piety " (Modi, op. cit., p. 349). 

230 Ys. 4.26 (SEE, XXXI, p. 218). The pr<tyer has been translated thus: 
" Ahura l'lfazda knows (lit., is the knower of), who among the living is the best 
in prayer through righteousness (i.e., says his prayer in the best way possible by 
observing asha, i.e., rightem1sress). We praise t.l1en1 (those recognised as above 
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towed on the different prayers and the recital of benefits to 
bfl derived from repeating them on different occasions and in 
diffeTent quantities 231 show that the Iranian religion ran 
dangerously near the view that magical efficacies pertain. to 
the repetition of sacred texts ; and even if it did 
not go to the length of the Bra,hmal)a position that 
the gods could be coerced into beneficence by suitable 
incantations, it did not fall far below the conception 
of automatic reward oJ sacred recitals and of the 
coercion of demons by magical formu1ae. 232 Apparently, it 
was felt difficult to limit personification to the sacred man
th1')1S alone, for in due time the different parts of the Avesta 
wpre offered sacrifices, especially the five Gftthas which 
came to be set over the five divisions of the day. 233 It does 
not appear that the system of " discipli.uary and judicial ill
junctions " (Datern) was personified ;234 but sacrifices were 
nevertheless offered to almost everything connected with the 
ritual order.235 rrhus, Benediction upon the righteous be
comes the yazata Dahma if..jriti (Dahma,n Afrh1)236 and Male
diction upon the unrighteous takes the form of the angel 
Damoish Upamana, 237 and, appropriately enough, the one 
comes in the shape of a camel while her counterpart takes 
the form of a ferocious boar. 238 Zoroastrianism included 
within its creed uncompromising hostility towards the wicked, 
the infidel and the apostate; hence '' the redoubted and swift 
Curse of the wise '' was a part of the Mazdayasnian religion. 

by Ahura Mazda) whether male or female " (Modi, Rel. Oer. and Ous. of the Parsis, 
p. 349). See also Moulton, Tr. Mag., p. 91, n.2; SBE. XXXI, p. 218 (Ys. 7.27). 

231 Modi, Rel. Oe1·, and Ous. of the Parsis, p. 340 f. 
232 G. F. Moore, Ilis. of Rel., I, pp. 390, 393. 
233 SBE, XXXI, p. 379 f (esp. p. 382~Gah II.5). See Moulton, Tr. Mag., 

p. 60. It has been suggested that the five Muslim daily prayers were taken over 
from the Persian practice of prayers at the five Gabs. 

234 Datem is often invoked but does not seem .to be personified. See C. de 
Harlez, op. cit., p. 185. 

235 Gab III.5. 
236 Dhalla, Zo1·. Th., p. 118. For .the various Afrins, see Modi, Rel. Ger. and 

Cns. of the Parsis, p. 387 f. 
237 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 118. 
238Vis,I.7; Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 118. 
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The later literature gives us not only an extended pan
theon but also an extensive description of ' the legions of 
hell ' 239 which it was the duty of the faithful to beware of 
and resist. Many of these are similar to Vedic malevolent 
spirits, but some Vedic gods aJso figure as demons in Iranian 
religion. Some of these evil spirits were genuine revivals 
frorr:_ ancient superstitions and represented a class of object
ive beings-' malevolent powers and evil personages,' as 
J a~~kson calls them. 240 Some again were mythical monsters 
or impersonations of witchcraft or of the evil forces of nature 
that destroy the fruits of human labour or endanger humar: 
life and property. The Rivayats give us some idea of the 
popular formulae of spell to withstand the hostile forces that 
threaten man's life and happiness from optside.241 But the 
spiritual character of the Zoroastrian religion can be 
indirectly brought out by enumerating the evil spirits 
that were supposed to sap the fou:ndations of religion 
in the inner being of the faithful themselves.242 The 
most formidttble demons belong to human nature 
itself. They are Aka Manah, vile thoughts, Inrira 
(or Andra), apostasy, Sauru or Saurva (the Brahma.I)ic 
Sarva), misgovernment, anarchy and drunkenness, Niion
ghaithya (Vedic Nasatya), 243 later ide.nti:fied with Taromaiti, 
pride, presumption, disobedience, insubordination, contempt, 
heresy, and Aeshma, wrath, fury, rapine and outrage (special
ly in relation to cattle); also the falsely spoken word (Draoga 
Mithaokhta), malice, envy, jealousy (Araska), lust (Vareno), 
untimely s'leep, lethargy, (Bushyansta), stinginess, miserli
ness and hoarding (Araiti, Pfish), luxury (Ari), greed (Azi), 
incredulity (E1·eshi), lying, deceit, untruth (Druj, Ariist, 
Daiwi Daeva), slander and gossip (Spazga), revenge, spite 

239 J'ackson, Zor. Stu., Ch. VI; Dhalla, Zor. Th., Cbs. VI, XVTII, 
XXX; C. de Harlez, op. cit., p. 199 f; Casartelli, op, cit., p. 88 f. 

240 J:tckson, Zor. Stu., p. 103. 
241 See Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 309. 
242 See .Jackson, Zor. 8tu., p. 85 f. 
243 The other two arch-demons· are Tauru (or Taurvi) and Zairicha, who 

represent hunger and thirst (or demons that generate and apply poison to kill 
plantll and animals)-the two potent bodily causes of religious inattention. 
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(J(asvi Dae'U(t), beggary, poverty (Driwi Daeva), debavchery 
(Jahi), drunkenness (Kunda), murder (Khru, Khrv'ighn-i). 
discord (AniiJ>:hshti), disobedience (Asmshti), and idolatry 
(Khnanthaiti). As Jackson remarks, 244 '' Only the hosts of 
rmgels a,nd the watchfulness of man hold in check the horde!\ 
of Ahriman, his demons and fiends. Any lapse from the path 
of righteousness, any act of wro.ngdoing or carelessness, any 
neglect of goodness or lack of attention to the prescribed mode 
of living placeR man in the power of some demon or of some 
other evil force which constantly lurks ready to take posses
sion of him and to destroy his body and his soul.'' '' This 
conception of life as a war with the demons," rightly observes 
G. F. Moore, 245 

" gives its peculiar colour to the religion, 
morals and custor~s. In many particulars these resemble the 
lower religions in which self-defence against evil spirits is 
the principnl feature ; but the central theistic and ethical 
ideas give them a different signifieancc.'' Much of the peni
tentiaJ [J,nd purificatory litenthue, however, owes its origin 
to the dread of being the victim of this or tha.t demon. 

Plutareh, in hig list of Persian gods, mentions Ahma 
MazdaJ1, IVfitJn·a, the six gods (Arnesha Spentas) origina11y 
ere~ted by Ahura Mazda}J, Sirius (Tishtrya) and other stars, 
as also twenty-four other gods created subsequently by Ahura 
Mazdah-rm enumeration whicl1 gives thirty-three gods,'·~ a 
number familiar to us in Verl.1c literature. The method of 
invoking the several spirits bordered c]m;ely upon po'lytheisrn 
as the Amesha Spentas, the Yazatas and the Fravashi<.: 
were directly approached for bcons within • their own 
jurisdiction, What, then, was the distinction between 
Vedic polytheism and Persian polytheism? We have al
ready seen that, excepting a few rare lapses on the part of 
Indra, the Vedic gods always act together and the jeaJonsy. 

2RJ"ackson, Zor. Stu., p. 108. See Dha!Ia, Zor. Th., p. 309, for the virtues 
ascribed to the incantations or Pazand and Persian nirangs (formulae of spell). 

245 G. F. Moore, His. of Rel., I, p. 387. 
246 Omitting the other stars. For the quotation from Plutarch, see Rang, 

Es.l'ays on the Religion of the Par sis, p. 9 (Mithra is not specifically! mentioned but 
Ahura Mazdah is supposed to htwe sprung out of fhe purest light). But see Yasn"' 
1. where the thirty-three rattts or chiefs are mentioned (see Hang, op. cit., p. 276). 
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rivalry and conflict ofthe gods are generally unknown in India 
till· we come down to the time of the sectarian religions. The 
same was the case in Persian religion, for barring a casual 
complaint by this or that spirit that men are partial to other 
angels in the frequency of their worship, we do not hear of gcds 
squabbling or fighting among themselves. There . is,. how:.. 
ever, one important distinction between Hinduism and Par~ 
sisrn : Hinduism never succeeded in establishing a singie 
supreme god like Ahura Mazdah and hence different sects 
claimed different gods as supreme. Zervan Akarana is the 
only Being who ever contested seriously with Mazdah for the 
headship of the Iranian pantheon, but it does not appear that 
he ever became for long a living force to thepeople atlarge.241 

The Yazatas whom Ahura Mazdah is represented in the 
Yashts as worshipping were never meant to be regarded as 
occupying a position superior or even equal to that of Ahura 
Mazdah, and none except Mithra, the god of the older Aryari 
solar cult, ever attnined any important position even outside 
the Iranian church or set up a rival sect to. that of Ahu~~ 
Mazdah. · The writers had always the consciousness thl),t ·in 
the last resort the angels· and archangels were subordinate 
to and even creatures of Ahura Mazdah. and in the same 
piece of composition would occur the expressions that Maz~ 
dah· (sometimes himself regarded as a Yazata) worships a 
parHcular Yazata and that he is the latter's creator or father; 
or that he is one of the Amesha Spentas and that he istheir 
creator .248 Brahmanic India did evolve the idea. of a unitary 
principle of existence, namely, Brahman, but this was 
conceived not in theistic bnt in pantheistic terms; 
and while India chose to he philosophical, not only 
in her Brahmal}.ism hut also in her Jainism and 
Buddhism, Persia. preferred to be religious: Being prac
tically free, even in its later forms, from idolatry, Zoroas
trianism did not turn the revived depa.rtmental deities_ into 
locftl gods of this or that city as was done by Egypt, Babylon 

247 See Casartelli, op. cit., p. lll f. 
248 Flee C. de Harlez, OJ!. cit., pp. 193·6, 1.93, 147. 

66 
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or even Greece. vVhile probably local emphasis upon this or 
thn,t aspect could not be entirely avoided,. the religion was 
common to the whole population and there was a single body 
of scriptures, binding upon the entire religious community. 
It is only in Dabistan, a 17th century work composed in India, 
thl:!Jt we· have as many as fourteen Zoroastrian sects men
tioned ;249 but orthodox Parsis disavow the genuineness of 
their differences as also any distinction drawn by that work 
between exoteric and esoteric religion (the latter being really 
a mixture of Greek meta,physics through its Arabic version, 
Hindu Yoga and Persian Su:fism).25o 

What, in spite of the revival of nature worship, the reli
gion of the later Avesta was, can be made out if we consult 
the catalogue of divine names which the pious Zoroastrian wns 
taught to recite and meditate upon. In the Ormuzd Yasht 
occur two such lists, probably compiled at different times and 
tht-n put together in one place, ·which prove that the multipH
cation of good spirits was never intended to detract from the 
majesty of Ahura MazdaJL 251 The :first; list gives the follow
ing twenty names :-the One to be questioned, Herd-giver, 
1;be Strong One, Perfect Holiness (AsJ1a VaJJiRhta), All Maz
dah-made Asba-horn C:oorl, Underst:mding·, the Understand
ing One, TntelJir?;ence, the TnlielliDmJ1 One Holiness '(Weal or 
Beneficence), ibc Holy One, 252 the Lord (Ahura), Mightiest, 
Beyond reaeb of enmity (He in \~rbom there iR no harm), Mw 
Unconquernble On0, Mindful of deflert, the AlJ.,aeeing One, 
the Healer, the Creator, the Wise One CMar,dah). The 
second liRt iR longer and the renner will 8t once .notice bow, 
Min the names of Allnb. fl nua.Jitv is reinforcrcl hv the llRC 

I •· . •' 

of strong·er la.nguage. The nameR give.n fire--Protector, 
Creator, Maintainer, T\nower, Holim<t Spirit (Beneficent 

'M9 Dhalla, Zor. Th., p. 312. 
2so Ibid., p. ru~. 

251 See Moulton, Tr: Mag., p. \'}5; also Casartelli, op. oit., p. 21 :f. Of. Yasna. 
1.1. See Geiger, op .. !Jit., I, Jnt., xxv f. 

25' These three pairs declare that Holiness and Intelligence are not only the 
qualities but also tne essence or God-the nearest approximation to the Vedantic 
idea that Brahman is consciousness (qualified by the theistic idea of Zoroas
trianism th~.t God is also :pert!onal), 
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Spil'it), Best Healer, Priest, Best Priest, the Lord (Ahura), 
\Vise (Mazdah), Righteous (Holy), Most Righteous (Most 
Holy), Glorious, Most Glorious, \Vide-seeing, -Widest-seeing, 
F'ar-meing, .b'arthest-seeing, Watcher (Keeper), Tracker 
(\VeD-wisher), Creator, Protector, Maintainer, Knower, Best 
l(nnwer, Pi:osperity-producer (Cattle-owner), \Nord of Pros~· 
pehty (Word of theCattle-o"wner), Desiring Dominion (King 
who· rules at his will), Most Desiring Dominion (King who 
ruler; most at his will), lvliJd of Dominion (Liberal King), 
:\fost Mild of Dominio11 (Most J_jiberal King), \Vho cannot 
deceive, Free from deceit (Who cannot be deceived), Keeper, 
De::;troyer of malice, Conqueror at one stroke, All-conqueror, 

. All-Creator ( Shaper of everything), All-blessing (All-weal), 
\Vide-blessing (Full Weal), Blessed (IV[aster of Weal), Of 
mighty benefits (\Vl10 can benefit at his wish), Of· mighty 
beneficence CWho ean best benefit at his svish). 253 Powedul 
(Energetic), Most Powerful, 254 Holiness (Asha), the Gteat 
one (High), Dominant (Good Sovereign), Most Dominant 
(Best of Soverc!igns), Of good insight (the vVise one), Of best 
insight (the Wisest of the wise), He who does good for a long 
time (Who sees afar). These names are declared to be the 
most fiend-smiting; even if we leave aside the magical aspect 
of their recitation, there can be no doubt that they sum up the 
most essential attributes of the Divine nature and will com
pare very favourably with the conception of God in any other 
advanced ethical monotheism, especially if we include under 
blessing and beneficence the active love of God for hjs own 
creation. 'Ehe tradition lived on, for in the Dinkart Ahurrt, 
Mazdah is described in an antithetical way in the following 
manner :255-'' Sovereign, and not servant; father, and not 
child ; prior, and not dependent ; master, and not obedient ; 
chief, and not having a chief ; lord-, and not subject to a mas
ter; protector, and not protected; immutctble, and without 

253 • Beneficent ' and ' Most :tlenencent ' are repeated her.e, 
--~-...----~ohitOit lid0if'1Jii; ln __ .he.ll'Of :--:rvro·;;t · B~~nafr::·:.-:1~' ... 

255 Casartelli, op. cit., p. 24. He misses in the list ::my attribute of immeli
, .. iiy or infinity. Jn i.he Run- Delw<h the infinity of Goa i,g exj)re.~sly ea'tluded 

(1 bid.' p. 215). 
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desires; possessing in himself living knowledge, and not by 
fillY medium; disposing, and not disposed; distributing, but 
not receiving anything ; illuminating, and not illuminated ; 
co-operating but not receiving co-operation ;256 co-acting and 
not subject to any co-action ; directing, and not directed.'' 
His creative activity is unconditionally affirmed: ., 'He has 
created through his crwn es~enti&l power and knowledge six 
supreme Arneshospancls and .numerous Yazds, the most ex
cellent paradise and the Chi,rotman, the vault of the sky, the 
burning sun, the shining moon and the stars of numerous 
germs, the wind and the atmosphere, the fire and the water, 
the earth and the plants, the animals, metals and man.'' 257 

Nor is his moral government of the world forgotten. He 
protects and sustains his ereation. He makes his existence 
and nature known to man through his visible ereation as also 
t.hrough scriptural revelations. He and his angels assist the 
good creation and out; of t.he evil introduced by Ahriman he 
l;an draw out good. He .rewards virtue and punishes wicked
ness.258 He harms no creature for he is beneficoent by nature: 
but Ahriman and hi t> brood wili h ave no mercy from him, and 
even if the Evil Spirit cannot be annihilated, his creation 
will be taken away from him and the Renovation will leave 
Orma:t.d in sole charge of all existing things. 259 The faithful 
are enjoined never to injure a righteous man : '' Since the 
righteous man is a counterpart of Auharmazd the lord and 

·. ,\,he:l the righteous man acts it is caused by him who is 
Auharmazd, whoever propitiates the righteous man, his 
fame and welfare exist a long time ,in the world, and the 
splendour of Auharmazd. and pleasure and joy become his 
o'vn in heaven (vahisht)." 260 

·, 

256 This attribute is striking in vi(lw of the 1ater Avestan passages describ-
ing tho help that the Yazatas and. Fravashis render to Ahur.o~ Mazdah. 

257 Casartelii, op. cit., p. 30; seP. his summtuy on pp. 30"1. 
~58 Ibid., Zoe. cit. 
259 Casartelli, op. cit., p. fl4 f. Tho Bun-Dehesh contempl.at;es the fmal non

ux;Htence of Ahriman while the Dinka .. r/; believes in the immortali ' y of Ahriman 
nnd thinkp, -thar, n.u-u:..-5~ "' l: ~ ~c ·J.~~J'P~:~~-~-v,:n~Jd - "he -destrvyetl - -r..~~d- -th~ - .wid~eC. . i!LllclL~:.. 
facd and sawd by the :fire, Ahrim an will continue to li ve, albei t totally power· 
. les~; to hann the world of Ahun1 Mazdah any more. 

2GO !~hii1fa8t Lii-Shii.ya8t, Cb. XV. $ (SBE. Y, p. 374). 
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PARSIS}Ii AND i:N.btAN RELIGIONS 

Aere our story of Zoroastrianism must abruptly end. 
ce the tragedy of exile from the father·land the Parsis 
e only preserved the mutilated wisdom of their saints and 
:Js but have contributed practically nothing to the philo
hical or theological development of their own faith or to 

... 1e quickening of other fr.iths. They have dso ceased now 
tc convert aliens. The I:tanian religion possesses literature 
in diverse tongues; but it does not appear that the attempts 
of Neryosangh Dhaval and others to establish a sacred Sans
krit literature for the exiles in India succeeded in evoking 
nny considerable response. 261 The Parsis adopted. Gujrati as 
cheir language and could not escape the influence of.Hindu 
social customs and popular religious ideas altogether ;26Z but 
their own influence-on the contiguous Hindu religion has been 
surprisingly small. This phenomenon may be due either to 
the growing ignorance of the immigrants of their own reli
gious literature-a literature which has become known with 
some degree of fulness only during the last 200 years, or it 
may be due tp a kind of Jewish exclusiveness which the com
munjty has observed since its appearance on the Indian 
arena, or it may be due to the great religious and philosophi
cal revival in India as a result of the active preaching of 
Vedanta doctrines by 8ai1kara (and later by Ramanuja), or 
it may be due to the lack of that speculative thinking through 
which alone Hindu thought could be influenced. Not being 
at 11ny time in political power and never atte11ipting to thrust 
thf'ir language and belief upon the Hindus, the Parsis failed 
to quickep. the religious thought of their neighbours as the 
Muslims did at a later time. But, although some of its. reli
gious practices are very similar to those of the Vedic form of 
religion, Parsism has succeeded in maintaining its integrity 
intact and resisted absorption by the more powedul and ex-

26t The extant }'arsi literature produced in this tongLl\3. comprises the trans· 
lation into Sanskrit of the greater. part of the Avestan Y.asna, Khordah Avesta, 
nnd Aogem.adaedha, based on .their Pablavi versions; also a Sanskrit tra.nslation 
of the Pahlavi works 1:(enuk-i }3:h•:;.t, SEilmn.d · Gum:;.~ik v•;~!, ':;L<il'' .'.rda Viraf 
:Nama£ a~C:tthe Stt~~krit version ofthe Pazancl Ashirvad.-·Dhalla, Zor, Th., 
J .. 306. 

2~ Dhalla., Zo1·. Th., p. 343. 
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tensive Hindu cult. Possibly, the tradition of hostility t 

Daevas, the concentration of the entire population with" 
narrow area of India, and the prevention of a large influ 
people' of alien faiths into the cornrrnmity • are responsible~ 
the maintenanee of the Parsi tradition; tmd the conscious1: 
of possessing a revealed book in the communities concernec 
rnust also be taken .into aeeount when explaining wiry Jiindu
ism, ~which had enguHed so many other rettgionf! and cinn
munities' inthe past, failed tq abHorb llarsism, L~l5rn and 
Chr1:3tiani ty. 'l'he appeal of Hindu pantheiHm, :18~~cticisrn tllld 
occultism to Parsism has, however, not gone in vain; and it 
is only in recerit years that a more intimrtte knowledge of the 
Avestan literature has prompted a reform movement pledged 
to weed out unsuitable· accretiontJ to the Zoroastria:n faith. 263 

'l1he religion of the l)rophot is now being interpreted 
llll strictly monotheistic Lin(~:· and allegorical intereretation 
IS being put on inconvenim1t passages be.uring ou belief and 
cm1duct. .A reJigjon with 11, great pa,sL, a religion from which 
even Judaism 264 (and through it Christianity)• and. IsW.rn "65 

did not disdain to borrow u1a,terials, ean lmve greater vittdity 
infused into it if its adherents would only learn that 11 good 
religion, like light, is meant to be diffused and also that there is 
I)O virtue in clinging fast to cults and superstitions that go 
raqically against the spiritual words which the Prophet 
claimed to have heard from God Himsel£. 266 

263 Dbt>lh, Zor. 1'h., p. 336. 
264 'l'herc is a tendency among Christian m·itors to deny this in spite of _ n

convenient parallels. See Die. Bib., IV, p. 988 f, art. ZOROASTRI, 
ANISM (by Moulton). The influences are on compositions (like ti-re Book of 
Tobit,- the Book of Esther and the Wisdom I1iterature), the Telation between star 
and· fravashi (Mt.2), resurrection, eschatology, apocalyptic, angelology (including 
the theorv Af .thA aenii),. demoD,o!o~v. the pract'ees of t~e Essenes, etc. 

265 For the inJinenc~ of Parsist~; c;~l- I&lim, ~ee <:-iDldzffior '21 paper ~o:,) i;he ~!11/ed- -
und tho tro,nslator 's note thereo n (- . N~.:·iman's Persia and. P?r.sis, P_art I, 
pp. 39-H (also m Ttele, op • . t~\p~ --~ '· .. . 

266 For justification of{ t~ ersi.stence, ~·Madan, op. cit., p. 21: 
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